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Sitting of Monday, ll October 1976
SITTING OF MONDAY 11 OCTOBER 1976
I
F
;
ll
ll
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
l. Resuntlttion oJ-tbe .testion
2. Afpointntent and aerification ol' creden-
tiuls of'a ncntbcr o.f'tbe Euroltean Parlia-
t rtnt,
Mr Broehsz; lilr A4cDonald; lllr de la
lWaline; Lord St. Oswald; Mr Durieux;
hlr A, Bertrand; illr Laban ; lllr Yeats ;
tVr Lange ; lVr Broeksz; iVr Laban ; illr
Durieux; Mr Jobn.ytotr; Lord St. O.twald ;
'fulr de la lValine; Lord Bruce ,l
Donington ; Lord Castle ; Lord St. O.tuald ;Mr de la lllaline; llr Duricux; llIr Ortoli,
President ol.the Comnis-tion .
,9. Time-linit 
.for tabling cttrrcndtncnts
10. Agenda lor ncxt sitting
with the provisions of the Treaties. It therefore
proposes that it be ratified by the House.
Are there any obiections ?
The appointment is ratified.
I should like to take this opportunity of thanking
Lord Gladwyn very warmly for his services to this
House.
It gives me great pleasure to welcome Mr Johnston on
behalf of the House and to congratulate him on his
return.
(Altltlausc)
3. iVenbcrship ol' contnrittees
President. 
- 
I have received a request from the
Liberal and Allies Group that Mr Johnston be
appointed as a member of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport to
replace Mr Caillavet.
Are there any objections ?
The appointment is ratified.
Contents
I
I
I
2
5
5
6
I
i:
tVc m bc rs h i1t o.f rcnt m i t tees
Docuntcnt.t receiaed
Tcxts o.l' Trcatict 
.fbrwarded by tbe Couhcil
Lint it on sfurhing-tirttc
Au t boriza t ion ol' reports
Order el business :
IN THE CHAIR: MT G. SPENALE
President
Tbe sitting uas opcned at 7.05 lr.,n,
President. 
- 
The siuing is open.
l. Ilc.tutntttion of' the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament adiourned on l7 September
t976.
2. Altltointntent ttnd ueril'ication ol' oedentials o.f' a
tttcntbcr o.f the European Parlianent
President. 
- 
The House sf Commons and the
House of Lords of the United Kingdom have
informed me of the appointment of Mr Russel John-
ston as a Member of the European Parliament to
replace Lord Gladwyn, with effect from I October
t976.
At its meeting of 2 September 1976 the enlarged
Bureau confirmed that this appointment complied
i..8.
ttf
t
F.;
E*k$
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4. Doatmcnts rccciaed
Prteident. 
- 
I have received the following docu-
ments:
(a) from the Council of the European Communities,
requests for opinions on Commission proposals
for :
- 
a regulrtion on the opening, allocation and adminis-
tration of a Community trriff quote lor frozen bccf'
and veal falling vithin subhcoding No 02.02 A II a) 2
of the Common Customs Trrifl (1977) (Doc.30U75lt
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture, as the committee rcsponsible, and to
the Gmmittee on Extemal Economic Relations for
its opinion.
- 
a rcgulation totelly or portiolly ,suspcnding Coinmon
Customs Tariff dutiec on ccftain products, hlling
within Chaptem I to 24 of the C;ommon Custoirts
Tariff, originoting in Mrlu (1974 (Doc. 3031761;'
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Extemal Econornic Relations, as the committee
responsible, and to the Committee on Agricutture for
is gpinion.
- 
n regulrtion on the opening of r uriff quote- of nev
potatas hlling within subheading 07.0t A II of the
' Common CuJtoms Trriff lor the first half'ycat of
t977, originating in Cyprus (Doc. 30a/70;
Ttis document has been referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations, as the committec
responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
a regrlation opening, rllocrting and providing for the
administretion of a Community tariff quotr for
apricot pulp hlling within subheading cr 20.06 B Il
c) l) aa) of the Comrnon Customs Tariff' originating
iir tsnel (l9Z @oc. 3/.0.il76l;
This document hes bcen tefcrred to thg Committee
on External Economic Relations, as the committee
responsible,. and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
a re6plation temporrrily suspcnding the autonomow
Common Gustoms Tariff duty on mushroome,
excluding cultiveted mushroomc, dried, dehydrated or
' evaporetcd for the processing industry of subhcrding
ex 07.04 B (Doc. 3O8176l:,
This document has been referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations, as the committce
responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
r a rcBrlation opening, allocrting and providing for the
administration of Comnunity tarifl quotas lor port
wines, falling within subheeding ex 22.05 of thc
C.ommon Customs Tariff, originating in Porogrl(te74
- 
a regulation opening, allocrting and providing (or the
administration of a C;ommunity tarifl quota for
Madeira wines, hlling within subheeding ex 22.05 of
the Common Customs Tariff, originrting in Portugal(1e74
- 
a rcgulrtion opening, dhcting rnd prwiding for thc
dministntion of r Community terill quotr lor
Sctubel muecrtel wi4s, fdling within subholding er
22.05 ol thc C.ommon Cwtom3 Teriff, origineting in
Portugpl (1924 Gloc. fi91761;'
This document has ,been referred to' the Commitlco
on Extemal Economic Rclations, as the commlttec
responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion. 
.
- 
r reguhtion erncnding the Community tiriff quot !
opcned br 1976 by Rciplrtions (EEQ Nos AN6n5,
DSIVS nd 2958175 for the importetion of ccrtrio
wiries originrting in Portugrl (Doc. 310/70;
This documcnt h.s bcen rsferred to thc Crmmittcc
on Externd Economic Relations, as the cbrnmittee
responsiple, and to the C;ommittee on Agriculturc for
its opinion.
- 
r rcgtrletion openirrg dlircating md providing foi the
rdminisrntion of e Community tidff quot lot Jcrez
winel felling within subhcading ex 22.05 of the
C.onimon Cuctoms Trqiff. originrting in Sprin (197[
- 
r'reStrlrtion opcniag, dloceting rnd prwiding lor thc
rdministntion oI e Community t liff quota for
MrLtr rin6 lalling vithin subhcrdlng cr 22.05 ol
the Common Customs Trriff, oridnrting in Spoin(te74
- 
a rcgrrlrtion opcning, rlloceting end providirtg lor th3
adminirtntion of a Community teriff quote for lincr
' lrom Jumi[., Priorato, Rioie and Vrldcpcfirs hlling
within subhceding cx 2a05 of thc Common Cusloml
Tarifl, originrting in Spain (1974 (Doc. 311176l;
This document has been referted to the Commincc
on Extcrnal Economic Relations, as the committee
responsibte, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
I. e rcguletion opcninS, ellocatirtg and providing for
the idministrrtion of a Crcmmunity trriff quotr for
&ied figs hlling vithin rubheeding er 0t.03 B of
tht C.ommon Customs Trriff, otigineting in Sprin
(te74
-Il. e rcgulrtion opening, ellocrting end providing hrtbc rdministntion of o C.ommunity uriff quotr Iol
dried gnpcs'fdting within subherding cx 0t.04 B
. I of the Common Customr Tariff, origineting in
.Spcin (1977) lDx,. 3tA76l i
This document hss been referred to the Committcc'
on Extemal Economic Relations; as the committee
rcsponsiblc, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
rcgrlrtions opening rllocrting and providing br thc
dminiJtntion of e C.ommunity tariff quot , fo,
rpricot pulp felling rithin subherding er 20J5 B lI
c) l) m) of thc Common Grstomg Trriff, originating
in Tunisir and Morocco $?m (Dor,. 313176l;
This document h.s been referred to the Committce
on Extcrnal Bconomic Rolations, as the cqmmittee
responsible, end to the C,ommittee on Agriculture and
the C.ommittee on Development and Cooperation for
Lq--
ir,
fi,,,
:,- J
',t,
1I
i
their opinions.
l'
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- 
a regulation amending 
, Regulations (EEC) Nos
1160176 and 816/70 laying down additional prcvi-
sions for the common organization of the market in
wine,.Regulation (EEC) No 950/68 on the Common
Customs Tariff (Doc. 3221761;
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture:
- 
I. a regulation' amending Regulation (EEC) No
601/76 laying down special measures, in particular
for the determination of the offers of olive oil on
the world market,
-lI.'a regulation amending Rfguhtion (EEC) No602176 laying dbwn special measurei, in particular
for thc ,determination of the offers of olive oil on
. tlre Greek market (Doc. 324176);
This dotunrc'ng has been referred to the Comrhittee
on Agriculturc, as the committee responsibld, and to
tlte Committee on External Economic Relatiops for
its opinion.
- 
a directive on the sixth modifiiation of the Council
Directive ol 27 June 1967 on the approximhtion of
r the laws of Member States relating to the classifica-
tion, packing and labelling of dangerous.substances
. (Do.. 33e176);
This document has been referred to the Committee
on thc Environment, Public Health and ionsumer
Protcction.
- 
aDcndntents to the proposal for a regulation
anrcncling Regulation (EEC) No t69617t on the
comnton organization of the nrarket in hops (Doc.
340t76):
This clocunrcnt has been rcferrecl to the Committee
on Agriculturc, as the committee responsible and to
thc Conrnrittcc on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
a decision concluding a Convention for the protec-
tion of thc Rhinc against chenrical pollution and an
adclitional agrce ntent to tlrc Agrccme nt signed in
llcrnc on 29 April 196.J concernirrg thc Intcrnational
Conrnrissiorr for thc protcction of thc Rhinc against
lrollution (Doc. .\41 176) ;
This docurrrcnt has bccn rcfcrrcrl to thc Canrmittce
on thc Errvirorrnrcrrt, Public Hcalth and Consunrer
Protection, as thc comnrittcc rcsponsiblc and to the
Lcgal Affairs Conrnrittl'c for its opinion.
- 
n rcgulation orr thc arlvancc inrplcnrcrrtttion of
ccrtairr provisiorrs of thc ACP/EEC Con,vcrrtiorr of
Lonri, rr:lating to tratlc irr rcspcct of ccrtain Statcs tltat
Iravc srgrrcrl agrecnlcnts of acccssion to thc Corrvcn-
tion (Doc. 3asl76);
This docrrrncrrt has [:cen rcfcrrcd to thc Conlnrittcc
on Dcvclopnrent altd Coopcration, ns thc conrnlittce
rcsponsiblc arrrl to thc Coitrnrittc(. ori Agriculturt' arrd
thc Conrnrittcc on Extcntal Ecorronric llclatidns for
thcir opinions.
- 
a tlrrectivc rclirting to thc approxitrratiorr of tht laws.
rt'gulatiorrs arrr[ o<lruirristrativc provisions of thc
Mcrrrbcr Statcs corrccrning lirl>ility for rlcfcctivc
1:rulucts (l)oc. l5l/76) ;
This document has,been referred to the Legal Affairs
Committee, as the committee responsible, and to the
Comrnittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection for their opinions.
(b) from the Council of the European Communities,
requests for opinions on the following documents :
- 
the cooperation agreements between the European
. 
Economic Community and
- 
the Republic'of Tunisia
' 
- 
the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria
- 
the Kingdom of Morocco
(Doc. 306/7Zl;
This .document has been .referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations as the committee
responsible, and to the Political Affairs Committee,
the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on Agri-
cirltuie, the Committe6 on Social Aff4irs, Employmint
and Education and the Committee on Development
and Cooperation for, their opinion
. -.; the communication from the Commission of the
European Commgnities to the Councii .for the 3-year
indicative food aid programme, 1977-1979 (Doc.
323t76);
This docirmer(t has ieen referred to the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, as the committee
responsible, and to the Cornmittee on,Agriculture and
the, Committee on $udgets for their opinions.
(c) from the Commission of the European Communi-
ties :
- 
a draft recommendation on vocational preparation for
. young people who are unemployed or threatened by
unem ploymenr . (Dgc. 298 /7 6) :
thii document has been referrecl to the 'Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Eclucation.
- 
the recommendation of the Commission concerning
the progressive extension of social protection to cate-
gories of persons not covered by existing schenres or
inadequately protect€d (Dob. 300/76);
This document has been referred to the Committce
on Social Affairs, Enrployntcnt and Education.
(cl) fronr thc conrnrittccs, tlre following.reports:
- 
Rcport by Mr Schwabe on behalf of the Comntittce
on Rcgional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
,. on the proposal fronr thc Contmission of thc Euro-
, pcarr Conrmurritics te thc Courrcil (Doc. .]24I7.5/VII)
- 
' for a regulation on a systcm of refercnce tariffs for thc
carriagc of goods by road bc{wccri Mcmber Statcs
(Doc. 2ee/76);
- 
'Rcport by Mr Lnban on behalf of thc Contnrittcc orr
' Agrrctrlturc on thc report of thc Comnrission of the
European Conrrrrunitics on thc application of thc
Courrcil Dircctivei on'agrrcultural rcfornr of I7 April
le72 (l)oc. r0t176l:
- 
Rcport by Mr l)rrrtat on bchalf of tlrc Comnrittcc orr
Extcrnal Ilcorrornic Rclations on thq coopcratiotr
agrccnlcltts corrc lrrclutl lrctwcslt thq Europcan
Erorrorrrtc Corttrntrrrrty arrtl
il r, IlilEl F?,'11 ir, . a
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- 
thc Rcpublic oI Tunisia
- 
thc People's Democrrtic Republic of AlgerirJ the Kintdom of Morocco (Doc.307176l;
- 
Report by Mr Ellis on bcholf of the Committee on
Energy and Research on the first periodical report of
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council on the Communiry action proSramme
for the rational use of energy and draft recommenda-
tions of the Council (Dx.3lal76\;
- 
Report by Mr Dykes on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council (Doc. 62176) for a directive concemin3
indirect taxes on transections in securities (Doc.
3t sl76l;
- 
Report by Mr Artzinger on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affeirs on the proposal
from the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council (Doc. 2all76l for a directive (Sixth
Directive) amending Directive 72l464lEEC on taxes
other than turnover axes which affect the consump-
tion of manufactured tobacco (Doc. 3161761;
- 
Report by Mr Jozeau-Merign6 on behalf of the Legal
Affrirs Committec on the report of the Commission
. of the European Communities on th€ protection of
fundamental rights (Doc. 321176);
- 
Report by Sir Geolfrey de Freitas on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation on the
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (Doc.2aU76l for regula-
tions on the application of generalized tariff prefer-
ences in 1977 (Doc.332176);
- 
Report by Mr Deschamps on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation on the
preparation, progress and outcome of the Fourth
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (Doc. 333176); 
-
- 
Report by Mr Premoli on behalf of the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection on tbe proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
llS176) for a decision on the conclusion of a conven-
tion on the protection of the Mediterranean Sea
against pollution and a protocol on the prevention of
pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by dumping from
ships and aircraft (Doc. $a176);
- 
Second report by Mr Martens on behalf of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
on the amendment of Chapters I to X, XIII and XIV
of the Rules of Procedure of the European Parliament
(Doc. 33.5/75);
- 
Second report by Mr Hamilton on behalf of the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
on the. amendment of Chapter XI of the Rules of
Procedure of the European Parliament (Doc.336176l;
- 
Repon by Mr bsborn, on behalf of the Committee.on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council lDoc.27l176), for a deci-
sion concerning the entry into force of the Agree-
ment on the international carriage of perishable food-
stuffs and on the special equipment to be used for
such carriage (ATP) (Doc. 338/76)i
- 
Report by Mr Ee Koning, on behalf of the
Committec on Agricultue on the action progimme
11977-80) for the progrccsive achievement of balancc
in the milk market (Doc. 2471761and on the proposel
from the C,ommission of the European Communities
to the Council (Doc. 248176) for a regulrtion intro-
ducing a prcmiurn system for the non-marketing of
milk end milk products and for the conversion of
dairy cow herds (Doc. 343176);
- 
Rcport by Mr Hughes on behelf of the Committce on
Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Council (Doc.
117176) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 1059/69 loying donn the rade enrngements
applicable to ccrt.in goods rcsulting from the
procesing of egticultural .ptoducts (Doc. 3a6l76l;
- 
Report by Mr Frehsce, on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Commission'
of the Buropean C.ommr,rnities to the Council (Doc.
2671761 for a rcgr.rlation on the storag€ of products
bought in, by an interrention agency (Doc. 3471761;
- 
Report by Mr Girrud on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport on
the propgsel from the,C,omgrission of the Eurcpean
Communities, to the .Council (Doc. 324l7Slll fot t
directive on the establishment of common rules lor
- cefiain typs of carriage oI goods by road betc,een
Member Sates (Doc. 3a8l76l;
- 
Report by Mr Mursch, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Rcgional Planning and Transport on
the proposal from the Commission of the Europeen
Communities to thc C;ouncil (D@. 324175/V) for a
regulation conceming the fixing of rates for interna- '
tional goods transport by rail (Doc. 3a9l75l;
- 
Report by Mr Minerdorfer, on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transfiort on thi proposal from the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for a
regulation conceming a system for monitoring the
markets for the carriage of goods by rail, road and
. 
inland waterway between Member States (Doc'
3SOl76);
(e) motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Noi on
behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy,
Regional Planning and Transport, with request for
-debate by urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure on the Friuli earthquakc
(Doc. 342175);
(f) the following oral questions :.
- 
oral questions with debate by Mr Schwdrer on behrlf
of tHe Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
to the Council and Cornmission of the European
C,ommunities on simplilication of customs procc'
durcs,'customs legislation and institutional methods
for dealing with customs matters (Doc. 317176);
- 
oril qdestions with debate by Mrs Kruchow on behalf
of the t iberal and Allies Group to the Council and
Commission of the European Communitic's on thc
' MCxico \{orld Conference to mark lntcrnational
Vomen's Year (Doc. 319176)i
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- 
oral guestions with debate by Mm Knrchow on behalf
of the Liberal,and Allies.Group to the C.ommission of
the European Communities on womcn in the Europe
of the Nine (Doc.320176l;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr prescott, Mr fthmidt,
Mr Laban, Mr Espersen and Mr Conces on behalf of
the $ocialist Group to the Council of the European
Communities on the extension of Community
Member States' fishing zones ro 200 miles (Doi.
32St76l;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr-prescotg Mr Schmidt,
Mr Laban, Mr Espersen and Mr concas on behalf of
the Socialist Group to the Commision of the Euro-
pean Communities on the ertension of Community
Member Strtes' fishing zones to 200 miles and fishing
agreements with non-Community nations (Doc.
326t761;
- 
oral qucstion with debate by Mr Cointat on bchalf of
the Group of European progressive Democrats to the
Commission of the European Communities on aid
qralgd to agriculture and seabed prospecting (Doc.
327 t76) ;
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Osborn on behalf of
the European Corisdtvatlve Group, Mr Noi on behatf
of the Christian-Democtatic Group and Mr Berk_
houwer on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group to
the Commission of the Europcan CommunitieJ on
the promotion of efficient air traffic control (Doc.
328t761;
- 
9ol question with debate by Mr Jahn, Mr Artzinger,Mr Burgbacher, Mr van der Gun, Mr Klepsch, -Mr
Springorum and Mr Vandewiele on behalf of the
Christian-Democretic Grcup and the Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and' Consumer
Protection to the Commission of the European
Communities on the draft Commission directivi on
bird protection (Dcr, 329176);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Lagorce, Mr Carpen-
tier, Mr Guerlin,'Mr Evans and Mr Hansen to- the
Commission of the European Communities on
Community water policy (Doc. 330/76);
- 
oral question with debate by Lord Bessborough on
behalf of the European Consenative Group [o the
Commission of the European, Communities on the
needs for basic raw materials (Doc. 331/76);
(g) oral question without debate by Mr Schwdrer on behalf
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
the Commission of the European Communitils on rhird
party motor vehicle insurance in the Community (Doc.
3ilil76);
(h) For Question Time on Vednesday, 13 October 1976,
pursuant to Rule 47 A of the Rules of procedure,
questions by:
Mr Hamilton, Mr Caro, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, Mr Berk-
houwer, Mr Fletcher, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Gibbons, Mr
Yeats, Mr Herbert, Mr Spicer, Lord Bessborough, Mr
Lenihan, Mr Bordu, Mr Shaw, Mr Coust6, Mr Mofloy, Mr
Evans, Mr Dalyell, Mr Noi, Mr Osborn, Mr Normanton,
Mr Alberc, Mr Kofoed, Mr McDoneld, Mr Creed, Mr Bms,[r Kryangh, Lord Castle, Miss Flesch and Mr Nyborg(Doc. 3aal76l;
(i) from the EEC-Turkey Association Council, ihe
eleventh annual report (l January-3t December
197 S) on the activities of the Association (Doc.
337 t76);
This document has been referred to the delegation to
the Joint Parliamentary Committee of thl BnC-
Turkey Association.
(i) from the Council of the European Communities,
air official letter forwarding the draft general
budget of the European Communities foi tgZz(Doc. 291176/Add).
5. Text of Trcatiu lbnaardcd b1 tfu Council
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents:
- 
agreemcnt in the form of an exchange of letters
between the European Ecorlomic Community and
the People's Democratic Republic of Algeria on the
importation into the Community of tomtto concen-
trates originating in Algeria;
-, 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
relating to Article 2t of the Cooperation Agreement
and Article t4 of the Intcrim Agreement berween the
European Economic Community and thc peoplei
Democratic Repubtic of Algeria and conceming the
import into the Community of bran and sharps origi-
nating in Algeria;
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
relating to Article 19 of the Cooperation Agreement
and Article l2 of the Interim Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the people's
Democratic Republic of Algeria and conceming the
impon into the Community of fruit salads origirieting
in Algeria.
Copies of these documents will be deposited in parlia-
ments archives.
6. Linit on .tltuthing-titrtc
President. 
- 
I propose that speaking-time be allo-
cated as follows : 
-
Report:
- 
15 minutes for the rapponeur and for one spea,ker on
behalf of each group;
- 
l0 minutes for other speakers; aird
- 
5 minutes for speakers on amendments.
Oral qnutions
- 
l0 minutes for th? author of the question;
. 
- 
.i minutes for other speakers.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
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7. Autborization of rePorts
President. 
- 
puru5u6nl to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized the following commit-
tees to draw up reports:
- 
Connitttc on Social AIJ'airs, Enplolnent and Educa'
tion :
a report on the Fourth Annual Report on the activities of
the European Social Fund (financial year 1975); asked for
its opinion : Committee on Budgets;
- 
Conmitlee on Exttrnal Econonic Relations :
a report on the present state of the EEC/Greece fusocia-
tion.
8. Orcler of business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business..
At its meeting of 30 September 1976 the enlarged
Bureau prepared the draft agenda which has been
distributed. I have since been asked to approve a
number of alterations :
- 
Mr Lago.c. has asked for his orpl questiqn,pith
debate on Community water policy to be post;
poned until the November part-session ;
- 
Lord Bessborough has asked for his oral question
with debate on basic raw materials to be post-
poned until the November pait-session.
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz.- (NL) Mr President, the second item
on tomorrow's 
.agenda was the joint debate on the
reports by Mr Hamilton, Mr Martens and Mr Berk-
houwer. As you know, a number of Members of this
Parliament, more specifically the representatives from
the British House of Commons, cannot be present
tomorrow. lWe should therefore appreciate it if the
clebate on these three reports, which are not in any
case exlremely urgent, could be postponed to a later
part-session. !(e are sme that most of the members
from the British House of Commons will want to be
here for this debate. In addition we have not yet been
able to dcal with Mr Berkhouwer's report at our SrouP
meeting. \7e should like more time to discuss it..
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald. 
l
Mr McDonald. 
- 
On behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport, I
would ask that the report by Mr Osborn on the prop-
osal for a Council decision concerning the entry into
force of the agreement on the international carriage of
perisl.rable foodstuffs and on the special equipment to
be usecl for such carriage-Document 271176 
- 
be
incltrclcd on the agenda for this week. \0fle ask for this
report to be so included urgently because the agree-
nrcnt comes into force on 2l November, and the
Comnrittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport adopted the report at its meeting on
the last day of September and the first day of October.
!7e ask that the report be put to the vote without
debate, so as to facilitate the agenda proceedin5.
President. 
- 
Mr Broeksz has asked for, the rePorts
by Mr Hamilton, Mr Martens, and Mr Berkhouwer to
be postponed until the November Part-session.
Are there any objections ?
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F)Yes, that is a very unsatisfac-
tory arrangement.
President. 
- 
I call Lord St Oswald'
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
If we are discussing the agenda
for the week as a whole, I know that a telex was sent
by rhy group chairman, Sir Peter Kirk, protesting
about the meeting of the Committee on Agriculture
after the hours of normal business on l7ednesday. I
want verbally to repeat his protest. I understand that it
was read out to the meeting of the enlarged Bureau
this evening but was overridden. It was the enlarged
Bureau that established this extremely sensible tradi-
tion that there should not be meetings of committees
during plenary session, and I want verbally to repeat
Sir Peter Kirk's protest. 
.lt is a shame that the very
body that established such a sensible and thoughtful
precederlt should be the one to breach it.
Presidpnt. 
- 
I call Mr Durieux.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Mr Jozeau-Marign6's rePort on
the report by the Commission of the European
Communities on the'pr6tection of fundamental rights
was mentioned at the enlarged Bureau meeting. The
rapporteur, Mr Jozeau-Marign6 wanted the report
placed on Thursday's agenda.
I would ask once again for this debate to be Post-
poned to Thursday.
President. I can Mr A. 
.Bertrand.
Mr A. Bertrand. 
--.(NL) Mr President, I wish to
take this opportunity to draw attention to the ridicu-
lous procedure that is now evolving in this Parliament
as regards the fixing of the agenda. There is first a
meeting with the Secretary-General and the Director-
General at which a provisional agenda is drawn up.
This provisional agenda is then discussed for two or
three hours by the Bureau of. Parliament. At the end
of this discussion the bureau adopts the draft agenda
- 
and then what happens ? At the plenary sitting the
draft agenda is changed and turned completely upside
down by the very same people who have drawn it up
in the Bureau. rWhat we are seeing here does not
happen in any other ParliamEnt ; the result is total
confusion. Unless 
.all the political groups that are
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represented in the Bureau and have agreed to this
agenda insist that it remains unchanged in the plenaryj sittirrg, we shall find ourselves in complete chaos.
r (Afpldusc)
President. I call Mr Laban.
Mr Laben. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as acting chairman
of thc Committee on Agriculture I should first like to
rcply to Lord St Oswald's comments.
I entirely agree with his point that in general no
committee meetings should be held during plenary
sittingp. Unfortunately however, as a result of discus-
sions witlr the Committee on Budgets in The Hague,
I hacl to scnd a telegranr because the Committee on
Agriculturc has so far only worked out a provisional
'opinion nnd will be delivering its final opinion at its
mccting in Brusscls on 2l and 22 October at which
thc anrcrrclnrcnts will be adopted. In discussion with
thc Conrnrittcrc on Budgets, however, it was found that
this would bc too late. Ve will, in fact, have to deliver
our final opirrion bc.fore 20 October.
Obviously, however, the Committee on Agriculturc
can decide ncxt lfednesday evening whether or not to
hold r meeting.
Secondly I should like to ask Parliament to postpone
the debate on the report on agricultural reform (Doc.
301176) to the November part-session, for the
following reasons. First, the rapporteur is unfortu-
nately unable tO be present. An important considera-
tion also is that on thet day we shall be discussing not
only the general tariff preferences for 1977 but also
the Commission's proposrls for the rationalization of
the dairy products market. Presumably this dcbate will
take some time. There is also the r€port on the reform
of structural policy.
!7c fcel that tlrc lattcr subicct is very important and
an ntlcquatc anlount of tirnc should bc sct aside for it.
It is also intportilnt that thc report on thc rcfornt of
tlrc dairy sector slroukl not bc too closcly ticd in with
thc qucstion of strirctural ntcosurcs.
For thcsc rcasolls I anr askirrg Parlianrcnt to agrcc to
thc rcport orr thc rcforrn of ngricultural structural poli-
cics lleing clcnlt with at thc Novcnttrcr pnrt-scssion,
particularly ns the tlebotc on this rcport is lcss urgcnt
thiur thc rlcbrrtc on Mr tlc Koningrs rcport on nrilk
lirotluctiorr.
Presiclent. 
- 
t clll Mr Ycrts.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
I wish to say a word orr thc tlrrcc
rcports orr thc llulcs which arc tablcd orr thc agcnda
to [>c consitlcrcd torrrorrow nrornirrg.
I agrce with Mr llcrtantl that it is a futile proccss to
nrirkc ir uluurinrous tlccision one wRy in tlre llurcrru
,arrrl tlrcn ('onlt. to l)arlianrcrrt anrl ask for n totrrlly
tli[[ercnt tlt.cisi<ln to bc rrratlc. lntleccl, I arrr rrot at ntl
srrrc thirt Mr llrrrnilton wotrlcl llc in flvour of thc appli-
cation that has been made. Throughout the proceed-
ingr in the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions, Mr Hamilton, as the chairman of the
Committee, was most insistent that these reports
should be considered during this part-session, as they
had already been delayed in the summer.
However, in order to give our colleagues the possi-
bility to come here in time for the debate, I suggest
that we might consider taking the three reports at the
end rather than at the beginning of tomorrow's.
agenda. In this way, the reports would be considered
on the same day with a slight change in the order of
items on the agenda, but it would give our British
friends the opportunity to arrive in time.
I therefore propose that the three reports be placed at
the end of tomorrow's agenda.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I hope you will bear
with me if I return once more to the question of the
Committee on Agriculture's meeting. In fact, the
Committee on Budgets has asked the Committee on
Agriculture to consider this question 
- 
since after all
the agricultural budget is the biggest part of the
budget 
- 
so that on 19120 October, in other words
the dates on which the Committee on Budgets has to
give a final decision, in preparation for the plenary
sitting on the budget the week after next, it can
express its views on the various points. Furthermore,
ladies and gentlemen 
- 
and if Sir Peter Kirk were
here, I would address tlrese remarks to hinr too 
- 
this
will not constitute an exception to the rule that no
meetings are held during plenary sittings, since this
will bc. t.licr the plenary sitting. 
, Or is sonrebody
going to say that the subject of thc agricultural budget
will be surrounded by total confusion at the ncxt part-
session simply becausc the Comnrittce on Agriculture
has not beerr ablc. to give its attcntion to the nratter ?
I think thereforc, ladies arrd gc'ntlcmcn, that wc
should try to show more undcrstorrding arrd not bc
too irrflcxiblc in dealing with tlrc mattcr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr llrocksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(Nl) Mr Prcsiclcrrt, in principlc I
agrcc witlr Mr llcrtratrd, lrut if two wccks aftcr, thc
agc.nda has bccn drawn up it turns out that nonc of
thc represcntntivcs fronr the Housc of Conrnrons can
attcncl thc dcbatc on the two rcports, I think this
shoukl bc takcrr ilrto account.
I havc no objcctions to Mr Ycats' ;>roposnl, cxccpt nsfar as Mr llcrkhouwcr's re port is conccrncd. This
rcport wirs receivc<l too lnte anrl rlisc<l n nunrlrcr of
qucstions which it wirs inrpossible to tlcrrl with on tlrc
lrrcvious occasiorr. If the tliscussiorr orr the Hlnriltorr
and Mart(ns rcports can l)e postg>orrcrl to thc cnd of
'l'ucstliry's sitting I shrrll bc cltritc srrtisfictl.
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President. 
- 
Honourable Members, with regard first
of all to the reports by Mr Hamilton, Mr Martbns and
Mr Berhouwer, Mr Yeats has very aptly suggested 
-
and I thank him for doing so 
- 
that they should be
taken at the end of Tuesday's agenda.
Mr Broeksz has agreed to this, although he had asked
for them to be postponed until November and would
still like an exception to be made for the rePort by Mr
'Berkhouwer. I therefore propose that we take the
reports by Mr Hamilton and Mr Martens at the end of
tomorrow's agenda and postpone Mr Berkhouwer's
report until November.
Lord St Oswald has raised the matter of a telegram I
received from Sir Peter Kirk concerning the meeting
of the Committee on Agriculture. Mr Laban and Mr
Lange have stated that they considered it as essential
for this meeting to be held. The Bureau has indeed
asked that no committee meetings should be held
during part-sessions, but it nevertheless allows me to
authorize meetings when they are absolutely essential.
In this particular case, the Committee on Budgets has
to hold a meeting on 20 October 1976 and it is essen-
tial for it to know the position taken by the
Committee on Agriculture which has responsibilities
relating to 75 o/o of the overall budget. The matters to
be dealt with here are complex and difficult. The
chairman of the Committee on Agriculture therefore
asked for the meeting to be held after the sitting, and
the Bureau was unanimous in considering that this
meeting should be approved. \flhile I fully endorsc
thc view takcn by Lord St Oswald as a matter of prin-
ciplc, I concur in authorizing this meeting.
Mr Laban has asked for the rePort on agricultural
reform to be postponed until November. Mr McDon-
ald has asked for Mr Osborn's rePort on the interna-
tional carriage of perishable foodstuffs to be included,
without debate, in the order o[ business for this part-
session. I am grateful to him for asking for the proce-
dure without debate and ProPose that the report be
taken on Friday.
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am afraid I must
ask for permission to speak again on the order of busi-
ness. The Committee on Agriculture requested the
Bureau in writing to add to the agenda a report by Mr
Hughes on the trade in processed agricultural
products and a report by Mr Frehsee on the storage of
agricultural products bought in by the intervention
agency. The committee asked for these rePorts to be
dealt with under the procedure without debate. The
reports are mentioned on the list but I understood
that if was necessary to make a specific request for the
reports to be dealt with, and I have done this.
President. 
- 
Mr Laban, bearing in mind the very apt
points raised by Mr Bertrand and other honourable
Members, I would point out that I have no right to
manipulate, whether by addition or subtraction the
draft agenda drawn up by the Bureau. If, after the
agenda has been laid down, a Member wishes to have
a new item added or an item removed, he or she must
be prepared to justify the change to this assembly.
However, since the report by Mr Hughes on processed
agricultural products and that by Mr Frehsee on the
stockpiling of products purchased by intervention
agencies are to be put to the vote without debate, I
shall move that they be included in the agenda for
Frid,ay.
I call Mr Durieux.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I repeat my request
concerning Mr Jozeau-Marign6's rePort"We should be
grateful if this could be postponed until Thursday. But
in any case, since we will be placing the reports by Mr
Hamilton and Mr Martens at the end of thc' agenda,
would it not be possible to replace them by the
Jozeau-Marign6 and Lautenschlager rePorts ? I think
that the committee would be satisfied with this ar-
rangement.
President. 
- 
Do you think then that Mr Jozeau-
Marign6 could be present tomorrow morning ?
Mr Durieux, 
- 
(F) Mr President, if it is impossible
to postpone Mr Jozeau-Marign6's rePort to Thursclay, I
shall not press the point. But could not the Jozeau-
Marign6 and Lautenschlager reports take the placc of
the reports by Mr Hamilton and Mr Martens ?
President. 
- 
You mean at the beginning of the
agenda ?
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Yes, at the beginning. It would
simply mean changing the order of thc agcncla.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
I did not intervenc earlier whcn tlrc
question of the rearrangcments of the agenda to take
account of the absence of the Labour and Conscrva-
tive delegations was being discussecl bccause I thought
that the sul€estion madc from behind mc was
perfectly reasonablc.
However, I should like to record as thc singlc British
Member of Parliament present that at the end of the
day it is perfectly possible for both the Conservativc
and Labour delegations to be prescnt, sincc they
cancel cach other out in the vote which is to takc
place in thc British Housc of Commons torright.
Thereforc, I think that this Parlianlcr,t ought to say to
the British dclcgation 
- 
and bc cortscious of the fnct
- 
that it is about timc that Britain Savc sonlc priority
to this Parlianterrt sirrcc, aftcr all, wc arc llow
membc'rs of the Europcan Comnrurrity.
Sitting of Monday, ll October 1975
President. 
- 
Thank you Mr Johnston. Your state-
ment fully accords with the spirit of this House. I call
Lord St. Oswald.
Lord St Oswald. 
- 
I should like to raise a point
which is I feel is not merely pedantic. My'friend Mr
Johnston made a slip in saying that he was the only
member of the British Parliament present. There are
two Houses of the British Parliament and there are
various members of the Upper House present today,
including my Socialist friends and myself.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne.
Mr de la Malfne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there is a
point which has only just occurred to me. I am rather
concerned about the change in the order of business
which you were kind enough to approve. I am not
srrre that the speakers who are to take part in the
debate on fundamental rights will be here tomorrow
morning.
President. 
- 
It is rather late to raise this point now,
Mr de la Maltne. However, I shall ask the House to
consider it because I think it must be taken into
account.
I call Lord Bruce of Donington.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
I would not have
risen to my feet had it not been for the observation
made by one of my British colleagues from the
Liberal Benches. It will be within the recollection of
Parlianrent that the British delegation from both
Houscs in rVestminster has a reputation for atten-
dancc at this Parliament second to none.
President.- May I ask British Members not to speak
onc aftcr the other, since there are obviously more of
you than wc thought.
(Lttglttt)
I call Lord Castlc.
Lord Castle. 
- 
I only want in one sentence to abuse
my Libcral colleague for not realizing that in his
country 
- 
if lrc still admits, as a Scotsman, that
Britain is his country 
- 
there is taking place today a
statcnlcnt ancl a' debate which mean the life or death
of our cconomy. Some people take that debate seri-
ously, and I think that most peoplc. in this Chamber
rccognizc tlrc trcmcndous problem which confronts
. 
parlianrentarians in England and would think that
thcir place was thcrc.
President. 
- 
I call Lorcl St Oswald.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
lt must seem that the Lords and
thc Liberal arc taking advantage of their monopoly
position this evcning. I raisc thc point which has
. 
nothing to do witlr the prcvious points and is far more
serious. Vhcn thc rcport by Mr Jozcau-Marign6 was
nrovc<l irrto tonrorrow's order of business I did not
appreciate that it would be taken by .y friend Sir
Derek tU7alker-Smith and not by Mr Jozeau-Marign6.It must be taken into account that Sir Derek cannot
be here. I am sorry to raise this matter at this late
stage, but I was not aware of these circumstances.
President, 
- 
\flill Sir Derek be present later in the
day ? If there is any doubt, would it not be better not
to amend the order of business ?
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) He will be here by I 1.00
a.m.
President. 
- 
that is rather late if this report is to be
taken as first item on the agenda, but what is to
prevent him from speaking later in the day ?
I call Mr Durieux.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) In fact, Mr President, my sugges-
tion was prompted by the fact that the Commission
wanted the two reports to be debated in the morning.
Perhaps we could begin by debating the Lauten-
schlager report, and then the Jozeau-Marign6 report,
unless you think it would be simpler to keep to the
original order of business.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Prctidcnt o.f tltc Cttnntittion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, this is a very interesting debate (ltugbttr)
but I must point out that the changes in the order of
business would present certain difficulties for the
Commission. I have no reason to ask for any changes
and I am quite prepared to agcept the order of busi-
ness without changes, but my colleague Mr Cheysson
is arriving tomorrow morning from Algiers and I
should have preferred him to be here when Parlia-
ment is debating the report on cooperation with the
Maghreb countries.
In any case, even if opinion in Parliament is some-
what divided on the order of husiness, the Commis-
sion has to make up its mind. If I have to be present
to reply to Mr Pintat I shall be, but I must admit that
this will give rise to difficulties. As President I was
anxious to be here tomorrow morning because the
three reports on the organization of work and legal
matters that were to be debated were extremely impor-
tant. Now it turns out that I shall be discussing quite
, a different subject. This does not particularly worry
me, but it may present certain problems for the
Commission.
President. 
- 
Mr Ortoli, may I ask whcn you think
Mr Cheysson will bc arriving ?
Mr Ortoli, 
- 
(l) Ha will not be arriving until lunch-
time, so I do not think it likely that hc will bc here
when the reports are dcbated. That lrcing so, I will
attend thc debatc in his place. I hopc you will forgive
nre if my answcrs arc rathcr nrorc gcrrcral.
r0 Debates of the Europtan Parlirment
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President. 
- 
Thank you Mr Ortoli, for your coopera-
tion with these arrangements. I[e all know that your
answers will be of a very high standard.
J believe we can now regard this subject as closed. !7e
shall therefore leave things as they are, except that the
report by Mr Berkhouwer will be postponed until the
IJovember part-session.
For the first time certain Commission proposals have
been placed on the agenda, pursuant to Rule 274 (S)
of the Rules of procedure, for approval without report.
This procedure lays down that unless any Member
asks leave to speak on these proposals or amendments
are tabled before the opening of the sitting of Friday
l.i October 1976, I shall declare the proposals to be
approved by Parliament pursuant to Rule 27A (61 of
the Rules of Procedure.
The followinS are the proposals from the Commission
to the Council concerned:
, 
- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening, allocrtion
and a{ministrrtion of a Community tariff quota for
dried grapes in immediate containers of a net
capacity of 15 kg or less, falling within subherding
011.04 B I of the Common Customs Tanff Q9771 
-(Doc. 2321761;
- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening, allocation
hnd administration of a Community tariff quota for
fresh or dried hazelnus, shelled or otherwise, falling
within subherding Ex. 08.05 G of the Common
Customs Tariff end originating in Turkey (1974 
-(Doc. 2521761;
- 
Proposal for a regrlation increasing the Communiry
. tariff quota opened lor 1976 by Regulation (EEQ No
28t8l7S for certain eels falling within subheading Ex.
03.01 A II of the Common Customs Tariff (Doc.
2Sat76);
- 
Proposal for a rrgutation on the opening, ellocetion
and administration of a Community tariff quote lor
certain eels falling within subheading Ex.'03.01 A Il
of the Common Customs Tariff (first htlt ol 19771 
-(Doc. 2.58/76);
- 
Proposal for a regulrtion totally or panielly
suspending C,ommon Customs Tariff duties on
. certain produpts falling within Chapters I to 24 of thc
Common Customs Teriff and originating in Malta
{e7n 
- 
(Doc. 303/76);
- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening of r teriff
quota for new potato€s falling within subheading
07.01 A II of the Common Customs Tarifl for thc
first half ol 1977, origineting in Cyprus (Doc.
3041761;
- 
Proposal for a regulation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
Tariff quota for apricot pulp falling within
subhcading Ex. 20.06 B II c) l) aa) oI the Common
Customs Tariff, originating in Israel 11974 
- 
(Dor,.
30st76l;
- 
Proposel for e regulation temponrily suspending the
eutonomous Common Customs Teriff duty on mush-
rooms, excluding cultivatcd mushrooms, dricd, dchy-
drrted or evaponted for the processing industry of
subheading Ex. 07O4 B (Doc. 30tl76l1'
- 
Proposds for:
- 
a regplation opening, allocrting rnd providing for
the administration of Community tariff quot s for
port wineq hlling within subhcading Ex. 22.05 oI
the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
Portugsl (1977),
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
thc administration of a Community teriff quote 
I
lor Medeira wines, falling within subherding Br.'
22.05 of the Common Customs TarifI, origineting
in Portugal (1977),
- 
a rcg;ulation opening, allocrting and providing lor
the administration of a Community ariff quoa
for S€tubal Muscotel wines, falling within
subheading Ex. 22.0J of the Common Customs
Tariff, originating in Pornrgal $nn
(bc.30e176);
- 
Propoeals for:
I. r regulation opening, olloceting and providing for
the rdministration of a Community tariff quota
Ior dried figp falling within subheading Ex. 0t.03
B of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
Spain (1977),
II. r regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administmtion of a Community uriff quot
Ior dried grapes falling within subherding Er.
08.04 B I of the Common Customs TaSilf, origi-
nrting in Spein (1977)
(Dor,.3tA76);
-'Proposals for regulations opening, alloceting andproviding, for the administration of a Community
teriff quota for apricot pulp ldling within subherding
Ex. 20.06 B II c) l) aa) of the C;ommon Customs
Toriff, originating in Tunisia and Morocco $9m 
-(Doc. 313/76);
- 
Proposol from the Commission to the C,ouncil for a
rctul.tion amending Regulations (EEQ Nos ll$n6
and 81617o lalng down addirional provisions for the
common organization of the market in winc, Regrla-
tion (EEC) No 1164176 on the common organization
of the market in products proccssed from fruit rnd
vegctoblcs ond Regulrtion (EEQ No 950/58 on the
C;ommon Customs Tariff (Doc. 32U761.
I am pleased to report that following intensive and
highly deteiled discussion in the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions, it has finally proved
possible to implement this procedure which we
propGcd nearly fifteen months ago. It is now being
proposed for consultation on twelve items at this part-
session. This will enable us to save the time that we
should othersise have to devote to routine mattent for
the more important issues that concern this Assembly.
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Siring of Monday, ll October 1976 ll
President
I therefore propose that the House adopt the
following order of business':
Tuaday, 12 October 1976, 9,00 a.m. and 3.00 p.n.
- 
Statement by the Commission oriL the action taken on
the opinions of Parliament
- 
Joint debate on the Hamilton and Martens reports on
the amendment of the Rules of Procedure
- 
Deschamps report on the outcome of the Fourth
UNCTAD
- 
Pintat report on the cooperation agreements between
the EEC and Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco
- 
Jozeau-Marign6 report on fundamental rights
- 
Lautenschlager report on the qrithdrawal of proposals
by the Commission
lVednesday, 13 October 1976, /0.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.tn.
- 
Question Time
- 
Oral question with debate to the Conference of
Foreign Ministers on ditentc in Europe
- 
Oral questions with debate to the Council and the
Commission on customs procedures
- 
Joint debate on:
- 
oral questions to the Council and the Commis-
sion on International Women's Year; and
- 
oral question to the Commission on women in
the Europe of the Nine
- 
Joint debate on:
- 
oral question t9 the Council on the extension of
Member States' Iishing zones
- 
oral question to the Commission on the same
subiect
- 
oral question to the,Commission <in aquaculture
Tbursday, 14 October 1976, 10.00 a.n. and 3.00 1t.m.
- 
de Freitas report on generalized tariff preferences
- 
de Koning report on the balance of the milk market
- 
Schwabe report on the carriage of goods by road
- 
Premoli report on the protection of the Mediterra-
nean
- 
Oral question with debate'to the Commission on air
traffic control
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission on bird
Protection
- 
Oral question without debate to the Commission on
third-party motor vehicle insurance
- 
Dykes report on transactions in securities
- 
Artzinger report on taxes affecting the consumption
of tobacco
Friday, 15 0etobcr 1976, 9.30 a.i.
- 
Possibly, continuation of Thursday's agenda 
.
- 
Ellis report on the rational use of energy
- 
Procedure without report
- 
Osborn report on the international carriage of perish-
able foodstuffs (without dbbate)
- 
Hughes report on trade in goods resulting frorn the
processing of agricultural products (without debate)
- 
Frehsee report on the srorage of products bought in
by an intervention agency (without debate)
Are 'there any obiectigns ?
That is agreed.
I' shall consult Parliament tomorrow moming on
'debate by urgent procedure on the motion for a iesolu-
tioh on the Friuli eaithquake (Doc. 3a2176).
9 Tinrc-lintit 
.fbr tabting ttncndnrcnts
President. 
- 
I have fixed the time-limit for tabling
amendments to the two reports by Mr Hamilton and
Mr Marrens (Doc;. 335/75 ina Xitley on the amend-
ment of Parliament's Rules of Procedure as 8.00 p.m.
this evening, and on Mr .de Koning's report (Doc.
343176) on the balance of the milk market as 3.00
p.m. on \Ufednesday, l3 October.
l0 Agnda lbr tbc ncxt :;itti.ng
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, l2 October 1976 at 9.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.
with the following agenda :
, 
- 
Statement by the Commission on the action taken on
thc opinions of Parliament ;
- 
Joint debate on the Hamilton and Martens reports on
the anrendment of the Rules of Procedure;
- 
Deschamps report 
.on the outconrc of the FourthUNCTAD;
- 
Pintat report on the Cooperation agreements between
, the EEC and Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco;
- 
Jozeau-Marign6 rcport on fundantental rights;
- 
Lautensclrlagcr rcport on thc withdrawal of proposals
by thc Conrnrrssion.
Thc sitting is closcd.
('ll* .tittittl u'tt.t clo.*l ttt 7.40 p.ttt.)
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SITTING OF TUESDAY, 12 ocToBER 1e76
Contents
l. Alrproaal of tbe minutcs:
Lord Castlc
2. Action taken $t tbe iommission on tbc
opinions of Parliamm, .
3. Dccision on tbc atgenE of tbc notion for a
rcsolution on ,bc Fiali ca*bqaahe:
illr Noi; ll4r Girau4 on bebalf of tbe
Sociali.rt Group; lWr Yiats, on bchalf of
the Group of European Progressioe Democ-
rats ; Lord St. Oswald; ll4r Berhbouwer, on
beha$' of the Liberal and Allies Group;
Air Langc, Chairnan of tbc Committee on
Budgets; Iilr artoli, hesident of tbe
Conmissiotr ; tl(r l-angc; illr 0rtoli; hlr
Anendola
Adoption of resolution
4. Changa in tbe agcnda
5. Further consultatiott of Parliamcnt on
prolxtsal.r atnended or uithdrawn b1 tbc
Cotnttti.tsion 
- 
Report by lWr lautens'
cblagtr, on bebalf of the Legal Affairs
Contntittce (Doc. 239/76) :
lllr La u t e n s c h I a ge r, raPPo rt cu r
tVr Ortoli, President of tbe Commission ;
itlr Lautenscblager; lllr Broehsz ; lWr
Guldbcrg: iLr Patijn ; lllr Ortoli ; hlr
Luttenschlager I Mr Ortoli ; lllr lautens'
cblugcr
Con.tidtratiott of tbe raotiott for a resolu'
tion :
. Anendmcrrt replacin7 lbc nolion witb a
,teu lcxt :
lvt Kdrlrcreit ;tVr ltutenschlager ,
Adoltt i on o.l- t be rcsol ut ion
Cbangc in thc agenda
Ilc.tults o.f' UNCTAD IV 
- 
Report b1 lllr
Dc.tcbamp.t, on behalt'of tbe Comnittcc otr
Dtwlopnent and CooPeration. (Doc
333/76):
Il4, r De s c b amps, rapl, o rt e u r
Iard lValston, on bebalf of tbc Socialist
Group; lWr Bodno, on behalf of the Cbristi'
an-Democratic Groap; Il4r Berhhouwer, on
behalf of tbe Liberal and Allies Groulr;
ll4.r Laudrin ; Lord Jt. Oswald; tl4r
Broeksz; lWr Sandri; lllrs Goutmann I IVr'
Cifarelli; lVr Patijn; ll4r Ortoli, Prcsident
of tbe Commission ; ll4r Dalyll; tYr
onoli;IllrDcscbantps. . . . :
Consideratiott of tbe motion for a resolu'
tion:
Amendment to Paragralh 5:
llr Laudin;
Adoption of tbc resolution .
8. Agcnda
9. Amcndment of tbe Rulu of Procedure of
Parliantent Second rc?orts bY tVr
Hamilton and ll4r lllartens, on bebalf of
tbc Comnittce on the Rules ol' Procedure
and Petitions (Docs 336 and 335/76):
lllr Hanrilton, ra\Porteur; lVr Alartens,
raplroileur -llt
Il4.r Brochsz; Sir Derek, Walker'Snitb; lVr
Ortoli, President of thc Comnission I lilr
Illartens ....1 4l
10. Coopcration agrccments bctwecn ittc ffC
and Tunisiq Algcia and ltlorocco 
-Rcport b lll, Pintat, on bebalf of tbe
Committce on Extenal Economic Rcla-
tions (Doc. 307/75):
lllrPintat,ralrporteur ...... 44
Illr Patijn, on bebalf ol the Sociali;t
Groult i frIr Da Koning on bebaff' of thc
' ' Cbristian-Denoratic Group i lllr Terrc-
' noire, on behalf of tbc Groult ol' Earuttean
Progressiac Dctnocrals ; tllr CbcT:s.ton,
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Consideration of the motion for a rcsolu-
tion :
Antendment to paragrapb ) :
lVr Patijn
Anendment to laragraph 9:
lllr Patijn ; lWr Pintat ; lllr Cheysson
Anendnent after paragrapb 10:
llrlr Tcrrenoire; Iilr Pintdt ; Mr Langc . , ,
Adoftion of tbe resolution ,
ll. Protection of fundamental igbts
Report b lll, Jozeau-illarignd on bebalf
ol tfrc Legal Affairs Committee (Doc
32 t /76) :
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
President
(Tfu tirting u..t.t olxned at 9,$ a,tn.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Apltxttctl ol tbe ninutcs
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Castle. 
- 
There has been circulated to me, and
I assumc to other Members of Parliament, an agenda
for today which seems not to bear out the decision asI understood it which was taken by Parliament
yestcrday.
Mr President, you very kindly listened to representa-
tions made about thc reports of Mr Hamilton and Mr
Martcns. As I undcrstood it, you were sympathetic to
thc plca as, bccausc of the urgent necessity for him to
bc irr lVestnrinster yesterday, Mr Hamilton could not
bc prcscnt for the morning sitting. However, I see on
thc agcncla for today that his report is amongst the
first itcnrs to be discussed. I believe it would be a
grcat rlisappointmcnt to Parliament 
- 
and certainly
to Mr Hamilton 
- 
if he were not here to present his
rcport, by which, after all, Parliament sets considerable
storc.
President. 
- 
Last night, after a fairly long discus-
sion, it wns finally stated that we would leave thingp
'as thcy wcre'. This expression may have given rise io
a ccrtairr amount of confusion, since it could be under-
stoocl to nrcan cithcr that thc original agenda would
bc nraintairrcd or that it had been modified as a result
of thc discussion tlrat ,lrad taken place.
On a day likc this, it isn't easy to steer a ship through
thc fog, but wc arr going to try .. . In particular, we
Sir Derek lYalker-Smitb, dcputl rdppor-
teur
Mr Broeks4 on behalf of tbc Socialist
Group; lWr Emile lllultea oa behalf of tbe
Liberal and Allics Groult i lll.r Cousti, on' behalf of tbe Groult of European Progres-
sioe Democrats; lUIr Bordu, on beball' of
the Communist and Allies Group; ll4rs
Ewing; lVr Lenihan ; lllr Ortoli, Presidcnt
of tbe Commission ; IlIr Ellis; lWr Scclba . .
Adoption of tbc resolutiotr .
12. Agenda for tbe next sitting
have to decide on Mr Noi's request for a debate by
urgent procedure. The motion for a resolution which
he has submitted has been distributed ahd can be
debated immediately if urgent procedure is adopted.
In fact, our delegation is leaving for Friuli tomorrow
and for that reason it would be good if Parliament
could express its views on this problem today.
As for the. other items on the agenda, we will try to
avoid making any changes so far as the presence of
rapporteurs or their deputies enables us to do so.
Are there any further comments ? The minutes of
proceedings are approved.
2. Action takcn b.1, the Connis.tion on
tbc opinion.s o.f htliunrcnt
President. 
- 
The first item on the agenda is the
statement by the Commission on action taken on the
opinions and proposals of Parliament.
The Commission, however, has inforntcd me that it
has no statement to make on the matter during tltc
present part-session.
3. Dcci.tion on tlte ilrgcn."y o.f tltc notion
.fbr u rc.tolution on tbt Friuli c.,rtbqil.tkc
President. 
- 
I bonsult the House on thc request for
debate by urgent procedure on thc motion for a rcsolu-
tion tabled by Mr Noi, on behalf of the Committee
on Regional Poficy, Regional Planning and Transport,
on the Friuli earthquake (Doc. 342176).
Are there any obiections ?
The adoption of urgent procedurc is agiecd.
I propose to thc Housc that wc considcr tlris itcm
immediately.
Are therc any ollicctions ?
Thot is agrccd.
I call Mr Noi'.
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Mr Nod. 
- 
(I)Mr President, I am grateful to you and
to tlrc House for agreeing that this matter should, be
dealt with'by urgent procedure.
The motion for a resolution tabled by rne on I
October in the Committee on Regional Policy,
llcgiorral Pianning' and 
, 
Transport is- intended io
supplcnrcnt thc decisions taften by the Commission.
-In this con'nclctiorr, I should like to thank Mr Ortoli
for his initiative, whibti ii broader and covers a more
cxtcnsivc period than my own lroposal, whose aims
rxrtl duratiorr arc more limited.
Mr Presiderit, you recently stated that a delegation
fronr tlre Committee on Budgets would be travelling
to Friuli to'verify the performance of work on cerdain
nraior infrastructural projects and large installatiolris. I
anr plcascd that this decisibn has been taken, because
thcrc arc problems here which need to be followed up
closely. This holds good above.all for the choices to
bc rrracle anel criteria to be adopted so as to ensure
that thc structures can withstand new earthquakes. A
normal structure is irt fact exposed to vertical forces
but in the structures to bc" built here allowance must
also, bc nrade for horizontal forces which may be
cquivalerrt to as much as twenty-five per cent of the
vcrtical stresses. 
I
Thc purpose of my resolution is simply to improve
the prospccts.open to tfte local population of having
at their imnrediate disposal a better dwelling than the
onc in whiclr they live at present. The fact that the
firct hcavy earthqu4ke in May was followed by other
trcnlors of medium intensity and then again by
anotlrcr violort shock has thrown into disarray the
stratcgy undcrlying the choice of the emergency struc-
turcs. Under the emergency solutions, the population
was to havc spent the summer under canvas ; mqan-
whilc thc structures damaged by the iriitial earthquake
wcre to havc been repaired to make them ready again
for usc by thc wintcr.
Thc sccond earthquake had two negative effects: it
conrplctcly destroyed the work of reconstruction and
crcatcd,'undcrstandobly enough, a psychosis among
'tlrc irrhabitarrts, who are now far lesb willing to live
again in traclitional heavy buildings, which, especially
if they flre not earthquake-resistant 
- 
that is to say,
clcsignccl and built according to the criteria to which I
rcfcrrcd abovc 
- 
may presen.t a mortal risk.
Undcr thcsc conditions 
- 
and I discussed the matter
with Govcrnmcnt Commissioner Zamberletti before
taking this irritiative 
- 
the most appropriate measure
is to scnd rnobile homes which are easy to transport
or, better still, small, single-storey prefabricated houses
for orre fnnrily, perhaps of the recently designed type
which carr be installed without .foundations. I have
lookccl into this matter in the past few days : in
Francc singlc-family houses are available which can
be transported by rail.or truck and set up immedi-
ately. All that is necessary is a flat site and at the most
four blocks o[ concrete in the corners. I arertained
that when a disaster occurred in the $renees a few
years ago the elements of these houses were carried
straight to the site by helicopter.
Through this resolution, therefore, the European Parli-
ament 
- 
and I appeal directly to you, Mr President
- 
and the Commission 
- 
by good fortune President
Ortoli is with us now 
- 
should encourage the
Member States to make material of this kind available
in October or November at the latest, because the
time available is short: That is our aim.
Over and above the measures taken by the Italian
Government, a number of mobile homes have already
been sent from Italian towns on the initiative of
private individuals 
- 
two hundred from Milan and
ihe same number from Turin, to give you ari idea of
the figures involved ; these homes have been allocated
to families. In this way it has been possible to ensure
the safe and permanent presence of a number of
personF whose activities are of vital importance, for
exapple in agriculture. I say that these homes are safe
because an earthquake clearly presents no risk to
perspns 'in a caravan or pefabricated house of the
kind I described earlier.
There is also a further proposal which it is not my
task to consider in deiait. The parliamentary
committee which will be going to Friuli to supervise
the use of the Commission's funds might also allocate
a small part of these funds to the purpose outlined
above. To give you an idea, a French company ap-
proached by me stated that it could supply substantial
quantities of one-family houses within three weeks
from the date of the order using refurbished material
and probably within four weeks using new rnaterial.
Mr President, the scope of this resolution is limited in
time, but it is nevertheless of great value to improve
the physical condition and morale of the local popula-
tion, who are now on the threshold of winter.
I believe that European solidarity will be particularly
appreciated by them if it is put into effect with the
necessary speed. I therefore hope that the require-
ments will be met as a matter of the utmost urgency.
Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraud to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I do not wish to
prolong'this debate unduly but, as I have already done
in committee, I want to assure Mr Noi of our gloup's
full support for this resolution aimed at achieving an
extremely precise goal 
- 
namely, that of effectively
helping the local population at a time whcn they need
such help.
Sittirry of Tuccdey, 12 Octobcr 1976 l5
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I should like to ,take this opportunity to thrnk
publicly the President of the Comniission md, ,
through him, the Commission in its entirety, for the
support they have already given to the Italian popula-
tion and for the central and effective part played in
tlrc Scvcso disaster by the Joint Research Centre at
lsprn, which wc havc criticized here on a num,ber of
occnsions irr thc bclicf'that it was not living up to our
cxpcctations.
Today, on the contrary, we have an occasion to pay
tributc to. it and to point out that Commqnity
rcsc.arclr is not always up in.,the stars but sometimes
conrcs clowrr to earth to help our fellow citizens at a
tinrc of troublc.
If, God forbid, othcr disasters of that kind occur again,
lct'us ltopc that thc Community will once moreiake
rapid arld cffcctivc abtion.
(Apphn.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
thc Group of Europicarr Proiressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
I wish to give our support to thls resolu-
tion nnd to sny that all of us have felt the tragedy of
thc cverrts irr Friuli, pnrticularly the recent further
carthquakcs thnt hhvc taken place. !(le pin with all
Mcrrrl>crs in urgirrg the Commission to take all
possiblc stcps as ropidly as possible to deal with this
ragic situation and nlso to call on thc Mem[cr States,
rrs Mr Noc has called upon thcnl, to takq 
,whatevcr
irction ir, oPcn to thtnr.
(tlppfuu.,t)
Preiidcnt. 
- 
I call Lord St. Oswalel.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
It sccnrs to mc'that thc value of
Mr NoiJs apgrroach to this mattcr is tlrat he has not
bccn contcnt to <lwell sinrply orr tlrc tragedy of . thc.
situntion, of which we arc all awarc, $rrt has nanrccl
thc grrrrctical apgrroachcs which arc opcn to us. Hc lras
rrrurtionctl srrrrrll, etsiIy F'onstructcd, tcnrpgrnry lrouscs
lntl eirrirvirns. 'I'hc advantagc of thc' wintcr is thct it is
not :r tirrre whcn cirrovans arc in grcnt dcntnnd for
norrrrirl l)lrrposcs antl, .thr;rcforc, grcatcr rrrrnrbcrs rnny
lrc rrvrrilrrblc irs l tcnrporary ntensurc.. during thc wintcr
nrontlli. I hope thot tlrc invcstigation will scck out tlrc
constructors, ownc$i anrl hircrs of cnrirvarrs in variorrs
countries. irrcluding rrry own, tntl that this prncticnl
proposirl by Mr Noi. will berrr fruitful rc$ults.
(tlpphn..t )
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I cnll Mr llcrkhpuwcr tJ spenk orr
bchalt oi tlre l.iltr:rl.rrrrd Allics Group.
Mr Bcrk-horrwGr. 1 (!') Mr. Prcsirlcnt, we in ,thc
Liberrl rrrtl Allics Group fully crrdonic the obscrva-
iio,rs nra.l" bv Mr'Girrrurl.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr l.angr'.
Mr [.nrrgc, (.it,tiy111,1,, tt.l tlu' (,ittuutilttt' tttt llu.lgrl.t
- 
(l11 Mr l'resirlcrrt. lrrtlics irrrtl gerrtlcrrrcrr, I wirrrt
simply to inform the House of the attcntion givei to
the financial aspects of this metter by the Committee
' on Budgets. !7e have a proposal from Mr Cointat and
his group to enter 200 million units of eccount in the
1977 budget to provide effective aid.
In thc light of Mr Nol's propo6.ls, it will rlco bc
nccessrry to consider where end hw the inhrbitents
of this areq which .pF.rs to bc comtrntly thrcrtcncd
by eerthquakc, cen bc houscd: in the srme plrccs ts
before or elscwhere. This qucstion will hrve to bd
looked into.
If we wish to give appropriate aid to the population,
greater financial resources must be made available
than the 50 million u-a. already provided for 1975. rVe
'are 
considering the possibility of making available 300
million ua. spread over three years.
However, Members of this House must first go and
see for themselves what is needed. The Cornmitteeon
Budgets therefore proposed that Lord Bessborough,
who has already visited the Friuli area once at the
President's request, should go there again to sec how
mattes stand in liaison with the Italian authorities
and representatives of the Commission; thc
committie proposed that he'should 'be accompaniccl
on this occasion by Mr Giraud.
If the Bureau or Parliamcnt considers thnt otber
Members should be officially oppointed for this
purpose, the Committce on Budgcts will have no
objection. However, the conrmittec cannot itsclf makc
any further proposals in this dircction.
Our sole ainr is to providc cffcctivc. aid to thc.populn-
tion suffering from the earthquokc so that tlrc
Comnrunity can show gcnuinc solidarity witlr thosc of
its citizcns who lravc .bccn afflictcd by a disostc'r.
(lnt.t't'ttlrtion: 'fht tintc 
.lbr soliltril.l. h norN
Yes of coursc, the time is now !
(Apphusc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, l'ntiltnl o.l tht Comnti.t.tion. 
- 
(l:) Mt
- 
Prcsiclcnt, I anr pcr$orrally following the inrplcnrgrtl.
tion of thc rlccisions tokcn in thc lntc suntnlrr to
assist thc poprrlrrtion of Friuli.
TIrc Cornnrissiorr slrnrcl Pnrlinntcrrt's conccnr, nlrd
sonrc tinrc ago I dccidcd to scntl n rrcw dclegation to
scc what progrcss was bcing nrnelc, lxcausc, as you
know, wc tlccidcd firutly to ollocatc 6(l nrillion u.a,.,
nradc up of l5 ntilliorr for irrfrnstnrcturcs and 45
nrillion for rrgriculturc, antl sccorttlly to grant il ccrtititr
sunr, irrrnrcrlirrtcly lvailablc. for thc corlstruction of
'llCSC houscs.' Wc rlccirlerl to trirnsfcr 6 nrillion u.rr.
to thc Srrvings' llank in Udinc. 'l'hrrt transfcr is being
or hirs rtow bccrr rtrirrlc.'
Thc dclcgation I arrr proposing to scrrtl, which
corrtpriscs thc two kcy trrcrr [ronr thc Conrrrr'ission
rcsporrsible for inrgrlcrrre ntittion of thc cntcrg('ncy
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programme, will examine with the Italian authorities
the possibility of using a part of this sum for the
construction of prefabricated houses. That answers Mr
Nod's question. If we can do so, this solution will have
the advantage of being rapidly applicable.
As regards the other points, the same delegation will
have to look at'the whole problem from two angles,
like the delegation from your Committee on Budgets.
Mr Lange raised the question of additional funds. My
first concern is, however, to spend the money already
available. I said so last July. Let us take new action if
necessary, but first let us prove that, working together,
we can spend the 50 million u.a. which already appear
in the budget. That is the main aim of our delegation.'
As to agriculture, you are aware that we immediately
corrtactcd the Italian authorities in Rome and' in
Friuli. I anr choosing well-tried procedures so as to
losc rro tinrc and I am confident that we shall manage
to send the available funds.
As to thc problem of infrastructures and houses, we,
are encountering additional difficulties, which Mr Noi
sunrmarizcd : the fresh tremors have caused further
danragc and jeopardized the organizational work
alrcacly urrdcrtaken in certain sectors. It must "be
concedccl that, despite the vigorous action by the
Italian authorities and the local population, progrem is,
not easy to make when new serious tremors occur
again, as thcy did a few days ago.
To sunr trp, I have noted Mr Nod's proposal. $fle are
corrtirrtring our work and I am personally supervising
thc usc of tlrc sixty million units of account
carnrarkcd hcrc. lWe shall see whether it is possible to
usc sonlc of the funds already available for prefabri-
catccl houscs ilrstead of traditional buildings. rUflhen
our dclcgatiorr and your own return, we shall perhaps
bc ablc to corrsidcr together the other problems which
hray arisc.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, (.ihtirn,rn o.l tht Contntiltu on Bndgtts
- 
(D) Mr Prcsiclcnt, I am sorry to have to ask to
spcak again. Mr Ortoli hacl alrcady nradc these points
in tlrc Corrrrnittcc on lluclgcts, antl hc lcft us with the
inrprcssion thnt thc Conrnrissiorr, or thc Commissiort
officials rcsponsible for thcsc mattcrs, are proceeding
irr arr cxtrcnrcly burcaucratic manner. Presidcnt Ortoli,
I woukl ask you 
- 
and to tl,is cxtent I agree with you
- 
to usc thc 60 nrilliorr u.a. first of all. That sum is,
lrowcvcr, intcn<lccl lor 1976 and wc wcre talking just
rrow alrout 1977 an<l sulrscquent ycars. It will bc a
long tinre lrcfore all the clanragc caused by this earth-
<1urkc crrn be nraclc goocl. Vc nrust provide dircct aid.
I arn spcrkirrg orr bchalf of thc Committec on
llutlgcts, anrl I hopc on bchalf of the whole Parlia-
nrent. whell I sry that wc wallt thc proccclurcs to bc
applied witlr the nrirrinrunr of retl tapc in thc spirit of
the regtrl:rtiorrs arrcl rrot nrcri'ly following tlrcir lcttcr.
It is now autumn and the damage (rccured last spring.
Appropriate action should have been taken long ago
and we have criticized the fact that 6 million ua. are
only now being sent to the Udine Savings Bank. In
our view that is too long. I would therefore ask you to
consider with the members of the Commission how
matt€rs can be speeded up and dealt with unbureau-
cratically.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, President o.f tltc Connlr.r'.rial. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, allow me to assure Mr Lange that we are
not dealing with this matter in a bureaucratic manner.
A decision was taken on l4 June. We have to prcparc
a number of projects, call in architects, consult
companies and organize the work. !(/e must know
exactly what work is to be done in a number of arcas
- 
because in the last resort we must procetd practi-
cally and not simply deal with things in a very gcneral
way.
I have sent several delegations and am able to assure
you that there is nothing bureaucratic on our sicle.
There is so little bureaucraacy that we have in fnct
simplified and changed the procedures. '$/c havc sctrt
people to Italy to help the ltalian Government to facc
this particular difficulty. In other words, wc are
ourselves dealing with some of the projc'cts or at lcast
, helping directly to process them.
If my memory is correct, I stated that at all cvcttts wc
should not be able to bcgin to spcnd the availablc
funds until October. The first effcctivc mcasur.cs wcrc
' taken in July, i.e., three months ago. I woulcl renrind
you that we have been held up by the latest evcnts,
which present a problem. Morc buildings lravc
collapsed and the work already put in hand has lrcett
further disorganized. Howcvcr, I assurc you that thcrc
has been and will be no bureaucratic elcnrctrt in ,this
action.
If, as I believe will bc the casc, opcratiotts arc got prop-
erly under way beforc tl'rc end of the ycar thc Conrnris-
sion and Parliament will havc done a good iob. lt is
not so very usual for furrds to be uscd in a pcriotl of
thrcc nrontlrs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Amcnclola.
Mr Amendoh. 
- 
(l) Mr Presitlcrrt, I wish to .point
out that the action by thc Commuttity, which was
requested in June, has becn of grcat politicnl intpor-
tance and has been vicwcd in Italy as an cxprcssion of
Europcan solidarity even if no work has lrecrr ptrt irr
hand immcdiately bccausc of thc difficttltics cltcoun-
tered. I consiclcr this action particularly inrportarrl
partly bccausc a Srcat ntany nrigrarrt workcrs havc
comc from Friuli. This is otrc of thc rcgions which
has proviclccl thc largcst lruntl>cr of workcrs to othcr
Community coutrtrics ; this gesturc of solitlirrity w:rs
thcrcforc ncccssary.
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Of course difficulties are being encountered in
spending the available funds. But I do not believe that
we in ltaly have much cause for criticism here,
because we too 
- 
both the Italian authorities and the
Friuli region 
- 
have run up against difficulties. The
situation is,serious for the reasons indicated by Presi-
dent Ortoli, that is further earthquakes and damage
have occurred leading to new complications. There is
disorganization and the population is extremely
nervous result of all these tragic monrhs and a
course of events which has not always been controlled.
In our country, there is at present a critical debate on
the way in which action ,has been or is being taken.
But we do not consider.criticism of the Comrnunity
justified, because we too are encountering the diffi-
culties which have been desbribed to you.
Mr President, we hope that action by the Community
will be increasingly prompt and reflect a spilit of Euro-
pean , solidarity.
(Applansc)
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The motion, is adopted.l
4. Cltangc in the agenda
President.,- Only two rapporteurs are present: Mr
Lautcnschlager, whose report is down to come at the
cnd of tlre day, and Mr Martens, whose report is
linkcd with that by Mr Hamiltbn.
I propose to the House that we proceed immediately
to ,thc dcbAtc. on Mr Lautenschlager's report.
Arc thcrc any objections ?
That is agrced.
5. Furthcr nnsnllcrtion ol l\trliancnt on
f xltou l.s .t ncn.lcd or uitltdrate'n
b.1' tlrc Connission
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is there-
forc thc rcport by Mr Lautcnschlager, on behalf of the
Lcgal Affairs Committee, on the further consultation
of thc European Parliament on the proposals
amcnclccl or withclrawn by the Commission (Doc.
23e1761.
I call Mr Lautcnschlager.
Mr Lautenschlager, r.tlrlrortcur'. 
- 
(D)'Mr Presi-
dcnt, ladics ancl gehtlcmen, this 'own initiative' report
is a ncw stcp, an attempt by Parliament to be involved
nrorc nppropriatcly and fully in what I might call the
lr:gislative proccss.
Urrclcr tlrc cxistirrg Conrmurrity lcaislativc proccdure,
thc Conrnrission, wlrich has thc sole right of proposal,
submits a draft to the Council, which then asks Parlia-
ment for its opinion on those proposals in'respect of
which the Treaties require Parliament to be consulted.
By mutual agreement, there is now a further possi-
bility of the Council submitting to the Parliament
legislative acts on which the Treaties do not require
the'Assemblv to be consulted. So far so good. \Ufle
fully endorse this procedure.
'We have, however, now found that, without excessive
recourse to Articles 235 and 235 of the Treaty, Parlia-
ment has in fact further opportunities of intervening
in tlre legislative process 
- 
namely, through an exten-
sive interpretation of Article 149 of the EEC Treaty.
The question arose as to what constitutes a 'substantial
ainendment'. The European Parliament considers that
it must be consulted again if the Commission substan-
tiallyr amends a proposal before the Council takes a
decision. If a substantial arnendment is made and the
Council acts on it, the decision will in effect be taken
on a text which was not submitted to.the Parliament
in that form. It follows that Parliament should be
heard again.
The second question was to determine whether Parlia-
ment should be involved, and if so how, when the
C.ommission withdraws a ,proposal to the Council.
Does that 
.withdrawal constitut€ a substantial amend-
ment ? IUTe think it does. Of course the question then
arises'as to what we mean by a substantial amend-
ment.'We could not reach a definition in our report,
but decided to propose to the Assembly that it should
decide in each specific instance whether a substantial
ameridment has been made. If so, further consultafion
and a new decision will be necessary ; irr the absence
of any substantial amendment, the proposal can be
passed to the Council in its amended form. However,
Parliament must be responsible for deciding whcther
an amendment is substantial ; this question cannot be
settled by the two other institutions alonc.
Mr President, that is the broad purport of our riport.
The Legal Affairs Committee has aheady submitted
an opinion to the plenary Assembly following discus-
sions in a committee which found that the Commis-
sion had made a substantial change aftir a proposal
had been considered by Padiament. For this re6on
the plenary Assembly instructed the Legal Affain
Committee to submit an 'own initiative' report. T[rat
r€port has now been presented, and I invite you.to
adopt the motion for a resolution.
(Alrpldil.rc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Prctiltnt ol tlx, Conntision, 
- 
(l:) Mr
Presidbnt, I shall bc vcry llricf. Mr Lautcrrschlogcr's
report providcs irr nry view an cxccllcnt lrrsis for
considcration of this nrattcr lry Parlianrcnt. Hc n]akcs
thrcc points.t OJ C 259 ot 4. tl. t976.
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The first is the problem of consultation by the
Comnrission'rather than by the Council. It is not for
thc Commission to decide on this point, which must
be considered iointly with the Council. I do not wish
to dwell on this, as there is no doubt a procedure
which will cnable you to put the question.
. Thc secorrcl point is that of a substantial amendment
and arr opinion .following such an amendment. The
,problcm is t,wofold. Firstly, it must be decided
,whetlrcr an amendment is subotantial; we try to do so
to the best of our ability and this does not seem to bc
a basic problerrr. However, assessment of a particular
proposal may sometimes be rather delicate. Secondly,
sulrstantiol amendments may be made at the end of
thc procedure by the Commission itself in the pres-
urce of the Council or, of course, by the Council. In
such cnscs it is practically impossible to consult Parlia-
nrent. !/hen we are engaged in the process leoding to
thc'final decision, and it is the Commission's duty to
obtain such a decision, it becomes very difficult to
zuddcnly interrupt our proceedingr and ask Parlia-
nrcnt for a fresh opinion.
Thc lasi point is the withdrawal of proposal by the
Conrnrission. There is a practical aspect here. The
proposals 'withdrawn by us have for the mtxt part
. lrcen of a technical nature and I do not think there is
any intcrcst in conzulting Parliament on such propo-
snls. rf7c may have been led to withdraw technical
proposals because of changed circumstances or consid-
cratiorrs of timing.
Thcrc is also a theoretical aspect with which )rcu are
familiar: thc Commission has the right of initiative
ancl nrust be able to exercise that right in full. In parti-
culnr, it must be able to withdraw at its discretion
piopcisals made by it when it considers that new
factors nrakc it necessary for it to change its opinion,
i.e., to withdraw its original proposal. In this connec-
tion I hopc that Parliament will tread warily in
disturbing an csscntial prerogative of the Commission
wlrich is part of the institutional balance of our
Corrrnrunity.
Preisdent. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager.
Mr Lautenschlagcr, r.O\)rtct,n 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
' dcnt, I cannot agree at all with Mr Ortoli's observa-
tiorrs. Vc have to weigh up the legal rights involved
hcrc. The Commission hes'the sole'right of proposal
nnd irritintivc, which we do not seek to diminish in
any way. However, Parliament has the right to be
consultcd, and this must atso not be diminished. Let
.nrc say in passing that we ane not concerned here with
tcchnical amcndments. Nbbody will object if the
Commission nrakes a technical or editorial change.
But if thc Contmission changes the content of a text
to such fln cxtcnt that the result is quite different
fronr tlrc proposal debated in Parliament in plenrry
scssion, tlrcn thc Parliament must be heard again
before the Council of Ministers takes its final decision.
That is quite clear ond flows logically fiom Anicle
149, even though the second paragraph of that article
refers only to obligatory consultation under the
Treaty.
The fact of the matter is as,follows : nobody wishes to
diminish the Commission's right of initiative, .but
Parliament, t(x), cBnnot acccpt any curtailmbnt of its
rights, which are, afier all, already strictty limited in
the legislative proce$. Parliament must be heard if a
substantial amendment is made. Moreover, it must be
able to determine for itself whether an amendnrent is
substantial; it must also be able to decide whether the
withdrawal of a proposal constitutes a substential
amendment. Parliament must guard these rights ieal-
ously. I therefore ask you, ladies and gentlemen, to
agree to my proposal as embodied in the motion for a
resolution.
Prcsidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Brockcz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in principle I
agree with what Mr Iautenschlager has said. However,
I want to make one obsewation concerning the ques-
tion raised by the President of the Commission as to
what happens if the Commission amends its proposal
substantielly during consultation with the Council. Mr
Ortoli ticlieves that it will then be difficult ro consult
Parliamcnt again. I have the impression that Mr Ortoli
is sympathetic to the points made by Mr Lautens-
chlager on behalf of our committee. However, he has
drawn attextion to a number of technical difficulties.
Vhen it comes to minor amendments, I believe we
must place our confidence in the Commissiori. I do
not expect that the Lcgal Affairs Conrmittee would
want prcposals referred back to Parliament for all
kinds of petty reasons. But if really significant amend-
ments arise during discussions with the Council, I
would not consider it unrealistic for the Commission
to ask the Council whether Parliament should not be
consulted again. Perhaps the Council would, considgr
it reasonable in such ceses for Parliament to be heard
again on the amended proposal.
There ate therefore instances where Mr Ortoli is right
but there ere others where in my view the Commis-
sion could ask, in consultation with the Council, for
Parliament to be heard again. I hope that a decisioo
will be taken for ,this to be dorre in important coses.
Parliameni must, of counsc, then deliver its opinion os
a matter of urgency. S7e have in fact done so on more
than one occasion in the past.
Vhen proposals of a technical nature are withdrawn, I.
cannot see why they should not be referred to us
After all, they are technical proposals on which the
Council decided to consult Parliament. They'are there-
fore not so very technical that Parliament cannot
make any e$essment of them: otherwise, they would
not have been submitted to Parliament in the first
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place. I believe we must not be too hasty in deciding
that these proposals are of a purely technical nature.
rWc krrow only too well how difficult it sometimes is
for thc Council to reach decisions and how much
troublc the Conrnrissiorr has in obtaining the Coun-
cil's acccgrtrncc of its decisions. If the Council then
' hides bchind thc asscrtion that a proposal is purely
,tcchrrical, ntattc,rs bcconrc doubly difficult for 'Parlia-
nrcrrt. Vhcn a proposal is withdrawn, it is perfectly
possiblc that Parlianrcltt may consider it so important
that it will itself take the initiative.
In sirch cascs I suggcst that Parliament should be noti-
ficd that a particular proposal is to be withdrawn even
if it i.s of a tcchrrical nature. Parliament can then
clccidc for itself whctlrer it agrees to the withdrawal or
wishcs othcr action to bc takerr.
Presiclent. 
- 
I call Mr Guldberg.
Mr Guldberg.- @ Mr Prcsidcnt, I am speaking in
rrry pcrsonal capacity anrl not on bc,half of my group.
I want sintply to point out that in thc present situa-
tiorr 
- 
whiclr has unforturrirtcly existcd rrow for
scveral ycars 
- 
our greatcst problem is to obtain deci-
siorrs fronr tlrc Council.
That is wlry I hopc that Parlianrcnt will show confi-
rlerrcc in thc Conrntission by allowing . it sonre
frccclonr of action : otlre rwisc it will only be ,still morc
difficult to obtain rlecisions in tlrc Courrcil. Vc can
always rrrakc thc Corrrnrission rcsponsible, but what is
rrcetlctl is confidence. It sccnrs to ntc difficult to
clefine irr corrcretc tcrnrs the cxtcnt of thc frc.cclont of
actiorr which should bc allowcrl, but wc can show a
r'r'rcrrsurc of trust arrcl we nrust prcfcr dccisions to bc
trrkcrr irr agl'ccntent betwccn Parlianrcrrt and thc
Corrtrtt issi<trr.
Mr l?rcsirlctrt, lct ntc rcpcat that thesc are pcrsorral
rcnrirrks. I rrnr rrirnid that thc decision-nraking proccss,
which is still firr too ctrurbersbntc nlily [>c coilplicatccl
still turthcr by cxccssivc- forrnalisnr.
Prcsiclclrt. 
- 
I crrll Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(Nl.) Mr Presirlerrt, I wanr ro quotc arl
exarnplc showirig how right Mr l-iruterrschlrrgcr is in
strbrrritting his proposal. Irr l9(r4, two 1>roposrrls wcr-c
liri<l bctorc tlris l)arlianrcltt : onc oll thc cstablislrntcrrt
of ir litrlopr,an guilt'iltrt(.c frltrl for agriculturc. Parlia-
ttrent cortsitlcrctl thesc proposirls in dctail iuttl after
nlirtur(, r'<lrrsirlerittiorr dclive rcd two o1>inions otr thcnt.
llrrt wlrirt in firct lrapperrctl i, Whilc l)irrli:rnrcrrt wirs
plt'pirrirrg its opirrions, the Corrrnrission witlttlrcw
both ProPosirls irtr<l rclllirccrl tht.rrr lly a rrcw oltc on
tltc crcrrtiorr tlf iur irgr iculttrlirl furrtl 
- 
narne ly, thc
I')rrropt'irrr Agrictrlturrrl (luirlrrrrcc arrrl Guartrrtcc Funrl.
'l'lris lrirtl firr-rcirching consc(prcnccs, cs1>ccially in thirt
tltc expottlirurc unrlcr both ftrrrtls was lirrkcd by
ce rtirin l)('r(crrlirgcs. 'l'hr. rcsrrlt wns tllrlt thc Duroltearr
l)lrliirrtterrt'r rrgltt to tlcliver urr o1>inion rcr.rr:uncrl it
dead letter because it delivered its opinion on propo-
sals which had already been withdrawn without its
knowledge.
This could scarcely be described as an instance of a
technical amendment. It has also been poinied out
that it is for Parliament to decide whether an amend-
me,nt is to be considered technical or not. This cannot
be done by giving the Commission freedom to reach
its own decision. It is for Parliament to decide, and I
hgpe Mr Ortoli will be prepared to say that he agrees
with Mr Lautenschlager on this point to prevent our
facing, further difficulties later.
r$fe are concerned here with an essential aspett of the.
present procedure of consultation. It is still more
.important do determine how that procedure i's to be
arfa.nged in the future 
- 
namely, the procedure of
cooperation between the Council and Parliambnt in
which the Commission is involved, if it is not.clear at
which stage and at what time the Commission makes
amendnients and who is responsible for ihem.
Vith an eye to the future, Parliament and thc
Commission, who are not in any way competitors or
opponents in this matter, must quite clearly avoid any
misunderstanding regarding their willingness to coop-
erate based on the legal obligation of the Commission
to give clear information to Parliament. Otherwise, we
shall expcrience very real difficultics with the consulta-
tion procedure which has now bcen laid dowrr and is
linked witlr thc European Parliame rrt's budgetiry
POWCrS.
I should bc plcascd if Mr Ortoli would confirnr that a
broacl rather tlran a Iimited interpretation will bc
given .to thc Conrnrission's obligation to infornr Parlia-
nlort of anrcrrclnrerrts to or the withclrawal of propo-
sals ; orr this poirrt thc Conrnrission shoulcl subscribe
to Mr Lautcrrschlager's vicws.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Prt.tidt.n! o.l llx. 0onnti.t.tiott. 
- 
(l:) Mr
Prcsidcrrt, this is an inrportant nrattcr which n.rust bc
exanrinccl carcfully; I bclicve that whilc thcrc arc
diffcrcrrces bctwcclr us on ccrtairr specific 1>oints wc
agfcc oll the esscrrtials.
I shall look irgain at two as[)ccts sc1:aratcly. First, tite
hy1>othcssis of a strbstantial irnrcrrrlnrcnt. I
Here, as I said just now, tllerc is no tliffcrencc ot
opirriorr between Mr Lautcrrschlirgcr antl thc Corrrrrris-
siorr. \Wc havc to tk'cirlc what corrstitutcs r substirntial
anrcrrrlrrrcnt. Thrrt nrry J)rcscnt pritcticrI problcnts,,but
at tlrc lcgirl rrrrcl political lcvcls wc lgrcc with your
corrrrrrittec.'l'herc is jtrst onc lxrint 
- 
I wirrrt. to
rcnrirrrl yorr of this despitc wltrrt Mr llrocksz srtid iLrst
now 
- 
whit h you nrrrst corrsirlcl re irlisticrrlly. bcarirrg
irt rrtintl thc lcg.rl irrrplicrrtirlns: I retcr to arr, irrstrtrrce
wltcrc a propositl is unrlcr toltsitlcratiorr irr tlte
Ootrrrcil in the attentoon ()l'at rright irrrrl ir tletision is
.t
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about to be taken. At that point, unless the case is alto-
gether exceptional and fairly difficult to envisaSe, we
are no longer in a situation where substantial amend-
ments are made. We are at the stage when the deci'
sion is taken. In legal terms, the Council can then be
said to be exercising its right of amendment. If a deci-
sion is to be taken 
- 
arld we do not reach enough
-decisions as it is 
- 
it then seems practically impos-
, sible to me for the matter to be referred back to Parlia-
ment, however vigilant the latter may'be. It would not
[re possible, for example, to apply an emergency Proce-
dure on the moming of 19 October in respect of a
decision to be taken that same day on a matter of
ir.nportance to the Community.
I therefore think that we must be clear about this' In
'our rather special system, when a decision is taken the
final deliberation between the Council and Commis-
sion raises a difficulty which cannot be resolved,
except in very special circumstances, by refering the
matter back to Parliament ; difficulties have rarely
arisen betwcen us in defining substantial , amend-
ments. Wc must arrive at a form of dialogue which,
when the Commission makes substantial changes to a
proposal, enables Parliament to give the alert, asking
to be consulted unless we. ourselves come back to
Parliament. This is the case in practice and there will
be no difficulties of principle between us on this
. 
point.
Then there is the question of withdrawal. IThen I
. spokc of tcchnical withdrawal I would like you to
undcrctand that I was referring to what the Commis-
sion has tlortc recently. \Ufle havc withdrawn proposals
for thc sake of administrative clarity. In the case of the
prcscrlt Comntission at least, I do not believe that our
work has bccn such as to call into question the exer-
cisc by Parliantent of its right to be consulted'
I am not saying that everything is technical, but in
practicc in thc last fcw months or years the with-
drawal of a fairly substantiat number of proposali has
lxcn cffcctccl for reasons of sound administrative
action. I rlotc, morcovcr, that there has been little or
no oppositiorr irr Parliantent to thc position adopted
lry trs.
As to withrlrawal for poliiical rcasons which may bc
nrorc substantial, I can only say that I stick to my Posi'
tion. I clo so l>ccause thc Commission is a political
body. Thc intitiativc takcn by us is a political initia-
tivc. Otrr attitu(lc is binding on us as an institution.
\0flltcrr we dcciclc that thc time has come to withdraw
a prol>osal wc clo not, in so doing, esccpc from our
position as a political botly answcrable to you. You arc
always ablc to put oral qucstions and, go on to us,
asking for cxplarratiorrs ; you may suPPort or criticizc
But if you consider that in the area of general adminis.
tration we are mistaken in withdrawing proposals
relating to substantial matters, you can also censure us.
You must bear this point in mind, this balance ol the
pefinanent dialogue which involves, too, our responsi-
bility to Parliament. I should like the rapporteur to
know that in our view, to use his own wordg with-
drawal is a normal corollary of the right of initiative.
But the right of initiative or its corollary in no way
diminishes - the prerogatives of Parliament. If
tomorrow we decide in the full glare of publicity to
withdraw a key proposal, I am quite sure we shall
agree to hold a debate on the matter. The Commis-
sion will want to explain why it took such a sPectoc-
ular decision in an important matter. I am sure that
Parliament will propose a debate on such a point.
I therefore urge you in the clearest possible terms not
to touch the Commission's right of initiative, which is
a central feature of the balance of our relations and
that balance guarantees to Parliament the possibility '
of intervening.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager.
Mr Lautenschlager, r.tlrlrorttur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, after listening to President Ortoli's last remarks I
have the impressibn that we have not understood each
other properly. Mr President, I want, too, to aPologizc
for a slip of the tongue in my commcllts on Mr
Ortoli's previous speech.
There is no question of taking anything away from
the Commission. The three institutions of the Elrro-
pean Community are sovereign within thcir rcsPcctivc
areas of responsibility. None of them wishcs to takc
anything away from the others and cach jealously
guards agpinst any encroachment on its own arca of
responsibility. This situation will not change. Onc
would have to be an astrologer to say what will
happen after l97ll, and that is not wlrat wc arc
distussing rrow. This dcbatc lras simply brought to
light a periphcral problcm, that of thc scqucncc itr
which a proposal is , cliscussctl. Should proposals
continuc to bc forwartlccl by thc Conrnrissiorr to thc
Council, by thc Council to 
. 
Parlianrcnt, thcn back
from Parliamcnt to tlrc Coirncil. aftcr which the
Council consults the Commission again if possiblc, or
should,,as has bccn suggcstctl by somc Mcnlbcs of
this House, thc proposal bc scnt first by thc Conrnris-
sion to Parlianrcnt, which woulcl thcn dclivcr its
opinion, aftcr which both thc Comntission's proposal
ancl thc Parlianrcrrt's opinion wotrltl fornr thc basis for
the Council's dccision ? I do not think wc shorrltl
discuss this aspcct today; this would nccd 'to' l>c
dcbatcd and dccidccl in e diffcrcnt contcxt.
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But one very impoftant point 
- 
on which Mr Ortoli
defends the Commission's position with some stub-
bornness, to which Parliament should reply kith
equal stubbornness 
- 
is this: Parliarnent cannot
allow its rights to be curtailed because of di.fficulties of
tirning which may arise in the Commission or
Council. Parliament must at all times be able.to exer-
cise its rights without any form of pressure
whatsoever. This must remain the case. It would not
be acceptable to say: the Council has to reach a deci-
sion tomorrow so that a special sitting of Parliament
must be convened now, or something on these lines.
In such cases the Council should either take no deci-
sion at all or a preliminary decision which may then
be reversed by a resolution of Parliament. Parliament
must even have the possibility of bringing an action
in the Court of Justice of the Communities in Luxem-
bourg in order to overrule such a decision of the
Council taken without consulting Parliament again in
a matter which has changed completely since it was
presented to Parliament. It is totally unacceptable for
the right of Parliament to be heard to be curtailed by
any kind of procedural trick, pressure of time and so
on. rVe cannot.possibly accept that, Mr Presidenq and
I would ask my colleagues to endorse this view.
As regards withdrawal, our views are not so wide apart.
The right of initiative to present a report, resolution or
draft to the Council may also be reversed if the
Commission says : the Council has not yet decided ;
we have changed our mind for one reason or another
and are withdrawing our proposal to the Council. That
procedure should still be possible and nobody wants
. 
to change it. t!(zhat does arise is the following point :
after Parliament has been consulted 
- 
see Article
149, second paragraph 
- 
on a proposal and has deliv-
erEd its opinion, that opinion is made superfluous by
withdrawal of the proposal. However, an opinion of
Parliament can only be withdrawn by Parliament. The
Commission cannot act as Parliament's guardian and
say : now that our proposal has been withdrawn Parlia-
mcnt's opinion is superfluous. That is not acceptable.
Consequently, Parliament must also be heard in the
event of withdrawal ; in other words, if the Commis-
sion withdraws a proposal 
- 
and it has an exclusive
right to do so 
- 
Parliarnent must be able to indicate
whether it considers that withdrawal a substantial
amendment within the meaning of Article 149.
That is the problem which concerns both the
Commission and Parliament; IITe do not wish to
dcprive the Commission of any of its rights, but we
also appeal to the Commission to respect the rights of
Parliamc.nt.
Presidont. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli. 
.
Mr Ortoli, Prusidtnt o.l' tbc Connti.t.tion. 
- 
(F) Mr
Presideht, I repeat that I maintain my position with a
vicw to working as closely as possible with Parliami:nt,
since, to take the last example, I believe that the right
of political initiative would be gravely impaired if we
one day had to withdraw a proposal after t[e Council
had failed to act.
Take the example of matters which have been in abey-
ance for a long time ; if at a given point in a dramatic
debate between the Council and Commission the
latter is forced to conclude that no pr6gress'is being
made in the proceedings so that the very basis of thi
discussion has ceased to exist, you could \not then
modify our proposal to such an extent that it would
have no more substance. On the other hand thb
Council, acting unanimously, may change a Commis-
sion proposal completely.
r07e have the right of initiative, and if we consider that
we should not accept the change and withdraw the
basis for it through the political act which consists in
safng that you are weakening thd position to such an
extent that we do not recognize what we have
proposed for Europe, what are we to do ? I could not
say to the Council that there is no long€r a Commis-
sion proposal and that in our view yotr are responsible
by departing from the economic or political iommit-
ment which we were proposing.
If we were obliged to work under conditions such that
at any time we had to return to you to exercise the
final political act of reaching a decision, then both'
you and we would lose in equal measure. On the
contrary, I believe we should seek all possible ways of
working together 
- 
but remember we are a political
body responsible to you.
I want this exercise of political and legal authority to
be maintaiied intact while recognizing that we must
increasingly work together; that is why, let me
remind you, I have' personally proposed the proce-
dures by which we explain the action we have taken
on opinions of Parliament and the procedures by
which two years ago we asked for a system of consulta-
tion to be instituted and further developed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager.
Mr Lautenschlager, r.tlrportcur. 
- 
(D) Mr presi-
dent, I am sorry to have to ask to speak again. I must
clear up a misunderstanding which I have clearly not
been able to do yet.
There is no question of the Commission's appearing
before Parliament in every case when a proposal ii
u,ithdrawn. rU7hat we are concemed with is the
content of the Communication from the Commission
to the Parliament to the effect that it intends to with-
draw a proposal. !0flhen Parliament has noted the
content of the communication, it can always decide
whether the matter is intportant or unimporiant in its
view. But if a matter is of greht political inrportarrce
- 
and the withdrawal of a proposal may bc of such
importance 
- 
then Parliament must bc hcanl again.
This in no way encroaches on the dignity of the
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Commidsion, and Parliament would be safeguarding
its rights without any mutual recrimination.
I therefore appeal to the Commission to respect the
fact that Parliament must safeguard the few rights
which it has. It cannot give up one iota of them.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is not for the
Chair to intervene in a debate, even when it raises
questiorls of such interest as the Position taken up by
' Mr Ortoli, which implies 
- 
a point worthy of the
closest attention 
- 
that the withdrawal of a proposal
by the Commission deprives the Council of all oppor-
trinity of discussing the matter 
- 
a point on which I
have my cloubts. I would also cite the question, raised
by the Conrmission, how to Proiect Parliament's rights
to concertation when urgent questions of fundamental
inrportatrce are at stake, in view of the correspondence
whlch has taken place between Mr Scelba, on behalf
of the Parliament, and Mr Scheel, on behalf of the
Courrcil.
These are difficult questions which have not been
treatcd exhaustively in this debate and on which I
shall rrot express any views. I can but mention them'
Does anyope else wish to sPeak ?
\fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution'
I have Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Rivierez on
bchalf of the Group of European Progressive Democ-
rats, replacing the entire motion by the following
text :
' Tlrc Eu roPut tt I'd rl idntnt,
- 
having regard to the decision of the Commission of
2fl April 1976 to withdraw some of its drafts and prop-
osals to the Council,
- 
bearing in mind that the European Parliament has
delivered an opinion on these proposals,
- 
having regard to the opinion delivered by the Legal
Affairi Cbmmittee on 26 )anuary 1975 for the
cnlarged Bureau on the further consultation of the
European Parliament on proposals amended or with-
drawn by the Commission,
- 
taking account of the statement made by the Council
to thre Parliament according to which when an
anrended Commission proposal is submitted after an
initial consultation of the European Parliament, the
latter should be consulted for a second time if the
amendments go beyond the material content of the
original proposal,
- 
having regard to the iudgment of the Court of Justice
of the European Communities of 15 July 1970 in the
case of ACF Chemiefarma, to the effect that a modifi-
cation to the Commission's original proposal must
affect tlre substance of this proposal for Parliament to
bc consulted again,
- 
having regard to its resolution of 17 October 1967 irt
which Parliament demanded that it must be
'consulted on all the main provisions of those texB'
even if to this end several consultations on one and
the samc text were necessary,
- 
drawing attention to the existence of the conciliation
procedure between the European Parliament' the
Council and the Commission, instituted by the ioint
declaration of 4 March 1975, which permits a genuine
participation by Parliament in the procedure for
ptep"ting and adopting important Community deci-
iions whlch give rise to expenditure or revenue to be
charged or credited to the Communities,
- 
noting that the Tt'eaties establishing the European
Communities contain no express provisions on the
withdrawal of proposals,
l. Notes that the submission of a proposal from thr
Commission to the Council in itself gives a lega
status to the ProPosal;
2. Declares that this resolution concems only instance
of amendment or withdrawal, by the Commission o
the European Communities, of one of is proposals
3. Recalls that, after having consulted Parliament on i
Commission proposal, the Council, as a decision
making body, is not bound, if it then modifies thr
proposal, to consult Parliament again ;
4. Considers that a distinction should be made betweer
the modification and the withdrawal of a proposal
As regards nodilication :
5. Considers that 'modification' should be understoo<
to mean a substantial change, i.e. a modificatior
which affects the substance of the proposal consid'
ered as a whole ;
6. Declares that once the Council has consulted either
compulsorily or oPtionally the European Parliament
on a proposal submined by the Commission, the
Council's consultation of Parliament runs until the
Council has taken a final decision on the ProPosal in
question; this interPretation gives the European Parli-
ament the right to deliver an opinion at any time on
any modifications made by the Commission to its
proposals ;
7. Therefore proPoses that in future each o( Perlia-
ment's opinions should contain a limitative clause
worded as follows : This opinion of the European
Parliament is given without preiudice to any
subsequent opinions in the event of the Commission
substantially modifying its proposal ;
8, Recalls that the European Parliament is always free to
draw up an own-initiative rePort on a specific subiect
on which it has not been consulted;
At rcgard.t tuitbdrapal :
9. Considers that the Commission's withdrawal of one
- 
of its proposals before the Council has acted forms
part of its right of initiative;
lO. Notes, however, that since the withdrawal of a prop-
osal can be of considerable political importance, the
European Parliament has undoubtedly the right to
express its views on such a steP;
ll. Declares itself in a position to exercise its control in
a suitable manner by means on the one hand of the
written and oral questions procedure (Articles 140
EEC, 23 ECSC, ll0 EAEC) and, on the other, the
possible use of the motion of censure (Articles 144
EEC, 24 ECSC, I 14 EAEC).
I call Mr Kaspereit.
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Mr Kaspereit. 
- 
(F) Mr President, you have iust said
that wc are consideriflg an extremely interesting and
difficult problem. It is probably because of that very
difficulty that the Group of European Piogressive
Dcmocrats has formulated a new motion for a resolu-
tion, for wc believe that the motion, in the form in
which it has been submitted to us, takes no account of
thc opiniorr given by tlre Legal Affairs Committee to
. 
thc llrrrcau on 26 January 1976 and approved by thegroup tlrrouglr its spokesman, Mr Rivierez. !7e
considcr that this motion lacks clarity, is incomplete,
contradictorf and in some respects even misguided, ifI may so so without wishing to give offence to
anybody.
The prescrrt nrotion is incomplete, since point 2
nrakcs no nrcntion o[ an instance in which Parliament
nray dclivcr its opinion when consultation is not oblig-
ntory un(ler thc Trcaty.
It is contraclictory and unclear in point 3, which states
that thc right thus created in favour of Parliament
rcnrairrs in forcc in so far as the proposal is adopted
without anrcrrrlnrent. Vhat does this mean ? Does it.
nrcan tlrat Parlianrcnt is entitled to deliver different
opinions as lorrg as the proposal has not been
anrcutlcd 
- 
in othcr words, on an identical text ? It is
tlifficult to scc tlrc rcasons for which our Assembly
nright charrgc its ntind. Is this an allusion to the
clrangcs which thc Council is entitled to make after
consulting, if nccessary, thc institutions concerned ?
This cvcntuality is not rclcvarrt hcre arrd in our view
shoukl not l)c dcalt with in this contcxt.
Point 5 of this ntotiorr scenrs rather misguided to us
irr that it equatcs withdrawal with an amendment,
whilc point 6 givcs the Conrnrissiorr a power to wlriclr
it is not cntitlccl.
Finally, this rrrotion takcs a ntistakerr view of the
powcrs of Parliantcnt arrd weakcns its authority
instcarl of strcngthcnirrg it.
Vc hnvc thcrcforc forrnulatcd a ncw nlotion for a reso-
Iution with a vicw to clarifying mnttcrs and putting angrrl to tlre jrrrccrtairrtics which this tcxt is liablc to
crcilte.
In the rccitals, it woulcl bc dcsiritblc to refer to thc
o1>iniorr of thc l.egrl Affairs Conrntirtcc to ttre llurcau
in this rnattt,r, to thc Chcntic urrrl Farnrn iudgnrent of
the Court of 
.fusticc of tlre Etrrol>ean Cornnrurrities,
which also dclls with this question, altd to thc consul-
tirtion proct.tlure cstablishrd by thc ioint clcclaration
of -l Mlrch 1975, whiclr applics whcn anrcrrdnrcrrts
lrc lnirtle by the Council.
Vhile it is truc: thlt tlte sintple forwrrrling of a prop-
osal frorrr tlre Conrrrrission to thc Council givcs thnt
proposll rr legal crrplcity of its own, it woultl bc nrorc
cx:rct to siry tliilt [orwartlirrg crcatcs obligations antl
rights for tltc Cornnrunity institutions. Lct us bc clerrr
irlrorrt it : tltis report rlsrrls only yith thc ilnlerrdnlcnt
hl tlrt (lonrrrrissiorr of otrc oI its ProPosals or with-
tlrrrwirl ot srrr'lr ir prol><tsirl. l:irst of all u rlistirrctiorr
must be drawn between amendment and withdrawal ;
they cannot be equated without overlooking their
difference in kind and the different procedureJwhich
exist.
The Commission may at any time make amendments
to its original proposal as long as the Council has not
acted (Article 149, second paragraph, of the EEC
Treaty). In practice Parliament has been consulted
again after the Commission has modified its proposal.
Everyone agrees that it is normal for Parliament, once
, it has been consulted on a text, to be consulted againif that text is amended before its adoption by the
Council.
But is there any need fora,new official referral by the
'Council ? tVe do not think so. lVe are not dealing
with a new proposal but simply with the same prop-
osal which has undergone amendments.
It is therefore logical and easy to conclude that until
the Council has acted reference to Parliament still
stands, and the latter may pronounce on any amend-
ment made by the Commissiorr. Ve therefore propose
that each opinion of the Assembly should embody the
following clause : This opinion of the European Parlia-
ment is delivered without preiudice to the possibility
of a further opinion if substantial amendments are
made by the Comtnission to its proposal'.,
The question now arises of defining what is mean by
amendment. We do not, of course, refer to simple
formal amendments or to the adoption. of amend-
ments proposed by Parlianrcnt. The Chemie und
Farma iudgment of the Court of Justice clearly shows
that the amendment must be substantial, i.e., affecting
the substance of the proposal as a whole.
The Commissiorr is always entitlcd to withdraw a prop-
osal as long as the Council hns not yet adoptcd it.
Such proposals ntay be of grcat political importnncc,
and it appeas dcsirablc for thc Europcan Parlianrcnt
as well as the Council to bc ablc to makc. thcir vicws
known. By equating withdrawal with an anrcndmcnt,
, thc rapporteur diminishcs thc role of Parlianrcnt by
sinrply allowing it to dclivcr an opinioir,. whcrras in
law it has a controlling right in rcspcct of witlrdrawal
'through 
wcll-triccl proccdurcs of writtcn and oral ques-
tions. Thcre is nothing to prcvctrt thc Euiopcan Parlia-
nrcrrt fronr introducirrg a nlotiorr of c.ensure if it
considcni that thc Conrnrission is wrorrg 
.td withdraw
onc of its prdposals.
Mr Prcsidcrrt, I hnvc prcscntccl nry'anrcndnrcrrt at
sonrc lerrgth, l>ut nry spccch has trcen too short to
explain thc irngrlicatiorrs o[ the tcxt prcscr.ttcd by the
Group of Etrrol>can Progrcssivc Dcrrrocrats.
\0Uc ntust [>c rcosonol>lc. I doubt whethcr this anrcnd-
nlclrt cilrl bc lclopted without rr long discussiorr. llut I
clo not krrod wlrethcr l)irrliirrlent will hrve the trecrs-
sitry titnc in plerritrv scssion. lt, rrs Ircirrlill.unrler-
stan(1, it cannot bc arloptctl atteri a short dcirate, thc
wlrolc nlittte r shoultl lrc rcfcrred brick to thc
corrr rnittee rcsponsible.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager.
Mr Lautenschlager, rdlrPortcur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, with this short motion for a resolution, my inten-
tion was to open a discussion with the Commission
and Council ln order to reach an agreement. The
discussions in the Legal Affairs Committee already
showecl that such an agreement could not be reached
in the context of this debate. I therefore did not
consider it appropriate to present an extensive motion
for a resolution, because even the fullest motion could
not reconcile the existing contradictory views. Adop-
tion of this motion should oPen a dialogue between
the institutions with a view to solving the outstanding
problems.
I therefore propose that the House should reiect Mr
Rivierez's well-meant amendment, not bec?use of any
flaws rn its content or because it is undesirable, but
because it does not provide ground for a dialogue
between the institutions on the lines I have iust
mentioned but already lists the Points at issue and
those remdining to be solved in future. I could extend
Mr Rivierez's motiou by at least another ten Points,
but that would not help matters'
I therefore request the House to reiect Mr Rivierez's
motion. I do not consider reference back to
comnrittce opportune' The committee has already
discussed 
"re.y aspect of the matter. 
The discussion
must not now take place within Parliament but
betwecn the three institutions.
President. 
- 
Has the committee had an opportunity
of cxprcssing itself on Mr Rivierez's amendment,
wlrich is reiected by the rapporteur ?
Mr Lautenschlager, rdp\ortctt' 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
clent, this motion by Mr Rivierez was not presented to
thc conrnrittcc in this form, but a number of oral
anrcrrdntcnts werc Put forward and rejected by the
conrnrittcc for the reasor)s which I have iust stated'
President. 
- 
I put Amcndment No I to the vote'
Anrcndnrcpt No I is rclected'
I put to thc votc the original motion for a resolution,
su'bicct to thc corrigcndunr which accompanies the
tcxt. 
,
Thc rcsolttlion is acloptetl. I
6. Clttngt iin rltc agctrtld
President. 
- 
I proposc to the House that we now
proccecl to thc dcbatc orr Mr Deschanrps' report.
Arc thcre any obicctions ?
'['hat is agrecd.
7. Reults o.f UNCTAD IV
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Deschamps, on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment ana Cooperation, on the preparation, conduct
and outcome of the fourth United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development (Doc' 333176).
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr DeschamPs, ra\lrortcur.- (F) Mr President, the
Committee on-Deveiopment and Cooperation consid-
ered it appropriate for Parliament to hear a report and
adopt a number of resolutions on the preParation,
proieedings and results of the 4th United Nations
-Conferenci 
on Trade and Developmcnt held last May
in Nairobi.
Mr President, I believe your committee was right to
want such a report because, while UNCTAD is an
agency of the United Nations, it has nevertheless
q-uite 
- 
clearly become an international forum for
confrontation of the views of the developing and
industrialized countries on development and trade'
This conference formulates priorities and determines
the essential features of development policy in this
area. Consequently, the committee and I myself fclt
that, in future, Sovernments, international institutions
and especially a Community such as ours' could not
pronounce on questions relating to development
without at least referring to the guidelines laid down
at Nairobi and to the ongoing work of UNCTAD'
'tD7e must be clear on this point. UNCTAD is at
present basically a catalyst of world public opinion on
ihe principal ideas in the sphere of development antl
cooperation. Its aim is to formulate the prioritics of
this policy. Its role is to record the progrcss madc in
this area at the level of those bearing political rcsporrsi-
bility rather than to adopt immcdiately binding rcsoltt-
tioni. UNCTAD docs pass rcsolutions ancl lays down
guidelines. It rccommends solutiorrs. Through cncotlrl-
iers bet*een those primarily conccrncd it sccks to
unify points of view, leading later on to action oftcn
in other international bodies.
Mr President, certain difficultics sonrctimcs arisc irr
interpreting the results, becausc somc pcoplc woulcl
like those results to bc' something whiclr tlrcy cannot
at prescnt be but will perhaps onc day bc'conrc 
-
namely, elements of action, decisiorrs which can bc
immediatcly applied and enforccd. UNCTAD at
present is part of a continuous Proccss' a forttlrr at
which points of vicw can bc comparcd ancl gtridclines
or programmes drawrr uP.t OJ C 259 ot t. lt.1976'
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Deschamps
Of course a number of criticisms have been made of
UNCTAD, often relating to certain shortcomings
inherent in the actual structure of the conference. Lit
me list a number of them.
Firstly, since the conference is an agency of the
United Nations it is rather cumbersome because of
the very large number of participants and speeches. At
UNCTAD in Nairobi there were one hundred and
forty speeches, which were in effect monologues
before the conference could get down to concrete and
practical work ; that is an amazing situation. There is
also a very large number of officials and, without
casting any doubt on their zeal, their number is some-
times rather excessive. Finally, the procedures applied
are often better adapted to political deliberations in
the United Nations and do not take sufficient account
of the methods of analyses and negotiation which
have proved successful in the economic and commer-
cial sectors which, after all, represent the central
feature of the work of UNCTAD.
A second, frequent criticism is that, by structuring the
participants in advance into geographical groups, posi-
tions have been crystallized 
- 
or, as some would have
it, radicalized 
- 
before discussion has even begun at
the Conference between the developed and deve-
loping counrries ; this crystallization has been
described as harmful because it lessens the possibility
of reaching agreement.
Thirdly, UNCTAD has been criticized for irs universal
character ; the fact that so many countries are involved
should not mean that each of them can, as some tend
to do, open a discussion of any subject whatever; nor
should all the solutions which may be adopted assume
a worldwide character.
The fourth criticism applies to the duration of the
proceedings. Of course 
- 
I would remind you of the
basic point I made just now 
- 
there is no question of
drawing immediate conclusions but simply of
preparing and guiding the work of a commission
which is continucd by a board, sub-committees and
specialized bodies ; this commission lays down a rime-
tablc for the implcmentation of a number of guide-
lines fixed at the general assembly held every rhree or
four years.
One final ob.fection is often heard : what is the point
of holding a general debate which takes up a gteat
deal of tinre and, as I have already pointed out,
consists oftcn of monologues ? Some of these criti-
cisms are ccrtainly well-founded and they are made
morc oftcn than not by people who are familiar with
UNCTAD, its organization and machinery.
Unfortunately, I must also point out that, although
four UNCTAD sessions have already been held, the
obscrvations ntade on caclr occasion do not seem to
havc brought about much progress in the organiza-
tion, proccdurc and effcctiveness of the conference.
Are those critics then justified who despair of
UNCTAD and attach only a minimal importance, if
any, to its work ?
Your rapporteur does not think so and the Committee
on Development and Cooperation agrees with him.
Despite its heaviness, its gigantic scale, its methods,
which are sometimes excessively formal, and its
system of groups, UNCTAD performs a useful task
and fills a gap which needed to be filled ; it achieves
results which, without it, would not be achieved in the
area of development cooperation.
If UNCTAD is to be maintained as a point of
encounter and a forum for confrontation of
viewpoints and ideas and above all for the developing
countries as an instrument of permanent pressure,
thanks to a secretariat which is 
- 
and makes no
bones about the fact 
- 
highly committed, which puts
forward practical studies and proposals, it would
certainly not be appropriate to lose interest in the
body or believe that its shortcomings deprive it of all
effectiveness. But, as I have already said, for the time
being at least we musr not try to present UNCTAD as
an instrument of binding decisions, which is not its
role. In my view the time is not yet ripe for that.
The misrepresentation of the true scope and possibili-
ties of UNCTAD is important. \We must try to assess
the results. But what is more serious is that, in the
absence of any agreement on the objectives and
resources of UNCTAD, harm may be done to an
organization which is of real value and does not
deserve to be attacked from several quarters for
reasons which are often contradictory.
UNCTAD has already worked very well in the general
area of development. Irrespective of the concrete
results already achieved through the activities of its
various bodies 
- 
the conference, the board, the prin-
cipal committees and the numerous working-parties
- 
substantial, if less visible progress has been made
towards bringing views closer together on the adapta-
tion of national and international economic policies
to the needs of the developing countries.
Contrary to certain assertions, each of the conferences
and major meetings of UNCTAD has led, at the inter-
national level and in terms of development policy, to
practical conclusions which have influenced the
problem of world development. In Geneva a conlmon
objective was laid down ; the volume of aid which
each developed country was to provide to the deve-
loping countries was set at I 0/o of national income.
Subsequently a rarget of 0.70 o/o by way of public aid
was fixed for each developed country. This target laid
down by UNCTAD has been achieved by many coun-
tries and all arc working towards it.
At the second confcrence, in New Delhi, a study was
made of the commitments by the developed countries
to grant generalized tariff preferences to thc deve-
loping nations. This again is not a programme which
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UNCTAD itself is implementing; GATT has put
most of the decisions into effect, but it has done so in
accordance with the guidelines laid down at New
Delhi.
At Santiago, the developing countries were recognized
the right to participate fully in consultations on
reform of the international monetary system and in
multilateral trade negotiations ; hitherto, despite their
growing share of economic activity, the developing
countries have been practically excluded from the
nrajor nronetary and commercial negotiations. Thanks
to the guidelines laid down by UNCTAD in Santiago,
this ioint position has had to be considered at interna-
tional economic and monetary conferences.
In addition to bringing results in regard to the general
strategy of development policy, the UNCTAD meet-
ings have led to a better understanding by the govern-
ments, and to sonle extent by public opinion in the
developed countries, of the scale and urgency of the
problems to be solved ; a new feeling of collective
responsibility has been created. This is an extremely
important and positive result.
Tlrere is now not one developed country which does
not attempt 
- 
although in my view still far too imper-
fectly 
- 
to take account of the needs of world
development by formulating its own economic policy,
in particular in the areas of trade and aid, as a func-
tion of the decisions taken in UNCTAD.
Having said that, and I have in mind the obiections
made by some of my colleagues, in particular Mr
Broeksz, the present situation is certainly not satisfac-
tory, but it must be recognized that the shortcomings
are not attributable to UNCTAD, iust as conflicts in
the world cannot be attributed to the lack of power in
the United Nations. No international organization can
represent anything more than the collective resolve of
its members. But we all agree that there is at present a
distinct lack of such collective, political determina-
tion.
If the developed countries do not decide to make far
greater allowance for the real and fundamental inter-
csts of the Third-lVorld nations in elaborating their
own economic, agricultural, social, financial and mone-
tary policies, if they are not resolved to increase the
volume of their aid and technical assistance and if
they are not willing to increase substantially the
amount 
- 
still far too small 
- 
of their imports from
the developing countries, despite the problems which
cxist arrd the precautions required, the developing
courrtries must inevitably experience slower rates of
growtlr arrd continue to incur excessive and, to my
nrind, scandalous debts with all the implications this
will have for world economic relations. This seems a
vital point to me.
But I want my re port to be impartial 
- 
the
coqnmittee agrees with me in this 
- 
and we must
remember that if the developing countries for their
part do not decide among their other action
programmes to remedy situations which prevent the
productive employment of available manpower and of
idle or fugitive capital, and if they fail to take effective
measures to distribute income more equitably within
their own countries, then external assistance, whatever
its scale, importance and nature, will be quite unable
to bring about a substantial improvement 
- 
40 o/o on
averaSe according to the caluculations 
- 
in the living
conditions of the underdeveloped countries whose
populations are, beyond any shadow of a doubt, living
below the acceptable social minimum.
In other words, a coherent international development
poliry must necessarily stimulate and coordinate the
efforts of both sides 
- 
the developed and the deve-
loping countries. This holds good at the level of
UNCTAD as it does for all other organizations
concerned with economic development.
Having thus looked at the general aspects and the
importance and role of UNCTAD, let me now remind
you what happened at the 4th UNCTAD session in
Nairobi.
Firstly, the meeting was prepared for the developing
countries at Manila by a meeting of the group of 77
which ended on 7 February; this preparation resulted
in what has become known as the Manila Action
Programme, which was unanimously adopted and was
to serve as a basis for the proceedingp in Nairobi. It
contains an analysis of the results achieved since the
international development strategy was initiated and a
detailed analysis of the economic situation of the deve-
loping countries.
As far as the least advanced countries are concerned
- 
here I think the diagnosis is unanimous 
- 
the situ-
ation has deteriorated substantially since the last
UNCTAD meeting. The developing countries attri-
bute responsibility for this 
- 
and we must recognize
the obiectivity of many of these countries 
- 
to the
world situation and in particular to inflation, but also
to the industrialized countries, whom they criticize for
reverting to certain protectionist trends, and finally to
the behaviour of some multinational companies. This
led to the Manila decision for all the developing coun-
tries to pursue ioint and combined action based on a
statement of precise, unified positions, with a view to
achieving concrete aims in the various spheres of
cooPeration.
For the European Community, the Commission
prepared Community positions for UNCTAD, in parti-
cular by submitting two communications to the
Council on this subiect. I wish to pay tribute to the
work done not only before UNCTAD began but
above all during its proceedingp by the members and
officials of the Commission. I want to pay especial
tribute to Mr Cheysson and also to the whole Commis-
sion and its President, Mr Ortoli.
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However, I am obliged to poinr out that this effort was
not, in nry view and in that of the Committee on
Dcvelopntent and Cooperation, sufficiently extensive
and did not lead in time to decisions which would
have enabled the Community to go to Nairobi with
firntly cstablished positions and to play a far more
cffcctivc rolc than it did at the conference.
Following the work of the Commission and its two
rcports, the Courrcil of Ministers looked into this ques-
tion. It did not consider the work done by the
Conrmissiorr's services until .l and 4 May. In the light
of thc clialoguc in the UNCTAD trade and develop-
nrent contnrittec, it was only able to draft an
cxtrcnrcly vaguc communiqu6 
- 
but unfortunately
tlre conrn.rurriqu6s of the Council are all too often
vague.
As Mr Thorn, the Council representative, pointed out
hcre in altswcr to a qucstion by Mr Coust6 and several
ancillary qucstions put by othcr Menrbers and myself,
thc dclcgations front the Nine failed to reach agree-
rlrcnt on ccrtain points. It was only in Nairobi that
tlrc Prcsident of thc Council and the Representative of
thc Conrrrrissiorr fornrulatcd, on be half of the Comn.ru-
rriry, tltc gcncral declarations whose texts were
published thc sanre day in Brussels. Let me remind
you that thc Nairobi confcrerrce had already begun on
.] and 4 May. Clcarly agrecment could not be reachcd
on a glcar nrany poirrts. Wc alludcd to this fact in one
of our rcsolutiorrs, rcgrctting the lack of a contnlon
polrtical will wltich prcvcntcd the industrialized coun-
tries, arrd in prrticular thc Nine, from adopting a posi-
tion irr a<lvancc.
As llrirve already pointcd out in this Chanrber, it was
thanks to tlte personal ability of Comntissioncr
Chcysson anrl Presiclcnt Thorn that thc Contnrunity
was ablc to 1)r.rt forwartl valid positions approxinrating
as closcly as possil>lc to thosc of the dcvcloping courr-
t ri cs.
TIrc ntalr tlrcr.ncs touchcd on at Nail.ol)i wcre, as you
krrow, thc intcglrtecl progranlnc and thc contnton
funtl, the 1;roblcnr oi debt-lcvcls rrrrtl thc trarrsfer of
tcclrnologv. Orr eirch of thcsc porrrts, (hc results
achievctl welc cssclttillly cornprontiscs. Ilut tlrcre wcre
irlso prccisc l)t'ogl'iultncs of .rctiotr giving ct.rtairr tasks
to spcciirlrzr.rl irrterrrirtiorrrrl irgcnctes, thc Nortlr-South
c()ntcrulr(c tor 1>roblcrrrs of clc[>ts, thc UNCTAI)
lloartl irr rc\l)cct of thc trarrsfer ol tcchrrology, alrd
sPccifir ltcw,lgcncr(Js tor (lttcsttot]s rclutirrg tr-r thc irrte-
gr,rtetl llrrlgnrrrrrrc arrrl tlre contrlon itrrrrl.
I corrsitlcr rt inrl>oltrnt thlt tlrcsc guirlelincs wcrc laid
tlowrr, tlr,rt cve lyonc rrgreetl orr tltc rrectl to stu(ly tlte
rrrtcgr',rtttl l)rogr,lnlne .rrr<l the conlllon funtl, cvcrr if
rc\tt'l(tlv(, rleclltr'.rtrorrs werc rttittle by certatn rl:r;or
cotrrrtlics srrclr a:' tllc Unltc<l Strrtes. the Urtrtccl
Krngtlorrr,rrrtl lit.tler,rl (it.rnrirny. Thc tlecisions orr
tht'st strrtlrr..s lrrril tlre l)togrulnll)e i<tr thenr htrvc lrccrr
drawn up. These are extremely important results. The
Committee on Development and Cooperation wanted
them to be recorded in a series of resolutions, the first
of which seems particularly important to me because
if the EEC played an important, although inadequate
role, it was only able to play the role, legally open to it
at this conference, where it only had observer status.
In its resolution Parliament expresses the hope, as it
has done on several previous occasions, that, at the
next UNCTAD session, the Commission will be able
to play a more active part so that we can open a
genuine dialogue with it.
Mr President, I come now to my conclusion ; on the
basis of the decisions taken at UNCTAD and on.the
basis of the programme drawn up by it, we want in
this Chamber to provide a stimulus to the whole deve-
lopment policy.
The three central themes of the programme drawn up
in Nairobi imply a constant evolution. It is up to us to
make sure that the time-limits are respected and that
the guidelines laid down in Nairobi under these three
points are followed. I believe, Mr President, that by
reporting on this conference and adopting the resolu-
tions which I hope Parliament will be able to vote
unanimously 
- 
as the committee did with one absten-
tion 
- 
remembering that we already have the pano-
rama of developntent cooperation prepared by Mr
Cheysson, and the re port by Mr Bersani on our
general developnrent policy, we are recognizing the
real importance of constant action which is effective
for both thc devcloped courrtries and their developing
neighbours.
(Altplt uv)
IN THE CHAIR: MII MARTENS
Vict- Prt,.'ilt,tt t
President. 
- 
I call Lord Valston to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Lord Walston. 
- 
On bchalf of thc Socialist Group,
I anr happy to congratulatc thc rapportcur or.l a very
valuablc, pairrstakirrg arrd irrfornrative rcport, and to
support, in principlc, all rhat hc says in it. In parti-
ctrlar, I rlrnw attcntion to tlrrec paragraplts in tltc
nrotion for a resolutiorr. Thc first paragraplr
Enrl:hasizcs that UNCTAI), for ull rts faults, rs thc
worl<l's rna;or tor rrrrr for tlte tlrsctrssrorr ol que sttor.ls
rclrtrng to (levclol)ntctrt, antl thcretorc lropes that thc
EEC wrll rrot bc lirrtrtctl to itrr obscrve r's role
I cnrl>lrasrzc tlrc worlds 'tor all
shall retuln shortlv.
l'ltc sccorrtl llalagr.rplr
Rcgrcts th,rt thc Menrber Stutcs arrtl thc lillC itsclt orr rhc
[;asrs of ,t (ol'lll't)on ltolrfrc:rl wrll drrl ,tot [)rel)arcUN(;l'Al) IV rr tht, slrrrc rlt.pth ,ts tht (iroLrl; ol'77' ..
its faults', to which I
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Paragraph 5
Affirms the need to improve the real income of the deve-
loping countries by increasing their export earnings and
by protecting them against wild and excessive fluctua-
tions in these earnings.
These three paragraphs seem to me to be the most
important of a series of very important resolutions.
One of the faults of UNCTAD IV from the point of
view of the Community was that the Community was
not able to speak with one voice. lUfle all know the
reasons for that and I shall not elaborate them.
Although we cannot appear at UNCTAD as the
Community 
- 
we have to appear there as individual
countries 
- 
that is no reason why we should not, in
advance, get together and prepare a common policy
for occasions such as this.
The second'fault that arises from UNCTAD IV in
Nairobi is obvious. It must not be allowed to develop
- 
as I am afraid it did in Nairobi 
- 
into an occasion
for confrontatiorr between the rich and the poor coun-
tries. Rathcr, it must be what its founders originally
intended it to be 
- 
that is, an opportunity for further
collaboration between them. In fact, owing, as Mr
Deschamps rightly pointed out, to the admirable work
of Mr Cheysson and his colleagues, including Presi-
dent Ortoli, the Community has made considerable
progress in the field of collaboration with the deve-
loping countries 
- 
not with all of them at this stage,
although it is spreading the whole time, but in the
initial stages restricting itself to a more limited
nunrbcr of thc poorest countries.
Bccausc of that, very good relations have been esta-
blishcd with nrarry of these countries. Not only has
actual practical help been given to them ; it has been
possiblc, largcly owing to the personality of those
cngagcd irr this operation, to establish a personal
undcrstanding, which, particularly in the smaller deve-
lopirrg countrics, is of vital importance.
This is sonrctlring 
- 
a valuable foundation 
- 
which
wc must build upon and create a proper superstruc-
turc, arrrl UNCTAD is one of the methods which we
can usc rrr tlris process. As the report points out,
UNCTAD is a continuing operation 
- 
not some-
thing that happcns just once every four years: there
are thc officials, who arc continually working, and that
is whcrc nrost of thc work is done. Ncvertheless, these
pcriorlic nrcctilrgs arc a fornr of shop-window. If one
is going to havc a shop-window, if one is going to
havc alr cxlribrtron for thc public cvery four years, one
l-lr-rst prepflrc for tlris if onc is to make the right sort
of inrpact. That is what wc in the Comnrunity and in
our indivrclual countrics nlust start to do now for the
ncxt UNCI'AD. Ilccausc wc failed to clo that, we did
not nrakc tl.rc inrpact wc should have done at thc
Nairobr nrcctings.
I suggcsr that first thcrc shoulcl bc, starting from now,
corrsultatiorr and agrccnrcnt bctwcen all partncrs in
thc Conrr.rurrty as to tlrc gcncral form of policy and
strategy that we should adopt towards the developing
countries. In this respect, the Commission is of enor-
mous value to us.
Secondly, an outline agreement having been reached,
there should be consultation with the individual coun-
tries of the Community and, through the Commis-
sion, with selected developing countries so that we
can, without the glare of publicity, work out with
them quietly and realistically those areas of priority
which we consider to be most important, those areas
where we have the capability of helping them and
those areas where their need is greatest. In that way
we can reach a form of outline agrecment with these
selected individual countries.
Thirdly, when the next UNCTAD comes along we
shall be in a position to announce on behalf of the
Community or the lVest 
- 
or, indeed, on behalf of
whatever grouping one wishes to suggest, but I hope
that it would be the Cornmunity 
- 
what we propose.
Ve shall know then, because of the preliminary work
we have done behind the scenes, that this will be
accepted and welcomed at least by the leading
members of the developihg countries.
rVe have done quite a lot. Our record is not one of
which to be ashamed. But, 5f course, we have never
done enough and we shall never do enough. There-
fore, we as individual parliamentarians here must
continue to press our own Sovernments 
- 
in spite of
the economic problems which are very great in our
own countries but which are relatively small when
compared with the economic problems of many of
the developing countries 
- 
to do more. Indced, we
must do more than that, because it is not just the
governments which issue an edict ; they are governed
by their parliamentary majorities, and thc parlianren-
tary majorities are controlled by the electors. Thus, as
parliamentarians we must also explain continually to
the voters of our own countries, to our own peoplc,
why this work is necessary 
- 
why it is necessary on
economic grounds, why it is ncccssary on strategic
grounds, why it is necessary for world pcacc arrcl why
it is necessary on moral grounds.
Those arc the jobs which fall upon our shotrlclcrs. I
am afraid few of us fulfil thcm as wc shoulcl. \,1(/c
ought also to realizc ln our own min<ls that wc n'ltlst
makc it clcar to thosc to whom to talk that to hclp
others adcquately 
- 
whcthcr tlrcy bc inclividuals,
groups or countrics 
- 
can trcvcr bc a painlcss iob. If
wc arc to raisc stanclarcls of livirrg as wc sct otlt to (lo
- 
and all thc finc words spokcn by our rcprcscrtta-
tives ancl our ministcrs at Nairobi ancl clscwhcrc nrakc
this clcar 
- 
i[ wc are to help thc poorcr countrics to
raise their own standar(ls of living, this can bc donc
only with some sacrificc to our own standards. Thc
operation will not bc cntircly painlcss. It is for thc
peoples'of our countrics, thc pcoplcs of thc Conrnltr-
nity, to clcciclc just how much sacrificc tlrcy arc
preparcd to makc.
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Ve ensure at the next UNCTAD that, by'reason of
the preliminary work of the type I have outlined,
UNCTAD will in future be used to further practical
collaboration between the rich and the poor countries
rather than being used as a means of a political
confrontation between North and South.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boano to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Boano. 
- 
(I)W President, it is not as a mere act
of courtesy that I want to congratulate Mr Deschamps
for the passion and commitment with which he has
approached these problems throughout his life, and
for a report which does not confine itself to the
obvious aspects of the problem but seeks to deal with
specific themes such as that of a greater presence. In
his capacity as rapporteur, he regretted thai he was not
able to attend the proceedings in Nairobi. I would like
to remind you that a few months ago, in August of
this year, when another key meeting, that of the non-
aligned countries, was being held in Colombo, the
Community was not officially represented, although
countries such as Austria, Finland and Sweden had
official delegations there. Those are highly respectable
countries, but their interest in these problems is less
than ours.
On reading this report, I would say that if there is a
reason for regret it is that, because of the rypical proce-
dural slowness of our institutions, we are' only
discussing that UNCTAD conference now although
two other significant eyents have occurred in the
meantime : the meeting of the non-aligned countries
in Colombo in August and, iust one month ago, the
conference on the development of economic coopera-
tion berween the Third-!7orld countries, the ,group of
77', at Mexico City; these two events were- hiihly
important, not so much because of the emphasii
placed at them on promising, if difficult, ideas, such
as the creation of a monetary unit or a common bank
for the developing countries (in this connection we
Europeans are particularly aware of the difficulties, so
far insurmountable, experienced by a smaller number
of countries are incomparably more integrated), as for
the greater awareness of the developing iountiies that
their economic take-off is above all an internal matter
for them to resolve which must be explained in a
broad and coordinated unity and solidarity of.intent if
the industrialized nations are to recognize the need
for it.
As an example of this new frame of mind in the deve-
loping countries 
- 
a more flexible and practical
outlook 
- 
I should like to remind you of the deci-
sions taken in the trade sector at Mexico City : the
introduction of a system of generalized preferences
between the developing countries, ioint marketing of
exports, the intention to join forces to effect major
purchases under more favourable conditions and the
creation of multinational companies to look after the
marketing of products in the developing countries.
This is proof of a more flexible and realistic outlook
which, to my mind, is necessary if relations between
the developing and industrialized countries are to be
placed on a more fruitful basis, free from exaggerated
hopes and polemics.
This new climate might perhaps have led us to
remove from the Deschamps report the reference to
the 'new economic order', as so as to restore a sound
logic instead of a biased and virutally polemic slogan.
This slogan was coined in 1974 under the shock of
the oil embargo and subsequently codified in the
Charter oI rights and duties of nations adopted,
already behind the trend of events, at the UN special
session on l8 September 1975. This Charter seems to
grant the developing countries, when dealing with
investments made by industrialized countries, . .lght
of expropriation witfout compensation. Moreover] it
generalizes a unilateral and anti-historical conception
that reparations are due by the peoples of Europe to
the ex-colonies. These views were not accepted by the
Community and the individual Member States and
could not objectively be accepted without the risk of
seeing a further fall in investment in the developing
countries. On the other hand 
- 
and this brings me to
my conclusion, Mr President 
- 
I fully agree with
point 4 of the resolution, which states that .unsatisfac-
tory internal structures cannot be modified by intema-
tional measures alone but require a greater striving for
iustice within the countrieS themsetves.' There, Is in
fect, a glaring contradiction berween the repeated
appeals j91 gry1ter justice at world level by many
leading Third !7orld figures, and the total disregard oi
this requirement in a number of countries. In its
action, the Community must not overlook this fact; it
is a moral requirement and a question of freedom andI am grateful to Mr Deschamps and the Commission
for having the courage to recognize it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am depu-
tizing f.or Mr Krall, who could not leave Bonn.
On behalf of my group, I welcome Mr Deschamps'
motion for a resolution and confirm our intention of
participating actively in the solution of the problems
raised by the 4th world conference on trade in
Nairobi.
'We European Liberals want the forthcoming prepara-
tory negotiations with the developing countries to be
inspired by the following principles :
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l. An equitable struggle by the developing countries
to achieve a better and more iust social balance must
be the major principle of our development policy.
2. Th recent past shows specifically that this balance
can only be achieved and the world economic. crisis
s-olved by defending economic freedorns in the world.
3. For us this means in particular, with reference to
the policy on primary commodities, that in the long
torm supplies of these commodities must be assured
to the industrialzed countries and stable earnings
guaranteed for raw-material exports from the deve-
loping countries.
4. It is unfortunately all too often forgotten that a
policy on raw materials is no more important than the
transfer of technology from the industrial nations to
the developing .ount.i.. ; this transfer must go hand
in hand with the opening of our markets to the
products of those countries.
5. Ve accord especial importance to the question of
the growing level of debts of the developing countries,
particularly the least favoured among them which
have no raw materials of their own but at best tropical
or sub-tropical products. !7e want to see extensive
measures to consolidate these debts by granting public
credits to the poorest countries. In our view, a general
conference on the consolidation of these debts is not
necessary to achieve this aim.
In point 5 of the resolution, the notion of a 'new
world economic order' may give rise to misundersitand-
ings. !7e, in the Liberal Group, oppose measures of
state control in the trade sector and can only endorse
a formula which accords with the principles of a
market economy. We favour cooperation with the
developing countries and oppose all forms of confron-
tation. Mr President, we prefer the notion of interdep-
endence to that of confrontation, aware as we are of
current developments in the world. In our view, the
trend is from dependence to independence and from
independence to interdependence.
Mr President, we are most grateful to the rapporteur
and, subject to my last remark, my group approves the
motion for a resolution.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laudrin to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Laudrin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I first put a
small mathematical problem to you ?
There are six of us who have to sit in this row. But
there can only be five chairs. I have explained this
difficulty to the ushers, who could not find a solution ;
I now put it to your authority.
I am aware that my personal affiliations would allow
me to sit with the Christian-Democrats without
surprising anyone, but since I am a member of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, I prefer to
sit where I belong.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Mr Laudrin, I promise to do all I can
to meet your wishes.
Mr Laudrin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, UNCTAD clearly
constitutes the greatest forum in the world today for
discussing the concerns, difficulties and needs of the
developing countries and cooperation with the indus-
trialized nations.
Unfortunately, we, like the other political groups and
in particular Mr Deschamps, noted that the prepara-
tion of the proceedings and the conclusion of this
conference were not as satisfactory as we might have
hoped. The organization of the proceedings and the
results obtained certainly give no grounds for enthu-
siasm and euphoria. The press has spoken
depending on whether it observes with a right or left
eye 
- 
of a half-success or half-failure of the Nairobi
conference. The President of the Council and the
Commission have stated that the press comments
were too pessimistic, but they were unable to hide
their own disappointment, in particular over the
problem of the level of debts of the developing coun-
tries, which was only touched on briefly.
A few months have passed. Passions have cooled and
the rapporteur feels that we can now try to draw
certain conclusions.
First of all, we must condemn the attitude of the
Community in this matter, It did not live up to the
hopes placed by the 77, or now 144 countries, in
Europe. The Member States were divided more often
than they were united. The Community was not able
to particpate in the final negotiations as a body but
only through its 9 Member States whose views were
divergent.
The problem therefore arises of knowing how we
could intervene credibly face to face with the coun-
tries of the Third World in the North-South dialogue,
where the Community speaks with a single voice,
whereas in other bodies such as UNCTAD it some-
times speaks with nine discordant voices. Action must
be united, coordinated and bold if it is to be effective.
\U7e therefore appeal to each of our governments to
allow the Community to defend their interests and
positions.
At a time when the elaboration of a new world
economic order is a matter of priority and we are
trying to gain acceptance for more equitable princi-
ples for the organization of the world, the Community
must do all it can to live up to its role.
'We are happy to entrust this responsibility to our
excellent Commissioner, Mr Cheysson, who always
speaks with great authority in all international forums.
If we are a little disappointed for the time being it is
because we were expecting decisions and not the
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evidencing at a round table of the problems and posi_
tions of the various parties. If all the participantr had
been able to make their programmei known before
the meeting, following the example of the developing
countries which clearly revealed their intentioni a-t
Manila, the discussion could have taken a much more
practical turn and perhaps cettain aims would have
been achieved.
Nairobi is now in the past, but UNCTAD as an organ_
ization continues to function, and we have some liope
of seeing a new world economic order established ln
which, instead of simply solving economic problems
of regulating stocks, prices and-the transfer'of tech-
nology, people will work towards the construction of a
more equitable and peaceful world.
The resumption of the conference on international
economic_ cooperation involves the placing on the
agenda of the committee on development and finan-
cial affairs of the serious problems bf the debt-levels
of the developing countries, and on that of the
committees on energy and raw materials, problems of
improving and safeguarding the purchasing-power of
revenue derived from energy,exports and eiports of
primary commodities. IUfle know what this programme
is and we know what line should be followed -at these
international meetings. !7e cannot prejudge the solu-
tions which will be arrived at, bui we hope that a
result will be reached at least in part as regards the
rescheduling of debts, because, -unlike t[e other
committees, the financial committee is entitled to
formulate proposals.
!fle hope that the Community, which favours a light-
ening of the debt burden, will be able to make- its
influence fully felt in the privileged context of the
North-South dialogue and will thus regain the pres-
tige which, it lost to some extent at N;irobi.
In conclusion, I would like to thank our excellent
rapporteur, Mr Deschamps, and point out that our
group will approve the motion for a resolution, subject
to a slight amendment which we have proposed, with
other political groups, to point 5.
(Altpltu.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Lord St. Oswald to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
As Mr Berkhouwer chose to
speak to the amordnrent, as I understand, which is
down in tlte name of four groups, I am perfectly ready
to follow his example in this part of the debate. I wiil
briefly follow Mr Berkhouwer and say that, although I
am sure that it is not the intention of the rapportcr.rr
to give this impression, the term 'new world eionomic
order' will be misrc'ad in certain circles and it is therc-
fore unfortunatc that it should rcmain. I agree witlr
my colleagues in sctting down this amcndment that
rathcr than havc thc standirrg paragraph or passagc
nrisrcad, it woulcl bc. bettcr to change it.
I cannot claim to be in the inner circles of those who
conduct international trade, but my understanding is
that this phrase has a particular and unfortunate silni-
ficance which concerns confrontation rather than
collaboration. Therefore, I shall support the amend-
ment when it is put.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I gladly endorse
the expression of thanks to the rapporteri. H. h",
already heard that we shall be voting in favour of the
motion for a resolution.
However, I want to make it clear that some of us were
more disappointed by the results of the UNCTAD
session in May of this year than is apparent from the
motion for a resolurion. This disappointment does
not, however, apply to the activities of the Commis-
sion. I gladly support the words of thanks directed to
the Commission ; this tribute is certainly well merited.
I also subscribe to the wish that the Commission will
be present at the next UNCTAD meeting with greater
powers and not merely as an observer. But I want to
say quite clearly that in my view the Council did too
little. The Council had received clear and reasonable
proposals from the Commissiorr which were in no
way extreme, but it could not, or did not want to,
accept those proposals.
Firs.tly- the preparations were left far too late, right
until the last minute. !fle sometimes had the impres-
sion- that the gentlemen in the Council began iheir
work so late because they knew how difficuliit would
be to reach agreement, or perhaps even that they
could not reach agreement. As a result, it seemed
almost to the end that the whole conference would be
a failure. Only at the last minute did it prove possible
to make a number of proposals which were success-
fully adopted and gave at least the appearance that
something had been achieved at UNCTAD.
It can safely be said that the EEC missed an impor-
tant opportunity. A united EEC could have controlled
the entire conference, pulled America and Japan
along with it and unmasked evcn more obviousiy the
attitude of the Eastern bloc countries to the Third
!(orld, which nray be sunrmed up as a grear many
words and no action. As a consequ"nce oi all this, a
number of important and extremely difficult problems
have remained unsolved at thc North-Soutli confer-
ence.
There is no nced for nre to ascribe responsibility for
this to one country or ar:othcr. But wc in this parlia-
ment and in our rratiorlal parlianrents must fight to
ensure that the Nirrc at long last rcach a contnron
position on ntany o[ these intportarrt poirrts which
havc bccn lcft in abcyarrce ancl constantiy postponcd.
Solutions canrlot bc rcaclrcrl by sinrply postponing
nratters ; they will bc rc.nchcd if the Ninc rcact at long
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last positively to proposals from the Commission.
This holds good for such important questions as the
problem of primary commodities, debts and the
transfer of technology.
'S7e cannot escape the fact that we in Europe must in
the long run adopt clear positions on these matters. In
this sense Nairobi was a landmark. After we had
approved the Convention of Lom6 the whole Third
\Uflorld followed with great interest the European posi-
tion, because they knew that in the absence of pres-
sure from Europe to improve matters the initiative
would certainly not be taken by America, Japan or the
Eastern bloc countries. They are dependent on the
good will of Europe.
I believe we should do everything possible to persuade
the Council to formulate clear positions on this
matter. I do not mean extreme positions ; there is no
need for me to defend the Netherlands position here.
But I would like the Council to know how disap-
pointed we are by its failure to act.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I too wish to thank
the rapporteur for taking account in the final text of
this motion for a resolution of the opinions expressed
in committee by a number of colleagues. But above all
I wish to thank him for the document he has
submitted, which is characterized by a wealth of infor-
mation, bibliographical references and judgments.
tU7hile welcoming the report, I would like to make a
few remarks on certain specific points. First of all, I
share the assessment of the Nairobi conference
contained in the resolution. It is not possible to claim
by any stretch of the imagination that this conference
was a success, because its results were far too meagre.
But I do not think disappointment is justified,
because basically the expression of disappointment at
the Nairobi conference suggests that it was expected
to work a miracle, which was, and remains, impos-
sible.
Nairobi was not a failure ; it is the reality of the rela-
tions between the developing countries and the highly
industrialized nations which has failed, being as they
are extremely precarious and fragile. In other words,
the Nairobi conference did no more than register
existing trends.
The report rightly stresses as one positive result the
fact that certain valuable ideas were defined and are
making progress.
May I remind you that the idea of setting up stocks to
regulate the price of raw materials, which gained
ground at Nairobi, was put forward for the first time
by President de Gaulle in 1964 during a visit to Latin
America. Ideas make relentless progress, they
encounter serious obstacles but end by gaining accep-
tance. That is what happened with this particular idea
at Nairobi.
However, we cannot be content with this. Ve must
look at the reality of relations between the developing
countries and the industrialized nations. That reality is
characterized by a number of phenomena to which I
want to draw the attention of the Assembly.
First, there is a trend in the '$7est to try settle
problems in this sector within the W'estern countries
and then put ready-made solutions to the developing
nations. The report by Mr Deschamps, rightly, in our
view, points out what happened in this respect; the
impression is given that the Nairobi conference was
saved not by a decision taken on the spot but by a
meeting between representatives at the highest level
of the Federal Republic of Germany and the United
States.
Mr Deschamps, while I endorse that particular criti-
cism, I cannot share the criticism which you seem to
make of the Netherlands. When the Member States
are unable to reach agreement at Community level,
one of them must play a leading role. I wish to pay
tribute to the open-minded and willing position
adopted by the Netherlands in relation to the deve-
loping countries.
Secondly, I agree with the report when it stresses that
underdevelopment cannot be counteracted solely by
measures to improve or reform structures of the inter-
national market, but only through the achievement in
the individual countries of social orders capable of
assuring independence and development. We note
that a process is now under way in the Third \World
- 
covering an ever-increasing number of countries
- 
in the course of which the destruction of freedoms
is accompanied by the restoration of ancient privi-
leges, sometimes on an even greater scale than ever
before.
Thirdly, Mr Deschamps, we note that in Nairobi 
-although discussion of these problems was postponed
- 
the question of the fluctuation of raw-material
prices and the problem of debt-levels were
pinpointed. At present, while all the discussions have
been postponed to the North-South dialoque or to the
Geneva meeting next March, we are observing fluctua-
tions, for example, in the price of sugar 
- 
it had risen
from 0'31 cents to 0'6 cents per pound 
- 
which are
causing confusion and nraking drastic measures neces-
sary in some countries (Mauritius and Jamaica, to say
nothing of Cuba) which depend on exports of this
product and have seen their revenue forecasts cut by
four-fifths because of the scandalous fluctuation in the
price of sugar. 'We also observe how these countries
are building up a huge burden of debts. Thus reality
continues its inexorable progress while discussions on
solutions are systematically postponcd from onc
conference to anothcr.
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Finally, I endorse the criticism contained in the report
and resolution of the attitude adopted by the Euro-
pean Community.
The Community has certainly acquired undoubted
merit by concluding the Convention of Lom6. and the
cooperation agreements with the Maghreb countries
which we shall soon be approving, and which 
- 
as
we have so often said prefigure a new form of coopera-
tion. However, at Nairobi we saw that while the
Communiry has shown the courage to deal with these
problems at the level of regional cooperation it is
unable to do so at world level, lacking the political
resolve to adopt an independent position ois-d-uis the
other lTestern countries and on dealings with the
Third !7orld and problems of underdevelopment; in
the Third \7orld tensions are building up in the
Middle East and Southern Africa (a subject which I
believe we shall soon be discussing) which make it
necessary for the Community to show political deter-
mination, independent judgment and a capacity for
action which were singularly lacking at Nairobi.
In this spirit, then, Mr President, we in the ltalian
Communist Party support the resolution put forward
by Mr Deschamps. However, our attitude will depend
on the result of a vote on an amendment tabled by a
number of colleagues who wish to delete the reference
to a new world economic order ; if we are frightened
by the term 'new world', which is embodied in the
United Nations charter, we shall make little progress
and there would be no point in approving the motion
for a resolution submitied to us Ly Mr-Deschamps.
Our decision which way to vote on this resolution will
depend on the result of the vote on the amendment
to which I just referred.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Goutmann.
Mrs Goutmann. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our debate today on the basis of a serious
and detailed report, for which I am most grateful to
Mr Deschamps, is of central importance. The fourth
United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment held at Nairobi enabled partial but positive
results to be achieved in the great world struggle
against the old economic order founded on the hege-
mony of the developed capitalist countries.
The 4th session of UNCTAD, like the Colombo
conference, bears witness to the firm resolve and
strengthened cohesion of the ll3 non-aligned coun-
tries which want the right to dispose freely of their
resources, to enjoy economic independence and to see
to their industrial, technological and social develop-
ment.
Despite all their opposition the Western countries are
today obliged to take increasing account of the new
balance of forces.
The motion for a resolution now before us recom-
mends in point 7 support for the proposed integrated
programme for commodities drawn up by the ll4 in
the Manila Charter. If this programme is effectively
implemented, it will tend, by setting up a new frame-
work and new mechanisms for trade in commodities,
to stabilize and improve the terms of trade of the
underdeveloped countries.
Beyond the technical aspects and the economic
mechanisms which it sets up, it will enable an end to
be put to the existing inequality in the power of nego-
tiation between sellers and buyers, i.e., on one side the
many developing countries and on the other the small
number of imperialist countries and multinational
companies. The overall framework for negotiation on
commodities which the integrated programme tends
to establish is thus definitely an essential component
of a new international economic order which will not
be based on imperialism.
But I would like to stress an essential point which was
central to the discussions in Nairobi : I refer to the
external debt of the developing countries. The
external debt of those countries, which is a direct
consequence of decades of inflationary pillage of these
young nations by the industrialized capitalist countries
and their multinational companies, now exceeds 120
thousand million dollars. It has risen by l5 per cent
per year since 1955. Interest payments and reimburse-
ments now amount to l2 thousand million dollars per
year, or some 14 o/o of the total exports by these coun-
tries.
For the countries which are in difficulty it is therefore
essential to lighten the debt burden. At Nairobi the 77
called for overall measures including the principle of
partial cancellation, an extension of repayment
periods and in some cases a moratorium._
!7hile the most aggressive position on this point was
adopted by Mr Henry Kissinger, the EEC countries
were his willing accomplices. The USA have tried to
dilute the question of the debt of the developing coun-
tries into that of the external debt of the maior deve-
loped countries and to attribute the responsibility for
its increase to the sharp rise in the price of oil; hence
the rejection by Mr Kissinger of a moratorium and
other ways of reducing the debt. He simply called for
a case-by-case or country-by-country study of the ques-
tion. It is worth noting in passing that this position
throws light on the revelations made by Helmut
Schmidt on the Porto Rico plot designed to'help' the
indebted countries under political conditions dictated
by the USA and their allies in the EEC.
It is regrettable that the text of the resolution takes up
again the idea of discussion case by case or country by
country.
Complicity of the EEC ? Mr Gaston Thorn, then Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, stated :
Our position is strong and negative, since we consider
that a general moratorium would not be in the interests
of the developing countries, penahzrng those which have
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repaid and blocking in the future the possibilities for
public aid which would be systematically refused by the
parliaments of the industrialized countries.
To my mind this declaration is inadmissible for
several reasons; first, because the developing countries
are .not asking for a general moratorium ; secondly,
because the statement aims at dividing these coun-
tries ; finally, it is nothing short of an attempt to black-
inail them.
During the proceedinp the Netherlands and
Denmark reiected the position of the President-in-Of-
fice by refusing to request case-by-case neSotiation,
but it is revealing that Canada, Japan, Great Britain
and the Federal Republic of Germany supported the
negative position of Mr Kissinger and Mr Thorn.
The declarations by the French Minister, Mr Fourcade,
deserve especial emphasis ; while he apparently
wanted to bring about progress, he also showed in
Nairobi his desire to consolidate the existing mone-
tary and financial machinery and hence the power
given by this machinery to the capitalist countries ;
he, too, spoke out in favour of a country-by-country
approach 
- 
and I quote 
- 
'in all cases which
warrant this, when an excessive debt-level ieopardizes
the external 
,recovery of a country which is of iself
making the necessary effort to remedy its position'.
Like the United States, Britain, Federal Germany,
Japan and Canada, France does not intend to give up
its right to oversee the economic administration of the
developing countries. \(e deplore this fact.
In conclusion, I would like to point out the extent to
which these positions seem to me to reflect a resis-
tance to change, a refusal to accept the end of inad-
missible privileges and to give genuine aid to all the
developing countries to acquire their economic indep-
endence and move ahead under a wider, mutually
advantageous and non-discriminatory international
cooPeration.
I shall pass over in silence such revealing declarations
as that made by the leader of the !flest German delega-
tion in Nairobi, for whom 'lazy people must first
become accustomed to working themselves before
demanding money which is the fruit of the hard work
of another country'.
The reactions of some of our colleagues in this
Assembly today in connection with the reference to
the 'new world economic order' and their proposals
for amendments reflect this resistance to change
which we deplore. For our part, we shall oppose this
amendment.
In conclusion, to return to the motion for a resolution
now before us, it seems to me that this Assembly
would deserve more credit if, instead of advocating
case-by-case consideration of the debts of the deve-
loping countries, it clearly affirmed that the realistic
and equitable proposals made by the non-aligned
countries in this matter represent the foundation on
which negotiations must be continued at international
level.
(Applause in some parts of tbe Cbamber)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the report by Mr Deschamps seems to me
to meet a fundamental requirement in that it uses
concrete and serious language instead of the usual idle
talk about solidarity, interdependence and other
similar concepts on which we all agree any way.
I7ords do nothing to change people's lives.
!7hen we in this Chamber want Europe to take a parti-
cular line of action, it is up to us to define what
Europe should do. A ridiculous feature of some of our
debates is in ,fact that we refer to the Council as
though it were an entity of its own, while in reality it
represents nothing more than the totality of our
national policies. If we were to give even a tenth part
of the necessary time to these problems in our
national parliaments, progress would be made ; if we
are honest with ourselves we must recognize that our
national parliaments deal with all kinds of questions
such as local autonomy, economic crises, divorce or
abortion, rather than European questions except in
special cases where they do nothinS but increase the
confusion.
As to the case in point 
- 
and I am most grateful to
Mr Boano for referring to further conferences 
- 
we
can note a little progress. But, at a time when a
further increase in the price of oil seems to have been
decided, we must, however we assess that develop-
ment, recognize that this will have frightening new
consequences on the economies of the Nine coun-
tries, beginning with ltaly; I conclude that it is not
easy to speak of solidarity or make general declara-
tions as is done in an infantile or adventurous spirit at
certain international conferences.
I believe in particular that the approach to the
problem of the debts of the Third !florld countries
has been positive. I would iustify this view by an
obvious consideration: my own country, Italy, which
is beyond any doubt facing serious problems in its
own monetary situation, with its balance of payments
and credit needs, but nevertheless feels it an honour
to belong to the European Community, discusses with
the other Community countries its own policy and is
often advised to take what may seem hard and austere
action. Despite this it does not raise questions of pres-
tige and would be extremely unwise to do so, but
treats the problem as one of serious economic policy.
This requirement for a serious economic policy is
now proving a difficult problem for countries with a
long history such as Britain and France, and indeed
Italy.
It seems strange to me that we should, through
general moratoria or indiscriminate agreements,
accept situations in countries of the Third rU(orld
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where American illusions of democracy and noble
dreams which I, too, share about establishing systems
of freedom have already given way or are giving way
to forms of military adventure, feudal privilege and
the suppression of all freedom.
Europe, too, has experienced the concentration camps
of Mussolini, Hitler and Stalin and has no right to
preach to the countries of the Third rU7orld. But when
we find that these funds are being used to buy
weapons or produce atomic bombs, clearly we have at
least a right to ask what are the reasons for the deficit,
because we cannot treat on the same footing those
Third-Vorld countries which make the maximum
effort to construct a balanced economic future and
those which on the other hand are gaining new privi-
leges or exploiting the privileges which they already
enjoyed in the past and still maintain. I therefore
endorse in particular point 4 of the resolution, which
honestly recognizes that unsatisfactory internal struc-
tures (in the form of tyranny, military dictatorship,
caste and feudal privilege) cannot be changed from
the outside alone.
It is true that the road to liberty must be opened by
the people themselves. But that does not alter the fact
that we, too, must respect liberty and assume our
duties.
Mr President, it has been said that we should place
emphasis on the problems of technical assistance. I
agree entirely: I have devoted 18 years of my life to
studying the problems of a large, underdeveloped
region of the Community, the Italian Mezzogiorno,
and I am familiar with the problems of agricultural
and industrial development, vocational training and
the organization of a region which has a great past to
look back on but in this modern age is facing
extremely serious problems of depression and underde-
velopment.
If we are to move beyond idle talk, technical assis-
tance is not easy to provide ; it must be adapted to the
requirements of production. Are we, for example, to
say to hundreds of thousands of workcrs in the textile
or petrochemical industries of my country that
because of technical assistance and the use of raw
materials existing in other countrics, whole sectors of
our industry must be dismantled ? Technical assis-
tance certainly creates mature Europeans, but there is
a risk of overlooking the present-day reality. I agree
that technical assistance must be emphasized, but not
as a mcrc excrcise in rhctoric. \fle must recogrrize that
this is a scrious problem to be solved case by case and
in which thc' situation nrust be assessed by both intc-
rcstcd parties.
At thc national lcvel, we must avoid all childishly
advcnturous policies (applying thc words of Lenin to
thcsc problems, it may bc said that nraximalisnr is arr
infantilc disease of Conrnrunism). \We shall not build
Europe by selling weapons to these countries. \fle
shall not build Europe by rivalling with the super-
powers in attempts to consolidate spheres of influence
and neo-imperialist dreams.
'S(ie must progress in our individual countries and at
the European level too. Europe must be built ! tUTe
must have a European policy ! That is the first require-
ment and it would be folly to seek to go further before
it is met.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have asked-to
speak because I want to put a specific question to Mr
Deschamps. I refer to the explanatory statement of his
report. It is not usual for us to discuss the explanatory
statement in Parliament because the rapporteur is
responsible for it.
My question relates to the conclusions of the report in
paragraph 50, point IV (Q, where the rapporteur main-
tains that 'certain countries must recognize that it is
better to take one step forward together than to adopt
a progressive' independent line, which achieves
nothing in the end and emphasizes the divisions in
the Community in the eyes of the developing coun-
tries, especially as some of these ostensibly altruistic
standpoints do not quite manage to conceal major
national interests'.
May I ask Mr Deschamps what exactly he means by
this ? Is he referring to one or more of the Member
States ? what is the significance of his statement ?
Does it mean that a Community viewpoint is an end
in itself which must be respected even if that means
refraining from further progress ? Mr Sandri said a
word about this just now. At all events I consider this
remark rather curious. \Tithout further explanation, I
do not like the idea of that text remaining in a
published document.
In point 4, on page 32, we read that the Dutch,
supported by the Danes, appeared as 'parties of the
left' by accepting the proposals of the developing
countries on primary con.rmodities and debts with one
or two minor modifications.
Although the words 'parties of the left' appcar in
inverted con"rmas, onc might conclude that those who
did not accept these proposals were on the right and
that the term 'left' here is sometlring objectionable
because it nrcans a lack of respect for Community
solidarity. I wantccl to make this point for thc record
to avoid anv misunde rstanding later on. I should
welconre a furthcr cxplarration by Mr Deschanrps.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Prttilott o.l tltt Cotrtttti.s.tion. 
- 
(F) Mr
Prc.sident, the Conrnrissiorr has littlc to add to thc
obscrvations nradc by Mr Deschanrps in his vcry full
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report ; we had occasion to discuss this matter previ-
ously in June and many explanations were given by the
Council President, Mr Thorn, and my colleague, Mr
Cheysson.
I would, however, Iike to say, as Mr Cifarelli has just
pointed out, that it is a good thing for the June discus-
sion to be taken up again in October. This is a very
important subiect and one which will determine our
whole future. Relations between the developing and
industrialized countries are one of the great problems of
our time. !7e are going to negotiate and, I hope,
succeed. For months, and perhaps even longer, the
Commission must watch what is being done and Parlia-
ment must express, whenever it thinks appropriate or at
regular intervals, its views on the development of these
key negotiations.
I want to stress just two points which were raised by a
number of speakers following Mr Deschamps. As Mr
Broeksz, Mr Sandri and Mrs Goutmann have said, the
outcome of the Nairobi conference caused some disap-
pointment, but I would like to repeat what was said by
my colleague, Mr Cheysson, and by Mr Deschamps in
his report; UNCTAD and more generally all the
forums in which relations between the developing and
industrialized countries are being discussed today, are
making a continuous and progressive effort. One must
not iudge by a single conference. As Mr Deschamps, I
think, said, Nairobi was one moment. !7e shall have to
see whether that moment assumes any value and
whether something tangible exists or whether, on the
contrary, we are faced with a lasting failure.
If we are to summarize the situation we must refer, as
does point l0 of the resolution, to the further action
taken after the conference as well as to the difficulties
raised by it. \7hat, after all, could be expected of such a
meeting ? First of all, let us be frank. If we could expect
the problems to be highlighted and the proposals of
each party put forward clearly and boldly, we could not
also expect immediate conclusions to be drawn from
this explanation, because that is practically impossible
at a conference of this kind ; we could expect guidelines
to be laid down even if there was some opposition to
them, and procedures which guarantee action in the
future. On these three points, without claiming general
success, it would not be right to speak of failure, and I
want to stress the rapprochcncnl brought about in
matters where ideology played a part and which enabled
the procedures that now exist to be set up. We are
drawing up a precise timetable, on the preparation of
which the Commission and the Member States are
working with a constant spirit of pragmatism. This is
also reflected by something which Mr Boano rightly
recalled 
- 
namely, that a whole series of initiatives are
being taken at the same time and we are witnessing
efforts at organization by the developing countries
which, in my view, will throw light on the UNCTAD
recommendations and enable further progress to be
made.
The second point I want to stress is that the hopes
placed in the Community in this matter were very high.
But the Community cannot play a useful part and repre-
sent an element of progress and action unless it is
united. \7hat we can do today is, essentially, to seek the
conditions under which we shall be united in order to
act as the driving force which we should in fact be. One
lesson of Nairobi is that we were wrong not to be suffi-
ciently united but that a fresh chance is given to us
because the work and negotiations are continuing.
The Commission is therefore resolved to do all it can in
the Council to ensure that the Community speaks with
a single voice and adopts common positions which
must be as open and bold as possible. I fully endorse
point I of the resolution, which asks for the Community
not to be confined to the role of an observer.
Lord l7alston and Mr Laudrin referred to the essential
need for a common policy. You are right to say that our
attitude cannot be logical without such a policy. This
policy is essential for two reasons ; first, because we have
already decided to speak with a single voice at the
North-South conference, and no real boundaries can be
drawn between UNCTAD and the North-South Confer-
ence. Consequently we shall either manage to speak
with a single voice on all matters relating to develop-
ment or we shall see fresh contradictions arise and our
capaciry to make progress will be diminished because
the contradictions will become apparent. Secondly, we
have entered into a far-reaching political commitment
in the matter of development. A number of speakers
have iust recalled what the Community has done. Its
position is not complete and no doubt there is much
more for it to do in this area, in particular by adopting a
common position in the negotiations.
But our achievements, including the Convention of
Lom6, cannot be forgotten.
Mr Sandri referred to the collapse in the price of one
primary commodity, sugar, and he mentioned two coun-
tries which might experience serious problems. I would,
however, remind him that in the case of one of them the
existence of the Community changes the situation
completely. Mauritius has an annual crop of 5.50 000
tonnes. It exports to the Community at our market
prices 
- 
in other words, at prices which tend to
increase 
- 
some 500 000 tonnes. Here the Community
has shown that theory and practice go hand in hand and
that we were capable of action. That will be my conclu-
sion. It is right for Parliament to recall energetically that
the Community must act in this area as a single entity
without divisions ; it needs a doctrine which, as Lord
Valston pointed out, must be wider than that defined
hitherto, and it must take initiatives because it will be
our duty as a Community to show not generosity but
understanding for the real problems of the world in
which hunger and difficulties still prevail and which
must be given a chance of growth and dignity. This
problem concerns us, because we have the possibility of
participating in a better equilibrium from which I anr
convinced our own peoples will benefit.
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Mr Deschamps made this point very well and I am
particularly pleased that this debate has taken place.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
I hope the President will acquit me of
discourtesy because of the events in the House of
Commons last night.
I wish to ask only one very short question. At the
ACP Conference that Parliament held six months ago,
the Africans complained rather strongly that at
Nairobi it was difficult for them to know, so they said,
to whom they were talking. They were talking some-
times to the individual nation States and sometimes to
the Community. I ask the President in a very gentle,
factual way what is being done to make it possible for
us to speak with one voice over the next two years,
and what we can say to Africans who inquire, 'Next
time, how are you going to behave ?' I realize that the
President is very aware of this problem from his
winding up speech. However, I wondered whether I
might have a factual answer as to what is being done
to work in the direction of speaking with one voice.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Pre-tident of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) I
believe, and the Commission has said so, that a posi-
tion of principle should be adopted on this point 
-namely, that the Council should decide to speak effec-
tively with one voice.
Secondly, on all the outstanding matters we shall be
proposing up-to-date, common positions. !7e shall
not be content with raising questions of principle ; we
shall try at the same time to apply those principles to
the real situation by putting forward joint positions
which will be progressively discussed by the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschamps, ralrlrorteur. (F)Mt President, may I
thank all the speakers for their kind words, especially
those addressed to me. I am even more appreciative of
the approval for the ideas expressed in the report and
in the motion, which the speakers have promised to
adopt.
Each of us is free to interpret the situation as he
chooses, and I clearly cannot endorse myself the
highly personal interpretation of certain speakers 
- 
I
am thinking in particular of Mrs Goutmann. For my
part, I welcome the fact that Mr Sandri has signified
his group's approval of the motion for a resolution,
and I wish to point out that I cannot agree to the
amendment which he and other speakers have criti-
cized. But I would remind Mrs Goutmann that certain
situations call for a more flexible appraisal. \U7hen I
note, for instance, that all the money earned from the
sale of coffee by a country such as Uganda is used to
purchase Soviet arms, I do not see this as good deve-
lopment cooperation capable of expanding the
internal economy of that developing country.
Among other excellent observations made by various
speakers, may I highlight one remark by Mr Cifarelli ?
Yes, he said, we must speak with a single voice,
Europe must be present as a single entity and not
merely as an observer. (This has been confirmed by
Mr Ortoli.) But, he pointed out, we must above all be
able to build Europe and do more to ensure that the
Europe we have built will be more effectively present
at such meetings and in the resulting international
action.
Everything is linked. The breadth of our debate today
on this policy of development cooperation proves 
-and this is a source of the greatest satisfaction to me
' 
- 
that we are moving towards a genuine European
development policy. This is a highly positive factor.
But if this policy is to be practicable Europe must be
consolidated. I am grateful to Mr Cifarelli for stressing
the fact.
Mr Patijn put two questions to me: who were you
referring to in point IV(f) of your conclusions ? \7hat
does this sentence mean ?
The answer is very simple. I wanted to stress that the
generosity of some countries in the open and free
economy with which he is familiar was doubtless not
always devoid of self-interest, since generosity of
intent or action is not necessarily ruled out when tran-
sacting business. At all events I was not referring to
anyone in particular. Vhen Mr Patijn asked this ques-
tion, did he perhaps think that I was getting at his
own country ?
At all events, I was referring to the generous approach
taken by his country and mine in point IV(g), where I
say that we should stress the social aspects of develop-
ment and not confine ourselves to economic pros-
pects at conferences such as UNCTAD. Justifications
based on the search for social justice throughout the
world are as decisive and important as those based on
an improvement of the interdependent economic rela-
tions which we wish to establish. I think that this
reply will satisfy Mr Berkhouwer, who stressed this
point.
I shall reply briefly to the last speaker, who deplored
the fact that Europe had not spoken with one voice
and wanted to know what we intended to do to
change this state of affairs.
I think I am reflecting the view of President Ortoli
when I say that the Commission is doing all in its
power to ensure that we can speak with a single voice
in the greatest possible number of forums and at the
earliest possible date, thus showing a united political
determination. If we achieve that result we shall have
taken an important step in the direction requested by
the speaker. I am grateful to him for raising tlris parti-
cularly important question.
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I now come to point 5 of the resolution. As the
rapporteur, I naturally defend the text of the resolu-
tion as approved in committee. In my personal
capacity, too, I cannot dissociate myself from a text
which refers to the new world economic order corres-
ponding to a desire for greater justice in economic
and social relations in the world. Personally, I cannot
oppose this expression, which is taken from the
Urlifed Nations text and also appears, perhaps more
surprisingly, in the resolutions of the international
union of Catholic employers and elsewhere. These
two examples show that this notion is generally
accepted and corresponds to an aim towards which we
are moving.
By mentioning in the text the need for greater equity
and an increased effort to exercise the rights and
duties of the developing and industrialized countries, I
was, I believe, reflecting the unanimous thinking of
this Parliament, which has already expressed its view
on the subject.
Mr President, that brings me to thc end of my
remarks. The speakers have made essential observa-
tions. I welcome the way in which this debate has
taken place, especially in its bearing on our relations
with the developing countries. I am sure that this
debate will be known at Lom6 shortly and that the
ACP countries, to which we have alluded several
times, will know that what we have done with them is
positive and accords with what we wish to do with
everyone and for the benefit of all.
(Appltusc)
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak ?
The general debate is closed.
Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
On the preamble and paragraphs I to 4, I have no
amendments listed.
I put these texts to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I to 4 are adopted.
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr Klepsch, by Mr Durieux on behalf of the Liberal
and Allies Group, by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats, and by
Lord St. Oswald on behalf of the European Conserva-
tive Group, rewording this paragraph as follows :
.5. Asks the Council of the European Communrties and
the Member States to accept the principle that the
effects of the present world economic order must
undergo profound changes based on the rights and
obligations both of the developing countries and the
industrialized countries, taking into account the
growing interdependence of all countries in the world.
I call Mr Laudrin.
Mr Laudrin. 
- 
(F) After hearing the rapporteur's
explanations, my group withdraws the amendment to
point .5.
President. 
- 
Mr Laudrin, I take note of your state-
ment.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 6 to 12 the vote.
Paragraphs 5 to 12 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 12.20 p.nt. and resumed
at 3 p.n)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOU\flER
Vice'President
8. Agenda
President.- I propose to the House that we now
deal with the remaining items in the order in which
they appear in the agenda.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
9. Amendnrent o.f the Rules o.l. Procedure
o.f Parlianent
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on two
reports, both drawn up on behalf of the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, on the
amendment of chapters of the European Parliament's
Rules of Procedure:
- 
second report by Mr Hamilton, on Chapter XI
(Doc. 336176);
- 
second report by Mr Martens, on Chapters I to X,
XIII and XIV (Doc. 335/76).
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton, rctpporteur. 
- 
May I first apologize
for not being here this morning because of transport
difficulties with the British Airport Authority and
political problems at home.
It is once again my pleasure to speak on the various
reports from my committee. To save time, I propose
to speak now as rapporteur for the committee and to
introduce my report on questions. Having done that, I
hope to pass on to speak as chairman of the
committee on the Martens report.
I OJ C 259 ol 4.11. t976.
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I would like again to remind Members that the
committee's chief responsibility is for matters
concerning :
the formulation, application and interpretation of the
European Parliament's Rules of Procedure and for the
examination of proposed amendments thereto.
My committee wishes to carry out that task as far as
possible on the basis of broad agreement between
members of all groups and independent Members.
But the committee, in considering the Rules of Proce-
dure in the perspective of direct elections, wishes to
reserve to itself the right to make proposals designed
to prepare Parliament for those direct elections.
Some of these proposals may be felt at times to be
rather in advance of the accepted ideas of the House.
In those cases I ask the House 
- 
and in particular
the political groups 
- 
to study the ideas of my
committee with an open mind, always remembering
the need to prepare for those direct elections.
May I turn immediately to the contents of my report ?
The first point I should explain to the House is that
the committee is not seeking a decision today on Rule
47 on oral questions with debate. N(e started to
discuss at our September meeting the conflicting
amendments to this rule tabled in July, but we
quickly found that we could not achieve a consensus
view. The committee therefore proposes to bring
forward a separate report on Rule 47 after holding
further discussions, in an effort to reach a compromise
in the light of the many amendments we now have on
Rule 47. I regret this, but in the circumstances it is
inescapable.
On behalf of the committee I shall, therefore, ask the
House to consider and to adopt amended Rule 46 on
oral questions without debate, Rule 47A on Question
Time and Rule 47B on debates,on request.
Before explaining the committee's decisions on the
amendnrcnts to my report tabled in July by the
groups, I wish to congratulate all members of the
comnrittee on their practical, commonsense and non-
party approach to all the amcndments. All our
nrembcrs exercised great good will in seeking a
conscnsus whercver possible. The result is that both
anrcndnrorts by the Socialist Group to nry report wcre
acceptcd; thrce out of the four amendments by the
Group of Europe arr Progressivc Denrocrats were
acccptccl ; and of thc Conserv'ative Group's ametrd-
ments, ollc was acceptcd and two out of six werc with-
drawrr 
- 
which is very good going, at any rate by
British starrdards.
On Rulc 46, the only substantial anrendnrent was that
tablccl by Sir Dcrek riflalkcr-Smith, on bel.ralf of the
Europcan Corrscrvativc Group. The anrcn<lntctrt
sought to clclcte thc wholc of Rulc 46. Although
various autlroritics in tlrc past [rave rcconrnrcndcd the
atrolition of this rulc, thc conrnrittce, on a votc,
uphclrl its carlier dccisiorr to rctairt it. ln taking this
stand it has the support of the opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee, drafted in 1975 by Mr Jozeau-
Marign6.
The committee has given the Bureau the power to
convert oral questions without debate into questions
at Question Time. It has retained the limit of time of
one half-day per part-session for Rule 45 questions. If
restrictions are put on oral questions with debate
under Rule 47, it seems all the more important to
retain Rule 45 for the benefit of individual Members.
I therefore hope that the House will support the reten-
tion of the rule, with the minor amendments
proposed by the committee.
I turn now to Rule 47A on questions at Question
Time. The main proposals are as follows :
l. The committee accepted Amendment No 9, by Mr
Krieg, by which Question Time is to be held for not
more 
- 
I underline these words 
- 
than I Vr hours
each day on the second and third sitting days of each
part-session.
The committee felt that Sir Derek's amendment to
limit the time to one hour on each day was too restric-
'tive. Some members argued that Question Time
should be held on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings,
in order to secure better coverage by the media, but
the committee left this matter open. It could not
accept the suggestion of the Commission, however,
that its questions should be taken on one day only. It
was felt that Members can spend only part of their
time on European Parliament business and that the
Commission must adapt itself therefore to Members'
wishes. I hope that this Parliament will see fit, there-
fore, to accept our view and not that of the Commis-
sion.
2. The committee adopted the principle of Amend-
ment No 10, by Mr Krieg, and thus rejected my prop-
osal for a list of questions. A compromise was,
however, proposed by which the President is given
power to group questions on a similar subject. For
example, if there were four questions on various
aspects of the common fisheries policy, these would
all be answered togetl.rer when the Council or
Commissior.r answered thc first such question. The
committee believed that this would make for grcater
cohcrencc and ordcr at Question Tinre.
3. The committee accepted the principle of another
of Mr Krieg's amendments 
- 
No 12 
- 
and one of
Sir Derek's amendments 
- 
No 4 
- 
in regard to the
criteria of admissibility to be applied by the President
to questions at Question Time. The criteria of
'urgency and political importance, were struck out by
the committee, which represents an amendment to
the present guidelines to Question Time contained in
the pink pages. The revised guidelines on Question
Time have already been transmitted by the committee
to the Bureau in the form of an opinion.
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To sum up on Question Time, I believe that it has
now developed to a stage at which it is right to divide
it into two parts, on the Tuesday and the \flednesday
of a normal part-session. The committee felt that the
problems now arising at Question Time would not be
solved by extending it to two hours on Wednesday
morning only.
To those who argue that two sessions of I Vz hours
each is too long, my reply would be that if urgent busi-
ness is due for debate after Question Time, the Presi-
dent has power now to limit supplementary questions
and to call for shorter answers. I am sure that if he
exercised those powers more stringently than now he
would get the virtually unanimous support of the
Members of this House. There is no need always to
use the full ltlz hours on each day and in any event a
closer check on the admissibility of some questions,
using the criteria in the guidelines, would eliminate
certain unsuitable questions.
Moreover 
- 
in my view, in my relatively short experi-
ence here 
- 
Question Time has proved invaluable to
Parliament for eliciting information, for pressing a
point of view sometimes hostile to the Council of
Ministers and sometimes hostile to the Commission
- 
which is all to the good. !7e should not be
ashamed of that kind of difference of opinion between
the various institutions of the European Community. I
think it has been valuable for opening the Conference
of Foreign Ministers, the Council and the Commis-
sion to frank, free and open conflict with this Parlia-
ment. We must prepare for the advent of direct elec-
tions, and I make no apology for saying again that this
is one of the best ways to prepare the people of
Europe for those elections.
I wish now to turn to Rule 478, on debates on
request. On this I can be very brief. The committee
went further than Amendment No 6, tabled by Sir
Derek Valker-Smith. Consistent with its decision on
the admissibility of questions under Rule 47A, it abol-
ished the criteria of 'urgency, topicality, political
importance and relevance to the other business of the
Part-session'.
These criteria, other than that of urgency, exist at
present in the pink pages, and I should draw the atten-
tion of the House to this change. The effect is to give
the President wider discretion by removing the need
for him to refer to criteria when deciding between
requests foi an urgent debate after Question Time.
Finally, the committee accepted Amendments No 6,
by Sir Derek liflalker-Smith, and No 18, by the
Socialist Group, which omitted the existing words 'ln
principle, Members shall not make obvious use of a
lext'during debates on request. I hope I shall not be
rccuscd of obviously having used a text while making
rhis spccch. It is clear that I have been using a text,)ut I felt that it was important to place the exact
targets and the exact details of what we are seeking to
achieve on the record.
In view of what you ruled earlier, Mr President, I will
not make any further comments on the Martens
report and certainly not on your own.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Martens, rdqport(ilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to thank Mr Hamilton for his report and
his explanation and also for the way in which he has
chaired and led the Committee on the Rules of Proce-
dure and Petitions. I am already able to announce that
our group will support his report in its entirety.
In July we devoted an exhaustive debate to the
proposed amendments to the Rules of Procedure, so I
can be very brief. Parliament adopted Rules 5, 7, 13,
32, 35 and 41. Since nurnerous amendments had been
tabled on other Rules, Parliament referred them to the
Committee on the Rules of Procedurc and Petitions at
the request of its chairman. Parliament also accepted
Sir Derek's suggestion to have his Amendment No 6
to Rule 35 referred to committee, although Amend-
ment No 27 by Mr Lagorce seeking to have Rule 3.5
retained-was adopted.
Having examined the amendments, the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions is today
submitting a second report. You will find a detailed
commentary on the proposed amendments in the
explanatory statement of my report and I should like
to draw your attention to some of these now.
Amendment No 30 was tabled by Mr Memmel to
Rule l4 (2). This amendment gave rise to a counter-
proposal by Mr Yeats, which was adopted unani-
mously. The text in question was conseque ntly
deleted. Thus it will be possible to include an item on
the agenda because of its urgent nature only if Parlia-
ment has taken a decision to this effect.
A new subparagraph has been added to Rule l4 (l) as
a result of the adoption of an amendment by Sir
Derek lValker-Smith requiring that the vote on a
request for an urgent dcbate shall be taken at the
opening of the ncxt sitting. However, this means in
fact that no action can be taken on any such requcst if
made at the last sitting of a part-session.
Vhile I fully understand Sir Derek lValker-Smith's
motives 
- 
namely, to make room for a period of
reflection I think nonetheless that it would be desir-
able to make an exception when, for examplc, a
request of this type is made on the penultimate day of
a part-session. I have taken the liberty of nraking a
slight change to the text of Sir Derck rValkcr-Snrith's
amendment. I have deleted the final part of the
sentence, which reads : 'The President shall dccidc
when it is to bc takcn and shall infornr the Asscnrbly
,of his decision'.
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The Group of European Progressive Democrats have
tabled an amendment to Rule la (3). The committee
has not given absolute priority to subjects whose
urgency is recognized. They will indeed be given
priority over others, but the President will be allowed
some discretion in choosing the most favourable
moment for their discussion.
An amendment was put fonward to Rule 25 (3) which
would have abolished explanations of vote. This
amendment was rejected, so the old text stands.
I would ask you to make a small change to the explan-
atory statement on page 15. In the third paragraph on
this page, the word 'although' should be replaced by
'after' so that the sentence now reads : ' . . . was
adopted by four votes to three after the rapporteur had
drawn attention . . .' and so on.
I should also like to draw your attention to a change
in Rule 20 concerning the handling of the annual
general report of the Commission of the European
Communities
The first version of Rule 20 (3) (new), third subpara-
graph, ran as follows : 'If a committee feels that it
ought to submit a report, it shall first obtain the
authorization of the Bureau'. This was annulled when
an amendment from the Socialist Group was accepted.
The second subparagraph of Rule 20 (3) (new) does
not mean that a committee must submit a report but
only that it may submit a report. The wording of this
passage, i.e., resorting to one of the existing proce-
dures, means that if a committee wishes to submit a
report, it must request permission either from the Pres-
ident or the Bureau, as is usual for an 'own-initiative'
repoft pursuant to Rule 38 (1) of the Rules of Proce-
dure.
Rule 28 lays down criteria for the allocation of spea-
king-time among the groups and non-attached
Members.
I should like to draw your attention to a second
improvement, this time to Rule 35. The second
sentence of paragraph should read as follows : 'Rule
33 (2) and (4) shall not apply if the vote by roll-call is
taken merely to clarify a doubtful result.'
Rule 54 (3) states formally that the Bureau, after
consultation with the appropriate committee, shall lay
down procedures for applying, interpreting and imple-
menting the Rules of Procedure.
Several changes were suggested which are not dealt
with in my report. The chairman, Mr Hamilton, has
asked the President and the Bureau to include a
number of procedural provisions in the 'pink pages'.
The Rules concerned are: Rule 18, on the summary
report; Rule 19, on the verbatim report in all the offi-
cial languages of the Community within two weeks of
the last day of the part-session; Rule 28 (3), on the
notification to the President by the political groups of
the speaking-time allocated to their speakers ; Rule
28A, on an illuminated signal to mark the end of
speaking-time ; Rule 35, on a delay of two minutes
between votes if the result is doubtful.
Mr President, Honourable Members, the text which is
submitted for your approval is, I think, clear and is,
moreover, explained in detail in two reports. I there-
fore expect that Parliament will adopt this motion for
a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I too should like
to begin by thanking the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petitions and also Mr Hamilton for the
obliging manner in which they have considered the
numerous amendments and incorporated them in the
proposals. It was not so easy for us to keep track of
what has actually happened. The reports are both
dated ll October 1976 and today is 12 October 1976.
It is therefore not quite clear precisely what remains
of the amendments.
It was also with a view to this that yesterday we
proposed postponing the consideration of the two
reports until next month. There was all the more
reason to do so since Mr Hamilton's report is only an
interim report, and we can probably expect another
report on Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure next
month.
Nevertheless, we can approve Mr Hamilton's report as
it has been submitted to us today. In general, we can
say the same about Mr Martens' report. He, too, has
considered the amendments in an obliging manner. I
should now like to speak briefly, not as spokesman for
the Socialist Group, but as a Dutchman. I have before
me a Dutch text, and I have noticed that in this text
different words have been used, which are not always
entirely clear, for the same concepts. Rule l2 (l) talks
of establishing a draft agenda. That ii clear. However,
in Rule l2 (2) it says that Parliament shall pronounce
on it. That is less clear. Parliament can pronounce in
various ways without a clear decision being taken. Yet
that is the intention here.
Further on in Rule 12 (2) there is mention of a prop-
osal that would be accepted in place of the agenda
that is established. I should like to ask you, Mr Presi-
dent, and the Secretary-General to consider this
matter more closely, so that one word is used for the
same matter and not different words which might
perhaps cause confusion.
I personally asked for the word 'motion' to be
replaced by the word'proposal' in sub-paragraph 3 of
Rule 12 (2). In Dutch, a'motion'is not the same as a
'proposal', as you yourself are well aware. This is a
Gallicism which may have taken root in Flanders, but
which is difficult for the Dutch to swallow. A motion
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is in fact non-binding and the person to whom the
motion is addressed can decide for himself what to do
about it ; a motion does not oblige him to do
anything, but a proposal does. I am therefore asking
for this French usage in the Dutch language to be
changed so that we speak of a'proposal' if a binding
proposal is intended and not of a 'motion', which is
not binding.
I'shall now speak in my capacity as spokesman for the
Socialist Group. I have already said that in general we
can fully agree with the proposals made by Mr
Mdrdens ; we gratefully endorse these proposals.
However, there are a few points we should like to
comment on and on which we have also tabled
amendments. Firstly, there is Rule 20 (3), where the
second subparagraph states that a committee may
submit a report on problems raised by the General
Report. However, it has happened in practice that one
of the committees criticized the fact that something
which in fact had happened during the year covered
was not raised in the Report.
This was the case with the Youth Forum. The
Commission had submitted proposals on it and Parlia-
ment had approved them, but no mention was made
of this in the General Report. The committee respon-
sible consideted it was its duty to bring this up
precisely because nothing on the,subiect appeared in
the General Report. So we should like to delete the
words which refer to the General Report. Then the
text would read : 'Any committee may, where it feels
it necessary for Parliament to take up a position on
certain essential problems, bring these problems up at
a sitting by resorting to one of the existing proce-
dures'.
I believe, Mr President, that the deletion of the words
'raised by the General Report' 
- 
which restrict our
rights 
- 
is right and proper.
A second comment concerns Rule 3l (1). I should like
to ask Mr Martens to compare this Rule with Rule 28
(l). These two Rules have so many similarities that to
retain both of them can only cause confusion. I would
ask the rapporteur and the committee to remodel
Rule 28 (l), and in doing so also cast an eye over the
wording.
Mr President, I don't think we have anything else to
add. \Ve await with interest Mr Hamilton's next
report. I also hope that we shall have sufficient time
to take a closer look at your report, Mr President, and
to check whether it fits in with our Rules of Proce-
dure. That is an important matter.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek Walker-Smith to speak
on behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. 
- 
I shall be very brief in
view of the lengthy discussions that have already
taken place on this subject. As will be seen, I have no
text and I hope that that will be taken as evidence of
my intention to be brief and also as evidence of the
disinterestedness of my amendment, to which refer-
ence has been made, to delete the rule to prohibit the
obvious use of texts.
Mr Hamilton was good enough to indicate the score
in regard to the acceptance of amendments. Mr
Martens did not follow the same course. In fact, our
track record for the Europe4n Conservative Group was
considerably better in regard to the amendments
which we moved to the Martens report than those to
the Hamilton report. lVhat, if any, inference should
be drawn from that I am not sure, but I am grateful
for the acceptance of the amendments which we put
forward and which have been accepted by both rappor-
teurs, to whose patient work and industry I on behalf
of my group gladly pay tribute.
I therefore make only one reference to the Martens
report beyond that general commendation. I hope
that in due course the pink sheets will provide for this
two-minute interval in the circumstances of the vote
indicated in my amendment and thereby bring help
to the studious in the library, to the thirsty in the bar,
and to the gregarious in the corridors.
In regard to the Hamilton report, it is fair to say that
the two main amendments which I moved on behalf
of our group have not found favour 
- 
that is, the
amendments relating to Rules 46 and 474.
In regard to Rule 46, there is a fairly long and respec-
table provenance for the views which I advanced in
, regard to deleting this rule, and you, Mr President,
may recall that this was a recommendation of the
Schuijt study-group on which I was privileged to sene
during my early days in this Parliament. Even if Parlia-
ment wants to retain Rule 46, and even if it is not
very useful, it will not be very iniurious and I would
not propose to make an issue of it. As Mr Hamilton
has fairly pointed out, subsequent to the Schuijt
report, there was a report by the Legal Affairs
Committee reporting an opinion of my distinguished
friend and colleague Mr Jozeau-Marign6 in the oppo-
site sense 
- 
that is, in favour of keeping it. I would
never differ from Mr Jozeau-Marign6 without the grea-
test hesitation. That is another reason for leading me
to say on behalf of my group that we acquiesce in this
decision.
I7ith regard to Rule 47A,on Question-Time, I apprec-
iate the force of the argument that the rwo periods of
one-and-a-half hours are a maximum period. I hope
that they will be treated as such. As I pointed out to
Parliament in July, it is always easy to increase times ;it is extremely difficult to cut them down. Once the
maximum of one-and-a-half hours is allowed to be
established as a minimum, there will be a substantial
erosion upon the time that Parliament can devote to
those duties which are obligatory upon it under the
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terms of the Treaty and which should not be put in
jeopardy.
It is further right to say that what Parliament 
- 
if I
may respectfully say so 
- 
stands in need of at Ques-
tion Time is greater conciseness in the formulation of
questions by Members who ask them and an equiva-
lent increase in conciseness by the Commissioners
and Ministers who answer them. I am not sure that
the best incentive to that greater conciseness is to
enlarge the time in which people can ask and answer
questions. However, the committee has taken that
view.
If that duration is treated as a maximum, if we
proceed cautiously and having regard to those logis-
tical considerations to which I have referred, again we
would acquiesce in the decision of the committee. tUfle
have deployed no amendments, because we are
prepared to accept and to cooperate in the implemen-
tation of the two reports as they have now emerged
fronr these patient and laudable endeavours of the
committee and the rapporteur.
I conclude with this final word. I am sure that I carry
with mc Mr Martens, Mr Hamilton and all who are
convcrsant with these matters when I say that there is
in fact, and can in the nature of things be, no finality
in the matter of procedure. It is a flexible and deve-
loping nratter, and the quesr to find the highest perfec-
tibility of our procedures is an unending quest. It will
not bc ended by the adoption of these reports. The
reports are useful steps on a road which we must in
future continue to tread.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Prctidtnt o.f tlsc Contnti.t.tion. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I shall confine myself to commenting on
onc aspect of Mr Hantilton's report 
- 
namely, Qtresti-
on-Time, which I think is a very intportarrt part of
parlianrcntary life. Ve in the Conrntission entirely
approvc of it. It cnablcs Parlianrcnt to cxcrcisc sonrc
control ovcr us, but it is also a way of infornting thc
public of what wc arc doing ancl why.
I anr rrot surc that it would bc a good thing to reducc
thc inrpact of this strong bcat in thc bar by making
Qucstiorr-Tinrc twicc as long arrcl sprcacling it ovcr
two days. I am not surc that wc are not going to losc
some of thc tcnrpo corrtri[>ute<l by Qucstion-Tintc,
cspccially as onc of its aclvantagcs is tl-rc covcragc it
gcts in thc prcss.
I don't want to nrakc a spccial point of thc difficultics
wc ltavc expericnccd sir.rcc r.rinc o'clock this mornirrg
irr adhcring to thc agerrda. Ncvcrthclcss, that is a
prolrlcnr which can arisc fronr tinlc to tinrc. It would
be bctter to conccntratc this'strong l)cat'on thc
'Wcclrrcsday, prolongirrg rt if rrcccl bc.
I anr, qurte sirrply, givrrrg yorr nry opirrion. Do not
inragirrc thut this is a charrcc for thc Contntission to
dodge its responsibilities to Parliament : we are both
involved, and our interests are the same.
I am not sure that the course proposed would be the
wisest move, and if we were to divide Question-Time
up into two periods and spread it over two days, the
Bureau of Parliament would have to take the trouble
of ensuring that it was included in the agenda for
Tuesday afternoon. I make no secret of the fact that I
would prefer to have a longer Question-Time concen-
trated entirely on lTednesdays.
All this is, of course, subject to the point made by Mr
Hamilton about observing the proper character of
Question-Time. The business of answering questions
is of a very special kind. It is sometimes difficult for
the Commission to furnish a reply. I think there
should be a strict code as regards the type and length
of questions, and the length of the replies and
subsequent debates.
It's a game which has to be taken seriously. You need
an absolutely penetrating question to get a clear,
precise and definite answer. If it entails an enormous
amount of research, it has no place in Question-
Time ; if it deals with old topics, it has no place in
Question-Time ; if it deals with statistics, it has no
place in Question-Time. As it elaborates its rules in
this sphere, Parliament will have to subject itself to a
greater measure of discipline if it wants to get the
most out of Question-Time.
I do not say that in order to avoid any issues during
Question-Time, because questions can be put to us in
other ways and we can answer in other ways, but if we
want to keep this 'strong beat' of the week, there will
havc to be strict discipline.
My third comment is again more a question of effi-
ciency than an attempt to find a loop-hole for the
Comn.rission. Grouping questions together by sublect
- 
when there is onc 
- 
rs a good thing for the simple
reason that the Commissron can give a simple explana-
tion without repeating itself or giving Parliament and
the public the feeling that we are returning to the
same themcs whethe r with new or with identical argu-
nrents. The grouping togethcr of questions is useful.
In conclrrsion, Mr Prcsidcnt, I havc tried to explain as
sinrply as possiblc why I anr corrvirrced of the impor-
tancc of Qucstion-Tinte and of the uscfulne ss of
conccntratrng nlorc than has bcen proposcd by
grouping qucstions togetllcr so that thc subjccts
bccomc more evidcrrt arrd thc systcrn is made to work
as cfficiently as possiblc.
Once more, I want to convince Members that there is
no question of our dodging their supervision or
avoiding the desired dialogue. That is what I wanted
to say.
President. 
- 
Thc gerrcral clcbate rs closed.
For thc acloptiorr of proposcd anterrdnrcr.rts to thc
l{ulcs of Pr<.rccrlurc, a quirlrfre<l nra,onty is rc<ltrirccl,
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and this majority we ilo not have at the moment. I
therefore suggest that these proposed amendments be
put to the vote at the next part-session, which is to be
held in Luxembourg at the end of October. The
Community's budget will then be on the agenda, so
we can be sure that the number of Members required
to adopt this kind of amendment will be present.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Martens, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, three amend-
ments have been tabled. I assume these amendments
will also be discussed during the next part-session in
Luxembourg.
President. 
- 
That is correct.
10. Coopcration agreentents between tbe
EEC and Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Pinat, on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on the cooperation agreements
concluded between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Republic of Tunisia, the People's Democ-
ratic Republic of Algeria and the Kingdom of
Morocco (Doc. 307176).
I Call Mr Pintat.
Mr Pintat, ropporteur, 
- 
(F) Mr President, this
convention, after several interruptions, was finally
completed at the beginning of 1976. The difficulties
experienced by the negotiators during these long
months demonstrated the complexity and multiplicity
of the problems which had to be solved. Geographi-
cally close to the Community, both Mediterranean
and African, sandwiched berween the Communiry and
the states of Black Africa, with most of which the
Community has concluded a cooperation policy, and
with very special links in modern history with France,
the three Maghreb countries have, since their indepen-
dence, maintained close relations with the Commu-
nity. The intention expressed by the Community in
1972 to adopt an overall Mediterranean policy brought
them even closer. Your rapporteur has in fact already
had the opportunity of highlighting these problems
and difficulties in a recent report.
The agreements signed in April 1976 in the three
Maghreb capitals represent the combination of a long
process which has allowed the signatories to see
beyond the scars of history, unequal levels of develop-
ment and conflicting short-term economic interests,
and to become aware of their solidarity and their
growing independence uis-d-ui.s the major problems
of the second half of the twentieth century.
Thesc agreements are therefore to a large extent some-
thing of a wager. To determine what is at stake, we
shall first cxamine the content and then assess the
problcnrs arrd, in some cases, the risks which are
involvcd.
tU7hat do these agreements involve ? The object of the
agreements concluded between the European Commu-
nity and the three Maghreb countries is to promote
overall cooperation between the contracting parties
with a view to contributing to the economic and
social development of Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia
and helping to strengthen relations berween the
Parties.
They are intended, as stated in the preamble to each
of the agreements,
to establish a new model for relations between developed
and developing States, compatible with the aspirations of
the international Community towards a more iust and
more balanced economic order.
The ambitious nature of the agreements signed in
April may be seen, we believe, by two aspects : their
comprehensive nature and their role as a model. They
are comprehensive because they take into account
most aspects (economic, financial, commercial, social)
of present relations between the two sides. They are
proposed as a model for relations between developed
and developing countries. Unlike the agreements
signed by the Community in the 50s', the new conven-
tions with the Maghreb countries do not require them
to grant tariff or customs concessions. They merely
undertake to grant the Community most-favoured-na-
tion treatment, and we shall have a few words to say
later on about the difficulties which that might
involve with regard to the associated countries.
How much does this financial cooperation amount
to ? In order to achieve these various objects, the
Community has naturally undertaken to make avail-
able to the three States, for a period of 5 years, to start
6 months after the signing of the agreements, finan-
cial resources listed in detail in the document before
us. The main figure to remember is 339 million units
of account for a five-year period, representing the total
amount of aid commitments to the three countries,
which, it seems, is comparable to what the Commu-
nity is preparing to grant to Greece, Turkey and the
four Mashrek countries. r0fhat trade arrangements are
proposed in the document which has been submitted
to us?
As far as non-agricultural products are concerned, the
agreements provide for the free access to the Commu-
nity market of all products exported by the Maghreb
countries other than those coming under the common
agricultural policy.
Agricultural produce raises a Lar more difficult
problem. This is an area in which we are aware that
we shall undoubtedly have problems. It was without
doubt the extent of the preferences granted to
Maghreb exports of agricultural produce that created
the greatest difficulty during the negotiations and the
greatest hesitation on the part of the Community
represen tatives.
Because of its geographical proximity and climatic
conditions, the Maghreb is a major competitor in
various agricultural products coming from the Mecliter-
ranean regions of the Community.
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The main agricultural products exported by Algeria
and Morocco are citrus fruits, for which there is an
80 Yo Common Customs Tariff reduction. Olive oil
and fresh fruit and vegetables, which are the main
products exported by Tunisia, also enjoy considerable
advantages.
In addition, table wines are granted an 80 0/o tariff
reduction provided the reference prices are respected.
Quality wines are exempt from customs duty within
the limits of annual quotas fixed for each of these
countries, the highest of which is, of course, appli-
cable to Algeria on account of its well-known histor-
ical heritage.
The provisions of the agreements signed with these
three countries will enter into force after approval by
the contracting parties in accordance with their own
procedures. This naturally entails certain drawbacks,
and it was necessary to conclude supplementary and
interim agreements for trade in goods. The final date
of validity of these agreements is 30 June 1977.
Vhat is ths scope and what will be the effects of the
cooPeration agreements ?
The agreements which have just been signed with the
three Maghreb countries cannot be examined in isola-
tion or removed from a broader political and
economic conte{t.
The European Parliament has for a long time called
for the inrplementation of an overall Community
Mediterranean policy. Various initiatives have been
taken since 1972. Since that time, the recent signing
of the cooperation agreements with the Maghreb coun-
tries, following the signing of agreements fulfilling the
same obiects with Israel and Malta, show that, despite
inevitable difficulties and delays, considerable progress
has been made.
The Maghreb countries belong to the African side of
the Mediterranean and have reach6d a much lower
level of development than those on the northern side :
Spain, Portugal, Malta, Greece or even Israel. They are
more or less half way between these countries and the
frontier States of Black Africa 
- 
Mali, Chad, Niger,
Mauritania 
- 
which have signed the Lom6 Conven-
tion. It is understandable, therefore, that the prefer-
ences granted by the Community to the Maghreb
countries correspond to this intermediate position
between these two different economic groups.
Like the Lom6 Convention, the agreements with the
three Maghreb countries introduce a new element in
international economic relations and unquestionably
constitute a challenge to the solidarity and interdepen-
dence between nations regardless of their level of deve-
lopment.
Is thc. boldness of these objectives compatible with
the difficult economic situation at present confronting
the ninc Member States ? Might it not entail new diffi-
culties for agricultural production in the Mediterra-
nean regions of the Community with easily conceiv-
atrle political, economic and social consequences ?
These fears seem particularly justified in the agricul-
tural sector. The structural difficulties affecting
Community production, wine in particular, are well-
known. At the same time, the Mediterranean region is
economically and socially one of the most unstable of
the Community.
Some authoritative voices 
- 
including Commissioner
Cheysson's 
- 
have been raised against such exagger-
ated fears. The Community is in fact far from being
self-sufficient in several of these 'sensitive' sectors. It
produces only 45 o/o of the citrus fruits it consumes.
Moreover, precautions have been taken against the
risks involved in importing agricultural products.
Despite these reassuring remarks, it is nevertheless
true that certain limited sectors of Community activity
will suffer from such imports. In view of the diffi-
culties there would be in stopping these imports, your
rapporteur considers that it would seem at all events
nicessary to examine and apply at an early date
compensatory measures to offset the damage thus
sustained by Community wine-growers. The Commu-
nity should therefore take prompt measures on behalf
of the populations of the areas most directly affected
by competition from Maghreb imports, through the
European Social Fund or the Regional Fund.
The European Parliament is at all events of the
opinion that the entry into force of the agreements
should lead to the establishment of regular contacts
with a delegation from the Tunisian National
Assembly, since it exists, and, pending the re-establish-
ment of parliamentary relations in the other two coun-
tries, with appropriate representatives from Morocco
and Algeria.
Your rapporteur is of the opinion that it would be
wrong to consider the effects of the entry into force of
the agreements only on the contracting parties. The
effects on the Community's other trading partners
seem to us to be just as important.
And again, how can one reconcile the provisions of
the agreements just signed in Algiers, Tunis and Rabat
with those of the agreements signed last year between
the Community and Israel, which entered into force
on I July 1975? Are the three Maghreb countries not
members of the Arab League, which forbids its
members to trade with Israel ?
\7e feel that the agreements signed with the three
countries could have even more serious affects on
future relations between the Community and Turkey.
Having attended meetings of the foint Parliamentary
EEC-Turkey Committee, we know that these rclations
have deteriorated in recent years. The Turkish objec-
tions seem to us to be justified, es;rccially when we
consider that Turkey grants the Conrmunity prefer-
ences while the Maghreb countrics, as wc havc seen,
do not.
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\Ve regard this as an important political problem
which the Community should resolve in the coming
months. \7ill the Cornmunity agree to increase the
concessions granted to Turkey and risk displeasing
the Maghreb countries, or will it decide to maintain
the present situation and risk provoking a further dete-
rioration in relations with Ankara ? This problem has
to be faced.
In 'conclusion, the agreements concluded with the
three Maghreb countries will not become fully mean-
ingful unless those countries successfully achieve
economic integration, as they are encouraged to do
under several provisions of the agreements. The
tension that has existed for several months between
Algeria and its two neighbours because of the Spanish
Sahara problem makesiuch a rtlpl)rocbcmet t dilficult.
This situation is very much to be regretted, and one
may well ask whether the Community could not use
its not inconsiderable influence to help bring together
ne ighbouring countries which despite temporary
disagreements, are uniteJ by the challenges of develop-
ment. That seems to me to be an extremely important
and interesting job for this emerging Europe.
Subject to those reservations and comments, my
committee proposes that Parliament adopts the report
which has been submitted to it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
thank Mr Pintat wholeheartedly for the detailed report
he has submitted to us. He has gradually become an
expert in the field of Mediterranean policy. As you are
aware, about l0 months ago we discussed his report
on the global Mediterranean policy, and this present
report deals with only one part of this. He was thus
able to draw on his extensive knowledge, and this is
obvious from this document.
Next, I should like to thank the Commission, and in
particular Mr Cheysson, for the effort it has made in
setting up this agreement. Mr Cheysson will
remember that I was also spokesman for my political
group when the agreement with Israel was discussed.
Even at that time it proved difficult to define a
balancecl policy for the whole Mediterranean area. The
dccision we arrived at then, that a balance must be
struck and that each should have its turn (Israel, the
Maghreb countries and, later, the Mashrek countries),
has now become reality. The Commissioner's persever-
ance has really been very important in this matter.
If we want a Mediterranean policy, whatever that may
be, then these three agreements naturally fit into this
conccptiorr. If we want a Mediterranean policy, it is
logical that agrecments should be concluded with the
Maghreb countries. \fle should add that the links
bctwecn certain Member States and these countries,
arrcl between the Community as such, as laid down in
the EEC Treaty, and these countries are of long
standing. !7hen the EEC Treaty was signed, there
were even then special protocols included for these
countries and particular regulations for Algeria : all
these provisions have been applied without a break
since 1958. !7hat we are now signing in fact seals
these links: the trade regulation sets the seal on the
existing trade without customs duties and quantity
restrictions,
The new element is, of course, that these agreements
give us the opportunity of extending the financial side
and other forms of cooperation between the EEC and
the countries concerned.
I said a moment ago : 'if we want a Mediterranean
policy'. It is still not entirely clear iust what we mean
by a Mediterranean policy. How does it relate to other
countries wishing to link up with the Community ? I
am thinking here of the Greek application for
membership and of the negotiations for this which
have been opened; I am thinking of the association
with Turkey, which aims at eventual membership, of
the reports that we may expect a Portuguese applica-
tion for membership. The danger still exists that the
Community may pursue a piecemeal Mediterranean
policy, that it is granting a special status to one
country and then a different status to another,
depending on the kind of links requested with the
Community. This is also shown by the fact that in Mr
Pintat's resolution definite measures are requested to
deal with the meaningless preferences granted to
some associated countries under the terms of the
general Mediterranean policy. The problem remains
that what the Community offers in concessions in one
area works to the disadvantage of the concessions
already enioyed by another country, whether we are
talking of Greece, Turkey or any other country in the
Mediterranean, or a country in the Third \U7orld.
Concessions granted to one country work to the disad-
vantage of concessions previously granted. To that
must be added that this also works to the disadvantage
of the southern Member States of the Community,
Italy and France. These countries are facing formid-
able competition in agricultural produce. The result of
this may well be that national subsidies will have to
be granted.
I know very well that the Community has not
progressed far enough for it to offer anything but tariff
concessions, trade concessions and money. We are not
in a position to transfer Community technology or set
up a cooperation agreement in the energy sector,
where the Community gives support to these coun-
tries. I hope, therefore, that Commissioner Cheysson
will state what is the precise aim of the Mediterranean
policy.
Of course our group will support the resolution in
line with the attitude it adopted when the Mediterra-
nean policy was debated in December, but we ought
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to know iust what we are aiming at : what we are
doing now, we may not be able to do later on for
other countries. One general problem is whether the
system of generalized preferences for developing coun-
tries is adversely affected by these agreements. How
many concessions are included in the cooperation
agreements with the Mediterranean countries which
the developing countries have not been granted ? Can
the Commissioner tell us something about that ?
Secondly, the whole of the GATT on the reciprocal
nature of preferences is not mentioned, because the
preferences are no longer reciprocal. Unilateral
Community preferences are involved.
I am not saying all this because we intend to vote
against these agreements. I would, however, warn
against a development which poses a threat if the full
consequences of the Community's policy are not
taken into account.
I have already pointed out that we must keep an eye
on the system of generalized preferences, the rules of
GATT, arrd the subsidies to producers within the
Conrnrunity. These must not be regarded as matters
wlrich carr be adjusted afterwards if they go wrong.
Thcy fornr an integral part of the policy.
I anr making a few critical remarks, Mr President,
bccause in nry opinion it is important that the
Comnrunity keeps what it is doing clearly in mind. In
Dccember, when I discussed the Mediterranean policy
as spokesnrarr for my political group, I stated clearly
that this policy is not an end in itself.
It is not the Community which is tinking itself to the
coturtrics aroulrd the ntdrc notlnrm.lVhat is involved
hcrc is rothcr tlre consolidation of existing links. tVhat
already exists is being consolidated ; in my opinion
therc is no particular political philosophy behind it.
Mr Presidcrrt, my group votes for these agreements
and thc rcsolutiorr which Mr Pirrtat has submitted to
us. Tlrcrc arc a few critical remarks to be made about
thc financial part, but my collcague, Mr Lange, will
spcak at grcatcr lcngth about this. On this matter we
havc a bonc to pick with the Conrnrission. Knowing
hinr, I inraginc that Mr Lange will be able to do tlris
vcry cfficicntly in his own wny.
Just onc singlc rcnrark on the paragraph relatirrg to
1>arlianrcntary contacts.'tX/e must realize 
- 
I ant
spcaking now to Parlianrcrrt as such 
- 
just what we
are taking orr. lrr our Joint Parlianrcntary Conrnrittec's
we havc contacts witlr associated countries such as
Greccc and Turkcy. \We also have rrumcrous cotttacts
with thc ACP countries 
- 
and I nrust say, thesc arc
very fruitful contacts. Vithirr the franrework of thc
contacts, it was dccidcd to cstablisl.r other corltacts 
--
not with Parlianrcnt but with 'arrthorizcd represcnta-
tivcs'. Ilut wlro arc thcsc autlrorizcd rcprcsctrtativcs ? I
think that thcrc we shorrlcl kcep a sharp cye opcrr: it
is Parliament's duty to arrange these contacts in accor-
dance with the standards it has itself laid down for
this purpose.
The Mediterranean policy as such was approved by
our group in December. The agreements we are now
discussing fit into this policy. !(/e are satisfied with
the work which the Commission has so far done on
this matter. I7e shall therefore vote for this resolution
and for these agreements.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr De Koning. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, I should like
to associate myself with the compliments Mr Patijn
has paid to the rapporteur, not only for the unambi-
guous resolution included in his report, but also, and
especially, for the lucid explanatory statement, which
gives a very good survey of the problems involved in
these cooperation agreements.
The conclusion of these agreements with the Maghreb
countries is a cornerstone of the Community's Medi-
terranean policy. '!fle are, of course, all aware of the
problems which arise whenever attempts are made to
unite under one policy countries with such varied
historical relations with Europe. This becomes all the
more difficult when we are dealing with countries
with very varied social and economic structures and
with very divergent political problems. Yet this Medi-
terranean policy is necessary as a global policy,
because we are involved with each other as a
consequence of our geographical position, and
because, in the past, various Member States have
assumed responsibilities which must be honoured in a
new fornr, one suited to the present stage of Commu-
nity development.
The cooperation agreements now concluded set a
pattern for the manner in which relations between the
Community and the Mediterranean countries can
develop. They also show the problems which will have
to be solved under these agreements.
I will make just one comment on the problems. In
my opinion the qtrestions relating to the financial
protocol are not the nrost important. I am all ears to
know what Mr Lange is going to say about this, but as
I see the firrarrcial protocol, considerirrg the time scalc
involved, it appears to nrc that thc Comnrunity here is
giving adequate exprcssiorl to its desire to shoulder
responsibilities in respect of countries which in thc
past could clainr assistance from us and which shor.rld
be ablc to do so in thc futurc as well. As we extetrd
otrr policy towards the Mcditcrrarrc'rtr countries, tlrese
obligations shorrld irrcrcasc furthcr.
Nor do the problcms lic in thc provisions rclating to
nrigrarrt workcrs. ln flct, thcsc provisions provide for
tlre corrtinuation of a situation which has becn in cxist-
errcc for quitc sorrrc tinrc.
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Problems arise above all in the trade sector. Quite justi-
fiably, the rapporteur points out the possible
consequences for the Mediterranean countries of the
Community if these agreements are concluded with
other Mediterranean countries. Mr Pintat himself
mentioned a few facts relating to various products, but
he says in paragraph 25 of his report that the tariff
concessions for the benefit of third countries, which
the Community has granted for agricultural products,
vary from 20 to 100 per cent and that they concern 80
to 90 per cent of the agricultural exports of these coun-
tries. This means that the Mediterranean countries, in
this case the Maghreb countries, are gaining important
advantages in the agricultural trade field which natur-
ally will have an effect on the Community market.
The situation is such that some of the agricultural
products from the southern part of the Community
are to a very large extent comparable with those from
the Maghreb countries, while the south is precisely
the least prosperous part of the Community. \flithout
doubt these tariff concessions will lead to intensified
competition. The Community as a whole must be
prepared to offer compensation.
Mr Patijn pointed out quite rightly that, in view of the
present expansion of Community policy, considerably
fewer resources were available for granting benefits to
other countries. Nor do we have enough resources to
offer compensation within the Community itself for
the consequences of the agreements which we are
concluding with many different countries. 'We have a
Regional Fund, we have a Social Fund and we have a
very comprehensive agricultural policy.
I believe that in particular the Regional and Social
Funds should be used to encourage diversification in
agricultural products and to set up additional employ-
ment opportunities in those areas of the Community
where the population is finding it extremely difficult
to earn a living because of these and any future cooper-
ation agreements.
A second problem which the rapporteur also touched
on is thc relationship between the Community and
thc Maghreb countries on the one hand, and that
betwce n the Community and the other associated
Statcs, nanrely Greece and Turkey, and the Lom6
countrics on the other. My group is of the opinion
that the Community should prepare itself for great
efforts in orclcr to continue its balanced policy towards
othcr countrics with which we have links and towards
wl.rich we have accepted obligations. Mr Patijn stated,
quitc rightly, that if a certain country is granted
conccssions and, in consequence, similar concessions
are granted to othcr countries, the first country may
feel itself at a disadvantage because its privileged posi-
tion is reduccd in relative terms. And that is not fair :
wc nlust make it clear to all the countries to whom we
grant conccssions that their position remains unaf-
fcctcd, evcrr if similar concessions are granted to other
countries. Other countries will therefore share in the
privileges which the first countries previously enioyed.
None of this alters the fact that we must strive with all
our might for a balanced policy towards all the coun-
tries with which we have relations and with which we
may establish even closer relations.
Despite these problems, we share the rapporteur's satis-
faction with the results which have been achieved and
which are now laid down in these cooperation agree-
ments with the Maghreb countries. \7e shall gladly
support Mr Pintat's {eport.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Terrenoire to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Terrenoire. 
- 
(F) lvk President, the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, on behalf of which I
have the honour to speak, welcomes the signing of
the Agreement between the European Community
and Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia. As the rapporteur,
Mr Pintat, so rightly pointed out, these agreements
constitute a model in several respects. They confirm
the successful transition from the theoretical policy
adopted at the 1972 Summit Meeting to a concrete
achievement in 1976. I congratulate the Commission,
and in particular Mr Cheysson, on the determination
and sheer hard work that went into the conclusion of
these agreements.
After the conventions with Israel and Malta, these
agreements offer tangible proof that the elaboration of
a Mediterranean policy was more than just a pious
hope. They represent a living model for Community
1r"",;:, 
,"*r.ds the countries in the Mediterranean
They are also compatible with my group's constant
concern in this area, i.e., that an overall policy, an
overall 'approach' should be applied towards these
countries. It is not of course intended that these States
should one day become full members of the Commu-
nity. The object is rather to sustain the relations
which we have always had with them, on a basis of
equality, complementarity, interdependence and
shared autonomy. Ve need to adopt a conccrted
policy of Euro-Mediterranean developmerrt within the
broader framcwork of what is being referred to as thc
new world economic order.
!7ith these cooperation agreements, the European
Community has taken an impo.rtant step forward in
the widening of its responsibilities in the Mediterra-
nean area. They constitute in our view a decisive
success from the point of view of the Community's
overall approach to the Mediterranean policy.
They represent an encouragement to the Comntission
to continue, for the time being, with the programmc
it has sketched out for itself (convention with thc'
Mashrek countries, financial coopcration with Israel,
etc.) but also to go further, to raise its sights ancl
extend its action bcyond this too limited framcwork.
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It must now frame a real Mediterranean policy based
on a geopolitical study, which consists in defining the
whole Mediterranean area and and international rela-
tions in terms of socio-economic development. Thus
account will be taken, not only of our relations with
these countries, but also the close interdependence
between the countries coming under the 'overall
approach' and the other Mediterranean countries.
!7hat is needed, therefore, is not simply an intensifica-
tion of relations within the Mediterranean area, but a
stepping up of the Euro-Mediterranean dialogue
between the nwo blocs of countries situated on oppo-
site sides of the Mediterranean.
This is entirely feasible, since 'overall approach' does
not mean identical treatment but an overall policy
desigrred to meet the particular requirements of these
countries. The Commission seems to have understood
this, ludging from its proposal for an agreement laying
the heaviest stress on cooperation as the best means of
promoting the economic and social development of
these countries.
tU(ithout going over the content of these agreements,
which the rapporteur, Mr Pintat, has already fully
described, the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats would stress the following points : the first
concerns the justified fears of Community farmers
with regard to the agricultural concessions granted to
the Maghreb countries. This fear, however, of an inva-
sion of the European market by the small number of
similar products from the Maghreb must not be over-
dramatized. In the first place, the Community is far
from self-sufficient in several of these sensitive sectors,
and, in the second place, agricultural imports from the
Maghreb represent only 0'5 0/o of total imports by the
Community of products coming under the Common
Agricultural Policy.
In addition, there will be certain safeguards (Commu-
nity reference price, safeguard clauses and so on).
Nevertheless, one problem remains to be solved, that
of the need to frame an external agricultural policy on
a new basis, taking account of the complementarity of
Mediterranean and Community farmers.
This means, of course, that we shall have to redirect
our policy, but success entails choices which are some-
times difficult. Restructuring will be necessary, but
there will be economic compensations. The idea of
setting up a regional organization of the Euro-
Mediterranean market merits some attention.
Our second comment concerns an omission from the
resolution. It seems highly desirable that the Commu-
nity, both in its own interests and in those of the
Maghreb countries, should be represented in these
States by a Bureau (whose role would not be to have
political responsibilities, but to provide information
and monitor the management of projects in progress).
Such a Bureau already exists in Algeria, and the King
of Morocco has also asked for the Community to be
represented by a delegation.
And now, Mr President, if you will allow me a little
more speaking-time, I shall make a few comments on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, which was asked
for its opinion on the report on the cooperation agree-
ments with the Maghreb.
The Committee on Budgets fully approves the prin-
ciple and the amount of financial aid proposed by the
cooperation agreements with the Maghreb States, as
presented in the Financial Protocol in these agree-
ments.
The aggregate amount of this aid is 339m u. a. It will
take two distinct forms: European Investment Bank
loans: l67m u.a., non-refundable aid and special
loans: l72m u.a. As far as the aids and non-refund-
able loans are concerned, we find ourselves in a highly
paradoxical situation, since the Council has not yet
decided how the necessary resources will be mobi-
lized. !7hen one considers that the Community has
launched a maior policy of financial aid to the Medi-
terranean countries and that more than 500m u. a. in
aid and non-refundable loans will shortly be granted
to these countries, it is absolutely unacceptable that
no decision has yet been taken regarding the origin of
the funds required.
This indecision is due to the Council's hesitation
between two possible methods of financing : by the
national budgets, according to a scale yet to be
defined; and by the Community budget itself.
The Committee on Budgets and Parliament as a
whole have pointed out on several occasions that it
was unacceptable to launch so-called 'common' poli-
cies for which financing remained the responsibility
of the Member States themselves and that the Commu-
nity budget should be big enough, as provided by the
Treaty and the regulations in force, to finance all
Com_munity activities.
As far as development aid is concerned, it is fair to say
that there is no Community policy in this area, since
the European Development Fund is not financed by
the Community but by the national budgets. Only
food aid appears in the budget of the Commission
and is therefore a purely Community action. At a time
when a major policy of aid to the Mediterranean coun-
tries is being launched, it is essential, in the view of
the Committee on Budgets, that the principle of the
budgetization of this aid should be adopted. It is for
this reason that the Committee on Budgets feels that a
conciliation procedure should be initiated between the
Council and Parliament in order to settle this matter
and to permit the Community to decide how it
intends to finance its cooperation policies.
Furthermore, the Committee on Budgets has pointed
out that it would be financially simpler and politically
preferable for the beneficiary countries to receive their
aid from the Community rather than from the
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Member States. Therefore, in the interests of the
Community and of the countries concerned, Parlia-
ment should demand that the Council clarify this
issue.
In view of the above considerations, the Committee
on Budgets has in5tructed me to move the amend-
ment which has been distributed to you. I would add
that the Committee on Budgets has also voted in
favgur of a similar amendment to the draft Commu-
nity budget for 1977.
Those were the additional comments I wished to
submit to your consideration on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets.
IN THE CHAIR: MR YEATS
Vice-President
I
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, the agreements we are discussinS were
signed in the three Maghreb capitals on three fine
days in April. We felt that this was an important occa-
sion, that in this period of crisis, even despite the
crisis, the Community was taking a step forward, and
that this was the crowning achievement of its policy
towards the Third !7orld.
Mr Pintat, as rapporteur, has given an excellent
outline of the background to these lengthy and pain-
staking 
- 
some might say, uncompromising 
- 
nego-
tiations, and I should like to offer him my congratula-
tions.
The negotiations with Morocco and Tunisia began in
July 1973, while we had announced that we were
ready to negotiate with Algeria in 1972. The basic
principle of overall economic cooperation agreements,
as Mr Pintat points out, was laid down in the Treaty of
Rome. Mr Pintat has also described the nature of the
agreements in his report. The opinion of the
Committee on Budgets, which Mr Terrenoire has just
presented, is annexed to the report. I shall therefore
confine myself to mentioning certain specific points
which raise problems.
fu regards commercial cooperation, may I first draw
attention to the importance of these agreements,
which cover between 50 and 60 per cent of our part-
ners' exports to the Community. In the long term
they will stabilize a situation on which the economic
development of these countries depends to a consider-
able extent.
These are the circumstances in which the interim
agreement, which the draftsman of the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets is asking you to approve, was
drawn up to bring the commercial clauses into effect
before the formal implementation of the three agree-
ments, subject to the terms laid down in Article l13,
on which the draftsman of the opinion has, in
passing, expressed certain reservations.
As Mr Terrenoire has just said, financial and technical
cooperation is far from negligible. In the Committee
on Budgets' opinion, he raises a number of questions.
He asks how we shall use financial aid in such a way
as to ensure security and. avoid any problems as
regards national sovereignty. My answer is that the
question how to use financial and technical aid arises
in all the countries with which we have arrangements
for financing projects, and so far we have not had any
problems. The priorities are decided on by the govern-
ments of the recipient countries themselves and the
control that is provided for ensures that the projects
are implemented according to the original plan and
the priorities laid down by the governments.
The question of the State guarantee mentioned by the
draftsman of the Committee on Budgets' opinion
arises only when the financial aid is granted to a body
other than the State, In such cases we normally ask for
a State guarantee. It may happen, for example with
regional projects, that the institution with which we
are dealing itself provides the guarantee, and the State
Suarantee is not then necessary.
But the main question raised by the Committee on
Budgets is budgetization. This is a familiar problem.
The Commission made its views on the matter clear
some time ago. !7e cannot understand why new poli-
cies, which involve financial copmitments by the
Community, are not shown in the budget.
If we really want to promote budgetary transparency
and achieve an internal balance in the budget, this is a
mistake. It is a challenge to Parliament, whose main
function at the moment is to exercise control over the
budget in all its stages ; this control must, of course,
extend to all our outside commitments, as well as to
the Community's internal commitments. !7e do not
therefore see any reason, Mr President, why an immed-
iate decision should not be taken in favour of budgeti-
zation.
May I say to Mr Terrenoire in this connection that the
opinion he expressed when referring to paragraph 6 of
the resolution on Malta adopted in April does not
appear to us to be sound. The Commission does not
believe that there is any possible alternative to budgeti-
zation. I7e feel that the budget entries should be in
European units of account, in the same way as our
financial aid commitments. The use of the budgetary
unit of account distorts the calculation of exchange
parities, and you know very well what effect this can
have.
This is why we made only token entries for the
payment appropriations for the 1977 budget, since in
1977 
- 
I am now addressing myself to Mr Pintat
again 
- 
we shall still be using a budgetary unit of
account with the old parities. !7e hope that it will not
be necessary to settle in European units of account
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transactions that were originally in budgetary units of
account, and we have therefore adopted this somewhat
unusual arrangement for the 1977 budget. But when
discussing the budget, the Commission feels strongly
that a decision should be taken on budgetization, in
order that, the commitment appropriations can be
shown in full in the Community budget as adopted by
the budgetary authorities and hence by this Parlia-
ment.
Unfortunately, Mr President, the rapporteur's hopes
have not been fulfilled and the question is still unre-
solved. The Commission therefore feels that the
consultation procedure recommended by the
Committee on Budgets should be opened immedi-
ately.
Every effort must be made to settle this matter
without delay, and obviously our partners must not be
made to suffer as a result of an interinstitutional
dispute for which they are in no way responsible.
Mr President, just a few more words on cooperation
between the institutions, since it has been mentioned
several timcs.
This cooperation, the organization of meetings
between the institutions, is, as we know, extremely
important as regards our cooperation agreements.
Meetings are to be held between the executives. 'We
hope that there will be a meeting with this Parlia-
ment. For this policy 
- 
and I shall have more to say
about this later 
- 
involves much more than ordinary
tradc cooperation. It calls for close links between the
economies of the countries concerned, which affect
our own structures, and it is therefore essential for
Parlianrent to exercise budgetary control and to main-
tairr direct contact with our partners in order to keep
abreast of the implementation of the agreements.
One of our partncrs already has a Parliament. The
otlrcr two intcnd to set up parliaments in the near
futrrrc. Wc l.rope therefore that it will not be long
bcforc the parliamentary body provided for in the
agrccnrents is able to meet.
Mr President, I shall rlow pass on to thc nrore funda-
nrcntal problcnrs raised by the rapporteur and the
clraftsnran of thc opinion. First, thcrc is thc important
qucstion of norr-discrinrination. This is a subjcct that
Parlianrcnt is fanriliar witlr, sincc it has been debated
in this Housc on scveral occasior.rs. Mr Pintat. in his
report, brings up the qucstion of compliance with the
rron-<liscrinrirlation clauses. I should Iike to make
srrrc, or'r thc Conrnrission's behalf, that the implica-
tions oI tltcsc clauscs are absolutely clear.
Thc thrcc flgrecmcnts contain a clause, for example
Article .5.1 of the agrcemcnt with Tunisia, to the effect
that thc arrangcnrents that apply in rcspect of the
Corrrnrrrnity shall rrot clisclinrinate betwcclr thc
Conrnrunity Mcnr[>cr States, thcir citizcns or thcir
trrrrlertakings. Tlris clausc is pcrfectly clcar. I woulcl
like to stress the fact that this applies to citizens and
undertakings, and not only to the Member States, as is
unfortunately the case with the Lom6 Convention.
Annexed to the agreements is an exchange of letters
in which the Maghreb countries state that they reserve
the right to ensure that the undertaking I have just
mentioned is not incompatible with their essential
interests as regards security. What does this reference
to security imply ? It simply means that these are the
same provisions as we find in the Article 2l of the
GATT agreements.
In a Communiry letter replying to the letter frgm the
Maghreb countries, we stated that we felt strict compli-
ance with the agreement itself to be essential. Parlia-
ment can rely on the Commission to ensure that the
clauses which prohibit discrimination are scrupulously
respected, as recommended in paragraph 9 of the
motion for a resolution. The same will apply in the
case of the other agreements we hope to conclude
shortly with other Arab countries : Egypt, Syria,
Jordan, and perhaps also with the Lebanon, if it is in
a position to negotiate.
The second, very general, observation made by the
rapporteur and several other speakers relates to the
new additional trade preferences resulting from the
three agreements. I think this point should be made
quite clear, Mr President : how do these preferences
compare with the previous arrangements ? In the
industrial sector, it was announced in the 1969 agree-
ment that generalized preferences would be granted
for all industrial products. The rapporteur mentioned
this. In the agricultural sector, we now cover a larger
proportion of exports from the Maghreb countries and
in the case of certain countries, Morocco for example,
these exports account for a substantial part of our
imports, almost two-thirds, as compared with only
8 % in the case of Algeria.
I would point out, however, that when Parliament
considers this matter, it is perhaps looking at it from
the wrong angle, since competition from additional
agricultural products or agricultural products whose
commercial competitiveness is increased, is not a
problem that arises in regard to the Maghreb. The
average tariff reduction we allow to the Maghreb coun-
tries will be lower now that the agrcements havc been
concltrded arrd not highcr. It will be lower bc.cause the
exclusive right of access to the French market will be
replaced, in nrany cases, by a zero duty, oftcn in
conlunction with a timetable.
Artichokes, for examplc, were duty free. They will
now be subject to 70 o/o of the conrnron external tariff,
from I October to .Jl Deccnrber, and to the total tariff
outside this period. Thc sanrc applics to table grapcs,
ancl I coulcl nrcrrtiorr othe r exanrplcs.
Thus, contrary to what is oftcrr clainrcd, thc posrtior-r
of tlrc Ir4aghrcb courrtncs as for.rs otrr agrrctrltural
exports arc conccnrcd has rrot ir-rrproved on avcrallc.
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We are told that the erosion of preferences granted to
third countries could affect these countries. Mr Patijn,
on behalf of his group, has raised the question of
generalized preferences.
May I point out, Mr President, that the generalized
preferences system related to industrial products and
processed products on which generalized preferences
were already granted previously. The improvement in
preferences for the Maghreb countries relates to the
agricultural sector, and I have explained why this
must be considered with reservations.
The generalized preferences system does not apply to
the agricultural products concerned ; at the moment it
applies to only one product covered by the common
agricultural policy, namely, tobacco. The preferences
are thus not being eroded since, in accordance with a
policy that the Community ha.s followed consistently,
these products are not covered by the GPS. I can there-
fore state categorically that the agreements with the
Maghreb will not have the slightest effect on the
generalized preferences system.
On the other hand, as the report makes quite plain,
there is a problem as regards Turkey. The Turks never
cease to point out, and it is well known to everybody,
that in the current negotiations with them the
Turkish side has a strong negotiating weapon, so that
in the negotiations with the Maghreb countries we
have had to make concessions to the Turks. These
negotiations are in the early stages. I am merely
pointing out that the Turks do have this argument on
their side ; I will not say any more, but clearly this has
to be taken into account.
The effects on our own production and prospects of
competition from the products which we are allowing
on to our market have also been pointed out to us.
Attention has mainly been focused, of course, on the
agricultural sector. I have just explained, Mr President,
that on average the position of agricultural products
from the Maghreb on the market has not improved. I
could also point out that under the common agricul-
iural policy machinery exists to protect Community
products if they are in any danger, that the timetable
is effective and that the reference price can, when
fixed at a certain level, in fact put a curb on imports.
'$(/e saw how this happened with wine, in the first half
of 1976, when no wine was imported and the refer-
ence prices had been fixed on this basis. Lastly, the
safeguard clause can be invoked.
But above all, Mr President, I should like to say that
our desire to enter into general agreements with the
Maghreb countries is part of a wider policy. The
compctitiveness of Maghreb agricultural products will
not be improved by these agreements. Competition
fronr Mcditerranean agricultural products is another
problem. lVhen I said just now that the subject was
being looked at from the wrong angle, I meant that
the problem related to the Northern Mediterranean
countries and their membership of the Community,
and not the countries to the south of the Mediterra-
nean and the association agreements concluded with
them.
In any case these agreements, in so far as they will
have the effect of merging economic sectors in the
long term, are extremely important to us.
You have probably seen in the press the figures the
Commission published a few days ago on the increase
in Member States' exports to the Arab countries : a
357 o/o increase in two years. I7here else in the world
could we find such export potential ?
The rapporteur for the Committee on External
Economic Relations, Mr Pintat, mentions in his report
the idea of long-term contracts. You will remember
that Egypt had asked us to conclude a five-year
contract to supply it with a quantity of agricultural
products. This contract alone was equivalent to two-
thirds of the Maghreb's total agricultural exports : a
single long-term contract was worth 500 million
dollars, while the Maghreb's total agricultural exports
represented only 750 to 800 million dollars per year.
This organized interdependence, far from jeopardizing
our interests, is therefore to our advantage.
Of course, it is a wager. Also, as Mr Pintat points out,
some sectors will undoubtedly be affected. Even
though the Community as a whole will undeniably
benefit from this policy, certain sectors and regions
have legitimate interests which must be protected.
This is made quite clear in the motion for a resolu-
tion.
The Committee on External Economic Relations
takes an overall view of the matter. In other words, it
stresses that a sound long-term development policy
cannot merely be a marginal policy: it must be
directly linked to our other policies. The adjustments
needed to keep pace with new developments and
possibilities must be an integral part of an overall
policy.
You know that that is what the Commission believes.
I have already had the opportunity of expressing this
view in Parliament on several occasions. But I must
say that the Commission has never had enough
courage to go as far as your committee is recom-
mending. In one paragraph of the motion for a resolu-
tion, it advocated the provision of aid from the Social
Fund and the Regional Fund in the event of diffi-
culties. The Commission earnestly hopes that Parlia-
ment will agree to this recommendation.
In this way we shall be able to coordinate all our poli-
cies: development policy will tie in with other poli-
cies which relate to our external commitmcnts.
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I have already made this point, Mr President, in
connection with the Lom6 Convention. It is even
more relevant when it concerns countries which are
nearer to us and have more immediate and obvious
scope for competitive development. The rapprocbe-
ment with the Lom6 countries leads me to point out
that in these three agreements with the Maghreb our
objects are the same as in the Lom6 Conven'tion. It is
a policy which is completely unique in the world at
present, since it has four characteristics which are not
found anywhere else in relations between industrial-
ized and developing countries. It is a comprehensive
policy 
- 
as Mr Pintat explains 
- 
and all the chan-
nels of cooperation aid are coordinated. It is a long-
term policy and it is guaranteed in the sense that the
concessions we are offering are laid down in an inter-
national treaty, therefore constitute a legal obligation,
and are thus a stable element in our partners' future
development. It is a neutral policy, since we are
dealing jointly with countries between which there are
conflicts. \I7e are thereby showing that we do not wish
to take any sides in these disputes. It is therefore not
surprising that the same preamble appears in the
three Maghreb agreements and in the Lom6 Conven-
tion, to the effect that we must establish a new model
for relations between developed and developing States
which is compatible with the aspirations of the inter-
national community towards a more just and more
balanced economic order. It is an expression of solid-
arity and interdependence. In the case of the Maghreb
countries, and in the future the Mashrek countries,
and also Israel, which will of course be treated on an
absolutely equal footing with the adjoining countries,
it is part of the new international economic order, and
also, as far as the Maghreb countries are concerned,
part of the rapfrocbement between Africa and the
Arab world in the Mediterranean region. The King of
Morocco has compared his country to a tree that has
its roots in Africa while its branches are shaken by the
winds of Europe. !7hen we enter into agreements
with countries in this geographical, cultural and
economic situation, we can say that we are laying the
cornerstone of our development policy.
(Altplausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange. I should like to
express my regret to him that he was not, through an
error, called earlier.
Mr Lange, cbairntan ol tbe Comntittce on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am sorry
that the Committee on Budgets is only now getting
an opportunity to put its point of view, as Mr
Cheysson has already said a great deal about the
matter we are concerned with here. I should like,
therefore, to follow on from what has been said by our
colleague, Mr Terrenoire, and Mr Cheysson on the
problems of cooperation in the area of financial and
budgetary policy.
There is no difference of opinion on this question
between the Clommission and ourselves ; that is
perfectly clear. The difference of opinion on whether
these resources should be entered on the budget or
not is between the Commission and Parliament, on
the one hand, and the Council on the other. The
Committee on [ludgets 
- 
and I think I may say that
the Parliament is behind it on this 
- 
feels that Parlia-
ment has pressed long enough for these funds to be
entered in the budget and that the Council must now
finally show its hand and let us know what it really
thinks about this matter.
The Committee on Budgets has deliberately chosen
not to wait until the budgetary consultation procedure
for 1977 takes place, and here again I should hope
that I am speaking on behalf of the entire House
when I say this. This problem must be tackled sepa-
rately, so that, first, the Council will know once again
what position Parliament takes up on this question,
secondly, we ourselves may know what shape the 1977
budget is going to take and, thirdly, the Council can
plot its future course in the light of this.
The Committee on Budgets gave a good deal of
thought to the question of whether it should vote in
favour of this Pintat report, in view of.the fact that the
issue of relations between the Community institutions
on this matter had not been resolved. I know that this
question was also discussed in the political groups and
that it played a large part in the deliberations of the
Committee on External Economic Relations. tUTe
finally took the view, however, that there was perhaps
no particular political advantage to be gained from
letting internal rJifficulties take the blame for short-
comings in other directions.
I should now like to say something, Mr Cheysson,
about the new point that the Committee on Budgets
proposes to have added to the motion for a resolution.
This additional point must be incorporared into the
motion for a resolution ; it is not sufficient for it to be
contained, as it now is, in the opinion drawn up by
Mr Terrenoire on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, because this opinion is not being voted on
separately. In fact, the vote is bcing taken only on the
Pintat motion for a resolution, and therefore the addi-
tional point must be written into the latter. !U7e want
to clear up this whole problem with the. Council
before the agreernents enter into force, that is to say,
before the Financial Protocols come into effecr.
Of course this may have an effect which you, Mr
Cheysson, would like to see avoided 
- 
namely, that
third parties having nothing whatever to to with our
internal relationships may suffer. That depends on the
Council. \U7e are in favour of a decision being taken
on this matter a:; quickly as possible.
There is another thing I should like to say very
emphatically, ancl I say it also particularly on behalf of
my group, the Socialist Group. rUTe are no longer
prepared to vote in favour of any agreements 
- 
apart,
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that is, from the agreements being debated here today
- 
unless this crucial question is resolved by agree-
ment between the Community institutions 
- 
in other
words, unless all financial commitments are clearly set
out in the Community budget. The Council must take
note of this. \fle have already said this several times
and continually stated that it was the last time, and
then we have always relented and voted in favour.
Tfris, however, is definitely the last timg, and it must
be the last time.
If you will permit me to speak plainly bn this point,
Mr President, Mr Cheysson, ladies and gentlemen,
there is one thing that seems to me to be essential. I
feel that in future, in the case of international agree-
ments with financial implications concluded by the
Community with third countries or with other parties,
we must try to work out some procedure other than
the present one, because the information conveyed
under the terms of the Luns-rVesterterp procedure is
simply inadequate to present a clear picture of the
extent and the range of some people's hopes and
expectations. There is no special way of knowing what
wishes on the other side the Community may be
faced with at any given stage of the negotiations, and
for this reason the financial implications of interna-
tional agreements of this kind must be hammered out
so clearly in advance that all three institutions 
- 
on
the one hand, the Commission as the intermediary
and negotiating body and, on the other hand, the two
branches of the budgetary authority, Council and Parli-
ament 
- 
know precisely what financial demands will
be made of the Community in the near future and in
the longer term.
This means that a further development of the proce-
dure we call the Luns-Westerterp procedure is called
for. It should even be possible for Parliament to
convey its views to the negotiating body in some form
other than that of consultation ; it should be possible
for Parliament as a plenary assembly to state its case.
Ve should, however, go into this entire question
together once again in order to see what mode of
action is the most appropriate one. What I am trying
to do is to make it clear that this Parliament is no
longer prepared to tolerate the feeling that it is being
pushed aside in financial matters. That is the impor-
tant thing. On these conditions and on these condi-
tions only 
- 
and this is meant for you, Mr Cheysson !
- 
this Parliament will certainly vote in favour of the
Pintat report. It depends on the Council 
- 
and in
this connection I would ask to help ensure that the
Council makes a little more haste in opening the
conciliation procedure with Parliament how
quickly the matter is resolved and how quickly the
further measures that will be necessary are taken, so
that the financial measures or the Financial Protocols
can enter into force.
I feel that this is a very serious matter, {nd we ought
to approach the conciliation procedure with the
Council in a suitably serious frame of mind. I would
repeat my request to the Commission, which, after all,
agrees with us that these matters must be budgeted
for, to help ensure that the Council makes a real effort
and that it does not evade the issue by setting some
kind of vague indefinite deadline. !7hat we ask for
must be done as quickly as possible. If you ask my
opinion, I would say that this conciliation procedure
leading to the result that we desire must be begun and
concluded within the next four weeks. !fle cannot
wait any longer. I should be grateful if this Parliament
would endorse the point of view that we have put
forward in the motion for a resolution accompanying
the Pintat report. This would be a major step forward
in this matter and would mean that we had worked
out a suitable position in preparation for the concilia-
tion procedure with the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
\7hen I put my name down to speak
I had not heard the Chairman of the Committee on
Budgets, Mr Lange. Therefore, I can be very brief,
because, as a member of the Committee on Budgets, I
echo what he said.
One of the difficulties 
- 
I think that I am not alone
among the Members of the Assembly in saying this
- 
is that we have no idea of precisely vhat our finan-
cial obligations are to a whole mosaic of third coun-
tries. I wonder whether it would be possible, at any
rate for the incoming Commission, to try to present
in a coherent form to the Committee on Budgets and
to Parliament some kind of outline of precisely what
the financial obligations are and what the general
strategy is. Does it not seem that many of these thingp
have been done in a piecemeal fashion ?
I do not come here to complain or to say that on prev-
ious occasions things should not have been done the
way they were, but the truth is that we now have so
many different agreements, complicated by Greek
accession and possibly Portuguese and Spanish acces-
sion, that we want to know precisely where we are.
If I may speak for a moment as a politician, it is said
more and more,'Here are the Maghreb countries and'
- 
dare I say it ? 
- 
'other countries in the French
empire-that-was getting all sorts of advantages. You
British are not doing very much for the New Zealan-
ders'. That may not be entirely true 
- 
I think these
complaints are exaggerated 
- 
but it is an example of
the reason why, as politicians, we must be clear where
we are, so that if this kind of charge is made it can be
rebutted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, )Venrber of tbe Connission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, as regards the opinion expressed by the
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, I should like
him to know that we in the Commission are very
anxious for the question of budgetization to be
resolved as soon as possible. \Uflhen I said earlier that I
hoped that this would not ieopardize the implementa-
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tion of the agreements, it was because the matter had
now reached the stage where it could be dealt with in
just a few hours. All the specialist committees have
already discussed the technical aspects of budgetiza-
tion at some length. The Council is fully aware of all
the aspects of this problem that would only take a few
hours to settle, and there should not be any real delay
in implementing the agreements, particularly as the
only argument put forward by certain members of the
Council was that the budgetary unit of account was
not suitable for the incorporation of new policies in
the budget. This problem has now been resolved.
!7e in the Commission therefore feel very strongly
that the consultation procedure should be opened
without delay.
Since you have asked me to speak, Mr President, I
shall reply to Mr Dalyell that almost every year we
draw up a statement of the Community's external
commitments. By this I mean commitments arising
from agreements and not, for example, commitments
arising from the price of New Zealand butter under
the conrpensatory amounts system, which ii another
matter. But since 1974 we have taken stock every year
of the Community's formal external commitments.
The statenrents for 1974, 1975 and 1976 have been
distributed to Members of Parliament and I should be
pleascd to explain their content at a meeting of the
Comnrittee on Budgets.
President. 
- 
\We shall now consider the motion for
a resolutiorr.
I put thc prcamblc and paragraphs I to 5 to the vote.
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 5 are adopted.
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Patijn on behalf of the Socialist Group:
Amend the beginning of this paragraph to read as
follows :
'7. Reiterates rts concern ovet tlr( 
.ltrrtlrr ltclint in tht
intlrot'tdnt( o_f tlrc y1'.tturt o.f i4tntrtli*tl frt_furtnLt-t
lor ltrclofing nliltr,u ilnd ovcr the way in which
prefcrcnccs arc granted ...' (rest unchangcd).
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NI) Mr Prcsident, after Mr Cheysson's
statcmcnt in reply to my qucstions, it is clear to mc
that this anrendnrcrrt could give rise to misunderstand-
irrgs. I draftcd this anrcndnrcnt in the light of tariff
prcfcrcrrccs for thc benefit of the Maghrcb countric.s
itr rcspcct of the gcncral prefcrences. In gc,ncral, I
have spokcn about thc link bctwcr'n thc Comnrunity's
Meclitcrrarrcarr policy on tl)c one hancl and its policy
towar(ls tlrc dcvclopirlg countrics in gencral on the
othcr. In nry opinion, thc problcnr lics rathcr irr thc
rclationship bctwccn thc Contnrurrity's Mcclitcrrarrcarr
policy in general and the Community's development
policy as such. $7e did not discuss this point when
approving this and other reports on the Mediterranean
policy. I agree with Mr Cheysson that the problem
which I wanted to bring out does not arise in the
general preferences, and for this reason I am prepared
to withdraw this amendment.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 2 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put paragraphs 7 and 8 to the vote.
Paragraphs 7 and 8 are adopted.
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Patijn on behalf of the Socialist Group:
In this paragraph, replace the words Connrunitl under-
takingt by the words .fuIcnber Statet, tbeir citizens or
undertakings.
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the text of Mr
Pintat's resolution does not follow the text of the
agreement. Paragraph 9 of the resolution talks exclu-
sively of discrimination between Community under-
takings. In my opinion we must, refer here to Member
States, their citizens or undertakings. Mr Cheysson
spoke about this and about the exchange of letters. I
hope that he will take great care here to see that no
discrimination occurs as stated in the exchange of
letters previously published. Therefore I would
propose that we should align the resolution's text to
that of the agreenrent, and I would therefore ask Parlia-
ment to adopt the relevant amendment.
President. 
- 
V/hat is Mr Pintat's position ?
Mr Pintat, rdPfortcilr. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the amendment proposed to us
expresses exactly the point we were trying to make
but it is better than the present version in that it is
more comprehensive. I myself am in favour of
adopting this anrendment.
'President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, ,Mcnbrr o.f thr Connti.t.tiott. 
- 
(F)
The wording of the proposed anrendment corresponds
exactly to the text of the agrecments. It would there-
fore seenr to bc the best version.
President. 
- 
I put Anrendmcrrt No .l to the vote.
Amendnrent No .l is adopted.
I put paragrapl.r 9, so anrended, to thc vote.
Paragraph 9 is a<loptcd.
I put paragraph l0 to tlre votc.
l)aragraph l0 is rdoptcd.
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After paragraph 10, I have Amendment No l, tabled
by Mr Terrenoire on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, proposing the insertion of a new paragraph:
lOa. Asks for the conciliation procedure with the
Council to be opened in respect of the budgetiza-
tion of aid and special loans for the three Maghreb
countries before the cooperation qgreements are
brought into effect.
I call Mr Terrenoire.
Mr Terrenoire. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we have
explained the reasons for proposing this amendment
in great detail ; they reflect the views that Parliament
has expressed in the current budget and will no doubt
express in the next budget. Nevertheless, I should like
to stress that in the view of the Committee on
Budgets there is no reason why there should be any
delay in implementing the agreements. It is simply an
internal matter connected with the operation of the
Community institutions and the policy that we wish
to see applied in the Community; all of us here, as
previous speakers have indicated, are anxious to see
the agreements properly and fully implemented as
soon as possible. The countries concerned must not
be allowed to think that the Community is using this
as an excuse to delay the implementation of the agree-
ments.
President. 
- 
\7hat is Mr Pintat's position ?
Mr Pintat, ral)Portcur, 
- 
(F) No-one who has
followed this debate can fail to agree to the amend-
ment that has been proposed to us. This consultation
procedure is clearly desirable and the arrangements
for financing the cooperation policy must be worked
out. This will inevitably have to be shown in the
budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbairntan o.f tbe Contnrittee on Budgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like merely to suggest a
change in wording. At the beginning of the French
text you have the word denandr; the English version
should, therefore, have the word 'demands', but in fact
it has another word. The German version should also
have the woid 
.fortlcrt.
I do not want any special vote on this, Mr President,
but I would request that the other versions be simply
brought into line with the French text, and then every-
thing will be allright.
President. 
- 
r0fle will ensure that it is done.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No 1 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporation the various amendments that
have been adopted.
The resolution, so amended, is adopted. I
ll. Pr()tcctio,t o_t 
.tundLtn(ntal right.t
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Jozeau-Marign6, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on the report of the Commission on the
protection of fundamental rights (Doc. 321176).
I call Sir Derek \Ufalker-Smith.
Sir Derek rValker-Smith, deputy rapfiorteur. 
- 
|
am privileged as Chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee to present this report in the regretted
absence, due to the exigencies of the dual mandate, of
my distinguished colleague Mr Jozeau-Marign6, the
rapporteur. I of course regret his absence just as Parlia-
ment will, especially as he has a long and distin-
guished record in the protection of fundamental rights
and indeed is the author not only of this report but of
the earlier report in 1972 which gave rise to the study
and report of the Commission of the European
Communities, from whose report in turn our present
report derives. Nevertheless, while regretting his
absence I am personally glad to have the opportunity
to speak again in this Parliament on the subject of
fundamental rights and their protection, since I have
taken a keen interest in the matter throughout my
membership of this Parliament and it is a subject
whose importance is strongly emphasized in the
policy statements of the group to which I here belong.
The report is concerned with the protection of funda-
mental rights in the Community against the back-
ground of the Commission's report, which is itself a
valuable analysis of the subject, and especially of the
evolution of the case law of the European Court of
Justice.
'We have, it is true, had to wait a long time for the
Commission's report, since this Parliament's invitation
to the Commission to produce the report was
contained in a resolution which we passed as long ago
as 4 April 1973. But the reasons for the Commission's
delay are contained in paragraph 2 of its report and
are noted by our committee. Therefore, all I want to
say on that is that, although it has taken a long time,
the report has been well worth waiting for.
More important, I think, than the delay is the
approach of the Commission to the matter and the
content of its report. Having read the Commission's
report, I have no doubt of its close interest in this
question or of the detailed and useful work which it
has put into it.
The question of the protection of fundamental rights
under Community law owes its importance and topi-
cality to a void, perhaps indeed a defect, in the express
provisions of the Treaty. At the conference in Luxem-
bourg of the European Court bf Justice which I was
privileged to attend a fortnrght ago, Judge Pescatore,
referring to the well-known case of Internationale
Handelsgesellschaft, which provoked some conflict
between the Court of Justice and the Federal Court in
Karlsruhe, used these words :
' OJ C 259 of 4. ll.1976.
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This case has drawn attention to the fact that the builders
of the European Communities thought too little about
the legal foundations of their edifice and paid too linle
attention to the protection of the basic rights of the indi-
vidual within the new European st-ctui.. Here, there_
fore, is a question which remains open.
Although some articles of the Treaty afford protection
to particular rights-for example, Article 7 in respect
of nationality, Article 48 in respect of the free move-
ment of workers within the Community, Ariicle ll9
in respect of equal pay, and so on-there is a lacuna
in respect of the protection of fundamental rights as
such. The Treaty does not specify that comprehensive
protection or guarantee that one would expect in a
written constitution of a national State. The reason, no
doubt, for this curious omission on the part of the
founding fathers of the Community wal that they
considered that these matters would be taken care ofin the European Convention on Human Rights to
which the Member States at that time already adhered,
were in process of adhering or were expected to
adhere. Of course, with the benefit of hindsight we
can see a clear dichotomy. It is this. '\tr7hereas the
Convention deals primarily with civic and political
rights, the Community is concerned primarily with
political and socio-political matters.
\Thatever the reason, any insufficiency or imperfec-
tion in the protection offered by Community law to
fundamental rights has, potentially at any rate, a
double disadvantage. It affords inadequate protection
in Community law but also, because of the doctrine of
the supremacy of Community law under the Treaties,it may prejudice the rights of the citizen under the
national law of his own Member State. It may, in the
language of the scriptures, take away from him even
that which he thinketh he hath.
It was this situation that gave rise to the majority iudg-
ment of the Federal Constitutional Court, which
pointed out that certain rights guaranteed by the basic
law of Germany were not covered by Community law.
\We discussed this case at the June part-session of
Parliament but primarily in the context of the prin-
ciple of the supremacy of Community law. I veniured
to point out on that occasion that it is also very impor-
tant to ensure that Community law in one way or
another affords the maximum attention to individual
rights.
Mr Jozeau-Marign6's report and that of the commis-
sion are both concerned to do this. There are in fact
three matters raised in these reports and in the
motion for a resolution which I commend to the
House today 
- 
first, the evolution of case-law in the
European Court of Justice as affording increasing
protection for human rights ; secondly, the possibiliry
of a code of rights or charter of rights for iitizens of
the Community ; and, thirdly, the possibility of a
common declaration of respect for fundamental rights
to be made by the three institutions of the Commu-
nify.
On the first of rhese matters, there has been a grati-
fying advance. As Mr Jozeau-Marign6 says in para-
graph 7 of his excellent explanatory statement, '. . . the
development of European Court case-law ... appears
to be a very positive one with regard to the definition
and protection of fundamental rights .. .' This evolu-
tion is chronicled in some detail in paragraph 9 of the
Commission's report, and a summary is ihire given of
the leading cases in the Court of the last decade
which bear on the protection of human rights,
including in particular the Nold and Rutili cases, the
most recent in this line of cases, the judgments in
which are referred to in paragraph 3 of our motion for
a resolution.
The suggested approach to this first aspect-that is to
say, the evolution of case-law in the Court of Just-ice-is defined in the first part of our motion for a
resolution, parti<'ularly in paragraphs 3 to 5, which
follow the first two paragraphs welcoming the
Commission's report and commending the quality of
the contribution made by it.
Paragraph 4 of our motion for a resolution refers to
the desirability of a widening of access to the Euro-
pean.Court of Justice for individual citizens, though
this is not intended to reflect any complacency in
respect of the present situation or to suggest that we
should not work to improve it, since there are still
difficulties in regard to the access to the Court for indi-
vidual litigants, as was made clear by very striking
facts given in Advocate-General \farner's speech ai
the conference ar the Court of Luxembourg io whichI previously referred.
Paragraph 5 of our motion for a resolution is very
important and I shall come to that. I should just say,
parenthetically, in the context of access to the Court,
that we are not here strictly concerned with access to
the European Court in Strasbourg but only to the
European Court cf Justice at Luxembourg. Stress was
laid in discussion in our committee on the desirability
of Member States which have not yet done so recog-
nizing the right of individuals to have access to tlie
Strasbourg Court under Article 2.i of the European
Convention on Human Rights. Mr Jozeau-Maiign6
undertook to give expression to this feeling in ihis
part-session, and I wish to discharge that obligation
on his behalf.
Paragraph .i of our motion for a resolution reads thus :
Notes, therefore, in view of the development of Commu-
nity iurisprudence concerned wrth the protection of
fundamental rights, that rhe protection of these rights is
now very clearly guaranteed by the Community Court
and that the level of legal security thus achieved at
present in this essential sphere is certainly_in the
circumstances-at least as high as that which would be
provided by thr: adoption of a charter of fundamental
rights.
I come now to the sccond aspect, the question of the
code. Paragraphs 6 and 7 of our motion look to the
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future and deal with the possibility of a code. Para-
graph 5 reads as follows :
Considers, with the Commission, that the idea of a
charter of the fundamental rights of Community citizens
retains its full validiry in the context of the European
Union, whatever form such Union should take.
There is in fact nothing inconsistent in simultane-
ously welcoming the progress of the European Court
of Justice, stressing the value attached to the protec-
tiofr'which it gives and not closing the door to the
possibility of a future code. Vork can, and should, go
on in parallel on these matters. Indeed, some of the
work required is common to both approaches, since
the evolution of a code would have to be preceded by
an exercise in comparative law, identifying funda-
mental rights in Member States in the economic and
socio-economic contexts and seeking to apply the
highest factor of protection of those rights accorded in
the Member States. It is precisely such an exercise in
comparative law in which the European Court of
Justice is also engaged in its evolution of Community
case law.
Paragraphs 8 and 9 of the motion for a resolution deal
with the third main aspect which I have adumbrated,
that of a common declaration by the institutions of
the Community. This derives from paragraph 38 of
the Commission's report, which says:
For the time being, the Commission feels that the idea
already put forward to confirm, by a solemn common
declaration of the three political institutions of the
Community, respect for fundamental rights in the
Community merits serious consideration. Such a declara-
tion could underline the importance of the Human
Rights Convention and the indispensable nature of the
protection of these rights by the Court of Justice.
lVe in the Legal Affairs Committee have given the
suggestion not only serious but sympathetic considera-
tion. Paragraph 9 of our motion for a resolution
concludes by urging the President of Parliament, in
conjunction with the Legal Affairs Committee, to take
every possible step to encourage the Council and the
Commission to adopt such a declaration.
In conclusion, I hope that this tripartite approach
which I have sought to define will commend itself to
Parliament. I hope that the European Parliament and
the other instiutions of the Community will collec-
tively pursue this path 
- 
the continuance of the good
work of the European Court of Justice in this context,
the possibility of a code of rights for the citizen in the
future and, more immediately, a common declaration
by the three institutions confirming the principle of
respect for fundamental rights in the Community.
I am sure that Parliament will continue to attach great
importance to this vital matter, affecting as it does the
rights of the citizen in a free sociery. I am sure, too
that our work and progress in this matter will, in the
words which I used in the conference of the European
Court of Justice, give to the Community,'at present
still thought of by many as primarily a technocratic
and bureaucratic concept a stronger base, a warmer
image and a more human face'.
I commend to Parliament Mr Jozeau-Marign6's report
and the motion for a resolution therein contained.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I begin by
congratulating the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee on his excellent introduction to Mr
Jozeau-Marign6's report.
As appears from Mr Jozeau-Marign6's resolution, the
Socialist Group, through Mr Lautenschlager,
submitted a resolution on 4 April 1973 which was
adopted by Parliament. It is particularly gratifying to
note that this resolution, on the basis of which so
much has been done since then by the Commission
and the Council, and especially by the Court, has
been overtaken. However, we continue to discuss it
because the safeguarding of human rights is of excep-
tional importance for all citizens of the nine Member
States. The very idea that these rights could be
infringed one way or another should make us all
remain alert.
Meanwhile, I should like to establish clearly that all
Community activities are based on 'human rights', aS
clearly laid down in the relevant Convention. In my
opinion, no one can claim that there has been any
deviation from this in the Community.
This being so, I was rather sceptical about the resolu-
tion tabled in June this year. You will remember that
the Bundesverfassungsgericht in Germany arrogated to
itself the right of verifying whether fundamental
rights had properly been taken into consideration. In
my opinion, this question deserved far less considera-
tion than it was given in legal circles. At all events,
checks were made whether fundamental rights had
been taken into consideration, and the conclusion was
drawn that there had been no infringement of human
rights. And who would have expected anything else ?
If this should ever be the case as a result of the Coun-
cil's or the Commission's acts, the Court of Justice
would certainly set aside any such decision.
The resolution which we adopted, however, could not
do any harm and further consolidated our intention ol
remaining alert.
There is an important question in connection with
the attainment of European union. I do not know
whether the latter will soon arrive ; I am not clair-
voyant. So far, I only know that it won't arrive as
quickly as had been thought. If European union
comes about, the question arises whether the treaty
which will then replace the Treaty of Rome should
include fundamental rights. I do not want to express
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an opinion about this. 'W'e can do this better when we
know the contents of the draft treaty. Perhaps then it
will be clear whether or not the inclusion of these
rights is desired. TV'e must work from the Treaty of
Ronre and not from some unknown, entirely new
treaty.
The Conrmission has issued an extremely interesting
report on human rights. In it, a Community declara-
tion is reconrmended 
- 
I am talking now about para-
graph 
-)fl. This causes me certain difficulties. Ve feel
that this is in fact no longer necessary, and that it is
clear that human rights will not be infringed.
However, in the Commission's considerations there is
onc passage to which I would draw your attention.
Tlre Commission states that such a declaration would
havc to be adopted without giving rise to long discus-
sions on its contents. It is indeed true that 'if there
wcre not immediate agreement between the Institu-
tions involved on the declaration, . . . such an attempt
would bc of no use and even dangerous. It might
crcate doubts 
- 
not justified as to the credibility of
the Contnturrity institutions in the field of funda-
nrental rights'.
This is thc situation in which we find ourselves. A
solcrr-rn dcclaration has been proposed. We can ask
oursclvcs as oftcn as we like whether this is in fact
Irccessary, but at the nloment we can only do one
thirrg, and that is to make this declaration. Although I
remain uncorrvirrccd of the need for this declaration,
it appcars to r.rs at thc montcnt to be an absolute neces-
sity to adopt this dcclaration. Ve don't need long
specchcs about this, bccausc we can all agree. I will
not altcr onc word as regards this, and we are there-
forc prcparcrl to approve Mr Jozeau-Marign6's report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Emilc Muller to speak on
bchalf of thc Libcral and Allics Group.
Mr Emile Muller. 
- 
(l) Mr Prcsidcnt, tl.rc report
strbnritted by Mr Jozeau-Marrgni' in 197.\ ancl thc reso-
Iution thcn acloptccl by this Housc. rcflccted a rrunrbcr
oI fcars as regards thc safcguartling of thc furrclanrcrrtal
riglrts of citizens of thc Mcntbe r States whcn drawirrg
tup Conrr-rrurrrtv law.
Three ycars latcr, thc rcsrrlts of thc activitres of the
Conrnrissiorr rntl tlrc rlc.vcloprnent oi casc-law irr thc
cotrrt of 
-f ustice now cnable us to say that defrrritiolr
of, arrd rcsl)ect for, funclante ntal rights in thc Contnru-
nity rrs rr whole arc guarantcccl in a complctcly satis-
frtctory lttrrrtncr.
'Wc irrc ftrlly rrr agrcentcnt wtth tl)e nlotion for a rcso-
Iution whrch has lrccrr sut>nrrttcrl to us today. In parti-
cular, wc be licvc that in thc prcse nt statc of Etrropcarr
rrrteglation the atloption of ir clrrrrtcr of furr<lanrt,rrtul
riglrts woul(l intlcetl not lrc ttrlly justificd in so far as
tltc plt'se rrt systcnl of rle lrrrrrrg irrrrl plote t trtrg thcsc
rrghts l>e.rrs wrtn(,ss to a Oonrnrunity corrccption o[
tivil lrbertres wltich, clrrc (itn sity, have bcelt csta-
blislrctl.rctorrlirrg to tlrc ltrglrcst startcl,rlris, slnce tlre
case-law of the Court is based on the system of the
Member State which offers the greatest protection.
Vhat we now in fact'have is a definition of funda-
mental rights for the Community based no longer
solely on the economic provisions of the Treaty but
on far wider principles, inspired by both the constitu-
tional traditions of the Member States and conven-
tional international instruments.
Here I should like to place especial emphasis on a
point which we as Liberals consider vital : recourse to
'practical and pragmatic solutions' 
- 
to quore the
expression used by Mr Jozeau Marign6 
- 
will not
involve simply changing national rules into Commu-
nity rules ; this is what the Court of Justice means
when it says 'the safeguarding of fundamental rights,
whilst taking as its inspiration the constitutional rradi-
tion shared by the Member States, should be
guaranteed in the framework of the Community's
structure and its ob.jectives'.
There is, therefore, a real Community conception of
civic liberties which necessarily imposes, in the
general interest, limits on the exercise of fundamental
rights ; in other words, fundamental individual liber-
ties based on common constitutional traditions should
not conflict with Community obligations to the
general interest.
In conclusion, I should like to return to one of the
incidental consequences of the Rutili judgment,
which as we know, makes explicit reference to the
European Convention on Human Rights.
Vhile all the Member States have ratified this Conven-
tion, France alone has not signed the declaration laid
down in its Article 2.5 authorizing individual appeals
to the European Commission of Hunran Rights where
its provisions have bee n infringed. Orre can only
regret this refusal on the part of one Men.rber State,
because it nreans that the citizens of the Conrnrunity
receive differcnt treatntetlt according as the country irr
which their rights havc been violatcd docs or does not
accept such individual appeals.
Thc Rutih fudgment will not, of coursc. dirc.ctly altcr
this state of affairs, since thc systern of safeguarding
furrdanrcntal rights at Contn'runity level is not lirrkcd,
at thc nronrcnt i1t any rirte, with that of the Europelrr
Convcrrtion of Hunran lLights. Howcver, it nright havc
thc affect of encouraging thc Frcrrch authoritics to
rcconsicL'r in the ncar iuturc, and, I hopc, vcry
thoroughly, their attitudc rn this matter. It shoultl in
any case crrablc an indivirlual who has lodgcd an
appcal witlr a Flerrch cor.l't to scc thar cftective official
rccogrrition is give rr to an intrirrgcnlent of thc Conven-
tion, as 1>rovidcd for irt Articlc I77 of thc Treaty of
llonrc.
T'he Europcarr Corrrt ot.f ustrcc rrr lirct,.rsked to give ir
rulirtg orr Conrnrurrity lrrw, wrll rrr futtrrc lneorporiltc
funclurrcntrrl rrghts rrs lrritl down urrtlcl the Convcrr-
tion on Hurrran llrghts irrto tltc Conrnrunity's legirl
s\'5tcltt.
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This leads us to emphasize in a general sense the need
to find in future a solution to the problem of finding
concordance, in this field, between the jurisdiction of
the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg
and our own Court of Justice.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Coust6. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the problem of safeguarding fundamental
rights in the European Economic Community 
- 
that
is, to take the extremely appropriate expression just
used by my colleague Mr Broeksz, safeguarding Euro-
pean human rights 
- 
has been with us, to be honest,
since the very creation of our Community. Even in
the Treaties we find provisions whose aim 
- 
or 0t
least, as I see it, whose effect 
- 
is to guarantee and to
improve the position of the individual in the Commu-
nity: I am referring to Articles 7,48,52 and 57,117
and I19. It is on the basis of some of these that the
European Court of Justice in Luxembourg has handed
down important ludgments concerning the safe-
guarding of fundamental rights.
In doing so, it has provided graphic illustration of
what President Robert Lecourt said on 7 October last
during a formal sitting. He declared :'A judge is not a
wax figure seated in a closed universe of unbending
law. A frozen judicial system would only exacerbate by
delaying the development of the Community remedy
our countries have wanted to administer'.
However, as other speakers have said, although the
Treaties have granted to the Community institutions
considerable powers of legislation and even of deci-
sion, we have to recognize that they have failed to
spell out in so many words the fact that these institu-
tions have an obligation, in carrying out thek tasks, to
respect the fundamental rights of undertakings and
privatc individuals. As a result, the Community does
not possess any catalogue of fundamental rights, of
human rights, even though their activities in the
cconomic and trade spheres 
- 
as Sir Derek has just
emphasizcd 
- 
affect the life of every citizen. This
point was emphasized several months ago by our
colleague, Mr Rivierez, who, you will recall, stressed
this aspect of Community life during an important
debate.
The idcal, as Mr Broeksz emphasized, would be to
achicve univcrsal, European and uniform safeguards of
furrdamental rights which applied to all acts, whether
by national or Community authorities.
This is an objective which may be reached under a
political union, a European union, but remains at the
moment, to put it bluntly, in the realms of the impos-
siblc bccausc cach Member State has its own funda-
mcntal rights and its own traditions. Moreover, as Mr
Enrilc Mullcr just pointed out so rightly, whilst all the
Menrbcr Statcs have ratificd the European Convention
on Hurnan ltights, various states 
- 
and not only
Frarrcc 
- 
havc clonc so with specific reservations.
!flould it, therefore, be desirable to desist for the time
being,from making national fundamental rights into
Community ones and to begin by drawing up a sort of
catalogue of such rights in respect of acts of Commu-
nity bodies ?
This does not seem to the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats to be the correct approach.
Just a few weeks ago, we were in lVashington
exchanging views with a delegation of American parli-
amentarians. President Sp6nale, Mr Broeksz, Mr
Hougardy, Mr Schwdrer, Mr Stewart and myself,
echoing the views of our American colleagues Senator
Pell, Mr Biester, Mr Crane, Mr Fraser and Mr Tsongas
on the problem of human rights in the world and not
just in the Community context, all emphasized what
great store we set by having the human rights of the
individual safeguarded by independent judges as well
as by written guarantees.
Speaking practically, therefore, three approaches
suggest themselves for filling the gap to which I have
pointed. There are certainly grounds for thinking that
the compilation of a specific catalogue of fundamental
rights, necessary as it is, will be possible, I hope, with
the arrival of political union 
- 
in other words, in a
functioning European Confederation but not
before.
This solution would have the advantage of being
precise and clear-cut, but there is a real risk, as Mr
Broeksz has said on other occasions, of seeing the
emergence of a sort of catalogue based on the smallest
common denominator, which would not be in the
interests of anyone and would constitute, to be frank,
a step backwards ar.r-z)-a'r.r the present situation of
national law and, indeed, Community case-law.
Moreover, the co-existence of a limited catalogue of
Community fundamental rights and the protective
national fundamental rights of the Member States
would be a source of conflict.
Vhat is more, a list of this kind would run thc risk of
being considered exclusive and would have the unfor-
tunate consequence, in my view and in the vicw of
my group, of being interpreted restrictively by a large
number of judges.
The second approach, therefore, would be, insteacl of
the 'catalogue', a rdti.tic.ttio,t o.l lbt Europutn
Hundn Rigbtt Cont'cntion togtlbcr u'itlt tll it.t tldi-
tictnal protocolr; not by the Member States and the
signatories, but 0.1 lhe Conrntttttit.l'tt.t.tttcl\ as a
subject of international law. But this would then
presuppose a fundamental change, which I am sure
was in Mr Mulle r's mind during his speech 
-namely, the amendmc'nt of the Human Riglrts
Convention. It is, in fact, something to which only
states can adhere and it would thus havc to be
amended to enable the Community as suclr to
become a signatory.
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Moreover, the mechanism for safeguarding these
rights would also have to be adapted ; that is io say, a
solution would have to be found for incorporating
into this whole complex the normal activities of the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe,
which is the body responsible for the safeguarding of
rights. In short, a somewhat more difficult proposi-
tion.
Finally, and this is my third argument, how would we
go about s3ttling the conflict of responsibilities which
would inevitably arise between, on the one hand, the
Strasbourg Court and, on the other, the European
Court of Justice in Luxembourg.
Consideration by the Court of Justice of the norma-
tive part of the Convention would in fact be liable to
result in different interpretations of it by the Stras-
bourg Court on the one hand and the Luxembourg
Court on the other. This is something which thi
Legal Affairs Committee has stressed on other occa-
sions.
Finally, setting up a referral procedure, based on
Article 177 ol the Treaty, strikes us as being far from
desirable, and there are two reasons for this. Firstly,
what weight would an intervention by the Strasbourg
Court, amounting to no more than a simple recom-
mendation, carry in cases pending before the Court of
Justice in Luxembourg ?
Secondly, once this Convention has become an inte-
gral part of Community law, it will be up to the Court
of Justice in Luxembourg, alone, to interpret it,
because the latter is the sole interpreter of Commu-
nity law !
As I see it, then, it would be difficult to commit
ourselves to this second approach.
The third approach is the_one being pursued py the
Court of Justice in Luxembourg. It seems to ui to bethe best. The chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee, Sir Derek, emphasized it and I share his
opinion. Vhy ? Because this approach offers the most
in guarantees and in flexibility, and, I would say, has
the most life in it. One might certainly object that the
establishment of a praetorian body of law covering
fundamental rights or human rights would represent a
complex and lengthy task. However, in a work which
has just appeared and which is an event in itself,
entitled L'Europe des juges by Robert Lecourt,'former
President of the Court of Justice of the European
Communities, the author states precisely what we as
parliamentarians feel but can express less clearly. If we
turn to page 209 of this book we read the following :
!?ould this freedom for people to move within the
Community, to work, to carry out all manner of services,
to set up residence, be at all meaningful if it did not at
the same time guarantee them the same fundamental
rights as those enjoyed by national citizens ? Even
without the Treaties having to mention these rights, is it
not self-evident that the judge must ensure that they are
respected ? And when the Treary gives the Court the task
of ensuring respect for the law, does this not also imply
the protection of fundamental rights ? If not, what would
have been the point of the principle of non-discrimina-
tion in Article 7 ? T'he answer is all the clearer in view of
the fact that the rights of the individual do not differ
fundamentally from one Member State to another and
that all are based on the same rype of civilization which
respects the same values.
The guiding light of the ludge in this matter therefore
remains the preservation of the uniform application of
Community rules. The consequence of this is that a
fundamental right should be protected not only in one
Member State but in all. The Community will gain from
it in coherence and individual rights will be expanded.
You cannot be clearer than that, and the authority of a
former President 
- 
it is only a few days ago that he
was still President of the Court in Luxembourg 
- 
is
in my view decisive.
Let us therefore express our gratification, as my
colleagues have done before me, that the evolution of
the Court of Justice's case law should bear witness to
an ever-growing understanding of the need, in this
Europe that the judges have constructed, for continu-
ally improving the protection of the individual. This
case law, which began with the Stauder Judgment,
now includes, as the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee has said, the Rutili Judgment, and that is
real progress.
In conclusion, Mr President, I would say quite simply
we should approve the Jozeau-Marign6 report.
I should like to wind up these few words 
- 
all too
brief in view of the importance of the subiect 
- 
by
once again quoting from President Lecourt's remark-
able book:
In this way, the rules governing goods and persons meet
in the melting pot of the rights of the individual, judi-
cally protected by the Community. Their consideration
over the years has shown how, in every sector, they have
enabled iudges to introduce integrating factors into multi-
national relations, thus welding the Community more
closely together day by day.
How, then, can we not welcome the opportunity this
debate gives us, regardless of where in the House we
are sitting and of our political allegiance, to ioin
together and declare : yes, human rights are worthy of
our concern !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bordu to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Bordu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the subject of this
debate is the observance of fundamental rights under
Community legislation. rtr(/e shall also have a contribu-
tion to make, at a later stage on the problem of viola-
tions of freedoms when the debate takes place on this
subject on the basis of a joint statement by the three
Community institutions.
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To shed light on both today's and tomorrow's debates
on these matters, we would simply point out that, as
the Commission report states, there can be no democ-
racy 
- 
and we would say no real democracy 
- 
unless
the protection of human rights is recognized and civil
freedoms are guaranteed, and this applies to the
Community countries, even where they have special
legislation.
i., it, ,.port the Commission takes stock of its activi-
ties with regard to fundamental economic and social
rights and proposes a programme of action for
migrant workers. These workers have in fact been the
first victims of the recession in certain member coun-
tries of the Community. The Council directive on
equal pay for male and female workers is obviously
not having any effect. The proposal for a directive
ensuring equality between men and women in
employment, occupational training and advancement
has not produced outstanding results either.
Those are just a few examples illustrating the fact that
there,are few recognized theoretical rights and even
fewer real ones. It is acts and results that count, and it
is evident that economic and social realities in the
Community completely contradict the letter of the
Treaty of Rome.
It is all very well to talk about fundamental rights, but
these rights must have some real content. 'Rights', as
an abstract concept, is meaningless. How can one
ignore, for example, the contradiction between the
Commission's proclamation of freedom of establish-
ment or the free enterprise, and the activities of the
multinationals, and the bankruptcies of small and
medium-sized undertakings ? How can one ignore the
fact that of the five thousand million francs loaned by
the European Investment Bank in 1975, only one per
cent has gone to small and medium-sized undertak-
ings ?
There is also a contradiction between the Commis-
sion's declarations with regard to unemployment and
its support for the Barre plan in France, and what
about the Commission's medium-term economic
plans which specifically allow for a three-per-cent rate
of unemployment and encourage redeployment which
will in turn create further unemployment ?
There is a further contradiction between the farmer's
right to live on his own land and the expropriations
and bankruptcies of hundreds of thousands of family
holdings since the establishment of the Common
Market. Thc French Communist Party has therefore
asked for 4000 million from the EAGGF to save
hundreds of thousands of farmers in France.
Finally, there is a contradiction between the right to
the quality of life or to essential facilities, such as
housing, as proclaimed in the decision oI 24 July
1976, and the latest trends in the budgets of the
Community countries, which recommend income
controls, reductions in public services and attacks on
social-security systems.
These fundamental rights must be protected by prac-
tical measures. The French Communist Party,
supported by other parties, has therefore put forward
practical proposals to ensure this protection.
These proposals are contained in a draft declaration of
freedoms submitted for discussion to the French
people in Juhe 1975 and containing 89 Articles, 33 of
which are devoted to economic and social rights. After
that decision was taken, a parliamentary committee
was set up to hear those concerned, both individuals
and representatives of organizations, on the question
of freedoms.
Article 19 of this declaration states with regard to
employment, a particularly topical matter :
The right to work is a fundamental right. It is the duty of
the public authorities to guarantee this right by adopting
the necessary measures to eliminate unemployment"
shon-time work and under-employment, and to ensure
that no worker can be dismissed unless the enterprise
concerrred or the State has found him a new job. They
alone shall be responsible for the placement of workers,
The declaration also contains proposals regarding lock-
outs, the remuneration of workers, the right of associa-
tion and political rights of wage and salary earners in
enterprises, the right to information in the enterprise,
trade-union activity, the right to strike, the func-
tioning of works' council, social security and the
protection of health, young people, the family, the
aged and the physically handicapped.
Here again, we are dealing with the fundamental
rights of workers.
I7ith regard to the right to housing, Article 44 stipu-
lates :
The right to housing is a fundamental right. This right
shall be guaranteed by the general protection of the
rights of tenants and by the construction of a sufficient
number of social dwellings.
Article 46 deals with private property, which is also a
fundamental right. It provides that :
Private property shall be safeguarded. No-one may be
deprived arbitrarily thereof. Everyone shall have the right
to acquire property by working and saving. The public
authorities shall guarantee fair remuneration and protect
the purchasing-power of savings.
That, too, is a fundamental right.
To sum up briefly, we suggest that special attention
should be paid to the problems of the right to employ-
ment, education and occupational training, the right
to better conditions of pay and work, the right to the
satisfaction of major social needs 
- 
housing, health,
culture, public sewices, transport, etc. 
- 
the right to
active participation in every aspect of social life, which
presupposes the observance of rights in the field of
information, the press, the right to greater democracy
in industry and rights at local and regional level.
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Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, those are the
comments we wish to make today on these matters.
The points I have made are important, because they
lend substance to what has been said by previous
speakers, who, though they spoke of 'rights' in
general, did not specify what these rights were in
concrete term,s.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I thank Sir Derek rU7alker-Smith for
his presentation of the report of Mr Jozeau-Marign6
and for his infinite patience in chairing the Legal
Affairs Committee.
The debate, while perhaps of interest in some ways to
lawyers than others, may be a very important one,
because, if one thinks not only of the economic rights
of which the previous Member spoke but also of the
judicial and political rights which are another aspect
of the matter, then certainly the debate will go into
the legal section of every lawyer's library.
In my view, it is not as difficult a matter as has been
suggested by innuendo in some speeches. To try to
protect fundamental rights within one Member State
may be a more difficult task than in this Assembly.
For reform of rights law, whatever the right be, there
never seems to be much parliamentary time available ;
at least, not in the parliament I attend.
It may be that the Legal Affairs Committee, drawing
from the strengths of lawyers and others 
- 
indeed, it
is good to have laymen 
- 
from all Member States,
can achieve what was done in Europe some centuries
ago wherr lawyers borrowed the best ideas they could
find in those countries which were influenced by
Roman law. England, of course, had already produced
its own very distinguished legal system, thus dividing
thc jurisprudcnce of the world into two systems, the
English system and that based on Roman law.
I must disclose an interest here. I am a Scots lawyer
and we Scots were first influenced by the Europeans
through the Roman system when in Europe there was
intcrchange of students between universities. For
examplc, in Scotland it was usual for our studcnts to
attertd a univcrsity in onc of thc European countries
whcrr the conlnron languagc was Latin and idcas were
cxchangcd. England has takcn lrer lcgal systenr
throughout nrany parts of the world. Thus in my
country, Scotland, thcrc was tlre interchange of a
runion with England. As a result, Scotland had the
bcncfit of some good ideas from tlre English system,
as, indccd, thcy did fronr us.
This is happcning in the Legal Affairs Committcc. In
my vicw, wc could have a quitc considcrablc aclrieve-
ment on bchalf of thc EEC in thc mattcr of funda-
mcntal rights.
I takc issuc with spcakers who have suggcstcd that
protcctirrS furrclanrerrtirl rights for cvcry citizcn of very
Member State should in some way be delayed by, or
dependent upon, an economic, monetary or political
union. I do not think that is necessarily logical. There
is no reason why we should not advance along this
avenue if we can do so with the agreement of all
Member States.
No Member State that prides itself on some aspects of
its protection of rights, be they judicial, political or
economic, will want to lower standards. None of us
will wish to lose anything in the way of rights. But if
one country can borrow a good idea from another
country which protects rights to a greater degree, then
I suppose that first country will want to borrow the
idea and have an equalizing up, never down.
It is said that, if one is accused of committing a crime,
Scotland is the best possible place in which to be
tried. I do not know whether that is necessarily true,
because we had a very bad blot on our escutcheon
recently in connection with a case where a man was
released after years of imprisonment after having been
wrongly, they now say, convicted.
!7e could all learn from each other. !7e should aim at
improving by learning from another country. England
has certain aspects of its judicial rights which in my
view are superior to those of my country. I believe this
works both ways. In my opinion, Scots law in many
aspects is infinitely superior to French iudicial law. A
Frenchman would probably take issue with me on
that. I am sure that as in the past we learnt from one
another in Europe we can do so again. S7e should
press on with the task without necessarily relating it
to other aspects of what has to be done in the EEC
institutions.
I praise the Court, that institution of the EEC. I am
particularly interested in the case law that is evolving.
I think that the Court is doing a magnificent job : it is
adding something to our rights. It is not taking away
rights from us. In this way it is the forerunner of what
I see as a possibility for the Legal Affairs Committee.
Sir Derek may not like the headache of even more
work, but I am sure that it would be possible for a cata-
logue of rights to be drawn up. I come out on the side
of such a catalogue. Some of the speeches have not
made it plain whether the speakers are on the side of
a catalogue. I wish to make my position plain. I favour
peoplc' knowing as far as they can what their rights
are. Although we have shown great skill in the United
Kingdom in developing unwritten constitutional
rights, nevertheless I still think that codification has
something to conrmend it.
At a timc when wc are looking forward to direct elec-
tiorrs and when we all acccpt that it will be a littlu'
difficult to gct across to the nralr in the street in the
various couutrics exactly what tlrc clcctions mcarl to
hinr, I think that a catalogue of funclarncntal rights, in
no cflsc taking arrything away but adcling to thc rights
by taking thc bcst that wc all havc, is orrc of thc bcst
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ways of Enabling the man in the street to see the
importance of a directly-elected Parliament.
As to what the rights are, we have had little spelling
out and probably that would be a matter for a separate
study of comparative law. It would be a long study.
Perhaps two years might be necessary, but I am sure
that two years would be enough. If one studies the
codification of various systems of law in Europe, one
sees that it is amazing what codifications were accom-
plished.
If I might iust put my Scots oar in for a minute, we
should have had a codified system if we had not
joined with England in 1707.lt might have enriched
our law that we did not, because we have the double
influence.
Obviously we must have categories of rights within
the catalogue. The speaker who preceded me spoke
abotrt economic rights to a great extent 
- 
the right to
work, equality of pay. That is one aspect. I suggest
that we should not delay the attempt to have a cat^-.
logue by saying that we must do it all at once. The
rights could be divided into sections including social
rights, political rights and judicial rights. lWe could
start with judicial rights, because these would perhaps
be less controversial. \7e might make quick progress
on judicial rights, because it is not terribly difficult for
lawyers with experience of these systems, when they
get together, to note that perhaps one system offers a
fairer deal for people in custody or before tribunals
than another system does.
I suggest that we first look with favour on the ultimate
aim of a catalogue as bringing the reality down to
everybody and making it as simple as possible so that
it is written. It does not have to be written for all time.
If we find that the writing is not good enough it can
be improved.
On the iudicial side, one immediately thinks that it
might not be very difficult to decide, for example, on
a minimum level of legal aid within the Community,
to make an agreement on extradition, and to have a
set of rules for people in custody.
On the political side, there is the right to ioin a union
or not to join a union. rVe have already frequently
discussecl in this place the rights of women to be
together. I do not think that I need to say more about
that 
- 
I think that we are all agreed. The Legal
Affairs Committee could make progress in aiming at a
catalogue if that were the accepted view of the
Assembly.
There is always a tendency to say, 'lf we do not have it
written down perhaps we can do better'. There is an
argument for non-codified law. I suggest that when we
are trying to bring together different legal systems
there is an argument for the catalogue. If the Legal
Affairs Committee could do much of the preliminary
work and if the Commission could do much of the
comparative law studies, this might, perhaps, be one
of thc nrost meaningful tasks for the directly-elected
Parliamcrrt which wc expect in 1978.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
This report comes at a very appro-
priate time. As we move in Parliament towards the
direct election of its Members by our peoples, it is
very important that we devote our attention to what I
regard as the very important matter of protecting
human rights within the Community. IUfle are moving
at a very slow place towards European Union.
I agree with the last speaker that it would be a nega-
tive attitude on the part of Parliament and the
Community to wait for European Union or for an
advanced stage of progress towards European Union
before we codified the fundamental rights of our
citizens. I feel strongly that we should now work, in
advance of European Union, towards a form of Euro-
pean charter or a catalogue of fundamental rights.
As a lawyer, I appreciate the diversity of the legal
systems in our Member States. I appreciate the diver-
gence between the ruling common law system, but at
the same time there is one matter that is fundamental
to each system and to every court of law-that is, the
basic right of the citizen.
I believe that the differences in legal codes of them-
selves, however legalistic the obstacles may be, should
not prevent a Community effort to ensure that the
same rights of citizens obtain in each part of the
Community and are available in each Member State to
each citizen from every part of the Community.
Democracy is what we all agree on here. It is one of
the basic reasons we are gathered together in Parlia-
ment. It is one of the basic conditions for the coexist-
ence and integration of Member States within the
Community. Respect for human rights and funda-
mental freedoms is a very essential part of my interpre-
tation of democracy, the essential part that distin-
guishes democrats from people who believe in totali-
tariansim, the essential part that ensures that the indi-
vidual citizen has a right to develop his or her person-
ality within a democratic environment to the fullest
extent that his or her aptitude can lead that citizen to.
I believe that there can be no democracy without
recognition and protection of human rights and the
guaranteed freedom of the citizen.
The question has been raised already today by our
distinguished colleague Mr Bordu as to what these
fundamental rights are. I go along with the catalogue
of economic rights as being important, but I suggest
that as a precondition, and as a first essential prior to
any economic rights, there must be the basic political
and legal rights of the individual 
- 
the right of the
individual to speak freely, to organize freely within
groups in the society to which he belongs without
interference by the State 
- 
subiect to the law of the
state interpreted by the independent courts to which
that citizen can have recourse in protection of his indi-
vidual rights.
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I suggest in all humility that the habeas corpils proce-
dure operated under the common law system might
profitably be adopted generally across the board as
being an effective method of securing such individual
recognition as regards the person who feels himself
victimized by the state. There is the right to protec-
tion of person and properry, again subject to law.
AII of these matters are fundamental preconditions to
any economic order of rights and, provided we get our
priorities right in this respect, I believe that we can
make progress.
The Commission has constantly considered how to
safeguard Community citizens against discrimination
and interference with duly acquired rights but, despite
that, there are no specific guarantees in the Treary of
Rome for the protection of human rights and the safe-
guarding of civil liberties. That is a serious lack with
which we must be concerned.
Furthermore, the courts of the Member States might
be faced with a conflict in cases relating to Commu-
nity law if the national standards of fundamental
rights they were required to protect were to go beyond
those recognized under Community law.
The citizen is also affected if Community law is not
applied everywhere on a uniform basis. If the Commu-
nity is to be of a truly democratic character, it is
axiomatic that human rights and fundamental free-
doms with regard to each citizen should be
guaranteed at Community level. The European
Community should have its own constitution in this
respect, in amplification of the Treaty of Rome, which
proclaims boldly to the world that the constitution is
founded upon and guarantees the protection of basic
human rights and fundamental freedoms, starting with
political and juridical rights and moving on from
there to economic rights.
A major disgrace in the 20th century is that torture is
practised in many countries. I do not want to specify
the countries concerned, but if torture is used on the
basis of executive police authority, that is a matter of
grave concern. Indeed, Amnesty International-a repu-
table world-wide body 
- 
has reported that in a coun-
try-by-country survey it was found that over half the
countries represented in the United Nations delibe-
rately torture prisoners as a matter of conscious policy.
I do not want to make a point about this, but we have
recently witnessed the use of torture and inhuman
treatment to extort information from witnesses within
the United Kingdom. My government have secured a
iudgment from the European Commission on Human
Rights against the United Kingdom in this respect.
These are basic legal and juridical facts.
This is a sad situation. \tr/e must examine the beha-
viour of states in their methods of interrogation and
examination of witnesses and suspects prior to trial.
This is an area that should be covered by a constitu-
tion to protect individuals from such treatment by the
executive agency of any Member State within the
Community. $7hen we fail to take action at Commu-
niry level to provide a legal framework within which
citizens can appeal against the infringement of human
rights, we fail to give adequate expression to the polit-
ical will and the deep moral feelings of our peoples.
As we move towards direct elections, this is an area
about which our people and the individuals in each of
our member countries feel strongly and deeply,
precisely because it is a deep moral and political issue
based on the freedom of the individual. As a Commu-
nity, we must give priority to this issue.
I agree with Mrs Ewing that we cannot wait until we
have achieved a more advanced stage of European
Union. This question is more fundamental and more
important than Economic and Monetary Union. It is
more important and more fundamental than any
conceivalbe aspect of political, social, economic or
financial union. It is basic to the reason why the
Community was formed in the first instance.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
United Nations agreements are not enough to
guarantee respect for the rights and liberties to which
I refer. lVe must both extend international constitu-
tional law and create new forms of guarantees.
Relations between states should be based on human
rights. The rights of individuals and the possibility of
appeal must now be consistently developed in line
with the development of international legal and juris-
dictional procedures. In conclusion, too often in the
past we have taken refuge behind the hazy and lega-
listic doctrine of non-interference in the internal
affairs of another state. That is made an excuse for
doing nothing about breaches of fundamental human
rights. The Community must take a lead by influ-
encing each Member State of the Community towards
enlightened and progressive policy attitudes by polit-
ical leaders throughout the Community so as to
educate the public in this fundamental matter which
should be cherished by all people who believe in indi-
vidual freedom. That is the great contribution that the
Community can make, not just to the citizens of the
Community but to the world. In a period of growing
disillusionment, the Community can set an example
of fundamental regard for the individual, not merely
within the Community but throughout the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Presidcnt o.f thc Comntission 
- 
(F)The
Commission welcomes this debate, all the more so as
your rapporteur and his committee have been kind
enough to express interest in the manner in which we
have presented this fundamental problem and in the
conclusions we have drawn. It is not I, however, but
the rapporteur and the committee who deserve to be
congratulated, especially when one considers how
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much time they have devoted to examining the ideas
we put forward.
It emerges clearly from everything that has been said
here on the matter that action is now being under-
.taken in our Community with a view to the recogni-
tion of fundametal rights, and this is a trend we all
welcome. This action, which is essentially praetorian,
is lounded on the action of the Court of Justice,
which has gradually developed 
- 
and Mr Jozeau-
Marign6's report brings this out clearly 
- 
a c4se-law
based on the best traditions of the Member States and
on the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 4 November
I 950.
I am pleased to note that you join the Commission in
acknowledging the value and effectiveness of this
case-law which is now developing at an increasing
rate. On this occasion, we should remember, in paying
tribute to the Court of Justice, that this case-law is at
present the firmest basis for Community intervention
in matters of fundamental rights ; hence the impor-
tance which,.as several speakers have stressed, must be
attached to its development.
There are other problems, however, which both Parlia-
ment and the Commission have touched on, in parti-
cular as regards ways in which we can gradually go
further than this case-law of the Court.
In our report we have taken the opportunity of
making an initial summary of systems of protection in
the Member States. It emerges from this summary that
substantially the same rights and guarantees prevail in
all countries but that at the same time the protection
mechanisms vary, in certain cases considerably, from
one Member State to another.
This highlights the particular value of the idea, which
several speakers have discussed, of undertaking the
task 
- 
admittedly laborious but necessary 
- 
of codi-
fying these traditions and the things which we regard
as common to our nine Member States, comparing
them and selecting the best from the point of view of
the protection of the rights of Community citizens.
This is an important idea. As several speakers have
already stated, I do not think it can be translated into
immediate, concrete reality. But it is an idea which
the Commission bore in mind during the discussions
on European Union. And Mr Jozeau-Marign6's report
reminds us what contributions were made on this
subiect when the reports on European Union were
drawn up. lfe stated that in our view it would be
necessary in the next phase 
- 
and the election of
Parliament by universal suffrage will no doubt
encourage this trend 
- 
to do more than just enun-
ciate a general principle or note the existence of
case-law 
- 
heq,/svs1 good it might be 
- 
and produce
a fuller definition of something which is, after all,
common to all of our.countries.
S7hat conclusions can we draw for the immediate'
future ? Certainly the work must be continued. But we
should also consider what can be achieved here and
now without envisaging a. formal amendment to the,
Treaties, which is probably not possible at the present.
time,' though they should I think, eventually be 
,
amended as a natural part of the process leading
towards European union.
!7e have grggested the idea of a joint declaration. by.
th€ three institutions by which they solemnly
committed themselves to respect fundamental rights
in the Community legislation and'administration
process. This declaration would involve general recog-
nition of the case-law of the Court of Justice which,
by its very nature, relates exclusively to the settling of
inilividual cases.
The Commission and I are'pleased with the positive
response with which this proposal for a declaration
has met from the members of the Council and from
your Legal Affairs Committee. I trust that Parliamart
will respond in similarfashion, since its committeb
has put forward, in the report under discussion, the
opinion I have iust expressed.
Mr President, if Parliameht ,shares this view. and
adopts this motion for a resolution, we for our part
shall be willing, as we have said, to make our contribu-
tion to producing a draft aceeptable to the three insti-
tutions with a view to achieving this first important
practical step. It will probably not be enough, but it
will at least take us beyond the framework of indi-
vidual decisions and express our collective opinion
and provide a sort of framework for the case-law of
the Court as it is today, without amending it but
acknowledging its value and scope. Moreover, there is
yet another task which must not be neglected, that of
institutionalizing 
^t the earliest opportunity anoptimal system of protection in our Community in
the process leading to European Union.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ellis.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
I speak as a non-lawyer who feels a little
over-awed at some of the real legal difficulties
presented by the development of the protection of
human rights, notably by Mr Coust6, but I speak also
as a Member of this Parliament 
- 
as a man. I am sure
that every Member would speak similarly, conierned
to have human rights protected and sustained and
enlarged. Therefore I welcome the reports 
- 
both the
committee's report and the Commission's report 
-and I must say I am sure that the Legal Affairs
Committee and the Parliament will agree with them
that there is undoubtedly a long way to go. If I had a
criticism of the report by the rapporteur, it would be
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that I detect here and there a slight element of
complacency and self-satisfaction. For example, Sir
Derek Valker-Smith, with the lucidity characteristic
of an eminent iurist, quoted paragraph 5 in the
motion for a resolution and spoke about the protec-
tion of these rights being now very clearly guaranteed
by the Community. In a narrow sense that may be so,
but Sir Derek also spoke of the whole question of
access to the Court, and to the extent that access is
not as easy as it might be the guarantees are less all-
embracing.
Therefore, I welcome the report but emphasize, as a
number of other speakers have done, that we have a
long way to go.
The real problems arise where we have differences ef
traditions and customs 
- 
differences almost of stand-
ards 
- 
between the various Member States. I take Mr
Coust6's point, but when he was speaking I was
bcconring a little worried because he seemed to have a
difficulty for every solution. I was relieved when, at
the end, hc agreed that the Court's case-law approach
seemed to be a satisfactory one. I agree about that, but
I also feel that the other approaches are not to be
despised. \7hen he was talking of the possibilities of
harmonizing he pointed out the real difficulty of
harnronizing downwards. I take that point, but I am
not so worried about it as he appeared to be. The Euro-
pearr Court has on a number of occasions produced
findings emphasizing the primacy of Community law
in certain circumstances. The famous AETR Case
dcals csscntially with the relations between the
Conrnrurrity and Menrber States, and I quote from
sonrc of thc findings of the Court in that case:
In particular, each time the Community, with a view to
inrplcnrcnting a conrmon policy envisaged by the Treaty,
adopts provisions laying down common rules, whatever
form thcse may take, the Member States no longer have
thc right, acting individually or even collectively, to
urrdcrtakc obligntions with third countnes which affect
thosc rules.
That same dccision gocs even further and says :
Thcsc Conrnrurrity powcrs cxcludc thc possrbility of
cotlcrtrrcllt powcrs on thc part of Mcntbcr States . . .
Thc wholc point of that is, as Sir Dclek nratle out, not
orrly sonrething arising out of the Trcaty ; it rcfcrs to
rclatiorrs lrctwcen the Conrnrurrity and Mcnrbcr Statcs
ancl is conccrned csscntially wlth social and ccorronric
nlnttcrs rathcr than nrattcrs of individual hunran
riglrts. Ncvcrthcless, it wirs a stcp forward.
lrr othcr cascs, thc Court of Justicc has enrphasizccl
tlrc relationship bctwccn thc Comnrunity and thc indi-
vidual. Hcrc wc arc gctting a littlc rrcarcr to thc wholc
qucstion tlrat we arc dcl>ating today. In tlre farrous
Varr Gerrtl arrd Loos casc 
- 
I quotc again fronr the
dccisiorr of thc Court 
- 
it was said :
Thc conclusrorr to lrc <lrawn fronr this is that tlrc Conrnru-
nity constitutcs il rlcw lcgal orrlcr. ., thc strlrlccts 'ot
whrch corrrprrsc not onlv Mcnrl:cl States but irlso thcrr
nationals ... Community law therefore not only imposes
obligations on individuals but it is also intended to
confer upon them rights which become part of their legal
heritage. These rights arise not only where they are
expressly granted by the Treaty, but also by reason ol obli-
gations which the Treaty imposes in a' clearly defined
way upon individuals as well as upon the Member States
and upon the institutions of the Community.
That is a step forward, but still we are working within
the terms of the Treaty.
The whole point of this report 
- 
and the heartening
part of the report 
- 
is that the Court itself, by means
of its cise-law, has pushed along in a very pragmatic
way 
- 
perhaps 'praetorian' is the word 
- 
its funde-
mental rights.
I want to do something I do not frequently do 
-quote from a committee of the Upper Chamber of the
British Houses of Parliament. Discussing the case-law
approach undertaken by the Court, it says:
The present system has the great benefit that the Euro-
pean Court is building up by its decisions an eminently
practical and enforceable body of law which is to be
preferred to mere general statements of rights.
That is perfectly sound, so far as it goes, but when you
come to the real question of taking the next step
forward, very real problems arise. Seven or eight
months ago, in this Chamber, I had the privilege of
raising the question of the ludicial procedures of a
Member State. I say this well knowing, as Mr Lenihan
pointed out, that the United Kingdom Government
have recently been arraigned before the European
Comrnission and been found guilty of a breach of the
Convention. I feel at liberty to say that I was
concerned with two aspects of the judicial system of
the Member State concerned, that is to say, first the
question of detention without trial 
- 
I do not mean
in a very special situation, an insurrectionary situation,
but as a normal civil course of events 
- 
and,
secondly, the question of the actual court's being to
some extent under the direct control of the political
executive.
It is here that Mrs Ewing misses the point, as does Mr
Lenihan, abut the great advantage to be gained by
having a federal Europe in advance of this point. That
is not to say that we should wait until we get a federal
Europc, but tlre key point about a federal Europc is
that in the federal situation you would successfully
bury what I would call thc hegen'ronic corpse. It is by
the very cussedness of hunran nature and of national
Ifovenrmcrrts arrd thcir hegc.nronic position tlrat thcy
are able to act without tlre nccessary judicial obiec-
tivity, whcreas with a fcdcral system to ,some extcnt
that objcctivity is reinforced and the ability to rough-
ritlc ove r a particular chlrte r or corrvcntiorr is nrininr-
izcd. That is why I wclconrc the dcvclopnrent of thc
Conrnrunity into a fctlcral sittration wlrcreby in this
rcgard 
- 
as Mr Lcrtihurr saicl, this is an extrcnrcly
inrportant issuc that wc arc dcalirrg with 
- 
wc call
achicvc, an objectivcly applicrl charter of hunran
rights.
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As Sir Derek said, quoting Judge Pescatore, there are
many questions still open. I can only hope that the
Commission and the Parliament jointly are able to
approach the Council and get the three institutions to
adapt their systems to the very reasonable approach of
taking the next step forward ; that is, to continue to
develop the case-law and to codify it 
- 
I do not share
Mr Coust6's fear about codification problems ; there
are all kinds of ways in which one can codify success-
fully upwards 
- 
and, as a practical step forward, get
this declaration from the three institutions. That in
itself, to some extent, if it were declared and pro-
claimed loudly and not in any muted sense 
- 
to the
extent that it is proclaimed the hegemonic situation
would be slightly eroded 
- 
would mean that we were
well on the way towards a further advance in this
extremely important subject of the protection of
human rights.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scelba.
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(I)W President, ladies and gentlemen,
the importance of the document we are considering
today lies more in the sentiments that it expresses and
the guidelines that it offers for our future work than
in the practical consequences that will stem from its
adoption.
After all, even though it has been criticized from
many quarters (amongst them President Ortoli, whom
I am sorry not to see in the House), a statement drawn
up by the Commission, in which Parliament, the
Commission and the Council of Ministers pledge
themselves to respect fundamental rights, can only be,
it seems to me, a purely symbolic document. !flhat I
mean is that it would be very odd if the Council of
Ministers or the Commission or Parliament, not to
mention all three, could act in deliberate violation of
fundamental rights. A statement of this kind therefore,
even if adopted by Parliament, would add nothing to
the rights that citizens already possess. Today's state-
ment, therefore, is important in the sense that it reaf-
.firms our resolve and our intention to strengthen and
safeguard fundamental rights to an even greater extent
than hcretofore.
Vhen wc speak of fundamental rights, we think
immediatcly of those rights that fall at present within
the terms of reference of the European Communities,
that is to say, we refer directly to economic rights.
These can be strengthened by the possibility of appeal
to the Court of Justice to ensure that fundamental
rights are not infringed in the course of exercising
econorhic rights. This is important, even if it is
inadcquatc. Given the Community's limited powers,
this resolution will not inspire enthusiasm in its
citizcns nor will it give a new impulse to the Commu-
nity. I feecl that we must get away from this restricted
franrcwork and tackle a broader and more important
question, nanrcly, that of civic and political rights.
Furthermore, we must tackle the question of these
rights not only insofar as they depend on the Euro-
pean Community but also insofar as they are'affected
by the activities of the various Member States. If there
is one serious danger for the citizens of the Commu-
nity, a threat which might set up profound inequali-
ties within the Community itself, itr lies in the fact
that Member States can act in violation of funda-
mental rights, both 
, 
civic and political. Citizens are
helpless in the face of possible violations of this kind
on the part of Member States.
If we aim at establishing a political Community, and
that indeed is what we are aiming at, we must also
work towards ensuring equality for all citizens of that
Community. And if they are equal, that means that all
enioy the same rights and the same legal protection.
But a system of legal protection that consists solely in
appeals to the Court of Justice is not adequate.
Indeed, Mr President, we know very well that there are
various international tribunats to which citizens can
appeal if they feel that their rights have been violated,
but we also know how little these appeals generally
achieve. \U7e must therefore devise new ways and
means of safeguarding the rights of citizens in this
Community, ways and means, Mr President, which
entail no less than direct intervention on the part of
Community institutions in defence of citizens who
feel that their rights have been violated. It is not
enough to say to the individual citizen that he is free
to go before a legal tribunal and defend himself ; this
is no real defence of his fundamental rights.
The most effective method would seem to be for the
Community institutions to take official action to have
the Court of Justice pronounce on violations of which
Member States were accused and lay down the penal-
ties to be imposed on these Member States in the
qvent of their being found to have infringed the funda-
mental rights of their citizens.
This is the real problem, and it is, above all, a political
problem. It has . been said that we shall be able to
solve this problem within the framework of political
union. It is true that an amendment tabled by myself
and adopted by the House inserted an additional
clause into the resolution on European Union,
affirming the principle that European Union nrust be
accompanied by the proclamation of a chartcr of the
rights of European citizens. However, I feel that we
can partly anticipate this declaration. That is why I
cannot share the anxiety expressed by some speakcrs
that a catalogue of fundamental rights should be
drawn up. If we take this line, Mr President, it will be
very difficult for us to arrive at any conclusion.
I feel, moreover, that there are other ways of ensuring
effective and prompt protection of tlre fundamcntal
rights of our citizens without having to draw up a cata-
logue or wait for European union, but rathcr as an
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initial and preliminary aspect of that European union.
I shall not harp on this topic, Mr President, because it
is already being considered by the Political Affairs
Committee. As the rapporteur appointed by Parlia-
ment, I have sketched the problem of a real and effec-
tive legal protection for the fundamental rights of
citizens, and not only of their economic rights but
also of their civic, and political rights, and further-
more not only in relation to the activities of the
Community institutions but also to those of the
Member States. I believe that when the Pqlirical
Affairs Committee has considered this document it
will be put before the House, when we shall have an
opportunity to debate the entire problem at greater
length. I hope that it will then be possible to voice
even more vigorously the Assembly'.s resolve, which is
expressed today in the adoption of this preliminary
resolution, to get down to the task of further safe-
guarding the fundamental rights, including the civic
and political rights, of the citizens of our Community,
because we realize that by doing so we shall be contri-
buting to the cause of advancing and developing the
European Community.
(Altltlaust)
President. 
- 
Since no-one else wishes to speak, I
put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
12. Agenda lbr the next siting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Wednesday, 13 October 1976, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
with the following agenda :
- 
Question Time;
- 
Oral Question on ditentc in Europe;
- 
Oral Question on customs procedures;
- 
Joint debate on the oral questions on International
\7omen's Year and on women in the Europe of the
Nine;
- 
Joint debate on the oral questions on fishing zones
and on aquaculture.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7 p.tn.)
t OJ C 259 ot 4. tr.1976.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 10.10 a,m)
President. 
-The sitting is open.
l. Approual of minutes
President. 
-The minutes of proceedings of yester-day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Membership of committees
President. 
-I have received from the SocialistGroup a request for the appointment of Mr \flaltmans
to the Committee on External Economic Relations to
replace Lord Valston
Are there any objections ?
The appointment is ratified.
3. Ttbling o.f a motion for a resolution
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Gerlach, Mr
Adams, Mr Behrendt, Mr Fliimig, Mr Hansen, Mr
Lange, Mr Lautenschlager, Mr \flilli Miiller, Mr
Seefeld and Mr Such a motion for a resolution, with
request for debate by urgent procedure pursuant to
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, on the period of
application of the compulsory addition of skimmed
milk powder to animal feeds (Doc. 352176).
I shall consult Parliament on the urgency of this
motion for a resolution at the beginning of the after-
noon.
4. Que-ttion Timt
President. 
- 
The next item is questions addressed to
the Council and the Commission of the European
Communities (Doc. 344176), in accordance with the
provisions of Rule 474, paragraph l, of the Rules of
Procedure.
I would ask Members to put their questions in strict
conformity with these rules.
lVe shall begin with the questions addressed to the
Council. The President-in-Officc of the Council is
requested to answer these questions and any supple-
mentary questions.
I call Question No I by Mr Hamilton:
lVrll thc Councrl state if their attentlon has been drawn
to reports that certaln international companles, with the
connlvance of some of the Member States of the EEC,
have sought to fix the world price of uranium ? Does the
Council agree that such arrangements conflict with the
terms of the Treaties, and what action does the Council
intend to take ?
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) I can tell Mr Hamilton that the Council's
attention has not been drawn to the reports to which
he refers, in which certain international companies are
accused of seeking, with the connivance of some of
the Member States of the EEC, to fix the world price
of uranium. I should also like to point out to the
honourable Member that it is in any event for the
Commission, as guardian of the Treaty, to take the .
necessary steps to examine such practices more
closely.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
In view of the fact that, as the Pres-
ident in Office has indicated, it clearly is a matter for
the Commission, can the Commission take the oppor-
tunity of confirming that it is indeed examining a file
on the uranium cartel set up several years ago by
France, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and
South Africa ; and when will the Commission be in a
position to make a statement on this extremely
serious and important matter ?
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Bearing in mind the recent proposals
for a minimum base price for oil and the outcome of
the UNCTAD Monference, are not uranium
producers, like other raw material producers, in a very
strong position ? However, is not a fixed uranium
price desirable in the form of a uranium international
commodity agreement 
- 
there is the Uranium Insti-
tute 
- 
giving worthwhile prices to producers and
stable prices to users as well ? \7ill the Council seek
that advice from the Commission as well ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL)This is an interesting ques-
tion. I think that both producers and users in the
Community have an interest in stable prices in the
energy and raw materials sectors. Moreover the
problems of uranium cannot be regarded separately
from those of other energy producing materials.
Sir Derek l7alker-Smith. 
- 
Would not the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, who is an eminent
lawyer as well as a Minister, agree that the form of this
question as addressed to the Council is wholly miscon-
ceived ? Is it not clear that the responsibility for inves-
tigating suspected infringements of Articles 85 and 85
of the Treaty dealing with restrictive practices and
abuse of a dominant position are matters for the
Commission and not for ghe Council ? Is it not
equally clear that questions of interpretation of the
Treaty as referred to in the question are matters for
the European Court of Justice under Article 177 ol
the Treaty and not for the Council either ?
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Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) lt is not for me but for the
questioner to judge whether the form of the question
is correct. I adapted my answer to the way in which
the question was worded. I can merely confirm that it
is chiefly a matter for the Commission to iudge on the
basis of Articles 85 and 85, subject of course, as we all
are, to control by the Court of Justice.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Is the President of the Council
aware that the EIB has just granted a laige credit for
mining uranium deposits in Italy ?
If so, can he explain why there is no appropriation for
this purpose in the 1977 draft budget of the Commu-
nity ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) | promise the honourable
Member that I shall have this question examined
more closely. At the moment I have not the necessary
data at my disposal to answer his question directly. He
may rest assured that I shall reply to his question as
soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 2 by Mr Caro:
The preparation of the elections to the European Parlia-
. 
ment by direct universal suffrage in 1978 calls for prac-
tical measures. This is essential in order to arouse the
interest of the European electorate. There is no lack of
proposals from the Commission. Can the Council state
what action it intends to take to this end ?
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of the Council.
- 
(NL) I would point out that the provisions laid
down by the Council on 27 September this year on
elections to the European Parliament by direct
universal suffrage must be adopted by the Member
States in accordance with their respective constitu-
tional requirements. At the same time the Member
States must ensure that the required legislation is
adopted to determine the place and method of the
elections. In this context decisions may also be taken
on the rules governing election campaigns and at the
same time the arrangements for participation by the
political parties.
The measures to which the honourable Member refers
are usually taken by these parties.
r0(/ith regard to possible subsequent measures by the
Community, I should like to point out on behalf of
the Council that the draft budget contains an Article
272, item 2729 of which provides for an appropriation
of 400 000 u.a. for an information campaign on the
elections to Parliament by universal suffrage.
Mr Caro. 
- 
(F)We are all well aware of the impor-
tance of the event which is due to take place in our
various Member States. Far be it from me to cast
doubts on the considerable responsibiliry which will
have to be borne by the governments of the Member
States and the national parliaments, but it seems to
me essential that the Community should act in its
own right. If I may, I should like first to deal with the
problem of the budget.
The President of the Council has reminded us that
5'8 million u.a. have been set aside under A*icle 272
(2720). I note that the Council has reduced the initial
sum by 30 000 u.a., which means that, account being
taken of the normal provision of. l0 o/o to allow for
inflation, the increase in relation to 1976 is only
1.5 %, which seems to me ridiculously little in view
of the importance of the event.
Mr President of the Council, do you consider this
increase sufficient to enable the Community to offer
the governmens of the Member States who wish to do
so the necessary funds to conduct in their countriel
an all-out campaign for direct elections ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I am glad that Mr Caro has
asked this question, since it gives me the opportunity
to point out that there has, I am afraid, been some
misunderstanding. The amount involved is in fact
400 000 u.a. I might perhaps point out to the Euro-
pean Parliament that it is at this very moment dealing
with budgetary procedure. It is up to the Parliament
to decide on any increase it thinks fit. I can assure
Parliament that, if any such amendment is proposed,
the Council will give its full attention to these
problems. The amount concerned is, however, much
more substantial than the honourable Member
thought.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
I would like to ask the Council to
ensure that there is coordination between Council,
Commission and Parliament in the expenditure of
funds to ensure a maximum poll in the direct elec-
tion. Cannot such expenditure best be channelled,
from the practical point of view, through the groups
in this Parliament to the respective national parties ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) ln my view it is primarily
the responsibility of the Council and the European
Parliament, as the institutions concerned with the
budget, to fix the sum to be allocated to preparations
for direct elections. Furthermore I feel that it is
primarily the responsibility of the national authorities,
particularly the political parties, to see to it that direct
elections become a living reality and thus lead to a
maximum poll. I do not think that in this matter the
responsibility of the Council as such is priruarily
involved.
Mr Patifn. 
- 
(NL) Under this budget item for Euro-
pean elections, did the Council envisage a Commu-
nity action or the subsidizing of national actions ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) As the honourable Member
is surely aware, the Council envisaged maximum effi-
ciency to ensure the smoothest possible preparations
for the elections.
(Laugbter)
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,/ President 
- 
I call Question No 3 by Sir Geoffrey
de Freitas :
Is a study being made of the respective advantages and
disadvantages of establishing the new directty elected
European Parliament in Brussels, Luxembourg or Stras-
bourg ?
Mr Brinkhorst, Presideit-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) The Council has already pointed our several
times that the question of the location of the Commu-
nity institutions does not fall within its field of compe-
tence but within that of the governments of the
Member States. Therefore the Council has not made a
study as referred to by Sir Geoffrey, nor does it intend
to carry out such a study.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Is not the Council by
virtue of its decision of April 1970, the onli institu-
tion able to provide the finance to set up a permanent
seet ? In those circumstances, will not the Council
regard it as its duty to begin the preparatory work now
so that when the time comes for a decision it is that
much easier ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I think that two different
questions are involved here. One is the question
whether one institution is better equipped than
another to carry out a study on where best to set up a
permanent seat ; the other concerns the political deci-
sion as to where the Community institutions are to be
located. The Council will never be able, nor should it
be allowed, to take the political decision over Parlia-
ment's head.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
lUfill Minister Brinkhorst be bold
enough to express the opinion that whilst polycentri-
city may be difficult and problematic for a single
nation State, it is certainly a viable possibility for a
community, and that at the very least the future Euro-
pean Parliament ought to meet only in one place ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) lt I were a Member of the
European Parliament, I would choose a location
closest to the place wlrere the power in the Commu-
nity is exercised.
(L.t ili{htcr d nl ufflt u.w)
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Is it the view of the Council that,
wherever the European Parliament meets, if the new
directly elected Parliament is to have power, the three
institutions of the Community 
- 
Council, Commis-
sion and Parliament 
- 
should all meet in the same
place ? Is it thc Council's view that rhe new directly
electcd Europcan Parliament should have any more
powers ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
/NL,) I should likc once more to
repeat in onc of the Community languages the answer
to the last question. I said that the European Parlia-
ment would be wise to meet where the power is exer-
cised. That was my answer to the first question.
The second question will only become relevant once
the direct elections have taken place.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Is the Council not guilty of
burying its head in the sand, having first decided to
have an elected Parliament with 410 Members,
thereby necessitating a location with a certain
capacity, and only then undertaking a study ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) Surely each institution has
its own responsibilities 7 IThy is the poor Council
accused of burying its head in the sand, while the
Parliament, the institution with the greatest future in
the Community, can make its own suggestions on the
matter ?
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Can the President of the
Council tell me whether the Council, as the institu-
tion responsible for the functioning of a directly
elected Parliament, is able to inform us whether there
is anywhere in the European Community with the
necessary accommodation and technical and organiza-
tional facilities to enable the directly elected Parlia-
ment to hold its constituent session by the date which
the Council itself has fixed for the direct elections ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) The honourable Member
gives the impression that the question of the seat of
the European Parliament is a technical and organiza-
tional one. Of course that is one of the aspects
involved, but the honourable lviember, who has been a
Member of this European Parliament for many years,
is naturally aware that here we are concerned chiefly
with a political question. If only the technical and
organizational merits are considered, there are many
beautiful cities in Europe which are eligible. But I
think that this is not the most relevant statement on
the seat of the European Parliament.
(Laugbtt)
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL)Leaving aside the question
as to whether or not the Council is burying its'head in
the sand, and leaving aside the responsibility of the
respective governments with regard to a permanent
seat, I should like to ask the following question : can
the President of the Council tell us whether he shares
the opinion held by many people in Europe, namely
that at some stage the three political institutions of
the Community 
- 
i.e. Council, Commission, and
Parliament 
- 
should all be established and work in
one city, whatever beautiful European city it may be ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) | would not like to answer
this question in the negative.
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Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Do you then agree with
me? Yes or no?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) | have already said that I
would not like to answer the question in the negative.
That means that I have given a clear answer to the
question.
Mr Caro. 
- 
(F)Mr President of the Council, can you
tell us, after all that has been said and written recently,
whether the Council has any reason to question the
suitability of Strasbourg as the seat of the European
Parliament ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I always enjoy visiting the
beautiful city of Strasbourg. But I fail to see the
connection with the last question.
7 President. 
- 
I call Question No 4 by Mr Berk-
houwer:
Can the Council state whether for its part it is now ready,
one year after Helsinki, to undertake new initratives in
order to revise the negotiations with Comecon which are
at a complete standstill ?
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-0ffice o.f the Council.
- 
(NL) May I remind you that my predecessor
presented a statement on the relations between
Comecon and the EEC in this House on 8 April
1976. On that occasion he informed Parliament that
the institutions of the Community were studying the
various questions connected with EEC-Comecon rela-
tions. This study is not yet completed.
I can add that the Council and the Community are
aware that as soon as possible proposals must be made
on the basis of which we can normalize our relations
with Eastern Europe and the Comecon countries.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NZl Does not the President of
the Council consider it desirable, in the course of the
further development of economic relations with
Comecon, in whatever form that may take, to link this
development with a more effective implementation of
what for the sake of brevity I should like to call the
third basket of the Final Act of the Helsinki Agree-
ment ? There surely needs to be a certain parallelism.
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) lt goes without saying that
the development of relations with third countries
must be viewed as a whole. That is the case for a
number of reasons which I do not need to explain to
the honourable Member. It is especially important for
the Community that its presence is recognized and
that the Community as such is considered a reality in
the world.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Is the President in Office aware
that the Community took a,serious initiative two years
ago towards establishing normal relations with
Comecon, and that these initiatives were quite clearly
and brutally rebuffed by Comecon ? There is no point
in taking initiatives unless one has reason to believe
that there will be some outcome from them.
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I am very well aware ot the
initiatives taken by the Community in October 1974
by submitting a 'sch6ma d'accord' for trade relations
between the Community and Eastern European coun-
tries. The Community is still giving its attention to
this question..I csfirassure the honourable Member
that these.aspects will be taken into consideration in
the normalization of relations with Comecon.
Mr Boano. 
- 
(1,) Does the President of the Council
feel that the discussions between the EEC and
Comecon can have any real significance, in view of
the fact that the transactions and cooperation agree-
ments are usually between state organizations, in the
case of the East European countries, and large
companies operating within the Community whose
policies are outside the control not only of the
Community institutions, but also of the Member
States themselves ?
Mr Brinkhorst. (NL) Relations between
Comecon and the EEC must be developed within the
context of the various competencies of Comecon and
EEC institutions. The honourable Member's question
refers to the effects of this. It goes without saying that
the structures of our economy and of lU7'estern Euro-
pean industries are different from those of Eastern
Europe. It also goes without saying that solutions
must be found to this problem, but the problems
involved are separate from the overall agreement we
are speaking about here.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
Would not the President-in-Office of
the Council agree that notwithstanding the difficulties
and intransigences of the Eastern bloc in relation to
Comecon; there is much more than merely trade
negotiations involved in these endeavours, and that
they therefore be pursued because of the vital connec-
tions that we would try to establish with those nations
on the other side of the Iron Curtain ? Does he agree
that this can make a vital contribution to establishing
- 
it may take a long time 
- 
the relationships that
we desire with the millions of ordinary people, as they
are described, living in Eastern European countries ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) lf the Council were not so
convinced of the necessity to establish relations with
Eastern Europe and Comecon, it would not be so
actively studying the proposals before it. Ve hope to
be able to state our position on them as soon as
possible. But we shall not only have to express the
wish for improved relations, but we shall also have to
be realistic enough to let the improvements take place
on a sound basis.
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Pr,esident. 
- 
I call Question No 5 by Mr Fletcher:
Vill the Council follov the procedure in the national
parliaments of the Member States by arranging for
members of the public to be admitted to the legislative
meetings of the Council of Ministers ?
Mt Brinkhorct, Presidtnt-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) In reply to this question I could refer you to
the identical answers which I gave in this House on 7
July and I 5 September this year. But because I apprec-
iate and respect the importance of the Members' ques-
tion, I shall not do so. I would point out.to Mr Flet-
cher that at this stage there can be no question of
admitting the public to Council meetings. For the
arguments in support of this, I should like to refer you
to what has been said on the subiect in previous
sittings of Parliament.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
Does the Minister agree that, given
the political will, the Council could separate its discus-
siorrs on legislative matters from its executive deci-
sions ? Does he appreciate thdt the Parliament must
continuc to knock on the doors of the Council on
behalf of tlre people of the Community until these
doors are open to the public ? For a start, why not
invite Members of this House to some of the Coun-
cil's lcgislative meetings ? \U7ill the Minister at least
makc that proposal to the Council at its next
nrccting ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NZ/ I would be the first to recog-
nizc that sccrecy is the enemy of democracy, but this
involvcs altering the whole structure of the Commu-
nity. As long as this structure remains unaltered, it
will not bc possible to separate the legislative and non-
legislative proceedings of the Council. Thus at present
I anr afraid that I find the honourable Members' ques-
tiorr sonrcwlrat abstract.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
\Ufill the Minister explain quite
sinrply what thc Council has against the principle of
aclnritting thc public or 
- 
less drastic- Members of
this Housc ? Does this not suggest that the Council
pcrhaps docs rrot wish tlre methods by which it
reachcs its dccisiorrs to be known ?
Irr particular, whilc this Parliantent meets only one
wcck in four, is it not a good idea for the Council to
try to expcrinrcnt, at least for a period, to see whether
arry lrnrnr will conrc to it, so that greater interest in all
thc affairs of thc Community will be encouraged
anlonll thc citizcns of all Member States ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) The honourable Member
nray lre surc tlrnt I anr scrious when speaking about
the wish to restorc dcnrocrtcy in thc Comnrunity, but
dcrrrocracy cxists only whcrc' account is taken of reali-
tics. Any altcration of thc prcscnt rulcs, scparately
fronr othcr rulcs in thc Comnrunity, would in my
vicw bcrrciit neitlrcr <lccisiorr-ntnking or democracy in
the Community, !(le are concerned with an intergov-
ernmental structure. The Council is an intergovern-
mental negotiating body rather than an actual legisla-
tive body. Given this, I consider that public atten-
dance at Council meetingp is not a real solution to the
problem you have outlined.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Might I put it to the President-in-
Office of the Council that according to the Treaty, the
Council of Ministers is the second institution of the
Community. I accept that there may be adminisrative
difficulties, but surely it might be possible, for
instance, to have the chairmen of the various parlia-
mentary committees sitting in on your Council meet-
ings on appropriate occasions when particular
problems are being discussed ? This would have the
effect of our parliamentary colleagues at least being
made aware of the feelings of the various Member
States. This would not create an administrative diffi-
culty because there is surely room for one more seat.
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NZ,) First I would draw your
attention to the consultation procedure which exists
between the Council and the European Parliament
when decisions with important financial
consequences are involved. This is a procedure which
involves the physical presence of Parliament, but I
stress yet again that complete exposure to the public
gaze has as many drawbacks as absolute privacy.
rVhere there is such complete exposure there can be
no real negotiations. The honourable Member may
well find that a cynical answer, but I am not speaking
here exclusively to the public gallery, however impor-
tant the public aspect of poceedings in this House
may be.
President. 
- 
Mr President of the Council, I would
remind you that, apart from budgetary consultation,
there is a legislative consultation procedure as the
result of the exchange of letters between Mr Scelba
and President Scheel.
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL)That is what I was referring
to, Mr President.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council,
if I assume that you would be perfectly willing to
open the door of the Council to direct democracy but
admit that the Member States are not yet sufficiently
prepared to do so, would you be prepared 
- 
and I am
asking you very specifically 
- 
to propose to the
Council that, as the first step towards further democrat-
ization, whenever it feels that it must differ from the
decisions of Parliamcnt, it should demonstrate its polit-
ical responsibility in a public dialogue in this House
whereby it sets out the reasons why it has come to
conclusiorrs totally diffe re nt from those of Parlia-
nrent ? This would be a first step and would show
clearly whethcr thc Courrcil in fact possesses the will
to achieve nrorc dcmocracy.
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Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) T\e honourable Member is
speaking of a procedure which already exists. !7hen
the Council takes a very different line from that
adopted by the European Parliament, there is an infor-
mation procedure enabling Council and Parliament to
discuss the arguments. The procedure exists ; it simply
needs to be applied.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council, did
it escape your attention that Mr Fellermaier referred
specifically to Parliament and to 'this House'? He felt
that this was the place where we should settle such
differences of opinion together. Surely you would
agree that this is different from the practices adopted
hitherto ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) The question did not
escape my attention. That is my answer to the honou-
rable Member's second question.'
President. I call Question No 6 by Mrs
Dunwoody:
Can the Council explain the reason for the delay in accre-
diting the Fili Ambassador to the Community, a matter
of considerable importance in view of the fact that Fiii
has assumed the chairmanship of the ACP-Council ?
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office ol tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mrs Dunwoody's question has in the mean-
time been superseded by the facts.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
That customarily tactful answer
does not hide the reality that the length of time taken
to offer accreditation to His Excellency Nandan is a
gratuituous insult not only to Fifi but also to the ACP
countries. Is it not the intention of the President-in-
Office to apologize to the ACP countries for this
delay, because it is widely held that this was due
entirely to the fact that France objected to the very
strongly held view of many of us and the protests at
the time about the explosion of nuclear devices in the
Pacific ? lVould he also point out that if Her Majesty's
Government wished to accredit ambassadors who
never at any time had taken a view opposite to theirs
on any political subject, there would be a very small
number of diplomats accredited to the Court of St
James ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL)The last part of the question
is perhaps the most interesting. As for the first part, it
serves no useful purpose to look back in anger. We
should look towards the future and be glad that this
matter is settled.
Mr Durieux.- (F) I should iust like to point out
that the Government of Fiji itself put similar obstacles
in the way of the accreditation of the French Ambas-
sador in that ACP country. It proves that the accredita-
tion procedurcs are inevitably long, whatever the
country. Moreover, this is, I feel, what the President of
the Council was seeking to convey in his answer.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Are there other cases of an accred-
itation procedure taking so long ? Has there ever been
any discussion in the Council about changing this
procedure which 
- 
I believe 
- 
dates back to 1958 ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL)The time it takes to accredit
ambassadors tends to vary. In this case it certainly was
not the shortest accreditation procedure. If the honou-
rable Member would like more detailed information, I
am perfectly willing to try and provide it.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 7 by Mr Gibbons:
As monetary compensatory amounts have reached an
unacceptably high level 
- 
more than 20 Yo for Ireland
and the UK 
- 
resulting in severe pressure on the
Community's budget and denying equitable prices to
producers, will the Council state what Member States are
opposing a devaluation of the 'green' currency rates ?
Mr Brinkhorct, Presidcnt-in-Olficc ol thc Council,
- 
(NL) It is not for the Council to express an
opinion on the position adopted by individual delega-
tions with regard to a specific problem. The Council
has looked into the problems arising from the high
level of the monetary i:ompensatory amounts used in
trade with the United Kingdom and lreland. On 5
October 1976 it decided that the Irish green pound
should be adiusted by 7'5 0/o and agreed that the
Commission should continue its contacts with the
United Kingdom Government with the aim of
reaching an agreement which could then be adopted
by the Council. In more general terms, the Council is
following with particular attention the repercussions
of monetary' fluctuations on the functioning of the
common agriculural policy both as regards the
income of agricultural producers and trade patterns. It
has agreed to hold a thorough discussion of the matter
at its meeting on 25 and 26 October 1976.
Mr Gibbons. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office not
agree that the budgetary implications for the Commu-
nity as a whole of the present situation as they obtain
in the matter of MCAs are unacceptable, and does he
not further agree that the distorting effects of the
present situation on the achievement of the Commu-
nity aim of harmonization in agricultural products is
being frustrated by the present situation in ltICAs ?
Finally, may I ask the President-in-Office if he will
give some indication of the size of the food subsidies
that accrue to member countries as a result of their
failure to devalue their currencies ?
Mr Brinknorst. 
- 
(NL) The amounts involved are
not inconsiderable. As President of the Council of
FinanCe Ministers, I too will be faced with an amount
which is far higher than was estimated last year. But
these problems must be viewed in the context of the
overall cconomic problems surrounding the Commu-
nity market. It is for this reason that the wider implica-
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tions are due to be studied not only by the Agriculture
Ministers but also by the Finance Ministers.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
I endorse the view
put forward by Mr Brinkhorst that the whole question
of MCAs must be considered within a wider economic
context. However, will he bear in mind that, even after
taking MCAs into account the United Kingdom
expects to be a net contributor to Community funds
in the year lg77 ? rVtill he also bear in mind that as
MCAs cannot be considered in isolation, there are
many Members States which would wish to have the
costs of defence of Europe more equitably shared
around the Community ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) The honourable Member
did not hear me make a single value judgement in my
reply to Mr Gibbons' question. I stated that consider-
able sums were involved and that the problems of
monetary compensatory amounts are set in a wider
context than merely that of agriculture. I do not think
that the answers conflict with what the honourable
Menrber asked.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
\fill not rhe President-in-Of-
fice agree that a gap of 28 per cent to 31 per cent,
which is the amount of the green pound difference at
thc nronrent, is much too large and is operating
extrcmely unfairly as rcgards the production levels for
farmers in the United Kingdom ? Vill he say whether
or not thc Council has set up any machinery to
considcr installing a system of automatic adjustment
at somc later stage when the green currencies are
.morc in linc than at present ? If the Council has not
donc so, will the President-in-Office undertake to do
so inrnrcdiatcly ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NZ/ I would be the last to deny
that thc antoultts involved at present were not antici-
patcd at thc time wlrcn thc systenl of monetary
contpcnsatory antourlts was instituted in 1971. ve
wcrc conccnrcd at thc tinre with minor corrections in
a situation charactcrized at world level by fixc.d
cxchangc rfltcs. This nteans that as a result of post-
l97l devclopnrcnts the Community was faced with
grcat prol)lcms.
May I first of all draw your attention to the proposals
wlrich thc Europcan Commission is preparing or has
alrcady tablcd. Thcsc proposals are aimed at solving
thc problcnr of nronctary compensatory amounts. The
Council is ccrtairrly not considcring automatic adiust-
nrcnts as suggestcrl by thc honourable Member.
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mny I urgc thc Prcsident-in-Officc to
pcrsuarlc thc Council to bring thc nraxinrunr of prcs-
surc to l>car orr thc Govcrnnterrt of thc Unitcd
Kingrlont to alrgrr thc grccrr pouncl ? Is hc awarc that
thcrc rs trcnren<lous prcssurc growing in Britain, not
only from the producers and the National Economic
Development Council but also from the National
Union of Agricultural Vorkers ? I think that its
forward thinking should be commended and that
Lord Bruce of Donington should take some account
of it.
(Altplause from the right, lrrotests .fron tbe lcft)
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) As President of the Council,
I can merely help to ensure that these problems are
viewed as a whole. But I understand that there is
disagreement over this point in the British Parliament,
and I find that interesting.
(Laughtc)
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) In order to lessen the financial
burden of monetary compensatory amounts, is the
Council prepared to propose that a limit be imposed
on the rate of increase of the amounts, however large
the gap in the currencies concerned may be, and
beyond a certain level to make the Member State itself
pay these amounts ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) ln reply to a question by a
previous speaker I have already said that the Councilis examining the Commission's proposals with
intercst. In nry view the proposals must be viewed in a
wider context than merely that of the problems bcset-
ting agriculturc.
President. Ve now turn to the questions
addressed to the Commission of the European
Communities. I would ask the Commission representa-
tive responsible for the sub,iect involved to answer
these and any supplementary questions.
I call Question No tl by Mr Yeats:
As monetary compensatory amounts have now reachetl
an unacceptably high level 
- 
more than 2ll o/o lor
Ireland and the UK 
- 
will the Commission propose an
immediate devaluation of the green pound ?
Mr Lardinois, A4cmbcr o.f tltc Connti.t.tiott. 
- 
(NL)
That seems to me the same question as the previous
one. Perhaps I can add the latest figures relating to
the variations in monetary amounts. Next Monday
these amounts will be changed as follows : the lira
down l2'5 0/o the pound sterling down 
-]7..1 %, the
Irish pound down 22.4 0/o, the French franc down
73'7 o/o thc German mark up 7.5 o/o and the Benelux
currencies up 1.4%. That means that from Monday
of next wcek the monetary compcnsatory amounts in
tradc in agricultural products will span a differerrce of
alrhost 4.5 o/o bctwecn thc Fcclcral Rcpublic at thc onc
cxtrcmc and thc Unitcd Kingdonr at thc other, and
accession con'lpensatory antoullts ntust also be addcd.
In nry vicw wc havc gradually reachccl thc linrit of this
already untenablc systcm.
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Mt Yeats. 
- 
!7ould the Commissioner agree that
the facts and figures that rhe has iust given us show
conclusively that the system of MCfu as it operates at
present is completely contrary to the original inten-
' tion and is in fact now proving an intolerable burden
on the Community as a whole ? In view of this, will
he undertake to produce proposals for altering or
replacing this system with the greatest possible
lrSency 
?
Mr Lordino is. 
- 
(NL) I agree with the qr.rtion..
, on the first part of his question. If the Member States
do not play the game, we shall very soon be in an
intolerable situation. I would remind you that the
Council has requested the Commission to put forward
proposals as soon as possible with a view to adjusting
the system. I hope that they will be able.to do so
before the next Council meeting on 25 and 26
October.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
!7ill Commissioner Lardinois follow
his previous answers by confirming that it is vital to
balanc'e the interests of the farming community and
of consumers as a whole 
- 
particularly housewives
who are facing food price increases ? In that context,
pending the inception of a self-adjusting mechanism,
' would it not be wise to make a progressive reduction
of the gap in the United Kingdom green pound by
various stages over, say, six months, possibly
commencing with an equivalent downward movement
for the Irish pound ?
Mr Lardinois, 
- 
(NL) A difference of 37.3 0/0, as it
will be next Monday, is in my view not a difference
which can be offset within six months. A much
longer time will be needed.
The question as to whether the Commission should
propose that an absolute ceiling be imposed on these
.amounts is still being examined. It is clear that, if wedo not sulrmit in the short term a number of propo-
sals which can be adopted by the Council, a supple-
mentary budget, in addition to the budget already
submitted, will for this sole reason have to be
submitted for next year, before Parliament adopts a
final position on the matter. In my view this supple-
mentary budget will certainly involve something in
the region of .500 million units of accounts.
Mr Htrghes. 
- 
The Commissioner suggested that
the time span of six months was far too short, but will
he examine the possibility not necessarily of adjusting
the green pound over the whole spectrum of agricul-
tural products but adiusting it selectively within
them ? It is clear that the pressures of producer and
consumer benefit vary between the various commodi-
ties. In the proposal which the Commission is consid-
ering for bringing the question into resolution, is that
one area that can be examined ? Does the Commis-
sion also accept what was said by the President-in-Of-
fice : namely, that this is far more than an agricultural
and budgetary matter; it is a matter of fundamental
economic disequilibrium within the Community, of
which the MCAs are merely the demonstration in agri-
culture of a f.ar deeper problem ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I agree that we must atso
consider what effects figures of this size 
- 
as I said,
next week a difference ol 45 o/o between the Federal
Republic and the United Kingdom 
- 
will have 
.on
conditions of competition. Such ,figures constitute not
only a budgetary problem but also an at least equally
serious problem of competition. Such great differences
distort competition on a scale which in my view
cannot be considered admissible in any sector of our
Community. In this respect it is thus not only a
budgetary problem but also a problem of competition
between the countries of the Community 
- 
even if
not to the same extent for all products. This question
has arisen because the system, which was set up as a
short-term system to bridge a relatively small percen-
tage gap, has never been adjusted.
Indeed I agree with the President of the Council that
we are faced here not only with an agricultural
problem but also with a problem set in a much wider
context, if only because of the enormous amounts
involved. !flhen you consider that, calculated on the
basis of one year, an amount in excess of I 000
million unis of account goes to the United Kingdom
alone under the present system, then it is definitely
worthwhile examining whether such large amounts
cannot be used for a more basic purpose. I think that
in this we could do with the participation of the
Finance Ministers.
Mr de la Mollne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the debates
which have just taken place show the fundamental
importance of this topic. It is certain that this
problem serves to illustrate the dangers threatening
the agricultural common market and, beyond it, the
whole construction of Europe.
This being so, I request on behalf of my Group that a
debate be held following Question Time on the
Commission's reply to this question.
President. 
- 
I note Mr de la Maline's request. The
decision on whether to hold such a debate cannot be
taken until the end of Question Time. I shall consult
Parliament then.
I call Question No 9 by Mr Herbert:
As the present lrish cross-border study is confined to the
Donegal 
- 
Derry region, would the Commission indi-
catc why the remaining area of the lrish trans-border
regron has not been included in this study !
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Mr Thomson, hlentber of tbe Conmission. 
- 
The
terms of reference of this study were drawn up by
agreement between the two governments concerned.
These governments then applied for a financial contri-
bution from the Community's Regional Development
Fund and the Commissioners agreed to contribute
3.t 000, which is half the estimated cost of the study. I
should add that the study is the first anywhere in the
Community to be financially supported by the
Regional Fund since the Fund was set up last year.
The consultants have recently begun their work and it
is expected to be completed within a period of six
months. The two governments have also agreed to
carry out a second study relating to the fishery
resources in the Irish Sea. So, in view of the serious
economic problems of the regions concerned and in
the light of the outcome of the Donegal-Londonderry'
study, the Commission will always be ready to
consider any further proposals from the two govern-
ments for Community participation and studies which
promise to make a useful contribution to development
planning in the border areas.
Mr Herbert. 
- 
Is the Commission aware that at its
meeting on I I October the Fermanagh District
Council requested the Commission and both govern-
ments concerned 
- 
the United Kingdom Govern-
ment and the Irish Government 
- 
to embark on a
similar study and that this request was made in
coniunction with adjoining county councils on the
26-county side of the border; namely, Donegal,
Leitrim, Monahan and Cavan ? !(ould the Commis-
sion agree that this is a valid request and would it
encourage both governments to accept this request
and expedite its processing ?
Mr Thomson. 
- 
It always a good idea to learn to
walk before you try to run. The first thing is to make
sure that this particular study 
- 
the first of its kind
- 
does quickly produce practical results. On that
basis it would then be possible to make the final
progrcss which thc honourable Member urges and
with which I, personally, have great syn.rpathy.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
Irr view of the remarks that the
Conrmissioncr nrade in the last part of his orginal
rcply, I worr<ler whether he would agree that the
Conrn'rission's undcrstanding of the problems in
Nortlrcrn Ire land ancl the people of Northern
Irclanrl's understandirrg of the Community would be
grcatly assisted if there where a Commission office in
Bclfast along the lines of thc Commissions offices in
Edinlrurgh and Carcliff.
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I anr awarc of the strong feeling in
Nortlrcrn Ircland about this. At the moment the
problcnrs arc [rudgctary problems, about which this
House krrows in particular. Thcrcfore, I cannot lrold
or-rt flny lropc of inrnrediate progress on that possi-
bility.
President. I call Question No l0 by Mr Spicer:
In view of the repeated violations of human righs and
the disappearance of democracy there, does the Commis-
sion think it is justified in continuing to give preferential
treatment in terms of trade and aid to Uganda.?
Mr Cheysson, .fuIember of the Comntission, 
- 
(F)
The Commission draws your attention to the state-
ments which it has made on several occasions before
this House.
It denounces every violation of human rights, every
attack on democracy, wherever it may be.
The Commission is therefore following with special
attention the development of the situation in Uganda.
As the President of the Council said in Luxembourg
in September, the news is disturbing. It is, however,
fragmentary and contradictory. It must be stressed that
relations between the Community and Uganda are
conducted on the basis of the Lom6 Convention, ie.
an international treaty linking the countries individu-
ally and collectively, an international treaty the provi-
sions of which are binding on the parties unless offi-
cially terminated, an international treaty the field of
application of which is limited to economic and social
development, which does not authorize the Commu-
nity to comment on the internal or external affairs of
the ACP States.
This being so, the Commission's answer to the
honourable Member's question is affirmative.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
I am sure that most Members will be
extremely disappointed with that reply. To say that
the evidence from Uganda is fragmentary and contra-
dictory is against all the knowledge that we have in
this House. I suggest to the Commissioner that,
whereas Commissioner Thomson says, as he did in
May, that we can take no urgent action agairtst
Uruguay because we have no trade agreements with
Uruguay, that is not the position with Uganda. tUfle
can go on for ever taking refuge behind statements
that we are considering the situation, but we face a
clear violation of human rights, we have agreements
with Uganda, and it is up to the Community to live
up to the standards that it has set itself. May I ask the
Commissioner to take urgent action to ensure that
trade agreements with Uganda are suspended ?
Mr Cheysson. 
- 
(F) We have no trade agreement
with Uganda, but a trade agreement with all the ACP
countries. This treary is binding on the Community.
President. 
- 
I call Question No I I by Lord Bess-
borough, for whom Sir Peter Kirk is deputizing:
Has the Commission come to any decision about its
future data-processing requirements ?
Mr Guazzaroni, Ntnbtt' o./ tfu Conmition. 
- 
(l)
In 197.5 the Commission carried out a study to
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determine its data-processing requirements for the
peilod 1975 to 1983. This study revealed the sharp
rise in data-processing requirements for the Commis-
sion's services and highlighted the need to have statis-
tical, administrative, scientific and technical data
accessible through an internal network of computer
terminals:'The results of these investigations will be
attached to the report on the activities of the Commis-
sion's data-processing centre, which will shortly be
submitted to Parliament.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
Can the Commissioner indicate
when the Commission will be in a position to start
placing contracts for this work ? Secondly, without
expressing narrow European chauvinism, will the
Commission bear in mind when doing this that
Europe has a very flourishing computer industry
v,rhich I am quite certain could do the job well ?
Mr Guazzaroni. 
- 
(I) The Commission expects to
reach a decision on this matter within the next few
days. The final assessments are in progress.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Has the Commission had detailed
discussions with member countries ? Has it considered
the report initiated by the Council of Europe, with
which I was associated, outlining the needs of
member countries, particularly in the parliamentary
and public service spheres ? Also, what emphasis has
there been on information storage and retrieval ?
Mr Guazzaroni. 
- 
(I) The Commission is very
much aware of the need to get hold of as many data
as possible and will cooperate with all the Member
States.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Can the Commission state more
precisely its views on the foreseeable development of
data processing and its repercussions on the basic
rights of European citizens, a matter to which the
Commission is currently devoting its special atten-
tion ?
Mr Guazzaroni. 
- 
(f) This is a complex problem
which I do not think I can deal with adequately in a
reply which has to be brief. However, as the honour-
able Member pointed out, the Commission does
intend to look into this problem in the light of this
very study.
Mr Premoli. 
- 
(I) It is a fact that the official
Community statistics are usually two years behind. I
should like to know whether the Commission intends
to modernize and improve the operations of its own
departments, among other things by the increased use
of data-processing facilities.
Mr Guazzaroni. 
- 
(I)The Commission's very object
in converting its data processing centre and setting up
a computer terminal network is to modernize the
statistical service so that the various documents can
then be distributed to all the Member States who wish
to have them.
/ President. 
- 
I call Question No l2 by Mr Lenihan:
Does the Commission envisage giving financial assis-
tance from Community fuqds to political parties in the
Member States to enable them to conduct an information
campaign on direct elections ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-Pretidcnt ol the
Conrnission. 
- 
(I) In the budget for 1977, the
Commission has not earmarked any appropriations
for Community aid to the political parties for the
direct elections to the European Parliament. Like Parli-
ament, however, it has not neglected to consider the
problems raised by such an important event. The
Commission itself has therefore taken the step o{ prop-
osing an initial appropriation of 400 000 u.a. in its
own budget 
- 
which was approved by the Council
on 22 July and is now the subject of discussions
berween Council and Parliament.
!7hen the time comes, the Commission will naturally
cooperate with the other Community institutions in
studying possible action on this matter.
Mr Lenihan. 
- 
I suggest, and ask whether the
Commissioner would agree, that a coordinated
approach between the Commission, Parliament and
the political groups in Parliament is very important in
this respect.
Further to that, would the Commissioner agree that
the great bulk of the expenditure should be allocated
through the groups to the political parties in member
countries, who are the people best equipped to moti-
vate and enlighten our peoples, rather than allowing
wasteful bureaucratic expenditure or expenditure
through various peripheral, however well-meaning,
European non-political groups ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(I) On 18 October I
shall have the honour to inform the Political Affairs
Committee of the European Parliament of the
Commission's views on the utilization of the 400 000
u.a. As far as the political parties and the Parliamen-
tary groups are concerned, I feel this is a matter whirch
directly concerns the European Parliament.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Since I disagree completely with
my colleague Mr Lenihan that this is a case where
money should be given to the political parties, I
should like to ask if it would not be better for the
Commission to prepare an information campaign to
assist the Community in informing the citizens of
Europe about the European elections, irrespective of
the question as to what funds may be advanced to the
political parties at a later stage.
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Mr Scerascia Mugnozza.- (I)This will be the very
point of my meeting with the Political Affairs
Committee.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
In view of Mr Scarascia Mugnozza's
careful previous answer, will he take note prior to that
meeting that there is very substantial opposition, for
example, in the United Kingdom and possibly else-
where, to political parties and, indeed, individual polit-
ical parties and, indeed, individual politicians having
access to public funds for such purposes ? However
desirable it might appear at first sight, is it not better,
as he implied, that these expenditures be in the
control of the Community's institutions and particu-
larly of the European Parliament ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
0I agree.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 13 by Mr Bordu:
Does the Commission approve the secret decisions, later
revealed by Chancellor Schmidt, taken in Pueno Rico by
three Member States to cut off all economic aid to
another Member State should the Communists help form
the government of that country ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vicc-Prc.tidant ol' tbc
Conni.tsion. 
- 
(I) | assume the honourable Member
will allow me to reiterate some of the principles
which have always guided the Commission's actions.
Firstly, I would remind you that the Commission did
not attend thc Prrerto Rico meeting, and I cannot
thercfore comment on whatever may have been said
or not said. Furthermore, the Commission is not in
the habit of commenting on the meaning or implica-
tions of statements attributed to a head of government
of a Membcr State.
At a morc gcneral level, I would point out that wc
have particular respect for one fundamental principle
- 
that of respccting the decisions taken by the
citizcns of cach country when they are called upon to
vote, in otlrer words to express their political opinion.
I would also point out that our Community has its
own rulcs for cxamining all requests made by Member
Statcs.
Mr Bordu. 
- 
(fl Should the re be an important polit-
ical changc in orre of the countries of the Comnru-
nity, will tlrc Comnrission, like the other Community
bodics, purcly and sirnply take note of that charge ?
Mr ScarasciaMugnozza.- (l) I have already statcd
thc rulcs which guidc thc Commission's actions.
President. 
- 
I call Qucstion No 14 by Mr Shaw:
rVhat octron has thc Conrnrission considcrcd taking
conccrrring lrrrnging bcforc thc Court of Justicc possiblc
irrfraction ol Conrnrunrty obligatiorrs l>v thosc Mcnrbcr
Statcs who havc srgrrcd thc Unitccl Natrons Corrvcntion
orr a codc of concluct for Lirrcr Confcrcnces ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of tbe
Commission. 
- 
(I) The three Member States which
have signed the Convention, subiect to ratification,
undertake to respect their obligations under the Acts
of Accession to the European Community, and are
now prepared not to ratify the Convention for the
time being, unless the Council of Ministers of the
European Community expressly authorizes them to
do so. The 
.Commission will thus not be bringing.
infractiori proceedinp before the Court of Justice.
The Commission has been given reasoned assurances
that the three Member States i,ill work. actively at
Community level to reach a common attitude towards
the code of conduct. In the meantime, the Member
States and the Commission reserve the right to make
known their views on the legal aspects of the
problem.
Mr Shaw. 
- 
Am I to take it that the Commission is
now entirely satisfied with the adequacy of the assur-
ances that have been given on this very important
matter ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(I) Ve have been given
formal and reasoned assurances on this matter.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
15 by Mr Coust6 will receive a written reply. l
Since their subjects are similar, I call together Ques-
tion No 16 by Mr Molloy :
!7hat further developments and proposals are being
contemplated by the Commission in the field of
consumer Protection ?
and Question No 17 by Mr Evans :
Is the Commission satisfied with the progress of the preli-
minary programme of the European Economic Commu-
nity for a consumer protection and information policy ?
''/Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vi*-Prt.tilcnt tl tlu
Connti.tsion. 
- 
(/,/ Question 15 and l7 concern a
subject which is so wide-ranging that it goes beyond
the limits imposecl on my replies here.
The Commission is satisfied with the general statc of
progress of its consumer protection and information
policy. Before the end of thc year, it will be subnrit-
ting to the European Parliamcnt a document on
progress in this work, so that Parliament carr bc fully
informed and can discuss the matter.
As regards health protection and safety in parricular,
the Council lras alrcady approved no less than ten
directives.
As regards thc protcction of economic interests, inrpor-
taht work has been donc lrcrc, ancl wc thirrk that
prioritv must bc given in futurc to consunrer credit.
misleading advcrtising and door-to-door sclling.
I Sce Anncx.
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As regards compensation, we have had important talks
in Montpellier, and the application of the principles
proposed at these talks is currently being studied. I
would also point out that a proposal has already been
submitted to the Council on consumer information
and education. Finally, next December the Commis-
sion will be holding a meeting of experts from the
Member States' and from consumer associations to
enable the problems involved in this initial phase to
be studied in even greater detail.
As. far as the work of the Consultative Committee is
concerned, I would point out that it has met l5 times
- 
this shows it is working perfectly 
- 
and has set dp-
a considerable number of working parties. It has also
given its opinion on all the draft directives submitted
by the Commission in this field. I therefore think
that, ltl months after the start of consumer activities,
progress can be regarded as satisfactory.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
I agree that the subiect is vast, but I
am sure that the Commissioner will agree that the
subject is absolutely vital to the millions of ordinary
people who comprise the European Economic
Community.
Therefore, may I request the Commissioner to state
whether the Commission is prepared to publish the
findings of the Consultative Consumers Committee or
at least have those findings sent to the relevant
committees of Parliament ?
Also, when does the Comnrission intend to present a
proposal giving corrsumers the right to litigation
before the courts ?
Finally, in its consultation of European consumer
organizations the Commission has not hitherto been
very well organized, but is it nevertheless intent on
bringing together all the various European consumer
organizations so that there can be better liaison and
consultation with these organizations throughout the
Community ?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(I) The Commission
has always taken account of the views of the Consulta-
tive Committee, and Parliament has been regularly
informed through the draft directives submitted by
the Commission. \flith regard to compensation, I have
already said that, after the Montpellier talks 
- 
which
were organized at the Commission's suggestion 
- 
we
have carried out studies whose conclusions will narur-
ally be very delicate, since they will affect existing
rights and regulations in the various Member States.
As regards the possibility of bringing together the
national consumer associations, this is not a problem
which directly concerns the Commission, since these
associations are of a voluntary nature. Nevertheless,
the Commission has on several occasions helped the
associations 
- 
financially and otherwise 
- 
and the
meetirrg at the end of December will provide an
opportunity for representatives of all the national asso-
ciations to get together and, perhaps, to establish
closer contacts.
Mr Evans. 
- 
I, too, should like to thank the
Commissioner for his excellent answer and commend
him and particularly the voluntary consumer organiza-
tions for the first-class work they are doing in this
vitally important field.
,!7ill the Commissioner accept that there is a wide-
spread feeling among European consumers that their
requirements and opinions are ignored in the formula-
tion of a common agricultural policy and that the
Commission and the Council of Agricultural Minis-
ters listen only to the demands of the agricultural
producers ?
tUTill the Commissioner further accept that, if the
consumer organizations were given the same opportu-
nity to influence agricultural policy at the annual
price review as the agricultural producers are given, fte
would be taking a gigantic step forward in consumer
protection ?
(Altplause fron certain qudrt?n on the lelt)
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(I) This is an extremely
delicate matter, since it is very difficult to establish
the limits of this influence. However, I would point
out that, in recent times in particular, the Commis-
sion has been taking account of the consumers' views.
Over the last two years, at my own suggestion, Mr
Lardinois has had talks with consumer representatives
before taking any decisions on prices, and the
Commission has been expressing not only its own
views, but also those of the consumer associations.
Moreover, I would point out that the consumers are
now 
- 
and this was not previously the case 
- 
repre-
sented on the various consultative committees on agri-
culture, and that these representatives have been
allowed to consult with one another before the meet-
ings so that they can follow a common line.
In conclusion, I might add that over the last two years
- 
i.e. ever since there has been a consumer policy 
-things have gradually been improving, even if not all
the desired results have been achieved.
Miss Boothroyd. 
- 
It must have been obvious to
the Commission for some time that the greatest
concern of consumers in Europe is the whole cumber-
some structure of the Common Agricultural Policy
itself. Although we look forward to the reports that are
being produced and we welcome the statement made
today that the consumers associations are participating
in committees with the Commission, I wonder if the
Commissioner can tell us now a little more specifi-
cally what steps the Commission has taken, not on its
own but in consultation with European consumer
organizations, to determine the price structure of agri-
cultural products between production and consump-
tion 
- 
in other words, the comparison between the
price of the product at the farm gate and that paid
before it is put on the kitchen table 
- 
and whether
these findings have yet been reported to the Director-
ate-General for Agriculture ?
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Mr Scarascia Mugnozzr. 
- 
(I) This is a specific
problem 
- 
that of distribution. This is being studied,
and I cannot yet say when a report will be submitted.
\Ufle are faced with factors which are very difficult to
assess. Nevertheless, this is certainly one sector of
interest to the consumers, although it specifically
concerns distribution.
Mrs Kruchow. 
- 
(DK) How does the Commission
regard the prospects and the need for regulations
governing the production of particularly dangerous
substances substances invOlving, for instance,
complex chemical processes ? This not only concerns
tlre production of goods, but should also be consid-
c.red in relation to the protection of the environment.
I won't go on at length about this 
- 
but we all know
about the recent accidents in Italy involving dioxin
and arscnic.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozze. 
- 
(I) The accident in
Seveso in fact showed how the Community can act,
sincc technicians from the Joint Research Centre in
Ispra have been helping the Italian authorities in their
cfforts.
Howevir, as regards protecting public health, we have
various drrcctives in preparation 
- 
one on pesticides,
with particular reference to agricultural products,
Howevcr, if tlrc lronourable Mcmber will allow me to
say so, I think this sublect, in all its implications,
coulcl bc discusscd in the appropriate committee of
Parlianrent, whcre I could give further details of the
dircctives and of the current studies.
President. 
- 
I call Question No l8 by Mr Dalyell,
for whonr Mr Evans is deputizing ;
\(hat is the result of the Commission's study of the
cvr<lcnce thcy havc obta'ined from American sources on
the allcgcd OPEC-like uraniunr cartel, and what action
rlo thcy propose to takc ?
Mr Vouel, fi4t'ntl.,rr o.l tltt Contnti.r'riort. 
- 
(fl Since
1972 tlre Conrnrission has been following attentively
thc actions of thc uranium club. The Comnrission is
exnnrining thc irrfornration which it has recently
rcccivcd on tlris nrattcr and which is being studied in
thc Unitctl Statcs. It is corrtinuing its analysis of the
rcspcctivc rolcs of govcrnments and companies in the
scttirlg up arrd opcration of this club.
Mr Votrel. 
- 
(01lravc'absolutely no idea when this
will bc dorrc.
Mr Evans. 
- 
\)flhcn docs the Conrmission expect to
nrake a tull statcnlcrlt on tlris nlattcr ?
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
\fllrcn thc Conrnrissiorr has dorre its
stu(lics anrl has finally arrivcd at its concltrsions, will it
trnrlcrtirkc to publish its rcport antl scnd a copy of it
to Prrrlianrent i'
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(D fi we arrive at any conclusions, I
shall obviously not omit to publish them in the report
on competition which will be put before this House.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Does the Commission agree in
principle with the existence of a cartel, anyway, in this
matter ?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F)Ule cannot be sure at the moment
that there is in fact a cartel.
(Laugbter)
Mr Burgbacher. 
- 
(D) ls the Commission prepared
to include the following questions in its examination:
1. !flhich countries possessing uranium are still
prepared to export this uranium to third countries ?
2. !/hich countries restrict these export facilities to
enriched uranium only ?
3. !7hat will be the actual demand for uranium in the
Community once the current reactor building
programmes of the national govemments have
been completed ?
The probability of these programmes being completed
in their entirety is extremely slight. Hence the ques-
tion :
4. Vhat will be the probable actual demand for
uranium in the Community ?
5. Bearing in mind the previous questions, how will
this demand actually be met ?
In my view the answers to these questions determine
to what extent any opinion may responsibly be stated
with regard to the cartel.
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) I am perfectly prepared to take
these questions into account.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
19 by Mr Nod will receive a written reply. I
call Question No 20 by Mr Osborn :
Vhat has been the outcome of the recent Commission
trade talks with Japan on the need to reduce imports
from and increase exports to this country ?
Mr Gundelach, tlltntltcr o.f tbt Contnti.r'.riorl. 
- 
The
Commission, during its many discussions with the
Japanese Government and Japanese industrial circles,
has in the last month made very clear that we are
deeply concerned both at the continuously risint
trend of tlrc Community's visible trade deficit with
Japan and at tlrc extent and rapidity of Japanese
import pcnctration in a small number of vulnerable
but inrportant industrial sectors.
/,
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Honourable Members will be aware,that representa-
tives of Member Governments, including rwo heads of
government, have expressed similar concern during
the same period of time, and that it is likely that this
very important matter will be discussed at the Euro-
pean Council meeting in November. The Commis-
sion will certainly not fail to report to the European
Council in detail its views on the situation.
During these conversations with the Japanese we have
emphasized that the present situation is giving rise to
gowing pressures for protection within the Commu-
nity, but we have maintained that it is neither in the
interests of Japan nor in the interests of the Commu-
nity that barriers should be imposed upon trade.
Rather, we feel that the answer to the problem of the
trade balance must lie in a substantial increase in the
Community's exports to Japan, and in sensitivity on
the part of the Japanese to the problems that are
created for us by the speed and concentration of their
exports in certain sectors. It is in these directions that
we are seeking answers, and I am able to report in
general that we are being heard. There has been a
change in atmosphere, and we are beginning to make
some progress, even if in substance it is as yet not
sufficient.
On the import side, for instance, we have concluded
an agreement on textiles, and we have met with a
cooperative response on the question of Japanese steel
exports and on the export of special steels to the
United Kingdom. That worked reasonably well for
part of 1976, but it is getting into difficulties now.
That is why we have decided to send a forward party
to Japan to prepare the mid-November Community/
Japan steel talks for what will happen in 1977,which
is becoming a matter of urgency and great impor-
tance.
Shipbuilding problems are being discussed in the
OECD, so far not with satisfactory results, and the
time may come when the Community will have to
make up its mind on its own on certain issues. But on
this aspect of imports, there has been demonstrated a
willingness to improve matters from the Japanese side
- 
but as yet not enough.
On the export side we have made some modest but
significant progress. lVe have agreed to proceed on a
sector-by-sector study to remove in a general sense
non-tariff barriers to trade, and certain specific
mcasures have been taken to improve our car exports
to Japan. Recently, similar steps have been taken with
pharmaceutical products.
We shall proceed in this examination and these talks
with the Japanese Government and, later this month,
with the representative of Japanese industry, Mr
Dodo.
I am sorry to have spoken for so long, but trade with
Japan involvcs more than 4 billion and we think that
exports from Japan to the Community are an impor-
tant subject. \We have posed the problem squarely. \trfle
have warned the Japanese Government that this
cannot go on. lVe have seen the first signs of
comprehension by the Japanese and we are still
hopeful that we might come to positive conclusions
which will not necessitate the introduction of trade
restrictions.
Mr Osborn. Under the circumstances, that
lengthly reply must be welcomed and accepted by this
Parliament. I am sorry that the question was posed in
this way. But is it not still a fact that the value of
imports to the EEC as a whole is over double the level
of exports 
- 
and even more so to the United
Kingdom ? \7hat does the Commissioner see as the
trend most likely to achieve a better balance ? He
referred to stainless steel which affects my area of Shef-
field. There has been evidence of possible dumping,
although this is difficult to prove. This may be
extended to many other products, including hand
tools and engineering tools. IUThat help is the Commis-
sioner giving to member governments, and what help
is he obtaining from the Japanese consulates to
member governments to identify the difference
between domestic prices and export prices for this
vast range of products ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
It is indeed true that the trend in
our trade balances with Japan has moved from bad to
worse. Comparing 1973 with 1976, it has been doubly
worse. I nevertheless ask the honourable Member, for
the sake of fairness, to take into account the fact that
previously this has been 
- 
and to a large extent this
is still the case 
- 
balanced by the fact that we have a
surplus on the invisible account with Japan, to the
tune of about two billion dollars. That must be taken
into account.
It did make money flow reasonably balanced up to
1973174, but it is getting out of hand, and the order of
magnitude is considerable. That is why we have
launched this two-pronged offensive to work hard to
8et Japanese cooperation in increasing our exports to
the Japanese market. This is a long haul, since our
exports have to be built up and our industrial goods
are not, as in the United States, bulk commodities to a
large extent. Progress will be made, but it will take
time.
On the second part of this question 
- 
what do we do
with areas where there is a great deal of penetrdtion
from the Japanese side ? r07e are studying each case
on a day-to-day basis with the greatest care. !fle are
calling the attention of the Japanese Government and
Japanese industries to the potential dangers of protec-
tionism springing up in Europa if this continues. If, in
our examinations, we find that there is dumping or
other trade practices which are not in confornrity with
international trade rules and practices, we are ready to
take the necessary steps under these rules to protect
the interests of our Member States and the Commu-
nity as a whole.
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Lord Castle. 
- 
The Commissioner will realise that
he has touched on a subject that is of growing impor-
tance day by day 
- 
in fact, hour by hour 
- 
in
\Testern Europe. He will realize that he has touched
on a matter which, I assume, is now receiving the
urgent attention of the British Government. The
British Government at this time, oppressed as they are
economically, are being urged to consider the possi-
bility of import controls. I hope that I detected some
hint of a willingness on the part of the Commissioner,
and, perhaps, the Commission, to look favourably at
thc question of import controls exercised by an indi-
vidual member of the Community, not only in regard
to Japan 
- 
Britain is suffering very badly from Japa-
nese inrports 
- 
but wherever there is a menace to our
industry.
I hope that sympathetic attention will be paid to the
demarrds of certain of us that this matter should be
reopenccl whcn it comes 
- 
as I hope it will 
- 
before
this Parlianrent in the near future.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I think I made it abundantly
clcar that the Commission takes this matter extremely
seriously and has done so for quite a period of time.
lrr arldrtion to our normal contacts, I was sent out to
Japan, purcly for this purposc, on a special mission in
July rn ordcr to devclop a strategy which could deal
r," rth tlus problcm in a positive manner, and this
nrission nrct with a positive response.
Othcr Conrmunity institutions 
- 
I refer to thc
highcst institution of the Community, the Council 
-arc puttilrg this nrattcr on the agenda in order to find
a solutron wlrrch is compatible with defending our
irrtcrcsts lrut also with nraintaining, in a situation
which is still cxtremely delrcate in the world
ccononly, frcc r-narkcts and a free lnternational trade,
tupon wltrch, I nrust repcat, this Community 
- 
which
rs rcsporrsrblc for nrore than 40 per cent of world
tradc 
- 
is nrorc dcperttlcnt than any othcr entity of
thc worlcl, incluclrng 
.Japarr.
The Conrnrrssion ancl I will go as far as we can withirr
irrtcrrrational rulcs to devclop our lcgitintate lnterests
arrcl pcrsuarlc tlrc Japarrcsc Government to take all the
nrcasurcs which thcy ntust take tn orclcr to allow our
cxports to irtcrcasc. But wc will not easily go down thc
roacl oi urrclcrnrirtrrtg the international frec trading
systcnr on bchalf of {lny orlc Menrl>er Statc, a frec
trading syste nr uporl which thc lifc of Etrropc
clc pcrrtls.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(\'l-) Can Mr Gtrrrdclach provrtlc trs with
a rlocurre nt on thc tratlc tliscussiorts which ltavc bccn
Ircltl arrrl on tre rttls sttrce 1970. artd cart this clocuntctrt
lre rliscussed lr] the rcspolrsitrlc Parlranrcntary contntit-
tecs ?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I will be extremely pleased to
send an analytical and informative document to Parlia-
ment.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Does Mr Gundelach agree with me
that not only national interests but also, as you stated
yourself, Community interests are involved, and that
these Community interests must be looked after
under GATT ? rVe must require Japan to act in accor-
dance with GATT and to stop certain aggressive trade
practices which are not directly compatible with
GATI. But the answer cannot be that we are going
against GATT. Certain ideas expresscd in this House
are not in accordance with GATT.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I can give only a confirmative
answer to the question. Ve will at any moment
defend the Community interest in international insti-
tutions 
- 
foremost GATT 
- 
but other institutions
also come into question. Whenever there has been the
slightest chance that we were being subjected to unfair
practices, we have dealt with it and we will continue
to deal with it.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed. I thank the
representatives of the Council and the Commission
for their statements.
Questions Nos 21, 23,24 and 27 are postponed to the
beginning of the next Question Time, and Que'stions
Nos 22, 25,26,28,29,30 and .ll will receive written
answer. I
I now have to consult Parliament on the request
tabled by the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats for a topical debate on the Commission's reply
to the question on monetary comPcnsatory amounts.
Are there any ob.iections ?
That is agreed.
5. Dtltltt 0rt ,'ctluc.\t:
luo il t l.l,)' t'o,t, f(r,s.l I o,)' d,r, o il tt I t
President. 
- 
The next item is the debate requestcd
by the Group of European Progressive Dcmocrats on
the question of monetary compensatory amounts.
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) \We tackle today a weighty
problcnr which, as thc Prcsiclcnt-in-Officc of thc
Council has pointcd out, is not orrly an agricultural
and budgctary problcnr, but also a nronctary problcnr
irr thc broacl scnsc.
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It is not only the budget which is in question, but
money in general, for Europe is ailing : she is
suffering from a monerary indigestion which could
prove fatal. The absence of monetary union precludes
all progress by the Community, and it can be seen
every day that the floating of currencies leads to
disruptions, anarchy and confusion.
In the circumstances, it is necessary to distinguish
between trade in industrial products and trade in agri-
cultural products.
There is free movement of goods in the industrial
sector,.but the very sudden fluctuations in exchange
rates give rise to imbalances which are detrimental io
industry in certain Member States. The result is mass
redundancies as, for example, in the textile and foot-
wear industries. This situation also leads to national
protectionist measures which are contrary to the prin-
ciples of the common market.
I shall leave it at that as regards industrial products,
but would point out that if we continue ai ore are
doing at present we shall be jeopardizing the construc-
tion of Europe.
Things are more complicated where agricultural
products are concerned, since prices are fixed in units
of account by the Community and a system of mone-
tary compensatory amounts has been introduced in
order to safeguard intra-Community trade.
'We witness currency slides which are sometimes stag-
gering, with the Community making up in full t6e
difference between the price corresponding to the
new exchange rate and the price fixed in units of
account. As was stressed a few minutes ago, the result
is that the United Kingdom receives amounts compen-
sating for a 37.3 o/o depreciation of the pound. The
agricultural products intended for the United
Kingdom alone cost the Community one million
pounds daily; more than the Euratom budget in a
single week ! IUUe are heading for an expenditure of
I .500 million u.a., whereas an appropriation of I 100
million u.a. has been entered in the draft budget. This
means that we are already faced with the prospect of a
rectifying or supplementary budget.
In financial terms this situation is intolerable.
Commissioner Lardinois himself said as much a few
nrinutes ago. Vhen a currency is ailing, the only
doctor is the government concerned, but it is thi
Community which foots the hospital bill.
If the doctor is slacker, should Europe bear the whole
cost ? Certainly not. The Community governments
share the responsibility because there is no moneta.y
union. In the absence of this shared responsibility, the
door would be open to negligence and indolence
because Europe is putting up the money. Let us
display financial solidarity by all means, but as for
paying the bills unquestioningly, no ! If the traditional
remedies prove ineffectual or unsuitable, the necessary
conclusions must be drawn, however agonizing they
may be. In order to avoid infecting others the patieni
must be isolated and treated apart. Needless to say,
this would be catastophic for the Community, and we
must strive to avoid letting thingp reach such a pass.
So what is to be done ? What temporary remedies are
there in the absence of monetary union ?
Our Group proposes two : firstly, degressive compensa-
tory amounts ; secondly, full-scale introduction of the
European unit of account.
These degressive compensatory amounts should be
run down compulsofily over a period of time, and a
deadline, e€. two years, should be fixed. This was the
procedure, nutatis tnutandis, when we had the
system of fixed parities: when a currency was deva-
lued, it was necessary to catch up the common agricul-
tural prices. This procedure would give governments a
choice: they would either have to devalue their green
currency' progressively and pass the resultant burden
on to the consumers, or they would have to introduce
the measures necessary to raise the level of their
currency. It would be a powerful incentive.
I spoke on the second remedy last September. An
abnormal situation exists with regard to the reference
currencies of which, as you know, there are five : the
gold-pariry' unit of account, the agricultural unit of
aciount, the European unit of account, the European
monetary unit of account and the budgetary unit of
account.
This plethora of units demonstrates the lack of order
in our present situation. rVe must go back to a single
reference, which, in our view, should be the European
'basket' unit of account which is already used foi the
EDF and for the ECSC and which would make it
possible to regulate and stabilize our currencies.
Reviewing the European unit of account only twice
yearly, as proposed, would mean returning to a .semi-
fixed parity' between the various crrreniies. In this
way, intra-Community trade could be regulated and
Community expenditure curbed at the same time.
These measures are envisaged by the Commission.
!fle hope that the Council will examine and approve
them as quickly as possible, because if no deciiion is
taken before the end of the year, they cannot, in the
normal course of events, be applied on I January
1978. lf these measures are not introduced, agricul-
tural Europe may well disintegrate, and the agricul-
tural policy being the only common policy, as Mr de
la Maldne pointed out earlier, the whole of the Euro-
pean construction is similarly threatened.
!7e have no wish to see extreme unction administered
to Europe. \U7e rely upon the wisdom of the Council.
(Altpldu.tt 
.frum tbt rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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Mr Hughes. 
- 
Clearfy the figure given by Commis-
sioner Lardinois this morning of 37'3 0/o for the
United Kingdom's current monetary compensatory
amount from next Monday presents Parliament with a
terrifying problem. Although on the one hand we
must accept that at that level it cannot continue 
-that the agricultural policy, the Community's budget,
the whole structure of the Community are in jeopardy
- 
by the same token, at 37'3 0/0, the problems faced
by the British Government and by other Member
States of the Community in a too rapid alignment are
equally serious. The very size, while on the one hand
creating the problem, also creates the problem of
finding the solution and makes that more difficult.
\When Conservative Members in this House suggest,
as some do, that it should be done quickly in the inter-
ests of the farmers, they occasionally forget the inter-
ests of a whole lot of other people in the United
Kingdom.
(A7t1tlau:;e 
.f'ron ctrtain qilarte$ of tbe left)
They also forget, conveniently for them, in connection
with aid to the British agricultural workers on this
matter, that the agricultural workers also require a
reform of land holding structure in the United
Kingdom, and I should be glad if they would start
supporting that as well.
Clearly, as of today, the whole MCA problem falls into
four or five different areas, of which the agricultural
and budgetary ones are in a sense the least important.
There is clearly a major budgetary problem for the
Commission and Parliament. There is clearly a
Community trade disequilibrium caused by the exist-
ence of that. No one can deny that. rU7hat is equally
clear is that at present the pound and the green
pound from next Monday are unrealistically valued.
None of us travelling around the Community can
pretend for a moment that 37'3 0/o is a realistic reflec-
tion of the purchasing power of the pound in terms of
a basket of goods. It is a monetary relationship, not a
commodity relationship. As such 
- 
one does not
need necessrrily to quote Helmut Schmidt 
- 
the
pound is undervalued in relation to the rest of the
Community's moneys.
It is first 
- 
I follow the previous speaker here 
-
necessary to deal with that area in isolation from the
agricultural problern. Secondly, it is quite clear that if
the British devalued the green pound too rapidly, the
pressures upon the consumer from pushing up his
food prices when his income is being held down,
would be rntolerable. The repercussions of this on the
levels of trade within the Community would be very
considerable.
It will not be very long beforc we debate in Parlia-
ment the problem of surplus milk. If the price of
butter to the British consumer is increased by 37'3o/o,
will that help get rrd of the butter mountain ? Vill
that help the Community producers of butter ? It
cannot do other than harm in that respect. If there is
too quick a shift, that area of demand is bound get out
of phase.
Equally, if one looks at the international problems
created by this season's drought, an immediate devalu-
ation of the green pound on a major scale would
differentially help those least adversely affected by the
drought. Those who came out of the drought least
hurt would derive the greatest benefit from a devalua-
tion of the green pound. That must be allowed for
when one works out how to get out of the difficulties
created by it.
Thirdly 
- 
and for the Community as a whole,
perhaps more important than anything 
- 
if increased
food prices are imposed at a time when the economic
recovery of the whole of Western Europe is in a state
of some hesitation, it will not be possible to help with
the macro-economic problems facing Europe over the
next few months.
It is suggested in some sections of the press that the
Government of the United Kingdom are, as it were,
holding a pistol to the Commission and the Commu-
nity to reform the Common Agricultural Policy and
that unless they do so we will not cooperate on the
green pound. !7hat is clearly the position 
- 
and the
present level of the MCAs is merely an illustration of
that 
- 
is that the pricing structures of the CAP, far
from being the main edifice that holds Europe
together, have become and are becoming increasingly
the device that will tear Europe apart ; and if the CAP
remains unreformed, whether or not there are mone-
tary compensatory amounts, the fundamental problem
of European agriculture will not be dealt with. No one
in the British Labour Party or the Socialist Group can
accept the continuation of a 45 o/o differential
between German prices and our own 
- 
that is not in
question. Vhat is clearly equally unacceptable,
however, is that the distortions that that creates should
be compounded by creating additional converse distor-
tions going the other way.
I therefore applaud the Commissioner when he says
that six months is far too short a time. The whole of
this area must be treated with great care. There are
interests far more important than those of the British
farmers at stake and these must be taken into account.
The Community as a whole must tread gently and
carefully upon the proper and particular susceptibili-
ties of the consumer, not iust in Britain but
throughout the Community, and of the producers
throughout the Communiry.
(Applaust 
.fron ttu le.ft)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr De Koning. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group I should like in this debate to express the
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great concern that we feel about monetary develop-
ments within the Community and the consequences
that have become apparent, including those in the
field of monetary compensatory amounts. This is one
of the symptoms which suggest that our policy is in a
very bad way. If 
- 
as other speakers have rightly
pointed out 
- 
we just confine ourselves to this, we
shall be paying too much attention to simply treating
the symptom rather than the illness.
This does not alter the fact that the figures quoted by
Mr Lardinois this morning clearly show that the
system of monetary compensatory amounts, which
functions well as such, is beginning to get completely
out of hand. Mr Cointat has explained, in his own
lucid fashion, how that system works and what it is
hoped to achieve by it. The latter point is most impor-
tant and should constantly be kept in mind.
The system of monetary compensatory amounts is
intended to lessen the impact of currency fluctuations,
to spread out the consequences of these fluctuations
over a period of time and to enable the agricultural
sector to adjust gradually to them. The monetary
compensatory amounts are thus a kind of first aid to
make up for the lack of coordination in the field of
Community monetary policy 
- 
insofar as one can
talk of such a policy existing already 
- 
and a lack of
coordination between monetary policy and the
Common Agricultural Policy.
The Common Agricultural Policy is based on stable
currencies with a fixed value in relation to one
another and a fixed value in relation to the unit of
account. If this condition no longer applies, the
Common Agricultural Policy is like a house built on
sand. !7e know 
- 
and Mr de la Maldne mentioned
this as a reason for holding this topical debate 
- 
that
when the Common Agricultural Policy totters Europe
totters too.
This condition of a fixed relationship berween the
values of the various currencies, and between the
various currencies and the unit of account can only be
met by setting up an economic and monetary union.
Unfortunately, we seem to be further from that aim
today than ever before. The political leaders in the
Member States lack the political will to take the far-re-
aching measures necCssa.y to bring about this
economic and monetary union. Budgetary coordina-
tion between the Member States is in fact a dead
letter. \U(/e cannot expect the slightest positive influ-
ence from that quarter, let alone any serious attempts
to achieve mutual coordination of general social and
economic policy. Everyone is trying to find his own
solution to his own problems, and the futility of
carrying on like this is becoming clearer and clearer
as time goes on. Europe's chaos in the monetary field,
and in the general economic field as well, is the most
striking proof of this.
Meanwhile the consequences of the lack of coordina-
tion are becoming intolerable with regard to the level
of the monetary compensatory amounts. I7hen Mr
Lardinois talks about a sum of a thousand million
units of account for the United Kingdom alone, and
of the likelihood of needing a supplementary budget
of 500 million units of account, it is absolutely clear
that both financially and politically we have come to
the end of the road.
Now if these thousand million units of account were
used sensibly there would still be something to be
said for the arrangement. However, the actual effect of
the monetary compensatory amounts for the United
Kingdom is that of a completely undirected consumer
subsidy.
!7e have had heated debates in this Parliament on
extending the possibilities of the Social and Regional
Funds. From all sides, and not least from the coun-
tries that are at present in difficulties, have come
requests for larger appropriations for these Funds so
that more effective projects could be undertaken. If
the sort of sum that has been mentioned could be
used for direct projects in the realm of the Social and
Regional Funds for improving economic and social
structures, the effect would be many times greater
than anything we can actually expect to achieve at the
moment.
Far-reaching revision of the system of MCAs is both
possible and necessary in our view. \7e shall have to
arrive at a system in which the idea of complete
compensation is abandoned and the compensation
given from the start is more than two-thirds or three-
quarters of the difference arising as a result of
currency fluctuations. !fle shall have to incorporate
into that system a fixed phasing-out rate. Thus it will
be possible for the MCAs to disappear within a reaso-
nable period, during which farmers and consumers
will be obliged to adapt to the new monetary situa-
tion. Such a change is not easy to bring about and can
only be effected if it is compensated for in some way.It is clear that Member States with economic
problems will ask the Community for other measures
to relieve their problems.
Such a system of monetary compensatory amounts
must also fit into the framework of financial support
operations. The International Monetary Fund is at
present making preparations for such an operation,
and supplementary action will perhaps turn out to be
necessary in an EEC context. In our opinion strict
conditions must be laid down for these support opera-
tions.
This does not mean just the usual conditions such as
the requirement of putting one's house in order.
Another condition is that the MCAs should be phased
out at an agreed rate.
Finally, I should like to point out the great impor-
tance that we attach to preserving the Community
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character of any operations undertaken. The Member
States have pledged mutual solidarity, in financial
affairs as well. Clearly, any member that appeals to
this solidarity must also be aware of its own responsi-
bility. Threats are not compatible with the nature of
the Community operations I have mentioned. It is a
matter of persuading and convincing. My Group
hopes that the Commission and the Council will
succeed in breaking out of this impasse. If, contrary to
expectation, they fail, the political, economic and
social tensions and social tensions within the Commu-
nity will rise sharply. If they succeed, them the result
could be a strengthening of the Community.
(Altltlause l'ron the centre and tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the debate in this
Assembly clearly reflects the gravity of the monetary
position. It is clear from press reports that in the past
six months, the Council has not been able to decide
on the measures required to remedy this sorry situa-
tion.
There is no doubt 
- 
as previous speakers have said
- 
that the monetary compensatory amounts no
longer serye the purpose for which they were
intended. Monetary compensatory amounts wcre
designed to compensate for distortions in competition
so that farmers could count on getting the prices
which were laid down by political decision once a
year. Instead, it seems that those monetary compensa-
tory amounts are being used for entirely different
purposes. In fact, they are now directly distorting
competition. \7e can see the different rates at which
incomes are increasing in the different countries, the
German farmer's economic advantage over his British
counterpart 
- 
this was not the intention.
Also, it seems to me 
- 
speaking on behalf of the
Liberal and Allies Group 
- 
that the monetary
compensatory amounts are being used as food
subsidies rather than to harmonize prices paid to
farmers. There must therefore be something funda-
mentally wrong with the system of allocating mone-
tary compensatory amounts. It seems in effect that
they are leading to abuse 
- 
and I think it is a form of
abuse when the British Government will not agree to
a devalutation of the green pound. It cannot have
been intended that Community solidarity should work
virtually in one direction only.
It is also up to each national government to solve its
own problems. If this is not done there is then a risk
- 
as other speakers have pointed out 
- 
that the agri-
cultural policy will simply collapse. This system is
unworkable. Although some people have a short-term
advantage from it, the longer we wait to change the
system, the more difficult it will be to do so. I agree
with Mr Hughes to this extent, that an instantaneous
and radical change in the system of monetary comp€n-
satory amounts would be a difficult undertaking. I
would however point out that steps should have been
taken to deal with the problem at national level six
months ago. It was known at that time that thingp
were going wrong.
I have nothing further to add, but I call on the
Commission and in p,articular the Council to produce
measures to tSilify'ilte situation.
I agree with Mr Cointat that the matter must be dealt
with without delay.
If no proposal is forthcoming for initial steps to deal
with these problems it will not be possible to begin
realistic price negotiations, much less complete them.
I am therefore grateful that this debate has taken
place and would call on individual Members to bring
their influence to bear at national level. It is of course
at national level that preparatory work to deal with
situations of this kind is undertaken.
(Applause fron tbe right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
It is indeed a sad day when
we are constantly hearing of the problems and diffi-
culties of my country. Mr Cointat said 
- 
and I under-
stand the way he meant it 
- 
that when a patient is
very sick he has to be isolated and cured. The patient
he referred to is my country. It gives me no pleasure
to say to the House 'I told you so'. For the last two
years the Conservative Group has been saying that the
green pound is getting out of step with other curren-
cies and that action should have been taken consist-
ently over that period. !7e have said that particularly
over the past six months.
The 37'3 per cent gap and the 45 per cent in respect
of our trading with Germany, referred to this morning
by Commissioner Lardinois, are intolerable. It is no
part of my iob today to attack my Government back at
home. I could not say anything in this House compar-
able to what was said by the Leader of my party,
Margaret Thatcher in the House of Commons on
Monday night. Most people will have seen a report of
what she said in the Press, and it completely expresses
my feelings about our economic situation.
As Mr Hughes said, it is not iust the agricultural
industry that is in difficulty, nor is it only the Green
Pound. The trouble is much more deepseated, as Mrs
Thatcher said on Monday in the House of Commons.
The situation of our farmers is getting worse. Our
consumers would be put in an excessively difficult
position by the devaluation of the green pound by
even one half of the 37.3 per cent.
Mr Hughes tried to suggest that the Consewative
Parry was proposing that this should happen, but I am
sure that he knows full well that that is untrue.
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Nevertheless, in view of the extreme importance of
the consumer interest both in the United Kingdom
and elsewhere, this situation cannot be allowed to
continue. We have heard two proposals from Mr
Cointat, the first of which merits careful considera-
tion. It is for a compulsory degression of the level of
the percentage gap for the green pound 
- 
which is
the sickest of the currencies at present 
- 
and of the
other currencies. In the absence of a common
currency and economic and monetary union
throughout the Community 
- 
mentioned by Mr de
Koning 
- 
we have to bring down the gap by succes-
sive steps. It is not for me to argue whether the steps
should be 5 per cent or 7lz per cent. That is for the
financial experts, bearing in mind the consumer
interest in my country and other countries, to decide.
But quite obviously it would be round aboirt that sort
of bracket. This will have to be done to bring these
currencies more into line.
At Question Time Mr Lardinois said that six months
would be too short a period. I am sure that he is right.
If we are to put this situation right 
- 
setting on one
side the economic situation of my country, or
assuming that our situation will get a little better,
which I hope it will 
- 
it will take ar least 18 months
before we can get the situation back into balance. I
would like to see it happen more quickly, if possible,
but I do not believe that it will, now that the gap is a
great as 37.3 per cent and considering that it will prob-
ably get worse within the next three weeks.
Therefore, I hope that there will be a steady degres-
sion which will be accepted by Member Governments.
It will be put forward as a proposal by Mr Lardinois
that there should be a percentage drop of 5 per cent
or 7 per cent, or whatever it may be, each month or
perhaps each quarter, to bring things back to the
former level.
!fle must bear in mind the farmers' interests and the
consumers' interests and also remember what is toler-
able within the economic situation not only in the
United Kingdom but in the other Member States of
the Community. I hope that this set of proposals will
be put forward and that at the end, when we have got
back to the situation that we were in in 1973, with a
gap of berween 7 per cent and Ttlz per cent, we shall
be able to have some automatic machinery which will
have been devised by the Commission and accepted
by Member Governments 
- 
within a year or 18
months 
- 
whereby any changes in the value of
currency will be automatically adjusted over a period
of months. How that machinery will work in detail I
cannot discuss at the moment, but I hope that it will
be part of the proposals to be put forward by the
Commission with the minimum of delay.
'We cannot possibly continue as we are. In my vies the
common agricultural policy is one of the vital struts
in the building of the European Community. !7e
cannot allow the situation to flounder because of what
is happening particularly in the United Kingdom but
not only there. There must be action in the shortest
time in order to start getting the situation back into
balance.
(Applause from the centre and from tbe right)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BORDU
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. (D) Mr President, honourable
Members, the starting point for this debate is agricul-
tural policy. The basic issue is the disintegration of
the Common Market resulting from the fact that our
currencies are developing at different rates and the
measures necessitated by this in the form of monetary
compensatory amounts. I should first of all, however,
Iike to comment on our own position as Parliament.
If we demand restraint from the other Institutions, in
this case economic and monetary restraint, we must
ensure price restraint as well. As far as the latter is
concerned, this House is not entirely free of blame, ifI think back to the debate on price increases in the
1976 financial year. The Commission had made
certain proposals, but these were overridden, against
the wishes of a relatively large minority, by the deci-
sions of this Parliamenr. We should not therefore act
as though the responsibility for agricultural policy and
its consequences lay only with the other Institutions.
It is our responsibiliry as well. I just wish to remind
you of this, since our credibility is at stake. I should
like to leave any further comments to our colleagues
on the Committee on Agriculture.
The Committee on Budgets, which had to deal with
the question of monetary compensatory amounts,
made it quite clear that the difficulty lies not in the
agricultural policy but simply in the consequences of
what we call the lack of a uniform economic and
monetary policy. Although this has already been
stated in this House, I should just like to repeat it : we
must have a uniform economic and monetary policy. I
took the opportuniry of asking the President of the
Council in a private conversation what he thought
were the chances of a more harmonized economic
and monetary policy under the present conditions,
which are anything but satisfactory. We must try to
resolve this dilemma one way or another and at the
same time, of course, reinforce the political will of the
Member States.
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In all quarters the Member States are seen to be
making an effort 
- 
how successfully is another ques-
tion. However, this effort must be stepped up.
I now address myself to you again, Mr President of the
Council. The Council must endeavour to implement
finally what has already been decided countless times
with regard to greater convergence and coherence of
economic and monetary policy.
In my view, one of the decisive steps towards this goal
is for the countries which let their currencies float
freely to try to return to the currency snake subiect to
certain conditions, because basically the only chance
even for these currencies is within the snake, in collab-
oration with the European Monetary Fund 
- 
which is
not as active as we would like it to be.
Further prospects are afforded by the granting of
short- and medium-term financial assistance to coun-
tries which have fallen into balance of payments diffi-
culties of a general nature ; in other words, the
Community is quite capable or demonstrating solid-
arity.
If, however 
- 
and I think this is a very important
point 
- 
instead of taking measures dictated by consid-
erations of prestige, the countries ignored such consid-
erations and took measures to deal with the real
economic and social needs, these difficulties in the
monetary policy sector could also be overcome.
In order to do this, of course, we must finally decide
to introduce, toegether with certain other measures, a
common unit of account for all sectors of Community
activity. I am fully aware that this cannot be done a
transitional period, and equally aware that, as has
already been said, concomitant measures are necessary
in various sectors, especially agricultural policy.
However, one thing must not be overlooked; this too
has already been mentioned. The Community has
other instruments at its disposal, but it must be
allowed to use them. If the Member States could there-
fore agree to strenghten regional and structural policy
accordingly, so as to even out the differences between
the various regions to some extent, this would be a
considerable step forward which at the same time
could make things easier for us in the agricultural
sector.
If we were to do the same thing with regard to social
policy, some progress could likewise be made. Various
Members have already given their views on this, but I
should just like to emphasize it once again, since I
consider it to be an essential point. rVe shall never do
away with these monetary compensatory amounts as
long as we do not have the courage to put into effect a
number of things which have already been decided
but from which each government shrinks back for
fear of offending certain sections o[ the electorate.
'S7e must all be quite clear about one thing: we can
never please everybody in the Community. Ve must
act according to actual developments and their
possible socio-economic effects. Hence my renewed
appeal to the Council and the Commission, and to
this House as well, to work together to harmonize the
Community's economic and monetary policy
wherever possible in order to solve these problems
affecting agricultural policy.
However, if you will allow me to make this heretical
remark, I am not convinced 
- 
presumably none of us
are 
- 
that agricultural policy can be regarded as
solely a prices policy. If it were, indeed, this would
amount to ignoring the Treafy.
'!fle must therefore support the Commission's original
plans for amending the agricultural policy. I call upon
the Commission to renew vigorously the efforts which
it began three years ago. It will have the support of
this House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dykes.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
Mr Lange is a very resilient character.
He will not mind my saying that he is one of the
most selfish politicians in this Parliament. He always
speaks at too great a lengh. He does not know as
much about the subiect as Mr Cointat, who opened
the debate. Mr Lange was repeating himself.
This is a very important, urgent and, indeed, sad
debate as my colleague Mr Scott-Hopkins indicated. It
is a very sad fact to reflect that not only has this
Community hitherto failed to produce Economic and
Monetary Union, but the agricultural arrangements
under the common policy are facing a maior threat as
a result of the dislocation of currency.
Iflhilst I understand to some extent what Mr Hughes,
on behalf of the Socialist Group and indeed, the
British Labour Party, said, namely, that the consumer
interests must be protected above all 
- 
by definition
there are more consumers than there are farmers 
- 
it
is all very well for those British Socialists in Parlia-
ment to say this kind of thing. I hope they are proud
that they are supporting a Government whose pathetic
economic policies have produced this impasse in the
currency, this decline in the value of the pound and,
therefore, this problem. If the British Government
were courageous enough to devise decisive and disci-
plined policies in connection with the devaluation of
sterling, which is now reaching scandalous propor-
tions, then indeed some part of this agricultural
problem would go away. It is all very well for them to
say that the rest of the Community must now accept
the 
.luit ttccotnpliof the gross and disgraceful devalua-
tion of the pound sterling and continue to apply this
wholly artificial and indefensible systenr of monetary
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compensatory amounts which have got completely
out of hand. !7hen some months ago the Italians
accepted a devaluation of the green lira to the full
extent of the depreciation of their currency, when the
Irish have taken the first step along a similar road, it
ill behoves British politicans to say that any adjust-
ment must be ruled out automatically and cannot be
defended.
But, of course, the interests of the consumer must
come first. It is therefore surely inevitabie that over a
reasonable period 
- 
maybe six months, maybe a year
or whatever the period is 
- 
as Mr Scott-Hopkins
proposed, two thingp must be done. First, some kind
of automatic adjustment must be introduced.
Secondly, there must be the cushioning effect for
consumers, and particular for housewives foodstuffs in
the shops, as this is done. How is this to be done ? It
has to be worked out as a technical matter. I am as
anxious as Mrs Dunwoody to protect the consumer.
To say that no change can now be brought in is
absurd.
Incidentally, it does not serve the consumer very well
in the longer term if farm' incomes in the United
Kingdom face a decline so grievous that farmers are
unable to maintain prevailing levels of production in
key products. It seems to me equally indefensible and,
indeed, impossible, or at the very least so impractical
as to make it impossible, to try to consider this
product differentiation treatment uis-d-ais different
agricultural products. Surely the same treatment will
have to be applied to all.
May I also suggest that some kind of additional transi-
tional subsidy might be considered which would once
again reduce the impact on,the housewife ?
Above all, let this Parliament in Iacing these sad but
necessary matters be courageous enough and clear
enough to try to determine the exact effect the British
housewife in the shops of whatever percentage change
in the green pound downwards is eventually agreed
upon in this painful way. I understand that the ratio
might be four to one. Could the Commissioner try to
give a little more information on this ?
To return to the theme of my colleague, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, the sooner we can get this out of the over-
charged and overheated political cockpit where a
painful adjustment has to be made and into an auto-
matic procedure, the better.
(Apfilause from tbe centre and fron the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gibbons.
Mr Gibbons. 
- 
I support the proposal made by my
colleague, Mr Cointat, when he opened the debate and
asked for degressive MCAs, the planned progressive
elimination of MCAs and the establishment of a Euro-
pean unit of account. There seems to be unanimity in
the House, or at least over a great part of the House,
that the present situation is intolerable and cannot
continue. I suggest that the existence of the Common
Agricultural Policy itself is at stake if the system we
are now conducting is continued very much further.
I remind the House again of the budgetary implica-
tions of the maintenance of the present system of
MCAs, especially in the context of the failure of the
United Kingdom Government to devalue the green
pound in recent times. In my eyes 
- 
and I do not
think that this can be seriously contradicted 
- 
this
device leads to a situation where the European
Community is subsidising consumer goods to British
housewives. By nature there is nothing wrong with
that if it is applied throughout the Community, but
this is where the difference lies. If the funds that are
being used in this way were directed, let us say, to the
Social Fund or to the improvement of the EAGGF,
the benefits could be spread evenly throughout the
Community and the Community's consumers, rather
than the British consumers alone, would be able to
benefit from Community funds.
I want to talk about the extraordinary distortions of
trade that occur under the present system. It is not
possible 
- 
at any rate it is becoming increasingly
difficult 
- 
for Irish bacon exporters to compete in
the British market against Community competitors
from hard currency countries such as our Danish
friends, because of the serious imbalance that exiss in
the question of monetary compensatory amounts. It
amounts in effect to t 8 a pig. This is depressing pig
production in my country, whereas the aim of the
Common Agricultural Policy should be to rationalize
agricultural production throughtout the Communiry
as a whole.
If we are ever to have a really comprehensive
common agricultural policy, we must use the agricul-
tural resources of the Community in a rational way.
My country, probably more than any other Member of
the Community, is suitable above all for producing
livestock. However, the restrictions placed on my
country in the matter of exporting cattle to the main-
land of Europe create difficulty at present. T,hey
restrict the expansion of this trade.
I could go on a great deal beyond my time expanding
on this subject. I do not want to do that. I suggest that
the funds which are being unequally distributed in
the form of subsidies to the British consumer could
be eliminated: the expensive MCfu could be elimi-
nated altogether and the savings thereby effected
made available to help the disabled people throughout
the Communiry as a whole 
- 
whether they are
disabled through age, infirmity or whatever.
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As I say, this debate has been very interesting in that
it has revealed a very broad consensus to the effect
that the situation as we now have it is intolerable. I
therefore suggest that the proposals made by my
colleague Mr Cointat from this political group be seri-
ously considered by the Commission.
(Applause front the bencbes of tbe Groult of European
Progressiae Democrats)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
I am in complete agreement with Mr
Cointat, Mr de Koning, Mr Kofoed and others in the
way they presented the case. I find Mr Hughes and
the attitude of the Socialists completely incomprehens-
ible. They say that something should be done and
then seemingly they agree with their government in
doing nothing. This is absurd, but once again they
face both ways at the same time.
I want to bring a few facts about producers to the
attention of Parliament. The Dutch producer of milk
receives l2'4 per cent per 100 kilos while the British
producer receives 8'5 pence. Thus, nearly 50 per cent
more is received by the Dutch farmer than by the
British farmer. As regards pig production, the position
is equally serious, if not more so, because we are
under the most severe competition with bacon from
Denmark which carries a huge subsidy.
The 7'5 per cent devaluation of the Irish currency will
mean that the Irish bacon factories have a f5'50
advantage over the Ulster factories and there will be
tremendous troubles on the border there as a result of
this devaluation.
I should be borne in mind that the British producer is
buying his fertilizer and a great percentage of his
machinery and other inputs at the full rate and
receiving the devalued rate for his procedure. This
cannot continue any longer. IUfle in Britain are facing
a most serious economic crisis. In that serious
economic crisis it will be necessary for us to maintain
our food supplies. I believe that unless this matter is
corrected very quickly there will be a downturn in
British production which will have the gravest
consequences for Britain. The British Socialists should
bear this in mind.
In my earlier intervention I drew attention to the fact
that two independent bodies had urged the Govern-
ment to realign the green pound. One of them is the
Agricultural Committee of the National Economic
Development Council, which is an independent body
on which union members and consumers serve, as of
course the Socialists know perfectly well when they
talk of me just putting the case for the producer.
Even more significant is the forward thinking of the
National Union of Agricultural and Atlied Workers.
Of course I do not agree with all that it says in its
document, but it has been saying this for years, Vhat
is significant is that it'has had the foresight to r€cog-
nize that British agriculture must be made profitable
if it is to survive, if fair returns are to be given to farm
workers as well as to farmers, and if production is to
be rnaintained in Britain.
The National Union of Agricultural and Allied
\Uflorkers is streets ahead of these old-fashioned Social-
ists'here and streets ahead of the British Government.
It is about time that they paid a little more attention
to that union.
I urge the Council and the Commission to exert all
the pressure that can be exerted to save the British
Government from their own folly. It is not a matter of
criticizing the British Government. The British
Government are making a grave mistake if they
pursue this course.
(Altplause fron the right, protests front the left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maigaard.
Mr Maigaard. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should first of
all like to say that I am not speaking on behalf of my
Group. I am speaking as a Danish Socialist and, as a
Danish Socialist, I should like to say a few words to
my Labour friends who have talked about solidarity in
this debate. Basically I agree that we . . .
Lord Castle. 
- 
He is a Communist. Make the
distinction.
Maigaard. 
- 
(DK) . .. No, I mean a Danish
Socialist. I am afraid I must explain to my good
Labour friend that I am a member of a Danish
Socialist Party and that I do not intend either to
change my opinions or the name of riry party because
Denmark has become a member of the European
Community. That is the situation and he will have to
accePt it.
I should also like to tell my Labour friends that solid-
ariry is important, and I agree when they say that we
must stand together and try to solve the problems of
those who find themselves in difficulties. That is right,
it is an entirely proper attitude.
How does solidarity work in practice ? I think people
will seize on the remark made by Mr Lardinois this
morning. He said that, in his view, the system we are
now discussing distorted competition. It is true that
distorts competition if the term is not interpreted too
strictly. As a result we have problems, not only with
those who have devalued, but also with those who
have revalued, the Netherlands and the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany. Ve in Denmark, as a consequence,
have lost a very large number of jobs 
- 
because of a
system which is now defended more or less enthusias-
tically and wholeheartedly by Mr Hughes. Ve have
lost jobs in the canning industry, in dairying, in abat-
toirs and in the transport sector because of the distor-
tion of competition. \tr(/e cannot talk of solidarity
when Danrsh workers are unemployed because of a
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s),st€m which Labour defends so enthusiastically in
the name of solidarity.
Mr Hughes is quite right when he says that there is a
connection 
- 
let us not seelc to hide it 
- 
berween
incomes policy and a cheap food policy. There is a
connection. The United Kingdom's incomes policy
will succeed only if very low food prices can be main-
tained. There is quite clearly a connection. I should
,however point out that the incomes policy is a matter
of indifference to Danish workers; are we then to say
to thos€ among them who are unemployed in the
canning industry, in dairying, in abattoirs and in the
transport sector: you are unemployed so that you can
help to pay some of the costs of the British Govem-
ment's incomes policy ?
That is truly the situation as we see it. It is a situation
which we cannot accept and certainly not as an
example of solidarity. Clearly we cannot go to Trans-
port House to get the iobs which we have lost. Or can
we ? Can you guarantee the jobs which we have lost
because of this crazy system ?
I am therefore of the opinion that it is important to
discuss solidarity also at international level but I
gannet accept that the system now defended by
Iabour is an example of solidarity in the case of the
Danish workers who are unemployed because of that
system.
(Applause from tbe rigb)
'President. 
- 
It is time to call Mr Lardinois.
I call Mr Baas on a point of order.
Mr Beos. 
- 
Mr President, five or six members of
some delegations have spoken. I asked to intervene 20
minutes ago and I do not accept that I cannot make
my intervention.
Prcsident. 
- 
I am very sorry, Mr Baas, but the time
laid dovn in the Rules of Procedure for this type of
debate has elapsed.
I call Mr Lardinois
Mr Lrrdinois, Alember of tbe Conmission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I am glad to have the opportunity in
this topical debate to deal more thoroughly with tirese
extremely urgent questions.
Mr Cointat said that the question of monetary
compensatory amounts covered a much broader field
than that of agriculture alone or of the budget as such.I fully agree with this. The present situ;tion, with
floating currencies on the one hand and four interrel-
ated currencies on the other hand, gives rise to enor-
mous strains on the whole economy of the Commu-
nity. I am convinced that this system has outlived its
usefulness : either we develop a different system, or
the Community will not survive for very long. I am
absolutely convinced that the Community econo-y as
a whole cannot surive this sort of thing for much
longer. Much more than agriculture is thus at stake.
It is not simply a question of whether or not Grcat
Britain will go along with marking adiustments to the
monetary compensatory amounts. The current situa-
tion 
.in ltaly, for example, where there is not only a
requirements for a cash deposit of i0 % but also a tax
of l0 % on cunency transactions, is decidedly not in
accordance with the classical philosophy of a
common market. This is iust one example; I shall
give others presently.
I thus agree with Mr Cointat that the system of widely
fluctgating exchange rates, with some countries acting
quite independently of others which have interlinked
currency systems, has had its day. If the Finance Minis-
ters do not realize this they will soon find 
- 
of this I
am convinced 
- 
that their slntem is perhaps still in
existence, but not the Community.
I could say 'told you so'.'I did, after all, point this out
in the spring when I, perhaps rather too dramatically,
announced my resignation. But even I did not foresee
then that the situation would deteriorate so rapidly. In
a sensel am glad that I can still contribute to helping
repair the enornous damage.
In the next ten days or so we hope that the Commis-
sion will submit proposals to the Council for modi-
fyiqg the system of monetary compensatory amounts.
This system, as it operates at present, cannot be main-
tained. The Council has asked the Commission to
make such proposals and we hope that these can be
discussed at a ioint meeting of the Ministers of Agri-
culture and the Finance Ministers on 26 October next.
Parliament, however, will also have to be kept
informed. On 26 October it will only be possible io
make those changes in the system which do not
lleuire any amendments to the basic regulation.
Howsver, there is no getting round the fact ihat the
basic regulation must be revised and on this we shall
have to ask Parliament for its opinion. I hope that
Parliament will be in a position to give this opinion,
and in particular that time can be found for this in
the November part-session. This is, after all, a ques-
tion of one of the basic regulations on which the
Common Agricultural Policy is founded.
Mr Cointat also mentioned the so-called European
'basker' unit of account. We in fact hope to be abie to
use this unit generally for the budget of our Commu-
nity in 1978. However, I do not think it can be used
for intra-Community trade in agricultural produce,
since it would then no longer be possible to make allo-
wance for variations from week to week and from day
to day. As far as the budgetary expenditure of the agri-
cultural policy is concemed, it is quite feasible and
the Commission is prepared to begin discussions on
this.
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Mr Hughes said that the level oI 37'3 % which will be
reached next Monday is intolerable. He further said
this clearly showed that the pound was undervalued.
Vith all this I quite agree. The system was in fact
designed to spread these adiustments over a longer
period of time. rVq'rnust of course not misunderstand
one another : there is no question of the British
consumer having to foot the bill and of the agricul-
tural policy being so bad for that reason. Precisely the
opposite is the case, namely that the British consumer
has the maximum benefit from the devaluation of the
British pound, i.e. subsidies amounting to 37'3 o/o on
all agricultural products, including those not covered
by the system. It is precisely an enormous degree of
protection for the British consumer that he does not
have to pay a higher price for these basic products in
the agricultural sector. For all other products, whether
coffee, tea, machinery for industry, raw materials or
whatever, the adjustment is made directly. It is only
thanks to the agricultural policy that we have an
exception financed by the Community as a whole. If
Great Britain had not been a member of the Commu-
nity it would have had to meet the whole cost itself.
\(rith a similar prices policy this would have meant a
sum of I 120 million units of account for a full year.
I cannot see what the revision of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy has to do with this. This policy is not
under discussion here, nor can it be directly linked to
the present subject. I would point out that two years
ago we issued a memorandum on the Common Agri-
cultural Policy. Parliament gave its opinion on this
and as a result the Council drew certain conclusions.
To go back on this whenever inflation in one of the
Member States reaches an intolerable level is, I think,
to say the least misplaced. I quite agree with Mr
Hughes that the subiect at present under discussion
goes far beyond British agriculture alone, but that
British agriculture and the British food industry must
not be overlooked.
I listened with great interest to the points made by Mr
Maigaard. He said that the system led to distortion of
competition, so that in Denmark, for example, lobs
were being lost. I do not think he is fully aware of the
situation, for the matn effect of this system is that iobs
are being lost in Great Britain. Here tens of thousands
of jobs, particularly in the pig-breeding sector and in
the processing rndustry, are directly threatened. I do
not understand: in general, British industry is asking
for measures to restrict imports. They want to Put up
barriers, as Italy is also doing, albeit in a different
form. The monetary compensatory measures, however,
are in fact thc opposite. They arc in reality large
import subsidies. If we carry on with the present
system much longer some tlO 000 iobs will be directly
threatened in the pig-breecling sector and allied indus-
tries alone. That is a lot of ;obs. Perhaps that is the
price they are preparcd to pay, but it seems to me that
we should also look at thts from the Europcan point
of vicw, othcrwisc we may well find ourselves in the
situation that developed in Italy in 1973. In that year
the Italians wanted to profit from these monetary
compensatory amounts. They saw their chance and in
that year they sent 25 o/o ol their livestock to the
slaughterhouse before discovering exactly where the
mistake lay. Italy did not consult us and we did not
understand the subiect as well then as we do now. I
can, however, say that Italy has still not recovered
from the slaughtering of a quarter of its livestock.
Imports of meat products will continue to represent a
particularly large drain on its currency reserves in the
next few years.
I am afraid that something similar is now happening
in Great Britain. I must say that certain sectors cause
me particular concern. The system now under discus-
sion in fact works best and most beneficially for those
countries, such as the Federal Republic, which have
positive monetary compensatory amounts. I have
repeatedly said here that in my opinion German agri-
culture has benefited disproportionately from the fact
that we have kept the monetary comPensatory
amounts system Soing for too long.
I hardly need to remind you that the continued fall of
the French franc and the Italian lira has affected agri-
culture in these countries very adversely. Once again, I
recognize that adjustments cannot be made immedi-
ately; 37'3 0/o cannot be phased out in six months,
nor even, I think, in a year. A longer period is needed.
This, by the way, does not mean that British prices
have to rise by 37'3o/o but by 28o/o. I{te are talking
here about percentage points, and a real devaluation of
what we call the 'Green Pound' has a somewhat
different effect on the calculation. Prices thus have to
rise by 28 o/o, and on top of that there will be a
number of additional measures to normalize the situa-
tion, because the accession arrangement cannot in my
view be implemented in the short term. I think this
will cause tremendous tension during next year, Parti-
cularly in the spring, when Parliament, the Council
and the Commission will have to decide on the new
prices. I shall no longer be involved, but I must say
that I vew the prospect with trepidation. The question
is whether it will even be possible next year to reach
agreement in the Community on this point. To a
certain extent it is reassuring to know that Great
Britain will then have the presidency not only of the
Commission but also of the Council, and I hope that
this will in fact encourage the British Government to
pull out all the stops, which it is hardly doing at
present. This year Great Britain has reiected two prop-
osals from the Commission for the adiustment of the
'Green Pound': one in March in connection with the
price decisions, when we proposed 3 o/o, and a second
proposal last week. Our proposal last week was for an
adjustment oI 4'6o/o, i.e. 6'2 points to maintain the
level of 2tl'6. It I had to rc-submit that proposal now,
an ajustment of 6'2 points would not be sufficient and
ti'6 points would be necessary to maintain the level of
2tl'5. I was most disappointed that the British Govern-
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ment reacted so negatively to these really very
moderate proposals. !fle fully recognize that this
concems consumers and that this question must also
be seen in the broader context of the fight against
inflation. For this reason we confined ourselves to
maintaining the monetary compensatory amounts and
re-valuing British prices by 4.59 o/0. That would have
had the effect of raising the cost of living in Great
Britain by 0'31 %. I7e also suggested that the British
Govemment take other measures on trade between
Great Britain and the rest of the Community which
would have reduced the 0.31 % to 0.18 %. This prop-
osal was also reiected. I think this is a very serious
matter, and thus both the Council and the Commis-
sion con concluded that this system can no longer be
maintained without amendment and that far-reaching
changes must therefore be made. I should also like to
point out that this does not concern Great Britain
alone ; it is naturally also of great importance for other
Member States, and even for certain countries outside
the Community.
!7e make payments to New Zealand, for example, in
units of account, based on the values in the 'snake'.
This means a difference of 37.3 points. We also pay
the sugar producers, whether in the Fiii islands, Mauri-
tius or the !flest Indies, the full Community price,
which is 37'3 points above what the British farmer at
present gets. This costs the Community ab enormous
amount. In brief, the problems of trade with third
countries are also closely linked to this question. It
means that the Community's receipts inn connection
with imports of agricultural produce are considerably
lower than in a normal situation. Iflhen I talk about a
sum of I 100 million u.a. for Great Britain alone, that
is an item of expenditure. Ve do not count the addi-
tiortal reduction in income, which is also relevant 
-income which in the specific case of Great Britain
will be of little importance to us until 1980 because
until then it is linked to a fixed scale. For other coun-
tries, however, it is important.
Italy 'and France, for example, are suffering large
losses with regard to their own income from the levies
and customs duties on agricultural produce.
There is also considerable distortion of competition,
since the MCA system applies to some,agricultural
products, cereals and sugar for example, and not to
others, for example vegetables. This means that in
Great Britain price ratios develop between cereals and
sugar on the one hand and vegetables on the other
hand which are completely different from the average
figures for the Community.
Mr Cointat and Mr De Koning made a number of
specific suggestions which I cannot deal with
thoroughly at the moment. I can, however, say that
the various suggestions are at present under considera-
tion by our departments and that when we put
forqrard, our proposals in ten days or so various sugges-
tions, including those made today, will probably turn
up in our final proposals. You must understand,
however, that I cannot go into this any further at the
present time.
I7hat Mr Howell said about competition between the
countries on one side of the North Sea and thgse on
the other side of the North Sea is quite right. There is
no iustification for these competitive conditions,
although I must in all honesty add that when we
compare the dairy prices in Great Britain with those
in the Benelux countries and Germany we must also
take agricultural wages into account, and these are
nearly rwice as high in the Benelux and Germany as
in Great Britain. This difference does not exist in real
terms, but does appear if the figures are expressed in
dollars, pounds or marks. This difference bears no rela-
tion to the differences in productivity but is caused by
these monetary developments, which I regard as scan-
dalous.
To those who believe that this system of floating
currencies is right because it is a market system I
should like to say 
- 
and of this I am quite convinces,
particularly as a result of the experience I have gained
over the past ten years : that I think it is a scan-
dalous systcm, a system which is intolerable within
the Community because it is a system which ensures
that the rich get richer and the poor get poorer !
(Applause fron the centre and the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhotst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, following Mr Lardinois' very
complete and thoroirgh expos6, you cannot expect me
to make a iong speech. I should iust like to mention a
few key points which seem to me to be of great impor-
tance.
You will all be aware that unless the Community
takes some action, the Common Agricultural Policy as
a whole is now threatened. It's all very well saying that
we have failed in the past to achieve greater economic
convergence and monetary coordination in the
Community, but unfortunately politicians more often
than not tend to take action only when it is,nearly too
late. I should thus iust like to make a few comments
from the point of view of the Presidency, which natur-
ally has a part to play here.
Mr Lardinois has already spoken of the need for,the
Finance Ministers and Ministers of Agrigulture to takejoint responsibility here. I can assure,you that the
Netherlands presidency supports the Commission's
view that a joint meeting is needed because the
present problems go beyond iust those of agriculture.It is in fact a question of supporting the agricultural
policy by means of economic and monetary coopera-
tion.
\U7ith this in mind the Netherlands' President-in-Of-
fice of the Council put forward at the beginning of
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July a number of suggestions which have since
become known as the Duisenberg plan, with the aim
of furthering economic converSence and discipline in
monetary matters. These two things go inseparably
hand in hand. These suggestions were already under
consideration before the disastrous developments
conceming the pound sterling. Now, however, it is
becoming more and more urgent to take measures
fairly soon. Ve hope that during the meeting of Mini-
sters of Agriculture and Finance Ministers it will be
possible to make progress in this field.
As to the budgetary repercussiqns, I would remind
you that I am also here today in my capacity as. Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of Finance Ministers. In
the short term we shall have to try, in consultation
with the European Parliament, to draw up a European
budget. Like the Council, Parliament is a budgetary
authority. However, if it proves impossible to draw up
the European budget without still allocatingT5o/o of ,/
total funds to the agricultural policy, it is absolutely
clear that other very important sectors of European
policy will be ieopardized. !7e cannot and must not
8p on putting up with a situatiort in which policies in
other sectors cannot be pursued for want of financial
resources, while the agricultural policy, particularly
through the monetary comp€nsatory amounts, is
leading to an even greater erosion of the Community.
The responsibility of the Council and of Parliament
alike is of key importance here.
I should like to end with a political observation. !(/e
hear pleas for solidarity with consumers, or with
producers, and for solidarity in general. Community
solidarity, however, is indivisible. No progress can be
achieved in one particular area if we are not prepared
to pursue a common policy in other areas as well.
(Apltlansc)
President. 
- 
The debate on request is closed.
The proceedinp will now be suspended'until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The -titting'uas sutfcnded at 1.25 1t.n. and rt.sutncd
at 3.05 p.n)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BEHRENDT
Vice-Prcsident
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Decision on tht urgcncl' o.f tfu notiott 
.for ct rcsoln-
tion on tfu addition o.f skinned milk ltote'dcr lo
,tninctl 
.lrcd.t
President. 
- 
I now consult Parliament on the
urgency of the motion for a resolution on the addition
of skimmed milk powder to animal feeds (Doc.
3s6176).
Are there arty obiections ?
The adoption of urgent procedure is ageed.
I propose that this motion for a resolution be dealt
with during the-sitting on Thursday, 14 October, after
the report by Mr De Koning.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
7. Oral qucstion witb debate: Ditente in Europe
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate put by the Political Affairs Committee to the
Conference of Foreign Mnisters of the Mernber States
of the European Community on d6tente in Europe
(Doc.274176):
Vith reference to the Conference to be held in Belgade
in 1977, what are thc views of the Conference of Minis-
ters of Foreign Affairs on the present state of European
d6tente ?
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. (F) W President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, the chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee, Mr Boano, has asked me to present this
question, which was drawn up by the Committee at its
meeting last July. We are exapining it today because
the agenda was too full in September.
I wanted to make the point in order to stress that a
year after the signing of the Final Act of Helsinki, the
Political Affairs Committee of the European Parlia-
ment considers it worthwhile to ask the Council about
the progress of the preparatory work for the forth-
coming meeting in Belgrade or, more precisely, for
the technical meeting to be held next June and
subsequently the Conference of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs also to be held in 1977. Ve are asking this
Conference to give an appraisal of the present state of
d6tente in Europe.
Going over this question in the Political Affairs
Committee, we saw that some of the commitments
made seem to have been acted upon, but that some
clauses of the Helsinki Conference concerning one or
other of the three baskets have not been respected.
I would remain members that not a week since, Mr
Brezhnev stated that both the Soviet Union and the
USA considered that the Belgrade Conference must
not serve merely as a complaints counter.
That this sort of phraseology has been used is indica-
tive of the fact that complaints will almost certainly
be made on all sides. Consequently, we are asking the
Council which provisions have been respected and
which have not.
\U7ith your permission, Mr President, I will immedi-
ately put the supplementary question which I wanted
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to address in my name during this debate to the
Council representative in his capacity as President-in-
Office of the Conference of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs. He can then reply to both the general ques-
tion and the first supplementary question at the same
time.
It is stipulated in the relevant texts that the )une 1977
meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the 35
signatory states to the Final Act of the Helsinki
Conference should above all examine which of the
commitments undertaken in 1975 have been fulfilled
and which are still outstanding.
As the Community is a signatory to this Final Act,
could the President-in-Office enlighten us as to what
action the Conference of Ministers of Foreign Affairs
has taken since then, and also as to what it intends
doing berween now and the preparatory meeting to be
held next June ?
Insofar as the general feeling is that additional steps
must be taken to promote security in Europe and
cooperation between European countries, how does
the 
.Council intend to proceed with regard to poltical
cooperation so as to be able, if need be, to submit
proposals to the other 26 participants at the Helsinki
Conference when the time comes ?
I should like to point out what I feel to be an impor-
tant point, namely that having signed the Final Act,
the Community should also be in a position to brief
the representatives of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs
in Belgrade next June.
I should also point that at least two major participants
at the Helsinki Conference have set up committees to
deal with these questions regularly and that others
keep careful track of the outcome of that Conference.
On that note, I shall ask the President-in-Office of the
Conference of Ministers of Foreign Affairs whether he
cantell us exactly how things stand with regard to
cooperation between between the Nine in this
context.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorct, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, at this moment, some nine
months before the 'stocktaking conference' in
Belgrade, it is useful to discuss the,state of affairs in
the field of ddtente. I do not wish to conceal from
Parliament the fact that current developments with
regard to ddtente in Europe have given ,rise to a
certain amount of disappointment, at any rate on the
lTestern side. This disappointment relates both to
what has actually been achieved and to the immediate
prospects. Looking back at the period since the
signing of the Final Act of Helsinki, one inevitably
comes to the conclusion that this document has not
yet brought about much improvement in relations
between East and Vest.
In general, there is little evidence that the countries of
the Eastern bloc have done anything to implement its
provisions, at least if one considers the so-called
Basket 3 with the humanitarian aspects, by which I
mean individual contacts, information, culture and
exchanges. In my opinion the position with regard to
human rights is thoroughly sombre. Meanwhile, we
are faced with a build-up of military effort from the
East, while the ideological struggle is also being inten-
sified. It is in fact becoming clear that ddtente is part
of this struggle. The negotiations on multilateral troop
reductions show that in Central Europe there is little
willingness to move towards the approximate equ4liza-
tion of ground forces.
It follows from what I have iust said that the willing-
ness of the Eastern bloc to work towards meaningful
ditente in the lrestern sense is still not very great.
A further point is that, in the context of the Confer-
ence on Securiry and Cooperation in Europe, pressure
from Western and neutral countries for fr,rller imple-
mentation of the Final Act of Helsinki always
produces signs of annoyance.
I do not think I can leave it at this somewhat sombre
assessment. The feeling of disappointment that is
undoubtedly present should not lead us to give up our
efforts to achieve greater ddtente. On the contrary, it
would not be realistic to expect Eastern Europe to
move towards complete implementation of the Final
Act of Helsinki over such a short period, particularly
with regard to the sections which the Soyiet Union
does not like. The process of. ddtente is, after all, a
long-term process, one which will be marked by alter-
nating periods of relative tension and relative ddtente.
As we all know, the second Conference provided for
in the Final Act of Helsinki is to open in Belgrade on
l5 June 1977. Vlith regard to the tasks rnehtioned in
the Final Act, it is essential that we should not be
content with assessing the situation and putting
forward new proposals, but should also discuss ddtente
as a whole, that is the whole East-!7est relationship
and the way it has developed in the past two years. If
we in the !7est are to be able to contribute to making
a favourable assessment of East-S7est relations at this
Conference, there will have tobe a positive attitude on
the part of the Eastern bloc, both with regard to the
implementation of the Final Act and in the,field of
multilateral and balanced force reductions. In addi-
tion, a certain moderation would seem to be required
on the subiect of armamenrs and idelogical confronta-
tion. In this way East-West relations could be consider-
ably improved.
Mr President, the honourable Member's supplemen-
tary question concerns the way in which co-operation
between the Nine is being put into effect in this
period of preparation for the Belgrade Conference. On
this I should like to make iust one further point.
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As you know, European. political co-operation has
been intensified more and more over the past few
years. I think I can say quite simply that this co-opera-
tion at multilateral level has worked in an exemplary
fashion, particularly with regard to the Helsinki
Conference. The same exemplary co-operation is now
being pursued in the preparations for the Belgrade
Conference. These preparations, insofar as they
concern matters relevant to the European Commu-
nity, are naturally also being made in those fields for
which the European Community is responsible.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch. to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Klepsch. (D) Mr President, honourable
Members, I should first of all like to thank the Presi-
dent of the Council for the very pricise way in which
he expressed the Council's position.
!(hen we discussed the matter in this House after the
signing of the Final Act, my Group was in agreement
with the Council that the results of the CSCE and its
true significance cannot be assessed until the results
are actually seen, depending on how far the funda-
mental pr,inciples and agreed measures have been put
into effect by each of the participating states.
The Committee on Political Affairs has quite rightly
and, in my view, at an opportune moment drawn up a
sort of interim balance sheet, thus enabling us to be
quite clear about what this House expected of the
Community Institutions at the Helsinki Conference.
In view of the short time at my disposal, I should like
to concentrate on iust two points.
One result we expected of the CSCE was greater secu-
rity but, as the President of the Council rightly said,
the arms build-up of the Soviet Union has, as NATO
has found, assumed proportions beyond what may
justifiably be termed defensive and which are a cause
for some concern.
!(e also expected greater freedom of movement under
the measures contained in Basket 3, and we were
aware that the declaration of intent would not be
respected unless it were possible to make real
progress. However, we have had to observe a very
serious deficiency in this respect. Ve adhered to the
principle that both sides just make equal concessions
and that it is of special importance for us, the Commu-
nity, in particular to stand by the position adopted by
the Community, namely the principle of equal conces-
sions on both sides, in the field of economic coopera-
tion as well.
On the question of development, the President of the
Council is certainly right when he says that a whole
string of complaints could be read out regarding non-
fulfilment of the declarations of intent. That will
certainly not be possible today. However, we ought to
draw up this list quite matter-of-factly in the
Committee on Political Affairs. My main concern at
present is to put forward a number of principles upon
which, in addition to those already outlined, my
Group hopes that the Community will base its posi-
tion at the Belgrade Conference.
First and foremost we should like an assurance that, as
in Helsinki, the nine Member States will adopt a
common policy and that the continuation and consoli-
dation of European union will not be impaired by
whatever agreements may be reached. We should also
like to be sure that commitments already entered into
will not be interpreted in such a way that this
follow-up conference will ieopardize the further deve-
lopment of the policy of European union.
!7e should like an assurance that the principle of
equal concessions on both sides will continue to be
the Community's basic policy in future talks, particu-
larly in the economic field, as we demanded and
welcomed at the last conference.
Thirdly, we should like to hear some plain speaking at
this conference in those areas in which no progress
has been made at all or in which, deplorably, it is to
be noted that the fundamental principles agreed on
have not yet been implemented. Ve should like a
spade to be called a spade. Under no circumstances
can we agree to any modification of fundamental and
human rights and all that they imply. Ve should
make it clear that we want to see these rights fully
guaranteed in all fields in the signatory States.
Allow me to say in passing that my Group admires
the struggle of the Civil Rights Movment in the coun-
tries of eastenn Europe, particularly the Soviet Union.
!7e do not want Basket 3 to remain a mcre illusion
but to become reality. If it does not, it would sdem to
us that the concessions made by the western states in
Helsinki have not been reciprocated.
Our views are quite clear on another point as well. My
Group believes that we should under no circum-
stances embark on a course which would establish any
sort of Soviet hegemony in Europe and which would
result in the polical unfication of Europe being
subiect to the discretion and control of the Soviet
Union.
In this year of blighted expectations, there have been
numerous opportunities for iustified criticism of the
behaviour of many of the signatory states ; I should
iust like to say briefly that the developments in
Angola and the way in which the Soviet Union and
Cuba acted there are not evidence of any great respect
for the principles agreed on in Helsinki by the Soviet
Union as a signatory state.
My Group stands by the statements we made during
the last debate. !7e are delighted about the unequiv-
ocal words spoken today by the representative of the
Council. However, we also feel that it helps,nobody if
we try to create the impression that progress has been
made in areas in which none has actually been made.
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Accordingly, I should like to thank the Council, and I
should be grateful if we could be informed whether a
change of 
.negotiating principles is contemplated.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Caillavet to speak on behalf
cf the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Ceillavet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of the
Liberal and Allies Group, I should like to thank the
President-in-Office of the Council for his explana-
tions. I would also like to tell him that we have been
pmewhat disappointed by the results of the Helsinki
Conference. Consequently, we feel it is essential to
take stock of our disillusionment before the Belgrade
Conference.
With regard to political problems or problems
:onceming military security, for example, it is true
chat there is some reason to be satisfied. Thus, the
:ontracting parties to the Helsinki Agreement have
been informed regularly of military manoeuvres and
thus know what is going on in this area. But with
regard to economic cooperation, which was the
;ubject of a very interesting debate this morning on
:rade between the COMECON and the Community,
tjre results are fairly negligible, and the terms of trade
rt present show a deficit of 37 000 million dollars. I
look to the President-in-Office for enlightenment as
to the Community's future policy in this field, for in
Belgrade, too, you will have to adopt a more open
rpproach in the political and economic field.
But our disappointment is keener in respect of large-
;cale cultural exchanges, human contacts and respect
ior human rights.
Cf course, you might say 
- 
and you would be right
- 
there is reason to be satisfied on several counts. A
3reater number of visas have been granted to iournal-
sts and some people have been authorized to change
:heir place of residence, especially in the GDR and in
3zechoslovakia, but the problem of the Jews, espe-
:ially in Russia, is still awaiting solution. The isola-
:ion, even within their country, endured by the Jews,
vho cannot even meet and who are ostracized, give us
3rounds for concern. I7e cannot tolerate this when it
s our precise, duty, by virtue of our liberal principles,
:o safeguard the dignity of Man.
[he President-in-Office of the Council is in the
)rocess of making preparations for the Belgrade
Sonference in which he will participate. !fle hope he
rill be able to speak with a strong and firm voice, for
ve do not want disappointments. In the light of the
apid and summary assessment. I haie just made, we
;hould like to know his policy in order to evaluate the
rction taken.
Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf
cf the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
!7hen the Final Act was signed at
Helsinki, not many of us had great illusions that it
would be fulfilled to the letter. Some. of us thought
that it was a piece of nonsense from the beginning.
Others hoped that it would achieve significant results
in bringing about d6tente in the world. Some felt that
it might reach some situation in betveen.
A year or so after the Final Act has been approved,
one can see certain achievements. I have made certain
inquiries and have discovered that" for instance, the
question of notification of manoeuvres has been
subject to some improvement in the past year. It is
now more common for there to be mutual notifica-
tion of manoeuvres on the East side and on the !7est
side. This contributes to a relaxation of tension to
some small extent.
There has also been a significant concession on the
Soviet side in granting multi-entry visas to '$Testem
iournalists entering the Soviet Union. This has been
mentioned many times in the press. It is small but it
is significant. '!7e are grateful for any achievement
that has come out of this Act. This is one such
achievement.
It is also a fact that films and tapes are now allowed to
be exported from the Soviet Union without a permit.
This is another achievement. Is the extent of the Final
Act, though ?
I regret that I have to set against this small list of
plusses which the Final Act has gained us a tremen-
dous list of points where the Final Act is clearly not
being fulfilled. There is, for instance, the clear provi-
sion in the Treaty that the Soviet Union will publish
statistics about its production, about its industrial
achievement. This is incumbent on all signatories to
the Final Act. This is not being fulfilled by the Soviet
Union or by any of the Eastern bloc.
There is a clear provision in the Final Act that news-
papers will be available from different countries and
will be put on sale and that further points will be
provided where these newspapers may be bought,
particularly in the Eastern countries, where there is
very strict censorship.
I regret to have to report that there has been no such
improvement in this respect. The number of copies of
It lllonde which are imported into the Soyiet Union
daily is no more than 200 or 300. The same figure
applies to copies ol The Times.There is no signfficant
improvement here.
The main realm where the Final Act is being
flagrantly disregarded by the Soviet bloc is, of course,
Basket III, the question of humanitarian considera-
tions. Here I must mention two vital questions 
- 
the
question of marriages between citizens of East and
I7est and that of the separation of families.
The Final Act states quite clearly 
- 
I am reading
from the Final Act: 'The participating states will
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examine favourably and on the basis of humanitarian
considerations requests for exit or entry permits from
persons who have decided to marry a citizen from
another participating state.'
In spite of this provision, which was signed by the
Soviet Union, by other East European states and also
by Eastern Germany, we still have such disgraceful
incidents as the one that happened a few days ago on
the Berlin !7all where a man who wished to marry his
fianc6e from the East was forced in desperation to
walk through the neutral zone in danger of being
killed by the East Berlin police on the other side in
order to make some demonstration, in order to try to
reach the woman he wanted to marry but whom he is
not allowed to see and from whom he is being cut off.
Such incidents are totally disgraceful and cannot
possibly occur in an atmosphere of relaxation of
tensions.
Again, there is a clear provision 
- 
I am reading from
the Final Act 
- 
that 'The participating states will deal
in a positive and humanitarian spirit with the applica-
tions of persons who wish to be reunited with
members of their family.'
I asked a question of the British Government on
Friday last and I was told that of the 49 cases which
had been brought to the attention of the British
authorities in the light of the Final Act only nine have
been resolved in the past year. This is not fulfilment
of the spirit of the Final Act. It is being grossly
disobeyed and disregarded.
In this respect I address myself directly to the
Communist Group. I am glad to see that finally we
have a member of the Communist Group in our
midst, even though he has not got his earphones on
and even though he cannot understand me. For the
first few speeches there was no member of the
Communist Group in the chamber and so I am afraid
that the Communist Group missed the first few
speeches. But finally Mr Bordu has put his earphones
on and so I am glad that he can understand me.
I appeal to you, Mr Bordu, in the light of the Final
Act of the Helsinki Agreement, to your group and
particularly to its chairman, Mr Amendola, to use your
good infJuence and your good offices 
- 
I am not
making a political point here ; I am speaking in a
humanitarian spirit 
- 
through the contacts which
you have, through the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, to see that more of these 49 cases of separation
of family are considered favourably by the Soviet
authorities. Mr Bordu as a prominent member of the
French Communist Party and Mr Amendola as a
prominant member of the Italian Communist Party
have this power. I appeal to them to use it to bring
about some rmprovement in the lot of these wretched
people who are suffering real tragedy one after the
other.
I wish I could speak tor longer, but clearly I cannot. I
wish only to make clear that, unless the question of
humanitarian considerations is dealt with more favou-
rably, we shall not regard the Final Act as being
fulfilled by the Eastern side.
I hope that the Council is monitoring this aspect care-
fully. I wish, Mr Brinkhorst, that you would give us
details of the monitoring. Are you making a list of
violations of the Final Act ? Are you making a list of
the cases where married people are separated and
where marriages are being prevented ? These you
must bring up next year in Belgrade, and I hope that
you will do so. Unless there is some improvement in
this respect, we must regard the Final Act as a treaty
which is not being fulfilled.
(Applaus)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I too regard today's debate as an interim
balance sheet. Mr Brinkhorst pointed out on behalf of
the Council that there are still nine months to go ;
surely nobody expects any basically new develop-
ments in this time. I cannot.imagine that all those
who were at Helsinki now intend, as it were, to put in
a final spurt shortly before Belgrade. I welcome the
unanimity which the Council has displayed here, the
way in which it has tried to make clear to us that the
efforts aimed at d6tente should not be abandoned
even if the impression were to be created here and
there that the expected progress was not being made.
This brings me to a point, Mr President, to which I
should like to draw particular attention. I sometimes
have the impression that many people regard the
results of the Helsinki Conference as the great solu-
tion, the big gamble, so to speak. Surely this cannot
be so. In my view, Helsinki was one step along the
road to maximum cogperation. It was not for nothing
- 
we also are quite aware of this, Mr Brinkhorst 
-that you pointed out that d6tente cannot be achieved
from one day to the next but is a lengthy process. I
must therefore again caution all those who may have
believed that the mere fact that an agreement was
signed in Helsinki could change from one day to the
next the main political concepts of both camps.
However, I do believe that Helsinki still has a certain
significance. Its importance lies in the way in which
states from different parts of the world have said how
they intend to cooperate with one another. If they do
not abide by this, it is the dury of all of us to
denounce as loudly as possible at the first opportunity
- 
i.e. in Belgrade 
- 
all those who have not acted in
accordance with the Helsinki Agreement in the past
few months.
I therefore also welcome the fact that the Council has
declared today that the European Community's aim in
Belgrade should again be cooperation iust as it was in
Helsinki, and, as you said, Mr Brinkhorst, just as exem-
plary. Honourable Members, what we need at this
stage of the preparations for the second meeting and
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for an initial summary of the results is for this
Community of the Nine to speak with one voice, to
take a firm stand, to attempt to collate everything that
was declared in Helsinki and has been achieved in the
meantime, but at the same time to denounce what has
not been done since that Conference.
Somebody asked what was the ultimate aim of these
efforts. For us the ultimate aim is and remains to do
everything possible to ensure peace by means of trea-
ties and agreements. This and this alone is the goal.
!7e must put up with the fact that certain things take
longer to achieve than some people thought.
Honourable Members, I belierrc that in Belgrade the
efforts of the !7est must centre on the positive imple-
mentation of the Final Act of the Helsinki Agree-
ment. The Vest and our Community of the Nine
must make it their duty to point out where we comply
very closely with the Final Act and where others do
not, and we must vigorously oppose any attempt to
deviate from the implementing provisions of the Final
Act. I also say this, Mr President : in view of the
obvious attempt by the East to distort the outcome of
the Helsinki Conference, we shalt have to look
thoroughly at what yas understood by d6tente in
Helsinki.
In 
.my opinion, there are a number of guidelines for
our point of view: together we must point out to our
partners in this treaty where they have violated the
Agreement. In Belgrade we must make it clear to the
world how we stand with regard to this Agreement. I
feel that the position of the Vest in general and of
the Community of the Nine in particular is a good
one. The others will have to show what their position
is. They will have to explain to the world why they
have not acted in the same way as we have in certain
areas. If all this can be made clear in Belgrade, then
Mr President, honourable Members, I have no doubts
that the !flest can prevail. Ire must remind our part-
ners in the Helsinki Agreement of their obligations,
and we must do this together and with one voice.
Presidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Boriu to speak oir behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Bordu. 
- 
(F) Mc President, I did not intend to
speak in this debate, but a number of very important
points which have been raised now leave me no
choice but to do so.
This is indeed a serious problem, and do not imagine
the Communists are indifferent to all the humani-
tarian aspects of intemational relations and to the fate
of victims wherever they may be.
Ifle have already taken a stand on the basic issue, espe-
cially by reiecting everything which does not psomote
freedom irrespective of country or continent. I would
like everyone here to take the same stand as we do on
these issues.
There has just been an important debate in the
United States on human righs. During this debate it
wzrs stated, both by the American participans and by
several parliamentarians from the Community, that in
order to be credible when discussing freedom, arid
humanitarian problems, all cases of violation of liberty
should be condemned outright irrespective of where
they occurred. I7e must therefore avoid being one-
sided in our condemnations.
I have already had occasion to point out that we, for
our part, are ready to begin a comprehensive debate
on human rights problems at international level. This
challenge has not yet been uken up by anyone. I
repeat that we are ready to take part in such a debate.
If there are any Members of this House who can
accept the challenge and state that there is no brqach
of liberty in their countries, let them raise their
hands ! However, this is apparently not the case.
In reply to the question pug biased though it may be,
I say that no one here can cast doubts on our attitude
- 
I can speak here only on behalf of the French
Communist Party 
- 
towards the actions of any
country which fails to respect basic liberties in various
fields.
I7e are not addressing a particular country, but all
countries, for humanitarian probfems unfortunately
exist in too many places all over the world. The
problem must therefore be tackled conscientiously
and in its entirety.
These, Mr President, are the comments I wished to
make.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr John. 
- 
(D) I too should first of all like to thank
Mr Brinkhorst for taking a clear position on this
problem. I am very glad, however, to be speaking after
Mr Bordu, to whose comments I shall be returning
shortly.
An analysis of the policy of d6tente 
- 
and d6tente is
the issue today 
- 
reveals facts which cannot be over-
looked. By means of the policy of d6tente the S<iviet
Union has since l97l brought about a shift of power
to its own advantage throughout the world. Not only
Vietnam but also Cambodia and Laos, and thus most
of South East Asia, have fallen to the Communists,
but not by peaceful and humanitarian means. The
atomic stalemate was altered in favour of the Soviet
Union by both SALT I and the Vladivostok Agee-
ment between Ford and Brezhnev; this is confirmed
today by all the military experts and those in the field.
In the Final Act of the CSCE the Soviet Union sees
- 
as shown by all its propaganda and diplomatic
actiyity since then 
- 
recognition of the legitimacy of
Soviet rule over the peoples of eastern Europe and a
part of the German people.
Simultaneously with those treaties there took place
developments and incidents which helped the Soviet
Union to expand its powerful position in the world or
acts of which it was itself the author and which were
tolerated by the western world, including direct and
indirect interventionin Angola, the expansion of the
srorldwide Soviet naval presence in the Indian and
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Pacific Oceans as well as in the North Atlantic, and
more recently in Somalia and the off-shore island in
particular. Last but by no means least 
- 
and we politi-
cians who live and work directly on the border with
eastern Europe can say this 
- 
there is the build-up of
overwhelming conventional weapons superiority by
the l7arsaw Pact in eastern Europe. The recent
attempt by the Soviet Union to exert influence in the
Middle East, in the Lebanon, should also be noted.
At the last Party Conference Brezhnew could there-
fore state with regard to the policy of d6tente : '!7e do
not deny that we see in d6tente a way of creating
more favourable conditions for peace during the
expansion of Socialism' 
- 
i.e. of course in the
language of the Communists: Communism 
-'in theworld'.
I7hereas Moscow has to a large extent achieved
through the CSCE one of the main poliiical goals of
its policy towards the I7est, namely the consolidation
of its empire, the core of the West's conference
strategy, namely greater freedom of movement for
people, greater freedom of speech and information,
must basically be regarded as having foundered. This
point has already been dealt with in this House, and I
need not therefore make any further comments on it.
However gratifying isolated minor improvements of
human communications between East and I7est may
be, there can be no question so far of any noticeable
overall improvement as a result of the CSCE. I am
particularly grateful to the President of the Council
for saying that the !(est is very disappointed with this.
The Communist states are still persisting in strict
control through State channels of contact between
persons and the exchange of information and culture.
^As always, they regard the spontaneous contact of
their citizens with the Iflest with suspicion and
prevent or hinder it accordingly.
Honourable Members, ladies and gentlement, the Iron
Curtain abross Germany has not been more Porous
since the CSCE but, if anything, has become more
impermeable, so that nowhere in the world is there a
stricter demarcation line than the one for people who
want to go from Germany to Germany. Moreover, not
only Germans, but also Poles, Czechs and Soviet
Russians are still being shot at.
\Testern hopes that the CSCE would lead to free
movement of persons, information and opinions and
to the implementation of human rights have thus not
been fulfilled. Of the European countries, basically
only Poland, Hungary and Rumania have so far shown
any interest in cooperating with the western European
states as a result of the CSCE declaration. On the
other hand, Moscow is trying to use agreements
between Comecon and the EC to keep its satellites
firmly under control. In the proposal of l5 Febr'uary
1976 f.or an agreement between COMECON and the
EC, Moscoy is pressing above all else for the conces-
sion of the most-favoured-nation clause. For its part,
however, the Soviet Union shows no willingness to
recognize the EC or to conform to l7estem intema-
tional trading standards by, for example, acceding to
the GATT.
All of us, Mr President, are in favour of real, genuine
d6tente. '$7e are advocating d6tente in which East and
!7est and especially the Soviet Union manifest
genuine willingness to discontinue the aims buildup.
!7e definitely agree with the American trade union
leader George Meany, whom you, Mr Bordu, and I
have both met, when he says : 'Ve are in favour of
d6tente by which the Soviet Union ceases its ideolog-
ical war against the I7est ..... !7e welcome d6tente
by which the Soviet Union stops arming itself and
supporting guerilla and other underground move-
ments'.
'We can go along with Solzhenitsyn when he says :
'Not only must those weapons be eliminated with
which other peoples can be destroyed or fellow-coun-
trymen oppressed.' He goes on to say that all anti-
human propaganda, which is called the 'ideological
war' in the Soviet Union, must be suppressed. Real
d6tente, honourable Memben, demands the termina-
tion of the ideological war. This is what we must work
towards in Belgrade. For the rest, Mr Bordu, we accept
your challenge. This House will debate human rights.
Then we shall see how things stand.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
I wish simply to underline two
points which have already been made by Mr Caillavet
on behalf of our group. Clearly, there is a broad
consensus of agreement around the Chamber, with
the exeption perhaps of Mr Bordu, on the attitude
towards ddtente.
The first point I wish to underline is the unsatisfac-
tory nature of the economic exchanges between East
and !7est. The second is a matter which has already
been raised by several speakers-namely, the failure of
the Soviet side to honour, in the sense that we hoped
it might, the human rights provisions of ,Helsinki.
At present it is clear that to quite a large extent the
!flest makes good the deficiencies of the Soviet
economy. American grain, Community industrial
exports and the technology of the !7est in general
pour into the Soviet Union, but there remains a severe
imbalance, as Mr Caillavet said. It will be extremely
difficult, with the much more advanced requirements
of the western consumer to correct and redress this
balance, but if ddtente favours the Soviet Union
economically, it is of the greatest importance that we
should obtain some political advantage from that fact.
It is high time that the Soviet Union recognized offi-
cially the European Community as a diplornatic entity
which conducts approximately 40 % of the world's
trade. General ddtente cannot be based on delusions.
Moscow should recognize the reality of our Commu-
nity, and all Nine governments of the Comimunity
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should insist that this recognition is a condition of
further development of economic relations. Parlia-
ment, which is soon, we hope, to be democratically
elected and has been concemed in this session with
fundamental human rights, has the duty and, as
almost all speakers have emphasized to the Council of
Ministers, the need to be vocal about the denial of
human rights in the. Soviet Union and other
Communist countries.
Mr,Bordu did not deal with the kind of simple human
tragedy instanced by Lord Bethell in the example that
he picked from Berlin. To a Liberal, and,.l would have
thought, to all democrats in this Chamber, it is simply
incomprehensible that such thingp should continue to
be done, because they serve no political purpose. Yet
one reatizes that this, in the end, is but the tip of a
very considerable iceberg, in which there is continued
haiassment of religious and racial minorities, a Perver-
sion of psychiatry to persecute political prisoners, and
the imprisonment of those who simply seek to claim
the rights which are guaranteed by the Soviet constitu-
tion itself.
I would say to Mr Bordu that the release of Vladimir
Bukovsky and people like him in the Soviet Union
would do far more to give substance to the spirit of
Helsinki than any number of official statements of
peaceful intentions by the Kremlin. It is actions that
we require rather than words. The terrible thing is
that we see inaction. !fle have the right to ask the
Foreign Ministers of our Community to insist that
these matters be placed high on the agenda at
Belgrade and to be sure that they will not rest until
progress is made.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scelba. 
,
Mr Scelbo. 
- 
(I) Mr President, what Mr Bordu had
to say does not help to further d6tente. All he did
virtually was to provide the Soviet Union with an alibi
for continuing its policy of disregarding basic human
rights. However, this is not the point on which I wish
to dwell.
I note from the statements made by the President-in-
Office of the Council that he feels the collaboration
betcreen Member States at the Helsinki Conference
was truly exemplary. This we acknowledge. However, I
should like to point out to him that the same cannot
be said of the line followed subsequent to that Confer-
ence.
The Helsinki meeting centred on two fundamental
issues, security and economic cooperation. As regards
security, we know that nothing has been achieved, for
the Soviet Union has increased its arms potential and
military strenBth. A recent statement from the head of
NATO reveals that the most sophisticated weaPons
are pointing precisely towards the countries of Europe.
I wonder whether the policy of economic cooperation
pursued by the individual Member States vis-)vis the
Soviet Union and the Eastern-bloc countries is any
more consistent with the outcome of the Helsinki
Conference. It is clear that if all the Western countries
rush to olfer the Soviet Union all the agreements and
all the economic resources which it needs in order to
bolster its military potential-because, when all is said
and done, this is what these agreements boil down to
- 
it will eventually be we oumelves who are failing to
promote the principle of d6tente. There is only one
way, a peaceful way, in which we can exert an influ-
ence on the Soviet Union 
- 
by economic means.
Consequently, I would ask the President-in-Office of
the Council to draw the attention of the Member
States to the need to consider this important instru-
ment of d6tente, so that it is borne in mind and
brought to bear iudiciously during the forthcoming
discussion in order to promote d6tente and peace,
which was the underlying obiective of the Helsinki
Conference.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in'Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am pleased to see that what I
said just now on behalf of the Foreign Ministers of the
nine Member States has met with widespread agree-
ment in this House. This widespread agreement is
possible because the policy of the nine Member States
towards the results of Helsinki and the preparations
for Belgrade is based on realities and not on wishful
thinking, on untiring efforts to achieve further
progress in spite of all the obstacles with which we are
clearly faced. I am glad about this. It will encourage
the Member States to continue along this, path and
also to puniue their cooperation at European level.
The rest of what I have to say can be brief. A number
of specific points have been raised and some marginal
comments made on what I said before.
To Mr Klepsih my answer is that I place gteat
emphasis on the three elements he mentioned. The
preparations for Belgrade . must certainly not be
allowed to affect the continuing process of integration
within the Community. In concrete terms, that means
that the process of integration must not be ieopar-
dized as a result of our cooperation in a broader
context. I would also stress the need for e(ual conces-
sions when we meet again in Belgrade. I also agree
that on one point of essential imPortance for Ifestern
sociery in Europe, namely constitutional' and human
rights, there can be no compromises and that this is
the steadfast position of the nine Member States of
the Community. 1
A numbet of speakers asked about relations between
Comecon and the EEC. This moming at Question
Time I had occasion to say that cooPeration in this
field must be developed on a sound basis, and that the
starting point for this must be the acceptance of the
Community as such and also the desire to develop a
wider-ranging process of d6tente. This will be made
clear in our answer to Comecon.
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Lord Bethell asked for a list of cases where there has
been a violation of human rights. I can assure him
that the Council will examine this whole matter with
Sreat care. It is absolutely essential to keep an eye on
the implementation of the agreement and to a list of
any specific cases of infringement.
TThat Mr Seefeld said on behalf of the Socialist Group
does not seem to me to require much furthei
comment, but I would underline what he said, namely
that all those who thought that Helsinki would herald
the dawning of a new era were perhaps labouring
under a misconception right from the start. Helsinki
must instead be seen as one stage in a much lengthier
process. In this sense, what was agreed in Helsinki is
of importance because it provides a definite touch-
stone for iudging the behaviour of both !/estern and
Eastem European countries. This is also why I wish to
take up what Mr Bordu said. He said his Group was
prepared to talk about human rights in the whole
world. But at the moment we are talking about human
rights in Europe. It is progress on this point that we
are going to examine together in Belgrade. In this
respect I at least am quite prepared to raise my hand
in reply to Mr Bordu's question.
Mr President, although almost everyone will join me
in admitting that the implementation of the Helsinki
agreement has been a disappointment, at the same
time I note that we all agree on the need to continue
the process of gradual d6tente. On this point we find
common ground in the realization that there is in fact
no alternative to a policy of d6tente. The alternative is
confrontation, and we do not want that. !7e shall thus
have to go to Belgrade with no illusions, with no exag-
gerated expectations, but with the firm resolve on our
part to do all that can be done to achieve a balanced
result from the Final Act of Helsinki.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
8. 0ral question with debate :
Custorns procedures and legislation
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate, put by Mr Schwdrer on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to the
Council and the Commission, on the simplification of
customs procedures, customs legislation and institu-
tional methods for dealing with customs matters (Doc.
3t7t76l:
In view of the political, economic and psychological
importance of all measures designed to bring about
improvements in the operation of the customs union and
the fact that with effect.from I July 1977 the bulk of
goods traffic between the nine Member States of the
Community and the seven EFTA States is to be duty free,
could the Council and the Commission indicate what
stage has been reached in the implementation of the
work programme approved by the Council ?
This question refers in panicular to the implementation
of the simplification programme, improvements in insti-
tutional arrang€ments and adherence to the timetable
contained in the work programme.
I call Mr Schwdrer.
Mr Schw6ret. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
g€ntlemen, ls you know, with effect from I July 1977the bulk of goods traffic between the nine Member
States of the Community and the seven EFTA States
is to be duty-free. In view of the constant complaints
from the business circles affected about laboriouJ clear-
ance procedures and the need to observe complicated
rules of origin, and because the implementation of the
simplification programme approved by the Council
- 
on which this House gave a favourable opinion in
July 1975 on the basis of a report by Mr Mitterdorfer
- 
is making very slow progress, the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs hopes that this ques-
tion will play a part in bringing about customs union.
I7e in the European Parliament should be particularly
aware that, rwenty years after the signing of the EEC
Treaty, steps to simplify the laborious and compli-
cated customs formalities which have swollen to iniol-
erable proportions are of the utmost psychological
importance for further integration. In addition to this,
the prescribed formalities lead to high coss for those,
involved in trade. On this point the Commission of
the EC stated as early as Spring 1975:
Funhermore, this affects the final consum€r price to a
not inconsiderable extent. Finally, this complexity
hinders access to international trade and handicaps sma[
and medium-sized businesses in particular.
The question is: what can be done about customs
regulations ? The Council in particular, should state
its views on this point in today's debate.
A draft regulation on inward and outward processing
traffic has been with the Council for years ; a drafi
regulation on clearance for free trade berween the
Community has also been submitted to the Council.
The third problem is cooperation between customs
administrations. The Commission is reportedly
working on a draft on this subiect at the present time.
The fourth point is the situation with regard to the
powers of the Commission in technical matters. In
my view it is absurd that every single technical regula-
tion has to be approved by the Council. I think that
the Commission should be given considerably more
freedom to decide for itself. In this context, we have
the example of the procedures involving administra-
tive committees, which have already proved successful
and which could be used as a model for the applica-
tion of these technical regulations to customs legisla-
tion. In any event, I feel that the eleven proposals
which the Commission has worked out in this field,
and which have all been approved by parllament,
should be finally put into effect.
Ladies and gentlemen, today, in October 1976, we
must ask the Council and the Commission ai, matter
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of urgency whether they are willing and able to imple-
ment the agreed simplification Programme by I July
1977.That would 
- 
and I would remind you of the
debate in July 1975 
- 
at least be a start, a first steP
towards the standardization of customs legislation in
the Community.
The credibility of our efforts to achieve a continuous
integration of the national economies in the Common
Market will depend not least on the way in which we,
as the representatives of the citizens of Europe in the
executive institutions of the Community, press for a
flexible and above all easily manageable, uniform
customs system to be established within the pres-
cribed time.
!7hen we approve programmes, we expect in the inter-
ess of our electorates that the specific measures
provided for in these programmes will in fact be
implemented in due course. I can hardly wait for the
Council's reply on this point in particular.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President'in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I very much welcome this Oral
Question with debate, because the honourable
Member touches here upon an important asPect of
our Community.
The programme for the simplification of customs
procedures and legislation referred to by the honou-
rable Member and the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs is a work programme submitted to
the Council by the Commission in March 1975. The
Commission will thus be able to provide you with all
the relevant information on the implementation of
this programme, which concerns primarily the
Member States and the Commission.
I should, however, like to take this opportunity of
pointing out that the efforts in hand to achieve simpli-
fication in customs matters are of great importance.
All measures, however limited their scope may aPPear,
have a positive effect. They are aimed first of all at
eliminating time-consuming formalities which, more-
over, also lead to an increase in the cost price of the
goods. Secondly, these measures are of benefit to the
customs authorities, who no longer have to carry out
superfluous or unnecessary tasks. Finally, they are of
no little importance for the free movement of goods,
which 
- 
and this is after all one of the fundamental
principles of the Community 
- 
must not be impeded
by pointless formalities. All this takes on added signifi-
cance in view of the fact that the last remaining
customs duties on the movement of goods between
certain Member States of the Community are to be
abolished on I July 1977.
In connection with these efforts at simplification
there are, however, two points to be made. In the first
place this is a continuing, lonS-term operation ; one
cannot thus expect every superfluous procedure imme-
diately to be done away with once and for all.
Secondly, simplification must not be sought to the
detriment of the strict application of customs laws and
regulations, thereby creating opportunities for fraud
- 
a subiect which has frequently concerned this
House.
The present simplification programme concerns
primarily the national customs authorities, in collabo-
ration with the Commission. I should, however, like
to take the opportuniry of drawing attention to the
Council's part in this. Take, for example, the measures
taken to codify Community regulations, the simplifica-
tions in the nomenclature of certain agricultural
products and the action on harmonizing rules of
origin in the various preferential schemes.
!7ith regard to the institutional improvements which
the Commission also mentions in its programme, the
Council would like to draw attention to one practical
improvement which has made the work of the
customs authorities much easier. Customs are now
normally to have six weeks grace after the publication
of Community tariff decisions to allow them to ensure
that these are implemented after proPer preparation.
This rule, introduced following a Council Resolution
of June 1974, has resulted in a marked improvementin the situation, although it is to be deplored that
there have been some cases where it has not been
possible to comply with the rule, in particular in the
agricultural sector (Article 43).
The Commission rounded off its work programme by
taking stock of the situation with regard to the
harmonization of customs legislation. This work is
progressing steadily. As the European Parliament is
aware, many regulations have already been adopted in
this sphere. The Council is at present examining
various proposals, some of which deal with extremely
technical matters of which I shall spare you the
details. I should, however, like to draw attention to a
number of recent important regulations : these
concern outward processing arrangements, regulations
for so-called 'returned' goods, and the duty-free
import of material of an educational, scientific or
cultural nature.
In con-clusion, there is no question of the simplifica-
tion and harmonization of customs procedures and
legislation already being complete. This is a long-term
process, and everything that has been achieved so far,
especially recently, cannot but encourage us to Perse-
vere with an undertaking which is vital to the full
attainment of the common market.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Like
the President of the Council, I thank Mr Schwdrer
and the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs for having brought the attention of Parliament
once again to this item.
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As I have stated before this House on numerous occa-
sions, the customs union is one of the cornerstones of
the Community as we know it. The customs union,
from a classical point of view, will be achieved by the
end of the transitional period : that is, the middle of
next year. However, as I have stated before, the crea-
tion of a customs union is not just removing the
actual tariffs, it is not for the sake of harmonization,
but to bring into accord for the sake of simplification
the laws and regulations of the Member States in
order to have one Community book of rules and to
make a concerted attack on the ever-increasing
amount of administrative work which trading firms or
private persons have to cope with when they carry out
even fairly simple transactions like sending a parcel. I
do not believe that we can boast of having a customs
union in the true sense of . the word before we have
done away with a considerable amount of the adminis-
trative practices which for a number of reasons have
crept up to take the place of the traditional tariff over
the last decade.
\U7e must first make at least a significant step towards
the harmonization of tariff rules and regulations in
the Member States. I repeat, and I shall continue to
repeat, not harmonization for the sake of it but
harmonization for the sake of removing unnecessary
obstacles to trade and unnecessary obstacles to the
free movement of goods and persons.
Having stated that, I will not apologize for going into
some detail about what we have proposed to do and
the fate of our proposals. However boring and tech-
nical some items about which I will now talk may
sound, behind each one there is a pool of human
sweat which is being wasted for bureaucratic reasons.
There are quite a few unnecessary costs placed on our
inflation-ridden society. Naturally, as the guardian of
the Treaty, I agree entirely with the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council that we must ensure an appro-
priate administration of our customs rules. !7e must
not accept frauds or misuse of any kind. However, I
can assure you that my fears are not so much that we
shall not control enough 
- 
leaving aside perhaps the
question of fraud, where we have to strive for perfec-
tion 
- 
but in other areas the reasons are more that
we shall strive for too much perfection.
Having these general considerations in mind, the
Commission has within its capabilities given priority
to a simplification programme. !7e are working on
the basis of a programme for an approximation of
customs legislation the roots of which go back to
l97l and to a simplification programme which in its
latest version was submitted to the Council in 1975.
However, even before the appearance of the simplifica-
tion programme the general problem of cumbersome
paperwork in customs procedures and possible reme-
dies was discussed in a 1973 communication from the
Commission to the Council. Simplification measures
undertaken at that time included the replacement of
l5 original documents by the EUR I in January 1974.
So the Chairman of the Council is quite right in
remarking that some progress has been made.
I would at this point also like, since I referred, like Mr
Schwdrer, to the crucial date of I July 1977, to use
this occasion to announce that we have decided before
that date to compile and issue a study on the state of
affairs in our customs union pointing out the results
achieved but also pointing out where we are still
lagging seriously behind our obiectives.
It must be realized that the recession which we have
been living through and which we are still in the
shadows of, and the consequent depression of interna-
tional trade during the past few years, have had unfor-
tunate effects on the fulfilment of some of the goals to
which I referred. Member States and trading interests
react to the recession by taking a cautious attitude to
initiatives involving changes in legislation, duties, and
so on. This is a phenomenon which we also observed
in the multilateral trade negotiations under the
auspices of GATT.
Here I must say quite candidly that, instead of
accepting in such circumstances in a number of cases
an unsatisfactory compromise influenced by present
economic difficulties, we have found it more advisable
and more profitable in the long run not to presC for
rapid decisions. I should like to stress that this policy
implies neither a step down from the objectives formu-
lated earlier nor even the giving up of a sense of
urgenCy. v
An example of the kind of problem I am now refer-
ring to may be found in the work on a simplification
of the rules of origin. The obiect is to introduce a
value-added criterion which is as simple as possible. It
must, however, be recognized that the persistent
economic slack is a severe handicap to progress in
this field. Nevertheless, I believe that we must continu-
ally strive to bring about a further simplification of
the rules of origin, which are in many cases unneces-
sarily 
.cumbersome and complicated for trading
people.
Despite what I have said, I think that we can say that
we are broadly on target so far in the implententation
of our programme. I should like to quote a few facts
to this effect. Since Mr Mitterdorfer's report last year,
the Council has adopted some important proposals 
-a directive on outward processing that is,
processing in third countries and subsequent reimpor-
tation 
- 
a directive allowing Member States to
recover on each other's behalf unpaid duties or levies,
and a regulation on dury-free admission of educa-
tional, cultural and scientific goods in addition to
which comes the decision the President-in-Office of
the Council has referred to about sufficient time-
limits for the implementation of changes in tariffs.
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Of the measures more directly related to simplifica-
tion, I should like to mention the following. On tariff
simplification, some 30 sub-headings have been abol-
ished on agricultural products. This may sound a
modest start, but it was a hard one to obtain. Further-
more, the amount of simplification in this area which
can be achieved, including the industrial area, will to a
certain extent depend upon what happens in the
multilateral trade negotiations in the GATT now and
in the fint patt ol 1977.
On origin rules concerning trade with EFTA coun-
tries, the joint committees have iust adopted a set of
substantial modifications to the lists A.and B which
will enter into force on I December this year.
On transit, a proposal for a relaxation of the
guaranteed systems has been transmitted to the
Council. Certain delegations have let it be known that
they agree with the proposal provided there are
recovery facilities also on the side of indirect taxes.
The Commission is therefore transmitting to the
Council a proposal to extend the rules of this directive
to the tax field. Given the importance of this aspect, I
should be glad if the House could strongly underline
the need for quick adoption by the Council of this
complementary act.
Finally, substantial proSress will soon be achieved in
the standardization of customs documents. The
Commission will propose to the Council before the
end of this year a regulation conceming the use of
uniform export documents in intra-Community trade
based on the guidelines set down under the auspices
of the Economic Commission to Europe of the
United-Nations based in Geneva. The advantage here
is that it will benefit international trade as a whole. At
the same time, the forms used in the framework of
the transit procedure will be adapted to this new
system.
Among the measures more directly felt by the ordi-
nary citizen, I should like to mention that since 1974
small gift parcels of a non-commercial nature with a
value of up to 40 u.a. have not been subject to taxes
and customs duty within the Communiry. The
Commission has proposed that a similar facility be
extended to parcels from third countries. It will be
evident from this that the Council is giving consider-
able backing to our efforts. However, it is equally true
that at present about a dozen agreed proposals from
the Commission which have been made with the
approval of Parliament still await consideration by the
Council.
I do not want to recapitulate all the 12 proposals, but
I think that I should draw attention to a few to give
an idea of what, in our view, is lacking. The time has
come to envisage a general review of our policy with
regard to duty exemption for private persons. The first
thing to do seems to be for the Council to take up the
proposal on such exemptions for small consignments
o[ a non-commercial nature which was sent to it rwo
years ago.
Furthermore, I have already mentioned the need for a
substantial relaxation of the transit guarantee system.
Perhaps I may add in this context a general considera-
tion. It seems to me that the idea behind what we are
doing merits attention being given to a wider concept.
Barriers can often be smoothed if the possibilities are
enlarged for national administrations to communicate
more regularly and more directly with each other.
This bringp me to the proposal for a regulation on
mutual assistance between competent authorities of
the Member States and between the latter and the
Commission in customs and agricultural matters. The
Commission recently sent a letter to the Council and
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs stressing that an exam-
ination of this proposal should not be further delayed.
Two other proposals seem to be of equally great
importance ; namely, rules for the release of goods for
home use and for the repayment of duties. These are
examples of matters on which we wish to see speedier
action by the Council : If this could be forthcoming,
by the middle of July 1977, while we might not have
arrived at our goal, we might at least have made signifi-
cant progress to demonstrate that we are actually
creating a customs union in the true sense of that
word.
I should like to end on this notion. Experience has
demonstrated that we shall not get a sufficient
nrrmber of decisions on economically important and
highly technical matters unless in the decision-
making process of the Community there is a much
more generous attitude towards the delegation of
Powers.
Applause)
President. I call Mr Mitterdorfer to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Mitterdorfer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am very glad that we have the oppor-
tunity of discussing this important subiect today, and I
should like to thank Mr Gundelach for the statement
we have iust been given. I should, however, like to
take the opportunity to reiterate clearly what is in fact
at stake and how important this matter is for our
Community.
At this point, I would first of all remind you on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group that the European
Parliament and all its political groups have consist-
ently pressed for the simplification of customs proce-
dures, customs legislation and the institutional
methods for investigating customs matters. \U7hen
considering the 'simplification of customs procedures',
we must realize that essential aspects of economic
liberty, namely the free movement of persons and
goods, are involved. As we are all aware, border cheiks
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have not disappeared with the elimination of customs
frontiers. Restrictions on the free movement of goods
will remain until free movement of persons, services,
capital and payments has been established as part of a
reciporocal opening-up of national markets. Even in
good times, the existence of the customs union and
freedom of trade in the Common Market were jeopar-
dized. The reason for this was, in our opinion, that the
Community did not pursue the approximation of
legal and administrative provisions vigorously enough.
Today we see a growing tendency in the Member
States to resort, when economic difficulties arise, to
instruments of customs policy from an age we
thought had long passed. The Christian-Democratic
Group therefore' welcomes the move by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs at this
time of economic difficulties in the Communiry.
At this period of short-term economic diffictrlties
when, as I have just said, there is a temptation to
revert to the insulation of national markets 
- 
more or
less on the principle of 'every man for himself' 
- 
it is
the duty of the European Parliament to uphold with
every possible vigour the spirit and provisions of the
Treaties of Rome. In this connection, I would remind
you of our debate in July last year, in qhich this
House called upon the Council to adopt the
programme of simplification of customs procedures as
soon as possible, since the measures it contains are of
great importance for the further development of the
internal market. They comply with the letter and
spirit of the Treaties of Rome and are suitable instru-
ments for,adapting customs procedures to the require-
ments of the increasingly integrated national
economies in our Community.
Ve call upon the Commission and the Council to
work increasingly on improving Community customs
legislation, so that, despite all the difficulties, progress
may be made towards the economic community
which the citizens of the Community expect. \trUe are
fully aware that the struggle to simplify and improve
the movement of persons and goods will become
increasingly tougher, when the aim 
- 
as is our inten-
tion 
- 
is to eliminate, if possible, all checks and
formalities within the Community.
It is in this spirit that we urgently appeal to the
Member States to give a favourable reception to the
simplification measures proposed by the Commission
and approved"by the Council in ,the field of customs
legislation, and to do evqrything in their power to
further the harrnonization work being done by the
European institutions. Ve make this appeal in the
firm belief that the customs formalities for Commu-
nity imports and exports must be harmonized and
simplified. If the customs regulations at all extelnal
borders of the Community are not.the same, the prac-
tice of customs inspection wrthin qhe Community will
be continued, and this may lead to shifts of activity
contrary to the aims of the EEC Treaty.
In my capacity as rapporteur for the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, I once had occasion
to point out the considerable costs incurred by all
sectors of the economy. Mr Gundelach has just
touched upon this same question 
- 
outdated customs
procedures are a luxury which the Community can
simply no longer afford in a time of economic diffi-
culties, when the aim is to maintain the competitive-
ness of its industries and, above all, to keep the
standard of living and the level of social justice for its
citizens as high as possible.
I should like therefore to advocate most strongly that
this important subiect be discussed and debated over
and over again in this House, since I genuinely regard
it as an important contribution'towards the creation of
a united Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, though the customs union is the basis of
the Common Market and remains a cornerstone of
European integration, it cannot seriously be main-
tained 
- 
as the Council has just done 
- 
that it has
been fully achieved and that there is thus now
completely free movement of goods, people and
capital.
Moreover, the further we progress towards the customs
union, the more complex the problems become. For
this reason alone, we welcomed the simplification
programme submitted by the Commission in 1975
and since approved by the Council, although at the
time this programme did appear to us to be rather a
mixed bag bf measures and very varied interests.
Therc is no doubt that the programme for approxi-
mating the customs legislation was considerably
complicated by the accession of the three new
Member States. The enlargement of the customs
union and its phased implementation have to a
certain extent put it back, as far as formalities are
concerned, to where it stood at the beginning of the
1960's.
it can at least be said that there exists today basic
Community customs legislation providing for rules for
the calculation of dutiable value 
- 
which are an essen-
tial ,basis for the assessment of 'ad valorem duties'-
for the common customs tariff, for rules of origin 
-indispensable when applying preferential treatment 
-and for general rules governing bonded warehouses
and temporary importation for processing.
The customs authorities in the Member States are
obliged to abrde by these rules, but there are still
many points on which harmonization has yet to be
achieved. Examples are customs clearance procedures
and the temporary importation procedure, to name
but two.
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Furthermore, it should be noted that the way in which
the officials apply the rules also depends on their atti-
tude. For traditional reasons, the attitude of customs
officials varies from one Community country to
another. However, are we not asking too much of the
customs authorities who have, in fact, contributed far
more to European integration than any others ? In any
cas€, although of fundamental importance to
producers, the attention of users of customs services
does not centre on harmonization. They are far more
concerned 
- 
and, we can add, rightly so 
- 
about
economic integration which, it must be admitted, has
made little headway as yet.
Things have also been greatly complicated by the
monetary situation, the application of agricultural
comp€nsatory amounts which were debated at lenSth
this morning, and the introduction of the system of
generalized tariff preferences.
Under the circumstances, the feeling is that, although
further progress may be made by technical simplifica-
tion measures, genuine progress can only be achieved
in future by means of a full-scale approximation of
taxation systems and a common monetary policy.
In our view, it is somewhat hypocritical to call, as
some do, for comprehensive measures to simplify
customs procedures, and then to oppose practical
proSress in the approximation of taxation systems and
in monetary management.
In our view, the whole problem is primarily political.
Those who call loudly for customs procedures to be
simplified undeniably have at the back of their minds
an idea which we feel to be extremely dangerous 
-the wish to make the common market a more free-
trade area involving no real progress towards
economic, fiscal and monetary integration. It would
be disastrous, in our opinion, if, under the clork of
praiseworthy intentions, they were eventually to
succeed in watering down the common market.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schw6rer.
Mr Schwdrer,- (D) I should like to thank the repre-
sentatives of the Council and the Commission for the
information they have given us.
Although there has been some progress in simplifying
and regulating matters which are still dealt with differ-
ently from one country to another, it has been very,
very slight and is quite simply too slow for us.
I should like to remind the Council, in particular, of
the proposal to let the Commission decide on more
technical regulations, i.e. to delegate powers to those
who implement these regulations and do not neces-
sarily alwap regard them as a political matter. This is
the most likely way in which the process could be
speeded up.
I7e must also realize that when these banien of
customs duty and customs procedures are removed,
the internal market will still be restricted by a large
number of other barriers 
- 
iust look at the tar
barriers or statistics which still cause delays at borders.
It is rcmetimes frankly depressing to see how these
technical barriers to trade, which vary from country to
country, restrict goods traffic. Or look at the regrla-
tions in the veterinery and public health fields, which
also prevent the creation of an internal market.
I believe therefore, above all, that more prcssurc
should be brought to bear on this purely technical
aspect of customs, procedures and formalities, and I
am very grateful to Mr Gundelach for saying thrt he
intends to take stock of what has been achieved so hr.
Above all, we should increase the pressure on the
Council to finally adopt what has already been
approved by the Commission and the Parliament, and
to vhich therefore only the Council has still to give
its assent.
I should like to move that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs study the results of
today's debate in the near future and draw up a report
to the House. Together with Mr Gundelach's stock-
taking, this could perhaps lead to some progress in
this matter, particularly in view of I July 1977, a date
which will be with us quicker than many in this
House think.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
Mr Schw0rer, I cannot acc€pt your
request. You must make a request in the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs .that a report
should be drawn up on the subfect. This must then be
authorized by the Bureau. I would ask you to follow
this procedure.
The debate is closed.
9. Oral Questions witb debatc: Intcrnational
lYomcn's Ycar 
- 
lYomen in tbe Europe of tbc Nine
President. 
- 
The next item is the ioint debate on
the oral questions with debate, put by Mrs Kruchow
on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group to the
Council and the Commission; on the Mexico !7odd
Conference to mark International '$flomen's Year
(Doc. 319176) and to the Commission on women in
the Europe of the Nine (Doc. 320/76). '
The question to the Council and the Commission is
worded as follows:
The Mexico Vorld Conference to mark Intemational
S7omen's Year 1975 stressed that vomen in deve-
loping countries are underprivileged in many ways.
For example, Article 9 of the !florld Plan of Action
states :
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In many countries, women make up a laige propor-
tion of the agricultural labour force. In view of this,
and because of their important role in agricultural
production and in the preparation, processing and
marketing of foodstuffs, they represent an important
factor in the economy. Considering the fact that agri-
cultural worker's lack technical equipment, education
and training, it is evident that the position of women
within this sector is, in many countries, doubly disad-
vantaged.
Article 93 states :
Governments must seek new means of encouraging self-
help activities, eg. training programmes in farrp man4ge-
ment and rural development which must be open to
both sexes on equal terms.
And Article 96:
Special efforts must be made to increase participation by
female farm workers in the formulation of national plans
for the integrated development of rural areas.
Chapters 4 to 7 ol Protocol 2 to the Lom6 Convention
provide'for certain new measures including aid to the
least developed States and 'microproiects' to be carried
out normally in rural areas. These proiects include dams,
wells and water supply systems, silqs and warehouses for
storing provisions and crops, rural service tracks, primary
schobls, social assistance cqntres etc. Applications relating
to such proiects can only be considered if they are
submitted by the responsible ldcal authorities. These
'microproiects' seem to be especially suited for'the invol-
vement of women on equal terms with men at every
sta8e.
The memberi of the institutions'of the Lom6 Convention
are dra*n in equal numbers from the EEC and ACP
countries. The Communiry's representatives should be in
a position to support the resolutions of the Mexico confer-
ence, in which a large number of representatives from
the developing countries also took'part.
l. Vill the Council/Commission therefore use the forum
of the Lorir6 Convention to encourage the developing
countries to grant women greater opportunities than
hitherto to contribute on equal terms with men to the
process of national development ?
2. If so, how does the Council/Commission intend to
act ?
The question ,Io the Commission is worded .as
follows:
l. Can the Commission say what lessons it has drawn
from the study by Evelyne Sullerot on 'Employment
of worntn and the problems lcbnnected with it in the
Member States of the European Community'?
2. Does the,icommission plan any follow-up to the
confererke.,it organized in March 1976 on the thems
'lVomgn 
.in the European Community'?
.1. Does not the Cohmission feel that, in view of the
forthcoming elettions to the European Parliament by
direct universal sufftage, something must be done to
create more interest among vrgrngn ? If so, how doeg.it
intend to go about this ?
I call Mrs Kruchow.
Mrs Kruchow,. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the European
Community's ldeas in many spheres are ahead of their
time, with r.egard to the facts not only in some of the
Member countries but especially in the world as a
whole.
The Lom6 Convention has won considerable respect
throughout the world because it is thought to be
economically and humanly capable of providing deve-
loping countries with help towards self-help under
better circumstances than before.
The Mexico S7orld Conference to mark International
Vomen's Year 1975 stressed that women in deve-
loping countries are often underprivileged. Thus, they
account for most of the workforce in the agricultural
sector, where working methods are dsually very primi-
tive. Among the measures provides for by the Lom6
Convintion was an innovation, the 'microproiect', to
be carried out normally in poor rural areas. These
proiects include dams, wells and water supply systems,
silos, warehouses, community centres, etc.
The members of the institutions of the Lom6 Conven-
tion are drawn in equal numbers from the EEC and
ACP countries and it should be possible to publicize
the opportunities offered by these projecs in order to
atouse interest in them in the developing countries,
which were practically all represented at the Mexico
Confe.rence and agreed with the views expressed with
regard to the unsatisfactory position of women agricul-
tural workers in poor areas. These areas need help,
therefore, if we are to achieve an equal and improved
status for the women there.
!flill the Council and the Commission encourage the
developing countries to grant women greater opportu-
nities than hitherto to contribute on equal terms with
men to.the process df national development ? And, if
so, how do the Commission and Council intend to
act ?
I would now like to discuss some questions
concerning the position of women in the Member
States.
ln 1972 
.the sociologist Evelyne Sutlerot's detailed
study of the employment of women and related
problems in the Member States of the Furopean
Comrhunity was published. It describes the situation
in the sixties and iti systematic presentation makes it
a valuable Source of information for anyone exam-
inging women's problems in a"rhodern western indus-
trial society. !7hat use has the Commission maide of
that report ? And is it intended to follow it up,, eg.
with further studies, so that conditions in the three
new Member States can also be examined and
compared with the position of vomen in the other six
countries, As described iii the Sullerot Report ?
The Coinmission also held a symposium in' March
1975 on the topic : r!(/omen in the European Commu-
nity. I know we have already discussed thot in this
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assembly, and at present I am merely curious to know
whether it is proposed to follow up the work of the
symposium or to consider its views.
Finally, a few words about the large maiority in the
European. Parliament who welcome the direct elec-
tions in 1978. Considering the economic and social
conditions described in the Sullerot Report and else-
where, and the disproportionately small representation
which women have, not iust in this Parliament 
-where they are eleven out of 198, ot 5.60/o 
- 
but also
in the national parliaments, will the Commission
make an effort to inform women in .the Member
States of the opportunities these coming elections
present for improving their conditions, so that they
can be confident that they can vote for candidates
who understand women's problems and who under-
take to rectify them ?
Of course, there will not be a uniform election proce-
dure in the different Member States for the first direct
elections to Parliament. It is therefore particularly
important that the critizens of the Member States
should understand how they can influence the elec-
tion of candidates who agree with the principle of
equal status for women in all 'ipheres of society :
social, family policy, education and employment. I
should like to emphasize that I am not specifying the
sex of the candidates, because I believe and know that
there are in fact many men who agree with the view
that women's conditions must be improved.
Nor do I wish to see women alone elected to this
Parliament, but I should like the candidates 
-including the men among them 
- 
to have the oppor-
tunity or to be asked to state their views on the
women's case, particularly on the opinions expressed
by Evelyne Sullerot, since I consider her report to be a
brilliant sociological study.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhont.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am very glad that the ques-
tion of female emancipation has been put on the
agenda of such a male-dominated Parliament and that
Mn Kruchow in her introduction put the subject in
such a broad context. I should like to stress that the
Council too regards the Mexico ITortd Conference to
mark Inteinational lUomen's Year as, an important
starting point. It is not just a matter ol 1975 having
been declared Intemational lUomen's Year. It is a
question of a long-term process 
-. 
I think Mrs
Kruchow made this extremely clear 
- 
whose length
we cannot yet foresee- Particularly 
- 
but not exclu-
sively 
- 
in the developing countriis, the process of
women's emancipation has scarcely got off the ground
yet. In view of this I am very glad that the subiect has
come up in this oral question with debate.
It is of prime importance that the Member States of
the European Community, as well, should pay more
attention to the process of women's emancipation in
developing countries.
The Community by itself does not have the necessary
instruments to really get the process of women's eman-
cipation under way 
- 
we can only make a modest
contribution. I draw your attention particularly to the
Lom6 Convention, which Mn Kruchow also
mentioned in her introduction. Among the aims of
the Lom6 Convention are the correction of structural
imbalances, the greater well-being of the people and
the improvement of the economic situation. These
aims must in the long term benefit everyone, both
men and women. It goes without saying that women
will benefit all the more, insofar as suitable measures
enable them, with due respect for the differences, to
catch up as far as possible where they may have fallen
behind in social and economic terms.
Here, from the Community point of view, we are
faced with a dilemma. Our whole contribution to
progress in the developing countries must be based
primarily on the wishes of the developirtg countries
themsehes, especially with regard to the development
of their social and economic structures. The industrial-
ized countries must not impose a particular structure
on the developing countries. This means that, in the
first instance, we must respect the aims ind priorities
of the developing countries themselves on this point.
They will have to decide themselves what sort of
proiects and programmes best serve the interests of
the whole people, without discrimination on grounds
of sex.
The microproiects that Mrs Kruchow spoke of, and
which basically concern rural areas, represent a new
departure in this sphere. Eighty to ninety per cent of
the population in the developing countries still live
on the land, where women play an es0ential part in
the economy.
In the field of training, too, government proiects for
improving the living and working conditions of
women can be considered for Community aid, but
here again the developing countries themselves must
decide on the priorities for training and education
ProSrammes.
To sum up, I should like to say this. The Communiry
by itself cannot further women's, emancipation,
becruse we have only limited powers, and to a consid-
erable extent we must b€ar in mind the demands and
wishes of the developing countries themselves.
(APplausc)
President. ; I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillety, Vicc-President of tbe Conntistiort. 
-Particularly during a period of economic difficulty,
our Community could all too easily fall prey to two
temptations, which I think today's debate will help us
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to resist. First, there is the temptation to look inwards
and to forget that we arc part of a global situation,
which we neglect at our peril. Secondly, there is a
temptation to put to one side pressing issues of social
justice which might be more easily conceded at a time
of economic growth.
One of the many virtues of the UN Vorld Confer-
ence on T7omen's Year, held in Mexico in July 1965,
was that for those of us who where privileged to parti-
cipate there were many vivid and unforgettable
demonstrations of the urgency of social justice for
women in all its global dimensions.
The two questions tabled by Mrs Kruchow are a useful
reminder of the obligation to sustain our concern for
the particular problems of the developing countries
and to ensure that the Community's commitment to
the elimination of inequality in the Member States
continues with unshaken purpose, no matter how
unpopular or untimely it may appear to many.
As has been made clear, in the case o( sovereign States
which have ties with the Community through special
agrcements, the Commission has always seen the role
of these agreements as helping the developinS coun-
tries to help themselves. In the light of the Lom6
Convention's possible contribution to the women of
the developing countries, this means in practice that it
is up to those states to choose for themselves their
priorities and the place in the order of priorities
which the advancement of women should have.
When the development programmes of the countries
in question include specific proiects on the advance-
ment of sromen, the Commission is glad to bring its
full support to ensure their implementation. An
immediate example of this would be the project for a
centre for teaching handicraft to women set up in
Ouagadougou, Upper Volta, with European Develop-
ment Fund financing. Certain proSrammes of inte-
grated rural development carried out in Niger and
Benin also include an element of female involvement
in that women teachers give practical lessons on
hygiene, child care, production methods, and so on.
The implementation of microproiects by which a
response can be made to urgent priority needs of local
cooperatives 
- 
in particular, rural ones 
- 
is a new
resource which the Lom6 Convention offers to cooper-
atives to give women 'the possibility to contribute to
the development of their countries at the same level
as men'. Again, I say that it is up to the cooperatives
to take the first initiative.
Since 1962 the Commission has administered 
^programme of scholarships for studies and trairiing
courses, first concentrating on training in Europe and
then gradually, under the r6gime of Yaounde I and II,
on training in Africa. The Commission has never
made any distinction in practice between training
requests from men and women. The proportion of
female bene ficiaries may be roughly estimated at
l5 %. This percentaSe is due to the proportion
adopted by the ACP govemments when presenting
applications for which they are entirely responsible. It
should also be said that a large number of scholar-
ships, apart from those professions traditionally consid-
ered as suitable for women, are granted to women in
the health and rural modernization sectors.
As regards the moral support which the joint institu-
tions of the Lom6 Convention can bring to the deci-
sions of the Conference in Mexico, the Commission is
of the opinion that the members of these institutions,
including the Members of the European Parliament in
the Consultative Assembly of the ACP-EEC, can help
to promote possible initiatives in this respect. It is in
this spirit, particularly that I welcome Mrs Kruchow's
first question and assure Parliament that the Commis-
sion will do whatever it can to assist in this area.
The Commission would like to recall that among the
resources which can be used to carry out the wishes
expressed by Mrs Kruchow there now exists this year,
for the first time in the European Community's
budget, Item 938 of an amount of 2.5 million units of
account, which is to'be used to co-finance small-scale
proiects undertaken by non-governmental organiza-
tions from the Nine Member States in all developing
countries, whether or not associated with the Commu-
nity. !7ith this in view, the European non-govern-
mental organizations recen-tly submitted, among the
microproiects for co-financing by the Community
projects in ten developing countries which are particu-
larly relevant here. Varying in type and importance,
they encompass in a general sense improvements in
the living standards of women 
- 
better'educational
facilities, reduction of manual labour and provision of
family planning. This form of cooperation with non-
govemmental organizations is still at an early stage
and can undoubtedly be extended specifically to
promote both the advancement and the equality of
women in the developing counmies.
I turn now to the second question tabled by Mrs
Kruchow, which asks the Commission to report on
certain initiatives being taken to promote an equal
opportunity of employment and of participation both
in the Community of today and in that more democra-
tically-based Community to which we look forward in
the years ahead.
!?here Commission initiatives are concerned, I should
like to stress to Parliament 
- 
and, indeed, to the
social partners, lest there be any misunderstanding in
the matter, 
- 
that priority rhust be given to Commu-
nity legislation in support of women at work and
women seeking employment. This priority 'has the
weight of the Treaties behind it and puts an emphasis
on action rather than words. I believe that the direc-
tives on equal pay and equal opportunity which we
have adopted in the course of the Communiry's social
policy translormation of the last three years have done
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more to stimulate among women 
- 
all women 
- 
a
real interest in the potential of the European ideal
than almost any other political initiative.
To say this is not to underestimate the value of the
follow-up to the March 1976 Conlerence on !7omen
in the European Community or the importance of the
forthcoming elections to the European Parliament by
direct universal suffrage. My point is rather 
- 
and I
know that my friend and colleague Vice-President
Scarascia Mugnozza shares this view 
- 
to underline
the effect that one piece of concrete legislation can
have. By creating a legal right this legislation forces a
change in attitudes towards women and boosts
women's confidence in their own powers in a way that
nothing else could.
Before Mrs Sullerot's study was published by the
Commission in 1970, the Community's activities
concerning women at work were undertaken primarily
within the framework of the provisions of Article I 19
of the Treaty of Rome on equal pay. By asking an
expert to carry out a study on employment, the
Commission demonstrated its resolve to broaden the
scope of its action in favour of working women. With
the enlargement of the Community, the Sullerot study
model was, of course, extended to cover the three new
Member States. These studies, which have been widely
disseminated among interested circles, were therefore
the real starting-point for the action raken by the
Commission for the benefit of working women, and
provided important material for the substance of the
Commission's memorandum to the Council on the
equality of treatment between men and women in rela-
tion to employment. They were also essential to the
preparation of the directive on equality of treatment
as regards access to employment, as regards access to
vocational training and as regards working conditions.
!7here continuing action in relation to women's
employment is concerned, the Commission is
working on a meaure to promote equality of treatment
in social security. A recommendation on vocational
training for young and adult women is also in prepara-
tion.
I believe, however, that as regards the position of
women in the Community the most important next
step for us must be to ensure the enforcement and
pursuit of what is already either legislation or guide-
lines.
!(ithin the Commission in the Directorate-General
for Social Affairs, a special service for women will, as I
advised Parliament last June, be responsible for thepolitical and operational implementation of equal
opportunities for women in relation to employment,
the drafting, negotiation and implernentation of
Community legislation under Article ll9, the use of
the European Social Fund, the provision of informa-
tion on these topics, and the exchange of experience
and information between relevant bodies in the
Member States, particularly representatives of govern-
ment, the social partners and research institutes. This
will be quite distinct from the information exercise in
relation to other Community topics my colteague
Vice-President Scarascia Mugnozza has launched as
part of the follow-up to the Conference on !7omen in
the European Community held under his auspices last
March.
Responding to the wishes of some of the participantsin the conference, Mr Scarascia Mugnozza has
announced a series of information seminars to deal
with different aspects of the European ideal and
aimed at the leaders of women's organizations in the
Member States. This information programme is in the
hands of a unit set up within the Commission's Infor-
mation Directorate-General and, particularly bearing
in mind the period leading up to direct elections to
the European Parliament, will continue its work
through this year and next year. A second European
conference is then planned lor 1978.
I look forward now to contributions from the parlia-
mentary group. I thank Mrs Kruchow and the Liberal
and Allies Group for tabling the questions before us
and for opening the debate. The Commission's posi-
tion has been outlined now in a general way by
myself, but should it seem appropriate at the end of
the debate for myself or my' colleague Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza to reply to any points relating to our respec-
tive competences we shall be available and happy to
do so.
(Apltlause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOU!7ER
Vicc-President
President. 
- 
I now call Lady Fisher of Rednal to
speak on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
The conference in
Mexico to celebrate International !7omen's Year
created a great deal of criticism. I shall not go into the
details of the criticism levelled against it, but that it
was held at all indicates a change in the world. For
the first time a world-wide international conference of
women was held, and it raised to the level of official
respectability social issues which have always in every
society been minimized. It emphasized that the poor
and women are still with us.,
It was brought out clearly by the women from the
Third \UTorld countries, whose main occupation is in
agriculture, that they are very dissatisfied with many
of the aid programmes. The working life of a woman
in the Third rU7orld was very graphically described
when she spoke at the rostrum of the many miles she
walked each day fetching water and gathering fire-
wood as well as working in the fields and then
coming home and grinding millet for a meal.
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It was pointed out by delegates from the Third !(orld
that the aid programmes continued to send out trac-
tors and bulldozers and other equipment which in
many instances does nothing to help what is called
the domestic worker. At the Mexico conference
women from the Third !7orld spelt out clearly that
what was required was simple labour-saving devices
such as grinding machines, small pumps, and
containers to hold water. It was emphasized that the
large force of women engaged in agriculture in the
Third !florld have a very raw deal when it comes to
aid programmes and the opportunities of education in
technological agriculture. It was clearly stated that,
frequently, men who do not even work in agriculture
are given aid to learn agricultural technology. There-
fore, I support Mrs Kruchow in emphasizing the
importance of microprojects. I hope that what I have
said today arising from the Mexico conference will be
taken into consideration.
I wish to speak briefly on the third paragraph of the
oral question. Mrs Kruchow said that we must create
more interest among women when we get direct
universal suffrage in the European Parliament. I cross
swords with Mrs Kruchow here. To get Sreater partici-
pation in direct European elections, greater interest
will have to be inculcated in both women and men 
-young and old. This is not specific to women.
\Uflhether Mrs Kruchow is talking of the greater partici-
pation of women as candidates or electors, the game
of politics in the European Parliament will have to
change.
Today, politics suggests speeches, power, institutions,
star performers, the endless battle of words, in some
instances words which show little real understanding,
and longwinded speeches on the abiding topics. All
this will have to change if more women are to become
interested in the European Parliament. Life is an ev-
eryday thing, but politics here does not seem to be
concerned with everyday things. lJ7e sometimes fail to
come to grips with everyday issues.
How can we explain to the homeless and to the
people who have to suffer bad housing conditions our
marvellous JET project and the landing of man on
the moon when we cannot give them a decent home
in which to bring up their families ? Those are the
issues of paramount importance to the people who
will use their vote in the direct elections. If we are to
encourage more women Parliamentarians in Europe
we shall have to convince them that politics is not iust
a battle of words. Nor does it mean taking over male
myths and rights. The gap between talk and action
will have to be narrowed. Increasingly, institutional-
ized politics is being attacked from all quarters by
pressure-groups which are very intensive but are
limited to specific objectives. The people who foin
these pressure-groups are normally those who are fed
up with politics. They identify themselves with every-
day projects, and use all their resources and energies
to try to convince politicians of the importance of the
problems which are caught up with everyday life.
'Women see the need to ioin pressure-groups because
they have grown weary of promises and excuses for
inaction, weary of words.
If Mrs Kruchow is asking more women to ioin Parlia-
ment and we get an invasion of women, I envisage
that the bureaucrats in Brussels will start quivering in
their shoes. Parliament would be a very weary Parlia-
ment if it had only women Members. A Parliament
with all male Members would also be a weary Parlia-
ment.
I do not be.lieve in female chauvinism; that is the last
thing I want. I want to feel sure that the dialogue
between people 
- 
that is, between men and women
- 
will continue, as it must continue, if we are to
succeed in creating a new social order in Europe and
the world.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I) Mr President, it is a male Member
who has been called to speak for the Christian-
Democratic Group on questions concerning women.
But I am not really trepassing here, because I am
convinced that this is a problem which has to be
tackled by all of us, whether men or women.
It is not our task today to discuss the role of women
or female emancipation. The questions which Mrs
Kruchow has put to the Council and the Commission
in fact deal only with two specific aspects of the
problem. Mrs Kruchow wants to know how these two
Community institutions intend to act and what direc-
tion certain events are to take. I must confess that this
seems rather a limited approach to the problem, not
because I do not believe in tangible results and in
steady progress by stages towards major accomplish-
ments, but because we must not lose sight of the
general goal which has to be attained.
The first question deals with the employment of
women in the Europe of the Nine, while the second is
mainly about the position of ,women farm workers in
the countries of the third world. The various women's
liberation movements have progressively tackled
problems in various sectors, but they are now tackling
the general problem of woman's role in society, which
they regard as a political problem which cannot be
broken down into sectors or divisible parts. In fact,
they are calling for an improvement in terms of
quality, not quantity. Both men and women must be
made aware of the absolute equality of the sexes ; they
must realize that they have distinct roles in only a
very few cases, and that in the vast maiority of cases
their roles are interchangeable. As a result, instead of
Iimiting discussion to any single aspect of the
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problem, we must encourage the development of a
specific mentality, a specific awareness.
If we look at the employment of women, we see at
once that they are subiected to two types of work 
- 
at
home and outside the home. This is because society
has made women responsible for a whole range of
household tasks. We are thus dealing with a social and
cultural problem, and not one of diplomas or univer-
sity entrance, of how many Grade A or Grade B offi-
cials we have, or of the ratio of men to women in the
European or national padiaments. This will certainly
ndt serve as a yardstick for the position of women in
the world today. The problem, as I said just now, is
cultural, and it is up to us 
- 
the European parlia-
ment, the Council and the Commission to
encourage improvement by exporting our cultural
concePts.
!7e know that roles in any society change if relation-
$!ns change, including economic relationships.!7hile I do not wish to couch this in Marxist terms, I
do feel that we can help the social systems in third
world countries to change from within, so that the
role of women can change automatically. There would
then no longer be a women's problem to be discussedin a female context, nor a men's problem to be
discussed in a male context, ,but rather a problem
involving everyone.
I am happy to hear that the Commission has organ-
ized some meetings for women only; these meetings
have to be understood as the initial steps in deve-
loping an awareness of a whole range of problems.
But at the same time it would be useful to focus
debate on more general ground, with a view to
changing woman's position in society. This is a
problem of social development and cultural evolution,
a problem involving the interchangeability of
those roles which are interchangeable, with the
accompanying reversal of an entire tradition, of a
historical evolution which has often failed to uphold
individual rights. As law-maken and representatives of
our peoples, we have often stated our belief in rights
without doing anything to enforce them.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
I begin by thanking Mrs Kruchow for
her valuable and interesting introduction to these oral
questions. The only mild criticism I make is of the
use of the phrase 'International I7omen's year'. I
know that Mrs Kruchow did not mean it in this sense,
but if.we harp constantly on that expression we get
away from the point validly made by the President of
the Council, that this is an ongoin g affair. We must
keep going year after year on women's rights and on
the deprivations from which'many of them suffer. I7e
do not wish to present the impression that one year
only is women's year and after that we can forget
about it.
Mrs Kruchow is right in saying that in undeveloped
countries women suffer from many deprivations, but
the Commission and Council are correct in saying
that essential improvements here must come from the
countries concerned. '!7e cannot tell them how to
order their business or urge them to change the tradi-
tions of centuries.
It is good to hear from the Commission that schemes
are being set on foot to improve the lot of women in
the home, I urge the Commission to increase the
scope of these schemes as much as possible, but there
is a limit to what can be done in the way of giving
advice in this respect.
The Nine Member Stares can do a great deal. There
are two basic problems connected with the position of
women working in Europe. There is, first, the esta-
blishment of the proposition 
- 
which has been fairly
well done 
- 
that women are entitled to work under
equal conditions with men. Then there is the related
and more difficult problem of enabling them to
achieve this end and to overcome the disadvantages
from which they suffer, such as inadequate training.
There is the traditional prejudice, which still
frequently exists, against the employment of women,
the restriction of women in many cases to unskilled
work, with very few opportunities for promotion, the
family problems that Mr Pisoni referred to, when a
woman also frequently has to work in the home, as
well as outside, when there are children to bring up,
and so on. A little over two years ago, my group, ttie
European Progressive Democrats, published a memo-
randum on full employment policy in Europe. A
chapter in this was entitled 'Concern for the position
of women', and it dealt in detail with all thesC points.
I hope that the Commissioner has seen this document
and will be able to put much of it into force.
'!7e must agree with the Commissioner when he said
that legislation in this instance is a great deal more
important than talk ; thar the practical passing of legis-
lation dealing with such matters as equal pay-is all-im-
portant. I say to Lady Fisher, who seemed to suggest
that the European Parliament as it stands was noi of
great interest to women because the things discusied
there woqrld not interest them, that I do not think she
is right on general matters. In the past three years this
Parliament has passed more legislation to improve the
lot of women, particularly women at work, than has
been done in decades in any of our national parlia-
ments. Great strides have been made, which the
women of the Community cenainly ought to recog-
nize.
I conclude by pointing out that in relation to this
matter we passed 
- 
it was one of the great milestones
of this Community since the Treary of Rome, many
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years ago 
- 
the directive on equal pay, which came
into force last February. Members may feel that that is
the end of the story 
- 
that there is now universal
equal pay throughout the Communiry. Sad to say, at
least in my country of lreland, the directive that came
into force on l0 February last might as well not have
existed. Life has gone on as usual. There is no more
and no less equal pay in Ireland now than there was
in February last. Because of economic problems in
Ireland there has been a kind of unspoken conspiracy,
the trade unions in many cases being less than enthu-
siastic about pressing for equal pay and the employers,
as always, trying to avoid giving equal pay, and the
government doing nothing to insist that equal pay
come in. i put it to the Commission that after all the
months that have passed it is time it did something to
insist that in my country, as in the other eight
Member States of the Community, equal pay did not
cease to be merely an act of legislation, but became a
realiry.
President. 
- 
I now call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to
speak on behalf of the European Conservative Group'
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
In June we had a very
interesting debate on the problems of women in the
Community, and the Commission's reply was inter-
esting, particularly in the information it gave about
the setting up of a womert's bureau. But we really
cannot expect the Commissioner to Produce new initi-
atives every three months, rather like rabbits out o[ a
hat, so we cannot complain that this reply today
contains absolutely nothing that is new.
As regards the Mexican Conference, women
throughout the world had looked forward to it as the
climax of International $flomen's Year, but ,unfortu-
nately the conference did not come uP to exPecta-
tions, and received an extremely bad press, as my
Socialist colleague obliquely sard.
The conference committees, however, were a different
matter, and proved the value of thorough PreParatory
work painstakingly undertaken long before the rather
heady atmosphere of the conference. Because of the
excellent preparatory work of the United Nations
Secretariat and the deliberations of the Consultative
Committee, which worked solidly for two weeks in
New York in March 1975, Committee No 1 agreed on
the amended world plan of action, which covered all
matters relating to women, including health, employ-
ment, education and housing.
I was a little puzzled, therefore, to see that my friend
and colleague Mrs Kruchow singled out the need for
technical trarning for women in agriculture as the
most urgent of all needs. I am not convinced that the
developed Western world should be seeking to influ-
ence the pattern of life in less developed courttries. I
was delighted to hear Presrdent Brinkhorst say that
the wishes of the developing countries themselves
must prevail, that they must decide, and that their
views must be respected. I was glad to hear Mr Hillery
back up that point of view. One of the firm principles
of the Lom6 Convention and the Community's deve-
lopment policy is that we refrain from interfering
unduly in how they conduct their affairs.
Life in many less developed countries may well seem,
to !flestern eyes, unfair to women, but to the people
of those countries it may on many occasions seem a
sensible division of labour, and if we were to attempt
to 'involve women in microprojects on equal terms
with men at every stage', we might well cause a total
collapse of the social fabric of the countries
concerned. Could we not better help these women by
providing better basic educational facilities and infor-
mation on birth control ? I cannot help feeling that a
woman is unlikely to be interested in a 'microproiect'
if she has a 'macro-family'. The practical aids referred
to by Lady Fisher would make their life easier.
On the second question, it seems to me that the
Commission has already embodied most of the recom-
mendations of the Sullerot report in the directive on
equal treatment which we passed last year, and in the
other measures that Commissioner Hillery pointed
out. There are undoubtedly still priority matters where
women would like to see action 
- 
the further elimina-
tion of discrimination in employment, on which I
never tire of reminding Mr Hillery that the Commis-
sion ought to set a good example, flexible working
hours, maternity leave with no loss of seniority on
return to work, and an opportunity for retraining on
return to work or after child-bearing, and some form
of guaranteed income for women who remain at
home to care for children.
But when we fight for the rights of women for equal
pay and job opportunities we must never make the
fatal mistake of trying to persuade all women that
they must fight their way through a competitive
economy. We must never under-value the tremendous
contribution made to the well-being and stability of
our homes and nations by the women who wish to
play their roles as wives and mothers and do not wish
to be forced by economic circumstances or the pres-
sure of public opinion to leave their homes and seek
employment outside. rVomen who make the cons-
cious decision to remain at honie should not be made
to feel that they are somehow inferior or in any way
less able than their friends who go out to work.
But, of course, there is an ever-increasing number of
women who seek employment and who should not be
at such a great disadvantage ri-ri'r'r.r'their male
colleagues. Great improvements could be made in the
position of all women by reforming the tax and social-
security systems in Europe. Ve in the Conservative
Group would like to see the introduction of a tax
credit system throughout the Community as a means
of simplifying tax structures and giving help where it
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is most needed. In particular, a child credit paid to the
mother weekly would give her an assured basic
income which at present she lacks.
It is an astonishing fact, but when we did some
research into the economic position of wives in the
United Kingdom in 1973 we found that between one-
third and one-half of wives had received no increase
in housek€eping money despite the fact that wage
rises then were ru,nning at 30 per cent. The problem
is that in the United Kingdom a high proportion of
women in all classes have no idea whether or not they
are getting a fair proportion for housekeeping. I do
not know whether this is the case in other Commu-
nity countries, but, as far as we are concemed, men
always know what their wives earn, as this has to be
declared on their tax returns. It would be a simple
matter to oblige both husbands and wives to sign tax
forms so that each would know what the other eamed
and could act accordingly. I suggest that the Commis-
sion makes a proposal on these lines and does
research to find out what the position is in other coun-
tries. This would be a simple and practical step which
could be of inestimable value for giving women a fair
crack of the whip.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I thank the mover of the questions
for bringing them forward again. I do not think that
we should be too complacent about the position of
women and think that because we discussed it three
months ago it is not something we should discuss
again today.
I agree with the points made by the various speakers
and, in particular, with Lady Fisher's points. I do not
want to rehearse them, but they sum up the problem
arising from the fact that women form half the
human race and yet this is the sector where there is a
waste of talent in a world that needs every talent that
everyone has got and is willing to offer for the well
being of us all. This waste of talent is still with us,
even in the Nine. It is very important to ask whether
this is not a basic attitude that still prevails among the
males. I wonder whether the Members of this Patlia-
ment have any lingering attitudes left around some-
where in relation to the equality of women.
I come from a country where on the face of it there is
a tremendously good equal educational system with
equal opportunity to go to university. It looks fine
from the outside, but there are hidden facton. If one
studies our universities and sees how many women are
admitted to the faculty of medicine, one wonders how
long the interview lasted after which they were turned
down. How many women are admitted to the faculty
of engineering ? How many women are advised by a
carebr adviser when they are considerinj' leaving
school ? How many women are given the same talk as
is given to the boys ? I have been looking into this in
my constituency. I found out that the boys have talks
from engineering experts, for instance, but the girls do
not unless people obiect. There are hidden factors
even in the Nine, where we might feel we had equal
opportunities, whereas a little examination shows that
the opportunities are still not being translated into
fact.
IThen I reflect on this, I suggest that the Commission
might take from me a very practical proposal. The
proposal is to look at that crucial area of the link
between a young person leaving school and going into
a career, be it an apprenticeship, a job without a parti-
cular training, an academic training or a college
training. It is here that it seems to me we could do
something. I have found from my researches in many
colleges in Scotland under my nose, at it were, that
the advisers come from the ranks of the teachers. In
many cases they are not skilled to give advice about
the best use of talents. This is where thingp go wrong.
I suggest that the Commission looks at the possibility
of the link stage, of help being given and of creating
advice centres where the advisers will be people from
the ranks of industry and of the professions who can
prevent the waste that I see. Young people often
spend up to one or two years studying the wrong
subject because they receive hopeless advice. They
start to pursue a career that they did not want or find
out later that they would rather have taken another
career.
There must be something wrong with the attitude of
men politicians. The proof of the pudding is that the
political parties which I know do not select equal
numbers of women and men. lfomen politicians
seem to shine. At least, this is so in Iflestminster, as I
have said, when on the last occasion many women
were made Ministers disproportionate to the number
of women elected. It should therefore follow that
these *omen are equal, and yet they are not.
On the direct elections, a lesson for all political
8_roups and parties would be to go back home and say,
'Let us have equal numbers of candidates', or perhaps
a few more women than men in order to even- up the
existing situation.
The attitude of building societies and banks towards
women is also wrong. In my experience women are.-
without doubt treated as second-rate citizens in those
sphbres. Perhaps directives could be considered for the 
-
solution of that problem. Judging from the attitude of
people in industry, there is definite discrimination.
Even though we can make nice tidy laws and rules
about this, we still have to tackle the fact that the atti-
tude is wrong. It must be wrong within the ranks of
our membership, otherwise there would be more
women Present in this Parliament.
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I recently visited Sri Lanka. There I had an oPPortu-
nity to meet many women working in very poorly
paid iobs from tea-planting to small factories and also
women working in very bad conditions in various
attenrpts to improve the economy in decolonization
schemes and so on. If I may echo what Lady Fisher
said about practical help, the Sri Lanka citizens to
whom I spoke on the subiect said,'\U7e get the wrong
thing. It is bicycles that we need, not motor cars or
tractors.' It is practical thin5 that we should be consid-
ering when we are offering advice to third countries,
atthough I take may of the points that Mrs Kellett-
Bownrarr nrade. Ve must not fotce our'Western views
down arryotre's throat.
I leave this with all the political parties in the hope
that, whcrr the names of the candidates standing for
tlrc dircct clections are published, we shall see a
radical inrprovement in equality.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Castte. 
- 
As a male non-chauvinist I do not
rcprcscnt arry political party in my views. However,.I
tlrink tlrat I cnrr claim to speak for European mart,
particulirly as represented here, in deploring the
nrisuse of Asscmbly time this afternoon by the
sprcading of fire ovet such a wide front. We have two
subjccts beforc trs introduced by our good friend who
sits on tltc Libcral bcrrclrcs. I think that it would have
becn as wcll ii wc lrad rcstrictcd ourselves to a discus-
siorr of thc itcnr she raiscd.
I nrust say this to nly lady friends. I declare an interest
- 
I likc.wontcn; I adnrire them and I,envy them as
equals. I think that all of us will regret the fact that
ccjrtain acltlrcssis werc not made to the suggestion in
paragraph .] of the question asking for special provi-
sion to [2c nla<fc in thc education of women
fcllow-citizcns 
- 
irr introdtlcing them to direct elec-
tiorrs.
I warlt te speak for tirc nrcn. I want a lot of introduc-
tion to rlrr.ict tJlcctiorrs nnd a iustification of them. Of
course I rlo, 4n(l I should hate the segregation of
wonren irt tltirt lcsPcct. All thc afternoon has been
tingecl, surcly, by n strspiciorr of hypocrisy. Ve look at
thc Courrcil lrctrchcs atrtl wc look at tlrc Commission
bcrrchcs. lrr thc hollow raitks of the Conlmission
tlrcre is r1o wonlart. Tlrcrc arc no wonlen Commis-
siorrcrs. Tltcrc is not a single wQman on the benphes
ot thc Courrcil.
Tlris ntay be art old argunreirt,. but the womerr of this
Assorrbly -should takc it vcry n\uch to heart be,cause
wc in ottr cplrntry have establislred a traditiol of
worrren, anrl that is why thc intentions of , Mrs
Kruchow in raising this qucstiorr in paragraph .)
sccnretl to sortlc of irs to bc tlenigrating wonren, io be
llirtrorrizirtg,tlterlt; ittltl I reserit it. I want wontcrl toi". *on,"it irr this Hottse as they havc a right, ancl
they Itavc e stablislrctl a right to clainr com'plcte
c<1uality. ' '
In Britain we used to think of women coming into
public life to look after day nurseries and such
things . . .
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
Education.
Lord Castle Education, perhaps. And today
there are, for instance, as many housing chairmen
who are women as there are men. They take an equal
share, and no one questions their ability to deal with
such people as builders and contractors.
Let us be frank about this. l7hatever else I can do, I
cannot support paragraph 3 appealing for special
education for women in Europe. How are we to sell it
to the cheap newspaPers 
- 
as'Europe is good for the
over-40s' or as'A woman's view of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy', explaining the extraordinary appeal of
the regulation on the length of eels or the constitution
of ma-yonnaise ? Is this to be the women's appeal ?
'We demean women if we approach this subiect in
that way. I believe with Lady Fisher, and, I think, with
most of my comrades in the Socialist Group, that
women are as intelligent and as able to acquire as
much knowledge of politics as any man in this
chamber. They are as concerned with the good of
mankind and womankind as any man who comes
before the electorate.
I recommend that when next the Assembly deals with
women it should restrict itself to an attack uPon one
or two special issues and not temPt PeoPle like myself
to indulge in a general preaching which is out of
place in an assembly of this kind. ltrfle want action
irom this place. I am sure that the next debate is one
of importance. Vhy, then, should we have had this
waste of time on an old-fashioned, out-of-date concep-
tion of women ?
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kruchow.
Mrs Khuchow. 
- 
(DK) I should first of all like to
thank the Council and the Commission for their
detailed and obliging answers, answets which were
also quite encouraging. I also thank the other
nlsmbers who took part in the debate. By and large I
agree with their comments but I have a few points to
make in reply.
With regard to the EEC countries' forcing certain
projects on developing countries, I fear that I have
Leen misunderstood. I made it quite clear in the ques-
tion that the Lom6 Cbrrvention places representatives
of the EEC and ACP countries on alr absolutely equal
footing. Thcn therc is the poirrt ,wich was raised
perhaps nrost iorcefully by Lady Fisher 
- 
thilt we
know that largc qtrantitics of the wrotlg material are
sent out, tractors and nraclrincry, for which they then
find it inrpossiblc to obtain sPare Parts. They rust
away, no rrsc can be fourrcl for thcm, and 9o on. It was
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for that reason that I drew attention to the micropro-
iects.
I am not suggesting that the projects which are
chosen should have to be carried out in a particular
way, but when it is stated explicitly that developing
countries are engaged in various projects, I think it is
reasonable to point out that we in our technical world
are in a position to describe progress and results in
coloured pamphlets, eye-catching posters and simple
reports. We can take films and show whether the
work is successful or not.
Futhermore, through these Community bodies, we
can get in touch with the various women's organiza-
tions in developing countries and support them. They
were present in Mexico and the message they brought,
Iike that conveyed by Lady Fisher and by the women
in Sri Lanka, was : you really must help us because the
men in all your organizations 
- 
private and political
- 
do not understand. Help us to explain the situa-
tion !
There are of course men in the developing countries
who understand the problems. One of them is Presi-
dent Nyerere of Tanzania who, in a major speech in
1957, said: 'Our farmers, especially the men, should
be asked how many hours per week and how many
weeks per year they work. The rruth is that it is the
women.in the villages who work very hard. They
sometinies work l0 or 14 hours per day. They wori<
on Sundays and on public holidays. \U7omen in the
villages work harder than anyone else in Tanzania!'
That was the view of an African statesman.'We must
therefore give him our support and make available all
the expertise and information at our disposal. That's
not the same as saying : you must do things another
way. No, we really must help those in the developing
countries who need help. They are great in number,
but they are not able to express themselves as clearly
as we here in this assembly and in the western world.
It is for that reason that I should like us to do every-
thing possible to make our information available io
them and without imposing anyrhing upon them.
Vith regard to impartial information, I should like to
make it clear that what I really mean was that the
ideas contained in the Sullerot report should be deve-
loped further and that these objective staristics should
be made more widely available in the 1970's before
we have direct elections. At a time when the presence
of wornen in this Parliament is being discussed, I
believe that all business, whether it be the mosr diffi-
cult economic matters or the complexities of agricul-
tural negotiations about the 'Green Pound', benefits
from thc contributions made by women in this Parlia-
ment.
This is why I think that something must be do4e in
our own Member States to provide information about
the situation, and we can then simply compare
country with country to see how women in some
places may have managed to assert themselves more,
not iust politically but also in private industry and in
the public sector.
In conclusion, I would say that I hope that the bureau,
which we heard about a few months ago and which is
to devote itself particularly to women's affairs, might
also examine some of the ideas which have been
discussed here today, although I know that the
Commission is already, on its own initiative, doing
good work with the people we are pleased to see here
today. However, we cannot do enough to propagate
impartial information, and the same is true of the
symposia which, I believe, are already planned. I am
glad that we have had this debate today.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
10. Tabting o.f' a ntotion fbr tr rc.tolution
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Alfred
Bertrand on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group and Mr Fellermaiqr on behalf of the Socialist
Group a motion for a resolution, with request for
debate by urgent procedure pursuant to Rule l4 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the violation of human rights
in Chile (Doc. 353/76).
I shall consult Parliament tomorrow morning on the
urgency of this motion for a resolution.
-/ tt. Oral questions witb debatc: Extcn.tion o.l'tllcntbcr
State.t'.f.ishing 'zone.r ,- Atluaculturc and .tcabed pros-
pccting
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on :
- 
The oral question with debate, put by Mr Prescott,
Mr Schmidt, Mr Laban, Mr Espersen and Mr
Concas on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Council of the European Communities, on the
extension of Community Member States' fishing
zones to 200 miles (Doc. 3251761 :
The latest session of the United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference has lust ended without agreement on an inter-
national convention. Some States (including lceland,
Norway, the United States and Canada) intend to extend
unilaterally their fishing zones to 200 milds by early
1977. The consequences of this will be ,severely detri-
, mental to the frshing industries of the Community if the
Community States fail to extend their fishing zones to
200 miles. The Council has already agreed such an exten-
sion in principle. It is now vital for Member States of the
' Community to take'immediate action.
. The Council is accordingly asked:
l. Vhat is its view of the current state of progress iri the
law of the Sea Conference ?
2. When will it reach final agreement on an extension of
the Community Member States' fishing zones to 200
miles, and when will the extension take place ?
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The oral question with debate, put by Mr Prescott,
Mr Schmidt, Mr Laban, Mr Espersen and Mr
Concas on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Commission of the European Communities, on
the extension of Community Member States'
fishing zones to 200 miles and fishing agreements
with non-Community nations (Doc. 3261761 :
The latest session of the United Nations Law of the Sea
conference has just ended without agreement on an inter-
national convention. Some States (including lceland,
Norway, the United States and Canada) intend to extend
unilaterally their fishing zones to 200 miles by early
1977. The consequences of this will be severely detri-
mental to the fishing industries of the Community if the
Community States fail to extend their fishing zones to
2(X) miles. lt is therefore vital for Member States of the
Comnrunity to take immediate action. It is also urgent
for thc Commission to open discussions on fishing agree-
ments with non-Community nations, and to begin imme-
diately negotiations with lceland conceming the British
fishing agreement which ends on 30 November.
Since the unilateral extension of fishing zones by
Conrmunity Member States and other European States
will raise a number of social, political and economic
problcnrs, there is a need for a conference of Ministers
fronr Contmunity l,vlember States and other European
Statcs in the Council of Europe to discuss these
problcnrs.
Thc Comnrission is accordingly asked :
l. Vhat is its vicw of thc current state of progress in the
Law of the Sca Confcrence ?
2. Vhcn will rt opcn discussions on fishing agreements
with rron-Contnrunity nations, and in particular, when
will it bcgin negotiations with lceland concerning the
llritish f ishing agrecment which ends on .]0
Novcntbcr ?
.1. ls it preparcd to takc the initiative in calhng for a
confcrcncc of Ministcrs from Community Mcmber
Statcs arrd our European neighbours in the Council of
Europc to discuss thc social, political and econonric
prol>lcnrs that wrll arisc fronr a unilatcral European
cxtcnstorl of fishing zoncs ?
- 
Thc oral qucstiorl with dcbatc, put by Mr Cointat
on bchalf of thc Group of European Progrcssivc
l)cnrocrats to thc Conlmission of thc Europcan
Conrnrunities, on ai(l grantctl to aquaculturc and
scalrcd 1'rrospecting (Doc. .127/7(>) :
Thc Conrrrrurrity is at prcscrrt granting 
- 
in a varicty of
fornr. 
- 
al(ls to aquactrlturc ancl scallcd prospcctlng.
ls thc Cornrrrissrorr irr a position to drnw up an ovcrrlll
prograrlnrc tor the cxploitation of thc contincntal shclf,
l>oth as rcgar<ls a<luaculturc ancl the utilization of thc
scabctl and thc sul>-scabcd ?
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
That is a difficult rinrc-linrit with
whrch to conrplv on rr lrighlv conrplcx subjcct, but I
slrrrll obscrvc thc rtrlcs of thc Housc ancl a<l<lrcss nrv
rcrnirrks to the esserrtral pornts. Ishall rcfcr thc
Conrrrrissrorr irrrtl thc Council to the Iatcst policy docu-
trtcrrt ltgrectl lrrst wcck hv rrry grotrP itr CoPcrrhagrn in
s,ltich otrr 1>olrcv rs spclt out rrrorc rlefinitrvclv.
The questions arise out of a group, chaired by myself
as a member of the Socialist Group,,which visited the
Law of the Sea Conference in New York to discuss
matters connected with the law of the sea. I should
like to express my appreciation to the Commission
for the cooperation of its representatives in New York
in discussing relevant matters and making arrange-
ments for us to meet the representatives of various
nations, with ten of which we had intensive discus-
sions.
It was clear to us then that the Law of the Sea Confer-
ence would not come to an agreement and that this
would mean that nations would take unilateral action.
Indeed, nations were already politically committed to
doing so. I am thinking hqre of America, Canada,
Norway and others.'We wgre concerned with the posi-
tion of the Community if unilateral action werc taken
by individual nations. The consequence would be that
Community fishing-fleets would be denied access for
fishing in the waters of certain nations and would
compensate for that by fishing within the Conrmunity
fishing-grounds. u7e therefore decided to address a
number of questions to the Council and thc Commis-
sion. Since then, time has elapsed and some of the
questions have been answered, but we think that it is
still relevant to ask certain questions and discover
what the Commission's answers are.
At the Law of the Sea Confcrcncc nrany divisiorrs
arose betwcen Community nations and between
Comnrunity and non-Community nations within
Western Europe. Divisions are becoming increasingly
apparent between the rich world and thc poor world,
as was brought out by the'UNCTAD Conferencc, and
the Community nations seem to bc divided anrong
themselves and in relation to thc othcr Europcan
nations.
Vc bclievc that thc wealth of thc sca-bccl is thc
common heritage of mankind and that wc shoulcl
thercfore dcvisc a fornrula for sharing this wcalth,
giving priority to thc Thircl lVorlcl. ln rhe fornrula
propbscd, thc Conrnrurrity is allicd with thc rich
worlcl, wh'ich includcs rJ(cstcrh Europc,. and Russia,
against thc poor workl 
- 
thc Thircl !florlcl. It is
important to us tl,at Europc should bc idcntificd in
this nroral issuc with hclping thc poorcr countrics.
That is onc issuc which is spclt out in ,otrr docunrcnt.
Tlrat is why wc have called upon thc Council to
corrsicle r thc possibility of callirrg a confcrencc of
Conrnrtrrrity arrcl non-Conrnrunity nations irr !0flcstcrn
Europc to dccidc our attitudc to tlre futurc Law of thc
Sca Confcrcrrce. This will cnable us to coorrlinatc a
Europcrn position arr<l at the sarrlc tinrc to, corrsidcr
thc problcms which arise out of urrilntcral cxtcirsions
bv Mcrrrl>ers of tlrc Conrnru,rrrty. Wc lrclicvc it to lrc
csscrlti:tl to 011l'touncc a urrilatcral cxterrsion,on I
.fanuary 1977, an<l our rcsolution rcfcrs to that.' ,
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rVe have asked similar questions of the Commission.
rVhat we ask of the Commission arises directly out of
our talks with the Icelandic Prime Minister and other
national delegations. We are asking for the negotia-
tions with the non-Community nations to be started
immediately. Ve await the negotiating brief. Perhaps
the Conrmission and the Council will tell us more
about t[.rat. That is crucial if we are to avoid the sort of
conflict that has occurred between Britain and Iceland
over the fishing agreement.
The British agreement with Iceland ceases at the end
of Noven.rber. The German agreement continues for a
further l2 morrths. Other Community nations have
agreements with Iceland that continue for a longer
pc.riod. At the end of November Iceland will wish to
discontinue the agreement with Britain. Because the
Comn'runity has the brief to negotiate a solution, we
shall be faced, not with an isolated British conflict,
but with a Community conflict.
In its negotiating brief, the Commission may have to
consider a short-term, bilateral agreement between
Iceland and Britain negotiated by the Community,
untiI the common fishing policy of the Community is
concluded, when we can get an agreement which
comes into force at the same time for Britain,
Gernrany and the Community nations which fish in
Icelandic waters. It is crucial that those negotiations
shor.rlcl begin as soon as possible.
I feel that the good will of the Community in the
negotiations will help to avoid the ridiculous position
irr which Britain was placed by the use of force. I have
always been critical of that. The result was an agree-
nrent which was worse than the one we could have
reached l2 nronths before.
\{e hope that the Commission will consider the
convening of a conference. I have mentioned one of
the issues. The second one concerns the negotiation
of reciprocal fishing agreements. The nations which
do not havc reciprocal agreements may be forced out
of the traditional fishing grounds of the East Euro-
pcan natiorls. The possibility of rVestern Etrrope
coming to an agreement on fishing and isolating
Eastcrrr Europe raises political difficulties that should
be cliscusscd with our colleagues in Western Europe,
particularly Norway and Iceland.
Bccause of the time I cannot pursue this item further.
I want to finish on a point concerning the problem of
cxtcrrral factors such as we have seen with Ireland and
with Britain in the situation that exists in the
Channcl. One of the major contributions of the
Community arises from the fact that in its collective
strcngth it can negotiate an agreement and provide
protection from external forces, such as the Eastern
flcets. Individual nations cannot get into a situation of
conflict arrd satisfactorily solve it.
\Uflhat do we do in respect of the internal factors of a
fishing policy within internal waters ? Ve are in the
process of framing a resolution that we hope to put
forward after we have heard the replies of the Commis-
sion and the Council. The Commission has made its
proposals to the Council of Ministers, which meets
next week in Luxembourg. I hope that the Commis-
sion will be able to comment on the fact that there
seems to be a conflict between those who demand
exclusive area control for fishing 
- 
almost an Iceland-
Britain argument again 
- 
and those who feel that
there should be free access up to six or 12 miles.
There has to be a compromise agreement. This is
clearly not within the proposal put forward by the
Commission, which is wholly deficient in that it does
not provide adequate conservation assurances. At the
end of the day the kernel of any fishing-policy is the
question of how we maintain the quotas that are
agreed, and how we conserve stocks.
At the moment, the proposals in the Commission
document take us little beyond the position that has
existed over the last two or three decades, which has
resulted in the decline of stocks. '$7hat we must do is
to come to an agreement. rve cannot have an argu-
ment between those who want an exclusive area on
one side and those who want free waters on the other.
The Commission has made a valiant effort to find a
solution to the problem of the six- and l2-mile limits,
but that it not sufficient. The principle embodied in
the Law of the Sea Conference is that giving protec-
tion to the coastal State is the main way of conserving
fish. That is the essential principle. Somehow we have
to embody it in an essential compromise, which this
House has the opportunity to put forward as an
opinion.
I hope that arguments of nationalism do not enter
into this discussion in too great a degree. I heard this
in the case of lceland, and I hear the same voices
talking now.'We have to find a compromisq on issues
where it is essential to reach agreement. That is what
I, as a past anti-Marketeer, have to recogltize. Ve have
to reach an agreement. I hope that the Commission
will give us an indication of where they think that
agreement may be found.
(Applatuc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I asked last month if the Commission was
willing to have a debate on the problems of the sea,
with particular reference to the continental shelf. Mr
Larclinois was kind enough to give nre an affirnrativc
reply.
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This is why I have tabled my oral question on aquacul-
ture, a question which has been combined with the
two previous questions but which differs slightly in
that it deals only with the continental shelf. Further-
nrorc, of the various methods of exploiting this shelf I
am concerned only with the actual seawater ; I shall
allow nry colleagues, if they wish, to consider the utili-
zation of the seabed and the sub-seabed.
Exploitation of the sea's resources 
- 
aquaculture 
- 
is
our only nleans at the moment of reaching a common
policy. In ord'er to keep within the ten minutes which
the President has granted me, I shall therefore limit
nry comments to one aspect, the vital problem of food
production.
In spitc of all the 'mountains' and 'lakes' we have in
certain agricultural sectors and at certain times, we are
goirrg to bc faccd with a world food shortage. The
poptrlatron of the world is growing at a rate oI 2o/o
per year, whilc food production is increasing by only
I ol,, so a slrortage is inevitable. If we are to feed well
ovcr six-and-a-half thousand million human beings in
thc year 2000, we have to start thinking about ways
ancl nrcans rrow, when already two-thirds of the
worls's population goes hungry.
Scicntists arc nrakirrg a special effort,to produce
protcirr. Tlrcy arc growing yeast and bacteria cultures,
ancl they are producing an.rino-acids, lysin, methio-
nirre antl tryptophan. But all the experts agree that
norrc of thcsc products is going to solve the problem
oi food shortagcs in thc year 2000.
$/e nrust find sonrc other solution, but what ? The
answcr is thc sca : the sca is a vast reservoir, little
krrown arrcl hardly used. It offers us a new world,
vcilcd in nrystcry but full of promise, a world which is
so vast, whcrc the possibilities are so great and the
resourccs so cnornrous, that the spectre of famine can
be 
- 
torgrvc the plav on words 
- 
'sunk' once and for
rrll.
This is rrrr rrrevcrsiblc trcncl. Vc'havc no choice but to
stucly, t'xplore, cultivatc arrd cxploit sensibly this new
worlcl. this rrrarilrc world. I bclicvc that this will be
orre ot rrrrrrrkirrrl's greatcst challe nges in the latter half
of this cclrtury.
What s happcning orr thc continental shelf ? In thcse
irtshorc fishirrg zoncs wc are sadly still using a system
of haphrrzirrd harvesting. As far as fishing is
conccrnccl, Mr Prcsiclcnt, wc are still irr the Stone Age,
al)rlrt frol'n' a fcw otrtstanding cxceptiorrs such as the
farnrrrrg oi oystcrs arrcl otlrcr shellfish. Thc time has
conre for thc agc of aquaculturc, just as Cro-Magnon
nran stoppc(l picking thc bcrrics off thc trecs and
turrrctl to agriculturc.
Thc trnre lras conre, I helrcvc, to think of cultivating
tlrc seu just us wc cultivrte a treld of tonlatocs or peas,
sincc thc contrncntal shclt is srnrply arr cxtcnsion of
our coasts and can therefore be considered part of the
arable land of Europe. The cultivation of this land
currently stops at the coastline.'We must adopt a new
geographical concept and incorporate the continental
shelf in an overall policy.
But one thing has to be understood before we make
the sea into a highly productive and sensibly exploited
source of food for mankind 
- 
it cannot be our larder
and our dustbin at the same time. An anti-pollution
policy to protect the sea is essential before there can
be any policy for intensive farming of the continental
shelf. But 
- 
and let me be quite clear here 
- 
this
does not mean that everything we throw into the sea
is harmful. Just as the earth's soil is the greatest filter
there is, the sea is the world's largest and most
amazrng purifying plant. Let us not forget that a
compost heap is a godsend to agriculture. !7e ought
perhaps to drill these simple facts into all the
would-be ecologists who do not really know where
they are going.
To sum up, we are faced with what is often a tragic
depletion of our coastal waters as a result of over-
fishing, improved trawling techniques and increased
pollution. If we are to achieve our aim, I believe we
must immediately draw up a sea-farming policy, quite
apart from any moves to strengthen the fishery protec-
tion fleet or to combat harmful pollution. Let me
remind you that aquaculture means the intensive
farming of marine life, in both animal form and plant
form, especially seaweed.
Naturally, semi-industrial pilot studies will have to be
undertaken before we launch any large-scale scheme.
But in view of the present stage of research, one or
two joint projects, which the research scientists are
ready for, could well be undertaken for a number of
species : Pacific salmon, sole, turbot, bass. sea bream,
rainbow trout, scallops, abalones, shrimps, lobsters
and, of course, oysters and mussels.
Unfortunately, although the Member States are under-
taking research or drawing up useful programmes, this
is being done in a haphazard fashion which inevitably
leads to wastage. The Community must take charge
here and tackle three specific aspects of the problem :
control of the life cycle of the species, development of
the sea hnd coastal sites, preservation of the sea's
resources. Aquaculture is already practised in fresh-
water areas, in rivers, lakes and ponds. It should be
extended to our coastal watcrs.
I hope that this policy will be initiated as quickly as
possible. It is just what is nc.eded for the economic
nranagement of our fishing industry and will enable
tus to introclucc a conlnrorr policy ior fishing based on
tlrc sanre gcrrcral lrncs which nradc it possible for us
to sct up a conlnloll agrictrltural policy.
(Applt t.'c)
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President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, after consulting
the chairman of the Committee on Agriculture, I
propose that today we should hear the answers by Mr
Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of the Council, and
Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission, to the
question asked; we would then suspend the debates
until tomorrow morning.
I call Mrs Ewing to speak on this proposal.
Mrc Ewing. 
- 
If we postpone until tomorrow the
speeches of those Members of Parliament who have
put down their rlames, can we have an assurance that
this will be the first item on the agenda ?
President. 
- 
That is automatically so.
I call Mr Yeats on a second point of order.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
In view of the congestion of tomorrow's
agenda, I propose that the Assembly sit at 9 a.m.
President. 
- 
That is impossible, because there are
group meetings, other people will be absent and many
people cannot begin until l0 o'clock. Either we
continue on Friday or during the night.
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhotst, President-in-Ollice rl' tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Itdr President, in his speech 
- 
to which I
listened with great interest 
- 
Mr Prescott has raised a
host of points going far beyond the rwo specific ques-
tions put to the President-in-Office of the Council. I
hope you will understand 
- 
this is not out of lack of
respect for Parliament, but in view of your own rules
of procedure 
- 
if I confine myself at the moment to
answering only these two questions. I hope you will
give me an opportunity tomorrow, at the end of the
whole debate 
- 
if this is thought desirable or neces-
sary 
- 
of dealing with a number of further questions
from the honourable Member. The late hour is a
further reason for my wanting to confine myself to
answering the two specific questions which have been
put to me.
As to the first question, the Council naturally finds it
deeply regrettable that it was not possible to reach
agrecment on essential points at the fifth session of
the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
which closed on l7 September last. The Council finds
this extremely regrettable because the Community has
adopted definite positions which could have contri-
buted substantially towards a favourable outcome of
thc Confcrence on the Law of the Sea.
In vicw of the fact that this Conference ended on l7
September and the Council met on 20 September, the
Council has not yet had an opportunity of discussing
all the consequences of the failure of the fifth session
of the Conference on the Law of the Sea. I can,
however, add, so as not to paint all too gloomy a
picturc, that there was in fact definite progress on a
number of points such as fishing rights, biological
resources and scientific research, although this still
does not mean that the elements of an overall
compromise are already within our grasp. In parti-
cular, it proved impossible to reach agreement on the
exploitation of the international sea bed, partly on
account of the highly complex situation to which the
honourable Member rightly drew attention, i.e. the
conflicting interests of littoral States and land-locked
States and of rich and poor countries. Mr President, in
answer to the first question I can thus repeat that the
Council deeply regrets the present course of events,
because this has led to a dc 
.facto situation which also
creates problems for the Community.
This brings me to the second question from the
honourable Member. On 23 September, the Council
received a communication from the Commission on
the whole range of problems arising from the new situ-
ation that has now developed as a result of the failure
of the fifth session of the United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea. In this communication the
Commission states its position on both internal
Community problems and matters of external policy.
The Council will deal with these two aspects 
-internal and external fishing problems 
- 
as one
clearly inter-related complex. The first discussions on
this communication and on the Commission's propo-
sals are to be held on 18 and 19 October in Luxem-
bourg, where the main point will be the extension of
Community fishing limits to 200 miles.
I hope that the House will understand that in view of
this situation I cannot at the moment anticipate the
discussions which are to take place on 18 and 19
October, and that, in particular, I cannot give a
concrete answer 
- 
for the moment at least 
- 
to the
question of when the Community will be introducing
exclusive fishing limits of 200 miles.
(Altltlanc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Afunfur o.f thc Atnntrr.ricur. 
- 
I am
replying for the Commission to the external policy
questions on the Community's fishing policy as set
out in the two oral questions on thc order-paper. The
third question will eventually be dealt with bi my
friend and colleague, Mr Lardinois.
I welcome this timely clebate which enables us to take
stock of the rapid movement of events affecting this
vital Community industry. In particular, it is of the
greatest help to the Commission thus to begin a
dialogue on the fisheries policy with Parliamcnt. This
dialogue takes place against the background of two
convergent developments, the trend toward the exten-
sion of fishing rights to 200-mile zones and the
growing trend towards the depletion and indeed, the
exhaustion of fish-stocks. Today's debate is about the
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external aspects of these trends, and it is to those that
I shall now address myself.
The introduction to the question on the order-paper
sums up the present situation very sutcinctly. Of
course, we regret that the United Nations Law of the
Sea Conference at its recent session in New York
failed to reach agreement on a new body of interna-
tional law dealing with 200-mile economic zones. It
has consistently been the view of the Community that
thc creation of 200-mile economic zones and the
extension of fishing rights would best be achieved on
the basis of agreed international law. But we cannot
allow the best to become the enemy of the good. It is
our duty irr thc circumstances as they present thEm-
selvcs to protect the interests of our fishermen, which
arc bcing ;copardized by the unilateral decisions. and
ovcrfishing of others as well as by our own over-
fishing. Therefore, we too must now take our own
decisions. But let there be no doubt that, in so doing,
wc havc no intention of abandoning the search for an
international solution. Ve aim to apply the principles
on which a broad measure of agreement has already
becrr rcachcd at the United Nations. Next year when
thc Corrfcrcncc reconvenes we shall set to with a will
to rcach agrccd negotiated conclusions.
Thc Conrnrissror.r is therefore convinced that, in view
of the prochinrcd intentiorrs of a number of countries
wrth rnrportant fishing interests in the North Atlantic
to extcncl thcir frshing-lrmits to 20() milcs in the
l'nontlrs ahc.rd, thc Contntur-rity can no longer afford
to [)ut off thc n]onrcnt when it should take and
anllor-nlLC its own clccisror-r. There are at leasi three
rcasolrs why thrs cleclsion must be taken without
dclay. Vc rrccd a 2(X)-ntile limit if we are to negotiute
eficctrvelv orr a rcciprocal basis for continued access
for our tishernrcn to thc waters of a nuntbcr of third
courrtrics. we rrced to protcct our own watcrs against
r rlrvclsiorr ol thir<l-courrtry fishcrntcn fronr othcr
North Atlantrc watcls to our own whcn cxtendcd
Irnrrts havc lrccrr proclaintccl. Vc rrcccl thc 200-milc
l)rotcctron to start thc esscntral process of building up
our own stocks, alrcatly so baclly dcplctccl by our
tislrrrrg That rs why thc Conrntrssion has now scltt a
tornral proposal to thc Council reconrnrcnding that
thc McrD[.)cr Statcs (lecrdc ln conccrt to cxtctr<l tltcir
North Sca arrtl North Atlantic fishing-watcrs to 200
rrrrles on 
.l .fanu.rry. Herc I should ntakc clcar that, rn
l)ropo\urg thrs actror.r ior thc North Sca and thc North
Atl:rntrc, thc' Cortrrtrisstort rs irr no way ncglc'ctful of
thc vcrr nr[)ortant irshcry rntcrgsts of thc Mcnrber
States rrr othcr scas, rrotably in thc Mcclitcrrancarr. But
tlte srnrple tact rs tlrat tlrcrc rs,r tlcgrcc of rntrltcdiatc
urgelrc\ rn tlrc casc ot tlrc North Ser ancl tlrc Nortlr
,Atl,rntrc. ,'\ tlcc rsrorr otl our ltroposal ts a top pnonty,
.rrrrl rt rr rn thrs splnt that thc Contntissrorr wrll urgc
tlrr'Cotrncrl to tirkc tt it next wcck's ntuctllrg.
I:lrorrltl lrelc rtrltl tltat wlrirt lsarrl ,rbout tltc Medttcrra-
nc.rrr rr,rtrrrrrlll u1>plres rlso, for lrlstancc, to thc lhltrc
Sea. Ve are not going to give up in that area what we
might be salvaging or negotiating for in the North
Atlantic. A decision on our proposal is a top priority,
as I said, and it is in this spirit that the Commission
will urge the Council to take it at next week's
meeting.
The second part of the question asks when the
Commission will open fisheries negotiations. The
short answer is 
- 
when the Council gives us the
green light to do so. That is something, too, for which
we shall be pressing very hard at next week's Council
meeting. We have completed exploratory talks with
many of the countries concerned in relation to the
North Sea and the North Atlantic. Vhat we need now
is the authority to negotiate.
rVhat we have proposed to the Council in this respect
is, first, that the Community should make it clear to
all third countries which currently fish in our waters
that they will be able to do so in the future only on
the basis of an agreement with the Community. Our
proposal is that those who wish to continuc in these
waters must seek an agreement with us to do so.
Speaking in very broad terms, we envisage the
possible agreements with these States as falling into a
number of different categories. In the first place there
will be agreements with those States in whose waters
we fish but whose fishermen do not fish in other
waters. Two examples here are the United States and
Canada. Vith thenr we cannot seck a rcciprocal agrec-
ment, but we shall aim to cnsure that we are trcated at
least as wcll as any othcr third country in the alloca-
tion of surplus stocks of fish in Anre rican and
Canadian watcrs.
In another category there are those countrres where
we have extensivc inter-linked fishing activities and
rnterests, notably Norway and Iceland, and tlrc rathcr
spccial casc of the Faeroes. \With countrics in this catc-
gory wc shall seek to llegotiatc rcciprocal agrcenreltts
for nrutual fishing-rights ainrcd at achicving the lrcst
possiblc balancc betweerr thc inte rcsts of our dccp-sea
frshcrnrcn rn thcsc countries' watcrs ancl thc necd to
avoi<l giving conccsslons in our owr.r watcrs which will
prejudicc thc building up of our stocks. Thc agrec-
nicnt that wc hopc to negotiate with thesc countrics
nrrght include joint m.casurcs to conscrvc common
stocks of fish. Vhcrc any rcduction of our Comnru-
nity fishing cffort rrr thc waters of thcsc countrics is
irrsistcd on we shall scck to bring this about gradually
and to avord brutal and abrupt changcs; and no doubt
thcy will scck thc samc front us for tlrcrr fishcrnrcrr in
our watcrs.
Thcn thcrc' is thc casc of thc Sovict Urriorr, where
therc is sonrc traditional Conrnttrnity fishing in
I{ussran watcrs in the lJare nts Sca arrd a utuch grciltcr
anrotnrt of the rr frshrng irr orrr watcrs and whcrc tlrcrc
nright thcrcfore lre sonre clcntcr.rt oi rcciprocity rn an
evcrtttral agrecnrclrt.
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Finally, there are those countries which fish exten-
sively in our waters but in whose waters we either do
not fish at all or fish very little. These are mainly State-
trading countries as well as countries such as Spain an
Sweden. The basic intention here must be to provide
for the progressive withdrawal of the fishing fleets of
these countries from our 200-mile waters whilst,
however, not interfering with neighbouring agree-
ments such as those existing between Denmark and
Sweden.
So much for the bilateral negotiations with third c6un-
tries which we have proposed should be undertaken as
soon as possible. In the context of such multilateral
international fishing organizations as the North-East
and North-Vest Atlantic Fisheries Commissions, the
Commission has proposed thag with a Community
200-mile fishing-zone in existence, it will have to be
the Community as such which in future negotiates in
these bodies on the basis of a Community position.
Before leaving that part of the question which deals
with negotiations with third countries, I should like to
say a word or two about the specific issue of Iceland,
to which the question specifically refers. Reference is
made to opening negotiations immediately'about the
British fisheries agreement' which expires at the
begining of December. It is indeed the case that three
of our Member States have fisheries agreements with
Iceland and that the first of these to expire is the
British agreement, which thus lends unique reason
and force to the need to open negotiations without
delay.
But let me make it very clear that we are not aiming
to negotiate on these bilateral agreements with
Iccland. We are aiming ,o negotiate an entirely new
agrecment between lceland and the Community as
such which will place on a basis of security and
stability the niutual fishing interests of both parties in
each other's waters. This, one may hope, will be an
agreement which will look forward to a new era of
cooperation and the deepening of ties between
Iceland and the Community and not back to the
sterilc confrontations o( the past. This will not be
easy. The heritage of bitterness is very recent; and the
background of shrinking fish-stocks everywhere in the
North Atlantic will tax our capacities as negotiators to
the utmost. But I am convinced that goodwill on both
sides should exist, for it is in the general interests
both of the Community and of Iceland to arrive at an
agrecment, and that is true indeed of all those who
border on the same u/aters.
The last point in the question before the House refers
to the idea of summoning a conference of the
Member States of the Community and of the Council
of Europe to discuss the social, economic and political
problems arising from 200-mile fisheries zones.
Frankly, I would counsel caution on this idea. The
membership of the Council of Europe does not really
fit too well the priorities of the fisheries field 
- 
Spain
is not there, nor are the Eastern European countries.
Instead, there are landlocked countries like Austria
and Switzerland. I feel that a conference on this basis
would lead to a dispersal and di(fusion of effort and
not to its concentration on the specific problems
which is what we really need.
As to the social and economic problems of our fishing
industries, we must certainly not belittle them. On the
contrary, this is acknowledged in Article 103 of the
Treaty of Accession, which needs to be respected as
much as any other article of the Treaty. These
problems are urgent and pressing and we must find
answers to them; but that I think we should best do
in the course of our own internal policy decisions.
It was this that the Commission had in mind when it
proposed a radical adaptation of the Common Fish-
eries Policy and the undertaking of a massive
prpgramme of structural reform. I will not stray off
now into this field, which the House will be debating
soon enough. Suffice it to say that I believe that the
finding of equitable Community answers to our fish-
eries problems, both internal and external, is one of
the greatest challenges facing our Community today.
(Applause)
12. Agcndt tbr nut .titting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Thursday, 14 October 1976, at l0 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
with the following agenda :
- 
Joint debate on fishing questions (continued);
- 
De' Freitas report on generalized tariff preferences;
- 
De Koning report on the milk market;
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Gerlach on skimmed-
milk powder;
- 
Schwabe report on the carriage of goods by road;
- 
Premoli report on the protection of the Mediterra-
nean ;
- 
Oral question on, air traffic control ;
- 
Oral question on bird protection ;
- 
Oral question on third-party motor vehicie insur-
anc€ ;
- 
Dykes report on transactions in securities;
- 
Artzinger report on taxes affecting t[e' cgnsumption
of tobacco.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting tt.t.r tlosed ttt 6.50 lt.nt)
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ANNEX
Quettiont lo tht Conntission wbich could not be answercd during Qucstion Time, uitb writtcn
atNrcers
Question fu ltlr Coutti
Subiect : Policy for familiarizing young people with, and involving them in, the work of the EEC
Can the Commission statg what progress has been made on the policy for familiarizing young people
with, and involving them in, the work of ths EEC ?
, Answcr
The Commission has always attached great importance to informing young people under its informa-
tion policy, This is achieved through numerpus contacts with the representatiyes of young peoplei
associations both at national and international level in order to decide on priorities and cooperation
procedures. On the whole, the problem in which young'people have showri the greatest interest this
year is that of finding employment after leaving school.
There have been pilot proiects to create a general awareness o{ European problems among young
people who do not belong to any associations. For example, one of the information offices organized
a competition with prizes (the Rome office's competition : 'Europe is your country), the results of
which were good although inevitably limited by the insufficient funds available.
Finally, in or{er to associate youth more closely with European integration, the Commission, in anti-
cipation of thd eventual setting-up of the European Youth Forum, has endeavoured to set up at least
a provisional body known as the "Temporary Secretariat for Yoirth', thus precluding any opposition
from the Copncil later on. On'23 July last, the Commission therefore invited to Brussels the repre-
sentatives of the major young people's associations in order to give them an opportunity to choose, in
complete independence, the organization and the action programme for this 'Secretariat'.
An tttl bot' group has been set up to find practical solutions to the problems of equilibrium within
the youth movements. These solutions will be put forward at the next meeting of the representatives
of the national and international young people's associations on 15 Octob€r next when I hope an
agreement can be reached so that the work of the 'Sectetariat' can get under way.
Qnution b1 Nr Noi
Subiect : Contracts for nuclear power stations in the Community
Does the Commission not,feel that, unless the formation of ioint undertakings is promoted between
industries in differbnt Member States which produce components for nucleai power stations, it will
be impossible to liberalize the Community markets in this import.nt s..tor i
Annrur
The Commission agrees vith the honourable Member on the absence of a common industrial
market in the nuclear power station sector.
As to the proposal, the Commission, in its i975 paper.on the situation and prospects in the electro-
mechanical and nuclear components industries linked with the production of energy, stated its readi-
ness to press for the formation of ioint subsidiaries, to liberalize the national markets.
In additron, the Commission has encouraged cooperation between electricity producers in order to
promote cooperation between constructors. For example, the formation of ioint undertakings for the
pressurrzed-water nuclear power stations of Chooz and Tihange I ma.rked the start of industrial coop-
eration which wrll contrnue for the two Belgian power stations of Doel and Tihange II and which
has led to the formation of a Franco-Belgian subsidiary to produce fuel elements.
There is a chance of a similar result if Belgium, Holland and the Federal Republic of Germany set
up a ;oint undertaking for the Kalkar breeder reactor.
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Quettion by tVr Albers
Subiect: Concentration of economic activity in the EEC
Has the existence of the EEC favoured the further concentration of economic activity in the most
prosperous areas, as suggested by the Community's critics ?
Answer
l. The trend towards concentration of economic activiry is a feature of almost all industrialized coun-
tries. The major factor in this phenomenon is that companies are attracted to the most highly
developed areas by the opportuniry of enloying all kinds of ancillary benefits paid for by the
community at large.
2. lTithin the European Communiry this tendency to concentrate economic activiry is a pheno-
menon which dates back to the industrial revolution. The post-war period has seen the steady
decline of certain regions in France and large-scale internal migration in Italy as the north of the
country developed industrially.
3. The regional data available do not reveal any acceleration in this process since the Community
was originally established. Between 1960 and 1975, Lor example, the share of value added
generated in the richest regions incteased by no more than approximately I o/o. There was a
similar development in the United Kingdom.
In this respect, one should not be misled by the fact that some major cities have developed at an
excessive rate. This reveals more a trend towards urbanization rather than any true regional
concentration of economic activity.
4. Although it cannot therefore be said that the creation of the Commission has not favoured the
further concentration of economic activity, it has to be conceded that the Commission has not
been able to play an effective part in altering the regional balance o[ production and income,
which are still distributed unevenly in the Community.
True progress in this sphere can only be achieved by increasing the powe$ of regional policy, at
both national and Community level, and by considering regional factors in the development of struc-
tural policies.
Question by ll4r lVcDonald
Subiect : Financial aid for improvements or additions to farm dwellinp
lfill consideration be given to the granting of financial aid for improvements or additions to farm
dwellinp to make them suitable for use as tourist accommodation to farmers who wish to cease
farming so that these farmers would have a source of income, the depopulation of rural areas would
be avoided, and structural reform of agriculture would be encouraged ?
Answer
The directive on farming in mountain and less-favoured areas adopted last year has already opened
the way for the Member States to grant subsidies to farmers carrying out improvements to make their
farms suitable for tourism.
The Commission has no plans to extend financial support for such investments to other areas.
Question by llrlr Crerd
Subject: Guidelines for land reallocation agencies
Does the Commission intend to draw up guidelines for land reallocation agencies so that these may
become effective instruments for structural improvement of agricultural land in the Communiry ?
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Antwcr
The Commission does not consider it desirable to lay down Community guidelines for land realloca-
tion. The considerable differences between the Member States in circumstances and procedures make
this more or less impossible, nor are such guidelines necessery for the proper functioning of the
common agricultural market.
The Commission is, however, convinced of the grcat value of land reallocation, and the Community
has given considerable financial aid to land reallocation proiects.'
Question by l|1r Kauanagb
Subiect: Social Fund
lUill the Commission confirm that the difficulties encountered in assessing proiects and making
paymcnts under the Social Fund are due to inadequate stafling ?
Answtr
The Commission has encountered difficulties in assessing proiects and making payments under the
European Social Fund and is continually reviewing the operation of the Fund to ensure the speeding
up of paymens.
There are many factors in the difficulties facing the Fund, including delays which take place in the
Member States. The Commission has taken a series of measures to overcome these difficulties which
have already led to an improvement in the general situation.: restructuring of the Fund's services,
rationalization and automatization of procedures and working methods, introduction o{ standard
forms and a deadline for payment claims. Moreovcr, because of the problem of inadequate staffing
which the Social Fund has in common with other funds, the Commission has requested additional
stlff in the 1977 preliminary draft general budget.
The question of speedier paymcnts will figure prominently in the Commission's consideration of the
review of the Social Fund: which is now under way.
Quution b1 Lord Castlc
Subiect: Communiry Disaster Fund
Has the Commission further considered the idea proposed by President Onoli to the European Parlia-
ment on I 5 June 1976, of devising a budgetary mechanism to deal with disasters such as the Friuli
€arthquake ?
Attstt;tr
Since Mr Ortoli's statement in Parliament in June, the Commission has been investigating ways in
which Community aid could be mobilized in the event of a'sddden and unfordseeatle natural
disaster occurring in the Community.
l. The Commission wanted first and foremost to avoid the continual and annoying disputes with the
Council about the use of the present Article ,()0 of the budget, 'Community aid to disaster
victims'. The Council maintains that this budget heading can be used outside the Communiry
only.
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!fle therefore entered rwo separate headings in the preliminary draft budget for 1977:
59 : Aid to disaster victims in the Community
951 : Communiry aid to disaster victims.
The Council has retained these headinp in its draft budget. The situation is therefore clear: the
Community has the funds necessary for action in the event of a disaster in the Nine.
2. The Commission has learnt from experience that in discussions with the Council a distinction has
to be made between questions of principle and budgetary aspects. At this stage, therefore, Chapter
59 has merely been given a'token entry'in the draft budget. In the event of a disaster, funds
would have to be provided by means of either a supplementary budget (as was done for the Friuli
earthquake) or a transfer of appropriations.
But that would take time and, like the Honourable Member, the Commission believes that appro-
priations should be available under this heading from the beginning of the next financial year.
Perhaps, with Parliament's help, it may still be possible to bring this about.
3. Then there is the question of the speed with which emergency aid can be mobilized in the event
of a disaster.
The use of appropriations under the present Article 400 requires prior approval by the Council of
a Commission proposal. Agreement is given under urgent procedure but days or even weeks are
lost.
The Commission would therefore like to be able to decide at its own discretion that emergency
aid appropriations can be used, subiect to an immediate report to the Council and Parliament.
One might use as a model the procedures in force for granting aid to the widows and orphahs of
victims of accidents in the industries covered by the ECSC, or for sending VFP emergency food
aid directly or through the Red Cross to third countries in the event of a natural disaster.
Qutstion by llIiss Flucb
Subiect : New equipment for the Commission Computer Centre in Luxembourg
For the replacement of existing equipment in its Computer Centre in Luxembourg, the Commission
of the European Communities is apparently considering buying material which would cost some 5
million u.a. more than other, less expensive, alternatives.
!(/hat are the technical and economic factors on which the Commission is basing its study and its
final choice ?
Question fu ll4r Nyborg
Subject: Computer Centre equipment
!(,Ihat economic, technical and staff-related criteria does the Commission apply when it renews
and/or replaces equipment at the Computer Centre ?
Joint Answer
It is the Commission's view that the future equipment of the Centre must be technically adequate to
carry out the work currently assigned to outside agencies and to absorb the additional workload envis-
aged for the period between 1978 and 1983.
From the economic point of view, it must be remembered that the additional costs arising from any
replacement of equipment are only one of many factors to be considered. There is no doubt that the
initial costs will be much lower if the Commission retains its present main supplier, but this factor
has to be considered in the light of the Commission's need to obtain much more advanced equip-
ment than that which it presently uses, especially in 
,the field of remote data processing.
The Commission will naturally give every possible consideration to the effects of its choice on the
working conditions of the staff at the Computer Centre.
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12. Agenda for tbc next sitting
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3. Dceision on tbc urgcnE of tbe motion for a
resolution on buman rights in Cbile
Prcsident. 
- 
I now consult Parliament on the adop-
tion of urgent procedure for the'motion for a resolu-
tion on the violation of human righa in Chile (Doc.
3s3176).
Are there any objections to the request for urgent
procedure ?
I call Mr Jozeau-Marign6.
Mr Jozeau-Merign6. 
- 
(D M, President, ladies and
gentlemen, since Mr Durieux is unable to ettend the
beginning of this sitting, he has asked me to speak on
behalf of the Liberal Group.
A request has been submitted on behalf of the Christi-
an-Democratic and Socialist Groups that the problem
of human righs in Chile should be debated by urgent
procedure. I7e have an extremely full agenda, which
includes among other things the whole range of
problems concerning agriculture. The third paragraph
of Rule 14 of our Rules of Procedure lays down that
'questions to be dealt with by urgent procedure shall
be given absolute priority over other items on the
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agenda'. I(hen our Group discussed this matter a
moment ago, there was no question of opposing the
principle of the request by Mr Bertrand and other
Members, but the Liberal Group has asked me to
express to the House the wish that this absolute
priority should not unduly disrupt today's agenda.
I know that in the conduct of business in this House
there is a certain precedent 
- 
if I dare call it that 
-to the effect that, if the adoption of urgent procedure
is approved, this does not automatically mean that the
item has to be dealt with at the beginning of that
day's sitting.
I only wish to obtain your assurance that the vote on
urgeny will only mean that the item will be placed at
the end of today's agenda or, at the latest, on the
agenda for tomorrow morning's sitting. This is a
straight-forward request and, if you give me this assur-
ance, the Liberal Group will be able to support the
request for debate by urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
Mr Jozeau-Marign6, I wanted in any
case to propose to you that the motion, if it is agreed
to adopt urgent procedure, should be placed first on
tomorrow morning's agenda.
Are there any other objections to the adoption of
urgent procedure ?
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
I propose that this item be placed on tomorrow morn-
ing's agenda.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
4. Joint debate on the oral questions on fisbing zones
and aquaculture (continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of
the debate on the oral questions on fishing zones and
the oral question on aquaculture (Docs 325176,
326176 and 327175).
I call Mr Kofoed on a question of procedure.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Aftu the debate started
yesterday, I got the impression that it would be better
if Parliament decided to refer the motion for a resolu-
tion and Mr Gundelach's remarks back to the
Committee on Agriculture, since this committee is
already dealing with the Commission proposal on
fishing problems. I therefore think it would be better
to postpone the debate until we have a report from
the Committee on Agriculture on fishery matters in
general. This would give Parliament a better and
sounder basis for discussion. I feel at any rate that this
would surely be in the interests of many Members
who have not had an opportunity to go into the
matter in detail. I therefore request Parliament and its
President to postpone the debate and refer the matter
back to the Committee on Agriculture.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott to speak against this
proposal.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
I assume that Mr Kofoed was refer-
ring to the resolution which has yet to be moved. He
is talking about a resolution that has not yet been put
to the House. It is therefore difficult for me to argue
its case.
I have to establish the urgeny of the subject of the
resolution not by reference to its content but solely by
reference to its urgency. The House will be aware that
the Council of Ministers meets next week to discuss
the Commission's document, which the resolution
deals with in the light of the replies we received from
the Commission and the Council yesterday. !fle shall
be asked to assess the advice and opinion of the
House, and we can only do that now because the
Council of Ministers meets next week. If we referred
this matter to a committee the House would be defer-
ring a matter on which it can give an opinion to the
Council of Ministers, which is bitterly divided. The
House can make up its mind whether it wants to be a
House that passes opinions on decisions or whether it
wants to play a part in making decisions. That is the
point the House has to decide.
I hope that the House will agree to continue the
debate on this subject, which is a matter of great
urgency. I move that we reject the proposal that the
subject should go back to the committee.
(Applaus)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request that the
motion for a resolution which has been distributed
should be referred to the Committee on Agriculture
and today's debate adiourned.
The request is reiected.
I call Mr Bertrand on a question of procedure.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we too
reject Mr Kofoed's proposal. Fortunately, the debate is
now to continue as planned. However, we should like
to let the Socialist Group know at this stage that, if it
maintains its motion, we shall vote against it. We
believe it misses the nub of the matter. Yesterday, Mr
Gundelach replied for the Commission to the ques-
tions put to it. He explicitly rejected suggestions
involving bilateral negotiations with Iceland. Nor did
he accept the calls for a conference. Since the
Commission's proposals are not officially known to
Parliament, and are in any case going to be submitted
by the Council to Parliament for an opinion, we want
to prepare this opinion thoroughly. This is not the
time to table a motion for a resolution concerning
points which are unknown to us. I would therefore
ask Mr Prescott not to force a vote on the motion after
the debate, and to postpone the vote until the
Committee on Agriculture has discussed fishery
problems in the light of the Commission's proposals.
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Ve do not wish to confuse a purely national interest
with a Community interest. The relevant Community
policy has still to be drawn up. If Mr Prescott does not
comply with our request, the Christian-Democratic
Group will nonetheless vote against the motion.
President. 
- 
We shall see that the situation is at the
end of the debate.
I call Mrs Ewing on a question of procedure.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I do not have enough experience to
understand all the procedures. I do not understand
what is happening. S7ill you explain, Mr President,
what the position will be when we decide to vote on
Mr Prescott's motion ? \7e are now in a kind of vague
situation. I do not understand it. At the end of this
debate shall we vote on Mr Prescott's motion, or shall
we not ?
President. 
- 
Parliament has just decided to continue
the debate. The author of the motion for a resolution
will tell us after the debate whether he intends to
uphold his motion, and we shall have to wait until
then. Ve shall now continue the debate. I call Mr
Hughes to speak on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
The problem facing the Community
and the Member States on fishing both inshore and in
deep water is a matter of extreme urg€ncy. It is getting
worse week by week. It was not many months ago that
I had the honour to act as rapporteur for the
Committee on Agriculture on inshore fishing, when
the Community decided to give certain assistance to
the inshore fishermen.
Many of the broad principles of conservation and so
forth that we outlined in the report come back in a
slightly altered form in the motion put down by .y
Socialist colleagues. It is quite clear that much has
happened since that report was made and that debate
took place. The Law of the Sea Conference in the
United Nations in New York has clearly failed to
produce an adequate international answer in time. It
is perfectly well known that from eaily 1977 the
Community is likely to extend its fishing limis to
200 miles, whatever the outcome of the Law of the
Sea Conference. It is in the light of this situation that
Mr Prescott's motion has been put down. I7e cannot
wait long. I am surprised that some Liberals should
suggest delaying tactics once again.
The first point is that we must get the Council of
Ministert, at Community level, to agree to an exten-
sion up to 200 miles for Community Member States'
fishing zones from I January 1977.lt this is not done
we cannot provide the basis upon which to erect an
adequate fishing policy of any sort for the Commu-
nity.
Secondly, as we know, on 30 November the current
British agreement with Iceland comes to an end and
it is essential that the Commission should open discus-
sions with non-Community nations generally. It is a
matter of urgency, not merely from the point of view
of Britain but also for Germany, that a long-term
agreement with Iceland be reached. It is equally clear
- 
this is perhaps the more contentious point 
- 
that
the present common fisheries is in great need of revi-
sion, for both fishing and political reasons. Paragraph
4 of the motion suggests that Parliament has the
ability ro reach agreement on fishing, and that each
Member State should operate by means of quotas, but
within that framework how do you police those
quotas ? You have to have an effective means of
enforcing quotas. The size of the fishery protection
fleets of member countries is clearly inadequate to
cover the whole area up to 200 miles, even with
sophisticated technology. Therefore, some sort of
licensing arrangement which allows for policing and
some control over the fishing effort must be contem-
plated. The details will clearly be a matter for the
Commission and the Council to work out.
!7hen we were discussing inshore fishing, we came
round to the view that reserved fishing zones for
inshore fishermen were part of what this Parliament
has already called for, and reserved fishing zones both
for historic rights and for the inshore fishing are
already part of the policy of this Parliament. There-
fore, it cannot be claimed that this is something novel
or a Sreat departure from procedures.
Paragraph 4 (d) refers to coastal fishing.conservation
zones in the interests of conserving the fish stocks.
The great risk of the present Community's policy is
that there will be no fish left for the fishermen to get
out of the sea unless there are adequate conservation
zones. It is on the basis of securing a supply of fish for
fishermen to get out of the sea that we need to have
consewation zones up to, let us say, 50 miles and they
must be adequately controlled by the Member State.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, the Christian-
Democratic Group noted with interest yesterday's
replies by the Council and the Commission. !fle
noted that Mr Gundelach's statement, in particular,
was in line with what we had already learnt from the
press 
- 
I refer especially to the press conferences
given by Mr Lardinois and Sir Christopher Soames.
The Commission proposes that the Member States'
fishing limits be extended, as from I January, to a
Community fishing zone of 200 miles. This proposal
was confirmed yesterday, and we expect the Council
to approve it. I7e welcome this. I could not find
anything in Mr Gundelach's note about the twelve-
mile zone which Mr Lardinois mentioned in his press
conference. It would be useful if we could have some
clarification of this point now that the debate is about
to start.
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One of the reasons why Mr Bertrand, on behalf of our
Group, called for the debate on the motion to be post-
poned is that we know there is a wide range of opin-
ious in this House too. One thing, however, is certain
- 
we Christian Democrats agree with Mr Gundelach
that in discussing, new fishing agreements with third
countries, we must adopt a Community approach on
the basis of the Treaties. One of the elements in the
Treaties is non-discrimination 
- 
this is the crucial
point. Only when 
- 
and we hope this will be
achieved next week in Luxembourg 
- 
ye have agreed
on a common stance, can we turn to matters which
threaten to divide us on certain issues.
I have had the good fortune to be able to see the text
of the Commission proposal originally framed. The
size of this tome I have in my hands is in itself
enought to show us that we cannot discuss this impor-
tant document in the space of five minutes. It
deserves more detailed consideration. I hope that not
only the Committee on Agriculture, but also the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and,
perhaps, the Political Affain Committee as well, will
devote sufficient time to it. This is, after all, some-
thing which is to a great extent going to define the
scope of the common agricultural market.
Great Britain and Ireland regard a l2-mile limit as
still inadequate. I gather this from certain press
reports. Some people are calling for a limit of 100
miles, or 50 miles at the least. Other delegations
rightly take the view that no discrimination can be
accepted within the 200-mile Community zone. Ve
can accept 
- 
and to be careful I shall read from my
text 
- 
that certain Community coasted waters may be
reserved for specific ships of fishing methods, defined
according to technical criteria, with the aim of either
protecting inshore fishing against its grounds being
fished empty by larger ships, or else of protecting
spawning and breeding grounds against over-fishing.
These measures may not be the same for all areas, but
they must be laid down at Community level in accor-
dance with the normal procedures laid down by the
Treaty.
I think what I have just said will have shown you that
the talks which the Council is going to have will be
extremely difficult and technical. I therefore call upon
the Members from all groups to have the necessary
time and patience. Once we have an established frame-
work of general guidelines, we in this Parliament will
certainly have to make every effort to ensure that a
Community policy is formulated.
I shall have the opportunity to speak again on various
amendments at a later stage in the debate, and I can
therefore be very brief now. My colleague, Mr Blumen-
feld, will also be contributing some remarks.
Before concluding, however I should like to express
my gratitude to Mr Cointat for his having raised this
question, despite the fact that we shall probably not
be able to go into in sufficient detail today. He also
drew attention to the scientific investigation, and I
hope that his question will be given adequate consider-
ation in this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I agree fully with
the last speaker when he says that we lack the factual
basis on which to reach the decisions which the
Socialist Group would like to see implemenred. The
previous speaker drew attention to the Cdmmission's
proposal, and clearly no-one in this House has had
the time to really digest this document. As far as
knowledge of the facts is concerned, therefore, I think
this debate has come too early.
I am disappointed at the Socialist Group's motion for
a resolution, since it does not reflect my political
views, and I think the Liberal and Allies Group agrees
with me in this. It is not particularly 'European' in
character. These fishing and marine law problems
involve certain principles, one of them 
- 
which the
Conference on the Law of the Sea will probably
finally adopt 
- 
being a 200-mile zone. In principle, I
think we shall have to agree to this limit, as things
stand at present.
Then it is up to the Community to find ways of
administering this 200-mile limit, and this is where
we are going to come up against principles and polit-
ical problems. I do not think that we can today, in
this House, approve regulations on how this 200-mile
zone is to be administered. There is no sound basis for
doing so, and I cannot understand the refusal to take
the debate further, for if a resolution is to be adopted,
there has to be a sound basis for this step.
I feel that the principal task of democracy is to
develop attitudes through debate, after which deci-
sions can be taken. I therefore look forward to the
forthcoming discussions in the Committee on Agricul-
ture, for there are many problems involved here, and
nationalistic sentiments are merging very strongly 
-the Socialist motion is one example of this. It is
nationalism with a vengeance. I think the situation is
that we have a certain quantity of fish within the 200
nautical miles, and we have to look for a technical
formula which gives a reasonable division of this quan-
tity of fish 
- 
as is proper a community.
I feel the essential principle is that we should not
conduct nationalistic politics here. May I remind you
of the old traditions that have always been maintained
on the high seas 
- 
and the British were foremost in
honouring these 
- 
to the effect that everyone is inter-
national on the high sea. Those working at sea form a
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community of their own. It is therefore least of all
those who work on land who are going to make the
fishermen believe that we should conduct a national-
istic policy. I think that some of the speakers here
perhaps have interests in this matter other than those
directly concerned with fishing. The fact is that I do
not feel it is in the fishermen's interests to introduce
resrictions. I feel the best way to Protect the fisher-
men's traditional interests is to ensure that there are
adequate opportunities for fishing. I do not think that
at sea fishermen make a distinction between one
person and the next, for they form a community.
I hope the Committee on Agriculture can draw up a
report which provides a basis for real advice for the
Commission and the Council.
I agree with what the preceding spokesmen have said
and must reiect the motion for a resolution tabled by
the Socialist Group. I feel it is too early for Parliament
to reach a decision for which there is still an
inadequate basis.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
I am at a loss to understand the
viebs iust expressed by Mr Kofoed. I hope there is
agreement in this House that there is an urgent need
to protect our fishing grounds against overfishing by
Member States and overfishing by third countries. If
this House does not think it has debated and
discussed fishing policy long enough, then my group
certainly does, particularly as a very critical meeting of
the Council is due to take place next week. If we can
get in with some ideas and some recommendations
before that meeting, we might improve and increase
the credibility of the European Parliament as well as, I
hope, making a constructive contribution towards the
debate and the decision.
I am bound to say 
- 
and I do so happily 
- 
that in
my view the Socialist motion for a resolution provides
the basis for a good debate this morning and for this
House to reach a decision and give some instructions
or recommendations to the Commission and the
Council.
As to third counries, Mr Gundelach yesterday gave a
very encouraging exposition, first, of the way the
Commission looks upon the relationship between the
Community and third countries such as Norway and
Iceland and, secondly, of the very different attitude
that we as a Community must take towards third coun-
tries in Eastern Europe in particular which send large
factory-ships equipped with some kind of vacuum-
cleaner to scoop the fish out of the sea, ships which
could in no way be described as fishing trawlers.
There are whole areas of the Community where
dozens of small towns and villages round the coastline
have no assets other than the skill and courage of
their fishermen. This is true of my part of the world
in Scotland. It is true in England, in Denmark, in
Ireland, in Greenland and so on. The men and
women in these fishing areas will be bitterly disap-
pointed and filled with ressentment against this Parlia-
ment as well as the Commission and the Council if
we fail to act urgently and search for a revision of the
common fisheries policy which will meet their
demands and give them the confidence and security
for the future that their good work deserves.
How can we do this ? I wish to make three points on
this question. Fint, the most important way to try to
control the fishing effort generally in Community
waters is by licensing the boats and, equally impor-
tant, their equipment and also their right to fish in
specific areas of Community waters. I suppose that
this will have to be tied to some quota system,
because it is the establishment of quotas for Member
States that will in turn enable a calculation of the
number of boats to receive licences. I believe that a
licensing system would now be' acceptable to most
fishermen throughout the Community. Secondly, we
must' fix conservation zones. There must be areas
where fishing will be banned for specific periods of
the year similar to the sort of arrangement that the
Community has recently made with Norway. Thirdly,
there is the need for coastal fishing zones of up to 50
miles for each Member State in our opinion 
- 
prefer-
ably, in the British case, an exclusive zone 
- 
but, if it
cannot be exclusive, the policlrg of whatever Commu-
nity fishing activity of other Member States is taking
place within those zones should be a iob for the
Member State concerned. That will give some confi-
dence to the local fishermen, who will be familiar
with seeing their own fishery protection vessels and
will be happier and more confident about Community
arrangements that are delegated to Member States
with which they can identify.
That is the sort of approach which we as a group feel
Parliament should try to persuade the Commission
and the Council to adopt in the deliberations which
must be faced very urgently by Parliament and the
whole Community.
It is on the criteria of licences, of conservation zones
and of coastal zones of up to 50 miles that we will
express our opinion and, I hope, vote today on the
resolution that has been tabled by the Socialist Group.
President. 
- 
According to the list of speakers, Mr
Hamilton is down to speak now. He is, however, not
present. I call Mr Prescott on a question of procedure.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, as you have mentioned
my colleague Mr Hamilton, I should lust like to put it
on the record that he has been sent on a parliamen-
tary delegation. That is why he is not here today, but
he would have been here last night if the debate had
been continued.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
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Mr Blumenfcld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I can be very
brief, for I am well aware that the Council's hands are
tied in its statements at the present time, although we
did get some indications yesterday from the President-
in-Office. However, as we shall not be able to hear
anything new from the Council before the l8 and 19
of this month, at least, I address myself to the
Commission.
Mr Gundelach's remarks yesterday on behalf of the
Commission, to which my colleagres have already
referred, have the full backing of the Christian-
Democratic Group. Ve hope 
- 
and this is also our
urgent plea to the Council 
- 
that the Council will
now give the Commission the required negotiating
brief.
Ladies and gentlemen, we must make it clear in this
House today that we as a Community must present a
united front to the outside-world in defence of some-
thing the Commission describes as necessary and
urgent 
- 
a fact which has also been acknowledged by
the Council. The key question is that of the 200-mile
zone. !7e must first of all establish a genuine Commu-
nity position vis-i-vis the rest of the world and do
everything within our power to uphold it. I7e shall
then be able to solve the Community's intemal
problems as well.
Vhile I sympathize with the interests put forward by
our Socialist colleagues from the United Kingdom, by
Mr Prescott today, and by representatives of the
Conservative Group, and with due regard for the inter-
ests of the fishing industry, consideration must
nevertheless also be Srven to the interests of
consumers in the Community. There are large
consumer countries, amonSst them the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany. These countries too would naturally
like to see their interests represented in this internal
Community debate.
For this reason, Mr Vandewiele, some other colleagues
and I have tabled a number of amendments to the
motion for a resolution. If this motion is put to the
vote, we shall press for paragraph 4 in its present form
to be deleted. If that is not entirely successful, we shall
move our amendment which points out that the
Community must fulfil its dury in this matter in
much the same way as in the question of agricultural
policy.
Mr President, I should like to reserve the right to
retum to Amendment Nos I and 2 when we come to
consider the motion for a resolution.
Fresident. 
- 
I call Mr Gibbons.
Mr Gibbons. 
- 
!7e are discussing this morning the
use or abuse of a great resource that is available to us.
The situation we are confronted with as a Community
is the plunder of the seas around our coasts.
Everybody in the House knows that if the present
plunder 
- 
there is no other word adequate to
describe the situation 
- 
continues, in a very short
time there will be no fish for anybody to cetch.
There is a reluctance on the part of the world in
general, certainly at the Conference on the Iaw of the
Sea, to face this unsavoury fact. If we do not face it we
shall end up with a world without any manageable or
workable fish resources. !7e are rapidliy approaching
'that situation.
In particular, it is necessary for the Community to
consider the depredations of third-country fishermen,
epecially from Eastern Europe, in the waters north,
west and south of Great Britain and lreland. Cunently
there are a number of these vessels under arrest in our
dwn territorial waters in Ireland, but they are only a
fraction of the enormous fleet of factory-ships that are
stripping the Atlantic of every nesource that it has.
This is the first problem that must be faced by the
European Community as a Community.
Then we must face for ounelves the need for conserva-
tion, the need for the protection of these tresources,
first from the depredations of thind country fishermen.
It is flattery to call them fishermen. They are looters.
After that we must be sensible about the use of the
fish resources for ourselves. Surely we must usc that
nesource to the maximum benefit of those who
require it most.
Around our coasts in Scotland, in England and in
Ireland there is a breed of courageous and hardy men
who depend on fisheries for their livelihood. In the
absence of fisheries there is no other nesource to
which they can tum. In that context it is absolutely
necessary that at least a S0-mile zone bc made avail-
able in certain areas of the Community. I am asking
for an exception to be made. I think that there are
cog€nt and teasonable grounds for this €xception to
be made. It would be unreasonable and unnatural 
- 
a
contention that might is right 
- 
if this request on
behalf of the inshore fishermen of lreland and Great
Britain did not receive favourable consideration.
It would app€ar that the present situation is that the
European Commission has a mythical l2-mile limit
in its mind. Other people will talk about a 25-mile
limit. I think that there is 
^ 
great deal of nonsens€
about this. The inshore fishermen of the areas that I
have mentioned must be given a reasonable chance of
survival and they cannot have that unless the Commis-
sion accepts the fact that in the remoter regions this is
a vital necessity to the well-being of the people. I
strongly urge the House to consider this plea. If it
does no! it will be condemming tens of thousands of
families to extinction. !7e absolutely must have it
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
This is an extremely important,
difficult and politically sensitive issue. Firsg speaking
as a Liberal, I am very unhappy about the maritime
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imperialism which in this 20th century seems to be
about to replace the territorial imperialism of the l8th
and l9th centuries. I7hat are justified 
- 
and probably
in many cases reasonably justified 
- 
as measures to
conserve fish will, I fear, be used in the future as a
means of securing rights for underwater mineral
exploitation. I wish that that could be done on an
international rather than a national basis.
Secondly, spaking as a Scotsman who is also conver-
sant with the problems of the fishing communities of
North-East and North-!flest England, Cornwall and
so on, I am sharply aware of the fears held by those
fishing communities that the Commission proposal
for a common EEC policy for open fishing between
12 and 200 miles pays inadequate regard to esta-
blished fishing communities and offers no assurance
that an effective and informed conservation policy will
be pursued. Mr Lardinois, to whose availability to all
who wish to see him I pay tribute, heard views such as
that expressed to him yesterday by fishermen from
Fleerwood in England.
It is necessary to be frank if we are to have a chance
of resolving the problem amicably in a fashion which
would be accepted as workable and fair. The fear
which motivates the fishing communities of the
United Kingdom is based on the belief that some of
our Community partners have in the past engaged in
over-heavy fishing, often not only for human
consumption, and that in a situation in which certain
species of fish seem to be under threat 
- 
though
precise scientific criteria are admittedly hard to come
by, which makes a basic solution that much more diffi-
cult 
- 
conservation might well be inadequate and
traditional fishing communities might be exposed to
unregulated competition or, as they would say, to ruth-
less competition.
That is what underlies the British argument for a
50-mile national zone. Certainly, some assert this argu-
ment for uncomplicated, straightforward, nationalist
reasons, reasons which Members of the House tradi-
tionally view with suspicion and tend to reject. But
the great majority do so out of a genuine, deep-rooted
fear that the grounds might be fished out and that the
only workable method of safeguarding stock would be
to give the individual nation some responsibiliry.
The first essential element in any acceptable agree-
ment, as Mr Prescott and others said, is that there be
an effective conservation system which equally affects
our EEC countries internally and third countries such
as the USSR, Poland and Norway externally, and
involves control. The second essential element is
prioriry for those communities which have the exper-
tise and whose livelihood depends on their exercising
that expertise. The Commission will not be politically
able to persuade the United Kingdom to accept a
system of sharing 
- 
which it is perfectly reasonable
for it to seek to do 
- 
unless it can provide solid assur-
ances that protect the fish and the fishermen.
I find myself attracted to the proposal of the Socialist
Group, which offers the possibility of a balanced solu-
tion with conservation regulated by quota, historic
rights protected and common regulations commonly
applied.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
I want to say at the outset how much I
welcome the way in which Mr Prescott proposed this
motion yesterday. In my view, this is one of the rare
occasions when we can speak across the floor of this
House not carrying a party label but speaking in the
interests of the fishermen of the Community. I am
sure that we are all very grateful to Mr Prescott and
the Socialist Group for having raised this matter in
the way they have done.
I have the privilege of speaking for the South-l7est of
England and, indeed, in common with Mr Gibbons, I
represent those people whose livelihood depends
upon the mackerel fishing areas of our Community.
There are rwo problems that we face in the South-
lyest, as elsewhere in the Community. The first
relates to the establishement of the need tot a 200-
mile limit and the second relates to the question of
what we in the Community shall do once we have
that.
I personally was grateful to Mr Gundelach for his
remarks yesterday about the establishment of that 200-
mile limit. That is the question to which I wish to
direct my remarks. I agree with the points made by
Mr Fletcher and many of those made by Mr Prescott
in their speeches last night and this morning. Our
problems in the South-'S7est, in terms of that 200-
mile limit, stem from the outside activities of third
countries. I spoke in the debate on 13 May and
mentioned a figure of 63 000 tons for the Russian
fishing fleet at that time. According to my informa-
tion, at the moment that figure has more than
doubled and could be in the region of 150000 tons in
terms of the operations of these fleets, working on a
scooping-up basis.
The action needed for the South-!7est 
- 
for Ireland,
France and the United Kingdom 
- 
is very urgent. I
put the question to the Commission and the Council :
can we take this decision ? I hope that a decision will
be taken about the 200-mile limit, willy-nilly,
whatever the result of other negotiations that may take
place internally. From January, who will carry the
responsibility of enforcement at 200-miles ? Here, I
follow exactly what Mr Prescott said yesterday.
Problems with third parties cannot be resolved by any
individual member country of the Community. Ths
must be the responsibility of the Community.
I hope that in the course of the reply to this debate
we shall have some indication of the way in which
policing is to take place. Mr Fletcher Pointed to the
need for individual Member States of the Community
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to be responsible up to the nationd limit to bc agreed,
but at that 200-mile limit problems will arise:
between 200 miles and 50 miles 
- 
we hope that that
limit will be established 
- 
there is no doubt that in
the three or four months remaining the problem of
reaching agreement with third countries, particularly
Russia, Poland and Rumania, will arise. There will be
a situation developing in which we shqll be required
to police that area with adequate facilities. I hope that
in the winding-up speech we shall have some
thoughts about that question of policing.
President 
- 
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
In view of the fact that on some
asp€cts of international fishing a situation has deve-
loped that is both absurd and highly dangerous, and
of which all those involved ought to be ashamed, it
can only reflect great credit on this Parliament that it
is endeavouring to find a solution that will resolve a
number of problems and that can ultimately only be
to the benefit of all those involved 
- 
not only those
in the fishing industry, but the ordinary people who
regard fish as a contribution to thcir daily diet.
How can we find the ways and means to share an
important element of food, as well as presewing and
protecting supplies of fish, by the establishment of
conseration zones which will ensure that supplies for
the consumer and work for the fishermen will
continue ?
I should have thought that this was a sensible thing to
try to achieve. Therefore, I believe that the Socialist
paper that we are discussing will be a landmark in the
history of this industry, which has been drifting into a
dangerous situation. If we have the courage to pursue
the broad aspccts of what has been outlined in this
paper it will be a good thing not merely for the
Community but for the entire world.
Vhat the paper seeks to do is, by sensible planning,
to ensure a future for the industry on the one hand
and the prevention of the extinction of fish on the
other. In the intemational context the Socialist paper
is bound to be a form of compromise, but it is a
triumph for compromise over myopic nationalistic
views.
There is one point on which I am sure all Members of
this House will wish to concentrate. If we devise a
policy with rules and regulations that are sensible for
all, we must face the question : how are these rules
and reg;ulations to be enforced ? Very often, good
intentions and sensible desires collapse because we
have not paid enough attention to the way in which
enforcement can be carried out. It is crucial to study
this aspect. Community policy, based on this paper,
can achieve 
- 
it must achieve 
- 
a workable alterna-
tive to anarchy. I hope that the European Community
will construct a practical policy, based on this Socialist
paper, which will replace both narrow national views
and anarchical practices, a policy that is to the benefit
of the trawling industries of our constituent States and
to the pcople of Europe, and that will make a
welcome contribution to feeding the hungry sectors of
this world.
I believe, therefore, that we have an opportunity this
moming, based on the broad outline of the Socialist
Group's paper, to formulate a policy that will ulti-
mately r€solve all the difficulties and cancel out some
of the absurd and dangerous practices that have been
going on, to the benefit not only of the people of
Europe but also of the hungry sectors of the world 
-a policy that will give us a guide as to how best to
behave in a sensible and intelligent manner, how to
eschew force and how to devise, by consultation, a set
of rules which will benefit all those who are prepared
and willing to accept and ailhere to them.
I believe that this can enhance the status of this Parlia-
ment and make a contribution to those in the
industry and those who believe that the industry can
help not only Europe but the hungry sectors of the
world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gerlach.
Mr Gcrlach, 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, allow me first of all to congratulate the
Council of Ministers and the representatives of the
Member States on their excellent cooperation at the
Iaw of the Sea Conference in New York. I hope that
we shall also see this sort of cooperation between the
delegations of the Member States of the European
Community at the next talks. I also hope, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council, that you will exert your influence
to ensure that the Council adopS a joint Community
position on the problems which have been outlined to
you yesterday and today.
I have grave misgivings about a statement yesterday by
Mr Cointat that the sea could to some extent be used
as a purification plant. It *ould be downright fatal if
we wele to take this line, fbr in my view unpurified
sewege should never be discharged into the sea, just as
the sea should not be used as a rubbish dump. IPe are
concerned not only with the problems and preserva-
tion of the fishing industry but also with keeping the
sea clean. t
Mr Presideng I must confess that I adopt a somewhat
different position with regard to my Group's motion
for a resolution on the establishment of a new limit.
Ve have the three-mile zone, which is being
increased to twelve miles. Ve also have the 200-hetre
limit on the continental shelf. I7e are debating the
200-mile zone, which will probably have to be
accepted by all concemed. Now, however, there is talk
of a new S0-mile zone as well 
- 
something which I
believe is not in keeping with the Community spirit.
I must expr€ss great admiration for Mr Prescott, who
yesterday moved the motion for a resolution with
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great factual knowledge and also tabled the question. I
ioo can claim some knowledge, acquired in the course
of close contact with the dirft-net fishing industry
over the past 20 years. I also realize that, although we
have to deat with the question of rationlaization, we
unfortunately cannot ingore the fact that the fishing
industry is in decline. We must therefore ensure that
fishing industry workers made redundant are retrained
ior at least a similar iob.
I also consider it necessary for us to deal with fisheries
research policy on a Community basis. There are
different approaches to this problem in the Member
States, but t think it right and proper that we should
concem ourselves not only with the management and
conservation of fish stocks, but also with research.
Mr President, these few remarks are intended to make
my position on this problem clear. It has been sug-
geitJd that we should have another debate on these
iraior questions; I would welcome such * debate,
because I hope we would then be able to thrash out a
Community solution instead of merely giving vent to
differing opinions on various limits.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Show. 
- 
l, ies, welcome the oPPortunity of
joining in this debate. I think that it is very well
'timed. A pattern of debate has already been disclosed
- which gives us the chance of showing our feelings and
expressing our views and putting foreward guidelines
to-the Council before it has its meeting. After it has
'had its meeting it seems clear that there will be an
oppornrniry at our next meeting, to discuss whatever
comes out of the Council meeting. I hope that we
shall be able to look favourably on what has come out
o( that meeting. I hope, also, that today we shall
reflect some of the thoughs and opinions that have
been expressed.
In the past we have always been anxious to harmonize
our actions, as a Community, with the decisions of the
United Nations Law of the Sea Conference, but since
it has now once again failed to reach an agreement it
is high time that we made some decisions of our own
- 
some decisions that will help to Preserve the vital
intcrests of our fishermen, help to Preserve the stocks
of fish in our waters, help to Preserve the future liveli-
hood of those engaged in the indtrstry and, not leasg
help to preserye a vital source of food.
Unilateral action by lceland has already had a serious
effect upon our distant-water fleer. Ve must try to do
something to help those fleets as much as we can. But
- 
and this is my particular interest in the matter 
-
we must ensure that the inshore fleets are presewed
and are not adversely affected by the influence
spreading from Icelandic . watens into the nearer
waten. These inshore fleets are composed of small
boats owned and worked by individual fishermen and
their families. They are worked by men who know
their coastal waten like the backs ol their hrnds- They
know the breeding habis and requirements of every-
thing that lives in those waters and they are
completely involved, in their whole way of lile, with
fishing and the conservation of everything that lives
in theie wate$. Therefore, we have a duty to see that
the arrangements that we make fit in with the require-
ments of everybody engaged in the industry.
The views that have been put forward today provide a
good guideline for the Council' In their minds and
hearts, fishermen have very little confidence in quotas,
because they have been so blauntly broken in the
past. However, as Mr Fletcher said, if we seek to get
agreement it seems that a way may be found along the
lines of the licensing of boats.
In addition to that, it may well be necessary to have
some form of quota system and, taking the tso
together, there may be a way to apply the slntem in
the more distant wate$.
As the basis of all our thoughs we must clearly have
in mind consenration for the future. It is right for thet
to rahk largely in our thoughts. I am bound to say 
-
and I say it in all sincerity 
- 
that when we look at
the nearer wate6, the 50-mile zone, we readily accept
that conservation is important, but I believe that it is
not the only criterion. I am certainly not prepared to
narow down the S0-mile zone to a zone concemed
solely with conservation.
The ideas put forward about control and supervision
and the exclusive qualiry of the SO-mile zone must be
examined and spelt out in very Sreat detail. Above all,
they must take a final form that will give confidence
to the inshore fleets. I am not prepared to restrict this
to conservation unless the control is spelt out much
more clearly than has been the case uP to now.
President 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I welcome the
Commission's first step towards a definitive fishing
policy, both inside and outside the Community.
Since the USA Canada and Norway will have 200'
mile limis from the beginning of next year' we
should take a similar decision, implement it and ini'
tiate negotiations as soon as possible 
- 
particularly
with Norway and lceland, which has already extended
its timits to 200 miles. It is of vital importance to the
entire fishing industry as such, to the emPloyment
situation etc., that we should begin these negotiations
as quickly as possible. !7e must not forget that we
have a sea inside the Community, known as the
Baltic, which will naturally be an element in any nego-
tiations. S7e cannot just wash our hands of these
fishermen and say that their needs are of no
consequence. I think we have a tendency to discuss
too many issues simultaneously' I think that we all 
-
and I emphasize'all' agree on external fishing
policy, the policy we adopt towards third countries.
Furthermore, I think we could already have reached
agleement on it today.
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On the other hand, intemal fishing policy is where
the shoe really pinches, for there nationalism raises its
head in earnest. The best illustration of that today is
the unanimity shown here by Members like Mr Pres-
cott, Mr Fletcher and Mr Spicer. On what other
subiect do you find them in agreement ? It only
happens when very special interests are involved. I
think it would be an excellent thing if individual
states would for once stop grinding their own axes
and instead consider the Communiry interest.
It is essential that we dispel the uncertainty
surrounding the fishing industry as soon as possible.
Fishermen are living in a stress situation. They have
, no idea what tomorrow holds for them. Let us find
solutions to their problems as soon as possible but let
us also respect the conditions of free competition
which operate in agriculture and in industry. !flhy
should some people be given special treatment and
have special advantages ? It seems difficult to justify. I
am afraid that Mr Gerlach, who is not here at present,
may have misunderstood what my colleague, Mr
Cointat, said yesterday about aquiculture.
I don't think Mr Cointat imagined that we would use
the seas as dumping grounds to any great extent. He
merely said that there were some waste products that
could be very useful in the sea, in the same way as
manure is used on land.
Mr President, as I said in the course of this brief
contribution, I think that we should consider the
problems individually, treating external and internal
fishing policy as separate issues and finally turning
our attention to the subject referred to yesterday as
aquaculture, in which environmental problems will
play a maior r6le.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I admire Mr Prescott's perseverance
in this House. I have been a Member for only just
over a year and it is largely through his efforts that we
have managed to get fishing on the agenda, though
not so often through the efforts of many other people.
!7hen I first came to Parliament, I felt that the House
did not appreciate the urgency attached to the
problems of this industry, but I am happy to say that
the House seems now to appreciate this urgency and
we discuss the matter regularly. I am sure that the
Council must be grateful to Mr Prescott because we
have been given a chance to have a good, practical,
factual debate before the important meeting of the
Council.
I also thank Mr Gpndelach for his very clear state-
ment yesterday about the external position with regard
to the 200-mile limit. !fle hope to be able to go back
to fishermen at home and say that the world of mari-
time nations, with the best brains, has met and
solemnly decided that 200 miles is desirable in .the
best interests of preserving fish for the hungry masses
of the world. Since these are the ones who were told
that in the year 2000 there might not be sufficient
protein, it would be impossible to go back and explain
that this Community does not appreciate that fact.
I7e are now discussing among ourcelves how to deal
with the 200-mile situation. I do not think that a Scot
can ever quite command the eloquence of an
Irishman: I thought that Mr Gibbons put the points
on behalf of the inshore fishermen better than I
could.
I associate myself with all that Mr Fletcher said. As a
fishing MP and a member of a small party, most of
whose members are fishing MPs, I have, following
discussions with the official spokesmen of the Scottish
associations of various types, the authority to say that
we associate ourselves with the point in the resolution
of Mr Prescott, including the most legendary figure
perhaps in Scottish fishing officialdom 
- 
Dr Lyon
Dean. I can say that officially here.
There is a moral question involved. It is the question
of the hungry world and the preservation of fish.
There is another series of moral questions for the
House. I was most interested . in Mr Prescott's
comment that the reason for the 200 miles was that
the best brains in the world from the maritime states
recognized that the only way to conserve was to give a
substantial coastal-state preference. In other words,
they have faced the facts. It is the coastal states that
have an interest 
- 
if you like, selfish but also moral
- 
because they wish the fish to remain in the sea, as
it is their way of life, not for the one generation but
also for the next generation. One must ask oneself, if
one does not agree with Mr Prescott's resolution, why
the best brains at the Conference on the Law of the
Sea came to the conclusion that a coastal-state prefer-
ence was a moral matter based on information
received.
There is another moral question that I pose to the
House. I serve with great interest on the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
There we'see a genuine effort made to generate
sources of wealth 
- 
to create iobs, to create some-
thing new in areas which are depressed. It would be
very illogical for the House to say, 'I7e must go on
doing that, but let us look at certain regions which are
not depressed, which are yery satisfactorily continuing
an arduous, courageous and ddngerous way of life
happily and not asking the Community for anything
beyond the right to go on living'. It would be.illogical
to 80 on striving in the Community, on the one.hand,
and talking about what we are doing for the regions
which we are trying to build up and help, if at the
same time we allowed a situation where many regions
in the British Isles 
- 
that includes Scotland, my
country, Ireland, and England, too 
- 
which are very
prosperous, were not asking the Community for help.
However, if they are not allowed to have what the
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world is accepting as normal, a situation will arise,
whether you like it or not, in which the Community
will scem to the fishermen to have destroyed their
way of life.
I posc this question to the House : how can I go back
and explain to these people, wherever they come
from, that you could tum this resolution down ? If we
were all suddenly magically transformed into fish'
ermen from our various countries, be we Scots, Irish,
Danish, German or whatever, I am certain that we
would agree with this resolution and identify ourselves
with my spcech.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Kavanagh.
Mr l(rvanrgh. 
- 
Vhen the Socialist Group met in
Copenllagen last week to discuss the very excellent
document prepared by John Prescott and Manfred
Schmidt conceming the grQup's attitude on the law of
the sea" much of the discussion centred on the crea-
tion of exclusive economic zones for the Community
and the EEC fisheries policy.
During that debate I mentioned the disastrous situa-
tion now existing in the Celtic Sea area of the
Community, where there is gross over-fishing, with a
resulting depletion of fish stocks. Under Present anan-
gements the end of the fishing in this area is clearly
in sight. More and more pressurc is coming to bear on
hese waters as world stocks decline and the exten-
.ons of exclusive fishing limits elsewhere are forcing
tremendous degree of fishing capacity in this direc-
.)n.
rready the Atlantic extension has seriously hit the
' uropean distant-water fleets. Many of them ere now
,ed. up through lack of stocks. The room for manoe-
uvre will be even more drastically limited trcm 1977
onwards. Mexico has already extended to 200 miles
and the United States of America" Canada, Norway
and a host of South American and Africatr countries
are expected to do likewise.
The oil crisis, too, has stntck a blow at the distant-
water vossels. The cost 
.of operation has risen to such
an cxtent that there is now'a massive move towards
scrapping such boats. Some of our EEC Partners'
thmugh indiscriminate carching methods'irnd pver-ca-
pacity, have fished out their own waters and are now
ieft with huge fleets u4able to make a return on their
investment.
Our experience of present international agreements
and'the- machirrery established for conservatioi gener-
ates no confidence for the future. I believe that the
oerformance to date of the North-Edst Atlantic
itisti.ry Commission is concrete evidence'of the inef-
fectiveness and susceptibility to political pressure of
such organizations.
Exc-lusivity is the only solution to the problem of
gross over-fishing and to the Preservation and conser-
vation of stocks. Vith that in mind I proposed an
amendment to the group in Copenhagen last week
which read: The Socialist Group believes that a
minimum limit of 50 miles is essential. In this way
the coastel $tate can ensure most effectively that there
will be no exploitation of fishing resources and,
consequently, restrictions of fishing stocks.'This was
accepted by the group.
The Socialist Group is, to my knowledge, the only
group to react to the prescnt emergency in the fishing
industry in this way and to demand a radical change
in our approach to this urgent problem.
In putting forward this resolution today the Socialist
Group does not go as far as I personally would wish
and certainly not nearly as far as the demands of
fishing interests in lreland, England, Scotland and
!7ales. However, if the House accePts the motion for
e resolution it will have accepted the principle that
coastal states should have the responsibility for conser-
vation of fishing stocks in zones of up to 50 miles
around our coasts.
I suggest once again that the application of fishing
quotas, no matter how generous they may be to
certain peripheral areas, is not the answer to cons€rva-
tion, but I can lend my suPPort to what I can only
describe as a comprcmise to group policy in this area
because of the acceptance of exclusivity in the resolu-
tion.
Finally, the potential of the fishing industry is still
enorrnous and, indeed, could be everlasting, and
although it may not attract the same glamour as oil
and gas exploration it is, in my view, a far more valu-
able resource in the long run. Given the ProPer
management and control which are suggested in the
motion for a resolution, the contribution which fish'
eries can make to the Community is infinite. I earn'
estly hope that the House will adopt the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt.
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
Mr President, I am speaking for
myself and not on behalf of my Group. I am very gla{
that a motion for a resolution has been abled, and I
should like to express my own particular point of view
on this matter.
I wholeheartedly support what Mr Gundelach said
yesterday, namely that it is absolutely essential for the
Commission to receive a neSotiating brief as soon as
possible, so that it can negotiate with the other coun'
iries o"e. fishing rights. It is quite clear that this will
only be possible if the Community declares its own
200-mile-zone. I have had the oPPortunity of speaking
to the Prime Minister of Iceland, and that country will
not be extending any of its agreements with Member
States of the Community 
- 
neither the one with the
United Kingdom, which expires at the end of this
year, nor the one with Belgium, which expires in June
next year, nor the one with the Federal Republic of
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Germany, which expires at the end of October of next
yeat 
- 
and will in future only be concluding agree-
ments on the basis of reciprocal fishing rights. If we
do not introduce a 200-mile zone of our own, the
Commission will not have any adequate basis for effec-
tive negotiations with either Iceland or any other coun-
tries.
It is therefore most welcome that the first three para-
graphs of the motion for a resolution call urgently for
the Commission to be given a negotiating brief. It is
late enough as it is. The Commission cannot be
blamed 
- 
it has taken every opportunity to conduct
at least exploratory talks, but it has not yet got a nego-
tiating brief. Ve note time and again that neither the
Commission nor Parliament is responsible for the
difficulties facing Europe, but that these are repeatedly
due to the Council's acting either too late or not at all.
I should also like to comment on another paragraph,
No 4. I penonally do not think we should accept this
paragraph. Mrs Ewing wanted to wave her magic wand
and tum us all into fishermen, in the belief that we
would then all agree to this paragraph. That might
well be the case if she tumed us into Scottish, English
or Irish fishermen, but there are other fishermen as
well 
- 
Germans Danes, Belgians and Dutch 
- 
who
would not agree so wholeheartedly.
The situation as I see it is this : we will accept a
l2-mile exclusive zone. It has been said time and
again, however 
- 
you only need to listen to Mr Shaw
or Mr Kavanagh speaking 
- 
what the 50-mile zone is
all about. These 50 miles are proposed as an exclusive
zone. It is, however, quite possible to keep others out
under the pretext of protecting the fish. The United
Kingdom, in particular, must be familiar with this
kind of thing. For instance, Iceland originally said
that it could not let other people fish in its grounds
because this would lead to over-fishing. Today, as a
result of this ban, fish production in Iceland has
increased. The Icelanders are now taking more fish
from this area on their own than others took in the
past. I am therefore extremely sceptical about the
introduction of a S0-mile zone, supposedly to protect
the fish. Is it necessary to protect the fish only within
the SO-mile zone, or is there not a duty to protect
existing fish stocks everywhere, not iust within the 50
miles ?
Ve think that this SO-mile proposal is a red herring,
so to speak, to cover up the possible introduction of
an exclusive zone after all. I would just refer you to Mr
Kavanagh's views.
I must therefore make it plain that I will vote against
paragraph 4, because I think that the aim of this para-
graph is not to find a Community solution and that it
is based on the assumption that there will be certain
preferential rights for each coastal country. In my
view, this would not be good for the Community.
President 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
I should like, fing to
extend my wannest thanks to Mr Lardinois and two of
his senior colleagues for spending more than an hour
yesterday discussing with my Fleerwood trawlermen
their deep anxieties on this subiect. I am in aSreement
with all that Mr Fletcher, Mr Gibbons, Mr Shaw, Mr
Spicer and Mr Kavanagh said. I am also in agreement
with several points of the resolution before the House,
but certain aspects of it I regard as unacceptable.
These unsatisfactory aspects we in the Conservative
Group seek to remove by our amendments.
The main points with which I disagree are as follows.
First, paragraph 4 should be amended to grve control
not merely of conservation but of all aspecs of fishing
to the coastal state up to a limit of 50 miles, as
stressed by Mr Shaw. This would mean that the state's
fishery protection vessels and, if necessary, its navy
would be able to take action against any vessels
poaching or otherwise infringing regulations in the
S0-mile zone. After all, if there is a licensing system,
it is the trhwler skippen on the spot 
- 
who are
experts in every aspect of fishing and conservation 
-who will know who should or should not be there and
who is and who is not committing an infringement of
any regulation. They can alert their own protection
vessels to take action. Anyone caught poaching should
be given no second chance but should lose his licence
immediately and permanently.
Secondly, it is to a large extent the over-exercise of
historic fishing rights which has led to overfishing,
the serious depletion of fish stocks and the ruination
of spanning grounds. Therefore, I am opposed to the
final part of paragraph 4.
Any system of licensing must include the licensing of
gear. That means that 'Hoover' ships must be banned.
Time is desperately short for the United Kingdom
deep-sea fishermen. It is vital that action be taken
immediately after the Monday meeting of the Council
and completed before I December to remove the
threat of loss of livelihood which hangp over our traw-
lermen who fish in Icelandic waters. Before June
there were 22 Fleetwood trawlers fishing in Icelandic
waters; now there are 10. If action is not taken imme-
diately, how many will there be by I December ?
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Stewart.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
I do not begin to claim the know-
ledge of fisheries possessed by many Members, but I
do claim some experience in the making of interna-
tional agreements. I commend the resolution to Parlia-
ment because it contains the hallmark of a good inter-
national agreement.
First, it does not give to any one state the whole of
what it would like to have. It has been pointed oug
rightly, that British and Irish interests might appear to
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be better served by talking in terms of 50-mile exclu-
sive zones, but we all know that it is neither good
sense nor good morals to make a heroic stand for the
national interest knowing that in the end we shall not
get what we want and will have offended our Partners
in the negotiation in the process.
Secondly, although the resolution does not give to any
state exactly what it wants, it does not impose an intol-
erable injury on the interests of any state. Any one of
the Nine nations could alter the proposal in a way
. that would,help it, but we can none of us contend that
the injury done to our national interests by the prop-
osal as it stands is a vital or intolerable injury.
Thirdly, the resolution is not a bog;us agreement
which appears to reach agreement by dodging the
awkward points. That is the significance of paragraph
4. I7e are here dealing with a difficult point. Simply
to leave out paragraph 4 would tum the resolution
into a boSus agreement that papered over the cracks.
In paragraph 4 we state that what is wanted is agree-
ment on the basis of a Community-agreed system. I
ask those who have said that the paragraph is not
Community-minded enough to consider that. Being
Community-minded does not mean that we can
pretend that every one of the Nine has an exactly
equal interest in each topic. I7e know quite well that
in everything that the Communiry debates, some of
the Nine will have a special interest, and the art of
keeping the Community going is to find out how
much concession each can make without wrecking
the concept of the Community itself.
The Liberal speaker Mr Kofoed said that we must
respect old customs and see that there are enough
fish. He will see from the wording of paragraph 4 that
that is exactly what it proposes to do through a
Community-agreed system.
The fourth hallmark of a good international agree-
ment is that it has regard not only for the interests of
the parties making the agreement but for the
common interests of mankind. That is why there is
emphasis on conseryation. The kind of agreements
that stand the test of time are those in which the
parties look a bit further than the ends of their noses.
The fifth mark of a good international agreement,
more commonplace than the rest but essential, is that
it is administratively practicable. Mr Prescott pointed
out, and I expect he will emphasize again, that the
twin concepts of responsibility of the coastal state and
the licensing of boats mean that the agreement can be
made to work. It has, therefore the five hallmarks of a
good international agreement.
I ask every Member of Parliament of whatever country
or party to put to himself this question: Can I
imagine Ministers agreeing with something that would
be better than this ? !/e can all draft an agreement
that would please the Biitish better, the Germans
better, and so on, but there would be no chance of
Ministers agreeing on it. I repeat, can we imagine
Ministen agreeing on something we felt was better
than this ? I doubt whether we can. Surely, therefore,
it is our duty to lay these guidelines before Ministers.
Parliament cannot as yet make laws, but it can point
the way and, because of the coincidence of the
calendar, it has the best opportunity to do it now. I7e
must take the opportunity. That is our duty both as
parliamentarians and as Europeans.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
First, I congrah,rlate Mr Prescott on
his motion for a resolution. He has done a great
service already in initiating a debate. If Parliament
gives approval to the motion for a resolution, this will
go a long way to restoring confidence, especially that
of inshore fishermen. I am particulady attracted to
that part of the motion for a resolution which calls for
quotas and a licensing system. I believe that this is
practical and realistic. I also know that it has the full
support of many of my colleagues, including Mr Plet-
cher. !7hen worked out, it would be a satisfactory way
of dealing with this very difficult problem.
On the North Norfolk coastline, we have already bene-
fited from measures which were taken for conserva-
tion prior to our entry into the Common Market in
1973. The measures have proved most effective and
beneficial to the North Norfolk fishermen and this
part of our policy should be punued.
It is most important to have adequate policing arrange-
ments. I make a plea that urgent attention be given to
the way in which we police any me,rsure we take, so
that joint Community policing alrangements may be
established.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Jllember of tbe Commission, 
- 
| can
be brief, not out of disrespect for the unique impor-
tance of the subject which has been debated, nor out
of disrespect for the many valuable contributions
which have been made during the debate, but because,
on the external issues of the fishing policy which I
was called upon by Parliament and through the ques-
tions tabled on the Order Paper to answer, I have
found myself in almost complete accord with the
speakers. I therefore take the opportunity to express
my gratitude to the House for the support it has given
the Commission in demanding a decision on the esta-
blishment of a 200-mile zone from I January 1977
and on the establishment as quickly as possible of a
mandate for the Commission to negotiate with our
intemational partners, with priority naturally being
given to those whose problems are most pressing.
They were specified in my speech, and nobody has
quarrelled with my comments. I am grateful for the
support that has thus been given.
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I disagreed with Mr Prescott on the need for
convening a conference of the Community and the
Council of Europe. I note that an amendment has
been tabled to call a conference of the Ministers of
the Community. In many ways that is worce, because
it seems to indicate that the fishing policy is not a
Communiry matter. Here I must protest most
strongly. The fishing policy extemally and internally
is a Community matter and, as such, will be dealt with
in Community institutions-Parliament, Commission
and Council- and not by some new trick of institu-
tions which gives a feeling that this is not a Commu-
nity but a national problem in one way or another.
I7e need no such conference. I beg Parliament to
reject that in whatever resolution it decides to adopt.
In my speech, I also underlined-and it has not been
challenged by any speaker in the debate, about which
I am happy 
- 
that, taking the agreement with
Iceland, we are not renegotiating the existing British
agneement or the German aSreement; we are
replacing these bilateral agreements with a Commu-
nity agreement. If Parliament decides to adopt the
resolution, for the sake of clarity and fpr the sake of
our partners, who will otherwise be confused, I ask it
to amend a few words in paragraph 3. If that is not
done, even greater confusion will be caused rather
than help being given, and all the speeches of
Members of Parliament in this regard have been
helptul.
There was a query on one point which basically led to
what comprised the bulk of the debate 
- 
namely, the
internal aspects of the fishing policy. This was not, in
facg on the agenda, although I can understand why
Members raised the matter. However, in my view we
must be very careful in the future, while recognizing a
link between the two, to have some order in our
thoughs so that we know what we are discussing at
any given moment. I wish to call upon my friend and
colleague, Mr Lardinois, to answer the questions raised
about control.
As to the link which obviously exists between these
two aspects, it is for that reason that the Commission
has put before the Council a consolidated paper
dealing with both aspects.
I want once more to take up the theme that we are
dealing with a Community issue and to bring this
'home to Parliament. Ve shall have a very Sreat and
difficult task ahead of us in neSotiating acceptable
agreements with our partners outside the Community.
As many speakers have said, we shall have a great task
ahead of us in controlling and policing those waters.
Does anybody in this Chamber believe that the task
can be solved by any single nation acting on its own ?
No ! this can be done only if it is done on behalf of a
Community which shows solidarity in its fishing
policy. Therefore, if the internal fishing policy is some
makeshift of. national policies and not a proper
Community policy based on the concept of 'solid-
arity', which is the key word of our Treaty, there will
not bc the solidarity necessary to face the outside
world and we shall not be in a position to defend our
fishermen against trawlers and big fleets coming from
third countries. I therefore beg Parliament to be
careful when debating the internal side. Do not forget
that, if we do not show Community solidarity on the
intemal side, we cannot expect to do so on the
extemal side and then we shall fail in the important
task of defending our fishermen. Control there must
be, but the control will be by the Member States on
behalf of the Community and within a Community
framework, not for 50 miles, but for the 200-mile
Community wateni.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois
Mr Lrrdinois, Iltl.cmber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I still owe Mr Cointat a reply. Yesterday
he brought up the question of aquaculture, which the
Bureau of the European Parliament has now
combined with today's subiect, namely the new fish-
eries policy as a whole.
As I said a month ago, we believe that the question of
aquaculture will be of increasing importance in the
next few years, owing to the need to exercise much
stricter control over fisheries and to pursue a much
more deliberate conseryation poliry. The aim of this
policy is to achieve a considerable reduction in the
total yield of traditional fisheries in the next five to
eight years, as compared with the over-fishing that we
have had in recent years. In this context, it was not
unreasonable for the Bureau to decide to combine Mr
Cointat's question with the debate on fishing policy. I
quite agree with Mr Cointat that this question is of
considerable importance, for consumers as well, in
that it provides a way of making up for the extra shor-
tage caused by a deliberate consewation policy. His
words of encouragement have not fallen on deaf eers.
The Commission already gives grants on an ad boc
basis for new developments in this sphere. In my
opinion these operations could become one of our
priority areas. I also think that we must in fact take
measures in the very near future to increase fish
supplies, by means of aquaculture among other things.
I should now like to say something about various
asp€cts of our internal policy to which considerable
att€ntion has been given by most speakers in the
House this morning. I agree with those who think
that fishing has become an emstional question in,
most Member States, partly on account of develop-
ments in the fisheries sector over the past few years.
Although I am not of the opinion that emotions
should always be suppressed, I think that at present I
must weigh the arguments against one another as
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coolly as possible and must not allow myself to be
swayed by emotional considerations.
I am grateful to Mrs Kellett-Bowman for her remarks
to me. "Indeed, hardly a week goes by without my
receiving delegations of fishermen from various
Member States, not only in connection with this
debate, but also during my visits to the various
Member States. At the weekend I had the pleasure of
discussing this question with a large delegation from
Ireland. I am also grateful for the discussions I had
yesterday with a number of British fishermen, mainly
from Fleetwood.
These fishermen's livelihood could indeed be threat-
ened by a new Community policy. STe must, however,
start from the assumption that in future there will not
be room for all the fishermen who at present gain
their livelihood from fishing. It must be understood
that under the new policy sacrifices will be demanded
of everyoneAnd the sacrifices demanded must be fair.
It goes without saying that every group of fishermen
thinks the necessary sacrifices should be made
primarily by the others.
It is no use approaching this question from a purely
national point of view. I quite agree with Mr Stewart
that that way we would be doomed to failure from the
outset.
As time goes on, fishermen in the Communiry realize
more and more that fishing is a Community matter.
That is why they come to us, travelling sometimes
long distances, and contribute so vociferously to the
discussions.
I think that this morning's debate has contributed to
improving mutual understanding in this complex
field. I also think that while the present motion for a
resolution does not offer a solution it does contain a
number of elements which constitute the beginnings
of a way out of the stalemate that reigned in this
sphere until recently.
On the.other hand, I believe that it is still too early to
ask Parliament to give a final opinion on this complex
subject. It was, after all, only a fortnight or so ago that
the'Commission put fonward its proposals. For many
people these are highly complex. In my view Parlia-
ment should indeed instruct its competent commit-
tees without delay to make a thorough study of this
whole question. An examination of the document
shows that the Commission proposes fishing quotas
for each Member State. In order to fish, fishermen will
have to have licensing agreements. We shall also
propose reserved fishing zones and we shall propose
that the Member States should be primarily respon-
sible for control in the waters closest to their coasts.
On this last point, however, we do not wish to make
any distinction behr/een control in a fifty-mile zone
and that in a two-hundred-mile zone. In our opinion
the Community should see that control is exercised
by the coastal State not only within a l2-mile zone
but also in the zone between 12 and 200 miles. But
clearly there should be a distinction for control
purposes between areas with large quantities of fish
and areas with practically no fish. The way in which
paragraph a (d) of the motion is at present expressed
could cause confusion. Everyone can make of it what
he likes ; it might be supposed that this wording satis-
fies the demand for setting up a sort of exclusive zone
of 50 miles, a kind of additional national coastal zone,
whereas in fact it is simply a matter of control. The
Commission is to propose extending control, not
restricting it to a particular strip along the coast.
Mr President, I think that this debate has been
fruitful.
It has contributed to our being able to get away from
the stalemate positions we have had in various
Member States up to now. However, I think it is still
too early for Parliament to take up a definite position
with regard to internal policy. There is in fact much
more involved here than has been discussed today.
The subiect is also sufficiently important to have it
debated in all the competent committees before Parlia-
ment gives its final opinion.
(Applause)
President. I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council,
- 
(NL) Mr President, we have had a lengthy debate
on a question which is going to occupy the Commu-
nity frequently in the coming months. Various
speakers have already said that since the Council has
yet to take a decision on these questions it cannot be
expected to respond very much at the moment. This
goes without saying; I shall thus exercise great
restraint and speak only partly in my capacity as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council.
The first essential point seems to me to be that
priority must be given to safeguarding the uniry of the
Cbmmunity with regard to the whole fisheries ques-
tion. There is also, I think, complete agreement in
this Parliament on the need to preserve this unity vis-
i-vis the outside world. Accordingly, various speakers
congratulated the Community on the united front it
presented at the Law of the Sea Conference in July
and September this year, despite the fact that in June,
when I first attended a debate on the Law of the Sea
Conference, there still seemed to be great differences
of opinion.
I agree, in fact, with Mr Lardinois that as far as the
external problems are concerned the stalemate has
partly been broken and that a certain degree of
unanimity has been achieved. However, one swallow
dbes not make a summer. I/e are not there yet. This
question is still surrounded with a great deal of
tension. It is thus not for any idealistic or abstract
'European' reasons that I say that Parliament too must
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beware of weakening the link between Presenting a
united front in extemal affairs and acting in unison in
internal affairs.
Naturally, a great deal is at stake for everyone 
- 
both
the coastal and the landlocked states. The connection
I iust mentioned, however, is of prime imPortance if
we are to act to8€ther to find a solution to this
problems.
IThile we realize that the 200-mile zone, which is
now a fait accompli, is of great importance for some
of the Community countries, these eountries must
also realize that this zone is only of interest to other
Member States if it is part of a real Community
policy. It is precisely this source of tension that will
have to be given careful attention in the coming
months. That is why I endorse two important Points
made by Mr Prescott. He spoke of the importance of
the 'heritage of all mankind'. I do not think these
were hollow words ; this is an essential point, particu-
larly in view of the need to conserve fish stocks and
the importance of this for future Senerations. And this
'heritage' of all mankind' clearly demands a large
measure of solidarity in the Community in order to
ensure the conservation of fish stocks'
Mr Prescott also spoke of the need to reach comProm-
ises. Mr President, I am among those who believe that
in politics 'compromise' is not a dirty word. It means
being able, despite starting from divergent points of
view, eventually to reach a common denominator in
order to achieve concrete results in the interests of all.
I hope it will be possible to ensure that this vital
debate at the end of the 20th century, on the question
of whether or not sovereignty can be claimed, does
not tum out in the same way as the lTth-century-de-
bate between John Seldon, who talked of the marc
clausum, and Grotius, who talked of the marc
libcnrm. These conflicting and indeed mutually exclu-
sive views ultimately led in the l7th, l8th and l9th
centuries to tension, discord and great rivalry between
the states which now make up the Community. I call
on Parliament to realize that if we are to deserve the
name Community we must find different forms of
approach and different solutions to our problems than
those adopted in the l8th and l9th centuries. The
Community is faced with a particularly important chal-
lenge. On 18 and 19 October the Council will have to
get down to discussing this, which in my opinion is of
. great importance not only for this Particular field but
for many other fields as well ; it could well largely
determine the future. For the moment I can merely
affirm that we shall do all we can to achieve a
balanced decision. The Presidency has only limited
possibilities; it is no super-power within the Commu-
nity. i am the first to admit this. The Presidency does,
however, do its best and I am particularly glad to have
been able to attend this interesting debate in this
House.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERSANI
Vicc'Prcsident
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
I find myself in a somewhat difficult
position. There have been almost 20 speakers in the
debate, who have made substantial points. The
Commissioner, in the last l5 or 20 minutes, in
replying to the debate, had a privilege that I do not
think I can take in my reply, in view of the time. I
hope that my colleagues will accept that I cannot
answer individual points made in speeches. I shall try
to deal with each point by setting out the general prin-
ciples of the arguments presented. I thank those who
have made kind remarks about me.
The debate has reflected concerns of almost a national
character, Some speakers, however, have expresscd a
desire to achieve a European solution. I find it some-
what ironic, as a person who had to be lectured about
the unity of Europe when I arrived here, that today I
have been almost trying to teach those who have
lectured me in the past that we have to find a Euro-
pean solution to a European problem. I have never
doubted that that is what we have to do.
!7e clearly need to find agreement on policy. The
debate has reflected that concern. l7ithout agreement
on a new policy, quotas will continue, conflicts will
increase, and we shall have the worst possible policy
for everyone gen66msd- for the indutry, for the fish-
errnen, for the nations in conflict, and for the
consumer. If we look at the price of fish today, it
cannot be said that the present policy is defending the
consumer. !fle must do something to change that
policy.
The Commission has made clear its proposals. I can
undentand the Commissioner saying,'Send it to the
committee ; don't you politicians get in our hair while
we are making decisions.' But this House must decide
whether it is to be a decision-maker or iust a passer of
opinions on proposals from the Commission.
(Applause from certain quctrters on tbe lcft)
On this occasion we have to make decisions. The
issue this morning concerns the responsibility of this
House. The proposal by the Commission has been
bitterly rejected by rwo or three members of 'the
community. That means that we cannot reach an
agreement on that formula unless it is forced down
the throats of those who {isagree. That is not likely to
happen. !fle have to find some kind of formula. Mr
Gundelach suggested that we should separate the
internal and the external problems. If he does not
agree with that, perhaps I misunderstood him. But we
cannot neSotiate with third-party countries until we
have a clear idea of our own internal policy. That is
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why, under paragraph 4(d), it is crucial to reach agree-
ment. Ife cannot separate these two vital functions.
In our resolution we, as a Socialist Group, have
presented a formula. My group is not united; we have
national differences. I represent one of the largest
fishing constituencies, and I have to sell an agree-
ment, which is a difficult thing to do. I have to tell
my people that we must have an agreement. Denmark
does a lot of fishing in our waters, and I must tell my
people that she must have access, because of historical
rights. Equally, we must convince others that our fish-
ermen must be protected with regard to declining
stocks. Those are two arguments on which we must
reach agreement. Speeches today have reflected the
, .concern that is felt about this in various quarters.
The Commission's proposals do one thing: they
propose a change in this policy by extending the limit
from six miles to 12 miles. The issue is not whether
to defend the old policy; it concerns the nature,
degree and type of change of the new policy. It is not
the old against the new; it is all a question of the new
policy. I7e suggest that the Commission's proposals
do not go far enough. !fle are in negotiating positions,
and certain people in their speeches have reflected
those positions. Every one of us, as a politician, recog-
nizes that. What we have to do is to find an accep-
table compromise that is fair and iust ro all those
invoved in the conflict.
Thc Socialist Group'is agreed on some things but not
on others, but we have compromised on our diffi-
culties in order to find an agreement.
.I take this opporunity to say that I do not propose to
move the resolution separately. I shall do so in this
speech, so as to save the time of the House. Most
speakers have been concerned with paragraph (d).
Everybody agrees that we have to have fishing quotas.
They had them before in the Community. They are
not new. Secondly, we have to limit the fishing effort.
That means that we must license trawlers to fish in
permitted areas. That is an important conservation
point. If any trawlerman breaks these agreements 
-and many have done ; fishermen of every nation 
-he will lose his licence. He will do so if he breaks the
net regulation or if he takes out too much fish.
Here is the beauty of our solution as regards conserya-
tion policy. Under this agreement we shall make every
trawler skipper the policeman on the beat, because he
will know what trawlermen who are in the area are
entitled to be there and those who'are not entitled to
be there. It will be in his interestes to report the rogue
trawlermen who reduce the quotas. That is a contribu-
tion to,conservation.
The reserve zone is the Commission's proposal to
which it will agree. It recognizes the problems of
peripheral regions which have great difficulties. That
is a principle that is acceptable even in the Commis-
sion's document, and there is the recognition of 12
miles 
- 
hallelujah ! There is no difference between us
on that.
The final part of subparagraph (d) causes the conster-
nation. Iflhat are the arguments ? !7e have heard from
some speakers that an exclusive area is desired. It
must be admitted that it was agreed at the Conference
on the Law of the Sea that an exclusive area is the
only way to conserve fish. I understand that as much
as anybody does. I have said it often enough in this
chamber.
The other one is the argument about free access.
Those two positions are not acceptable to all the
nations: an agreement cannot be secured on them :
we must find a formula somewhere in between. The
fears we have to assuage are those of those nations
which want to get as much fish for their industries as
possible. The quota, the total allowable catches, must
be negotiated through the Commission, which will
have the responsibility for the matter. That means that
the amount of fish taken out of any area of Commu-
nity waters must be decided unanimously by the
Corhmunity, so that those nations have a decisive say
on how much fish is involved.
Ve niust assuage the fears of fishermen in countries
which fear that once quoatas are established people
will ignore them and fish out. !7e give the responsi-
bility to the coastal state for conservation work with
the Commission. The fish that is taken out is an assur-
ance and a guarantee to those who do not have that
control, and the control vested in the coastal state is
an assurance to the fishermen of the coastal stat€.
I finish on those points. It is a very difficult formula.
We have tried to take that into account. It will b€ seen
that it is an essential compromise. The points that I
have tried to make are key to this. The amendments
deal with some of the points.
I now officially move the motion and hope that the
House will accept it. The reason for the urgency-I
put this to you as the reason why, we should vote, Mr
President- is ihat next week the'Ministers meet. The
Commission has made its proposals. The attitudes of
the nations are reasonably clear.
If the matter had been referred to a committee, we
should again have been commenting on past deci-
sions and the Commissioner would have been
thanking us for a useful debate. If you only want to be
useful, do it that way. However, if this Assembly wants
to be an effective Assembly that makes political deci-
sions, and wants as an intemational assembly to. say,
'IUe know that there are international problems, but
we will strike out for an international solution', let it
today say that it is not a talking-shop but is an
Assembly that wants effectively to take decisions. If it
does not do that, it is worthy only of being a talking-
shop and of having'useful debates'.
(Loud applause)
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President. 
- 
To wind up the debate, Mr Prescott,
has tabled, on behalf of the Socialist Group, a motion
for a resolution (Doc. 354176), with a request for an
immediate vote pursuant to rule a7 $) of the Rules of
Procedure.
The being no objections, the request for an immediate
vote is approved.
I7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
On paragraph 2 I have two amendments :
- 
Amendmenr No 5, tabled by Mr de la Maldne, Mr
Cointat, Mr Blumenfeld and Mr Vandewiele:
In this paragraph, delete the following:
'concerning the British fishing agreement which ends on
30 November;'
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Gibbons:
Add the following to this paragraph :
' ... on 30 November, and furtbcr calls for immediate
negotiations witb East European states 
- 
uhose
fishing methods are seriously deltleting fisb stocks 
-leading to their earll witbdrawal fronr Comnunitl;
fishing waters.'
I call Mr Vandewiele to move Amendment No 5.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NI) Yesterday we were asked,
by the Commission as well, not to get involved in too
nruch detail but to keep to the general aspects.
'Sye want to stress in this resolution that negotiations
are being conducted between the Community and
third countries. !7e appreciate that 30 November is a
very important date for Icetand, but we urge the
House not to go any further than giving a clear state-
ment of the general principle.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gibbons to move Amend-
ment No 4.
Mr Gibbons. 
- 
I submitted this amendment, which
I think should be acceptable to the House, to draw
attention to the acuteness of the problem of excess
fishing on the part of non-Community fishermen.
President. 
- 
NThat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Prescott. 
- 
The first amendment deal with the
British fishing agreement ending on 30 November.
Ve were concerned to highlight that in order to get
egotiations going, because the German agreement
xpires l2 months later, but it does not alter the force
of our point. Mr Gundelach says that it is a Commu-
nity agreement he is handling. I utter one word of
warning to Mr Gundelach. He may not finish a
Community fishing policy in time to get an agree-
ment with Iceland. That is what we want him to exer-
cise his mind about. He may have to find an agree-
ment along bilateral lines. But we will accept the
amendment to take that reference out.
As to the amendment of Mr Gibbons referring to the
East European nations in the context of our negotia-
tions with third countries has been made clear that
the Commission is hoping to get its negotiating
mandate next week from the Council of Ministers. If
we put that into our resolution we shall heighten the
differences and conflicts and nations will find that the
House differentiates between agreements. This is the
very opposite of the amendment I have iust accepted.
Here we are just saying it is the East European
nations, which might well say, 'As Sweden has no
reciprocal agreements on fishing, why should you not
name Sweden'? I hope that the House will reject this
amendmen! the firsi one having been accepted. I
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is adopted.
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is rejected.
I put paragraph 2 thus amended to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
On paragraph 3 I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Fletcher on behalf of the European Conservative
Group :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'3. Calls upon the Commission to take the initiative in
calling for a conference of Ministers from Community
Member States i.
I call Mr Fletcher.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
I am happy to explain to Mr
Gundelach that the purpose of the amendment is to
ensure that the Community in the first instance will
make is own decisions and not try to enlarge the
problems by increasing the number of those who are
involved in the process of establishing a new fisheries
policy. The amendment is not intended to take away
the decision from the Council of Minister. It is
intended to encourage the Commission to press the
Council for a decision.
President. 
- 
!7hat is the rapporteur's view ?
Mr Prescott. 
- 
The result of replacing paragraph 3
by the amendment would be that the nations would
get together and discuss matters, which is what
already happens.
There is no doubt that the Community is discussing
these matters. For example, it is doing so next week.
In that sense there is not much point in the amend-
ment.
I take Mr Gundelach's point. Although I do not think
that this argument is iustified, he made one good
point. If we leave the resolution as it is we shall
confuse the issue. !fle should be referring to all our
European neighbours and the land-locked nations in
the Council of Europe. To speak of the fishing
nations and to say that the EEC does not have a
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fishing policy because Luxembourg has no fishing
fleet is hardly an argument.
I should like to move an amendment. Instead of refer-
ring to Ministers of the Community Member States
and our European neighbours in the Council of
Europe, I am prepared to refer to'some' of our Euro-
pean neighbours, because that wording could be made
specific to fishing. In the context of the resolution
many problems that affect ether nations socially and
politically will arise out of whatever agreement comes
from the Law of the Sea Conference.'$7e are prepared
to accept 'some of our European neighbours', since
this would leave flexibility to those whg.convene such
a conference.
President. 
- 
I call,Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, lWembcr of the Commissioz. 
- 
This
question is of some importance as it is executive. It
concems the way in which we shall carry out negotia-
tions which everyone in the House agrees are
concemed with a matter of urgency. The first text tells
me that I shall convene a conference of the Ministers
of the Member States of the Community and the
Council of Europe. As I said yesterday, the Council of
Europe does not deal with this problem. It has land-
locked countries ...
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Iceland and Norway.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
... I should go to a meeting of 25
govqmments in the Council of Europe and have an
opportunity to talk with Iceland and Norway, with
which we already have day-to-day relations. That is
the most complicated way of doing it. I beg the
House not tg complicate the task of the Community
institutions by introducing new methods of this kind.
Be it a ioint meeting of the Council of Europe, be it a
special meeting of the Council of Ministers, the Minis-
ters are meeting next week and will go on meeting.
Ve,do not need a special paragraph in a resolution to
ensure that.
Mr Prescott's last proposal will not advance our negoti-
ations with third countries, It would entail calling a
conference of Ministers of the Community and
unspecified third countries. It would be difficult to
filuie out who should participate in the conference
and what subiects should be on the agenda. \7e all
know how difficult it is to organize conferences of
that kind. The House is pressing the Council and the
Commission to get on with this work. Let us get on
with it without this sort of circus. I earnestly ask the
Hotrse not to adopt the paragraph if it wishes to be
consistent.
(Applause fron tbe centre and fron the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fletcher.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
!7e are happy to withdraw Amend-
ment No 5 if that would be helpful to Mr Gundelach.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 6 is therefore vith-
drawn.
I call Mr Alfred Bertrand.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL)Mr iresident, aftenMr
Gundelach's statement drawing attention in no uncer-
tain terms to the confusion which could 
. 
arise even
from the original text, of paragraph 3, I should like to
urge Mr Prescott to delete the whole of this paragraph
from the motion for a resolution. This paragraph does
nothing but create endless confusion. If we press for a
conference of Ministers of the Member States, we are
going over to an inter-governmental solution, while
the question, seen from a Community point of view,
is one of agricultural policy and can thus be dealt with
by the Council. If the initiative comes from the
Council, it is the Community which talks with neigh-
bouring countries. But this is not the case if the minis-
ters hold talks with ministers of neighbouring coun-
tries.
I should therefore like to urge this paragraph, which
could cause further difficulties in fishing matters, be
withdrawn, otherwise I call upon Parliament to reject
it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
It is absolutely crucial that we
should get agreement on the motion. I undentand the
arguments put forward by the Commissioner, but I do
not totally accept them. We shall come back later
with another proposal. However, in the desire to '
achieve unanimity on the resolution I am prepared to
withdraw paragraph 3.
President. 
- 
I consult Parliament on the proposal to
delete paragraph 3.
The proposal is adopted.
On paragraph 4 I have the following amendments:
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Alfred Bertrand
and requesting that this paragraph be deleted;
- 
Amendment No l, tabled by Mr de la Maline, Mr
Cointat, Mr Blumenfeld and Mr Vandewiele:
Replace this paragraph by the following:
'4. Calls for a speedy agreement on a new Community
fishing policy based on principles similar to those of the
Common Agricultural Policy' ;
- 
Amendment No 3 tabled by Mr Gibbons and requesting
that subparagraph (a) be deleted from this paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Fletcher on behalf of
the European Conservative Group :
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Subparagraph (d) to read as follows:
'(d) coastal fishing zones up to 50 miles controlled by the
coestal state';
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Gibbons:
Add the following subparagraph (e) :
'(e) policing of common fishing waters to be undertaken
on a Cornmunity basis'.
I call Mr Kirk on a point of order.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
May I ask for a vote by division
on this paragraph ? It is very important and we
should like to express a separate opinion on one part.
President. 
- 
I note your request, Mr Kirk.
I call Mr Bertrand to move Amendment No 8.
Mr Alfrcd Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I share
Mr Prescott's great concern and like him I am
convinced that we must try to get Parliament to adopt
a unanimous position on the problems of fisheries. It
seems to me, however, that in voting for paragraph I
we have already decided unanimously to exert pres-
sure on the Council to extend fishing zones to 200
miles on I January next. I think this is of the greatest
importance and it is something we are all agreed on.
Secondly, we have demonstrated our unanimity in
asking the Commission to begin negotiations immedi-
ately with third countries in general, and with Iceland
in particular, with a view to reaching an agreement at
Community level.
Anything that we add to these two points now can
only complicate the issue and show that this House is
divided. For there is no doubt that Parliament is
divided on paragraph 4 : there is no agreement on the
problem'of the S0-mile limit and the same goes for
the question of reserved fishing zones.
At the moment the Council has not yet given its
opinion on the Commission's proposals. Any decision
by the Cour cil to introduce the 200-mile limit on I
January next implies ipso facto that further measures
will have to be taken 
- 
on quotas, on the protection
of certain species of fish, on the problem of the
l2-mile zone, etc. All this is bound up with the deci-
sion to accept an extension to 200 miles.
If Parliament now shows that it is divided as to the
content of a particular paragraph, we shall only make
the problem worse and shall also be playing into the
hands of the Council, which will then be able to point
out that the representatives of the Member States in
Parliament were not able to reach agreement either.
In view of this I propose deleting paragraph 4, so as
not give others the impression that Parliament is
divided on this matter.
If we can agree to delete paragraph 4, I think that Mr
Prescott will have carried a strong position with his
motion for a resolution. There will thus have been no
division in this House, which would only have served
to weaken his position. Politically speaking, it is only
common sense to delete paragraph 4 and not vote on
it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bouquerel to move Amend-
ment No l.
Mr Bouquerel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should first of
all like to thank Mr Lardinois for his reply to Mr Coin-
tat's question on aquaculture. Since he is'unable to
take part in our debate, Mr Cointat has asked me to
explain Amendment No I for him.
This amendment underlines the principles which
must govern future Community fishing policy.
Rather than inflame the debate by setting those in
favour of trqditional fishing rights against those who
would like to see some change in this area, we hope
that Europe will set about defining a common fishing
policy based on the following principles: a single
market Community preference, and solidarity.
This amendment would seem to allay the misgivingp
expressed by Mr Lardinois and Mr Gundelach. For
this reason, ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to adopt
it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt on a point of order.
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
(D) I should like to make a sugges-
tion. Mr Bertrand's proposal, if adopted, would do
away with all the other amendments. It would surely
be expedient if we were to vote first on that particular
amendment. Then there would be no need for us to
deal with the other amendments. If it is rejected, we
can still discuss them. It would save us a great deal of
time if we adopted this procedure.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I think that it
would be logical to vote on Mr Alfred Bertrand's
amendment, since it cancels out the others and is the
one which goes furthest.
President. 
- 
There being no objections, the'request
for an immediate vote on Amendment No 8 is
approved.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescotrt. 
- 
Mr Bertrand's proposal would take
out the guts of decision-making and turn Parliament
back into a useful body passing an opinion agreed by
the Commission and the Council and pleasantly
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going home. No Parliament arrives unanimously at
decisions ; it divides. Democracy is about that divi-
sion. That is an essential principle. By accepting Mr
Bertrand's proposal Parliament would be acting in a
muted way, which it has a reputation for doing. I
hope that it will not follow that course. I hope it will
have the guts to take the decision in its hands, vote
and tell the Commission that Parliament is prepared
to tell it what it thinks about the division within the
Community and provide a solution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lerdinois, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I should like to make a short statement.
I agree with those who say that this Parliament must
obtain power in areas where as yet it has none, and
that its responsibilities must be extended. I have
defended this view for years in European politics.
!(ith regard to the amendment, it is my view that this
House can of course make decisions on the internal
fishing policy on the basis of the proposals put
forward by the Commission two weeks ago. But, Mr
President, these proposals are very complicated. If
Parliament takes a decision so soon on the main
aspects of the internal fishing policy, without the
competent committees having given their view on the
subject, it seems to me that Parliament is not streng-
thening its position but is acting without having been
able to make a thorough assessment of the Commis-
sion's proposals.
(Protests from tbe left)
President. 
- 
I put Amendement No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
Again on paragraph 4, I have Amendment No I
tabled by Mr de la Maldne, Mr Cointaq Mr Blumen-
feld and Mr Vandewiele.
The show of hands seems to indicate an equal
number of votes for and agains! namely 38, but there
is some uncertainty. I therefore think that it would be
advisable to take a fresh vote by sitting and standing
in order to avoid any doubt.
The amendment is adopted. As a result of the adop-
tion of this amendment, the other amendments
become void.
I call Mr Stewart on a point of order.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
Mr President, I think I am right in
saying that we did not merely recount the votes. There
is possibly a different total of votes from the previous
total. In view of the importance of the matter,
everyone will wish to make his position clear. May I
therefore request a roll-call vote ?
(Applause from tbe left, Protcsts from tbe igbt)
President. 
- 
Mr Stewart, the vote has already been
taken again because the result was doubtful; it has
now shown a fairly large majority. I therefore do not
feel that 
- 
according to the Rules of Procedure 
-the circumstances warrant a vote by roll-call.
I call Mn Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I appreciate that the Rules of Proce-
dure give you the right to take the decision that you
have iust taken, Mr President, but may I point out that
this Parliament has always shown itself to be very flex-
ible, and that this is a unique situation ; I have never
known it to occur before. It is within your discretion
to grant the reasonable request of my colleague, Mr
Stewart. I suggest that you reconsider the situation and
grant this reasonable request, othercrise none of us
will feel satisfied.
(Protests from tbe igbt)
President. 
- 
I am sorry, Mrs Ewing, but there is a
rule which specifically prevents us from proceeding
otherwise.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paralraph 5 is adopted.
Since no one else wishes to speak, I put to the vote
the motion for a resolution as a whole incorporatinS
the amendment which has been adopted.
The resolution is adopted. I
5. Regulations on tbe application of generalized
tari[f preferences
President. 
- 
The next item is the report drawn up
by Mr de Freitas on behalf of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation on
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for regulations on the appli-
cation of generalized tariff preferences in 1977 (Doc
332176).
I call Mr de Freitas.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, raPporteur. 
- 
The Commu-
nity's generalized system of preferences is one of the
chief ways of helping the developing world. Of course,
the interests of the ACP countries are always bome in
mind when considering the generalized system and it
is important for us to realize that significant help is
provided for the developing world.
The Commission document is very complicated...
Mr President" I wonder who will reply for the Commis-
sion. I do not see any member of the Commission
here to reply. It is useless to continue this debate if
there is nobody here for the Commission ...
I OJ C 259 ol 4. tt. 1976.
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This is a farce. Mr President, I draw your attention to
the fact that not long ago *e had a Commissioner
who intewened in respect of a subiect that we had
already decided previousln by a vote, not to refer to
committees. The Commissioner argued against that
decision. Now, when it is his duty, or some Gommis-
sioner's duty, to be present, there is nobody here.
Vhat sort of nonsense is this ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott on a point of order.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
If the Commissioner cannot be here,
if, for some reason, he has had to leave the room and
we have decided that we should tell the Commission
what it shall do, we should suspend our proceed-
inEF... I see that the Commissioner has now
retumed.
Prcsident. 
- 
I understand that Mr Gundelach has
had to leave us for a few moments.
However, I would ask the Commission to avoid this
kind of thing in future.
Please continue, Sir Geoffrey.
Sir Gcoffrey de Freitas, rafiporteilr. 
- 
I was saying
that the Commission's document is necessarily a very
complicated one. !7e are not complaining about tha!
but it is a fact. I was pointing out that the Commis-
sion knows 
- 
I hope that all of us who study this
point know 
- 
that the generalized system of prefer-
ences is one of the chief ways that the Commission
has of helping the developing world.
The Commission's proposals for 1977 represent a very
Sreat improvement in the volume and value of the
potential preferential imports. The increase in value is
about 40 70, which is very large indeed. l7ithin this,
substantial improvements have been made in two cate-
gories 
- 
in agriculture and in manufactured products.
In agriculture, with nearly 300 agricultural product$
covered, having a value of over 1000 m u.a., there are
46 new items and 70 improvements. These improve-
ments 
- 
as I am sure the House will be gratified to
realize 
- 
are intended largely to help the poorer
among the developing countries.
In manufactured products the increase is also about
40 o/o, and is now over 5000 m u-a. l7ithin this there
is a substantial increase in manufactured produc6
other than textiles, amounting to oyer 50 %. For
textiles the Commission is proposing a new system,
which removes the discrimination against Hong
Kong. At the same time it gives greater scope to the
poorer producers without increasing pressure on our
domestic markets.
!7e should keep the GSP in perspective. The tcital
amount subject to GSP is about 79 000 tonnes.
Imports from developing countries amount to 500 000
tonnes and imports from all sources into the Commtr '
nity amount to I 200 000 tonnes. So we are talkirig
about removing the discrimination agpinst Hong
Kong in relation to about 6 olo of total imports.
The Commission also proposes to continue its
programme of seminars and the establishment of a
documentation, information and advlce centre. The
Parliament has been calling for this for several years ;in fact, paragraph 9 of the resolution that I am
moving refers to the need for the Commission to
make specific and immediate proposals rather than to
state lofty intentions.
The opinion of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, which is in my reporl also underlineg this
point. I want the Commission to give a definite
promise in Parliament today that this will be met. I
am encouraged because within the last half hour I
have been handed a document in French 
- 
appar-
ently it has not yet been translated into any other
language 
- 
which, as far as I can see, goes some way
towards meeting the repeated requests of Parliament.
These are the broad lines of the very great irnprove-
ments which are proposed, and I feel that Parliament
will approve them. Howqv.gr, there are onc or two
areas where further improvements caa' be made. I
outline them in my report. I will not go into all of
them, but will mention only'two.
First, the solution of the problem of preference$ being
used inadequately will be helped by the measure
proposed by the Commission. The Committbe on
Development and Cooperation believes that the solu-
tion must be a fundamental simplification of the
system. Simplification is the only solution.
Second is the problem of the bulk of the GSP. About
three-quartcrs of the GSP is accounted Ior by ten of
the relatively more developed of the developing coun-
tries. For this reason, in paragraph 6 of the resolution
we urge the Commission to propose wap of spreading
the use among the other developing countries. In para-
graph 9 of the resolution we stress the need for posi-
tive and complementary measures to be brought in at
the same time. The tariff rate is only one factor at
which a businessman looks. Before investing, he has
obviously to consider a whole range of facors. It is
very important that in the years to come we put the
emphasis more on getting 
. 
greater use of the GSP
rather than on increasing is seope. I7e would like to
see definite measures to this end from the Commis-
sion. !7e call for more ,detailed information on
impact. Thg report of the Committee on Agriculurre
refers to this in paragraph l7..After all, the GSP costs
the Community money; that is, it costs the tarpayen
of our countries money and we must try to esteblish
how effectively that money is being spent. It mey, be
that by its nature GSP will benefit only the relagively
more advanced countries. In that case we should
consider alternative means of promoting trade 'with
the less developed corintries. It is trade above all that
they really need.
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Vhile asking Parliament to support this motion for a
resolution, I should let the House know that, although
I speak on behalf of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation, I speak also for the Socialist Group.
I conclude with a reminder that the generalized
system of preferences is not just an accounting docu-
ment; it is one of the chief ways of helping the deve-
loping world. As Europeans in a wealthy part of the
worlcl, we have the duty to help those who are less
fortunate than we are.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker to present
the opinion of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs.
Mr De Keersmaeker, draftsman of an opinion. 
-(NL) Mr President, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs I should like to report
on the discussions we had on this question at our last
meeting. I must begin by saying that we are sorry not
to have been consulted earlier on this point. This ques-
tion was submitted to the committee during the
summer recess and the rapporteur was only nomi-
nated at a meeting in September, so that he only had
a week in which to prepare a written draft opinion
before the next meeting of our committee. You will
agree, Mr President, that that is verging on the impos-
sible. Moreover, there was no opportunity for any real
exchange of ideas which could have served as a basis
for this opinion.
That said, the Committee none the less felt that the
most important points from its discussions on this
question should be presented here. In doing this, I am
taking the place of Mr Van der Mei, who is unable to
attend today. The main points were as follows
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
agrees with the Committee on Development and
Cooperation that the system of generalized tariff pref-
erences can be of considerable assistance to economic
progress in the developing countries. Last year, in its
opinion on the scheme tor 1976, the committee
expressed regret that in view of the economic reces-
sion it had only been possible to make a nominal
increase in the ceilings and quotas, which actually
meant a consolidation or even a relative reduction in
terms of volume. In contrast to last year, the Commis-
sion is now proposing a substantial increase in the
ceiling for industrial products other than textiles. This
arrangement amounts to an overall increase in value
of 5l o/o, with an increase of 35 % for sensitive
products, 47 o/o tor semi-sensitive products and 57 o/o
for non-sensitive products. Allowing for the infla-
tionary element in these figures, the proposals still
embody a real improvement.
The Commission points out, with regard to the
proposed increases, that whatever the effects of these
proposals the Community is bound to abide strictly
by the rules it has itself laid down. Now while
supporting the system of preferences, the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs wishes to make it
clear that this does not mean it will automatically
eccept proposals for increases without close examina-
tion of the effects and without provision being made
for the necessary accompanying measures to limit the
possible effects. This will have to be done more parti-
cularly as part of a structural programme. This is one
element which was greatly stressed by all the
Members who contributed to the debate in the
Committee.
For textile products an increase of 5 o/o over the
current volume is proposed lor 1977. This sector is of
the greatest importance for certain developing coun-
tries, but it must not be forgotten 
- 
and on this there
was complete agreement in the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
that in most
Member States of the Community there are extremely
serious difficulties in this sector. This is why the
Commission could only propose modest increases. It
should also be borne in mind that in contrast to the
Community most other countries which grant prefer-
ences have so far excluded textile products from their
concessions. In this connection the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs raised the following
points.
Firstly 
- 
I have already remarked on this with regard
to the whole system of preferences 
- 
attention was
drawn to the need for a structural programme. The
textile industry is of the .greatest importance for
certain developing countries and exports from these
countries are hampered by the customs regulations
applying in the Community. You will, however, be
familiar with the structure and the capacity of the
textile industry in the Community.
A structural programme will obviously have to be
drawn up which, within the framework of the interna-
tional division of labour, also offers a solution for the
Community sectors concerned. As I have already said,
this is equally true for all other sectors.
!7ith regard to the proposed increase in volume in
the textile sector, opinions were similarly divided.
Some Members felt that the increase proposed by the
Commission was sufficient, while others thought that
the ceiling should be raised for the benefit of the
poorest developing countries. To a certain extent the
Commission meets this objection by concentrating
primarily on the least favoured developing countries
and raising the ceiling for the benefit of these coun-
tries. For 28 textile products the quota is split into two
parts, 30 7o for beneficiaries in a good competitive
position and 70 o/o for the rest. This division of benefi-
ciaries into two groups makes it possible to put an
end to the discrimination against certain countries
with a traditionally good competitive position which
were hitherto excluded from the scheme for textile
products and are now to be covered by the scheme.
This applies particularly to Hong Kong.
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This division of the quota between countries in a
good competitive position and other countries results
in a more balanced and fairer distribution, a distrib-
ution which corresponds more closely to the needs of
the least developed countries. I believe this scheme
deserves our support.
I have one last remark conceming the distribution of
benefits from the scheme for textile products. The list
of beneficiaries needs to be revised. 'It cannot be
denied that the countries to which the scheme applies
form a very heterogeneous 8roup. Certain members
have also expressed their concem at the fact that sate-
trading couritries are among the beneficiaries. The
Commission announced last year that it would post-
pone a revision of the list of beneficiaries until after
1980.
Vith the present list a better and more balanced distri-
bution of benefits among the recipient countries is
only possible in the short term by means of such
arangements ,$ are now proposed for the textile
industry, for example. It is regrettable that because no
amendments have been made to the list no similar
errangements have been made for other products.
Mr President, these were the main points raised in our
committee. I should like to confine myself to these
points and finish by expressing the hope that another
time we shall be consulted sooner so that we can
produce a properly prepared written opinion on this
important matter.
President. 
- 
I call Lord St. Oswald to present the
opinion of the Committee on Agriculture.
Lord St. Oswold, draftsman of 4n opinioz. 
- 
As
draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on Agri-
culture, it is possible to speak at some lengh or with
brevity. I have in fact chosen unhesitatingly the latter.
There is plenty of subiect-matter, but the justification
for brevity is twofold. Sfle are this week running discur-
sively late on our agenda and, secondly, this is not an
opinion sought with a view to possible alteration and
improvement of the proposals. As regards the agricul-
tural items, it is an opinion upon decisions already
taken, and taken outside the Community.
As Sir Geoffrey has said, the agricultural offer contains
45 new items and improvements on 70 existing prefer-
ential margins. This must be satisfying to us all, but it
is simply a list transferred directly and bodily as the
list of tariff reductions adopted at the GATT multilat-
eral trade negotiations on 5 April of this year.
From my own opinion I would like to emphasize only
the attention drawn to the setting up of a documenta-
tion, information and advice agency and a programme
to increase information available to commercial opera-
tors. At first glance this might look like an extension
of bureaucracy and the recruiting of more bureaucrats.
As such the suggestion would win few friends.
.l
The true purpose is to acquaint the poorest of all coun-
tries with the opportunities of the system so that it
can be more beneficially used by those in most need.
At the moment it is demonstrably not. Brazil and
Romania are two of the countries which take thi grea-
test advantage of the slntem, for instance. There is a
certain irony here : Brazil in terms of natural resources
is potentially one of the richest nations in the world
and Romania possesses what is now called liquid gold
- 
oil, oil, oil 
- 
and has been exploiting if for most
of this century.
In contrast some of the poorest nations make little or
no use of the system, lacking knowledge, in all proba-
bility, of what is on offer. The setting up of this kind
of information office and service has been under
discussion for two years. I therefore urge upon the
Commission that it be brought into being as soon as
possible. Although I had prepared myself to say more,
I will now assist the progress of the agenda by falling
silent, except to mention that my friend in all but the
purely party - political sense, Mr Mark Hughes, feels
protective towards whales that is, the marine monsters,
and not the country: they are both pronounced in
exactly the same way in English. He has told me that
he intends to speak on the subject. This affection
undoubtedly does him credit and I commend
whatever he may have to say on behalf of these large-
scale mammals and his ingenuity in introducing them
into this debate, if not into the hemicycle itself.
I naturally give my approval and support to the report
of Sir Geoffrey.
Preeidene 
- 
I call Mr Stewart on a point of order.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to give notice of
a point of order that I propose to raise as soon as we
reassemble at 3 o'clock. I thought it courteoub and
proper to give you and your advisers notice of it. It
concerns what I believe to have been irregularities in
this moming's procedure.
First, Commissioner Lardinois was called upon to
speak after the mover of the motion had replied, and
therefore closed the debate. Secondly, on the division,
where we had to take two votes 
- 
before that division
was taken, my colleague John Prescott was not given,
as he should have been, a,right of reply.
I imagine that you and your colleagues will pvish to
consider these matters. This is why I give notice now
that I will raise them when we reassemble at 3
o'clock.
President. 
- 
I take note of your statement, Mr
Stewart.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3.00
P.m.
The House will rise.
(Ihe sitting was suspendcd or 1.15 p,m. and rcsumed
at 3.05 p.m)
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President. 
- 
The sining is resumed.
6. Procedural motion
President. 
- 
I call Mr Stewart on a point of order.
Mr Stcwort. 
- 
I have given you notice, Mr Presi-
dent, of points of order I wish to raise conceming
what I believe were serious irregularities in this morn-
, ing's procedure, so serious as, I believe, to invalidate
the result.
Firsg on the motion that was in dispute and on which
there was both a show-of-hands vote and a vote by
sitting and standing, my colleague Mr John Prescott
was not given, as he should have been, a right of reply
at the end of the debate. This was despite the fact that
he stood up and endeavoured to catch the attention of
the Chair, which, unfortunately, he was unable to do.
.That was a serious omission and that is the fint point
I ask you to consider.
My second point is this. Ve asked for a roll-call vote.
The Chair, relying, I think, on paragraph 3 of Rule 33,
ruled that the request should have been made by at
least 10 Representatives before the voting had begun.
I accept that that is the general rule, but Rule 35 has a
qualification of that general rule. It says :
'lf the result of the show of hands is doubtful, a fresh
vote shall be taken by sitting and standing.'
Incidentally 
- 
and to this I shall refer later 
- 
the
result of the show of hands, was not doubtful, because
the occupant of the Chair told us clearly what the
figures were on both sides.
Leaving that point for the moment, paragraph 3 of
Rule 35 is as follows :
'If the result of this second vote is doubtful'- that is,
the sitting-and-standing vote 
-
'or whenever ten or more Representatives so desire, the
vote shall be taken by roll-call.'
As I said, the result of neither vote was doubtful, but
that is not a necessary condition, because paragaph 3
sa)rs :
'lf the result of this second vote is doubtful or whenever
tan or more Representatives so desire...'
Notice 'whenever' 
- 
not necessarily before the vote is
taken. This clearly applies to a dimand made for a
roll-call where there has been a show-of-hands and
then a sitting 
- 
and-standing vote. It is a qualifica-
tion to the previous rule on which the occupant of the
Chair this morning relied. I argue therefore that in
any case, even if one accepts the validity of the prev-
ious votes, we should have had a roll-call vote.
I am sorry that I was unable to give you notice of the
third poing because it only recently came to my atten-
tion. The fact that I have not been able to give you
notice should not worry you too much, because it is
by far the simplest and most indisputable of the
points I am raising. It is this. Rule 35 (2) is as follows:
'lf the result of the show oI hands is doubtful, a fresh
vote shall be taken by sitting and stending.'
\7hat cannot be disputed is that the result of the show
of hands was not doubtful. It was a tie. The occupant
of the Chair departed from the usual procedure in
telling us the numbers 
- 
38 on each side. The occu-
pant of the Chair, therefore, should not have
proceeded to a sitting-and-standing vote. Vhat should
he have done ? The answer is plain in paragraph 5 of
Rule 35:
'In the event of a tie, the motion shall stand reiected.'
That seems to me to be unanswerable.
I am putting the proposition that we had a vote the
result of which was not doubtful but a a tie, and Rule
35 (5) makes it clear that in that event the motion
should stand rejected.
That, I believe, is the position that we should be in
now 
- 
that the motion was rijected 
- 
and we
should proceed from there.
I am very reluctant to criticize the actions of the
Chair, and you could say to me, Mr President 
-although I cannot think you would ; but a less kind
and iust penion than yourself might 
- 
that it was the
duty of all Members to point this out at the time. Ve
are all expected to have a good working knowledge of
the rules, but very few of us can be expected to have
every single paragraph of the rules at their fingertips
all the time. ITith respect, it is the Chair who is
primarily the custodian of the rules. Vith respect" I
suggest that this moming a mistake was made. I do
not wish to use censorious words about that; we have
all made errors. But a mistake was indubitably made.
If the proper procedure had been upheld, the motion
would have stood rejected. I ask that you now rule
that it has been so rejected and that we should resume
the discussion of the resolution at that point and on
that assumption. :
President. 
- 
I should like first to thank you, Mr
Stewarg for having kindly given notice before the
luncheon adjoumment that you proposed to raise this
matter.
If I may deal with the first point that you raised 
-thequestion of Mr Prescott's being called. to reply to the
debate 
- 
first, there is no right of reply incorporated
in the Rules. Under Rule 8 it is a matter for the Presi-
dent to call any speaker. I think all of us, as members
not merely of this Assembly but of other national
parliaments, appreciate that on such occa.sions a Presi-
dent has to act in accordance with his judgment of
the debate and the extent to which the matter has
been discussed. There is a discretion th€re which a
President must exercise and is entitled to exercise, and
in the absence of any rule of this Parliament relating
to a right of reply the fact that a particular speaker
was not called upon at any particular time in no way
vitiates or undercuts the legality of what was done.
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On the question of the roll-call, the position is that
under Rule 35, paragraph 3, there are two circum-
stances laid down in which a roll-call may be asked
for. In the event of a doubtful result on a second vote,
as provided in the Rules, there can be a roll-call or, as
you pointed out, Mr Stewart, when l0 or more Repre-
sentatives so desire. One must consider the circum-
stances in which those l0 Members can call for a vote.
Clearly it can only be before the vote is taken, because
after the vote is taken and the President has declared
the result the matters is at an end and there can be no
further vote. Therefore, the call for a roll-call must be
made before the vote starts.
On the point made about the declaration by the Presi-
dent that the number of votes was 38 to 38, the posi-
tion seems to be this : the Rules provide that where a
vote is taken by an ordinary show of hands and it is
doubtful, a second vote must be taken by sitting and
standing. Under what circumstances does doubt arise ?
Clearly these circumstances are where a vote is very
tight 
- 
where there is linle between the sides.
!flhether the President consults the secretariat and
they tell him that it is 38 to 38 and he says that it is
doubtful, or whether, out of courtesy, he informs
Members that it is 38 to 38, does not alter the situa-
tion. Under the circumstances of a vote taken by a
show of hands no one can say there is no doubt. One
can say that there is no doubt if a vote is taken by
sitting and standing. Then you can say there is a defi-
nite result, which may be a tie. But with the putting
up of hands, where there is a tie the result is that it
must normally be doubtful, and any President would
be failing in his duty if he did not seek a further vote.
I think that is the answer to Mr Stewarts' point in that
respect.
Having shown that decisions taken by the President
who was then in the Chair were correct, I should add
that the President, having declared the matter closed,
having declared the vote taken and declared the resolu-
tion carried in its final form, that is an end of the
matter. Even were the points that Mr Stewart made
correct in law, I would still have to say that is an end
to the matter and that it cannot therefore be re-op-
ened.
Further, I have been at pains before making this last
point to stress that there can be.no doubt that in accor-
dance with the Rules of this House and all the prece-
dents of this House, the President acted perfecqly
correctly.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemenn. 
- 
(D) Mt,President, I have not
much to add to what you said, because I believe that
you have given an accurate account of the situation. in
which we,had to reach a decision in accordance .with
our rules of procedure. I would ask those Members
who are not satisfied with this decison 
- 
which I can
well understand 
- 
not to start off a debate more wide-
ranging than the actual decision itself. We have always
abided by our own rules up till now, and it is quite
clear that anyone wanting a vote by roll-call can of
course request this ; however, he must do so before
the vote in taken 
- 
and this did not happen.
Obviously, a decision can be regarded as doubtful
when the voting is 38 to 38. All the President can do
in such a situation is to decide on the basis of the
result he arrives at whether this result may be doubtful
or not. !flhen is a decision more doubtful than when
the vote on a show of hands is 38 to 38, i.e. a tie ? The
President is fully justified in acting in this way. I did
not hear any protests at all from your benches until
the votes had been counted. I7hen the first vote was
being taken on the motion by the Christian-
Democratic Group, I myself was not satisfied that the
count was right, but I did not say anything even
though the result went against my own views on the
matter. !flhen somebody from the Socialist benches
then asked what the figures you asked for
them, w9 didn't 
- 
and when the result went ag"ainst
you and the President said that we should now
determine the exact voting firugres, you did not
protest then either, because you still thought you
would win. Only when you realized that you had lost
did you protest.
I realize that Mr Prescott has a closer personal interest
in this decision than I do. There are no fishermen in
my constituency, but I can understand his views. I am
also willing to accept his views if the majority so
decides. However, Mr President, the maiority has quite
clearly decided against Mr Prescott and against this
motion. I think it is therefore only fair play . . ..
President. 
- 
May I intervene for a moment I
Having said that you did not feel that this matter
should be reopened, Mr Bangemann, it seems'to me
that you are engaged in doing so. I ask you to'bring
your remarks fairly rapidly to a close. The one thing
that we do not want is to have a rehash of everything
that took place this morning.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
If that is the general attitude of
the House I shall stop now, but since I have heard so
much this morning on this question I wanted to point
out that I was not personally satisfied with the first
vote, but I did not say anything.
President. 
- 
I have been asked by Mr DykEs and
Lord Bruce to permit therir to raise points of order. I
shall hear ahy points of order that anyone wishes to
raise on a new matter. The matter raised by Mr
Stewart is now settled, and if.I am to hear a point of
order it must be on some new topic, because we
cannot continue a discussion about what took place
this morning. Is this a new matter. Mr Dykes ?
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Mr Dykcs. 
- 
Yes, Mr President, it is definitely a new
point of order. May I say by way of a quick preamble
that I am not sure why you feel it so essential to
defend the decisions of the Chair this morning ? I do
not think that there is any intention on the part of
Members to criticize what was done this moming by
the President. !7e understand how difficult it is to
make these decisions quickly, perhaps when the Chair
is not given the correct advice by the Clerks sitting on
either side of him, and having forgotten the Rules of
Procedure ourselves. That is understandable. There-
fore, I hope that you will not reside in that which was
done this moming by some kind of fraternal solidarity
about the Chair always being defended, although I can
see that there is some merit in that. !7hat Mr Stewart
has said is of such importance that it must be consid-
ered.
I want to raise a new point. It has been put to me
quite legitimately that the meaning of the word
'dsubtful' in paragraph 3 of this section of the Rules
of Procedure can itself mean more than iust a strict
mathematical result. You will recall, Mr President, that
the result of the second vote this moming, although
not doubtful as to its mathematical effect, was
doubtful because it arose from a doubtful first vote. At
that moment there was a definitive request by a
number of Members for a roll-call, when the President
then, at that moment, had the duty towards this
House. to say, 'Is that the wish of at least l0
Members ?' Then we would presumably, under the
rules, procted to a roll-call vote. That was not done
despite Mr Bangemann's anxiety to avoid the truth,
and I think it is very impprtant for us to consider the
result of this morning's vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Dykes, first I think I should say
that I am not incalculated with any particular trade-
union principle that one oulht to defend all Presi-
dents. ,I felt that, I ought lo say I am absolutely satis-
fied that the rulingp made this morning were correct.
Since I am so satisfied, I think it would be wrong for
me not to say so. But I assure Members, that, much as
one might like to do it, I would not feel it necessary
simply as one President refening to another President
to say this if I did not know it to be true.
On ttre.question of doubt, it seems to me that since
there is no definite description in the Rules, nor could
there be, as to what 'doubt' and it must be the Presi-
dent. If, a President feels'that a vote is doubtful, he
must under the Rule call for another. If he is satisfied
there is no doubt, it is his duty to declare the result"
which ultimately he did. But as to what is doubt, no
individual Member can decide that there is or is not
doubt.,lt is the duty of the President to do this, and so
he did.
Lord Bruce, have you some new points you wish to
raise ?
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
On the basis of the
account given by Mr Michael Stewart and on the basis
of the rule arSiument which he gave, Mr Presideng you
have arrived at the conclusion that the decisions made
by your predecessor in the Chair were quite in order.
But, Mr President, if I may sy So, you also went e
little beyond that. You indicated that in your view the
actions of the Presidcnt during that period of time
proceeded with absolute correctness. I seek to draw to
your attention certain events that were not drawn to
your attention in specific terms by Mr Michael Stewart
and which I submit to you, Mr President, it is proper
you should hear from me.
It is true that Mr de la Maldne moved Amendment
No I on behalf of himself Mr Cointag Mr Blumenfeld
and Mr Vandewiele to the resolution by Mr Prescott.
Mr de la Maline was allowed to move that amend-
ment. In my presence, and in the knowledge of the
House, the moment he had concluded Mr Prescott'
rose to his feet and also I made certain indications to
the Clerks that I wanted to speak. No communication
passed between the Clerks and the President, who at
the time was looking in the direction of Mr lardinois,
who made a Sesture that he wanted to speak. Your
predecessor in the Chair did not see Mr Prescott stand
up, he did not see my gesticulation at all, nor was he
apprised of them by the Clerks of the Table. He
called Mr Lardinois, who then proceeded to expatiate
not.on this resolution but on the amendment that had
already been passed, and he was ruled, nevertheless, in
order.
It is quite true that no President is compelled to call
for a reply from a npporteur to an amendment that
has been submitted but this is most unusual where
the matter is a highly contentious one, particularly
where the rapporteur is known to have spent days and
weeks in preparing his.subiect in detail and particu-
larly where there are great divisions of opinion. For a
President in those circumstances to refrain from
calling the rapporteur is, in my view, not consistent
with correct conduct in the Chair, more particularly
when it relates to a lunatic amendment of this kind
that seeks to put the whole of the fishing policy of the
Community under Directorate-General VI, which
could not run a whelk-stall even if it had one.
President. 
- 
Lord Bruce, first I should point out
thet, according to Rule 3t of our Rules of procedure, a
Commissioner is entitled to intervene at any time.
Secondly, with regard to the detailed way in which the
debate went this morning, I do not think we should
get involved at all 
- 
I certainly do not propose to do
so 
- 
in what was said by whom, or what the nature
and'substance of an alnendment was.
I(lhen I said that I was satisfied the rulings made this
mbrning were correct, I meant that I am satisfied thet
the,btrsiness of this Hbuse was conducted in accor-
dance with our Rules.
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The point we are now discussing is not how the
debate went this morning and not who said what or
why. The point we are discussing now is whether
there is any legal reason for reopening the proceed-
ings of this morning. I have ruled that there is not. I
have ruled that, in my opinion, what took place this
moming was in accordance with the Rules. The
points made by Mr Stewart therefore f4ll, and in any
event, even if every point made by Mr Stewart were
conect 
- 
and I do not accept that any of them was
correct because they were all incorrect 
- 
the Chair
would still be in a position that there is no way in
which this matter can be raised again because the
Chair, in accordance with the Rules, declared the
results of the various votes and declared the resolution
caried in its final form.
That is all there is to it. It is out of my hands.
I call Mr Mitchell.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
In view of your ruling, Mr President,
which I completely and utterly accept, may I ask that
the English translation of the Rules of Procedure 
- 
a
document which I have before me 
- 
be changed ? In
the English translation Rule 35 (3) clearly says in
English : 'or whenever ten or more Representatives so
desire.' You, Mr President, have ruled that this means
that the l0 must ask before the vote is taken. The
English translation says specifically 'or whenever'. In
view of your ruling, which presumably we take as
precedent, may I ask that the English translation be
changed ?
Prcsident. 
- 
I should be inclined to agree that the
Rule could be more felicitously worded. The prece-
dents of this House are entirely that the roll-call must
be called for before the vote, and common sense sugg-
ests that there is no alternative, because once the Presi-
dent has declared the result of the vote that is an end
to it : there cannot be a further vote.
Therefore, the only way to call for a vote by roll-call,
except in the case of a doubtful vote, is beforehand. I
accept that there could be a better wording. One
should be considered. As to the meaning of the Rule,
I think that there is no doubt.
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
I believe that a serious mistake was
made this morning. Rule 35 (2) says : 'If the result of
the show of hands is doubtful, a fresh vote shall be
taken by sitting and standing.' The result of the vote
was not doubtful 
- 
it was declared to be a tie. The
Rules then suggest : 'In the eveht of a tie, the motion
shall stand rejected'. The Rules are very clear. Mr
Stewart has a valid point, and I think that the Chair
made a mistake in the first instance when it took a
fresh vote after it had declared that the result was a tie.
I think that the matter should be reconsidered.
President. 
- 
I have already dealt with this matter of
doubt. I pointed out that in a vote by a show of hands,
where it was as close as that there must be doubt, and
the Chair was correct in saying that there was doubt. I
do not think that we should reopen issues that have
been dealt with.
Mr Molloy, have you a new point ?
Mr Molloy. 
- 
I wish to raise a point of clarification
on something you have said, Mr President, which is
absolutely correct, namely, that a Commissioner can
intervene at any time in a debate. I think that most of
us would accept that.
If a Commissioner decides to intervene in an endea-
vour that he should be the last speaker, does that
mean that Commissioners have the power, by with-
holding their intervention, to close a debate and
prevent a right of reply by any rapporteur ?
Ve must get this provision clear, because some of us
believe that Parliament has not really matured and is
being held back by considerable powers held by
Commissioners.
!7hat I want to know is this. Is there some mystique
and powder that a Commissioner has to adiust his
intervention so that, by careful iudgment, he can kill
debate and prevent a rapporteur from answering a
debate, which seemed to be the situation this
morning ?
President. 
- 
Mr Molloy, I can assure you straight
away that no Commissioner has any such power.
Indeed, no occupant of the Chair would allow a
Commissioner such power. A Commissioner may
speak at any time on demand, but equally the Presi-
dent pro /ern is entitled to call anyone after him. If he
does not, it is entirely a matter for him.
I stress that first of all the House had decided at this
stage to proceed to an immediate vote, and clearly the
Chair, particularly in these circumstances, must exer-
cise a discretion as to whom whom it should call, as I
shall shortly now have to exercise a discretion as to
how many more people I will call on this subject.
Mr Stewart, I hope to close this matter.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
I was glad to hear you say, Mr Presi-
dent, that the President would always have the right to
call somebody after the Commissioner, because I was
woried about what you had said earlier. Granted that
Commission or Council can be heard on reques! that
surely cannot mean that they can but in as often as
they like at whatever point in the debate that they
like. However, what you have said since then clears up
that point.
I feel also that there is some permanent importance in
your ruling that, once the Chair has declared the
result of a vote, that is that. I am still a little worried,
however, about the very first vote that was taken this
morning by show of hands, because, after all, the Presi-
dent declared the results to be 38 to 38. You have just
said that once the President has declared the result
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that is the result. How could anyone, therefore, have
the impertinence to say that there is any doubt about
this ? I remain puzzled about this.
My concluding remark is this. We are all prepared to
accept rulings from the Chair even if we do not like
them, but why we should be expected to listen on top
to lectures from Mr Bangemann I do not understand.
President. 
- 
Mr Stewart, I ought not to have any
memory of this morning's proceedinp, but I have
confirmed it with the secretariat. My memory is that
the President, in the same sentence as saying that the
result was 38 to 38, said that the result was doubtful
and tl'rat the House should have another vote. In other
words, we had not, shall we say, reached a full stop
which would have created the result. In the same
sentence, without a break, the President said The
result is 38 to 38, and therefore we must have another
vote'.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
I think that we all understand the
Chair's problem. If an Assembly does not agree with
the Chair the only alternative is to move him out, but
I do not hink that anyone is proposing that 
-certainly I am not.
fu a result of your series of rulings, Mr President, I
wish to raise the question of the position of the
rapporteur. Each one of us will find himself in that
position. That it is up to the Chair to decide whether
a rapporteur can be called to speak to an amenment is
not doubted. In all fairness, if a new amendment is
brought before the Assembly the rapporteur should be
able to reply to it. I ask you, Mr President, to take up
this matter in procedure committees or otherwise. lfe
have a ruling that the Commission has the right to
speak, but there is no ruling that the rapporteur has
the right to reply to an amendment. I hope that our
procedures will be amended to enable that to be done.
Otherwise the Commission 
- 
and Mr Lardinois is a
politician in every sense of the word 
- 
can utilize
that last opportunity without the rapporteur's being
able to reply.
I accept your judgment, Mr President. I see no alterna-
tive. I ask you to give careful consideration to the
rights of the rapporteur to reply to an amendment. In
my case the amendment had the effect of rejecting
the Commission's proposal because the CAP will not
permit the Commission's proposals on fishing. This
should be a right of the rapporteur rather than at the
Ciscretion of the Chair. The rapporteur should be able
to reply to any amendment received, perhaps half an
hour before it is debated.
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Prescott, for the general
:one of your remarks. I should make clear a matter
rbout which I think you are under a misapprehension.
fte rapporteur of a committee certainly has a right;
he has the right to speak at his request. That is
contained in Rule 31. You were not a rapporteur of a
committee and therefore under the Rules you had no
right to be heard. The only advice I can give is what I
am sure you would do in the House of Commons; if
the Chair does not see you, you can always make
yourself seen and heard.
I call MrSchwabe. This is positively the last point of
order I shall hear. After this speaker I shall close the
discussion.
Mr Schwobe. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I was thinking of
contributing a few profound thoughts on this subiect,
but since it is already 3.38 p.m., I shall not bother.
President. 
- 
The matter is now closed.
7. Tabling of a motion for a resolution
President. 
- 
I have received a motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Schw6rer, Mr Mittendorfer, Mr
Mursch, Mr Brugger, Mr !7illi Miiller, Mr Suck, Mr
Schwabe, Mr De Keersmaeker, Mr Vandewiele, Mr
Bangemann and Mr Artzinger, with a request for
debate by urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, on third-party motor vehicle insur-
ance in the Community (Doc. 357176).
I shall consult Parliament tomorrow morning on the
urgency of this motion.
8. Regulations on the application of generalized
tartff preferences (resumption)
President. 
- 
!7e now resume the debate on the
report by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas on the application of
generalized tariff preferences in 1977 (Doc. 332176).
I call Mr Emile Muller to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Emile Muller. 
- 
(F) M, President, reading last
week the crushing report by Mr McNamara, President
of the I7orld Bank, on the plight of one thousand
million of the poorest people on earth 
- 
a figure
which has not changed over the past ten years 
- 
we
asked ourselves about the role of generalized prefer-
ences in improving the standard of living of these
people and in guranteeing their children adequate
nourishment.
The rapporteur himself has provided the answer by
saying that 'to call this system preferential is a
euphemism'. All it in fact does is to guarantee a
number of products coming from the most underprivi-
leged countries the same freedom of access into the
EEC as for products imported from 'lTestern Euro-
pean countries. However, as they are not backed up by
a marketing system which would make them more
attractive, these preferences are not fully utilized by
the Third !7orld countries and in fact involved a mere
2.5 o/o ol total Community imports.
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Although the economic upswing in the EEC is going
to permit a substantial increase in generalized prefer-
ences from 4 600 million ua. in 1976 to 6 500 million
ua. in 1977, the complexity of the mechanisms
involved, the lack of harmonization between the
Member States and the uncertainty as to *hen
national quotas will be filled mean that this qntem
will once again be utilized only to a limited extent in
the coming year.
In view of 'this, we welcome the Commission's efforts
with regard to information, documentation and advice,
while sharing the rappcrteurt hopc that further endea-
vours will be made.
In all sectors, the benefits should go primarily to the
most underpriviledged Third Vorld countries. Let us
not forSet that this is the objective of the generalized
preferences. Selection of beneficiaries should there-
fore, in our opinion, be more stringent.
The 'sacred principle' of non-reciprocity could be
applied praSmatically according to mutual needs,
through bilatenl agreements between countries bene-
fiting from generalized preferences.
There must be an established pattem of trade taking
account of the long term potential which has to be
maintained if the industries of the developing coun-
tries are to flourish; otherwise, the system oI general-
ized preferences will come to mean little or nothing.
Alongside this, efforts must be stepped up in other
complementary fields of cooperation, such as trade
promotion, encouragement of diversification, assis-
tance to regional economic integration and stimula-
tion of investment and domestic restructuring.
These are the prerequisites for achieving a real
increase in the export revenue of the developing coun-
tries for speeding up their economic growth rate.
Only in this way can the proposals for 1977, which
repres€nt a substantial improvement, havq a real
impact on the most underprivileged countries.
At this poing it must be added that greater efficiency
implies harmonization of the Community system of
tariff concessions with those of other industrialized
nations, bearing in mind that the burden of these
concessions must be distributed equitably.
Since the present recession in the Vest began, there
has been very little talk of international division of
labour, a concept aimed at transferring the bulk of
labour-intensive activities to Third I7orld countries.
The fact is that, in order to tacklg unemploymen! the
industrialized nations have revivCd a number of activi-
ties to which little attention had been paid during the
previous decade. Ialy, for instance, is considering recy-
cling half a million workers in the agricultural sector.
'We are therefore pleased to see that, within the frame-
work of the generalized preferences, the Commission
has allocated a morc important role to agriculture; the
value of agricultuml products exempt -irom customs
iluties has increased hom 22 million ue. to I 235
million ua. This represents a real effort, since there is
full Community solidarity in this sector.
This diaft reg;ulation, although not revolutionary is a
positive step in the North-South dialogue, which, after
a promising sta4 seems to be marking time because
of lack of agreement as to the subiects to be discussed.
It will encourage the dialogue and enible an equitable
blance to be established betweeen the prices of indus-
trial producs and those of raw materials 
- 
something
which is in everyone's interests if a repetition of
upheavals such as those of 1973, which aggravated
regional imbalances, is to be avoided.
Finally, we must not forget thet, while the risc in the
price of petroleum products has.seriously threatened
the. economy of the Vest, it has also dnstically
affected the already precarious competitive position Of
the countries comprising what is now called the
Fourth Vorld.
A new world economic order may therefore be
achieved through a programme of cooperation which
is negotiated as opposed to conceded, and which
strengthens the autonomy of these countries and
enables them to expand trade without having to cope
qith difficulties with which they are unfamilier. In the
medium-term, there should be a payments union
similar to the one which gave the European economy
a fresh start some time ago, as well as autonomous
marketing networks.
This cooperation is essential, for the whole world is a
gigantic network of communicating vessels, within
which the Third Vorld is claiming its role as a full
partner in order to meet to the increasing needs of its
peoples.
This is what must be done if we are to succeed in
ensuring normal supplies of the raw materials needed
for the industries of our ITestem societies, while
remaining faithful to the principle of social iustice; at
international level, this is the srze qua non for peace
in the world of the future.
(ApplausQ
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (4 M, Presideng 
.ladies and
gentlemen, this year again, Parliament. is being
consulted on the future programme for application of
the sptem of generalized preferences. Let me first of
all congratulate the rapporteur, Sir Geoffrey de Ftritas,
on his excellent report and state that we shall vote in
fovour of the motion for a resolution.
However, I should like to make to the House and the
Commission certain remarks on the very principle of
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these preferences. This principle, as you know, was.
implemented under the terms of a resolution adopted
unanimously at the second United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development held in New Delhi
in 1958.
Not only was the Community the first to implement
this principle 
- 
in l97l but for a long time it also
stood alone.
Moreover, this effort is by far the most significant to
have been made in this field. !7e can therefore feel
gatified. However, what are we to make of this
policy ? The results are far from conclusive, and I
should like at least to voice our doubts.
First of all, the system has not had the scope which
might have been expected. It has benefited the partly
industrialized countries in particular and, despite the
precautions taken, has often aggravated the difficulties
facing various other Community sectors, textiles in
particular.
It should also be noted that agriculture has all too
ofte-n borne the consequences of this trade system and
of the preferences granted in the fruit and vegetables
sector in particular, not to mention large quotas for
imports from, among others, state-trading counries
which practise a policy of dumping as a means of
obtaining foreign currency, and in which production
costs and the standard of living bear no relation to our
own. Although the whole idea remains good in
theory, and is even attractive, we feel it is somewhat
disappointing in practice despite the adiustments
made every year. It is true that substantial progress has
been made lor 1977 : there will be an overall increase
ol 39 o/o, a special offer made by the Community,
within the GATI framework, in respect of the tropical
countries has been incorporated, the ceiling has been
raised, the reference year changed and a new system
introduced in respect of textiles 
- 
and industry
which, even our Community, is going through a
worsening slump which is causing great concern
because of the persistent unemPloyment to which it
gives rise and the reconversion operations which it
necessitates.
Undeniable though this progress may be, can it be
considered adequate ? !7e do not think so.
As see it, there are several reasons for the limited
success of the generalized preferences 
- 
although it
would be incorrect to speak of their failure, since they
have undoubtedly helped greatly to improve trade. It
shoUld not be forSotten that when a system of general-
ized preferences was adopted in New Delhi in 1968,
the international economic situation was very diffe/ent
from what it is today. The current world crisis could
not have been foreseen then. The international mone-
tary system had not yet collapsed. The Lom6 Conven-
tion did not exist and the main instrument of the
Community's policy of development aid was the
Yaound6 Convention. The concept of aid to non-asso-
ciated countries had not yet been considered at that
stage. Consequently, the system of generalized prefer-
ences was the Community's only way of acting at
world level as opposed to a purely regional level, as
had been the case up till then.
Furthermore, although the industrial nations were not
obliged to implement the system simultaneously, it
did call for swift and full implementation by all the
contracting parties. Yet today, eight years later, this
has still not been done.
Although the list of donors has been growing steadly
longer, it has been a slow and difficult process and, as
you are aware, there are still some conspicuous
absences. Many provisions have been either modified
or not, applied since the system of generalized prefer-
ences was introduced, which is why the results
expected have not always been forthcoming. Today, at
a time when international economic relations are
jeopardized by the question of supplies of raw mat-
erials when the competition balance linked to the
social progress of the Third \7orld countries and to
the opening up of new markets aPPears an essential
factor, when wealth and solidarity become relative
concepts, one is entitled to ask what is the advantage,
and indeed the value, of generalized preferences
which are under-utilized.
Admittedly, there are plans for seminars and for a
documentation, information and advice agency. Even
so, we feel that this is neither enough nor very effec-
tive.
Our group is by no means against the system of gener-
alized preferences, and we will vote in favour of the
motion for a resolution, but it nevertheless has doubts
as to its usefulness. The funds at the Commission's
disposal are not unlimited. The needs of the deve-
loping countries are so great that it is our duty not to
missue the resources we devote to them. This means
we must be selective. It is impossible to achieve every-
thing at once. We have already said, and we say again,
that since we have chosen to embark on a Proiect as
ambitious as the Lom6 Convention, under which we
hope to provide financial and technical aid to non-as-
sociated developing countries and by which is rife in
the world, there is a case for asking whether concen-
trating all the means available on these theree obiec-
tives would not be preferable, because it would be
more effective.
Dissipating our efforts might well mean nullifying
their effect. Each Third World country has its own
characteristics and its own special problems, so to us
it seems futile to seek to solve them by overall and
indiscriminate action. Even if it is only one asPect of a
comprehensive policy, our attitudes and our assess-
ments with regard to development aid must be based
on three principles :
Firstly, priority must be given to the obiectives of the
Lom6 Convention.
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Secondly, this priority should not detract from the
attention which we must devote to the other devel-
oping countries, although the list must not become
inordinately long.
Finally, we should bear in mind the legitimate inter-
ests of our own nations. There have been various
upheavals since the system was introduced ; time and
again I have brought this to the attention of the
House. Certain Third Vorld counries have, on
account of their underground resources, greatly bene-
fited from the rise in the price of raw.materials and
energy-generating products; on the other hand, the
Member States of our Community hve borne the
brunt of this rise, a fact which should induce us 
-and may force us 
- 
to lower our sights somewhat, if
only for us to be able to continue providing aid and
assistance to the poorest of the Third !7orld countries.
To sum up, Mr Presideng development aid requires
cohesive action in order to be effective. The Commis-
sion feels that the system of generalized preferences
should be regarded as an instrument of development
cooperation and, as such, should be coordinated with
the other measures provided for by general Commu-
nity policy on cooperation. The Commission is no
doubt right, but is it really the most effective instru-
ment ? That is the question or at least part of it, for we
venture to doubt that it really is the most effective
instrument.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Reay to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Lord Reay. 
- 
It was gratifying to hear Mr Liogier
speaking on behalf of the European Progressive
Democrats. I am sure that Sir Geoffrey de Freitas will
be gratified to hear his words in support of the general-
ized preference scheme, as there have been members
of this group who from time to time have had doubts
on the scheme of generalized tariffs, particularly from
the point of view of the eroding effect they tend to
have on preferences given under the Lom6 Conven-
tion and the beneficiaries of that Convention.
!7e in the Conservative Group have always believed in
the value of the generalized preference scheme. !7e
have seen it as a means of establishing a more
balanced Community policy with respect to all deve-
loping counries, and we consider that the encourage-
ment of trade with developing countries by means of
preferences of this kind is one of the best means of
assisting the development of their economies.
As has been pointed out by Mr Muller, this is a field
in which the Community was a pioneer, introducing
its own scheme in l97l ahead of all the other
schemes that have now been introduced 
- 
I think
that nine or ten altogether have been introduced by
various countries 
- 
the latest of which was intro-
duced by the United States this year.
This development sugSests that the idea, which was
initiated by the Community, has stood well the test of
time. Once again the Commission has come forsard
with a very substantial improvement on the scheme as
it has operated until now. Here I agree with Sir Geof-
frey de Freitas.
ln 1977, the volume of trade covered under the
scheme will amount to 6lzm ua. compared with
today's 4Vzm ua. Forty-six new items are to be added
to the agricultural chapters and there are to be
improvements in the margins of 70 further items. In
many instances the Commission has chosen as new
items products which are of particular interst to some
of the poorest countries. The Commission estimates
roughly that the cost in terms of customs duties
forgone for 1977 on this scheme will be 300m u-a. as
against 256m u-a. in 1976. In other words, despite a
severe recession and strong intemal prgtectionist
demands within the Community and the economies
of the Community, the Community will have conti-
nued to liberalize its trading policy towards the
outside world and in this case towards developing
countries.
I wish to take up three points, some of which have
already been touched on. The first is a matter which
Sir Geoffrey took up 
- 
namely, the simplification of
the existing scheme. I agree with him that it is compli-
cated enough for us to read through that scheme und
understand how it operates. I cannot but believe that
it must be much more difficult for some of the
poorest of the developing counries, with their very
underdeveloped bureaucratic systems and so forth, to
follow and to understand what their advantages may
be under the scheme and to what they may be
entitled at any one time. I would therefore encourage
the Commission to go further along the road of
simplifying the scheme. I certainly agree that the
present system is most unsatisfactory whereby deve-
loping countries which are exporting to the Commu-
nity do not know in advance whether or not there will
be any of the quota left to them before their imports
arrive in the Community. I think that is a matter to
which the Commission should pay attention.
Related to that point is the question of the internal
harmonization within the Community of the method
of application of this scheme by Member States. Can
the Commissioner tell us whether the Commission is
satisfied with the degree of intemal harmonization
that has yet been achieved ?
Secondly, on the question of the beneficiaries, not one
of the 25 poorest countries figures among the ten prin-
cipal beneficiaries under the scheme. The ten prin-
cipal beneficiaries under the scheme take up some 72
per cent 
- 
a very high figure indeed 
- 
of the prefer-
ences that are used under the scheme. It is fair to
point out that India and Pakistan, although not
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among the 25 poorest on an income per capita basis,
figure in this list of 10, but many of the other coun-
tries 
- 
Romania, Yugoslavia, Mexico, Hong Kong
Iran, Singapore and even Brazil 
- 
are the countries
which get the most benefits as their income per
capita in all cases is a multiple of that of the poorest
countries. I suggest that this balance cannot be right
and that we are now in a situation in which the
Community has to develop a policy of cencentrating
its aid on the poorest countries. This is something
which has been introduced within the scheme in the
textile sector. I think generally it could be carried
further.
In the last resotution of Sir Geoffrey's report the ques-
tion is raised of the erosion of the GSP as a result of
aSreements subsequently entered into of a preferential
kind with other third countries.
Could the Commissioner answer the following ques-
tions when winding up on this matter ? Does the
Commission feel that the GSP scheme has been
eroded by the preferential agreements concluded bilat-
erally with other third countries ? Has the Commis-
sion received criticism of this matter in GATT ? If so,
if the GSP scheme is fading away in its value as a
means of assisting developing countries, what plans
does the Commission have to compensate for this
development ?
I conclude by reiterating the support of our group for
the report of Sir Geoffrey de Freitas and for the
Commission's proposals.
lApplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Bersoni. 
- 
(I) M, President, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group, I would like to express
rur complete approval of the excellent report drawn
up so conscientiously by Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. In
;ongratulating him on this valuable contribution to
the examination of problems which this House has
rlways considered very important I would like to
:xplain briefly the reasons for our Group's approval of
fie basic conclusions contained in the motion for a
iesolution.
S7e have always agreed that there'should be a closer
relationship between the Community s regional poli-
:ies vis-i-vis the developing countries and the
oroader, more interdependent approach to the
problems of these counEies at intemational level,
which is one of the basic aspirations and objectives of
rur Community.
Following last year's period of stagnation, the growing
lualitative and quantitative importance of this policy
rf generalized preferences is certainly to be welcomed.
Ihe volume of the benefits granted to the countries
included in the list approved by the Commission has
increased thirteen fold between l97l and 1977, that
is, in iust over six years. In other words, over and
above the various individual measures, there is a
constant underlfng trend towards a substantial qualita-
tive improvemeng which also affects new sectors. This
is reflected especially in the adjustments to the
existing system provided for in the proposals fot 1977.
The rapporteur stated quite correctly, and the motion
for a resolution shows clearly, that progress is not
limited to this subsantial rise, the largest to date, for
the range of products affected is also to be extended
and the benefits in some particularly sensitive sectors
increased. Vhat is more, as all the speakers have
noted, this has been achieved despite the economic
and financial problems which still face the Vestem
world.
In my view, this is important. I7e all know that the
Community is often accused of punuing a policy
which is not sufficiently outwardJooking, and which
is sometimes defined as downright protectionist. Ve
also know that the facts and figures in this sector
shog the opposite to be true. The fact that over 25 o/o
of the exports from Third Vorld countries are chan-
nelled towards Community markets by means of
comprehensive schemes (such as the one which we
are discussing), provides proof yet again of the real
nature of the Community s policy of increasing partici-
pation in, and instructive contribution to world affain.
Of course, as the motion for a resolution also states,
the full implications of this policy have still to be
studied in depth: the Commission's report for this
year shows a distinct improvement over previous
years. In addition, there are many more and far more
specific factors to be taken into consideration, as the
rapporteur quite correctly pointed out.
For these reasons, I also feel it is essential to pursue
our present course in order to take decisions advisedly.
The same applies to the delicate problem of the parti-
cipation of the recipient countries. As the rapporteur
and many colleagues have stressed, the distribution is
not equitable because the products of the poorer coun-
tries enjoy fewer benefits. The range of products must
therefore be enlarged in order to tailor the aid to the
needs of these countries. The system of information
and documentation must also be improved. The prop-
osal to set up an agency is to my mind a sound
example of how to tackle the problem. Similarly, the
practical machinery of the scheme should be further
simplified. IThat has been done for textiles (a delicate
and sensitive sector, but one which is very important
for most of the Third Vorld countries) points the way.
As the rapporteur stressed several times, we must
endeavour to make these measures easier to apply,
especially as regards the obiective difficulties involved
in understanding exactly how the scheme works.
Mr President, I have tried to explain some of the
fundamental reasons why the Christian-Democratic
Group supports the motion for a resolution and the
substance and obiectives of this policy. In conclusion,
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we feel that the current trend is gratifying evidence of
a policy which is more in line with present-day reali-
ties and more outward-looking, and which demon-
strates real solidarity with the weakest and poorest
areas of the world. As we see it, this is an accurate
reflection of the consolidation, the extension and the
fulfilment of the Community's responsibilities at inter-
national level.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundeltch, lllember of tbe Cornmission. 
-Before addressing myself to the important subject-
matter in front of us. I want to express my regret to
you, Mr President, and to the House for being absent
for a few moments when the debate started. I tried to
avail myself of a short passage between two points to
deal with an urgent matter of purely personal busi-
ness. My absence was totally accidental and not inten-
tional. Nevertheless. I regret it.
Once again, the Commission would like to express a
debt of gratitude to the Parliament's rapporteur and to
the Committee on Development and Co-operation,
which has produced another in the annual series of
constructive and well-informed reports on the develop-
ment of the Community's general system of prefer-
ences. We also thank the other committees of this
House which take a keen interest in this important
subject.
The unfailing support of this Parliament for the deve-
lopment and expansion of the Community's general
system of preferences, which has been voiced gener-
ally this afternoon, has been a source of strength and
encouragement for the Commission. One has only to
look at the role of the United States Congress in the
emergence of the American scheme to realize how
easily the reverse could have been true. The main
body of the report provides an excellent summary of
the Commission's proposals for 1977, so I do not
think I need go into details. It may be of value to the
House if I draw attention to the more important of
the specific changes for which we are calling this year
- 
changes which I am glad the committee highlights
as significant and which have been generally
supported in our debate this afternoon.
In respect of processed agricultural products, the
improvements proposed this year are constituted by
the offer on tropical products put forward by the
Community in the context of the multilateral trade
negotiations currently taking place in Geneva. The
Community offer was approved by the Council of.
Ministers on 5 April and we propose that this offer be
put into effect on I January 1977.
Sir Geoffrey has very fully explained this improve-
ment and I do not therefore have to go into that
again, but, all told, these improvements will constitute
the most substantial extension in the field of
processed agricultural products since the inauguration
of the Community's scheme, and in large part the
benefit of these improvements will go, in accordance
with the wishes expressed in this House, to the
poorest and least developed countries.
In the industrial sector, there are also a number of
improvements which are spelt out in the report. In his
remarks this morning Mr De Keersmaeker argued that
in this sector the general system of preferences should
be extended only in the context of a wide-ranging
programme of structural adjustments for European
industry. Basically, I agree with him. It is right to
emphasize the need for structural adiustments, which
implies a much larger measure of adiustment assis-
tance. IThen the Community, we hope, eventually
develops a stronger industrial policy, this will no
doubt be done ; but for the time being it is vital that
we should remember that what is involved in the
general system of preferences is no! except in very
rare cases, an increase in the overall level of Commu-
nity industrial imports, but a deliberate and organized
shift in their structure in favour.of industrial products
from the poor countries and 
- 
I add, willingly 
- 
the
poorest countries. What this implies in textiles was
well set out by Sir Geoffrey in his report. The
Commission has sought to give increased opportuni-
ties to the neediest developing textile producers, such
as India and Pakistan. At the same time, we have tried
to enable the Community to eliminate the undesirable
discrimination which has existed up till now between
Hong Kong 
- 
which was excluded from our textile
scheme 
- 
and other highly comperitive textile
producers such as South Korea, Brazil and Yugoslavia,
which were included in it.
I7hat then, in sum, is the effect of the scheme that we
have proposed for 1977 ? In terms of overall figures
we are offering preferential access to the developing
countries for over $6.5 billion of their exports of indus-
trial products, including textiles, and for over $l.s
billion of their exports of processed agricultural
products. This amounts to an overall coverage of $8
billions'worth of trade compared with $5 billion last
year.
It is always a danger that when we have annual reports
and annual debates on a subject we may lose sight of
the cumulative impact of the developments that have
taken place over a period of years. I believe that this is
a good moment for us to draw breath and take stock
of where we have got to with the GSP since we intro-
duced it 
- 
the first major trading entity to do so 
-five years ago.
First, let me give some figures. ln 1971, the Commu-
nify started with concessions in the processed agricul-
tural sector 
- 
which, I do not need to remind the
House, is one of crucial importance to the devetoping
countries 
- 
covering 147 agricultural products, of an
annual import value to the Community of some $50
million. Now, in 1977, the figures are 296 products,
with a value of $ 1.5 billion.
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In the industrial sector the Community started off in
l97l by providing duty-free access for an annual value
of less than $t.S bittion of imports. The 1977 propo- -
sals in the industrial sector will cover over $e.S bitlion
of these industrial imports.
In short, the value of the imports covered by the
Community's generalized preference scheme has risen
from $t.+ billion only five years ago to some $8
billion this year. Although it is still regrettably the
case that the level of utilization falls far short of the
possibilities that are open to the beneficiaries, here,
too, there has been a striking expansion, from $550
million worth qf trade at the beginning to what we
estimate for 1977 as nearly $+ Uittlon.
The Commission has for the first time this year been
able to calculate figures for the reduction in customs
duties attributable to the GSP scheme. Our tentative
calculations suSgest that the customs duties forgone
by the Community have risen from about $69 million
in 1973 to an estimated $375 million tor 1977.These
calculations should not be regarded as precise state-
ments of the cost to the C6mmunity of the GSP, but
merely as indicating the order of magnitude of the
sums involved.
One cannot, however, assess the value or importance
of the GSP simply by studying bundles of financial
statistics. I should therefore like to underline the decla-
ration made by the Commission in its exPlanatory
memorandum. !flhen the Community's GSP scheme
was inaugurated during a period of economic expan-
sion and prosperity, which made sacrifices easy to
bear, it answered a political challenge. Today, in most
of the Member States we are passing through a period
of recession and uncertainty, so that the GSP has now
become also an economic challenge. But in this
connexion it is important to remember that the deve-
loping countries have been even harder hit by the
world economic crisis than have our own countries,
and we must not forget that they are among our best
customers.
So much for the figures, which I am sure that the
whole House will agree are a credit to the Commu-
nity, and all the more so when contrasted with what
other industrialized countries have done, let alone
with what the Communist countries have not done.
Iflhat broader conclusions can we draw from the
operation of the scheme ? Here I should like to pick
up some of the points made in the report before the
House and in the course of the debate today. There is
no doubt that the Community's GSP has established
itself as a crucial and economically substantial
element in our world-wide development policy. In
particular, it has been the principal means by which
the Community has set out to fulfil its obliSations
under the Joint Declaration of Intent to see that the
Asian Commonwealth countries and the other deve-
loping countries in the same geographical region did
not suffer from enlargement, and in our relations with
Latin America it has enabled us to demonstrate effec-
tively that we are in no way prevented from taking
measures to increase our trade with those countries in
spite of our attachment to a special relationship with
the so-called ACP countries.
The fact that the Community from the very beginning
decided to chanSe and improve its scheme every year
has been the key to this success, and it remains vital
for the future. In this way we have been able to build
it. up year by year, from very modest beginningp, to
something every bit as significant in is own way as
the Lom6 Convention but tailored to the very
different circumstances of the developing countries
concemed. Sfle have here an instrument which has
been, and which can continue to be, adapted to the
changing circumstances of the day.
The GSP mus! however, be seen not only in the light
of the Community's direct relationship with the deve-
loping countries but also in that of our general philos-
ophy of trade liberalization and progress towards an
open world economy. This is the basic answer to the
criticism voiced by, for example, Lord Reay, that, as
tariffs come down, and in some cases are completely
eliminated, the developing countries benefit under the
GSP not from a preference but only from a right of
equal access. It is, of course, true that when tariffs are
zero a preference cannot be offered. But I think the
House would agree that it would be quite contrary to
the Community's interests if, just to presewe prefer-
ences for developing countries, we were to freeze
tariffs and reverse our movement towards trade liberali-
zation.
In the conclusions which the committee attaches to
its report a further criticism is advanced, that the
exports of the developing countries under the GSP are
subiected to too many quotas and ceilingp. Sir Geof-
frey very eloquently expanded on this subiect this
morning. I would not disagree with much of what has
been said in this regard. Indeed, the Commission
would like to see a reduction in the number of sensi-
tive and semi-sensitive products under quota. But let
us look at this problem in perspective.
In the first place, the number of these restrictions has
been sharply reduced over recent years. And they are
the direct reflection of the fact that our GSP has such
an extensive product coverage. In its application of
the basic UNCTAD principle of allowing duty-free
access to all manufactured and semi-manufactured
goods coming from developing countries, the Commu-
nity is in fact the only donor whose product coverage
is virtually comprehensive. !7e have always taken the
view that a system of quotas and ceilings was a price
worth paying to avoid the total exclusion of some
products, which other donors practice.
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Secondly, the House should remember that these
quotas and ceilings are not merely restrictive in their
effect: they also constitute in practice guaranteed
totals of access uncluttered by the threat of safeguard
clauses of various kinds which are to be found in the
schemes of other donors.
In the third place, the House should remember that
the ceilings on non-sensitive products are really
nominal, that for semi-sensitive products re-imposi-
tion of the tariffs when the ceiling is passed is by no
means automatic or invariable and that the sensitive
list apart from textiles has now been reduced to no
more than 16 items, compared with the original 52 
-and furthermore we have a Community reserve system
operating, or planned to operate, in respect of six of
them. This is an improvement for which the Parlia-
ment has frequently and rightly pressed.
For all these reasons I cannot accept the suggestion in
the conclusion of the report that the regrettable,
continuing low level of utilization of the GSP is princi-
pally caused by the existence of quotas and ceilings.
The problem of under-utilization is a good deal more
complex than that. Much of it can be characterized
under the generic heading of lack of full under-
standing on the part of the beneficiaries of how best
to make use of the potential benefits of the scheme,
but also there is the lack of development.
In my view, we have to attack both aspects of the
problem of under-utilization. !7e have indeed to
continue year by year to reduce and minimize the
restrictive aspects of our scheme. But we also need to
lend what weight and experience we can to helping
the developing countries, and particularly the poorest
among them, to learn how best to take advantage of
the scheme. This is a point on which Lord St. Oswald
and others laid particular stress in the course of the
debate, and it is one of the main ideas behind our
proposal for establishing the European Agency for
Commercial Cooperation.
I am glad to be able to tell the House and those who
have intervened on this point that the Commission
sent this proposal to the Council last week. I know
that this idea has always enjoyed the full support and
indeed sponsorship of this House, and I hope you will
now help us to get the Agency established as quickly
as possible.
I should now like to comment on the request, which
has been repeated by the Committee on Development
and Cooperation and to which Mr De Keersmeker
has referred, for a speedy revision of the list of benefi-
ciaries. First, I must point out that the Community
has in fact committed itself not to remove any
country from the list of beneficiaries during the life-
time of the initial offer made in UNCTAD. The
Commission has always taken the view that the
Community would be most unwise before 1980 to try
to classify countries as rich and poor for the purposes
of the GSP, excluding the former from its benefits.
The experience of the United States, which attempted
to write exclusions of various kinds into its scheme, I
think proves this. The idea provoked such a violent
international reaction that the Americans had to back
down and substantially modify their orignal proposal.
The Community, which is much more dependent on
developing countries for its supplies of oil and many
other raw materials, cannot afford to put at risk the
good relations which it has laboriously built up over
many years.
However, the Commission is by no means ignoring
this question. In its communication to the Council of
Ministers 18 months ago on the future development
of the GSP, it singled out harmonization between the
donors of their lists of beneficiary countries as
perhaps the most important aspect on which after
1980 the donors will be required to adapt their various
schemes to achieve a much greater concentration on
the needs of the poorer countries. This problem is,
therefore, and will continue to be, very much on our
minds.
In the meantime the Community is continuing to
refine its GSP as an instrument of development policy
and, in particular, as a means of channelling assistance
to the most needy countries. The House is aware that
from the outset the administration of the Commu-
nity's preference scheme has been controlled not
merely by means of ceilings and quotas but by the
application of butoirs or maximum country amounts,
which limit the performance of the more competitive
countries.
Now we are proposing to introduce an entirely new
regime for textiles, a r6gime which has been
welcomed this afternoon and which quite explicitly
differentiates the benefits offered between competitive
and needy countries, and we have openly stated that if
this regime is accepted by the Council of Ministers
and proves effective in operation, we shall contcm-
plate extending it in future to the full range of sensi-
tive and semi-sensitive industrial producs.
I think that I am therefore giving a positive reply to
questions which have been raised on this point this
afternoon.
!7hat of the future ? The report puts forward in'para-
graph 35 the interesting idea of a 'post-GSP strategy'
based on bilateral agreements between the Commu-
niry and individual developing countries. This would,
of course, mark a fundamental break with the basic
principles of the GSP 
- 
that preferences should be
non-discriminatory between developing countries, that
they should be non-reciprocal and that they should be
autonomous and not contractual. That is a lot of prin-
ciples to break at one step, and I think I would
counsel caution here.
For its part, the Commission has not put forward any
blueprints or strategies on the pattern of trade rela-
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tions that might emerge in a period beyond the open-
ended extension of the GSP after 1980, which was
approved by the Council only last May, for the simple
reason that we do not think that to do so is either
necessary or desirable now. As I said earlier, I think
one of the greatest strenghs of the Community
scheme is its pragmatism and adaptability. Let us not
put that at risk in the search for conceptual tidiness.
'We are very well aware that the beneficiary countries
are concerned by the lack of certainty as to the dura-
tion of the GSP. !7e are trying to meet these anxieties
by seeing to it that each year we develop the scheme
in a positive sense. And both in the North-South
dialogue and in the multilateral trade negotiations the
Community has indicated that we might be prepared
to undertake to consult developing countries about
any reduction in concessions that could affect them.
Having said this, I should like to revert to what I said
earliei in my speech, that there is a need, both for
intemal Community reasons, the orientation of our
own industrial development, and for reasons of proper
intemational cooperation, for some better view, some
kind of structure within which we develop this kind
of trade operation. But, as I said at that stage, neither
our Community policies in regard to industry and
other economic policies nor the concomitant asPects
of international trade and industrial policy are deve-
loping to such a point where we can as yet undertake
this kind of structural reform' However, we should not
forget that we shall not be able to solve the problems
between the North and the South unless at some
appropriate point we are able to put this kind of trade
operation in a broader and happier framework.
In the meantime, if anybody questions the priority
which the Community accords in its trade policy to
the interests of the developing countries, we are
entitled to point to the fact that we have continued to
expand and develop the general scheme of prefer-
ences even in a period of recession.
Mr Presiden! you will allow me at this point a
personal note. !flhilst I have been in my capacity
iesponsible for the customs union involved in the
development of this programme, you are aware that I
am speaking this afternoon on behalf of Sir Chris-
topher Soames, who is unfortunately absent owing to
ill health. It would have been his last presentation of
this subject to the House in his capacity as Commis-
sioner for Foreign Relations in the Community. I
think you will allow me to say that great credit is due
to Sir Christopher Soames and the staff o( pioneers
around him who have developed this scheme over the
last four years with the full suPPort of the House, and
I think it would be fitting, since he is not here today,
that he'should be congratulated on one of his finest
achievements in the service of the Community.
It is an encouragement that we have been able to
carry through this policy in this kind of economic
climate, thereby establishing part of the basis'for a
new, healthy relationship between the developing
countries and us.
At the end of my discourse I do not want to start a
philosophical debate about trade versus aid, but it goes
without saying that many developing countries will
need substantial aid for years to come. If we are to
attenuate the inevitable tensions that exist between
the donors of help and its recipients, surely it will be
by providing for a broadening flow of trade between
us, a flow of trade that reflects their will to help them-
selves and our will to encourage them to do so'
As I stated before, the record of the Community's
institutions in this matter 
- 
the Parliamen! the
Commission and the Council 
- 
is second to none'
and it is an achievement which Proves the vitality and
the outward-lookingness of the Community.
(Applause)
Preqident. 
- 
I call Sir Geoffrey de Freitas.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, rapporteur, 
- 
As the
rapporteur, I join the Commissioner in what he said
about his colleague, Commissioner Soames, and the
work he has done, especially in this field. I should
also like to thank the Commissioner for this further
information about a new agency for trade cooperation
with the developing countries. Parliament has pressed
for this for seviral years, and I am sure that Parlia-
ment will help. The Commissioner asked whether we
would help. I cannot speak for Parliament, but I can
speak for the Development Committee, and I am sure
that we shall be willing to recommend to Parliament
that it should help in every way.
This morning I drew attention to the absence of any
Commissioner when we began our debate on the
Commission's own important 'document. As the
House will recall, I refused to continue presenting my
report until a Commissioner appeared. I would do the
same again if circumsunces arose. Unfortunately,
however, it was Commissioner Gundelach who was
due to reply for the Commission and he had been in
the Chamber for three hours and was, of course'
entitled to a few minutes outside. Whatever some of
us may think of one or two other Commissioners,
none of us has anything but the greatest resPect for
Commissioner Gundelach's courtesy and considera-
tion. I am suie that I speak not only for my
committee but for all of us when I say this.
Thank you, Mr Gundelach, and I hope that my
honourable friends and others will give the motion for
a resolution a unanimous vote.
President. 
- 
Since no-one else wishes to speak, I
put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. I
t OJ C 259 ol 4. tt. 1976.
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9. Action programme for tbe achieacment of balancc
in tbe milh marhet
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
343176) drawn up by Mr De Koning on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture on the
Action Programme (1977-1980) for the progressive
achievement of balance in the milk market and the prop-
osal from the Commission to the Council for a regulation
introducing a premium system for the non-marketing of
milk and milk producs and for the conversion of dairy
cow herds.
I call Mr De Koning.
Mr De Koning, roPPorteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to begin my introduction to this report by
saying that we must accept that a lot of people, both
farmers and consumers, will find it strange, to say the
least, that we are today discussing measures here for
restricting milk production. After the months of
droughts this summer the great question in large parts
of the Communiry is how to keep stock alive and how
to help the animals through the winter. Anyone who
looked around in Europe this summer, in Germany,
in Belgium, in France, in the Netherlands, in parts of
Great Britain and so on, can well imagine this anxiety.
Many measures have been taken to combat the effects
of the drought. It looks as if these measures, in
conjunction with the mild rainy weather so far this
autumn, will be successful, although the danger is not
yet past, particularly since a late, cold spring could
still present us with great problems, especially in the
stockbreeding sector.
People forget quickly and the anxiety about the bad
harvest seems to have faded again. !ile must, however,
realize that for hundreds of thousands of farmers in
the Community there is still a long way to go before
the effects of the drought are overcome. These effects
will still be apparent next year.
The report with which we are concerned this morning
still bears the marks of the drought, and in my view
this is as it should be. The first four paragraphs in
particular deal in some detail with the effects that this
drought has had, above all for producers, who have
been faced with reduced yields and sharply increased
costs, particularly for winter feedstuffs. In the dairy
sector, despite all the aid, there will be losses this year
amounting to thousands of millions. lfe must realize
that a sector which is already among the least profi-
table in the Community is hardly able to bear these
losses. And in precisely this sort of situation we come
and put further burdens on the producers. I think that
we must understand the psychological effects of this,
and that in imposing these burdens we must proceed
with great caution. The Committee on Agriculture is
thus of the opinion that both the amount of the
burdens to be imposed and the time for imposing
them must be subject to certain reservations. The final
extent and all the consequences of the damage
resulting from the past summer must first be clear
before we take definite decisions. There is no point in
imposing new burdens on people who cannot bear
them.
Eren seen over a longer period, i.e. independently of
the past summer, dairy farming in the Community
does not present a very cheerful picture.
In less than a single generation the number of dairy
farmers has been reduced by about a half. Despite this
the structure of the sector is poor: two-thirds of dairy
farmers milk less than l0 cows; incomes are low and
there is a structural increase in production, which is
outstripping demand. Therefore, particularly on
account of this last factor, we are now obliged to tell
tens of thousands of dairy farmers to do away with
their dairy cattle and find a new source of income. Ve
have to do this although we know that these people
have invested all their knowledge, capital and effort in
their farms and are often not in a position to find
other work. Ve are now, however, faced with the
dilemma of either having continuing large surpluses
or imposing further cuts on an already shrinking
sector. The underlying cause of these problems is the
technological revolution in stock farmini 
- 
in
breeding, fodder production and mechanization 
-which makes it possible for two men to look after a
hundred cows on a highly modernized farm, whereas
less than a generation ago two men had their work cut
out to look after 25 cows. Over this period the yield
per cow has also grown considerably. This develop-
ment oyer the past few yiars is reflected in the
steadily increasing stocks of skimmed milk powder,
while on the other hand we again also have a very size-
able stock of butter. This process is also reflected in
the thousands of millions of u.a. from the EAGGF
which are needed to finance the stocks; for the
coming year a sum of two thousand mitlion units of
account has been set aside for the dairy policy. I7e are
thus confronted with the need to change our policy.
The European Commission has submitted to us five
proposals with the aim of limiting production and
increasing sales. The Committee on Agriculture is
able to agree in general terms with four of the five
proposals, albeit with some reseryations. The
Committee rejects, however, the fifth proposal, the
levy on vegetable fas. The report says that we reiect
this'wholeheartedly', and I have nothing more to add.
I have just one comment on each of the other four
proposals.
With regard to the non-marketing premium and the
conversion premium I should like to ask whether the
Commission can promise to submit the report on the
application of these schemes not only to the Council
but to Parliament as well.
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I should also like to ask the European Commission to
implement these measures quickly since for many
stock farmers the present tight fodder situation could
be an extra stimulus to make immediate use of the
scheme.
The Committee on Agriculture regrets that no direct
connection has been made between this scheme and
that to encourage cessation of farming. It will after all
be extremely difficult for a stock farmer who gives up
milk production to make his farm profitable in
another way. I have already said that the economic
recession makes it equally difficult to find other work
outside one's own business.
Finally on this point, we should like to ask for atten-
tion to be given to the development of the beef
market. The scheme can only be successful if the
redundant cows can be disposed of at a reasonable
price.
lUith regard to the suspension of suPPort measures we
think it right for no aid to be given for the time being
that would lead to an increase in production. On the
other hand, we also think that the modernization of
stock farming and of the processing industries must
continue. Therefore, we should like to maintain aid
for projects which are directed at the improvement of
operating conditions and at rationalization, but once
again on the express condition that there is no
increase in production ; there is no sense in mopping
up while the tap is still running.
Further, I should like to ask the Commissioner
whether the limit he has proposed of 1.3 cows per
hectare for holdings with a development plan is in
practice realistic. Holdings with development plans
will after all be mainly intensive farming units.
The most difficult point in the whole set of proposals
is the milk levy. S7e believe this is indispensable in
preseht circumstances, both as a warning to stock
iarmers that the limits of marketing possibilities have
been reached and as a means of making extra funds
available for overcoming the marketing problems. \fle
would, however, point out here that such a levy must
be of modest proportions, that it must be temporary
and that it should only be imposed insofar and as
long as the market situation makes it necessary. At the
same time producers must have a say in how the
money is spent.
I7e generally support the extra measures the Commis-
sion-proposes to boost consumPtion, and we would
stress the need for a considerable extension of ship-
ments of milk powder under the food aid Programme'
naturally with guarantees for the continuity of
supplies.
In this connection it is incredible that in the draft
budget the Council has cut by a third the supplies of
skimmed milk powder for food aid proposed by the
Commission. I know that this point is more relevant
to the debate we are to have in Luxembourg in two
weeks' time, but I none the less feel obliged to say
here as well that this is in gross contradiction to the
actual situation in the Community and to the needs of
the developing countries. I7e wish to insist that long-
term export contracts should be signed with third
countries for dairy products, among other things.
Finally, the Committee on Agriculture wishes to draw
the European Commission's attention to two other
important subjects.
Firstly, in present conditions the price ratio between
compound fodder and milk can be expected to consti-
tute a continuing stimulus for milk production. Will
the Commission continue to give this some thought ?
Secondly, despite its rejection of a levy on vegetable
fat, the Committee on Agriculture is still of the
opinion that the relationship between vegetable and
animal fats and that between vegetable and animal
proteins deserve particular attention from the Euro-
pean Commission.
There are still some aspects of the Commission's
proposed package for which no firm implementation
details have been given; we shall thus have to return
to this subject fairly frequently in the near future.
In sum, therefore, the Committee on Agriculture
proposes that Parliament should give its approval to
all the proposed measures, except the levy on vege-
table fats. I trust that the Commission will take
account of our reservations and of the comments
made in the resolution when it develops its proposals,
and I hope above all that these measures will serve to
establish the much-needed balance in the dairy
market,
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Houdet.
Mr Houdet, Chairman of the Committec on Agricul'
ture. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and Sentlemen, with
his customary exactitude, his thorough acquaintance
with the problem under consideration, and the impar-
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tiality and perspicacity which all his colleagues have
come to expect, Mr De Koning has iust presented his
report on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture on
the action programme for the progressive achievement
of balance in the milk market.
Congratulating Mr De Koning on such a brilliant
piece of work would be no more than a commonplace
if it were not an expression of the friendship we all
feel towards him.
I have no intention of detracting from the report and
its conclusions, nor even of enlarging upon them,
since they are an accurate reflection of our discus-
sions. Nevertheless, at the sta4 in plenary session, of
a debate te which we attach such importance, I hope
you will allow me to make a few brief remarks.
The question was, and still is, whether today's debate
comes at the right time, when the present state of
cattle-rearing is so precarious because of the aftermath
- 
the full extent of which is not yet known 
- 
of the
drought which has afflicted most Member States. Let
us not forget that 65 olo of dairy holdingB have less
than ten cows; that their income depends entirely
upon regular sales of milk, the price of which determ-
ines their economic survival ; that liquidating their
dairy herds will have medium-term effects which
cannot yet be foreseen; and that social consideration
come before rapid economic integration in the case of
dairy holdings.
I7e must obviously aim at improved structures, which
should not only make these family holdings more
consistently profitable, but should also substantially
improve the often extremely arduous working condi-
tions.
Restructuring is a slow process, especially as the
governments of the Member States do not, alas, seem
over-anxious to implement the directives on reform
adopted by this Parliament in 1972.
It would be tempting to ask the Commission and the
Council of Ministers to postpone the examination of
their proposals until we know the full extent of the
damage.
However, as the rapporteur has already stated, we
realize that urgent measures are required to tackle a
problem which has been facing us for some time and
which has remained unsolved despite the opinions of
Parliament on the Commission memorandum of 5
November 1973, on the price proposals for the
1976177 marketing year and on the stocktaking of the
common agricultural policy presented to you by Mr
Scott-Hopkins in June 1975.
That is why the Committee on Agriculture made a
point of asking you to keep the examination of
proposed or supplementary solutions on the agenda of
this part-session. The fact is that, despite the summer
drought, surplus stocks in mid-september stood at
approximately 400 000 tonnes of butter and I 300 000
tonnes of milk powder, even though decisions had
been taken and implemented to reduce this milk
powder surplus by 500 000 tonnes by adding it to
animal feedingptuffs and increasing supplies to deve-
loping countries.
A further reason for pressing on with this debate is
that the Commission, quite apart from questions of
principle and its intentions, has put forward two
specific proposals 
- 
non-marketing of milk and
conversion of dairy herds. ITithout wishing to antici-
pate your decision, ladies and gentlemen, I would like
to say that these proposals, if adopted and imple-
mented rapidly, should go a long way towards
reducing surplus stocks in the medium term.
That is why I welcome this debate, but it must be
followed up quickly by a second debate on the five
specific proposals which the Commission submitted
on 7 October and which the Committee on Agricul-
ture will be examining at its forthcoming meetings.
I should like to protest against certain criticisms
levelled at the Common Agricultural Policy, to the
effect that organizing the agricultural markets on the
basis of price maintenance alone leads to the buildup
of a number of 'mountains' which cost the EAGGF
vast sums of money.
It is mistaken, I feel, to level this accusation indiscrim-
inately at all agricultural products. Our Common Agn-
cultural Policy is certainly very costly, and it is our
duty to attempt to reduce expenditure where neces-
sary. The problem, however, is to decide in which
sector sayings can be made without breaching Anicle
39 of the Treaty of Rome, which provides not only for
guaranteed producer incomes, but also for regular
supplies to consumers at reasonable prices.
These co-called 'mountains' are frequently no more
than stockpiles which make it possible to avoid shor-
taSes in lean years, something which would cost the
consumers and the EAGGF far more than the absorp-
tion of short-term surpluses. I7e must not lorget the
shortages of cereals and sugar in 1973, and soya beans
in 1975, caused by speculative price increases on the
international markets.
Nor must we forget that the absence of a market
organization for potatoes is responsible for the poor
supply situation at present.
!(rhile it is a relatively simple matter to gear down
industrial production to the demand, this is not so in
the case of agricultural production, which is at the
mercy of the weather, which it is impossible to predict
at the start of the marketing year and at crop rotation
time.
However, like many of you here, I realize that the
surpluses in dairy products have assumed a structural
character which calls for urgent measures, and that
they may thus rightly be called 'mountains'. Hence
the need to take action without delay.
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I shall not go into the details of the Committee on
Agriculture's proposals, which Mr De Koning has
already dealt with consummately. I shall merely raise
one point which has been the subiect of heated discus-
sions in committee 
- 
the financial co-reaponsibility
of milk producers and the levy on certain vegetable
oils and fats.
Today, you will be asked only to decide on the princi-
ples, the details of which were given by the Commis-
sion on 7 October in its Proposals Nos 522 and 537.
with which you are not yet acquainted. Nevertheless,
this procedural question is of some importance.
I would remind you only that this levy on fats and oils
was examined and approved by Parliament as long
ago as 1964 on the basis of a report by our late-
lamented colleague Francis Vals. At that time,
however, it had been presented in isolation and it
could have been argued that it would intensify comPe-
tition between vegetable fats and oils and animal fats
and oils to the advantage of the latter. This is no
longer the case today, since it is linked to a levy on
dairy produce payable by the producers alone, and to
reject one and not the other would result in a renewed
increase in competition between these products.
Mr President, I shall not today go beyond this observa-
tion, which concerns one of the basic financial
elements of the proposal before us. I shall have occa-
sion to retum to the matter when we examine Propo-
sals Nos 522 and 537 at a future Part-session. \tre
shall also take up this subiect again when we come to
study the agricultural prices for the 1977178
marketing year, for the decisions you take today will
undoubtedly have an effect on these prices.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Walston to speak on behalf
of the Socialist group.
Lord tVelston. 
- 
On behalf of my group, I very
sincerely congratulate the rapporteur on what is an
admirable report 
- 
obiective, clear and not unduly
verbose. In the same way I congratulate him on his
explanation of it.
$7e support the report, but we do not support it
without some reseryations. As it stands, it is accep-
table, although in my view it could be improved and I
hope it will eventually be improved upon in the light
of some of the amendments. I propose now to make
three points only.
First, there is the question of the short- and medium-
term situation. Ve all know 
- 
and Mr Houdet has
very rightly pointed it out 
- 
that there is a serious
surplus of milk production and dairy producs. This
has been going on for a long time. The cost to
Community funds is unduly high. I am putting this in
very mild words. It does no more than highlight some
of the deficiencies of the Common Agricultural Policy
that too much milk and too many other PrPducts are
produced. But to put the matter into proportion, it is
only right to mention that the over-production is only
of the order of l0 o/o 
- 
in other words, not very
much more than a month's supply. That as an insur-
ance policy, although it is unduly expensive, is not as
outrageously expensive as some people make it out to
be. But for all that, it is too expensive ; it is too much
of a strain on Community funds, and this must be res-
trictive. For those who are believers in the market
mechanism, the answer is simple. They say, 'Reduce
the price and less milk will be produced'. But that is
not the way things work. The small producer 
- 
and
perhaps I should say that when I started milk produc-
tion some 40 years ago I was milking 12 cows and my
wife and I put it into bottles and distributed it 
-
must maintain his income. If the price of his product
falls and he has a dozen cows, five cows or four cows,
his reaction is,'I must produce more milk in order to
keep up my income', he goes out and buys another
cow and production goes up. The large producer 
-and today I am what is called a large producer,
milking 120 cows with rwo men, which is why I am
here now instead of milking my cows, which might
be more productive 
- 
if the price of milk falls says,'I
have my interest charges to Pay, my rent to Pay, my
wages to pay; I must keep up my income' 
- 
and he
Soes out and buys some more cows. Thus the reaction
to a fall in price is inevitably in the short and medium
term and increase in production. This is borne out by
some figures which the very able staff of Parliament
has provided for me, which, without going into
details, at least show very conclusively that there is no
correlation between price movements and the actual
amount of any commodity that is produced or the
area that is sown to it.
Therefore, the answer cannot, lie in the price
mechanism. It can lie in effect ohly in restricting the
amount of any commodity 
- 
and today we are
talking about milk 
- 
which is taken into intervention
and which is subiect to Suarantee. That is, and must
be, the correct answer to all the problems o( our
Common Agricultural Policy. I am not suggesting we
should urge that to be done today. I hope that it may
be done tomorrow or next week. But today I would
accept as a first, though 
- 
for a man of the character
of Commissioner Lardinois 
- 
a surprisingly hesitant,
step towards this the concePt of co-responsibiliry. The
importance of co-responsibility is that it should bear a
direct relationship to the amount of surplus that is
produced. The larger the amount of surplus, the
greater is the produceis responsibility and the larger
must be the amount of levy that he has to Pay. It is no
good leaving the amount of levy to the whims or
desires of the Commission or to the horsetrading in
the Council of Ministers. It must be an automatic
sum, rising as the surplus rises and falling as the
surplus disappears. If that system were introduced we
should be going a long way to solving some of our
agricultural problems.
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The long-term problem, if anything, is more serious.
The trouble with milk production in the Community
is not that we have too much milk ; it is not that we
have too many cows. It is that we have too many
farmers, and we must face that bluntly. !7e shall never
solve this problem structurally in the long term until
we reduce significantly the number of milk producers.
Because of the great preponderance of small farmers,
that ineyitably means that many more small farmers
- 
who incidentally are the higher-cost producers 
-will go out of production than will large farmers.
The Commission is right 'in giving incentives to
farmers to move out of milk production, but it will
never succeed to anything like the necessary extent
unless there is a much more comprehensive and all-
embracing policy for rural industrialization, bringing
industry into those rural areas where there are'too
many farmers. Let us have retraining grants by all
means, but there must be more alternative work for
them and for their children.'!7e welcome these propo-
sals as they stand, but let us not fool ourselvis that
they are any more than the beginning.
The third matter to which I wish to refer is the levy
on vegetable oils and fats. I am glad that the report
comes down so equivocally against it, because it is an
impossible suggestion. The whole object of the
Common Agricultural Policy must be to provide the
consumer with the food he wants at the lowest prices
consistent with a decent standard of living for those
who produce it. !7e must have security of supply, and
we cannot go along with making one important item
of food yet more expensive and restricting the choice
of the consumer, quite apart from any health aspect.
I end by assuring the Commission that in so far as the
Commissioner and his staff and colleagues work
towards the objectives I have set out, we shall give
them all the support we can, but where the Commis-
sion departs from these principles, we shall oppose it
with all the force at our command.
IN THE CHAIR: MR YEATS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I7ith the agreement of the other group
speakers, I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. I am grateful to my
colleagues for allowing me to speak now. I have, first,
the pleasurable duty 
- 
as did Lord l7alston 
- 
of
congratulating our rapporteur, Mr De Koning, not
only on the clarity of his report, which clearly sets out
the arguments, but also on the method by which he
presented it. It is indeed refreshing for a rapporteur to
take much less than his full time in presenting his
report. Mr De Koning presented his report with
extreme clarity, and it will be of great value to us.
My group supports the report and the Commission's
proposals with reservations. The reservations are
obvious ones, and I shall briefly mention them. I do
not know how many times we have discussed the
milk problem in the House. During the last year we
seem to have spent an inordinate amount of time
discussing liquid milk, the dairy farmer and surpluses.
S7hen Commissioner Lardinois comes to make his
intervention, he has to give us some facts and figures
about the present situation. For instance, it is relevant
to part of Mr De Koning s report and the Commis-
sioner's proposals to know what has happened about
the 400 000 tonnes of dried milk. Has it all gone ?
Has only 300 000 tonnes gone ? ![ill it finish at the
end of October or at the end of November ?
!7e would like to know that.
The next point to make about this is: what are the
forecasts he has ? !flhat is the situation to be regarding
liquid milk ? IThat is the production ? !7ill it !o up}Vill it stay as it is because of the drought that we had
in the summer, or is it expected to increase ? I7hat is
the situation in respect of the reserves not only of
dried milk but of butter and othe milk products ?
I7hat are the forecasts that the Commissioner has for
these products during the coming months, when, as
we hope, the proposals that he is putting forward are
adopted by the Council of Ministers at their meeting
next week or the week after ?
I am sure that what Lord l7alston has said is correct.
It is only l0 o/o, and it is said that this will not be an
enormous drag on the Community's finances, but I
have an awful feeling that what is there and what will
come will present a grave problem. I hope that these
proposals will not get themselves mixed up with the
annual price-review and that there will not be any
horse-trading backwards and forcrards with these prop-
osals 
- 
the three negative and the two positive propo-
sals 
- 
which Mr Lardinois is putting fors,ard. If the
non-marketing premium or the levy, be it on vege-
table oils or on milk, gets 
.mixed up with fixing the
price of milk, I tell the House that Commissioner
Lardinois's price-structure plans are lost. It must be
kept separate. I regret that we have not been able to
deal with this earlier. It looks as though it is
concertinaing into the time when the negotiations
berween the nine member countries and Commis-
sioner Lardinois are to take place on the annual price-
review. I hope that with his customary skill he will be
able to keep these two issues separate.
I turn now to the report and what Mr De Koning said.
There are five factors 
- 
three negative and two posi-
tive. I shall deal with the rwo positive ones first. They
are the conversion premium and the non-marketing
premium. They seem to be the only ones that are posi-
tively encouraging dairy farmers to get out of farming.
The problem is that we have I million or one-and-a-
half million too many cows in production throughout
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the Community. They must be got out. Ve ask
whether what the Commissioner is proposing is suffi-
cient to achieve that end. Shall we find that the
premiums are attractive enough to get the smaller
farmer out of milk and to give him a decent liveli'
hood in something else ?
Are the conversion premiums satisfactory, and will
they be sufficient to 8et the larger farmer to switch
from dairy farming into a different tyPe of farming ? I
take the point that Mr De Koning made, that the beef-
and-veal sector is extremely sensitive and fragile. If
many farmers use the conversion premium to go into
beef-and-veal farming we may have a difficult situa-
tion. I7e must not provide encouraSements for people
to go out of dairying into another sector of farming
and then find, as happened in 1973'74, that the sector
to which they have gone becomes a liability to them
and that a surplus is created and prices crash, and
before you know where you are there is a Sreat lack of
confidence amonS the farming community.
I hope that encouragement will be given to the dairy
farmer not to go into the beef-and-veal sector but to
go into the cereal sector. In some areas that is impos-
iible, because of climatic and soil conditions, but
where it is possible I hope that this will be the main
thrust of the policy. If grain suqpluses arise they are
much easier to handle than are beef surpluses and
other meat surpluses, or even milk surpluses.
On non-marketing, with the figures of 90 o/o and
70 oh varying with the amount of milk produced, I
cannot help questioning whether this will be suffi-
cient. I hope it will be, but in this context we are
dealing with the smaller farmers. They will find that
their weekly milk cheque, on which many of them
rely, has suddenly been cut off. They will find them-
selves in financial difficulties unless we carefully think
out the scheme before we Put it into Practice. Basi-
cally, we know that there is a great deal to be done
struiturally. Member countries have not implemented
all the structural measures that this House has passed,
many of which are still waiting in the dusry pigeon-
holes of the Council. !7e can only hope that the
Council will move forward with them and that the
member nations will themselves implement those
measures of structural reformation which should go
hand in hand. I7e want some of those farmers who
are finding farming on a small acreage difficult to get
out of farming and go into other employment.
I tum to the three negative proposals. I say'negative'
because they either impose fines or levies or take away
existing grants or subsidies. The negative ones entail
the aboliton of grants to the dairy sector. I am
delighted that in -his report Mr De Koning recom-
-end.d that this should not be so' To discourage the
modernization and continuing improvement of the
dairy sector would be a complete negation of what we
havi been trying to do over the years by way of the
Common Agricultural Policy in improving the
general efficiency of dairy farms. Ve do not want to
encourage them, by 8rant, to build up herds, but there
are many measures which are useful and which should
be continued.
I7e do not want to encourage anybody to go into
dairy farming and start up dairy herds and 8et,t Sfant
for doing that or for extending or enlarging the facili-
ties lor milking.
lIith the other levy there has been a great deal of diffi-
culty.'Co-responsibility' is the word used here' \7hen
the first proposal came from Commissioner [ardinois,
I listened to it, and it seemed to me that he was
saying that we had to impose a levy on dairy farmen
because they were producing too much. !7hen he first
spoke it seemed thet the levy was to gtl on at the dairy
where the milk was delivered and from there on to
the consumer. I understand that that is not the inten-
tion of the Commissioner. It was because at that stage
he thought that the levy would 8o on to the consumer
and that the consumer would have to pay a higher
price for liquid milk or other milk products. That was
the argument and the logic behind imposing the tax
on vegetable oils at the same time.
Now I believe the intention is that the levy will go
back froin the farm gate to the farm, and that
producers of milk will be penalized. I cannot help
asking the Commissioner whether it would not have
been iasier to see that the intervention price of milk
was such that it was not profitable to produce milk
straight for intervention. !7ould it not have been
better to have a more flexible system, with the inter-
vention price calibrated on a seasonal scale ? That is
not the proposal that we have in front of us.
In principle we have to accept what the Commis-
sioner is putting forward, that there should be
co-responsibility. But timing is absolutely important.
This is not the first time that we have heard about
this. The Commissioner came forward with this prop-
osal before the drought hit Europe. He must be very
careful to see how this levy is going to work.
As has been said by Lord !flalston and the raPPorteur,
we cannot possibly accept the levy on vegetable oils. I
know that it is dear to our Commissioner's heart and
he will say that this is not the first time that the prop-
osal has been put forward in this House, but it is
utterly wiong, at this time to try to bring in 
.this tax on
,.get.bl. oili, which may have only a minimal effect,
bui nevertheless some effect, on the consumer of vege-
table oil products. Politically, I beg the Commissioner
to reconsidet it. It is unacceptable. It would be best to
withdraw the proposal before it gets to the Council of
Ministers.
In principle we supPort whet the Commissioner is
trying to-do to deal with the milk surplus and to
remove the I million or one-and-a-half million cows
and bring in co-responsibility, and so on. This will be
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on a temporary basis, and we cannot accept some of
the details, but Mr De Koning should be congratu-
lated on putting forward the report, which is in prin-
ciple acceptable to my group.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Bangemenn, deputl draftsman of tbe opinion.
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr Durand regrots very much
tha! as its draftsman, he is unable to present the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets himself. He
has asked me to do this on his behalf.
Although the Committee on Budgets naturally cannot
and does not wish to pronounce on the effects of this
programme, on agricultural policy, it is very difficult to
draw a line berween budgetary consequences and pure
agricultural policy 
- 
the one implies the other. I
therefore ask the members of the Committee on Agri-
culture not to take it amiss if the Committee on
Budgets makes certain remarks which might have
some bearing on agricultural policy.
Firstly, the Committee on Budgets warmly welcomes
in principle the Commission's proposal designed to
eliminate the imbalance between the guarantee and
g;r.ridance funds and to turn to some extent from pure
price measures to structural measures. The Committee
on Budgets has been pressing for this for some time,
and it considers that the Commission's proposal will
help to facilitate these urgently needed structural
changes and will thus have a favourable effect on the
budget.
Having first said this, the Committee on Budgets
would nevertheless like to make a number of criti-
cisms and table Amendment No 4, which I shall also
move in this speech.
In the first place, the Committee on Budgets has
repeatedly pointed out that the procedure involving
management committees and the fact that the deci-
sions of such committees are in fact regarded as the
most important ones can lead to a certain restriction
of the Commission's responsibility for implementing
the budget. !7e should like to stress yet again that the
Commission must always interpret and apply the
proposed rules of procedure in such a way that it
maintains its full responsibility for th'e budget,
because this responsibility cannot be transferred to
management committees.
Although the Committee on Budgets does not obiect
in principle to the financing system chosen, previous
experience has shown quite clearly that this system is
not an entirely suitable way of ensuring that all the
funds reach the producers. In the past we have found
with similar financing systems that those Member
States which are principally involved in the procedure
submit very few applications, and in some cases not at
all, with the result that the funds allocated cannot be
spent. This point should also be borne in mind so as
to ensure that the very object of the exercise is not
defeated through a lack of applications, or through
their being submitted too late.
In the final analysis 
- 
this is our main concem and
is reflected in Amendment No 4 
- 
the Committee
on Budges is fundamentally opposed to budgetary
limits being imposed in regulations, so that they are
more or less binding. I7e propose therefore that
Article 9 (l) be deleted, because it stipulates with
more or less binding force that the estimated cost
shall be 150 million ua. The Committee on Budgets
has two reservations about this. First, from a practical
point of view, it is not known whether the estimate 
-which can of course be based only on very approxi-
mate figures 
- 
will be actually bome out by
subsequent developments. Secondly 
- 
and this is in
fact the main concem of the Committee on Budgets
- 
if such amounts of expenditure are laid down in
every regulation, then to all intents and purposes the
budget itself becomes nothing more than the sum
total of all the items contained in the various regula-
tions. That cannot be the purpose of budgetary policy,
which ought to shape Community policy instead of
being iust a list of items of expenditure.
For this reason, and not because we object to the
possible amount of expenditure, the Committee on
Budges has 
- 
with the rapporteur's approval, I
believe 
- 
tabled Amendment No 4, which on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets I would urge you to
aPProve.
To avoid any misunderstandings from the outset, I
should again like to stress, Mr Prbsident, that we do
not object to such expenditure being incurred,
because we too regard the principle as correct. Ve
believe, however, that it is not good budgetary proce-
dure to stipulate the amount of such expenditure in a
regulation.
IN THE CHAIR: MR SCOTT.HOPKINS
Wce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Martens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr De llo4ing
will forgive me for not adding to the tributes t'hat so
many Members have paid to him. He knows the great
esteem I have for his work and how well I am aware
of his expert knowledge.
I shall divide what I have to say into two parts. The
first will be an analysis of the milk market and of the
causes of its imbalance. The second consists, among
other things, of a number of views on the concrete
proposals that have been tabled and on the measures
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that have been announced but for which no concrete
proposals yet exist.
In the Committee on Agriculture I tried to get agree-
ment that the report should cover the concrete ProPo-
sals and not the promised measutes and that these
should be discussed as soon as concrete proposals are
submitted by the Commission. Mr Houdet has spoken
on this point and I shall not therefore 80 into it.
Now, as regards the causes of the imbalance on the
milk market I am forced to conclude that the
Conimission, in fact, does not look for its causes but
merely notes that, in spite of the low incomes of dairy
farmers, still too much milk is being produced in the
presence of affluent demand inside and outside the
Community, and in spite of the fact that so much
assistance is given in the marketing of milk.
lfhat are the facts ? Between 1970 and 1975, milk
production itself went up by only 3 %, but deliveries
to dairy-product manufacturers went up by 8 %.
Butter sales went down by about l0 7o, but sales of
non-fat milk powder went down by about 30 to 40 %.
To begin with, I would therefore like to look for the
reasons for these developments. My first conclusion is
that the situation on the milk market is primarily
attributable to the inadequate structure of milk produc-
tion. In 1975 there were a total ol 224O 000 stock-far-
mers, the number having gone down by 430 000 since
1970. Out of these 2240000, I 300 000 have less than
l0 cows, while 555000, or 250/o of. the total, have
from l0 to 19 cows. This means, in fact, that 83 % of
stock-farmers run a marginal farm, because we call a
farm marginal if, on average, it has less than 20 cows.
In addition, 750 000 out of these 2240000 stock-far-
mers are over 55 years of age.
!7e know that, this year and next year, the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF will have spent about 2 000
million units of account on dairy produce alone and
that we are spending, if I am not mistaken, a good
100 million units of account on farm closures. In my
view, these facts are not reassuring. In the first place,
efforts must be made to get more stock-farmers to
leave agriculture. Given the age of many of them and
the possibilities of conversion, I regret that the ProPo-
sals include too few measures designed to encourage a
reduction in farming.
!7e have to realize that, given an average number of
cattle pel (arm, reducing the cattle population by 5 %
would mean that about 200 000 people would leave
farming. A l0 % reduction would double that figure.
The question then arises what can be done with these
people. !7hen industrial production is in surplus,
unemployment benefits are paid out and a substitute,
though admittedly lower, income provided, but in this
sector there is, unfortunately, no provision whatsoever
for the people who leave it. Neither, as Mr Scott-
Hopkins has remarked, have any plans been made for
the land that would become available.
A second reason for the imbalance of the market is
that since 1973 the ratio between butter fat and the
protein or dry-stuff content of milk, which was 48 :52
at the time, has gradually changed round to 52:48.
This was done in order to avoid putting the price of
butter up too much and in fact it went up by only
20-25 o/o The price of skimmed-milk powder,
however, went up by about 90 %. The result was a
favourable competitive position as compared with
margarine, but as regards the relative situation of vege-
table and animal protein we have certainly got into a
very difficult situation.
'!7e can see that there is no growth in the use of
liquid milk derivatives and milk-based products
because it is greatly influenced by the steep increase
in prices I have iust referred to. Further, as far as
animal feedstuffs are concerned (and this is where the
mafority of the milk ended up), we conclude that
farmers must have worked out that it was far cheaper
to use vegetable fats instead of skimmed milk. The
result was that very little skimmed milk continued to
be used on farms.
All this is the result of the change in the percentage
ratios I have referred to. This is not a criticism of Mr
Lardinois, since I agreed with it at the time, but if it is
concluded that farmers are farming badly then we
must also come to the conclusion that it would be
better to reconsider that decision. I have referred to
the steep increase in the price of skimmed-milk
powder, which has gone up trom 47 units in 1972 to
90 units in 1975-76 and 1976-77. Admittedly, inter-
vention support for stock-farmers has been increased
but there is still, at this moment, a discrepancy of 15
unis of account per kilogramme. The result is the
present milk-powder mountain. There is no getting
away from this conclusion.
Let me put things even more clearly. Milk contains
one part fat or butter and two parts skimmed-milk
powder. Let me compare this with the soya bean,
consisting of one part vegetable , fat and more than
four pars vegetable protein. Through the promotion
of the soya bean, prices have meanwhile doubled. The
fact is that the oil from the soya bean is more in the
nature of a by-product, revenue mainly coming from
vegetable protein. Here I am basing myself on figures
given to me by Mr Lardinois. At the present time, the
income from oil is about 35 % and that from vege-
table fats 65 %. This obviously means that margarine
is cheap and vegetable proteins dear. The price of
milk therefore goes up and the price of margarine
goes down.
In this situation we cannot solve the problem. For
these reasons I am convinced that the proposal for a
levy on margarine and vegetable fats is a very logical
way of restoring some measure of equilibrium to the
situation. Consumers will have to realize that if
production is restricted then this also affects the
amount of concentrate that is used.
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This also has implications for soya beans. Their price
would fall and then, in order to prduce the same
revenue, the price of the materials used in margarine
would increase.
This will get us no further at all. It is my view that
margarine has become cheap through the use of vege-
table proteins, and large-scale production is respon-
sible for that. I would again refer to the Commission's
information suggesting that about one-quarter or one-
fifth of milk output is produced with the help of vege-
table protein. If this is reduced by half, quite another
situation is created but the consequences will not be
favourable for margarine. I do not prcpose to insist on
this point, but the reciprocal effect should not be lost
from sight. For me this is one more reason in favour
of a levy on margarine.
Another reason is that meat prices have become very
unattractive since 1973 and this is why no one thinks
of switching over from milk to meat production
unless they have a very special neason. From the book-
keeping figures at my disposal, it is evident that those
who have converted have seen their income shrink to
one-third of what it was before. On the basis of the
Commission's assumptions their income would come
down to about one-half of its original level. These
changeovers cannot be justified on the grounds of agri-
cultural economics and are not recommended by
private or official advisers in Belgium. Farmers are
advised not. to change over, because it would reduce
their income. It is clear that we cannot expect too
much from the measures, although framed with the
best intentions.
Now, Mr President, I turn to the measures for which
no concrete proposals have been tabled. I could
mention them individually but I shall confine myself
to two main points: the introduction of a levy on
producers and the levy on margarine.
Two per cent of the price of milk works out at 20
with the FB7000 loss in income to the producers. Is
per cow. For someone with l0 cows, therefore, this
centimes in Belgium or 1700 Belgian francs per year
of his incqme. !flhen this is demanded from people
who are already in difficulties, Mr Lardinois too will
understand that this is very harsh, in view of what
they have gone through in the last few years, particu-
larly since the meat market today is still far from
encouraging. If the levy were 4 Yo this would work out
at I I 200 Belgian francs, or about I I o/o of. farmers'
incomes. That would not arouse much enthusiasm.
I can assure you, Mr President, that the figures I have
are absolutely correct. \(e have proved that, between
1970 and 1975, the consumption of butter fell by
109 000 tonnes and that of margarine by 49 000
tonnes. I have no figures on the consumption of
edible oils, but I will quote some figures on the
consumFJtion of butter and margarine in the various
Member States to prove that the fuss rnade about it
last month was greatly exaggerated.
The consumption of butter in the Community aver-
ages 6.5 kg per head of the population and thet of
margarine 6 kg. Consumption ir highest in lreland
and lowest in countries where most milk is produced
- 
namely, the Netherlands and Denmark.
I shall now speak more particularly about margarine
and quote some figures on margarine consumption.
Annual consumption per head of the population is 8
te i1 Germany, 3 kg in France, 0.7 kgin Italn 18 kgin the Netherlands, 15 kg in BLEU, 5.5 kg in thi
United Kingdom, 3.5 kg in Ireland and 17.7 kg in
Denmark. If Mr Lardinois' calculations are righf the
lcvy would be about FBI per kg. All the exira that
people would have to pay for margarine 
- 
in
Germany it would work out at about FB8 and in the
United Kingdom about FB5.5 
- 
should be compared
works out at Belgian francs 7000 in other words, T o/o
it really too much to have to pay FB8 or l0 per head ?
Even if this amount is doubled it is still i flea-bite.
!7e ought" now and again, to have the courag€ to face
the real figures. I would willingly support the Commis-
sioner for Agriculture in the application of this levy
and I still hope that he will win the day.
Mr President, I conclude by informing you that for
these reasons my group will bc voting in support of
Mr De Koning's report They will not, however, do so
with enthusiasm but with some resignation.
(Applause)
Prccident 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Kofocd. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, previous speakes
have already given this report most adequate treat-
ment, and I should like to ioin in the pnisc they have
offered. It has been interesting and instructivc to work
on this report and to find out hov one may achieve
balance on the milk and milk-products marhet. The
task is harder than one would think if one had not
taken part in the work in committee.
There are many reasons for the imbalance in the milk-
products sector. Previous speakers have summed up
these causes very clearly. I, for my parg would refer to
what Mr Martens said on the imbalance between vege-
able and animal protein: this, I believe, is one of the
main factors in bringing about this situation. It is also,I think, a result of the price policy deliberately
applied by the Council of Ministers to support animal
protein and so, as has already been pointed out, hold
down the irrice of whole milk and butter. The result
has been to boost the output of skimmed milk.
Behind this course of action was undoubtedly the fact
that at that time the price of vegetable protein wes
high 
- 
in order words, soya cake was dearer when
this decision was taken- and it vas hoped that a
balance would be created between skimmed-milk
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powder and soya beans. Since then the price of soya
beans has fallen and that of animal protein has been
held artificially at the level fixed by the Council of
Ministers. This accelerated the tendency in agriculture
to abandon the use of skimmed milk as fodder and
replace it with soya beans, which in turn had the
result, so rightly brought to our attention by Mr
Martens, that the increased price of animal protein
allowed the margarine industry to obtain cheaper oil
to make margarine with. The trouble which arose
then is still with us today.
If we cannot achieve a balance between the two forms
of protein, there will be no balance in milk produc-
tion. It is clear, as Lord l7alston pointed out, that if
there is a profit in producing milk more milk will be
produced. If, on the other hand, the price goes down
- 
that is to say, the price need not go down but if the
costs to the farmer increase 
- 
compensation becomes
necessary for the higher costs of production. How are
these farmers going to manage ? They are obliged to
continue increasing their output. This is also encour-
aged by various Common Market regulations : we have
the modemization directives to make farmers more
efficient ; we also have support measures to make
cows yield more, and when the yield goes up and effi-
ciency increases production increases as well.
One may therefore ask 
- 
as has already been done
and as I do now on Mr Bourdellls' behalf 
- 
who it is
who has increased production 
- 
the farmer with the
large herd or the one with the small herd. Looking at
the matter objectively, I think one can say that the
farmer with the small herd is not the one responsible
for the largest increase in output. It is probably 
- 
and
I say, probably 
- 
the farmer with the efficient and
fairly large herd who has increased production the
most, hcause farms with fewer than ten cows have
not so far increased their yield as markedly as the
large efficient farms.
This brings me to another matter considered in the
report on which we have not fully made up our
minds, and that is the levy. !fle agree on the idea that
it is necessary to give producers co-responsibility, but
I would agree with those speakers who, on account of
the drought, are very sceptical about producer
co-responsibility and add that it would be very diffi-
cult to determine how it should be administered. Is it
right to appty it to all farms irrespective of size, or
should it be a progressive tax ? If it is not the small
farmer who has increased production, ought he to be
given co-responsibility ? After all, he has done
nothing wrong.
I think we should be careful 
- 
I would like to say
this on behalf of the Liberal Group 
- 
about intro-
ducing the levy : we ought to wait until we can see the
effects of the drought and whether there are not other
ways of giving the producer co-responsibility. If a levy
is introduced to give the producer responsibility, then
I would say, as Mr Martens has said, that it then
becomes necessary to apply a levy to vegetable oils in
order to avoid creating distortions of competition. The
measure of distortion we have today should on no
account be aggravated by applying a levy exclusively
to animal proteins and fats. A levy should also be
applied to vegetable proteins and fats.
Having said this, however, I would finally add that I
do not believe that with these measures we shall
achieve a balance in milk production: we ought to go
further, and 
- 
this is not an attack on the Commis-
sion, but it is noticeable when one looks at the budget
that the same appropriation is always made for struc-
tural poliry 
- 
if this balance is to be achieved
stronger measures will be needed in connection with
structural policy. If we are to have efficient agriculture
and abolish the small farm, we must introduce a
system of compensation, and this is really a social
problem. One cannot demand that small farmers stop
farming when their only alternative is to become
unemployed. I therefore think that structural policy is
the vital thing and we must tackle it if we are to have '
any real chance of achieving a balance in the milk-
products sector.
Although Mr Bourdellds wishes to movi some amend-
ments, I and the rest of the Liberal Group agree with
the report as it stands.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this debate on the Commission's action
programme for the progressive achievement of
balance in the milk market is probably one of the
most important agricultural debates held by the Parlia-
ment for a long time.
!fle are dicussing the situation in a vital sector of the
Community's economy namely, the milk sector. This
sector absorbs the major part of the resources of the
Agricultural Fund and is currently suffering from over-
production. In addition it has been badly affected by
the drought. At the same time it includes the maiority
of the Community's farmers, most of whom have
small farms and form the backbone of rural society.
!7hen discussing the Commissions' action
programme and voting on the motion for a resolution
in Mr de Koning's report, we should bear these factors
in mind. The future of Community milk production
will, for a long time, depend on the decision taken by
the Council.
Thus, whilst we must admittedly tackle this problem
in a spirit of moderation, we must at the same time be
aware of our responsibilities. It is quite clear that the
Community is currently producing a surplus of milk
and milk products. The mid-September figures
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showed that a stock of 1372 358 tonnes of milk
powder was held at that time in the warehouses of the
intervention agencies and that 422883 tonnes of
butter were under intervention or stocked in private
warehouses. The predominant reason for this surplus
production is of a structural nature. !7e therefore
welcome this first motion for a resolution recom-
mending that premiums be granted for the non-mar-
keting of milk and for the conversion of dairy-cow
herds. This structural measure is the right way to
tackle a problem which is primarily structural in char-
acter. We shall continue, however, to be very vigilant,
because whilst the premiums need to be sufficiently
attractive in either tase to bring abodt a substantial
reduction in the production of surplus milk they
should not lead to overproduction of beef and veal or
to the disappearance 
- 
particularly in the hill-
farming areas 
- 
of the minimum number of farms
necessary for the protection of our natural open spaces
and for the presence of human life that is essential to
preserve the general environment, e.9., the life of our
villages, shops and craft trades, and facilities for holi-
day-makers.
Vhat we do not accepq however, is the proposal for a
co-responsibility levy on milk producers. !7e obiect to
this measure mainly because it is untimely in the
present situation. The Community, and its milk
producers in particular, is just emerging from a disas-
trous period of drought. Although we are glad to see
that rain has now fallen in all the areas of the Commu-
nity we should not forget, for all that, that the effects
of the drought will be felt for a long time to come.
Milk producers' incomes have been badly hit. The
lack of pasture has reduced milk production and there-
fore farmers' earningp. The shortage of winter feeding-
stuff has forced many farmers to sell their cows at a
time when prices were very low and despite the
Community's effors to keep prices up. It has also
caused a loss in income. Nor should we forget that
these farmers will have to pay out considerable sums
of money to build up their herds again next Spring.
At the present time, therefore, there are many farmers
fighting to suwive. Measures have to be taken to
ensure they do. It is regrettable that, in such condi-
tions, the Commission does not envisage other
measures than to impose levies on milk producers
which will reduce even further their slender incomes.
I therefore think that it would be right for the
Commission to withdraw its proposal to impose a levy
on milk producers which, I understand would average
about 2.5 %.
Instead, it ought to propose a method for bringing
production under control, for instance by freezing
1977 milk prices at a reasonable level. Controlling
milk production by price policy in this way presents a
number of advantages. It would not be an incentive to
increase milk production and it would nog in itself,
have the effect of increasing consumer prices 
-which would allow consumption to increase. It would
not involve any additional administrative cost and the
money this would save, by withdrawing markct
support, could go to promoting the sale of milk and
milk products.
I know full well that this suggestion is not a panacee.
Perhaps some other solution could be found. But I
still think it is better than co-responsibility.
If a levy is imposed, not only will the producers suffer
a loss of income but consumers will have to pay mor€
for milk and milk products since, obiectively, the
price of milk musg in the normal run, increase. The
fact is that the cost of collecting and managing the
levy is very likely to absorb a large proportion of the
levy yield.
For these reasons we think that instituting a levy
could and should be avoided. If it can be avoided,
then the imposition of a levy on vegetable oils and
fats can also be avoided. Conversely, if a levy is
imposed on milk producers, then one will also have to
be imposed on imported vegetable oils and fats, for
the Community has a duty to protect its own producS
and producers. Ve could not allow our own milk
producers to meet the whole bill for the proposed
measure, leaving importers of foreign products to reap
the benefit of the rotten trick played on our Commu-
nity producers, since over 50 % of the milk leld gocs
into butter manufacture,
Need I remind you that vegetable and fish oils and
fats come into the Community in large quantities,
often at dumping prices, and practically without any
obstacle at our frontiers 
- 
no customs duties, no
levies. I7e are often talking, in this House, about the
protection of consumers and primarily of their health,
and I would like to believe 
- 
although we hear very
little said on the subject 
- 
that careful checks are
made in order to guarantee the freshness of imported
products when they arrive and that those people who
claim this is not so are, all thingp considered, only
mischief-makers.
The fact remains that, in 1974, the nine countries of
the EEC imported 5 307 000 tonnes of raw oil, mainly
from industrialized countries, either directly or in the
form of oil-seeds, whilst Community butter produc-
tion over the same period was only I 390 000 ,tonnes
- 
and the gap is becoming increasingly deep and
wide.
Incidentally, the Commission is well aware of this
because, to counterbalance the co-responsibility levy it
wants to introduce, it proposes to put a tax on vegc-
table and fish oils and fats. In his reporg Mr De
Koning echoes the Commission's view when he
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deplores, in paragraph 6, that one reason for stag-
nating demand 'is the increasing use of vegetable fats
and proteins instead of milk producs'.
No doubt he thinks, like we do, that any acceleration
in this process, aided by greater distortion in competi-
tion, would deal the death-blow to butter consump-
tion. And he goes on to express, once again, the scru-
ples which do him honour in paragraph 23 of his
motion for a resolution in the following words :
'feels that a general policy is required for the milk
market which takes account of the inter-relationship
between the vegetable oil and fat and animal fat
sectors on the one hand and the vegetable and animal
protein sectoni on the other; considers that this policy
must take account of producer and consumer interests
in the Community, as also the need to promote the
balanced development of trade with third countries.'
Yes, but 
- 
as we sometimes say in my country 
-this was to reckon without Lord Walston, who, in his
amendment that is the complete opposite to para-
graphs 6 and 23 of Mr De Koning's text, proposed a
paragraph 2l as follows :
'reiects wholeheartedly the proposal [of the Commis-
sion] for a levy on vegetable oils and fats' and banged
shut the door half-opened by our rapporteur.
If it were not for the respect that I have for Lord
lfalston, I would tell him that his amendment,
approved 
- 
incidentally 
- 
by a chance majority in
the Committee on Agriculture, produced an effect on
several members 
- 
and me first of all 
- 
similar to
that of a bull in a china shop.
Perhaps Mr De Koning would have been well advised
to let it be known that so brutal an amendment,
completely destroying the balance and sound logic of
his text, would force him to abandon his report: the
effect would probably have been a return to more
realistic attitudes.
However this may be, you can understand, ladies and
Sentlemen, that our group, in view of its own position,
cannot support a motion for a resolution thus thrown
completely out of balance. I7e shall vote against it
without hesitation unless, here in this plenary
Assembly, this paragraph 2l is cast into exterior dark-
ness, the response to which on our side, though not
total and enthusiastic approval, would be abstention
without ill-feeling.
The truth is that we must be fair in our response to
Mr De Koning's many efforts to harmonize initially
highly divergent viewpoints and to win support from
a very large maiority in our Committee on Agriculture
for an agreed report. Ve appreciated his efforts
throughout our many and long discussions with parti-
cular regard to the following questions : the exception
made for less-favoured and hill-farming areas, the
provisional or temporary nature of the levy if it had to
be accepted, and the fact that it should go to promote
milk products; the right of co-management to be
given to producers for the amounts collected; the
reseryations as regards the date of entry into force and
the amount of the levy; the maintenance of national
and Community aids for projecs which help to
improve working conditions in family farms or better
the economic viability of the milk industry without, at
the same time, encouraging an increase in produc-
tion ; the wish to see the Commission work out its
proposals on guide and intervention prices in accor-
dance with trends in production costs and non-agricul-
tural income; the promotion of exports to third coun-
tries by means of an active policy to promote qhe
conclusion of long-term contracts; and the enlarge-
ment of markets in the Community by stimulating
consumption.
It is not impossible, moreover, that several amend-
ments rejected by a narrow margin in the Committee
on Agriculture may meet a better fate in this
House 
- 
for example, those concerning a 30 000-
litre threshold per farm for exemption from the levy
or the modification of this figure in relation to the
scale-of quantities supplied.
As to the Commission's proposal to suspend aid to
the milk sector, we consider that this should be
greatly qualified, because some projects increase effi-
ciency and reduce conversion or distribution costs and
these advantages could well be passed on to both
producers and consumers.
In conclusion, Mr President" the Group of European
Progressive Democrats considers that the present milk
crisis could very well be overcome by a combination
of coherent measures and that the measures taken or
decided so far could, moreover, be supplemented by
others. In particular, has any consideration been given
to the possibility of requiring calves to be raised
purely on their mother's milk, as used to be done,
without the addition of any meal (sometimes fish-
based giving the meat a slightly suspect taste ? All
consumers agree that they used to eat good meat in
days gone by and that things are not the same nowa-
days.
Secondly, is the inclusion of milk powder, or milk
products in any other form, in animal feedstuffs to be
abandoned, the slight increase in cost being possibly
amply compensated in other ways ? This method has
already enabled part of the surplus to be disposed of.
!7ould not a reasonable equilibrium subsidy suffice ?
However this may be, and to bring my remarks to a
close, our group will not take up a definite position
until the discussion of the amendments has taken
place, on the understanding, however, that a retention
of paragraph 2l as proposed by Lord l7alston would
mean that we would vote against.
(Applause)
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10. Change in tbe agenda
President. 
- 
!7e have 20 amendments to Mr De
Koning's report and 8 more speakers. As each speaker
has 10 minutes available to him, that means a
maximum of 80 minutes. I hope, of course, that some
speakers will take a little less than 10 minutes. !fle
also have to deal with 20 amendments. After that,
Commissioner Lardinois in his usual way will doub-
tless sum up the debate and answer the questions put
to him. That also will take a little time.
I put to the House that it would be wrong not to tell
our colleagues who are concerned with reports and
oral questions for debate at a later stage what is the
House's intention. I suggest that we shall be on Mr De
Koning's report until 8.30 p.m. at the earliest. As was
foreseen in the original Order of the Day, it might be
wise to put off until tomorrow morning the remaining
reports, including those of Mr Schwabe, Mr Premoli,
Mr Dykes and Mr Artzinger., and the various oral ques-
tions. Is that the wish of the House ?
It is so decided.
I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
I wholeheartedly agree with the propo-
sals you have made, Mr President. In view of the long
agenda we shall have to complete tomorrow morning,
may I suggest that we consider commencing at 9
o'clock instead of 9.30 ?
President. 
- 
The proposal from Mr Spicer is that we
should meet at 9 o'clock in the morning. Does
anyone wish to speak against that proposal ?
I call Lady Fisher of Rednal.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
!7hen a similar proposi-
tion was put before Parliament yesterday, the Chair
said that it would be difficult for Members who were
not in the Chamber to know that the sitting was to
start half-an-hour earlier. I do not know whether you
have the same feeling.
President. 
- 
I have the same feeling, Lady Fisher.
The only difference is that it is Friday tomorrow and
we are to meet only half-an-hour earlier. As far as I
am aware, not many group meetings are taking place
tomorrow. It was because of the group meetings this
morning that the Chair found difficulty in accepting a
similar proposal yesterday.
I put to the vote the proposal that we should meet at
9 o'clock.
That is agreed.
ll. Action ltrograntme_for tbe acbieaement of balance
on tbe nilk market (resumption)
President. 
- 
I have pleasure in calling Lord Gordon
\7alker. I hope that this will not be his last interven-
tion, as I fear it may be.
Lord Gordon \Walker. 
- 
My brief speech will be
my swan-song, because this, regrettably, is my last
Parliament. I should like to say how greatly I have
enjoyed and benefited from my brief time in the
House, and how much I shall miss all the many
friends I have made in the various parties.
Now to the business in hand. I wish only to make a
few comments. Most of the speeches we heard and all
the documents before us refer to the over-production
of milk. It is not recognized that over-production is
the obverse of under-consumption. Those are two
ways of saying the same thing. At least part of the
problem is that the price of dairy products puts them
out of the reach of a large number of people in the
Community, particularly those who probably need
them most. The Commission is to be commended on
having recognized that to a considerable extent.
The Commission's proposal for a co-responsability
levy is a system for, in effect, lowering the price of
milk. I wish the Commission would find terms which
are simpler and easier to understand. I defy any ordi-
nary man in the Community to have the faintest
notion what is meant by a co-responsibility levy. I
congratulate Mr De Koning on saying more brutally
and accurately that it is a tax on milk. I do not expect
Commissioner Lardinois to call it that but it might be
called something simpler. One of the odd characteris-
tics of the Community is that it invents unintelligible
terms which no one understands, such as 'snake in the
tunnel'.
I also support the excellent idea that the proceeds of
the levy should, at any rate to a considerable extent,
be devoted to the methods for increasing the
consumption of milk. In Britain the Milk Marketing
Board, whatever honourable Members here may think
of it 
- 
no doubt it has many faults 
- 
has shown at
least that good salesmanship and the maintenance of
quality greatly increase the consumption of milk. That
is one of the thingp we are out to do.
Lastly, many different and strongly opposed views
have been expressed on the Commission's proposal to
impose a tax on vegetable oils and fats. I am very glad
that Mr De Koning in his motion for a resolution
comes down so wholeheartedly and clearly against this
proposal. However, an amendment has been proposed,
and from the last speech there is no doubt that an
attempt has been made to restore this tax into Mr De
Koning's report. I hope that this will be strongly
resisted and defeated.
It is wrong in principle to help dairy products by
taxing something that is nothing to do with dairy
products. It is absolutely distinct from them. All sorts
of things may compete with dairy products. I7ine
may compete with dairy products. That would not be
an arSument for putting an extra tax on wine. It is
wrong in principle to tax something quite discon-
nected with the industry that it is sought to help.
Also, it will raise the cost of living much more widely
than has been generally thought or expressed in
speeches.
The effect will be, of course, to increase the price of
margarine, and it will increase the price of all goods
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into which margarine enters. I need mention only fish-
and-chips, paint and soaps. The price of those
products will increase as a result of the tax and in
proportion to the amount of the tax.
I do not know if Mr Lardinois and the Commission
realize how widespread the effect of their proposal
would be in many fields other than margarine.
I hope that the report will be accepted. It is an excel-
lent one. I hope that Amendment No I l, which seeks
to put back the margarine tax, will be defeated. Even
if this amendment is not carried, we have still got the
desire of Mr Lardinois, apparently, to have this tax
imposed upon us. I hope that after listening to the
debate and to what we have said he will realize that
this is a monstrous tax and that it would be a very fine
act of his if he could help to sink it without trace.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Lord Gordon !7alker. I am
sure that the House would wish me to wish you, on
behalf of all your colleagues, good fortume in you.
retirement and to say that the House will be that
much the poorer for your absence.
(Applause)
Mr Frtih. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.
I shall respect your concern, Mr President, about the
length of the debate by being very brief, particularly
since there have already been some very outstanding
contributions to the discussion. In particular I would
like to thank the previous speaker who, in my view,
has put the point in excellent fashion that surplus
may also be conngcted with underconsumption.
A few hours ago I had occasion to talk to a journalist
who is convinced 
- 
and this is important to you, Mr
Lardinois, too ; it was news to me 
- 
that there are
more varieties of milk as far as taste is concerned than
there are of beer. This suggests to me that there are
immense opportunities for promoting milk consump-
tion by improving its qualiry and presentation. Next,
it is clear 
- 
and I believe that reference has already
been made to this point 
- 
that we obviously have to
find mechanisms, when it comes to support for food-
stuffs, that are solidly based and not just sporadic, but
institutionally secured. In this way I think we should
come a little closer to the solution of many a problem.
Now you all know that we have been grappling with
the milk problem for years and that a faint ray of
hope came with the drought, even though it hit the
farmers hard. But 
- 
and that we know too 
- 
it was a
vain hope. !7e waited and waited for milk output to
fall, but it hardly fell at. all and it is now climbing
again. Hence the urgency of tackling this problem
really seriously. It seems to us that you, Mr Lardinois,
in spite of the possibly short period of office left to
you 
- 
which I would greatly regret- also want to
solve this problem. I feel, however, that we should
quard against thinking that it can be done in one fell
stroke.
Ifle now have a great opportunity to differentiate and
at the same time to improve the structure and above
all to put milk where, for social reasons and quality
reasons and particularly with regard to the environ-
ment and the support of disadvantaged regions, it
belongp. This should play a special part in all our
discussions.
In this connection I have a few very concrete ques-
tions to put to you, Mr Lardinois. Here I would iefer
to paragraphs I I and 12 of our motion for a resolu-
tion, for I believe them to be decisive. In them, the
committee states, among other things, that it would
consider it wrong if we did not, at least for pasture
areas and other areas in which there was no alternative
to dairy farming 
- 
this includes hill-farrning and less-
favoured areas 
- 
give the aids that contribute to
improved working conditions on family farms. My
question to you is this: is it your intention to give no
further aid in these cases as well ?
The second point 
- 
I think this was also brought out
clearly in committee 
- 
is that we could not agree to
the abolition of milk-processing aids relating tolnrest-
ments for rationalizing the dairy industry and the
marketing and distribution of products, particularly in
the case of firms processing milk from the less-
favoured areas. There is at present great uncertainty in
agriculture and also in the dairy industry, and I would
like to ask you, with a request for a clear-cut answer,
whether it is the intention to maintain the aids to
family farms in hill-farming and less-favoured areas
for improving working conditions, not for expanding
production.
The third question 
- 
which is, in my view, just as
pressing because the answer to it could remove much
uncertainty 
- 
is this. lfhen will there be a definite
decision for dairy farms which up to now have been
counting on Community support, having already 
-in some cases 
- 
planned investment proiects and,
indeeds notified them to Brussels over a yeat a1o,
bearing in mind those cases where the projects of the
enterprises concerned are designed to improve
consumption and not to expand production and
where the enterprises process milk from hill-farming
and less-favoured areas ?
I ask you earnestly for an answer to these questions. I
feel that if you could give a concrete decision in your
answer to them you would be doing a great service to
the milk industry.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Boothroyd.
Miss Boothroyd. 
- 
I wish to try ro express what I
think might be the consunrer's attitude to these propo-
sals. I take heart from the comments of the Chairman
of the Committee on Agriculture because, while many
of us bewail the development of mountains, lakes and
obscene surpluses, few of us 
- 
and I admit to being
one of them 
- 
are able to come up with a solution to
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produce what I call an insurance policy, a balanced
alternative of manageable surpluses.
Let us be honest and recognize that we all prefer to
live in an area of high yield. Most of us prefer to be
able to buy quality. !7e want to have a degree of
choice, and we want the best of all worlds. To provide
that, we have to plan for it. To my mind this means
that agricultural policy must be linked with regional
and social policy. More important still, it must be
linked with consumer policy. If we mea.n what we say
about a European consumer policy, that policy must
aim to provide three things. It must aim to provide
more choice and not less, better information on which
to base that choice, and lower cost for the product
that is chosen.
In drawing up this package of proposals, these objec-
tives seem not to have been kept in mind. There are
three or four reasons why I feel this to be so.
First, the Commission has not defined what it means
by a 'surplus'. To speak of a structural surplus
obscures the fact that a surplus is production which,
after allowing for formal stocks, cannot be consumed
at the given priceJevel. The use of the word 'surplus'
totally obscures this important fact.
The milk problem in the Community is not just the
result of producers'being encouraged to produce by
over-generous price-levels. It is also a result of
consumers' not being willing to absorb that produc-
tion at prices determined by Community policies.
Thus, to deal with surpluses and to obtain a balance in
the milk market is not just a matter of affecting the
relative profitability of milk production ; it must also,
surely, be a matter of lowering prices for consumers.
That leads me to my second point, because this lack
of definition has led to an inevitable failure in exer-
cising political will. Because we are not able to exer-
cise political will, we are therefore asked to resort to
what is called the co-responsibility levy. I have no
doubt that the overall effect of the proposed package
of measures is to reduce the attractiveness of milk
production to milk producers. But, instead of prop-
osing a cut i,r the milk price, which would have been
economically the most efficient method of helping to
reduce surplus milk production, the Commission has
suggested a disguised price cut for producers in the
form of the co-responsibility levy. I doubt that it will
help producers. I find it difficult even to share the
gentle accolade which the report gives to it in this
respect. !(hat I do not doubt is that the levy will
neither stimulate demand nor bring any benefit to
consumers.
Mr De Koning's report makes the welcome point that
there has been regular consultation with producer
organizations about the levy and that producers will
be consulted on the manner in which proceeds from
the levy are to be used. That is fine. Perhaps the
Commissioner, when replying, will tell us what consul-
tations were held with consumer organizations and
what their attitude was toward these proposals. Of
counie, there are dangers in the levy, as has been
expressed by many Members. The levy may not have
the required effect. Farmers may simply increase their
herds and therefore increase milk production in order
to compensate for the lower price they will receive.
Lord l7alston made the point 
- 
and he expressed it
far better than I can 
- 
that the Commission should
assist and organize a standard policy to which interven-
tion applies because of the dangers inherent in this
type of levy. All Members who have spoken have
expressed the desire that we proceed with caution in
implementing this.
Sad though it is 
- 
and I have a good deal of
sympathy for the Commission 
- 
it seems obvious
that it has been forced to propose this levy because of
the basic political inability to get the Council of Minis-
ters to accept milk price cuts. I say this because of a
comment made in the Commission's report :
'Given that the possibility of acting directly through the
prices policy is limited, the Commission has sought other
means of taking comprehensive action to influence both
the supply and demand for milk products'.
A levy is not as practical in application as it sounds,
and I. believe that the price to the consumer must be
reduced. To go round the back door because of the
attitude of some countries 
- 
and I admit that it is
only some 
- 
is a grave dissewice to both producer
and consumer. Moreover, the Commission has not
produced any evidence to show what effect this roun-
dabout measure will have.
If the co-responsibility levy is roundabout, the next
proposal of the Commission is brutally direct. Here I
support the De Koning report. My third point
concerns the tax on vegetable and other oils. This
proposal seems to be based on the peculiar economic
logic that, because the Community's dairy r6gime
forces up the price of butter, the price of margarine
ingredients must also be forced up in order that butter
should remain competitive. If the concern is that
Community butter consumption is declining, as it is,
the appropriate policy response, surely, should be to
attempt to extend the market, but primarily the policy
response should be to cut the price of butter to make
it more competitive with margarine.
The proposed tax is contrary to the interests of
producers. It is contrary to the interests of food manu-
facturers, whose prices over a wide range of products
which Lord Gordon-\Talker listed earlier will be
increased. It is indefensible that the consumir will
have to pay more for this wide range of products, espe-
cially at a time when all our governments are
attempting to tackle the crippling problem of infla-
tion.
I wish to say a word about the developing world,
because we must not forSet it in this context. A parti-
cularly vicious side-effect of this proposal is that deve-
loping countries shall have their oils and fats exports
to the Community taxed. The Commission then
proposes that the proceeds of this tax should be put
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towards increased aid to developing countries. That is
fine ; but this is not entirely what these countries
either want or need. Much as they want aid, they want
more trade. To limit their trading possibilities in this
way is not in the spirit of the Community's policies
towards the third world.
Finally, the report from the European Parliament's
Committee on Agriculture, after a visit that the delega-
tion made to the Milk Marketing Board in April this
year, said that
the Milk .futarketing Board performs a number of tashs
uorth closer examination, in particular tbe promotion
of tbe consumption of milk and milk products.
It also commented :
Particular$ aaluable is tbe demonstration tbat a high-
ly-deoeloped publicity and promotional campaign can do
a great deal.
I ask the Commissioner to tell us what steps have
been taken by.the Commission to encourage Member
States in sales promotion through the rype of boards
that operate in the United Kingdom.
The problem of the CAP, and of milk production in
particular, is not just a simple one of too many cows
and too much milk; it is a problem of too many
farmers. The standard of living for farmers can be
improved 
- 
which is what the CAP sets out to do 
-but only by higher prices, which is bad for the
consumer, or by producing more 
- 
and in this sector
there is already too much 
- 
or by having fewer
producers, so that each gets a larger share of the total.
It is also a social problem.
Therefore, the Commission's policy must be directed
towards providing altemative activities and retraining
generally for different kinds of life. Such changes are
always hard on those involved, but we have to cushion
those concerned to make those changes as painless as
possible. This is where social policies have to be coor-
dinated. The proposals make no provision for encou-
raging change. In this respect they are particularly
disappointing.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
The situation in the milk market has
given rise to concern in the Community for the past
year or longer. The background recently has been
quite dramatic. Last spring we were expecting massive
over-production of dairy produce, but then the disas-
trous effect of the drought brought a sudden turna-
bout, and it is now being forecast that deliveries of
milk will be I o/o down for the 1976-77 milk year and
the production of milk powder and butter by 2o/o or
3 o/o.
In effect, this situation means that dairy farmers will
be subiected to a severe loss of income. Many of their
stock have had to be slaughtered because of the lack
of fodder, which further means that they may well
need several years to build up their dairy herds to pre-
drought levels. Despite this, the Commission has intro-
duced its action programme for the milk sector, which
contains some yery undesirable elements. The prop-
osal to subject dairy farmers to what is described as a
co-responsibility levy is totally unacceptable.
Last week the Commission announced further details
of this co-responsibility levy, which will apparently be
at a rate oI 2Vz o/o from April next. This will have the
effect of reducing farmers' incomes by lp per gallon
in my country, and this is something that simply
cannot be iustified, allowing for the prevailing rates of
income in the dairy sector. If the Commission
chooses to pursue this levy, one wonders how it can
reasonably expect any support from farmers in terms
of the restraints on price increases for the 1977-78
prices year. If the Commission forces this levy
through, farmers will surely have to demand full
compensation for any increases in'costs, in accordance
with the objective method. On the other hand, if the
Commission drops this proposal for a levy I am sure
that it will be possible to create much greater
sympathy amongst farmers for accepting restraints
when agricultural prices are agreed next year.
I also want to refer to what seems to be a very unfair
aspect of the Commission's proposal to impose a levy
on milk products. It is proposed that dairy farmers in
disadvantaged areas, which are classified according to
altitude and the slope of the ground, will not be
subject to levy, but other dairy farmers in disadvan-
taged areas 
- 
so classified because of dwindling popu-
lation, low soil fertility and low income levels 
- 
will
be subiect to the levy. This is surely an unfair discrimi-
nation, which deserves a clear justification from the
Commission, otherwise a gre^t many farmers in disad-
vantaged areas in several Member States who clearly
cannot afford to pay the levy will.suffer an unjustifi-
able reduction in their already meqgre incomes. In my
country, no areas were classified as disadvantaged on
the basis of altitude or slope, although many would
have qualified under such criteria. Obviously this was
done for convenience, but it now has the effect that
farmers in such disadvantaged areas will be subject to
the levy if it is imposed. Such a situation is surely
both unfair and discriminatory. I sincerely hope that
the Commission will rectify its proposals.
There are other aspects of the Commission's action
programme which need to be rectified. I refer to the
almost blanket ban upon the milk processing and
milk marketing sector. It seems totally illogical that
those whose aim is to modernize plant or rationalize
the industry without encouraging greater milk produc-
tion should be deprived of aid. Such projects lead to
greater efficiency and a reduction in costs 
- 
benefits
which can be passed on to the consumer in the form
of lower prices. I hope that the Commission will
reconsider its decision on this issue and that deserving
projects will continue to receive aid.
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Finally, there is the proposal to put a tax on vegetable
oils and fats. Mr Lardinois may be pleased to find one
person who is prepared to speak in favour of this desir-
able proposal. There is general agreement that nobody
likes to have a tax levied on this products, but we
must look at this proposal in perspective. I7e have a
Community, and a common agricultural policy which
is based on the principle of Community preference.
This means that products produced within the
Community must be given priority over other
products. In this case it seems obvious that marSarine
manufactured from vegetable oils and fats is seriously
affecting the sales of butter in the Community. In this
instance I urge Mr Lardinois to persevere with his
proposal to levy a tax on vegetable oils and fats, parti-
cularly in the context of the corresponding proposal
for a levy on daity farmers. Vhat is sauce for the
goose should be sauce for the gander.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
I occasionally get the idea that
someone in the Commission must be a great admirer
of lairy stories, because the agricultural policies that it
puts forward seem to be based on a very exhaustive
reading of children's stories, such as Jack and the
Beanstalk. It seems that the whole of Europe must be
made up of poor old widow women, each with one
cow, who can be encouraged to exchange them for a
handful of beans. That seems to be the height and the
depth of the Commission's thinking about the
problem of milk surpluses. After all, we are told that it
is the milk problem that gives us the greatest diffi-
culty. It is the cornerstone of the CAP. It is a policy
that is so efficient that today we went through the
farce of suggesting that the fishing industry should be
operated in exactly the same way as the CAP. I can
only say 'amen' to that.
The De Koning report makes it clear how absurd
many of these proposals are. The Commission does
not deliberately invent difficult words which no one
can pronounce or understand. It is cleverer than that.
It produces a particularly obtuse poliry and calls it by
a particularly obtuse name. This so confuses the
people that they do not realize the full implications of
the policy.
!7e have got ourselves into the classic vicious circle.
The price of milk and milk products is now placed so
high 
- 
the Commissioner was right when he said
that Parliament went along with that; Parliament did
and had no business to do so 
- 
that there is an
increase in production and because the price at the
selling end is still too high we find ourselves with
increasing surpluses.
In a recent OECD survey it was suggested that milk
production in the EEC will probably increase on
average by th bio to I iho/o per year. Although all long-
term forecasts must be open to quCstion, that is a
thought that we should take home with us. 1\e* ad
Doc policies will not begin to deal with the main struc-
tural problem. That is one of my basic objections.
If a man already intends to leave dairy farming, the
premium s)rstem may encourage him to leave a little
earlier. But he is being asked to give a guarantee that
whoever takes over his farm will not continue in dairy
farming. How is that system to be applied ? The
Commission does not differentiate between the levies
and the taxes that it is suggesting for liquid milk and
milk products. If we want to get rid of the sulplus we
must encourage greater sales of liquid milk, not the
other way round.
. 
My country has one of the few efficient units. Any
attempt through the European Court of Justice or
Parliament to get rid of our highly efficient Milk
Marketing Board will not solve the problem but iust
ensure that there are decreased sales of liquid milk
and milk products in my country.!7hy do so many
Britons have a high consumption per capita ol milk
in its various forms ? It is because milk is efficiently
produced, it is clean, the conditions under which it is
produced are carefully examined to see that they
comply with the health reg;ulations, it is delivered, and
it has been marketed at a price which the people can
afford to pay.
The Commission talks about co-responsibility and
says that it is seeking a 2 Vz o/o' cut in farmers'
incomes. But we have to think not just of that end but
of what will happen in the shops. Taking into account
the price increases which will arise from our accession
to the EEC, if the Commission insists on these
measures the consumption of liquid milk in Britain
will go down with a bump. People will stop buying a
product which becomes increasingly expensive, and
. the same goes for butter and milk products.
It does not help to say that the Commission has a
right to insist on these changes and a right to insist
that the British consumer pap the correct price even
if the British consumer cannot afford to pay it. There
will be a buyers' strike.
I7hen United Kingdom housewives go to the cold
cabinet in the shop they see milk from Germany,
Holland and other EEC countries. They see vast
amounts of Danish bacon. Because of the problems
we discussed yesterday, many bacon workers in the
United Kingdom are to be out of iobs. The people
will get to the point where they will refuse to buy
butter or milk products. That will be their answer..
Two-thirds of our deficit with the EEC countries is in
respect of the importation of food. If the United
Kingdom were to expand production, it could be
totally self-sufficient in the dairy sector. !7hile we are
seeking ways to get rid of surplus milk products we
are actually sr'ggestin! a means of cutting down the
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sales ot the very products which are in surplus. That is
madness; there is not other word for it.
Lord Gordon lTalker mentioned only some effects of
the tax on vegetable oil. I7e calculate that approxi-
mately 5 000 jobs in Britain would be put at risk and
a minimum of I7-5 million worth of export orders. If
these measures were enforced the price would rise
sharply. ln 1975, the total consumption of vegetable
and marine oils from home production and imports
to Britain was 854 000 tons, of which only one-
quarter was used in margarine.
I7e shall be contributing right across rhe board to yet
another enormous increase in prices. Ve have no indi-
cation that the product of the levies will be used
constructively. If there were some indication of a reor-
ganization of the distribution market and a promise to
encourage further sales of milk, many people would
be prepared to look seriously at the proposals. Unless
we are to have a marvellously sexy picture in full
colour 6f the Commissioner baihing in milk, I d6 not
know what the has in mind.
!7e should make it clear today that any silggestion
that we go ahead with this absurd tax on vegetable oils
should be utterly rejected by Parliament. I am deeply
distressed to see that some Members are prepared to
consider it seriously. I do not believe that they can
have either the best interests of the consumer or
indeed those of the sellers of milk products in mind.
I should like to see the whole question of the milk
market tackled in a totally different way. If the
Commission wants some practical suggestion, becauseI am basically an exceedingly practical woman I
should like to help it. Perhaps it would like to exempt
the sales of fresh milk and of other fresh-milk
products. Perhaps, finally, if it really is that worried, it
would like to replace the proposed tax on oil and
margarine by a tax on concentrated feeding-stuffs for
dairying. That would move people back into the grass-
lands rather rapidly. Although it would be difficult to
administer, it would be a constructive suggestion
rather than some of the idiotic ones we have had
presented through the Commissions's own plans at
present.
Finally, if there are to be structural alterations inside
the dairy industry, they will not come from the piece-
meal suggestions. It will be discovered that it will not
only be the consumer who objects to this lack of
thought, this lack of planning, this totally irrespon-
sible attitude towards a change which is abolutely
fundamental to the well-being of the CAP.
My country has very considerable problems, not just
in the economic field, but also because of the amount
that it imports from other Common Market countries,
products which in many cases it produces very effi-
ciently itself. Some of us are getting increasingly tired
of being told that we must support changes 
- 
in
some instances, according to the Commissioner
yesterday, up to the rate of 25 7o 
- 
because we are on
the receiving end, without anyone ever doing the sum
that says that the reason we have many problems is
that, as a well-organized market, many other nations
can unload their products on to us easily and effi-
ciently and they can reach a gteet many consumers
and it is their fault.
If we are not going forward towards a scheme of
impoft deposits and if we are not to get a revulsion 
-I use the word deliberately 
- 
from the consumer
against the sort of policy the Commissioner suggests,
we shall require a very different attitude. !fle shall
require a complete understanding of the fact that the
dairy industry, if it is to be the cornerstone, must be
given assistance to modernize. People must be encour-
aged to leave the farms in an ordered way, and invest-
ment that goes in for modernization is the one area
which should not in any circumstances be cut down.
If I were in The Commission I should object to Mr
De Koning drawing up the report, because his very
concise, precise and obvious mind makes it clear how
inadequate these proposals are. !7hy does not the
Commissioner do himself, and us, a favour and throw
the whole lot into the dustbin ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
I have little enthusiasm for rhese pro-
posals. !7e know that we have been dealing with this
problem for many years and that there is nothing ver,.
original in these proposals. I recognize that Mr De
Koning has done an excellenr job in trying tc
improve them. I particularly support the action of the
Committee on Agriculture in throwing out the idea of
taxing vegetable oil. I hope rhat that position will be
maintained.
I am not satisfied that this will solve the problem or
that this is the right way to go about it. I underline,
first, the point which you, Mr President, made in your
original speech supporting the non-marketing
premium but being doubtful about the conversion
premium lest it should cause trouble for beef and
meat markets generally. I think that we should empha-
size the importance of trying to produce a switch
from dairying to cereal production, as this is the most
obvious way of solving the problem.
I am opposed to the levy because it is wrapping up a
price-cut. !7hy not call it a price-cut ? Obviously, the
price must be cut in those countries which are
producing for intervention. I am particularly opposed
to this levy as regards the United Kingdom so long as
we do not have a proper alignment of the green
pound. I(hile we are in our present position, it is
completly wrong to impose a levy and it will be very
damaging in the United Kingdom, especially for those
who have suffered particularly badly from the drought.
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My main criticism is that our way of handling this
problem is far too blunt. Having established that the
levy is nothing more than a price-cut, that there is
very little else except the conversion premiums and
the non-marketing premium, both of these things, if
they are effective, will be somewhat uncontrollable.
The way we are dealing with our milk problem is
unsatisfactory inasmuch as we have not got a proper
body to organize the European dairy herd and the
European milk industry.
Early in the spring the Agricultural Committee visited
the Milk Marketing Board, and I believe the repor!
which has been mentioned today, to be important. I
believe that the Commission should take note of it.
\7e in Britain had chaos in our dairy industry in the
1930's. Out of that chaos and because of that chaos we
created the Milk Marketing Board. The board has
been in existence for 43 years. It has not only served
producers extraordinarily well; it has also served
consumers very well indeed.
I wish to draw attention to the price-levels. Admit-
tedly, these are for January of this year. In January of
this year a pint of milk cost 11'l pence in Germany,
l0'5 pence in Denmark, l0 pence in France and 8'5
pence in Britain. This is after 43 years of the Milk
Marketing Board's work. I will accept that there are
different problems as regards Europe as a whole from
those existing in Britain. I7e in Britain cannot fully
supply our milk market: we are net importers of dairy
products, and it makes the problem somewhat less
difficult.
'S7e must have a better authority outside the Commis-
sion composed of people who know all about produc-
tion and the milk market. Our board consists mainly
of producers, but it also has consumer representatives
on it, and it has been successful. I believe that the way
in which we manage our affairs here in the Commis-
sion, with the Milk Management Committee
consisting entirely of civil servants from the various
countries, is not satisfacory. I urge the Commission
not to have a blind spot on this suggestion. I call for
an urgent study to be made with a view to creating a
more flexible and independent milk marketing
authoriry for Europe in general and seeing whether
this might not help to solve our problem. If we rely
entirely on the price mechanism we may get into
great difficulties.
I have been a producer of milk for about 28 years. I
know what my reactions would be. I would try to keep
my income at its original level. Therefore, initially the
reaction to a price-cut is to expand the herd. This will
happen.
Ihen, we do not know the effect of these conversion
rnd non-marketing premiums. If they were suffi-
:iently effective, they might be good. There are many
reople who are not too keen on milking cows twice a
lay 355 days a year. There is a natural tendency to get
out. If we are not careful we may find ourselves curing
this milk surplus but having a very serious milk shor-
tage in a few years' time.
The way in which the Commission operates at present
is not sufficiently effective or sufficiently quick. It
does not analyse well enough what is happening in
the milk market all the time. This should be the work
ol a separate body. These proposals have been
supported by many of my colleagues in the House.
The Commissioner should look seriously at the results
of the British Milk Marketing Board and see what
could be leamed from it and how we could benefit
from such an organization for Europe generally.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I
observed that during the concluding stages of the
speech of Mr Howell you were looking anxiously at
your clock despite the fact that he was nowhere near
exceeding his time. I therefore inform you that I hope
to keep within my time-limit of ten minutes, but I
hope that, until that time has elapsed, you will not
feel it necessary to appear anxious.
I am under no illusion, nor is any of my colleagues,
that anything we say here today or anything that has
already been said will make the slightest difference to
what Mr Lardinois already thinp. He will not pay the
slightest attention to anything that is said here. He
will undoutedly make 
- 
and he is a very courteous
complimentary remarks about the various
speeches that are made, and he certainly will not reply
to any points that he finds it inconvenient to answer.
!7e know Mr Lardinois very well on this.
Mr Lardinois is faced with the deadly and relentless
logic of his own policy. It has never even occurred to
Mr Lardinois so far, and will not occur to him tonight,
that it is conceivably possible that this whole policy
might be wrong. This is something that has never
occurred to him. It has never occurred to him that
there is a deadly logic in that, if one pays too high an
intervention price for any form of agricultural
produce, sooner or later it will inevitably be followed
by one's having to pay people not to produce. To pay
people not to produce in a world where there is wides-
pread starvation is a political obscenity of which even
Mr Lardinois should be aware. This, indeed, is what
has happened.
I do not blame Mr Lardinois entirely. I also blame
Parliament. Parliament has become so mesmerized by
his logic, so bemused by the figures 
- 
not always
accurate, but Parliament is still bemused by his figures
- 
that it seems to think that the divine right of
wisdom in the agricultural sphere is wholly his own.
He has good reason to feel pleased. He is the farmers'
darling of Europe. He is the one who has given the
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farmers everything they want. They adore him. Even
within Directorate-General VI he maintains a perma-
nent staff to be in perpetual contact with Sir Henry
Plumb's organization, COPA. He is the producer's
man. The consumer does not even occur to him.
Now let us examine the proposals that Mr Lardinois
has made. Too high an intervention price has been
paid. This is now common ground throughout every
group in the Community. I have in front of me a
report by the Committee on Agriculture which says
that by and large the failure of the agricultural policy
is the result of too high an intervention price and too
little attention to the structural policy of agriculture.
This is common ground. Mind you, the committee
seem so mesmerized by Mr Lardinois that they do not
dare to say it to him directly. The first time he opens
his mouth and emits any decibels, everybody backs
down and says, 'Of course, what a very good man he
is'. They dare not question the consequences of their
own logic.
So now what do we have ? After having paid a grossly
excessive intervention price which has produced
riches for the largest and most efficient agriculturists
in Europe and maintained, I would agree, the less effi-
cient ones at subsistence level he now finds a glut,
and the mountain is of long standing. '!7e need not
talk about it any more. Everybody is sick of his moun-
tain. I suspect that he is getting sick of it himself. So
what do we have ? !7e now have a premiurir not to
produce milk. This should be the ultimate intellectual
ignominy for Mr Lardinois if he cared to contemplate
it coolly without being so convinced of his own
correctness.
The other matter is the so-called co-responsibility
levy. Mr Lardinois, nobody is the slightest bit deceived
by this. The co-responsibility levy looks very good.
But everybody knows 
- 
and Sir Henry Plumb knows
too 
- 
that, when the next price-round comes in two
or three months' time, the farmers will be compen-
sated again in their price-levels for the
co-responsibility levy which is proposed here. It is not
worth the paper that is written on, because we know
that when the price-review comes along the same old
dismal policy is carried on all over again, the stick and
the carrot : the carrot, the iuicy one, the premium for
not producinS; the stick, the co-responsibility levy.
But Mr Lardinois has no confidence in those propo-
sals either. Therefore, what he wants to do is to devote
certain proceeds to help in the marketing of milk, to
make milk more palatable to the ordinary citizen, to
induce the ordinary citizen to buy more, to improve
marketing methods and to improve publicity. Of
course, it would never occur to him, in the frame of
mind in which he is and in which he has always been,
that there is one remedy and that is to cut the price.
Oh, no, that would offend Sir Henry Plumb: that
vould affect COPA : that would alienate the farmers :
he could not possibily do that. Besides, it would indi-
cate a consideration for the consumer for which he is
not intellectually equipped and for which he has no
particular passion.
But even he has no confidence in this. !7hat does he
do now ? He says to us, '\7e must have a
co-responsibility levy. I am trying to imporve publi-
city and to make production more efficient'. He has
no confidence in this. He says, !(hat is my principal
competitor ? My principal competitor is margarine.
My principal competitor is vegetable oil.' He goes on
to say,'We cannot have unfair competition with dairy
products. !7e must therefore tax vegetable oil.'
Yesterday I listened to Mr Lardinois on the subjecr of
monetary compensation amounts, upon which he
waxed very eloquent in his triumphant peroration.
I7hat was his reason for denouncing them ? He said
that they struck vitally at the , whole rule of the
Community and that they prevented fair competition.
Comgetition was the basis of his philosophy
yesterday. Now, because vegetable oil probably
competes with his precious product, he wants to
remove competition.
So much for his regard for competition. The fact is
that he believes in competition within an organized
market. It is his own precious baby. This proposal is
being carried out for its effect on agricultural
producers in Europe. It is being carried out without
regard for the welfare of the Community or the
consumer. Mr Lardinois' argument about competition
is one of the most hollow intellectual arguments ever
inflictod upon this Parliament. After seeking to
impose a tax on vegetable oil, never let him talk again
about the principle of competition, because if he does
he will be laughed into the ignominy into which this
policy will take him.
I conclude by paying a tribute to Mr De Koning, not
only for his stand on vegetable oil but for his modera-
tion. His report bears all the stamp of a thorough
study of the problems of the farming community. I
commend him on his moderation. I do not know how
he managed to produce such a moderate and
temperate report, but I am sure that if its contents
were known by the public at large in Europe they
would consign this diet dictator of Europe to the
oblivion that he deserves.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani.
Mr Bersani. (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the intensity and range of this discussion
are certainly justified by the considerable importance
of the dairy sector in the overall picture and in the
structure of the Common Agricultural Policy and also
by the significance that policy, whatever is said about
it, in the process of consolidating and integrating the
European Economic Community.
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Ve have said on many occasions that the agricultural
poliry is, at the moment the only sector in which inte-
gration has made any progress. All this has a signifi-
cance going far beyond the immediate economic and
technical aspects and bringing in values of a policy
nature. I7hilst, therefore, I may be critical in my
remarks 
_about specific aspects. of the Commission's
proposals, I wanted to restate my profound conviction.
I too thank Mr De Koning. Once again, with wisdom
and up-to-date knowledge of his subject, he has given
Parliament a balanced picture of the various aspects of
the complex dairy sector question. The first point 
-and it is a first negative point 
- 
is that we are
presented with incomplete proposals. The 1974 memo-
randum, Mr Lardinois, had a far more organic and
acceptable framework (with regard, for example, to
certain co-responsibility measures). Instead, though it
is not your fault, we have only a pruned-down version
of those measures. They were, I repeat, better struc-
tured and, in various ways, more objective.
However this may be, the situation we are again faced
with is, and will continue to be, critical. The dairy
sector, with its structural surpluses that recur worsen
almost continually year after year in spite of all the
efforts made so far (it is a saga that has already lasted
many years), will absorb in 1976 about 50 % of the
financial resources of the EAGGF, Guarantee Section
in other words, 2 250 million u.a. (2 000 million under
Chapter 62 and 250 million under Chapter 100). Ifle
are therefore right to be concerned. !(ith figures like
these, there is a real risk of spoiling the most signifi-
cant prospects of development, modernization and
equilibrium between supply and demand, the foun-
dation-stones of a modern conception of the
Common Agricultural Policy.
The two main measures are, in themselves, acceptable
in principle. The balanced non-marketing and conver-
sion premiums have their own intrinsic logic. The
problems arise once we begin to analyse particular
details and aspects. Although it is true that the
measures concerned are submitted for our considera-
tion in the wake of a drought that has hit the
northern regions of Europe, including Northern ltaly,
so badly 
- 
here we agree with Mr De Korting that
the timing of their application should be considered
with very great attention, as Mr Scott-Hopkins has
suggested 
- 
I do not see why this should be used as a
pretext to shelve everything indefinitely in viiw of the
mounting urgency of the problems implicit in this
situation.
As regards the instruments themselves, I too 
- 
like
Mr Yeats 
- 
am very much in favour of the tax on
margarine and vegetable oils.
Supporting the rapporteur, Lord Bruce has argued,
perhaps too strongly, in favour of a fundamentally
different position. In my view, it is not so much a
problem of competition, as he has maintained, but
one of a fair balance between the various Community
policies.
The production costs that make up the price paid for
vegetable oils on the European market are also due to
the tropical countries' labour costs and social charges
which are distinctly lower than ours. If we want to
maintain a reasonable standard of living for the 9Vz
million European citizens still working in the vital
agricultural sector, ensuring that our Community and
consumers in Europe have adequate supplies and the
relative price stability which our populations have
recently had occasion to appreciate, we have to find a
different equilibrium between the prices of vegetable
oils and the price of butter.
Basic costs and social charges can be compared objec-
tively. This calls for an overall and balanced view,
which 
- 
among other things 
- 
would not leave a
few multinationals all the scope that they have been
able to enjoy up to now.
Our choice in this difficult subject cannot be rigid
and drastic, because we need to keep the European
market reasonably and firmly open to the countries of
the third world, as we have recalled only today in the
discussion on generalized tariff preferences; but we
cannot, I repeat, disregard the circumstances
governinS, as they do in this case, the standard of
living of European agricultural workers.
I(ith regard to the problem of suspending structural
aids 'fpr three years, I agree in substance with the
measures contained in the Commission's proposals
and the exceptions accompanying them, particularly
for hill-farming and less-favoured areas.
Structtiral modernization proiects in this sector, ladies
and gentlemen, have cost over I 000 million u.a. in
recent years, and this is a sector that has been the
source of disastrous structural surpluses for many
years. There is a blatant lack of proportion between
the declarations that have been made so many times
and the measures actually adopted. How can we fail to
compare the total of this expenditure with the invest-
ment in other sectors featuring gtave situations of
weakness or out-dated structures ? The exception fore-
seen for hill-farming and less-favoured areas should,
one way or another, be implemented in conditions
suiting, in many different ways, the true structural
aspects of the situations that exist.
The third question I would like to discuss in the short
time allowed to me 
- 
and I am rapidly nearing the
end of my remarks 
- 
is the co-responsibility levy.
Quoting from Mr De Koning's report itself, where he
refers to the need to safeguard, at all costs, the funda-
mental relationship that should exist between an
increase in production and the costs that stem from it,
I have many obiections to raise with regard to the
wording in the motion for a resolution.
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The principle of financial co-responsibility, as such, at
European level I support. As Lord I7alston has also
pointed out" it cannot be applied indiscriminately.
Here I have in mind the specific situation of my
country. Through 
- 
I admit 
- 
the misguided appli-
cation of compensatory measures, especially in 1973
and 1974, Italy, atready seriously in deficit as regards
beef and veal, suffered a steep decline in her animal
stock and a grave general deterioration in her situation
in this sector. At the same time, other agricultural
regions in Europe took liberal advantage of the situa-
tion. In the last 7 yeers, Italy's deficit in foreign trade
with the other Member States of the Community has
doubled and the food deficit will be approaching
3 000 000 000 000 lire by the end of the year. This is
mainly due to the meat sector and, to repeat myself,
other agricultural regions and countries in the
Community have derived and are still deriving consid-
erable advantages from it.
It is, in any case, a situation that you are well aware of,
Mr Lardinois. I particularly wish to acknowledge and
to thank you for the measures adopted at this time,
meeting specific requests from the govern-ment of my
country whose purpose is to obtain shares of the
Community's meat and butter stocks. This is a contri-
bution to the direct efforts to keep down the prices orf
basic food products in my country. But 
- 
if you will
allow me to say so 
- 
we cannot limit ourselves to the
level of such action precisely when we are talking
about upstream measures. Particularly in the structural
terms irt which your general proposal is to be inter-
preted, I feel we should consider any'linear'applica-
tion of such measures with apprehension. I would not
like any misunderstandingr to arise in this respect : I
am personally against any possible return to'national'
measures; I feel that the spirit of Community fellow-
"hip and co-responsibility should always be present
and alive in our minds. However, the situation today
is such that, if suitable measures are not applied, we
shall run the risk of penalizing 
- 
and aSgravating its
difficulties unbearably 
- 
precisely that country of all
countries that bears no responsibility for what has
happcned and whose equilibrium we are today endea-
vouring to restore.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall conclude
my brief statement by signifying my agr.eement with
the other measures and reasserting 
- 
though with the
important reservations I have made and contained,
incidentally, in the amendments of Mr Ligios and Mr
Pisoni, which, in their absence, I will take on my own
shoulders 
- 
my belief in the essential r6le of a rebal-
anced and reformed Common Agricultural Policy
beginning with the basic and 
- 
alas 
- 
so heavily-
burdened dairy sector.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jakobsen.
Mr Jakobsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, it is often said
that this House is very fond of talking. Today I feel
the greatest disinclination to talk, not only because I
am now4lefying my doctor's advice to rest for a while,
but also because I am reluctant to say what I think I
am obliged to say now. I do not need to say anything
about the matter itself. The group in which I find
myself has always shown great undentanding for
Danish as well as British interests, and what my
group's spokesman has said is in complete conformity
with my views on margarine levies, etc.
However, I am, as Lord Bruce said, sick of hearing
about mountains. The mountains themselves do not
make me sick. I am quite content to live in a world
where we have too much of almost everything when I
compare it with other social systems where they have
too little of everphing despite tremendous efforts. I
shall name only one example. In the 1870's, Russia
gave Danish agriculture a knock-out blow because she
could export grain to the whole world. Today, Russia
draws up enonnous five-year plans and buys grain
from the United States. The Soviet Union would have
been glad of a couple of grain mountains. Last year,
we had a shortage of potatoes and we should have
been glad of some potato mountains. Personally, I
know that many of us would appreciate some wine
mountains. I am sick of hearing people say they
deplore the fact that we have too much. Just imagine
if we were producing too little of something or other:
what proof this would be that our whole economic
system had failed !
It wasn't really this that prompted me to speak.
It remember with great peasure the day my British
colleagues and myself entered this Parliament for the
first time. I welcomed with great enthusiasm Mr
Kirk's speech in which he said hopefully: '!fle have
much to bring with us from the British Parliament.
!7e hope you will make use of it.' I was in complete
ag[eement with him. I was proud to see representa-
tives here from the British Parliament.
This still holds good. But I must say that today there
are a couple of flies in the ointment. And I must add
that a couple of speakers here just now have dimin-
ished my pleasure quite considerably. I hope that in
future we shall not acquire the tone of the British
Parliament, which is marked by far too many personal
attacks of the kind that has occurred quite gratuitously
in the course of the last few minutes. I regret this
profoundly. I can subsribe to Lord Bruce's priaise of
Mr De Koning. Lord Bruce acknowledged in parti-
cular the tone in which the whole of Mr De Koning's
introduction was presented. I am pleased about this,
and I hope that a new Member of this Parliament will
leam from an old Member, Mr De Koning, that this is
the tone which wins respect 
- 
not abuse and
personal attacks coupled with assertions with no
evidence to back them up.
May I, as one who has been in this Parliament for a
shorter time, say that I have the greatest respect for
Mr Lardinois. In situations where this Parliament has
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behaved itself like a kindergarten, I have seen Mr
Lardinois adhere steadfastly to standpoints wlich have
not been popular and which neither farmers nor
consumers have applauded. For a couple of speakers
- 
they haven't been Members for very long and
they're not particularly knowledgeable (if they were,
Mr Lardinois must have 
,taken it very hard) 
- 
have
said things which belittled Mr Lardinois' intelligence,
character and so on. I wish to protest 3s strongly as
possible against these attacks. In the first place, it is
not this Parliament's duty to appraise Commissioners'
personal qualities, and furthermore it contradicts all
my experience in this Parliament and in committee.
I have the greatest respect for the work Mr Lardinois
has performed here. I shall mention only one situa-
tion, where I received one of the greatest shocks I
have ever had in this Parliament. We were sitting here
one night between 3 and 4 o'clock. The chamber was
almost empty, because a large number of parliament-
arians from a large of number of countries were afraid
of supporting a position in this chamber as objectively
they should have done because at home in their own
countries they did not dare to reveal how they would
have voted. They therefore stayed away, we sat in a
group at the back of the chamber and it was Mr Lardi-
nois who had to take care of the matter and save the
day. This is why I compliment Mr Lardinois.
I regret that I do not have a louder voice; otherwise, I
would have said this even more forcefully.
(Applause fron tb1 centre and tbe rigbt)
President. 
- 
I remind the House that we are
debating Mr De Koning's report.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
I shall not detain the
House. I wish merely to protest at the strong personal
attack made by Lord Bruce on Sir Henry Plumb, who
is unable to reply. Sir Henry Plumb has done a diffi-
cult iob in seeing that the housewife has a steady
supply of home-grown food for her table and that the
United Kingdom balance of payments has been saved
from an even more intolerable burden than it already
carries.
(Applause from the right)
President.- I call Mr Lardinois.
(Altplause)
Mr Lardinois, member of tbe Cornrnission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I shall begin by thanking the rappor-
teur, on behalf of the Commission, for the work that
he has performed in the name of the Committee on
Agriculture. I would also like to compliment him, as
Lord Bruce has done, on the dedication and modera-
tion with which he has treated the whole problem. I
did hope that a measure of that moderation would
have carried over into Lord Bruce's remarks. That has
clearly not happened and I shall come back to this
point later.
In its motion for a resolution, the Committee on Agri-
culture recommends Parliament to give a positive
answer, with reservations in some cases, with regard to
most points in the proposal. I am particularly pleased
that this has been found possible in spite of the fact
that we are dealing with a number of matters that are
anything but easy to swallow, whether it be for
producers, consumers or national governments. The
rapporteur began by referring to the fact that we are
dealing with this matter at the present time in spite of
the drought and in spite of the measures we have
taken in connection with the drought. In the fact,
these proposals were drawn up in what I would call a
more normal situation. The period of drought inter-
vened, however, with the result that we had first to
concem ourselves with that problem and that the
climate became far from propitious for talking about
additional levies. Reference has also been made to this
in the various statements.
However this may be, I am pleased that, both in the
agricultural organizations and in this Parliament, there
is a readiness to take the long-term view of things.
The fact is that at this moment the short-term diffi-
culties stemming from the drought are still not over.
Many stock-farmers will have to pay a big bill next
winter as well because of it. But in our view it is our
task to see what we can do about the structural
surpluses in the dairy sector and that is a long-term
problem. I am also very gratified that this has been
brought out strongly in most of the speeches.
Mr De Koning also dealt with a number of specific
points in his presentation. With regard to aid policy,
he said that he agreed with the Commission's argu-
ment that it is no good trying to'mop up the wet with
the tap running.' In the present context, this Dutch
expression means that if production is to be reduced
then subsidies and premiums that help to expand
production how to stop. Mr De Koning added that it
should be borne in mind that modernization must not
be held back. In this connection I would comment
that modernization in dairy farming is not brought
about primarily by the Member Srates or by the
Community, but by the farmers themselves. If, in fact,
the price of milk is so attactive, as has been main-
tained by various speakers, then modernization can go
ahead, in my view, without further support having to
come from the Member States or the Communfty. In
other words, in my view, modernization policy in
dairy-farming is primarily a matter for the farmers
themselves. Those that operate most efficiently will, in
general, have the biggest scope to improve and moder-
nize their farms.
There is another problem on this point. It would be
best to give support only for modernization, if farmers
want to modernize, and not for expanding capacity. In
practice, however, it is in most cases exceptionally
difficult to keep the two separate. Suppose a farmer
wants to have a new cow-house with a milk-tank and
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so on 
- 
there can be very few farmers who would do
so without increasing their production capacity. Ob-
viously, by increasing his capacity a farmer can more
quickly recover his own investment in the cow-house
or the milk-tank. So if we give aid for modernization
we automatically, in pratically every case, also give aid
for expansion. However, we could best do without any
expansion in production in the next few years 
- 
on
the contrary. Otherwise, we shall never be able to
solve this dreadful milk problem in the Community.
On the other hand, there are certain areas that we
would like to continue to help, in spite of the surplus
problem. These are areas where farmers are living in
very difficult circumstances. I say this particularly for
the benefit of Mr Fr0h, who put a question on this
point. The Commission takes the view that, as regards
modernization policy and the granting of aid no
changes should be made to the policy in relation to
farmers in the hill-farming areas or the so-called
piroblem areas. For one thing very little milk is
produced in these areas, and on top of that we simply
cannot change our policy for such areas if we still
want farmers to stay there for the next l0 or 20 years.
Ihe same applies to the processing of milk in the
dairy-produce industry. For such activities in the
problem areas or hill-farming areas we do not intend
to discontinue the aid that has so far been given. In
other areas, on the other hand, we cannot'mop up the
wet with the tap running.' In fact, we must proceed
with the greatest strictness. On the other hand, in the
case of a project involving no risk of expanding
production 
- 
now or in the future 
- 
then we can
take a fresh look at the'question, as I have already indi-
cated to the Committee on Social and Economic
Affairs. Nfe have also made an exception for extensive
farming. This is often determined by the climate. In
South Germany, near the Alps, it is impossible to
keep one-and-a-half cows per hectare: the season is
far shorter and the rainfall makes it impossible to
operate the same intensive farming methods found in
Benelux and in Great Britain.
I agree with the rapporteur that we should expand
food aid. In this connexion, we should not accept
s/hat has been decided by the Council of Ministers.
fhis has happened for the fourth consecutive year.
STith regard to the long-term contracts with third
:ountries, too, the Commission holds the view that in
;pite of the Council's negative or. hesitating attitude
:his policy has to be got off the ground. \7e hope it
vill be possible to produce proposals for this not too
far hence ;
Ihe rapporteur has also urged that there should be no
.evy on vegetable fats but that the Commission should
<eep a careful watch on this question. In his remarks
he referred to the ratio between vegetable and milk
:ats. I can assure the rapporteur, Mr President, that the
Sommission is following this question closely. The
Souncil of Ministers has already decided twice 
- 
in
1953 and in 1958 
- 
to impose a levy on vegetable
rils. Nothing ever came of this in the Community
and, hearing today's discussion and reading the rappor-
teur's proposals, I think that the chances, once more,
are not rosy. In general, I must say that I understand
the arguments against. I myself have opposed it in the
past 
- 
four years as member of this Parliament and
six years as a member of the Council. I am perhaps
myself one of those who saw to it that this proposal
did not get off the ground in the Community of the
Six. Others have now picked up the message. I can
only say that now, after this long time, I personally
have come to the conclusion that a levy on vegetable
oils and fats for the Community as a whole 
- 
and
this is something quite different from having it apply
solely in the North 
- 
will be inevitable in the future.
S7hether it is introduced this year or in several years'
time there is, in the long run, no way round it.
I would also like to tell the rapporteur that it is Parlia-
ment's perfect right to throw this proposal out but
that this will sound less convincing if no alternative
whatsoever is proposed.
I had hoped that the Committee on Agriculture
would be able to put forward an alternative. Alterna-
tives are certainly possible. If you do not want to
worsen the competitive position of butter in relation
to margarine by imposing an extra burden on butter
production, then you have to look elsewhere. One of
the alternatives, for example, might be to do what is
being done at the moment in Great Britain, where
butter is being given a state subsidy. If this Parliament
thinks that such a subsidy should be given for butter,
to which the Member States and not iust the Commu-
nity would have to contribute, then this, at all events,
would be an alternative. I am sorry that this sugges-
tion did not come from the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
As chariman of this committee, Mr Houdet has
commented that the additional, detailed proposal
regarding a number of points have not been spelled
out. I, too, feel that this is a pity and I hope, at all
events, that it will be possible to deal with these pro-
posals at the next part-sesion.
Lord Iralston wants an automatic correlation between
surplus and levy and, for a long time, I too thought
that this was perhaps a good idea. In a certain sense,
however, I shall be guarding my successor if only
because we know from experience that the responsi-
bility for mounting surpluses is usually laid at the
door of the Commission in Brussels. In one way this
is right, of course, because if there are surpluses'that
means that the Commission, at surpluses to stand,
instead of paying out more money and thus working
off the surpluses at any price. It is not iust a matter of
the physical presence of stocks, the question is what
limits we are to draw when assessing what can still be
sold and what cannot. So if we talk purely about the
physical presence of surpluses, then it must be remem-
bered that, before butter can be used in Russia,
surpluses have to be paid for; afterwards they do not
because they no longer exist.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins has aked me for some further infor-
mation. As a result of the droughg production has
fallen by about I %. This is one of the main reasons
why we expect that the surplus will, by the end of the
winter, be about as great as it was in 1974 and in 1975
- 
not greater still. So it cannot just be qualified as
working stock.
The milk-powder surplus will be large. In mid-Sep-
tember we still had a stock of t'+ million tonnes of
skimmed-milk powder. Since then the surplus has
fallen by 100 000 tonnes owing to the fact that, with
the beginning of the winter period, somwhat less has
been produced. Moreover, as you know, the incorpora-
tion compulsory addition scheme has been going on.
Under this scheme we have so far bought in about
300 000 tonnes out of the 400 000 covered by the
programme. You know that this is also a form of
co-responsibility. Still, this is not the moment to go
back over this matter: we discussed it fully when
dealing with the so-called motion of censure before
the recess.
!7e certainly have to keep a close eye on the beef
market. The production of beef is expected to fall in
1977 and 1978 
- 
throughout the world. If we also
have a non-marketing premium on our milk, this
looks very promising for our expections, in coniunc-
tion with meat production, for the next two years.
I am glad that Mr Scott-Hopkins has said that no
support should be given to expand production. As I
have already'said, this is precisely the intention of the
Cornmission. For investment proiects which do not
constitute any direct or indirect encouragement to the
expansion of production we can perhaps be less strict.
I would like to thank Mr Bangemann for his contribu-
tion on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. Ve
know the Committee on Budgets' preference for a stru-
cutral policy rather than a guarantee policy, and
personally I am in agreement. However, it is in my
experience extraordinary difficult 
- 
and this I would
like to make clear once again to the Committee on
Budgets 
- 
to remove certain existing guarantees. The
applies not only to aSriculture but also to the whole of
our social legislation. The most difficult thing of all,
in our social legislation as well, is partly to withdraw
certain rights that have been given in the past at a
moment wtren costs are in fact becoming too great. In
my view, this is one of the crises that our democracy
is currently going through. It is therefore a factor
affecting not only agriculture but almost every other
asPect.
I have, I hope, already given sufficient proof that I am
an advocate of adiusting guarantees and also reducing
them as necessary.
Miss Boothroyd spoke about the relationship between
agricultural policy and consumer policy. I agree with
her. I would add that it is not iust a question of more
choice, as she said, but also of better information and
lower costs and that a central feature of European agri-
cultural policy should also be the assurance we should
be able to offer to consume$ with regard to the aveila-
bility of supplies. Normally this assurance should, in
our 'lTestem world, be taken for granted, but probably
we shall not be able to rely on it invariably in thc
future.
She also mede the point that the levy on milk will not
benefit consumers. That I must dispute. One of the
proposals that we shall be discussing next time is to
finance school-milk programmes for the whole of the
Community from Community funds, the morrcy
coming from the milk levy. If we can launch a school-
milk progmmme from Sicily to Scotland with a large
subsidy from the Community and a somewhat smeller
one from the national Member States, thcn thag in
my view, will be expectionally helpful for consumers,
and precisely for those groups of consumers who prob-
ably derive most benefit from consuming milk
products, particularly milk itself.
The consumer organizations ere represented in discus-
sions in the Committee on Social and Economic
Affairs. Last week I told the committee that'I was of
the opinion that the influence of consumer organiza-
tions at European level was not yet compaftble with
that of producer organizations. I also said in
committee that it was in the interest of producer
organizations as well to have far more direct contact
and to dbvelop co-operation with the consumer organi-
zations. One of the reasons why the consumer orStni-
zations at European level carry, in facg too little
weight in the milk question is, in my view, that fuw
Member States have really efficient consumer organiza-
tions. There is a lot more to be done in this respcct in
ITestern Europe, and it is certainly not my view that
this would be to the detriment of agricultural policy
in'the long term. On the contrary, it is my opinion
that European agricultural policy could only stand to
gain.
The good work done by the British Milk Marketing
Board has also been mentioned. I too have never
denied that the Board is doing good work; on the
contrary, I have always maintained that it is doing
excellent work, including the advertising chmpaigns
which hate increased milk consumption considerably
in Great Britain. But this,cannot be directly compared
with the situation in other Member States. I7hat, in
fact'was the situation in. Great Britain ? Based on the
price of milk, the price that farmers obtained for
drinking milk was about rwice what they received for
butter, theese and skimmed-milk powder. In other
words, every gallon that could be sold in the drinking-
milk market instead of that for butter or other indus-
trial products brought pratically double the iricome to
the Milk Marketing Board. A big advertising budget
would therefore invariables be iustified in such circum-
stances. The situation, therefore,.was very 
,different
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from what we have in most other Member States,
where it makes no difference to the farmer or the
dairy-produce industry if the milk is ued for drinking
milk or for other dairy products.
In European milk policy this did not matter and it
still does not matter. It is also the reason why adver-
tising budgets on drinking-milk are much smaller. A
bigger budget would have to be paid by the govern-
ment or by the Community, and we do not believe
that we can throw large sums of government money
around for this purpose. On the other hand, we ought
to be able to share something for promoting milk
consumption in certain sectors 
- 
schoolchildren, for
example.
Mr Kofoed has put in a plea for vegetable oils and
fats. He also said that structural adjustments would, in
the long run, help us out of trouble. I agree with him,
Mr President, but we cannot regard this as too simple
a question. In fact, big structural adiustments have
already been made in European agriculture. The
number of farms with dairy cattle was reduced by
almost half between 1968 and 1975 
- 
in other words,
from 3'6 to 2 million. That happended in a period of
less than 8 years. That it is a very big structural adiust-
ment. But it did not reduce the amount of milk. At
the end of it there was even 5 7o more milk. The total
increase in milk ouput at this stage of development is,
in my view, not primarily a matter of 'the number of
farmers with dairy cows. It is first and foremost a ques-
tion of aggreSate production resources. With less
labour the same production resources can yield a
bigger output with the help of modernization. It is
clear that a close watch has to be kept on all factors.
In this connection, I would like to say to Mr Martens
that linking the premium for non-marketing with the
existing structural provisions will, in my view, induce
more people to leave stock-farming than he app^tt-
ently supposes. He is naturally right when he says that
if a farmer with a relative small farm switches from
milk to meat production, the economic result is un-
favourable from the return on labour viewpoint. Mr
President, we do not want to turn all stock-farmers
away from milk production, but for very many of
them there are excellent reasons why they would want
to leave dairy-farming provided some help were given.
Here I am referring to the older farmers, farmers who
have other jobs and farmers who would prefer to do
something under the heading of tourism. They can
make a little on the side only during a specific period
of the year, but in combination with the support
measures to be taken they could probably make ends
meet. Then there are farmers who have to carry on
with their farms although they are dilapidated 
-because national measures are inadequate. tUfith some
social aid and the possibilities we are now discussing,
they should be able to give us their farms. I am
convinced that this programme will have far more
effect than the programmes proposed in the past,
which have certainly not disappointed us either. I
think this would help many over their hesitation, and
thus produce good results.
Mr Liogier said that the price of milk ought to be
frozen next year and that this measure could take the
place of the proposed programme. I am not sure
whether I understood him properly, but it seems to
me to be a proposal worth considering. I have
certainly considererd it and if this is the view of this
Parliament I have nothing to say against it, I have no
objection to substituting this for the levy on milk.
I particularly appreciated Lord Gordon \$Talker's state-
ment. I fully accept his comment that we are
frequently using new terms and new phrases in the
Brussels bureaucracy. I would, however, add that new
terms sometimes do not exist in one language and are
often borrowed from the language of other Member
States. Many members will no doubt remember that
three years ago we proposed a levy on milk as an
imposition or a'tax'. One of the reasons why this Parli-
ament, the Council and also the agricultural organiza-
tions were opposed to it was that it was called a 'tax'.
A lot, therefore, depends on the word that is used.
Perhaps, in our proposal on margarine we ought to
have referred to the 'co-responsibility' of the marga-
rine manufacturers and, who knows, Parliament might
then have received the proposal r4ore favourably.
This, therefore, is one of the reasons why a different
term is used from that coming immediately to mind.
Talking about oils and fats, Lord Gordon r[Talker said
something about 'wrong in principle'. About a month
ago I said that we were not the inventors of linking
one levy to another. In most Member States, at least in
the North of Europe, there is a link between the level
of the levy and tax on beer and that of the levy and
tax of wine. tU7hat is more, this is the reason the
Member States give for their high taxation on wine
whenever we ask them for an explanatibn. lU7ith all
due respect to Lord Gordon \7alker, I would therefore
say that linking one levy to another is not a Commu-
nity innovation.
I would like to tell Mr Martens that I find it difficult
to believe that FB 7 000 is 7 o/o of. the income of a
stockfarmer. This might perhaps be possible if only
the income from milk were taken into account, but
there are, of course, other sources of income. If Mr
Martens is, however, right, then Belgian stockfarming
is indeed in a sadder. way than we thought.
In lier usual way, Mrs Dunwoody sp6ke with great
directness ; she used the word 'madness' at least five
times and I shall therefore not repeat it again. I would
just'say that many views on a Community agricutlural
policy naturally need to be seen in a boarder context
than happens in most cases, certainly by the new
Member States, who are too inclined to regard what
they have long been used to as superior. I'do not say
that it is never superior, but I deny that this is invari-
ably the case. This sebms to me too conservative an
approach.
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Mr President, I am glad that Mr Yeats, as an English-
speaker, had something different to say about the levy
than most of the other English-speakers. By and large,
agriculture no longer rejects the levies as such. After
rejecting them for three years, the sector is gradually
coming to the realization that its own contribution in
dealing with surpluses can also be a substantial contri-
bution towards helping the whole institution of
Community agriculture properly onto its feet.
I agree with Lord Bruce that agriculture does not
attach sufficient value to the maintenance of the
Community agricultural policy as an objective that is
in their own interests, and yet this is really the case 
-and the Common Agricultural Policy, on top of that,
is also in the interests of European consumers. It is
not in the interests of European consumers to deliver
them into the hands of North American producers
more than they already are. 'S7e have seen the results
of this kind of dependence in relation to our energ'y
supplies at the time of the oil-crisis. I hope that
Europe will never be the victim of that kind of black-
mail in food.
I therefore feel that here I have more than solely agri-
cultural interests at heart 
- 
as, incidentally, do -my
colleagues on the European Commission. All the prop-
osals that I table here have been prepared on behalf of
the European Commission as a whole. !7e are jointly
responsible for them. Or do you think that the Euro-
pean Commission, with its 12 members, usually
decides what I think fit to propose ? Also I have the
excellent help provided by our staff. Lord Bruce has
attacked the Directorate for Agriculture, and this I
cannot accept. If he makes an unjustified attack on
me, then it is up to me to defend myself and that I
shall do if I think it is worth the trouble: I do not,
however, think it is worth bothering to defend myself
against a fit of ill-temper. But as far as our staff is
concerned, I would say that they are some of the very
best officials that we have in the whole of the Brussels
organization and that very hard work is done in these
services by an international team of which I am
proud. I hope too that, if my successor will be
working with the same staff, that he will stand in the
breach to the same extent as I have always done.
(Applause)
Another thing that should be said about our staff is
that they often have to do their work in very difficult
circumstances. Belgians and ltalians, Britons and
Dutchmen, Danes, Irishmen, Germans and
Frenchmen 
- 
if you can weld all there nationalities
into a unit, then you are really working for Europe. I
hope we do not forget this.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning.
Mr De Koning, rapportean 
- 
(NL) Mr Presideng I
will limit myself to expressing my thanks for the
words of appreciation from Mr Lardinois and my
colleagues in this Parliament. I am very grateful for
this recognition, but I readily share it with the secreta-
riat of the Committee on Agriculture.
President. 
- 
The general debate is closed.
Before considering the motion for a resolution, we
must vote on the amendments tabled to the proposal
for a regulation.
On Article 9, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr
Durand on behalf of the Committee on Budgets. Does
a member of the Committee on Budgets wish to move
this amendment ?
Mr Show. 
- 
I must protest. I am sorry that Mr
Durand is not here. I have not been briefed on this
matter. I therefore regret that I am not prepared to
move the amendment.
President 
- 
Since there is no one present to move
Amendment No 4, that amendment therefore falls.
On Article 10, I have Amendment No 12, tabled by
Mr Ligios and Mr Pisoni:
This Article to be modified as follows :
l. Unchanged.
2. The Guidance Section of the EAGGF shall refund o
the Member States 40 7o of the eligible expenditure.
3. Unchanged.
I call Mr Bersani to move the amendment.
Mr Berseni. 
- 
(I) lrs I have done in the course of
my speech I feel I should stress, once again, that the
measure in question 
- 
which is, incidentally, very
much more than the usual 25 o/o 
- 
is already at a
high level. !7e therefore urge that the proposed
amendment be adopted.
President 
- 
lfhat is Mr De Koning s position ?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur.- (NL) I feel we should
be very clear about the fact that here, under the
heading of measures financed from the Guidance
Section, measures are taken that are especially
intended to reduce the expenditure front the
Guarantee Section. Now, for the Guidance Section the
Community contribution is 25 o/o, and for the
Guarantee Section 100 % of the cost if financed by
the Community. The Commission proposes 50 70,
and I think that is a reasonable compromise. I there-
fore advise Parliament not to adopt this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 12 to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
!7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
I put the preamble to the vote.
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Prcsident
The preamble is adopted.
On paragraphs I to 4, I have two amendments :
- 
Amendment No l, tabled by Lord l7alston on
behalf of the Socialist Group:
Replace these paragraphs by the following single para-
graph :
'1. Realizing the very adverse effects that the drought has
had on the incomes of dairy farmers in'many parts of
the Community, nevertheless accepts that the
Commission's proposals are of a long-term nature,
and emphasizes that the need to reduce the total
amount of milk produced in the Community is stilt
as urgent as it was when these proposals were first put
forward;'.
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Ligios and Mr
Pisoni:
Replace paragraphs I to 4 with the following:
'1. Believes that the drought, which this year has affected
several regions in Europe, should not be uscd as a pretext
for the postponement of the measures absolutely neces-
sary for the reduction of the costly and ever-increasing
surpluses; points out that in the period from 1958 to
1975 the'Community had to sell l0 % of its butter
production in powder or liquid form at reduced prices on
the world market, which involved the EAGGF, Guidance
Section, in expenditure on the milk and milk products
sector which increased from 600 m u.a. in 1968-69
(Community of the Six) to l52lm u.a. in 1973 (Commu-
nity of the Nine) and to 1900m u.e. in 1976, and which
is expected to increase to 2250m u* in 1977 il no
measures are taken ;'.
These amendments can be considered jointly.
I call Lord \Talston to move Amendment No l.
Lord Velston. 
- 
Amendment No I does not seek
to alter the meaning of the report. It seeks to make it
abundantly clear, as it is important that it should be
clear, that" regardless of the damage that hes been
done by the drought in certain areas 
- 
damage which
is being very quickly repaired in some areas because
of the weather we have been having recently and the
very mild and open autumn 
- 
these proposals must
be regarded as long-term proposals and we must not
in any way be deflected from those long-term objec-
tives because of the drought. This amendment would
make it more clear. This is the way in which the
report is at present drafted, so I hope that my
colleagues will agree to the amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani to move Amendment
No 8.
Mr Berseni. 
- 
(I) Por the same reasons as those iust
given by Lord Iflalston and in view of the fact that the
wording he has proposed seems to me more suitable, I
withdraw the amendment tabled by Mr Ligios-and Mr
Pisoni and I support the amendment proposed by
Lord Valston.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 8 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I7hat is Mr De Koning s position ?
Mr De Koning, raPporteur, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
agree with Lord l7alston that his amendment does
not alter the meaning of the resolution, but neverthe-
less I feel that it pays too little regard to the situation
following the period of drought in which these 
- 
in
many respects painful 
- 
measures have to be intro-
duced. I believe that this Parliament would enhance
its credibility if it made it very plain that it is conver-
sant with the situation on the land in large areas of
Europe. I would prefer to maintain the first four para-
graphs of the resolution and therefore recommend
that Lord 'lTalston's amendment be rejected.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
The amendment is reiected.
I put paragraphs I to 4 to the vote.
Paragraphs I to 4 are adopted.
On paragraphs 5, I have two amendments :
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Laban on behalf
of the Socialist Group :
This paragraph to read as follows:
'5. Points out that despite the measures taken in the past,
imbalance persists on thc milk market and that this is
due to the lack of a genuine structural rationalization
policy since for too long efforts have been made to
maintain income levels simply by means of exces-
sively high prices;'.
- 
Amendment No 19, tabled by Mr Gibbons and Mr
Liogier on behalf of the Group 
, 
of European
Progressive Democrats :
Paragraph 5 (a)
At the end of this sub-paragraph, add the following:
'... structural nature and aggrdaated by imports from
tbird. countries;'.
These amendments can be considered jointly.
I call Lord l7alston to move Amendment No 2.
Lord Walston. 
- 
There is not an enormously signifi-
cant difference between Amendment No 2 and the
paragraph as drafted, but it underlines the point that
in certain instances prices have been too high and
have encouraged too much milk production.
Although it may be an unpopular thing to say, it is
worth saying in this case. I think that the amendment
is an improvement on the present drafting.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to move Amendment
No 19.
Mr Yeats, 
- 
tU(e want to insert a reference to
imports from third countries because it seems to us
that at a time when intervention milk-powder stocks
on 15 September last were l'3 million tonnes 
-almost l'4 ,million tonnes 
- 
and butter stocks were
over 400 000 tonnes, it is ridiculous to allow in large-
scale imports of dairy produce from abroad 
- 
particu-
larly from New Zealand, with 45 000 tonnes in this
year, and another 30 000 tonnes of cheese. In those
circumstances we are merely adding to the existing
surpluses. \7e feel that there should be a reference to
third countries, as proposed by the amendment.
President. 
- 
tU7hat is Mr De Koning's position ?
Mr De Koning, rapPorteur. 
- 
(NL) Regarding
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Laban, it is my view
that this is biassed to say the least. It is naturally quite
wrong to say that structural harmonization has failed
to come about purely because'a policy of high prices
is followed. I am not going to argue about whether
prices were too high or too low, but what I will say is
that completely different causes led to the present
surpluses. I am thinking, for example, of technological
innovation, which has led to considerable intensifica-
tion in stockfarming. I would therefore recommend
Parliament to reiect Amendment No 2.
tU7ith regard to Amendment No 19, Mr Yeats himself
said that this mainly concerned imports from New
Zealand. My opinion is that certain agreements were
reached with regards to imports from New Zealand
when the Treaties of Accession were signed and that
we have to abide by them. This amendment is tabled
purely as a statement, but from the policy viewpoint
its significance is naturally far greater. For these
reasons I recommend Parliament to reject this amend-
ment too.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 19 to the vote.
Amendment No l9 is rejected.
I put paragraphs 5 and 5 to the vote.
Paragraphs 5 and 6 are adopted.
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment No 18, tabled by
Mr Gibbons and Mr Liogier on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats :
This paragraph to read as follows :
'7. Therefore shares the Commission's view that rationali-
zalion measures aimed at reducing structural
surpluses by limiting production and increasing sales
are unavoidable, but also considers tbat imlorts front
thtrd countries -tbould be reconsidered;'.
I call Mr Yeats to move Amendment No 18.
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Amendment No 18 is essentially iden-
tical to the amendment we have just considered.
There seems to be no point in putting it to the vote
again.
I therefore withdraw the amendment, although it is
still a good one.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Amendment No l8 is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put paragraphs 7 to l0 to the vote.
Paragraphs 7 to l0 are adopted.
On paragraphs 1l and 12, I have two amendments:
- 
Amendmeni No 9, tabled by Mr Ligios and Mr
Pisoni:
Replace paragraphs ll and 12 with the following:
'll. Approves the Commission's proposal for cutting
back investments in the milk and milk products
sector and therefore also approves the abolition, for a
period of 3 years, of national and Community aid in
this sector, except for less-favoured regions and
mountain areas ;'.
- 
Amendment No 17, tabled by Mr Gibbons:
Paragraph I I
This paragraph to read as follows :
'll. Considers a ban on national and Communiry aid to
the dairy sector difficult to reconcile with the objec-
tives of the Community policy on structures and
therefore asks for Community aid to be maintained
- 
at least in the pasture areas and other areas in
which there is no alternative to dairy farming 
- 
for
clearly-defined proiects of moderate size that fit in
with the planned structural reform and contribute to
improved working conditions on family farms,
without expanding production capacity ;'.
I call Mr Bersani to move Amendment No 9.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I)We feel that the present wording
of paragraphs ll and 12 leaves the door open to the
continuation of an investment policy which must be
considered excessive for this sector, particularly in
view of the figures I took the liberty of quoting during
my first statement.
The wording we propose, however, apart from
answering better a passage in Mr De Koning's report,
draws a clear distinction between incentive and
financing policies and those which, in our view, are
essential for the less-favoured regions and mountain-
ous areas, where it is useful and advisable to continue
with a policy of structural support.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Yeats to move Amendment
No 17.
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Mr Yea6. 
- 
The reason for Arnendment No 17 is
that the existence of national aids continues to distort
the application of the common agricultural policy in
the Member States. It is estimated fairly conservatively
that in 1976, 9 000m u.a. will be spent by national
govemments outside the Community framework,
whereas in stark contrast we have only l57m u.a.
which have been entered as payments in the Guid-
ance Section of the EAGGF for the 1977 budgetary
year.
National aids, as we know, are often in direct contra-
diction to the objectives of the Community's struc-
tural policy. Because national aids are at different
levels in the Member States, depending on the degree
of prosperity of the states concemed, they frequently
result in unfair discrimination between farmers in the
different Member States.
Lip-service has been paid time and again by the
Council and the Commission to these national aids.
Indeed, Parliament has constantly and consistently
denounced them, but they continue to exist.
Parliament should acceptthe amendment in order to
declare again our hostility to the concept of national
aids.
President. 
- 
!flhat is Mr De Koning's position ?
Mr De Koning, ra.pporteur. 
- 
(NL) !7ith regard to
Amendment No 9, I feel that this is too undifferenti-
ated a wording for the limitation which has to be
introduced into aid pglicy. In my presentation, I also
made it clear that we advocated a policy designed to
counter any expansion in production but in which
modernization could go ahead if possibilities existed
for it. Mr Lardinois' reaction was not to change this.
He purely said that he first wanted to see projects in
which modernization was possible without expecting
some expansion in production. I therefore prefer the
wording of paragraphs ll and 12 as it stands and
recommend Parliament to reiect Amendment No 9.
Regarding Amendment No 17, I would say that its
obiect is clearly exactly the same as my own. The ques-
tion is merely how this can be expressed in the most
accurate fashion. If the term 'Community aid' is used,
we run the risk of giving the impression that this
concerns exclusively aid from the Community. But
even in the case of Community aid there is agreement
between the Community and the Member States that
25o/o is financed by the Community and 75o/oby the
Member States or, at least, that is the most usual
split.. .
Mr Lerdinois, *Iembcr of tbe Commi.esion. 
- 
(NL)l
think th-ere is a misunderstanding. !7hen we give
Community aid, the Community gives 25 0/0, the
Member State 5 o/o and the farm that is assistedT0o/o.
Mr De Koning, rd.pPorteun 
- 
(NL) With this
misunderstanding about the term 'Community aid'
disposed of, I feel that Parliament might well adopt
this amendment.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is reiected.
I put Amendment No 17 to the vote.
Amendment No 17 is adopted.
I put paragraphs 12 and 13 to the vote.
Paragraphs 12 and 13 are adopted.
On paragraph 14, I have 4 amendments:
- 
Amendment No l0 (first part), tabled by Mr Ligios
and Mr Pisoni, replacing paragraph 14 with the
following:
14. Points out that in the middle of September 1976
surpluses in the milk and milk products sector
amounted to 423 000 tonnes of butter and I 372000
tonnes of milk powder, distributed over the Member
States as follows :
l. Germany
2. France
3. Belgium
4. Netherlands
5. Ireland
6. U.K.
7. Denmark
8. Luxembourg
9. Italy
Therefore believes it unjust to penalize countries which
have contributed little or nothing to these surpluses;
- 
Amendment No 20, tabled by Mr Liogier and Mr
Gibbons on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
This paragraph to read as follows:
'14. (a) Recognizes the need to establish a direct link
between milk production and sales so as to
encourag€ producers to limit production while at
the same time making funds available for sales
promotion;
(b) Considers the introduction of financial
co-responsibility inadvisable under present
circumstances ;
(c) Therefore invites the Commission to consider
other measures as an alternative to financial
co-responsibility such as the temporary freezing
of milk prices at a certain level which would
serve the dual purpose of discouraging milk
production and not causing an increase in prices
of milk products for consumers i.
Butter tVilh powder
t23 227 583 099
133 805 396764
2t 395 ll8 158
56442 72155
23 063 109 8l l
50 413 39 870
12608 42438
l 93t 10053
00
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President
- 
Amendment No 3, tabled by Lord lralston on
behalf of the Socialist Group :
This paragraph to read as follows:
'14. Considers that the most effective means of ensuring
genuine co-responsibility is for the levy to be tied
directly to the amount of over-production that takes
place and to the losses incurred by the Commission
in storing and ultimately disposing'of the ensuing
surpluses i.
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Martens: This
paragraph to read as follows :
'14. Pending a Commission proposal on the possible
imposition of a temporary co-responsibility levy on
milk producers, recalls paragraphs 7, 18, 33 and 35
of the resolution adopted by Parliament in June
1975 on the basis of the Scott-Hopkins report on
the stocktaking of the common agricultural policy;'.
I call Mr Bersani to move the first part of Amendment
No 10.
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) l\,s I pointed out in my statement,
I support the principle, expressed in this amendment,
of producer co-responsibility.
The intention in this amendment is to spotlight the
absurdity and iniquity of a measure which takes no
account of the current situation and would boil down
to penalizing disproportionately those who are in no
way responsible for the situation that has arisen.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment
No 20.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) The justification for this amend-
ment, which, incidentally, answers the question Mr
Lardinois has iust put to me, is as follows. In spite of
the drought, milk production is still too high. Never-
theless, because of the drought, dairy farmers cannot
bear the additional loss rn income that would be
caused by a fresh levy. If financial co-responsibility is
adopted it might last indefinitely. To be effective, the
rule and supervision of co-responsibility would be
difficult and very expensive and, in all probability,
would absorb a large share of the proceeds from the
new tax.
On the other hand, it would seem that temporanly
treezing prices at a certain level would be simpler and
more effective, cause no expense and involve
consumers in no extra cost.
President. 
- 
I call Lord I7alston to move Amend-
ment No 3.
Lord Valston. 
- 
Amendment No 3 is of more
substance than were the previous ones I moved. I
shall not go into the reasons for that" as I did so in the
general debate. I was encouraged to hear Commis-
sioner Lardinois say that he had taken the general
idea of tying co-responsibility to the amount of the
surplus vely seriously. I was also encouraged by what
he said about paragraph 21, which deals with the levy
on vegetable oils. He said that he would have been
less opposed to that proposal had some alternative to
the levy been put forward.
I suggest that if the amendment is adopted there will
be an altemative to the levy on oils and fats. The
amendment urges that the money which comes from
the co-responsibility levy should be used to off-set the
losses incurred by the Commission in storing and ulti-
mately disposing of the ensuing surpluses. It can be
used as a direct subsidy, either for surplus butter or for
school milk from Sicily to Scotland, or for any other
purpose. It will be used to bring down the cost of
living, whereas the levy on oil and fats puts up the
cost of living. By adopting the amendment we shall
remove one of the main obiections of the Commis-
sioner to the subsequent paragraph 21. I urge my
colleagues to adopt the amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to move Amendment
No 5.
Mr Maftens. 
- 
(NL) The first version of paragraph
14 was, and the present version still is, very evenly
balanced. Mr De Koning weighed up the advantages
and disadvantages of both, but the scales tipped in
favour of introducing the levy.
My own standpoint, set out in the first amendment
which I defended before the Committee on Agricul-
ture, was that I agreed with the principle of intro-
ducing a levy provided that a levy was also imposed
on magarine. But that was thrown out.
I then referred back to the conclusions from the Scott-
Hopkins report on the stocktaking of the Common
Agricultural Policy. This mentions a series of condi-
tions, including the condition that there had to be
agreement on co-responsibility.
Because I am now in some doubt, since at the same
time we are postponing the levy, whereas we may
again be faced with a surplus when prices are
reviewed, I have taken the position that I shall give
my agreement as soon as we know the Commission's
final proposals on this point.
That is, in fact, the only thing that is changed.'S7e are
entering a certain reservation. I would first like to
know the exact wording of the Commission's propo-
sals and then, perhaps, I shall agree to them. Later,
However, I shall return to paragraph 21. But if only
one proposal is adopted and not the other it is diffi-
cult for me to agree.
President. 
- 
What is Mr De Koning's position ?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) \7ith regard to
Amendment No 10, I must say that the figures quoted
in the amendment are impressive but raise some ques-
tions. They indicate that Italy had zero stocks in the
middle of September 1975, at the beginning of winter.
The simple conclusion from that is that the ltalians
will be able to get through the spring only with the
help cf the stocks in other Member States. The
figures, in my view, say rather less than what is
suggested.
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My main obiection to this amendment is to the
proposed paragraph 15 and in particular to the phrase
'to ensure that the individual Member States bear the
responsibiliry for the surpluses they produce'. Surely
this would rob the milk policy completely of its
Community character.
A second objection applies to the freezing of the
EAGGF appropriations. Mr Lardinois has rightly.
argued on many occasions that this can only happen
if the regulations are changed. lThilst the regulations
as they now are remain in force, there can be no
freezing of appropriations. I would therefore.recom-
mend that this amendment too be rejected.
I come next to amendment No 20. This says that
financial co-responsibility is inadvisable under present
circumstances and that a better alternative would be a
temporary freezing of the market price. The sugges-
tion is that this would give a clear signal to dairy
farmers that the limits to the sales of milk had been
reached ; this is the way in which this measure would
serve its purpose. The Commission's proposal,
however, is a twofold proposal. The Commission
wants both to give such a signal and to have funds to
increase the market. This second object cannot be
achieved by freezing market prices, and with this in
mind I recommend Parliament to reiect Amendment
No 20.
As regards Amendment No 3, I feel that this suggests
far too close a relationship between the level of the
levy and that of the surplus. I think it is not reaso-
nable to make dairy-farmers alone carry the whole
weight of responsibility for surpluses. The Commu-
nity is responsible as well and certainly has an interest
in maintaining stocks in the Community. Moreover,
in this amendment, I see no connection at all with
the fat levy, and I recommend Parliament to reiect
this amendment as well.
Lastly, I come to Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr
Martens. He says that he has re-read Mr Scott-
Hopkins' report on the stocktaking of the Common
Agricultural Policy with regard to this point, which in
substance is the same as what is contained in the rele-
vant paragraph. I can hardly object to a change to
earlier reports that have been approved by this Parlia-
ment and I therefore agree to this amendment.
President. 
- 
I put the first part. of Amendment No
l0 to the vote.
This text is rejected.
I put Amendment No 20 to the vote.
Amendment No 20 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is adopted.
!fle now move on to paragraph 15.
Mr Bersani, are you maintaining the second part of
Amendment No l0 ?
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) | withdraw the amendment, since
I agree in part with the comments of the rapporteur.
President. 
- 
Amendment No l0 (second part) is
accordingly withdrawn.
I put paragraph 15 to the vote.
Paragraph 15 is adopted.
After paragraph 15, I have three amendments :
- 
Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Bourdellis, Mr
Durieux, Mr Durand and Mr Jozeau-Marign6:
After paragtaph 15, add a nev paraSraph worded as
follows :
'15a. Calls for the progressive application of any levy
introduced, the amount being based on the quanti-
ties sold direct to the farm or delivered to the
dairies ;'.
- 
Amendment No 13, tabled by Mr Bourdellds, Mr
Durieux, Mr Durand and Mr Jozeau-Marign6 :
After paragraph t5, add a new paragraph worded as
follows:
'15b. Also calls for the introduction of a basic abatement
for the first 30 000 litres of milk;'.
- 
Amendment No 16, tabled by Mr Liogier and Mr
Gibbons on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
After paragraph 15, add the following new paragraph:
'15a. Considers inequitable the exemption from the
co-responsibility levy proposed for the mountain
areas and less-favoured regions defined under
Article 3(3) of Directive 75l26ElBEe, and asks for
the less-favoured regions defined under Article 3(4)
and (5) to benefit also from. this exemption ;'.
I call Mr Kofoed to move Amendments Nos 13 and
14.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) I hope Members'can under-
stand the text and vote accordingly. I am unable to
recommend it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, being one of the
signatories, in committee, to the two amendments
tabled by Mr Bourdellis and others, I shall move them
in his absence.
Amendment No 13 proposes a social measure, since
30000 litres of milk correspond to a stock of l0 dairy
cows. Do you sincerely believe that a farmer with only
l0 cows can be regarded as responsible for the
Community milk surplus ?
President. 
- 
IThat is Mr De Koning's position ?
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Mr De Koning, rapportcur. 
- 
(NL) Amendments
Nos 13 and 14 are two ways of saying the same thing
and I shall therefore gtve my opinion on both at once.
Amendment No 13 proposes that the smallest farms
be excluded and Amendment No 14 suggests making
the levy progressive so that the burden lies more parti-
cularly on the bigger farms. However necessary it is to
have a good social policy, there is no use trying to do
it oia this levy any more than by a differentiated milk
price. All farms get the same price for their milk. Mr
Liogier says that farms with only 30 000 of milk are
farms with only l0 cows. Mr Martens' figures suggest
that most farms in the Community have no more
than l0 cows, so it is not a matter of a few exceptions.
It would mean putting a brake on the trend towards
larger farms, which we all regard as better from the
structural viewpoint. I therefore feel that adopting
these amendments would be putting the cart before
the horse and retarding development. I must therefore
recommend Parliament to reiect these two amend-
ments. Amendment No 15 is, in my view, super-
fluous. In the present wording, the last sentence of
paragraph 14 refers to an exception for those
operating in less-favoured and hill-farming areas. This
amendment refers in complicated legal fashion to
Article 3(3), which refers to mountain areas, and
Article 3(4) and (5), which refers to less-favoured
regions. In my view this point is made more clearly
and more legibly in the last sentence of paragraph 14.
I agree with the substance of Mr Liogier's wishes, but
they are superfluous.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, although Mr De
koning has already given his opinion on Amendment
No 14, I would also like to give mine. Is not the
responsibility for the over-production of milk a func-
tion of excessive deliveries to the milk market ? Is it
not, therefore, the fault of the large producers ?
Certainly it is. Therefore the co-responsibility levy
ought not only to be fixed in relation to the amount
sold; it should also be progressive. A progressive levy
would also be the kind of deterrent that would
encourage the big farmers to reduce their milk produc-
tion in order to avoid paying levies at the rate
applying to the highest brackets.
fu regards Amendment No 15, about which Mr De
Koning has also already spoken before I had an oppor-
tunity to move it, here is the reason for it.
In fact, Mr De Koning is in agreement with me. It is a
fairly complicated matter. According to the Commis-
sion's proposal, only the mountain areas in France,
Germany and Italy appear to be exempted from the
co-responsibility levy. Dairy-farmers in the mountain
areas and less-favoured regions of the other Member
States would therefore be liable to the levy. This is
unfair and cannot be accepted. I am thinking particu-
larly of lreland.
The Commission refen in particular to the exception
made for mountain areas and less-favoured regions as
defined in Article 3(3). It is therefore necessery to
include a specific reference in the motion for a resolu-
tion alloving the exemption from the levy to be
granted to the less-favoured regions defined in Arti-
cles 3(4) and 3(5). The reference to these areas in para-
graph 14 of the motion for a resolution, as origihaly
drafted, wes not sufficiently clear, because it did noi
refer to the articles defining the less-favoured and hill-
farming areas, whereas the Commission did refer to a
specific article, which relates, however, purely to
certain countries and, in those countries, only to
mountain areas.
President 
- 
Before calling Mr Lardinois, I call Lord
Castle on a point of order.
Lord Castle. 
- 
Mr President, when the Commis-
sioner,has spoken, has the rapporteur the opportunity
to reply ; and, if so, will this set a precedenr for future
sittings of the Assembly ?
President. 
- 
Lord Castle, the Commissioner, if he
wishes to intervene, has the right to do so at any
moment. After that, if the rapporteur wishes to inter-
vene he, too, has the right to do so.
Lord Costle. 
- 
Are we going on a precedent set this
afternoon ? Tliis afternoon the intirvention of the
Commissioner wound up the debate. This was a
dramatic and somewhat pathetic occasion. If we'are
going to have this happening with the Commissioner
intervening, we must establish whether somebody else
can follow him. This afternoon it was more or less
ruled that nobody can follow him.
President. 
- 
The Commissioner can intewene,
when he wishes : it is his right so to do. As we are
dealing with a report this evening, the rapporteur can
intervene if he catches my eye after that. You will, of
course, remember, Lord Castle, that this afternoon we
were dealing with an oral question with debate, when
we had no rapporteur.
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, IWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I have asked to speak because there is
clearly a serious misunderstanding which arose, I
think, after Mr Liogier's statement. The Commission
has proposed that only the real mountain areas be
exempted from the milk levy. A clear definition of
real mountain areas is given in our regulation on agri-
culture in mountain areas and less-favoured regrons.
This definition is set out very precisely and also
depends very much on the height of the areas above
sea-level. They are known everywhere. They are the
same areas where an extra amount is paid for all the
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Lardinois
milk produced in such areas, which, incidentally, does
not apply to the less-favoured areas.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning.
Mr De Korring, rapprrteur, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
have asked to speak in order to put right a mistake for
which I tender both you and Mr Liogier my apologies.
I assured Mr Liogier that the meaning of his amend-
ment was reflected in paragraph 14 of my motion for
r resolution, but I then realized that this paragraph 14
has been changed by the wording of an amendment
by Mr Martens in which this is no longer the case. If,
therefore, we wish to include the meaning of Mr
Liogier's amendment 
- 
and I feel that we certainly
do 
- 
then we must adopt the amendment.
I therefore recommend Parliament to do so. In the
Committee on Agriculture it was clearly decided that
the eiception should apply to mountain areas and less-
favoured areas.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 14 to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
I put Amendment No 13 to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
The amendment is adopted.
I put paragraphs 15 and 17 to the vote.
Paragraphs 15 and l7 are adopted.
On paragraph 18, I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Laban on behalf of the Socialist Group :
Delete the following words at the end of this paragraph :
'and feels that producers should participate equally in the
administration of the funds they themselves provide ;'
I call Lord \Ufalston to move the amendment.
Lord !7alston. 
- 
The word 'equally' is the stum-
bling-block. There is no objection to sbme participa-
tion by producers, but we feel that it is not right that
they should have an absolutely equal say in the
disposal of the money raised in this way.
President. 
- 
rVhat is Mr De Koning's position ?
Mr De Koning, rctpporteur, 
- 
(NL) I do not think
that it is a question of translation. The wording in the
Dutch text is : 'en is van oordeel, dat aan de produ-
centen het recht van medebeheer moet worden
gegeven over de door hen opgebrachte gelden'. I do
not hear the word 'equally' in that phrase. Perhaps it
would be possible to drop the word from the English
text and to put'to participate in its place. Perhaps the
Members tabling the amendment would agree.
President. 
- 
I do not know what Lord Walston
would feel about the word 'equally' being taken out'
Lord rValston. 
- 
I should feel perfectly h.ppy.
President. 
- 
The word 'equally' in the English text
shall be removed. The amendment is accordingly with-
drawn.
I put paragraph 18, as orally amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 18, as orally amended, is adopted.
I put paragraphs 19 and 20 to the vote.
Paragraphs 19 and 20 are adopted.
On Paragraphs 2l to 23, I have four amendments :
- 
Amendment No ll, tabled by Mr Liogios and Mr
Pisoni :
Replace paragraphs 21, 22 and 23 with the following :
'21. Approves the Commission's proposal to introduce a
levy on vegetable oils and fats since this levy will
have only a negligible effect on consumer prices of
margarine and will also reduce the uniustified advan-
tages which products whose raw materials are almost
exclusively imported from third countries enioy on
the Community market at the expense of animal
fats produced exclusively in the Community;'.
- 
Amendment No 21, tabled by Mr Liogier and Mr
Gibbons on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
Paragraph 21
This paragraph to read as follows :
'21. In view of the obvious need to avoid possible distor-
tions of competition and the Community's obliga-
tion to give sales priority to its own domestic
produce, considers that the levy on vegetable oils
and fats should be introduced as a corollary to the
financial co-responsibility levy ;'.
- 
Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Bourdellis, Mr
Durieux, Mr Durand and Mr Jozeau-Marign6:
Paragraph 21
This paragraph to be worded as follows :
'21. Approves, in principle, the proposal for a levy on
vegetable oils and fats but realizes that the applica-
tion of such a levy could cause considerable diffi-
culties in trade relations with certain third coun-
tries ;'.
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Martens:
Paragraph 2l
This paragraph to read as follows :
'21. Pending practical Commission proposals, considers
that although the levy on vegetable oils and fats can
be approved as a measure to prevent further deterio-
ration in the competitiveness of animal fats, this
advantage is outweighed by the disadvantage of an
increase in consumer prices for edible vegetable fats
to be expected as a result of the levy; expects, more-
over, that this levy will give rise to considerable diffi-
culties in trade relations with third countries ;'.
I call Mr Bersani to move Amendment No ll.
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Mr Bersoni. 
- 
0 | withdraw the amendment.
Prcsident. 
- 
Amendment No I I is accordingly with-
drawn.
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 21.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) W President, if we introduce the
co-responsibility levy for milk products it would be
vitally necessary, in our view, to tie it to a tax on vege-
table oils and fats. This is also what the Commission
thinks.
The point is that it would be unfair to privilege vege-
table oils and fats purely at the expense of butter. I
would add, as Mr De Koning pointed out in the meet-
ings of the Committee on Agr.iculture, that the vege-
table oils and particularly fats in question in this case
are very often sophisticated products, as much indus-
trial as they are agricultural, almost always including
added chemical products (whose harmlessness for the
health of the consumer is far from being proven), and,
moreover, come to a large extent from third countries,
whereas butter is a healthy and purely agricultural
product, made'at home', and coming exclusively from
what are often the poorest farms in the Community
located in regions where migration away from the
land must be stopped at all costs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kofoed to move Amendment
No 15.
Mr Kofoed. 
- 
(DK) I would refer the House to what
I said in my first speech. I think that if there is to be
a levy on milk products there should also be (because
of competition) one on vegetable oil. It is also neces-
sary because of our trade links with certain third coun-
tries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to move Amendment
No 7.
Mr Mertens. 
- 
(NL) It was my intintion to reinstate
the original text of Mr De Koning's report through an
amendment. As I have iust said, Mr De Koning
weighed up the pros and cons in this paragraph and
came to the conclusion that there was more in favour
than against. There are policy arguments against and
other arguments for. He convinced me howerer, that
he was right. I therefore responded by saying thrt I
believed him for the time being but that I wanted first
to see precisely what the Commission would propose.
The intention is therefore to enter a reservation until
we know what they contain. For the last part of the
amendment, however, conceming third countries, I
would like to draw a distinction.
The distinction is between thind countries that are
developing countries and others that cannot be so
described. I can conceive of problems arising even
though compensation is provided. If the United States
is a 'third country', then I no longer agree with the
text of the motion for a resolution. Surely we know
that the United States is exporting many products to
Europe and at the same time preventing us from
exporting the producs we make out of them, such as
cheese and meat, to the United States.
If this is the trade he refers to, then Mr De Koning
does not satisfy me. If, on the other hand, he refers to
relations with developing countries he does convince
me to some extent.
I vould therefore propose that we adopt the original
text for the paragraph proposed by Mr De Koning
subiect to the reservation that we must know the final
wording of the proposals that the Commission is
shortly to submit to us.
Mr Krvanegh. 
- 
I want briefly to speak to Amend-
ment No 21. I intend to oppose it, because in the last
week we have had two green-pound changes in
Ireland, which have resulted in an increase to the
Irish consumer of between 5p and 7p a pound in the
price of butter. This has put butter into the luxury
class for many people in lreland. Their only altema-
tive is maigarine. I consider that that change in the
green pound has reasonably well compensated the
dairy farmers for any losses they have had. Devalua-
tion over the last year has not done enough for the
many consumers in the towns and the cities and in
the whole country. People in rural areas also eat
butter. The alternative is margarine.
I shall oppose the amendment, because I believe it is
grossly unfair to the very many people for whom this
is the only alternative.
President. 
- 
I call Lord !7alston.
Lord Volston. 
- 
I hope that Parliament will reject
all these amendments.
There was considerable argument in the Committee
on Agriculture when we discussed this matter. Mr De
Koning had put forward a very balanced view, as Mr
Martens has said, coming down eventually against the
levy. I then proposed the paragraph as,it now stands,
which says exactly the same thing but in a less
balanced way. It sap it in a very forthright and down-
right way. I felt 
- 
and the majority of my colleagues
on the Committee on Agriculture agreed with me 
-that this is one of the occasions when it is good for
the Assembly to speak out without any equivocation
and make very clear iust where we stand. On certain
occasions, it is good to be statesmanlike and to
balance one hand against the other. But in this case
we have no doubt that the levy is a bad one. In my
view we should say so in so many words.
I therefore hope that all these amendments will be
rejected.
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President. 
- 
!flhat is Mr De Koning's position ?
Mr De Koning, rdpportcur 
- 
(NL) Regarding
Amendment No 21, tabled by Mr Liogier and Mr
Gibbons, I would point out that it takes no account of
the policy difficulties which emerged with regard to
the consumer in the last few weeks in this Parliament
or to the difficulties regarding trade relations. I there-
fore recommend you to reject this amendment.
On Amendment No 15, I would say that this does
take account of possible difficulties with regard to
trade relations with certain third countries. The policy
difficulties, however, are inadequately reflected in it.
In my opinion, therefore, this amendment should also
be reiected.
Regarding Amendment No 9, I speak in two caPaci-
ties. As rapporteur for the Committee on Agriculture I
have to observe that we owe the Present wording of
paragraph 2l to Lord Walston's amendment. The
mafority of the committee gave its preference to this
wording. As rapporteur, therefore, I cannot say that
this amendment should be adopted. But I can say that
I personally will vote for the amendmen! because it
reflects the problems in a m<ire differentiated fashion.
It is certainly no black and white case.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2l to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
.l put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
The amendment is rejected.
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
The amendment is reiected.
I put Paragraphs 2l to 25 to the vote.
Paragraphs 2l to 25 are adopted.
Before the motion for a resolution as a whole is Put to
the vote, only those Members will be allowed to sPeak
who wish to Stve an explanation of vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Mertens. 
- 
(NL) Now that paragmph 2l has
been adopted, it is really impossible for me to give my
agreement to the motion for a resolution as a whole.
My personal feeling has always been that both propo'
sals should be adopted. Now that this has been
reiected in so brutal a manner I cannot, to my reSret'
approve the resolution as a whole'
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) For the neasons that Mr Martens
has just given and for those I referred to during my
statement, we are unfortunately forced to vote against
the motion for a resolution now that the wording of
paragraph 2l proposed by Lord lTalston in committee
has been approved.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Friih.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) I support the statements which have
just been made.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole, as modified by the various amend-
ments that have been adopted.
The resolution, as amended, is adopted. I
12. Agenda for the next sitting
President. 
- 
The next siuing will be held tomorrow,
15 October 1976, at 9 a.m., with the following
agenda :
- 
Annoucement of consultations or requests for opin-
ions approved under the procedure without repon;
- 
Motion for a resolution on the violation of human
rights in Chile;
- 
Report by Mi Schwabc on the carriage of goods by
road ;
- 
Report by Mr Premoli on the protection of the Medi-
terranean ;
- 
Oral question on air*raffic cohtrol ;
- 
Oral question on bird protection;
- 
Oml question on motor-vehicle insurance;
- 
Report by Mr Dykes on taxes on transsctions in sccu'
rities;
- 
Report by Mr Artzinger on taxes alfecting the
consumption of manu(aciured tobacco ;
- 
Report by Mr Ellis on the rational use of energy;
- 
Report by Mr Osbom on the carriage of perishable
goods (without debate) ;
- 
Report by Mr Hughes on trade in goods (without
debate);
- 
Report by Mr Frehsce on the storate of products
(without debate).
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 9.20 P.m)
I OJC 259,of 4. tt. 1976.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR G. SPENALE
President
(Ihe sitting was opened at 9.00 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedingp of yester-
Cay's sitting have been distributed. Are there any
:omments ?
fhe minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Appointrncnt of lVembers of tbc
European Pailiamcnt
Presidcnt. 
- 
On 5 October 1976 the Senate and the
Chamber of Deputies of the ltalian Republic renewed
their delegation to the European Parliament, with
effect from the close of the present sitting. The
following members have been appointed :
Mr Ajello, Mr Albertini, Mr Amadei, Mr Amendola,
Mr Bersani, Mr Bettiza, Mr Brugger, Mrs Cassannrag-
nago, Mr Cifarelli, Mr Colombo, Mr Covelli, Mr Fioret,
Mr Galluzzi, Mr Granelli, Mrs lotti, Mr Leonardi, Mr
Lezzi, Mr Ligios, Mr Martinelli, Mr Mascagni, Mr
Masullo, Mr Nod, Mr Pisoni, Mr Pistillo, Mr Plebe, Mr
fucci, Mr Ripamonti, Mr Riz, Mr Sandri, Mr Scelba,
Mr Spinelli, Mrs Squarcialupi, Mr Vernaschi, Mr Vero-
nesi, Mr Vitale and Mr Zagai.
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President
These Members' credentials will be verified after the
next Bureau meeting. Pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the
Rules of Procedure, they will meanwhile take their
seats provisionally in Parliament and on its commit-
tees with the same rights as other Members.
I should like ro take this opportuniry of congratu-
lating the Members whose appointments have been
renewed and of extending a warm welcome on behalf
of the European Parliament to the new delegates.
3. Membership of comrnittees
President. 
- 
I have received requests from the
Socialist Group, the Liberal and Allies Group, the
Communist and Allies Group and the non-attached
Members for the following appointments to commit-
tees :
Politiul Allairs Conmittee :
Mr Zagari, Mr Amadei, Mr Granelli and Mr Colombo
Lcgal Alf'airs Connittcc
Mr Zagari, Mr Riz (to replace Mr Brugger), Mr
Masullo, Mrs Squarcialupi and Mr Plebe
Contnittcc on Econontic and ilIonetary A.ffairs :
Mr Ripamonti and Mr Spinelli
Conntittee on Budgets :
Mr Albertini, Mr Colombo, Mr Vitale, Mr Spinelli and
Mr Mascagni
Committcc on Social AlJairs, Enployrnent and Educa-
tton :
Mr Lezzi, Mrs Cassanmagnago, Mr Bettiza, Mr
Galluzzi, Mr Pistillo and Mr Granelli
Conmittcc on Agriculture
Mr Amadei, Mr Pisoni, Mr Pucci, Mr Vitale and Mr
Pistillo
Contmittec on Rcgional Poliq-, Rcgional Planning
and Tran.sltort :
Mr Afello, Mr Martinelli, Mr Brugger, Mr Mascagni
and Mr Pistillo
Contnittrr on thc Enuirontnent, Public Healtb and
Cot.tttnte r Prctcction :
Mr Albertini, Mrs Cassanmagnago, Mr Bettiza, Mr
Plebe, Mr Veronese and Mrs Squarcialupi (to replace
Mr Nod)
Comnriltec on Energy ctnd Rcscarcb :
Mr Amadei, Mr Fioret, Mr Ripamonti (to replace Mr
Pisoni) Mr Covelli and Mr Veronesi
Contmittct on Extcrnttl Economic Rclationt :
Mr A.iello, Mr Martinelli, Mr Pucci, Mr Galluzzi and
Mrs Goutmann
Contnitttc on Dautlol>nrcnt etntl Coopcration :
Mr Lezzi, Mr'Fioret and Mr Vernaschi
Conntittct on tfu llular o.f- Proccdurc and Petition.s:
Mr Riz (to replace Mr Vernaschi), Mr Masullo and Mr
Mascagni (to replacc Mr Covelli)
lelegyion to the Joint Parliamentary Committee ol
tbe EEC-Greece Association :
Mr Nod, Mr Pisoni and Mr Galluzzi
D.elegali91 to the Joint Parliamentary Committec of
tbe EEC-Turh,el Association :
Mr Ligios (to replace Mr Pisoni)
Are there any objections ?
The appointments are ratified.
4. Documents submitted
President. 
- 
I have received the following:
- 
from Mr Gerlach, on behalf of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
a report on the motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Gerlach, Mr Mitterdorfer and Mr !flieldraaiier
(Doc. 5174) on the Communiry's regional policy as
regards the regions at the Community's internal
frontiers (Doc. 355176) ;
- 
from Mr Schwdrer and Mr Mitterdorfer, a motion
for a resolution on simplification of customs proce-
dures, customs legislation and institutional
methods for dealing with customs matters (Doc.
3561761. This documenr has been forwarded to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
- 
from the Commission, a proposal for a regulation
concerning the final date for submitting applica-
tions for aid from the European Agricultural Guid-
ance and Guarantee Fund, Guidance Section, for
te77 (Doc. 3s8/76)
This document has been forwarded to the Committee
on Agriculture.
5. Texts of Treaties forwarded by tbe Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents :
- 
decision and act concerning the election of the
representatives of the Assembly by direct universal
suffrage :
- 
notice of the completion by the Community of
the procedures necessary for the entry into force of
the framework agreement for commercial and
economic cooperation between the European
Communities and Canada ;
- 
minutes of the notification of the completition of
the procedures necessary for the entry into force of
the framework agreement for' commercial and
economic cooperation between the European
Communities and Canada.
These documents will be deposited in the archives of
the European Parliament.
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5. Petitions
President. 
- 
At the request of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, petition No.
1176 by Mr Campbell on a uniform procedure in all
Member States for the election by direct universal
suffrage of the Parliament and petition No. 3/76 by
Mr Heydt on European Parliament initiatives to
promote direct elections have been filed without
further action.
Petitions No. 4/76 on measures to help after discharge
from hospital, No. 7176 on the protection of migra-
tory birds, No. 8/76 on the publication'of Parliamen-
tary guidelines specifying a model programme of
public-funded help with home responsibilities, No.
9176 on the right of European citizens to vote in elec-
tions and No. l3l75 on the protection of the basic
rights of Turks living in the Federal Republic of
Germany, which were referred to the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure, have now, at the request of
that committee, also been referred to the following
committees for their opinions : the Committee on
Social Affairs, Employment and Education (No. 4/76),
the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and
Education (No. 6/75), the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection (No.
7176), the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
and Education (No. 8176), the Political Affairs
Committee (No. 9/75), and the Committee on Social
Affairs, Employment and Education (No. 13175).
7. Decision on a debate by urgent procedure
on tbe ntotiott for a resolution on third-party
motor uebicle insurance
President. 
- 
I must now consult Parliament on the
request for a debate by urgent procedure on the
motion for a resolution on third-party motor vehicle
insurance in the Community (Doc. 357176)
I call Mr Dykes.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
The Conservative Group wishes to
oppose this application for an urgent procedure
debate, for one or two very cogent and tenable
reasons. It seems extraordinary that this appiication
has been made at this time. I recall when the matter
was originally considered in the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and was proposed
under the 'own initiative' procedure by Mr Schworer.
There was then no urgency attaching to this matter.
That was emphasized by Mr Schw6rer and one or two
of his colleagues. One of the factors in the political
background was the election in Germany. !(lhy the
matter has suddenly become urgent seems to me inex-
plicable, and I think that, without a proper explana-
tion, the House should not proceed to consider the
application but instead should consider the more
important items on the agenda.
I do not think that this application is in conformiry
with Rule 14. I would have thought that it needed
justifying on stronger grounds than any reasons that
have so far been given; in fact, no reason had yet
been given. I7e have had no explanation. One can
only contemplate that Mr Schw6rer has to make an
urgent car iourney through Europe and needs extra
cover along these lines. In the absence of a proper
explanation, I suggest that the House should proceed
with its normal agenda.
President. 
- 
I call Mr A. Bertrand.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) I have no objection to
this motion being referred to the appropriate
committee so that it can produce a report on this
document.
President. 
- 
I now consult Parliament on the adop-
tion of urgent procedure.
The adoption of urgent procedure is reiected. In accor-
dance with the proposal made by Mr Bertrand, the
document will be referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, as the committee
responsible, and to the Legal Affairs Committee and
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection for their opinions.
8. Procedure witbout report
President. 
- 
At the sitting of Monday, I I October
1976, the House was informed of the list of Commis-
sion proposals to be approved in accordance with the
procedure without report provided for in Rule 27 (A)
of the Rules of Procedures. Since no Members have
asked leave to speak and no amendments have been
tabled, I declare these proposals to be approved.
The following are the Commission proposals
concerned :
- 
Porposals for a regulation on the opening, allocation
and administration of a Community tariff quota for
dried grapes in immediate containers of a net
capacity of 15 kg or less, falling within subheading
08.04 B I of the Common Customs Taritf (1977) 
-Doc.232176);
- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening, allocation
and administration of a Community tariff quota for
fresh or dried hazel-nuts, shelled or otherwise, falling
within subheading Ex. 08.05 G of the Common
Customs Tariff and originating in Turkey (1977) 
-(Doc.252176);
- 
Proposal for a regulation increasing the Community
tariff quota opened for 1975 by Regulation (EEC) No
2888175 for certain eels falling within subheading Ex.
03.01 A II of the Common Customs Tariff (Doc.
2s4t76):
- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening, allocation
and administration of a Community tariff quota for
certain eels falling within subheading px. 03.01 A II
of the Common Customs Tariff (first hall ol 1977) 
-(Doc. 258176);
- 
Proposal for a regulation totally or partially
suspending Common Customs Tariff duties on
certain products falling within Chapters I to 24 of the
Common Customs Tariff and originating in Malta
(t977) 
- 
(Doc. 303/75);
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- 
Proposal for a regulation on the opening of a ariff
quota for new potatoes falling within subheading
07.01 A II of the Common Customs Tariff for the
first half of 1977, originating in Cyprus (Doc.
30a176);
- 
Proposal for a regrlation opening, allocating and
providing for the administration ol a Community
Tariff quota for apricot pulp falling within
subheading Ex. 20.06 B II c) aa) of the Common
Customs Tarif{, originating in Israel (1977) 
- 
(Doc.
305176);
- 
Proposal for a regulation temporarily suspending the
eutonomous Common Customs Tariff duty on mush-
rooms, excluding cultivated mushrooms, dried, dehy-
drates or evaporated for the processing industry of
subheading Ex. 07.04 B (Doc. 3O8176l;
Proposals lor
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of Community tariff quotas for
port wines, falling withtn subheading Ex. 22O5 of
the Common Customs Tariff, originaring in
Portlugal (19771
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of a Community tariff quota
for Madeira wines, falling within subheading Ex.
22.05 of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Portugal (1977)
- 
a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of a Community tariff quota
for -Setubal Muscatel wines, falling within
subheading Ex. 22.05 of the Common Customs
Tariff, originating in Portugrl (1974
(Doc.309176);
Proposals for
I. a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of a Community tariff quota
for dried figs falling within subheading Ex. 08.03
B of the Common Customs Tariff, originating in
' Spain (1977)
II. a regulation opening, allocating and providing for
the administration of a Community quota for
dried grapes falling within subheading Ex. 08.04
B I of the Common Customs Tariff, originating
in Spain (1977)
(Doc. 312176)
- 
Proposals for regulations opening, allocating and
providing for the administration of a Community
tariff quota for apricot pulp falling within subheading
Ex. 20.06 B II c) l) aa) of the Common Customs
Tariff, originating in Tunisia and Morocco (1974 
-(Doc. 313176);
- 
Proposal for a regulation amending Regulations (EEC)
No I 150/76 and 816170 laying down additional provi-
sions for the common organization of the market in
wine, Regulation (EEC) No 1164176 on the common
organization of the market in products processed
from fruit and vegetables and Regulation (EEC) No.
9.50/68 on the Common Customs Tariff (Doc.
322/76).
9. Procedural motion
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a proce-
dural motion.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I apologize for
not having realized this until now, but I wish to raise
a small matter concerning the motion for a resolution
by Mr Gerlach, item 256. If you will consult the
verbatim report of last night's proceedinp, you will
see that this item was not included on the agenda
when the Orders of the Day were announced at the
end of the sitting.
Mr Gerlach's question was answered during the debate
yesterday. Mr Lardinois, the Commissioner,. is not
present today. Mr Gerlach is present and he will know
that his question was answered during the debate.
I therefore suggest that Parliament should postpone
this item or cancel it, as it was not included in the
agenda for today as set out in the verbatim report of
yesterday's proceedings.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gerlach.
Mr Gerlach. 
- 
(D) Mr President. After it was agreed,
yesterday, to change the agenda, with the discussiorrs
on the milk market ending the day's proceedinp, I
asked the Bureau whether my motion for a resolution
would be discussed today and this was agreed. I there-
fore obiect to Mr Scott-Hopkins's proposal.
President. 
- 
Honourable Members, I did not person-
ally take part in yesterday's sitting. The question that
must be considered is whether there was a clear vote
on this item. Since there was not, we shall leave it on
the agenda as entered.
10. Human rigbts in Cbile
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 353176) tabled by Mr A. Bertrand on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group and Mr
Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the
violation of human rights in Chile.
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I know
that it is becoming a regular event to table motions in
the Parliament regarding the violation of human
rights in various countries in the world but ngw, once
again, we have cause to raise our voice in protest.
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Only this week, during the discussion of oral ques-
tions, Mr Spicer spoke about the violation of human
rights in Uganda. Today we feel compelled to table
another motion for a resolution in order to express
our condemnation and censure of the brutaliry with
which a number of South American countries, particu-
larly in recent months, have displayed their disregard
and even complete contempt for the fundamental
human rights.
Only a little while ago we were shocked to hear the
news of the murder of the former Chilean Minister for
Defence in $Tashington. Recently, too, various assaults
have taken place on refugees from Chile and Argen-
tina living away from their countries and hunted
down even there. I feel that we cannot remain indif-
ferent to the development of a situation which not
only involves the violation of human rights but is also
beginning to show signs of sheer terrorism 
- 
so that
even people who have fled their own country and can
therefore no longer take any part at all in political life
have to fear for their lives. This is not only the case
for Chile to which the motion specifically relates. I
would also like to take this occasion to express our
great anxiety at the truly dangerous and scandalous
development of the situation in Argentina. There too,
persecution, expulsions and assault are routine occur-
rances. This development is particularly distressing for
us in view of the many links we have with these coun-
tries in South America. In Uruguay too the violation
of human rights persists. I0fle therefore feel that it
would be right for this Parliamcnt not only to publicly
condemn these facts 
- 
I have here lists of dozens of
names and cases 
- 
but also to urge the Conference of
Ministers of Foreign Affairs to make special efforts via
diplomatic channels, and particularly in the frame-
work of the United Nations, to promote effective
protection of fundamental human rights and in parti-
cular to insist that committees of enquiry be set up to
investigate and possibly confirm the complaints on
the spot. Perhaps in this way a developmeitt may be
initiated through which a greater respect for the
dignity of man and proper recognition of his right to
freedom and to the free exercise of political rights will
become a universally accepted principle.
I therefore invite this Parliament to give its unani-
mous support to this motion so that the necessary
pressure can be exerted on our Ministers for Foreign
Aftairs.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Stewart to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
I am very glad to support the motion
for a resolution.
Unhappily, in the kind of world in which we live, all
too frequently we are having to protest about the viola-
tion of human rights in many parts of the world.
!7hen we do so, it is sometimes objected that we are
interfering in the internal affairs of certain countries.
But it is worth while to remember that today, by
virtue of the Charter of the United Nations and in
some cases other obligations as well, each country is
under an international obligation to observe human
rights. A gross violation of human rights, therefore, is
not merely the internal aLtair of the country
concerned. It is the violation of an international obli-
gation.
In the case of Chile, it has now become well-known
- 
indeed, the Government of Chile does not attempt
to conceal it 
- 
that we are not dealing here with such
emergency measures as a government may take when
subject to a serious threat of subversion, for which at
times excuses may be found. !7e are dealing with a
government which has committed a great many polit-
ical murders, which arrests and detains people for a
long period without trial and which engages on the
most shocking scale in the practice of torture. It is
not, then, a question of a few emergency measures. It
is deliberate rejection of human and moral values.
As is apparent from the text of the resolution, it
extends to all those, whatever their political opinions,
who are not pleasing to the ruling clique in Chile.
The first paragraph of the resolution mentions Mr
Letelier, The Democratic Socialist. The second para-
graph mentions the persecution of the Christian
Democrat Party and a publication connected with that
Party.
The dictatorship in Chile has found, as dicatorships
often do, that, if it starts by saying it is opposed to one
particular political creed, in the end it extends its
tyranny over a wider and wider range.
I wish also to mention that the Chileans have not
been content with tyranny inside their own country.
Indeed, the murder of Mr Letelier occurred in
l7ashington and created a profound shock throughout
the United States. One must realize that we are
dealing here with a government that net only tyran-
nizes its own subjects but extends its acgivities over
the world.
In those circumstances, we are surely justified in
passing a resolution of this kind. The question might
be asked ; what practical effect will it have ? We
cannot be sure, but I believe that in the world in
which we now live it is extremely important that the
things we cannot prevent we should nonetheless make
clear we will not condone.
(Applause)
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Vice'President
President. 
- 
Since no one else wishes to speak, I
put the motion for a resolution to, the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
ll. Addition of skimmed milk powder
to animal feeds
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 352176).tabled by Mr Gerlach, Mr Adams,
Mr Behrendt, Mr Flimig, Mr Hansen, Mr Lange, Mr
Lautenschlager, Mr !7. Miiller, Mr Seefeld and Mr
Suck on the period of application of the compulsory
addition of skimmed milk powder to animal feeds.
I call Mr Gerlach.
Mr Gerlach. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. lgith reference to yesterday's debate,
which I ask you to resumi once again, and with the
observation that the explanation given to me with
regard to my motion for a resolution was, in my view,
unsatisfactory, I would like to make the following four
points in explanation of my motion.
l. Through it I do not want to achieve anything
more than to restore confidence in the regulations.
The protein deposit scheme was due to terminate on
3l October 1976 and the industry had made its arran-
gements on the basis that it could buy untaxed feed-
stuff protein as from I November.
2. Every day that further deposits have to be paid
means an additional burden, during the stall-feeding
period (which has beguu earlier than in normal years
because of the drought), amounting to some DM l'5
m for German agriculture alone 
- 
unfortunately I
have no figures for the other Member States. I would
refer to paragraph 2 of the motion for a resolution on
the milk market adopted yesterday.
3. Postponing the deadline indefinitely will create a
permanent state of uncertainty in the feedstuff sector
and among feedstuff producers.
4. The protein deposit scheme has caused increases
in cost for which, in the last resort, consumers have to
pay. That I would also like to avoid.
I move the adoption of my motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr De Koning. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Group is
of the opinion that it is undesirable to lay down too
strict a time limit for this regulation on the addition
of skimmed milk powder. Personally I am no admirer
of all the provisions of this regulation but now that it
has been decided to add 400 000 tonnes of skimmed
milk powder to animal feeds I feel that the decision
has to be carried out. It is of the highest importance,
particularly in the light of the debate we had yesterday
evening, that this measure be fully implemented in
order to make this agreed contribution towerds the
disposal of at least a part of the stock of skimmed
milk powder. I think that this issue must take prece-
dence over the fixing of a specific date.
There is a second objection to the fixing of a deadline
at this time. In my view such a decision would play
into the hands of the speculators. It is not difficult to
imagine that, once this date is fixed, importers of
animal feeds who can delay buying until after the 3l
October will do so.
In short, it seems to me undesirable, from every stand-
point now, to fix a deadline. Our Group is not, there-
fore, in favour of this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, lWcmber of tbe Commksion, 
- 
(I)
Mr President, the Commission would not, in prin-
ciple, object to setting a time limit to the compulsory
addition system but it feels 
- 
as Mr De Koning has
iust pointed out 
- 
that we would have to wait for the
quantity of 400 000 tonnes decided by the Council to
be effectively absorbed by the market and the
Commission cannot guarantee that this will happen
by 3l October.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F)W President, I simply want to sey
that the Group of European Progressive Democrats is
wholly in agreement with the position taken by Mr
De Koning on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group.
President. 
- 
As no one else wishes to speak, I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
12. Regulation on the carriage of'goods by road
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
299175) drawn up by Mr Schwabe, on behalf of the
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport, on
the proposal from the Commission of the Europcan
Communities to the Council for a regulation on a system
of reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by road
between Member States.
I call Mr Schwabe.
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Mr Schwabe, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen. In my view this is an important issue
both for transport and the tariff regulation but instead
of giving a detailed technical explanation I shall
confine myself to the following statement.
The committee has considered this subiect very
thoroughly. It has been concerned 
- 
and this should
always be the case 
- 
to bring about a concensus
among the representatives of the 250 million Euro-
peans belonging to nine countries and 55 different
par:ies and having different views on this specific
problem. It has been successful. The concensus has
been confirmed by the unanimous decision of the
committee and I am grateful to all who helped
towards this end.
Our object was to endeavour to take the transport
policy a stage further. Obviously the motion for a reso-
lution will not have the full approval of everyone
involved whether they be transport users or operators.
This is the fate of all legislation. But at least it is an
attempt to progress with our transport policy and that
seems to me to be a good thing.
Since, in the end, there was general agreement in the
committee I feel that there is no need for further
comments on this Friday morning, even though there
is still a surprising number of Members present, and
instead move that the motion be adopted.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mursch to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Mursch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, if you will allow
me, I would like to add a few words, in spite of Mr
Schwabe's appeal, since I feel it is necessary to know
what we are talking about and voting on. The regula-
tion we have to vote on has become necessary in prac-
tice because the previous system of so-called marginal
tariffs did not work properly. However, it is not iust a
question of a single measure 
- 
and I feel this needs
to be said 
- 
but of a package of 8 draft regulations
proposed by the Commission. This package, in its
turn, is the outcome of an earlier memorandum from
the Commission which contained an overall concept
for transport policy and on which Parliament gave its
views two years ago in a comprehensive report and
motion for a resolution filling over 100 pages.
Ve should, however, be careful not to assume that
this package submitted by the Commission represents
an overall concept. The most we can say is that it is a
step in the right direction but nothing more.
The regulation itself liberalizes international transportin the Community and introduces complete price
freedom but since the Commission has not submitted
any overall proposal for transport policy this creates a
new rift 
- 
between international and domestic goods
transport.
Hence my feeling that it is necessary to close this rift
as quickly as possible, but that means harmonizing
cost factors.
In that connection, it is not enough, Mr President, to
issue well-meaning declarations of intent. The
Council must finally be induced to have them
followed up by the necessary harmonization measures
- 
and as soon as ever possible.
This involves the harmonization of taxation on goods
vehicles and on petroleum, weights and dimensions
and infrastructure pricing. In other words, the regula-
tion has no point unless it is followed by further
progress in the area of technical, social and tax
harmonization.
Mr Schwabe is absolutely right. T7e took great pains to
amplify the Commission's proposal to the point
where it will be acceptable to the Council. As Mr
Schwabe has said, that was not easy during the discus-
sion but I feel we were successful.
I feel, Mr President, that I should draw the House's
attention to one small point and that is this : price
freedom can lead to unfair competition. This danger
is not as great in the case of private enterprise as in
that of nationalized railways. A private operator
cannot be prevented from cutting his prices until he
goes bankrupt. For the railways it is different. They go
begging to the finance ministers and the state meets
their losses.
The Commission has assured us 
- 
and this was one
of the reasons for our approval of the regulation 
-that it would submit a draft regulation against unfair
competition relating not only to the point we are
discussing but also to all aspects of transport as a
whole. My Group hopes that the promised draft for
this regulation will in fact be submitted within the
foreseeable future, that is to say by the end of this year
if possible. !7e shall therefore vote for the regulation
but we emphatically stress that it is purely a provi-
sional arrangement that must be followed, without
delay, by further measures.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
On behalf of the Conservative Group
I welcome the proposal 
- 
one of a package of eight
- 
although in committee we expressed reservations
both to the Commission and to Mr Schwabe. Obvi-
ously we welcome paragraph 2 of the Commission's
introductory document emphasizing the aim, particu-
larly as regards fixing rates, of achieving a more flex-
ible adaptation of rates to costs for each type of trans-
port and to the state of the market. Again, in para-
graph 4 we welcome the proposals for a free forma-
tion of rates, an interim measure being the reference
tariffs.
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Mr Schwabe knows that we were not too happy about
his new Article 9a and would welcome a reappraisal of
the Commission's views on this. The purpose is to
eliminate disparity of rates, particularly on i.ansporta-
tion. As I see it 
- 
this should be pointed out by the
Commission 
- 
it gives a road haulage operator a
chance of knowing how his costs can compare with a
reference tariff.
Mr Mursch, who is an expert in this matter, referred to
international and national traffic and touched on the
difficult subject of free competition and then unfair
competition. I have tried to understand how this regu-
lation and the proposals would affect a road haulage
contractor in my area, for instance. Many road haulage
contractors are probably small groups operating up to
thirty vehicles and they have expert staff; discovering
the ways and means of transporting goods across
Europe is part of their skill 
- 
not only driving the
vehicle, but handling the various procedural and tariff
arrangements. One operator I know told me that he
exports goods from my part of England 
- 
the centre
of England 
- 
to Community countries and he has
routes across the Community and Europe to the
Middle East and even the Far East. He gives security
for the exporter and delivery within a specified time,
which is uncertain by rail or sea. He has experienced
difficulty, not so much in respect of the tariffs he
should be charging in relation to his costs, although I
imagine that one of the virtues of the devaluation of
sterling is that a British road operator will be competi-
tive and give us a chance of earning back some of
what we are losing. His problem is the use of quotas.
He cannot get quotas to go through Community coun-
tries.
So, although I, speaking on behalf of one or two road
hauliers in the centre of England, welcome this prop-
osal, it is no good if they cannot get a quota and have
to route their lorries not through the Community but
through Austria and Yugoslavia to Iron Curtain coun-
tries.
Although this is a measure in the right direction, its
whole apparatus is still working unhappily for people
who are trying to earn their living transporting goods
in Britain. I greatly hope that the Commissioner will
be aware of that side as well, and I will give him
details privately after this discussion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, A4cntbcr o.f thc Conntission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, the report of the Committee on
Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
refers to a proposal from the Commission which is
part of a package of measures regulating three aspects
of the operation of the transport market : access to the
market, transport rates and terms, and lastly the obser-
vation of the market.
The European Parliament has already given its
opinion on some of these measures and will be giving
its opinion on certain others during the November
part-session. In these proposals it was the Commis-
sion's intention to promote a change in the present
organization of the transport market between the
Member States with the object of adapting it to the
present-day requirements of the Community, meeting
the requirements of Community integration and
making optimum use of available resources.
The Commission is gratified at the approval given to
its present proposal and accepts the amendments that
have been proposed. In this connection, I would
hasten to point out 
- 
in reply, incidentally, to some
of the comments made today 
- 
that the Commission
intends to supplement these measures, as soon as
possible, with other provisions concerning, more espe-
cially, the fight against anti-economic behaviour and
serious disruptions of the transport market. These
intentions show that we share the concerns that have
been expressed not to leave the transport market to
fight alone with its own resources in the event of
persistent and abnormal disturbances.
However, the Commission 
- 
and here I am also
replying to the question put by Mr Osborn 
- 
does
not take the view that anti-crisis action needs to be
embodied in each of the proposed measures. On the
contrary, we feel that what is wanted is a specific regu-
lation of a general nature calling for thorough study
together with all the organizations concerned, particu-
larly because of the difficult nature of the questions
involved in finding an appropriate definition of distur-
bances and the measures calculated to remedy or
prevent them. This is why the Commission does not
favour the specific amendment proposed by the parlia-
mentary committee. Since the Committee on Trans-
port has rightly pointed to the correlation between
simplifying the organization of the transport market
and the harmonization of the terms of competition, I
feel I should recall that the Commission has
submitted a series of measures to the Council aimed
in that direction. Following its Communication of
October 1973 on the Common Transport Policy, the
Commission itself submitted some proposals to the
Council concerning, in particular, working conditions
in road and inland waterway transport and the co-ordi-
nation of investment.
It is therefore to be hoped that the Council will very
quickly be able to take a decision on the proposals
regarding the weights and dimensions of vehicles and
on the design of commercial vehicles.
In view of the extreme urgency of some of the
measures proposed 
- 
decisions have to be taken prior
to 3l December 1975 
- 
the subsidiary bodies of the
Council have already begun to study them. Encour-
aged by the favourable reception given the proposals
by the European Parliament, may I courteously ask its
Members to exercise their influence in their own
national parliaments so that the Commission's ideas
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on this subject, broadly approved by the Committee
on Transport, may be adopted.
President. 
- 
As no else wishes to speak, I put the
motion for a resolution to the vote. The resolution is
adopted.
13. Decision on tbe protection of the lVediterranean
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
334176) drawn up by Mr Premoli, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision on the conclu-
sion of a convention on the protection of the Mediterra-
nean Sea against pollution and a protocol on the preven-
tion of pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by dumping
from ships and aircraft.
I call Mr Premoli.
Mr Premoli . ralrporteur 
- 
(I)Mr President, as Parlia-
ment is aware, a Conference on the Prevention of
Marine Pollution in the Mediterranean was held in
Barcelona from 2 to t5 February 1976. The Commis-
sion was authorized by the Council at that time to
participate in the negotiations. The Commission has
proposed to the Council that the conclusions and
agreements drawn up by the conference should be
signed by the Community.
The conference adopted, as you will rememb6r, a
Convention on the protection of the Mediterranean
Sea against pollution, two protocols and teh resolu-
tions. The Community would only sign the conven-
tion and one protocol relating to the prevention of the
pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by dumping from
ships and aircraft.
The Environmental Action Programme adopted by
the Council in 1973 emphasizes the interest that the
Community has in reducing marine pollution, given
the essential role of the Sea in the corlservation
Process.
Considering that the Treaty of Rome does not provide
the necessary power in this area, the Committee on
the Environment feels that it is essential that the
Community should sign this convention. Th€
committee has already drawn up two reports
concerning the signing of the Paris Convention on
the prevention of marine pollution from land-based
sources : the Martens Report and the report which I
myself drew up. In the motion for a resolution in my
report, a hope was expressed that the Community
would participate on similar terms in all future
conventions and conferences concerned with the
pollution of the Mediterranean.
The arguments presented at that time are still valid
and need not be repeated here.,
There ate further reasons in favour of the Commis-
sion's proposal. Pirstly, from a technical point of view,
this Convention will fulfil a need which exists in the
Community for a better system of protection of the
Mediterranean Sea a sea particularly wlnerable to
pollution, being closed, with very limited channels for
changing its waters. This is why we believe that this
Convention should be ratified. It should be added that
ratification by the Community is of immense political
importance because this is the first time 
- 
or one of
the very first occasions 
- 
on which the Community
as such is a signatory. The Committee on the Environ-
ment therefore approves this proposal without any
hesitation and expresses the hope that the provisions
of the Convention will enter into force as soon as
possible after signature.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Premoli, as you have just made your
last speech to this House, I'should like to take this
opportunity of thanking you for your contributions
and to say to you, on behalf of all honourable
Members, that we have always valued yor.lr interven-
tions highly, and in parricular the concern you have
shown for the Mediterranean, which is of great impor-
tance to all of us.
(Applause)
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
on behalf of Mr Noi and the Christian-Democratic
Group I should like to state briefly our position on Mr
Premoli's excellent report. \7e are of course fully in
agreement that the Community as such should sign
anil ratify the outline convention on the protection of
the Mediterranean against pollution, together with the
associated protocols.
The agreement was in fact signed on 13 September
1976, before this Assembly could deliver its opinion
on the matter pursuant to Article 235 of the EEC
Treaty. I shall leave it to my lawyer colleagues to go
into the aspects of the problem connected with legal
and constitutional policy. Nevertheless, this procedure
could set an ill-fated precedent for the European Parli-
ament.
However, Mr President, our group has no doubts
about the matter itself. On the contrary : this
Assembly has already approved the signing by the
Community as such of the Paris Convention for the
prevention of marine pollution from land-based
soulces. You will recall that our colleagues Mr Martens
and Mr Premoli were rapporteurs on the matter. As
Mr Premoli aptly poins out in the report now before
us, the European Parliament has already fundamen-
tally recommended Community participation, under
similar conditions, in all future conferences and
conventions on the pollution of the Mediterranean.
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However I should like to turn to another aspect of the
problem. Apart from France and Italy from the
Community, the Barcelona Conference in February
1976, at which the negotiations on this convenrion
took place, was attended by Egypt, Greece, Israel,
Yugoslavia, the Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Monaco,
Morocco, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey and Cyprus. Albania,
Algeria and Syria did not take part in the conference
and it is therefore by no means certain that they will
sign the convention.
Of course this should not prevent the other countries
from concluding aod above all implementing the
convention. In fact the uninterrupted development of
the, in our view, well-formulated convention and of its
protocols is of vital importance.
To conclude, in this connection we should like to ask
the Commission when it expects a drastic improve-
ment in the quality of the water in the Mediterranean
as a result of the convention.
Above all, we are concerned that the provisioris of the
convention might remain mere words or in any event
be contravened by certain states, whether consciously
or inconsciously. Who provides the guarantee that the
convention will be correctly implemented ? Have any
controls been envisaged and who is to carry them
out ? Experience has shown that international projects
which have no effective system of control are, as a
rule, doomed to failure.
!fle therefore urgently request the Commission to
take the initiative on behalf of the Community and to
set up an e(fective control mechanism in conjunction
with the other signatories. This Assembly will
undoubtedly support such an initiative. Moreover, we
look forward with great interest to future annual
reports by the Commission on progress in the imple-
mentation of the convention.
fu chairman of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection I should also
like to thank Mr Premoli for his many years' helpful
and effective cooperation in the interests of the
Community.
President. 
- 
,,I call Mr Mitchell.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
Under this heading I want to ask
the Commission for information about a specific
matter which could have a great effect on pollution in
the Mediterranean. The House will be aware that on
I I August 1974 there was a collision between two
ships about 3llz miles off the coast near Otranto 
- 
a
Yugoslav cargo ship,'Cavtat', and a banana ship,'Lady
Rita'. As a result of that collision the 'Cavtat' sank
with its cargo of 230 tonnes of lead tetraethyl and lead
methyl, a dgadly poison.
The cargo consisted of 900 cylinders containing the
lead, each'of a thickness of 2.5 mm. The British
company which produced the cylinders clarms that
they have a maximum safety resistance.
Two years have passed since the collision, and my
latest information is that nothing much has been
done to reduce the potential danger, particularly from
the lead tetraethyl which is held in 400 containers
below deck. Of the other 500 containers, 250 are
above deck and 250 are spread out on the sand at the
bottom of the sea. According to a firm of Juloslav
divers, some of these containers have broken up. The
local population fears that marine erosion will cause
the lead to leak out and the sea to become polluted. If
large quantities of lead tetraethyl leaked into the Medi-
terranean waters a serious problem could arise.
In the scientific and ecological world there are differ-
ences of opinion about the dangers. Commander Cous-
teau called the ship a poison bonb and said that the
containers were 'full of sleeping death'. On the other
hand, I read a report in Tbe Tines earlier this week in
which Professor Oppenheimer said that the dangers
were exaggerated. Nevertheless, the people in that part
of Italy 
- 
as will be well known to anyone who reads
the Italian Press 
- 
have been very much up in arms
about the danger, and there have been demonstra-
tions.
The cost of recovery is around I 000 million Italian
lira, or 12 m u.a. !7ill the Commission tell us whether
it is involved in this matter, and whether there is
anything that we as a Communiry can do to help the
Italian Government, or whoever it may be, to remove
the potential danger arising from the sinking of this
ship ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, Member of tbe Commission 
- 
(I)
Mr President, the Commission warmly welcomes the
fact that the European Parliament, on the basis of the
report by Mr Premoli, is about to give a favourable
opinion on the decision on the conclusion of a
convention for the protection of the Mediterranean
sea against pollution, and a protocol on the preven-
tion of the pollution of the Mediterranean sea by
dumping from ships and aircraft.
The reason for the Commission's satisfaction is the
importance of this international act which, following
approval by the European Parliament, can be ratified
by the Community before the end of the year.
This is an international act which has political and
socio-economic importance: political importance,
because the Community 
- 
as has been pointed out
- 
is represented as a single body, and also because
the convention has already been signed by 12 Mediter-
ranean countries ; socio-economic, because the reduc-
tion of marine pollution, particularly in the Mediterra-
nean, is of special interest to the whole of the Commu-
nity.
Having said this, in reply to the question by the last
speaker, I qould like to say that the Commission is
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aware of the situation caused by the sinking of the
'Cavtat' off Taranto. The Commission knows that for
some time measures have been taken and contacts
made between the Italian and Yugoslav Governments
to remedy the situation 
- 
and prevent any danger to
those living near these waters. As the speaker pointed
out, there are experts who believe that the danger is
not so serious. However, the Commission assures you
that it will follow with the closest atterltion all the
measures and initiatives which may be taken by the
governments responsible and will do all in its power
to prevent any danger to the people concerned.
President. 
- 
As no one else wishes to speak, I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote. The resolution
is adopted.
14. Oral question witb debate : Promotion of fficient
air traffic control
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 328176) by Mr Osborn, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, Mr Nod, on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group and Mr Berkhouwer,
on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. to the
Commission on the promotion of efficient air traffic
control.
The question is worded as follows :
Subiect : Promotion of efficient air traffic control
In view of the collision over Za,greb in Yugoslavia
between two aeroplanes going from, and to, destinations
within the Community, the Commission is asked :
!?hat progress is being made with IATA, European and
Community Civil Aviation authorities, as well as air
traffic control organizations, to promote Eurocontrol and
air navigational standards which make best use of the
latest equipment, promote elficient traffic control, and
improve the standard of our safety ?
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Following the report on the aeronau-
tical sector which has already been considered by this
Parliament and has now been considered by national
governments and parliaments, one asks : what respon-
sibility does the Community, as such 
- 
and by that I
mean as much the Council of Ministers as this Parlia-
ment, let alone the Commission 
- 
accept for air navi-
gational safery over European air space ? This question
was tabled at the time of the joint meeting in Luxem-
bourg of the Council of Europe and this Parliament
and was printed on 14 September, as I felt at that time
that this issue was a matter that extended beyond the
Community as such. In fact, the deadline for a reply
from the Commission was down for 2l September,
but, as with all our business, there has been a post-
ponement.
The whole question of air traffic control and air safety
has been associated with the recent Community docu-
ment on aircraft policy and the subsequent report
presented by Mr Nod this year, but he also initiated,
on 12 November 1975, a joint action in the field of
air traffic safety. Many questions were posed at that
time, including the future role of Eurocontrol and the
commitment of the Community as such, but the hard
fact was that on l0 September, over Zagreb, two
aircraft collided and 176 people died.
To prefudge the causes is impossible. The world
awaits the result of the inquiry that is now taking
place. Earlier this week I asked a question in the
House of Commons and received the following reply:
The mid-air collision between the British Airways
Trident and an Inex Adria DC9 on l0 September 1976,
which took place in airspace for which Yugoslav air
traffic control is responsible, is the subject of a full investi-
gation by the Yugoslav authorities and it would be prema-
ture to speculate on the follow-up measures which that
investigation may show to be necessary or desirable. The
Civil Aviation Authority is responsible for safety matters
concerning United Kingdom registered civil aircraft and
their operation including follow-up action on accidents,
and the Chairman of the CAA has assured the Govern-
ment that the Authoriry will take all possible action with
international bodies. airlines or other organizations to
seek to secure any improvements which the inquiry may
show to be necessary.
All fine and bright, but I ask what authority the
British Civil Aviation Authority has over other
national bodies. I have been in touch with the
Chairman of British Airways, who has sent me a
confidential report, much of which was released to the
Press, covering the circumstances, the plot of the
wreckage, the DC9 accident recorder and voice
recorder information, the Trident accident and voice
recorder information, and the progress of the investiga-
tion, and we could hope early this month to have
more information.
Preliminary investigations, as reported in the Press,
suggest that the accident was the result of human
error and undercapacity of Yugoslav ground staff. I
might add, having visited many aircraft control
stations, that I would want to take the blame, to a
certain extent, off the people concerned and the proce-
dures and apparatus that they have to operate; but
that is a personal view and it is too premature even to
put that forward.
The Council of Europe, however, on 20 December,
submitted a motion for a resolution referring to
human error and noting that electronic air collision
avoidance systems hate been developed and are appar-
ently ready for manu{acture. It is stated in this motion
that the Assembly of the Council of Europe is
convinced that, given the risk of human error
provoking mid-air collision, the introduction of elec-
tronic collision avoidance systems should be made
obligatory. It deplores 
- 
and so do I 
- 
the fact that
these decisions are overdue and resolves that both
these systems should be studied in depth, with a view
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to their rapid and possibly obligatory introduction
into the service.
Mankind can land spacecraft on the moon and launch
;atellites that operate automatically, so surely the elec-
tronics and computer manufacturers are capable of
Jesigning and introducing suitable systems, should we
Cecide that they are necessary. I know 
- 
and I will
refer to this later 
- 
that considerable progress has
been made in the United States. Electronic devices
exist not only for predicting the trajectory of two
flights on a collision course but for warning both the
pilots of the planes involved and the control authori-
ties, as well as taking the automatic avoiding action
necessary at very high speeds to avoid these collisions.
fhis can be done. Surely this concept is but an exten-
;ion of what the flight director can achieve 
- 
a
feature of the Concorde, which, of course, at mach 2,
flies too quickly for human reaction to be reliable
-'nough. But how many near misses are regularly
taking place over European air space ? Are they being
reported, and what action is being taken ?
ln l97l the Eirropean Civil Aviation Commission
tdopted a recommendation on the establishment of
rn incident-reporting system. In this recommenda-
:ion, Member States of ICAO to take the matter
further by encouraging the installation and use of auto-
mated operational monitoring systems such as I have
lescribed. About one yeet ago, the Air Navigation
Commission of ICAO examined the question of colli-
;ion avoidance. The Commission, however, did not
:ind it possible to decide firmly on the three systems
vhich are being developed by industry. Among other
:hingp, the Commission could not decide which was
:he most advantageous system and whether it should
re used at a world-wide or regional level:
fhe countries concerned 
- 
namely, the United States
rf America and the United Kingdom 
- 
were invited
>y the ICAO Commission to continue their studies.
fhere is now a need for greater urgency.
fuite obviously, in the case of a mid-air collision, air
;afety is a concern of the Bundestag and the House of
lommons because it involves planes flying to
3ermany and from Britain. The Council of Europe 
-rnd I have worked on its committees 
- 
also works in
lepth but it is, at the end of the day, only an advisqry
>ody.
fhe Community and the Commission, in spite of
>roposals for .the aircraft industry, still have little
nandatory power over the civil aviation authorities of
he member countries or over Eurocontrol, and do not
:ven control the European Civil Aviation Conference,
o which I have referred, whose reports are regularly
:xamined by the Council of Europe. I do not think
ve have much reference to their work in the Commu-
rity. Obviously in the widest concept rhis is an inter-
rational issue and must be dealt with by the United
tlations and ICAO.
The convention relating to Eurocontrol is still under
review. Unfortunately, it has no control over the
United Kingdom and French upper air space, but
operations at Maastricht have proved'that it can work.
There is an ATC research centre at Bretigny and there
are training courses at Luxembourg.
\7ill the Commission indicate where Eurocontrol fits
into the European picture and what is the exact role
of the European Civil Aviation Conference ?
IATA has sent representatiyes to attend our debates,
and organizations such as the International Federation
of Air Traffic Controllers' Associations, the Interna-
tional Council of Air Craft Owner and Pilot Associa-
tions and the International Air Camiers Association
also have an interest. Airlines, however, have to face
up to the cost of bringing in this expensive equip-
ment. It is necessary for governments to work
together.
I suggest that this is a sphere where those repre-
senting the Nine, the Council of Europe and the inter-
national organizations concerning themselves with air
safery in Europe should act. Aircraft safety concems
aircraft navigation as well as airframes and engines.
I very much hope that the Commission, after the
report. of this accident, will make proposals to the
Council and report to this Parliament, to the
Committee on Regional Policy. Regional Planning
and Transport and to the Committee on Energy and
Research on what authority it has to make quite sure
that incidents reported and near misses are avoided
much more regularly and effectively than is the case
at present.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, lllember of the Cotnmission 
- 
(I)
Mr President, as Mr Osborn has just pointed out, this
problem is of worldwide importance and must there-
fore be solved at world level and not on a purely '
regional level. Moreover, it is a highly technical
problem and the Commission 
- 
it must be said 
-does not have the technical know-how or the special-
ized staff necessary to follow problems of air safety,
which also involves some military aspects.
The Commission is therefore not able to give details
on the specific activities of governments or specialized
organizations on this subject. It recalls however that
the European Parliament in its opinion on the propo-
sals in the action programme ,for the European
aeronruticla sector 
- 
presented by the Commission
in October 1975 
- 
stressed the importance of air
safety.
The Council of the European Communities has not
yet reached a decision on this .action programrne. If
the Council decision is positive, consideration' will
have to be given to the question of air traffic safety
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and whether the Community could or should take
initiatives in this field. As I have said, the Commis-
sion is prepared to take such action if the Council
decision is favourable. I would also like to point out
that besides Eurocontrol 
- 
which is an organization
with 8 member states, not all members of the Commu-
nity 
- 
an important role is played by the Interna-
tional Civil Aviation Organization with 120 member
states, which also has a regional conference respon-
sible for Europe. This organization directs its efforts
particularly towards the improvements and planning
of air corridors.
Thus, although the Commission does not have
detailed information on the highly technical problems
of air safety, it can assure the Honourable Member
that it will do all in its power once the Council deci-
sion has been taken. In the meantime it can point out
that the official statistics of the United Nations indi-
cate constant progress in air safety in the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the terrible air crash in which a British aeroplane,
chartered by a German firm, collided with a Yugosla-
vian aeroplane in the Zagreb airspace, has suddenly
brought the inefficiency of international air-traffic
control and safery into the public eye.
This Assembly has already on several occasions
discussed the problem of air-traffic control in the
narrow west European air corridors, particularly in
connection with the threatered collapse of Eurocon-
trol. However this is the first occasion on which a
question of international safety has arisen since the
accident involved a plane from a lVest European
country and one from an East European country.
Since the investigations into the cause of the accident
have not yet been completed, the European Parlia-
ment has no intention of becoming involved in the
current investigation procedure. IUTe hope that the
responsible international bodies 
- 
the ICAO in Paris
and other conpetent organizations 
- 
will undertake
a world-wide investigation of the present state of air-
traffic control with a view to preventing such acci-
dents in the future.
My colleagues and I are deeply concerned about the
fact that in recent years air-traffic control has not
progressed, particularly within Eurocontrol
according to our information, the position of Eurocon-
trol has recently been systematically undermined in
favour of the national air-traffic control services. This
is because several Member States are no longer
prepared to strictly enforce the convention they
signed in 1960. This development weakens the effi-
ciency of an organization such as Eurocontrol, since
technical requirements in modern civil aviation
demand the type of strict, internationally-run system
of control which you, Mr Guazzaroni, described. The
picture presented by Eurocontrol today, as compared
with the 60s, shows that there is cause for concern. It
appears that instead of further integration towards a
European air-traffic control system, divergencies are
emerging among those Community Member States
who are also Members of Eurocontrol.
The Christian-Democratic Group emphasizes that air-
traffic control must be considered as part of the
Community's transport policy.
Iflhen you say, Mr Guazzaroni, that air-traffic control
is a world-wide responsibility, we also feel that in
accordance with the Rome Treaties it is part of the
Community's transport policy. !fle deeply regret that,
as you yourself said, the Council has not yet adopted a
position on this matter. !7e need not only an action
programme on European aviation but also all the
safety precautions required 
, 
to ensure that aviation
functions properly. Ve do not want the final collapse
of Eurocontrol, but greater powers in the intercontin-
ental and international sector. On the basis of our
joint experiences, we as the Nine must speak with one
voice, and we hope that the Commission will prevail
on the Council to reach a positive decision in the near
future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the need for an efficient air traffic control
system has once more been highlighted by the recent
tragic accident in Yugoslavia.
\7e hope that an accident of this naturq will never
occur again. However, we must take all the measures
necessary to increase the safe control of an ever
increasing volume of air traffic.
To do this, Europe has at its disposal the best equip-
ment in the world. tUTe also have highly qualified and
experienced air traffic controllers to operate this equip-
ment and to perform a task which involves immense
responsibilities and demands. But the Community air
traffic control network has one essential weakness : its
lack of integration.
One might think that because the European Commu-
nity exists, an integrated system also exists, or at least
that there is no obstacle to integration. Unfortunately
this is not so.
The European Parliament has already given its
approval to an extension of Eurocontrol to enable an
integrated air traffic control system to be set up within
the Community. Our group supports this position and
we would repeat our invitation to the Commission to
propose measures in this field.
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At present, national authorities retain control of air
traffic within their own air space. There is indeed
some'transfrontier' cooperation, but on the Commu-
nity scale, it is insignificant. Consequently, all aircraft
flying on international routes 
- 
and the passengers
travelling in them, must rely on cooperation between
the various national air traffic control centres for their
safety. This' state of affairs in intra-Community air
traffic is unacceptable, especially since we know that a
greater degree of safety could be guaranted with an
integrated system.
Several reasons militate in favour of setting up and
developing an integrated European network. Eurocon-
trol already operates on a large scale. It has an adminis-
trative structure with its headquarters in Brussels. It
has a research centre at Bretigny (France) where
advanced procedures and systems have been deve-
loped with a view to improving and automating air
traffic control. This has contributed to the develop-
ment of European technology in the aviation and elec-
tronics industries. Eurocontrol also has a training
school in Luxembourg where air traffic controllers,
technicians, engineers and other specialists from the
Member.,.States and elsewhere can be given export
training.
Eurocontrol has shared in large financial investments
to benefit air traffic in general.
It has also played a direct part in setting up a central
integrated air traffic control system, but at present,
this is experiencing serious difficulties because of the
attitude of the authorities in the Member States. For
some yearq now, Eurocontrol had been operating an
air traffic control centre in Maastricht to control the
upper air space over Belgium, Luxembourg and
Northern Germany. However, the expansion of this
centre, as it had initially been envisaged, is being
blocked by the Dutch authorities who are refusing to
give control of their upper air space to the Maastricht
centre.
ln 1975 a second centre designed to control air traffic
over Southern Germany was opened in Karlsruhe.
Initially it had been envisaged that this centre would
be staffed by Eurocontrol personnel, but the Federal
German authorities decided differently, and now Euro-
control personnel are gradually being transferred away.
Another severe blow to Eurocontrol's operations was
struck in Ireland. It had decided to finance and look
after the operition of a control centre at Shannon
equipped with all the latest technical refinements. A
building was erected, a computer operating on radar
data was installed and the staff received the necessary
training to operate it. But the Irish authorities have
purely and simply refused to allow this centre to
operate and it has now been abandoned, never having
been used. ThEse facts show a waste of investment in
modern equipment which is absolutely scandalous
and consequently, quite intolerable.
The cause must be sought in the general feeling of
malaise in the Member States which are fighting shy,
of the idea of more advanced integration; this same
attitude has blocked the progress of the European
Communities towards integration, and unfortnnately,
in the case of Eurocontrol, has even led to a r€gres-
sion, given that the Member States are taking back the
control which they had previously agreed to transfer
to this European body. Its future as a genuine intema-
tional body in Europe is thus in ieopardy. The situa-
tion, Mr President, is very serious, since it affects the
lives of thousands of people who daily travel by air
and whose safety demands an efficient integrated air
traffic control system.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
I rise primarily to endorse the funda-
mental features of this debate which were outlined so
ably by Mr Osborn. He left little to be said about
either the technological or the scientific aspects of
what is required.
The poignancy of the tragedy of. Zagreb affects all
concemed and we can understand the terrible grief of
the relatives of those who died in that accident.
Although we can acknowledge that, it must be said
that what is remarkable in this day and age is the very
high standard of efficiency that exists throughout the
world in air travel. After saying that, the moment that
something like that accident happens we must accept
that 
- 
even if it is the result of human error 
- 
air
travel or any other form of travel cannot be said to be
one hundred per cent safe. IThenever there is a terr-
ible tragedy such as a collision of this character in
mid-air, it raises great apprehensions in the areas that
surround our great airpors. If some of these air colli-
sions had happened on the approaches to, say,
Heathrow or any of our other great airports, the
tragedy would be increased dramatically for us.
That is why I agree with those who have already
spoken that it is a matter of urgency to ensure that
this cannot be repeated. Although I appreciated and
understood the Commissioner's reply, it can hardly be
described as totally convincing us that all is well.
The Commissioner also said that this was a world
problem. Perhaps it must be said in Parliament that
the Commission and Council must realize, if they do
not realize already, that the Community is part of the
world scene and therefore they should find out and
correlate all the answers to the problems we have
already found within Community countries and make
representations on a Community basis to the United
Nations.
Let us make the remarkable technical know how that
exists in Europe available to the United Nations on a
Community basis so that the Americas and other
great areas can make their contribution. By this
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means, instead of the contributions being simply on a
national basis to the United Nations, they can be on a
much wider basis, comparable for example, with the
Community.
I believe that we are missing a great opportunity. I do
not criticize the Commissioner for what he said. He
stated only the current situation. \fle in Parliament
must say clearly to the Commission and to the
Council that the current situation of making represen-
tations on a world basis on behalf of the Community
is unsatisfactory and that there is need for improve-
ment. $fle v/ant to reassure people about the current
standards that exist in air travel; but let us record that
Parliament and the Community will exercise vigilance
to maintain and, where necessary, improve these stand-
ards in the interests of all concerned.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
15. Oral question with debate:
Bird protection
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 329176) by Mr Jahn, Mr Artzinger, Mr
Burgbacher, Mr van der Gun, Mr Klepsch, Mr Sprin-
gorum and Mr Vandewiele, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group and the Committee on the Envi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, to
the Commission on the draft Commission directive
on bird protection.
The question is worded as follows:
Subiect: Proposal for a directive from the Commission
on bird protection
On 9 February 1976 Vice-President Scarascia-Mugnozza
replying in plenary sitting to my oral question tabled on
behalf of the Committee on Public Health and the Envi-
ronment on binding Communiry regulations on bird
Protection, st ted:
'As in all proposals concerning the environment, the
Commission has borne in mind the views of the Euro-
pean Parliament, and particularly those formulated in the
resolution on Petition No 8/74 of 2l February 1975 and
in the extensive debate in which many Members took
Pan.
These are the guidelines which the draft directive is to
follow: First, a general system for the protection of wild
birds is to be established, comprising the probibition ol
h,illing and trapping and of trade in birds, both dead and
live. This system would provide for certain exceptions in
respect of certain species (for instance, game birds) and
certain special situations (for instance, when the popula-
tion of a particular species grows to a dangerous size).'
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza then added that the Commis-
sion's intentions, some of which have already found
expression in practical measures, . .. will be embodied in
the proposals we shall be submitting at an earllt datc to
the European Parliament'.
In point 19 of its resolution of 8 July 1976 on thc conti-
nuation and implementation of a Butopean Community
policy and Action Programme on thc environment, the
European- Parliament 'expecB the Commission to take
full account of the demands made by the European Parlir-
ment in its proposal for a Directive on the harmonization
oI legislation in Member States on the protection of birds
which it announced a long time ago but which has still
not been submitted',
In view of the fact that the European Parliament has still
not received the long-awaited Commission proposal and
that it has, on the other hand, received numerous
protests, together with documentation, from bird protec-
tion organizations against the totally inadequate provi-
sions apparently laid down by the Commission in its
draft, the following questions are asked:
l. !Ihy, conrary to the views of the European Parlia-
ment, has the list of birds which may bc hunted
contained in the Commission's draft directive been
extended to include starlinp, blackbirds, chaffinches,
wood larks, skylarks, crested larks, tawny pipits,
meadow pipits, tree pipits, fieldfares and redwings,
thus increasing the number of species which may be
hunted from 50 to 6l ?
2. Is the Commission aware that the species which have
been added to the list oI birds that may be hunted ere
precisely those most likely to be hunted and killed in
Italy and that the adoption of the Commission's prop-
osal would entail the risk of complete extinction of
some of the species concemed ?
3, Is it true that the species added to the list are those for
whose preservation the ltalian bird protection otgtniza-
tions, supported by other European organizations,
have always fought and that 
- 
as shown in the Italian
hunting calendar for 1975176 
- 
some of these species
ar€ at present protected in Italy, so that the adoption
of the current Commission proposal would consider-
ably exacerbate what is already a precarious situation
in the bird protection field ?
4. Vhy, during its preparatory hearings of experts, did
the Commission consult representatives o( the
hunting associations, while failing to consult the repre-
s€ntative Community bird protection organizations ?
5. Is the Commission prepared, in thesb circumstances,
to revise its proposal for a directive and; in its defini-
tive proposal, to take full account of the above observa-
tions ?
6. Is the Commission aware of the urgency of Commu-
nity regulations in this field and when does it intend
to submit its definitive proposal on the protection of
migratory birds and song birds to the Council and
European Parliament ?
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
some of you may perhaps ask what has led the
Christian-Democratic Group and the Committee on
the Environment to submit for the third time an oral
question on the inadequate measures taken by the
Community on bird protection. The answer is clear:
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Faced with the numerous letters and protests from all
parts of the Community 
- 
the 'Sticbting lWondiaal
Alternatief has collected millions of signatures 
-and after consideration of the draft directive on bird
protection, which, as we know, has not yet been final-
-:rcd but which the Commission's experts took as a
working basis, we could not help feeling that the
binding promises made to Parliament were not being
kept.
I think it must again be clearly stated that the starting
point is still the unanimously adopted Parliament reso-
lution of 2l February 1975 on Petition No 8/74 on
the protection of migratory birds. In this resolution
we urged the Commission to submit without delay
positive directives or proposals for regulations
containing, in particular, the,following binding provi-
sions : a general prohibition on bird-catching with
nets, a more restricted season for hunting migratory
birds using other means, a general prohibition on the
tormenting of trapped birds, a strict prohibition on
the impqrt of dead song-birds and migratory birds
into the Community and a control on the import of
live song-birds and migratory birds. This was decided
unanimously.
Furthermore, we asked the Commission to propose
positive measures, in the interests of effective bird
protection, to achieve the following objectivqs: the
setting up of bird sanctuaries where hunting would be
totally prohibited, the preservation of special , bird
species and sfecial reserves foi breeding, proiiding
healthy entitoninental conditions.
I believe that these demands really are not exagger-
ated but are wellbalanced. rW/e have in no way
expressed a desire for a general prohibition on bird-
catching, only for limited but effective measures to
protect oui song-birds and migratory birds from
extinction or decimation. Furthermore, we empha-
sized that the observance of the.proposed Community
regulation should be ensured by carrying out extensive
controls with' appropriate penalties and follow-up
measures for infringements.
This realistic attitude on the parf of Parliament and its
Committee on the Environment has the approval of
not only the i'epresentative bird'protection organiza-
tions but also the general public in all the Commu-
nity states.and in others outside the Community, as is
shown by'the letters we are receiling all the time : we
have sackfulls. of them.
Unfortunately the rules which'have been drawn up'-
the regulation or the directive 
- 
do not appear to
correspond to our demands.
'We cannot understand how, in its directive the
Commission has managed to add to the list of bird
species which may be hunted three types of lark, three
types of pipits and two types of thrush as well as
starlings, blackbirds and finches, so that the number
of bird species which. may be hunted has increased
from 50 to 51. The eleven species named above are at
present protected in most European countries. I
repeat: in most countries these species are protected.
They are the ones which in Italy are particular targets
for destruction. According to unanimous statements
by a whole series of bird protection organizations and
experts, some are in danger of total extinction. So is
shown by the 1975176 Italian hunting calendar, some
of the 5l species listed by the Commission for
hunting are also protected in ltaly.
The efforts of Italian bird protectors are therefore
aimed precisely at putting an end to this senseless
destruction. '!7e must understand clearly, Mr Presi-
dent, that the decimation or even extinction of these
bird species seriously threatens the biological balance
in nature which we vitally need. Because of these
extinct species 
- 
as the Commission has now
confirmed l2 species have become extinct in Europe
over the last l5 years 
- 
we must use chemical means
to prevent the destruction of fruit trees and other
plants.
If we do not halt this development 
- 
300 million
birds will again be destroyed this autumn in Italy 
-then we will reach a situation in which the ecological
balance in northern Europe may be disturbed. tUfle
therefore feel that the regulation should make the situ-
ation quite clear.
The implementation in its present form of the
Commission's draft directive of l2 May 1975 which,
much to the regret of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, has
become known only indirectly 
- 
we first heard about
it in connection with a petition for the setting up of
an organization for the protection of animals 
-would, in our view, constitute a major retrograde step
in comparison with the present, already unsatisfactory
situation.
The Commission's attitude, which we oppose, can in
our view only be explained by the regrettable fact that
the Commission has not sufficiently consulted the
relevant bird protection organizations and scientific
institutes. I should like to say quite openly that
despite any desire for economy the Commission
should, in our opinion, have consulted these experts
to a much greater extent, and not only huntsmen and
hunting organizations.
Moreover the Commission should study the funda-
mental question as to whether it wishes to continue
consultations with the so-called government experts,
who as a rule are again consulted by the Council, so
that the same experts are involved both times.
Admittedly we would not go so far as the bird protec-
tors, who are demanding that the hunting associations
should not be consulted on any directive on bird
protection. However we feel it is important that as
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well as the hunting lobby, those organizations should
be heeded which are officially acknowledged in the
individual countries as public spirited and worthy of
suPPort.
But even i( regrettably, the animal protection organiza-
tions were not sufficiently consulted, the Commission
nevertheless had at its disposal a wealth of scientific
material, which should have resulted, at the draft
stage, in a proposal involving genuine progress as
compared with the present unfortunate situation.
On 2l February 1975, that is more than eighteen
months ago, Commissioner Brunner stated in this
Assembly that accordirtg to a study carried out by the
' Frd nk.fh rtcr Zoologische Guellscbaft uon I 858' (l 858
Franh.futrt Zoological Society) 
- 
of which, as you
know, the world-famous Professor Grzimek, is a
member 
- 
into the 408 bird species commonly
found at liberty in the Community states, only 125
species were still increasing and all the others were
Cecreasing. Over half, i.e. 221 species, are declining
yearly; 58 species are threatened with extinction.
Ihere are alarming decreases in the numbers not only
cf grey herons, white storks, ospreys and hawks but
:rlso of small song-birds.
There is of course no point in going further into the
details of the draft directive within the framework bf
this oral question. The directive undoubtedly takes
insufficient account of the ecological value of birds.
Positive results and the need for a wide range of bird
species for the proper functioning of the ecological
system, are scarcely taken into consideration. The
exceptions provided for in Articles 4, 7 and 9 in
coniunction with Annex [V, leave the Member States
free to retain the present deplorable situation.
Mr President, ladies and genilemen, in our view the
directive on bird protection should be based on the
rinciple that man is not the mister of nature but paft
of it, and that as such he is absolutely dependent on
the other parts of our ecological slatem 'Earth'. Bird
protection must be conceived with a view to'restoring
r healthy environment. The directive must therefore
t,rks 1r[ account of the ecological significance of birds
for the development of the environment in Europe.
In this connection we would urgently request the
Commission to undertake a fundamental revision of
its draft directive and to submit it to the Europearr
Parliament as soon as possible. !7e will then be able
to consider whether it reflects the views of this
Assembly, which I have iust outlined.
Finally I would ask the Commission to reply fully to
the six questions contained in document 329176. Vle
await with particular interest a statement as to when
the long-heralded directive will be published.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mi Guezzaroni, filcmbcr o.l' tbe Comnision. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I would like first of all to thank Mr
Jahn and the other speakers for once more placing
the problem of bird protection on the agenda of the
European Parliament. The European Parliament's
interest in this matter is an important encouragement
and support for the measures which the Commission
has taken and intends to continue taking in this field.
I would like to take this opportunity of summarizing
the Commission's work on this subject and to put thi
record straight on certain points. The Commission has
not yet adopted a final position on the question of
bird protection, and therefore has not yet adopted any
draft directives in this field.
Perhaps the Honourable Members are refirring to one
single document in this dossier, which is only one of
the many elements on'which the Commission will
later base its proposals for directives.
I would like to add that the Commission has already
had a series of contacts 
- 
6oth with independeni
experts and with experts from the national govem-
ments. Early this year it had contacts not only with
representatives of inteiriational hunting organizations
but also with members of scientific ornithological
organizations and intemational associations or organi-
zations for bird protection.
I repeat that these meetinls were held in the first hatf
of this year. In the second half of the ybar 
- 
in June
and September 
- 
the Commission discussed the
matter with a group of national experts apiointed, as
is customary, by the Member States. There will be a
further meeting of these national experts in
November.
The Commission, as it has already stated in the Euro-
pean Parliament" is treating this problem of bird
protection with a deep sense of responsibility. I would
like to reaffirm that the Commission is aware of the
urgent need for Community iules on this matter.
However, it would draw your attention to the fact that
the complexity of the problem and the emotive atmos-
phere surrounding it oblige it to be scrupulously
careful in preparing its won proposals.
Vl.rile recognizing, then, the urgent need for Commu-
nity rules, the Commission cannot at this stage tell
the European Parliament at what precise moment its
disgussions with the national experts ,will allow it to
put a proposal for a directive to the Council. It can,
however, assure the European Parliament that the
draft directive it does .submit will introduce general
rules for the protection of species of wild birds and
will take account of the views of the various interested
parties and especially of the wishes expressed by the
European Parliament.
Prtsident. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, this is not the
first time that there has been request for a debate in
Parliament on the subject these questions raise,
namely the protection of birds.
ln 1972 the heads of government meeting in Paris
invited the institutions to draw up an action
programme on the environment which was
subsequently adopted on 22 September 1973. In it the
Commission was instructed to make a study of
national regulations governing the protection of
animal species, and migratory birds in particular, with
a view to possible harmonization.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats has
always taken a positive stand on the protection of
birds and therefore welcomes Mr Jahn's again raising
the question of this study since the Commission's
efforts so far do not seem to have solved the problems
of adequate protection for birds.
Inadequate protection means, as Mr Jahn said in his
introduction, that many rare species of bird are being
exterminated 
- 
which is not only deplorable in itself
but also, as stated earlier, has thrown up certain ecolog-
ical problems. Birds are a very important link in the
natural cycle. They live largely on insects which, in
large quantities, are harmful to both men and animals.
Birds are also a link in as much as they provide food
for others. Furthermore, we should not forget that
guano is another important element in this cycle.
Our highly developed technical society has itself
made it difficult for a rich and varied bird life to
survive and there are therefore even stronger grounds[or preventing the extermination of birds through
hunting or the equally destructve effect which lead
poisoning has on our birds. Increasing pollution is a
serious danger to bird life and in order to avoid
making our environment poorer and wrecking
nature's order, it is necessary to take firm action
rgainst what is appening.
I can therefore, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, support the ideas contained in
'his Question and also what' the questioners have
;tated. The Commission is therefore called upon to
'ollow the guidelines which the European Parliament
-ras laid down in its many debates in order to
]uarantee effective protection of our bird life.
Ve have just heard the Commission's reply to this
luestion and we sympathize greatly with the Commis-
,ion's difficulties. It is a difficult and unpleasant
,ubject to deal with, particularly since it is as compli-
:ated as it is, but our sympathy for the Commission is
lot as great as our sympathy for the birds and we shall
herefore take the liberty of telling the Commission
vith all respcct to get weaving.
'Apltlt u.tt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Stewart.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
I had not intended to speak in the
debate. I do so only because I do not want the
Commissioner to imagine that, because it is Friday
and only a few are here, there is not a great deal of
strong feeling about this matter, both in the House
and outside. He, as a humane and intelligent man,
must be aware how disappointing was his reply. He
told us about the Commission's initiative. The whole
point of an initiative is that it is a beginning. He told
us that the Commission had not yet reached a final
stand, and that there were great complications. There
always are complications in these matters. Let us
realize what is happening.
I7e live in what can be a beautiful world, diversified,
with many forms of life, whose appearance delights
the eye and whose sounds delight the ear. Yet here are
people who are just hacking the world about and will
leave it permanently ugly for the people who come
after.
Man is justified in killing an animal for some reasons.
For instance, he is justified in doing so if it is about to
kill him. There are not many birds of which that can
be predicated. He is iustified in killing an animal
because he wants to eat it, and that accounts for a
great deal of the killing of animals. It is legitimate to
kill and eat some birds, but who wants to eat a thrush
or a skylark ?
The ancient Romans began that habit. rWe have inher-
ited much that is of value from them, but we need not
also inherit those aspects of lumpish cruelty and bad
taste which disfigured their civilization. !7hat sort of a
man is it who, on hearing a skylark, allows the
thought to creep into his head that he would like to
eat the bird ?
Another reason for man killing an animal is to show
how clever he is, and that is a temptation with birds
because as a rule they do not stand still to be killed.
They fly about, and by killing them a man can show
how marvellously clever he is. That is not why man's
skill and quickness of hand and eye were given to
him. The question arises, apart from cruelty to birds,
many of which perish instanteneously, of the degrada-
tion of human nature involved.
I do not blame the Commissioner. No one man can
do much. He had to report how far we had advanced.
But I tell the Commissioner 
- 
and ask him to tell
his colleagues and ministers 
- 
that if we continue to
get answers like the one he gave there will be a first-
class row about this subject.
(A1t1tlau.v)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
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Mr Spicer. .- It is extremely easy for me to follow
Mr Stewart. IUTe all owe a great debt of gratitude to Mr
Jahn for the way in which he raised this matter
initially in the Parliament and for his initiative and
his determination. One cannot underestimate the reac-
tion of public opinion to this matter being raised
throughout the Community.
!7e talk about the date of 2l January, and the
Commissioner has said how pleased he is to see this
subiect raised yet again in the Parliament. I am not
particularly pleased ; I am sure that Mr Jahn is not
particularly pleased. It is a sad thing that the matter
should have to be raised again by Mr Jahn at this
stage, and that we have not had the draft proposals
from the Commission before us. Last year I wrote to
people saying that this matter was now in hand. I said
that the Community was taking urgent action on this
matter, and I hoped to be able to write to them in the
near future giving them an outline of the Commis-
sion's proposals.
Eighteen months is a very long time. As Mr Stewart
said, we all realize how difficult these matters can be,
but surely if this Community is to mean anything to
the people who live within it it must be able to take
urgent action where urgent action is desirable. If we
wait to dot every 'i' and cross every 't' we shall never
get this sort of proposal coming before Parliament for
approval and we shall never get the support of public
opinion that we need, particularly in these mattbrs,
which touch so closely upon people's natural feelings
of horror and indignation at the way in which birds
are being treated within our Community at the
moment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jahn.
Mr Jahn. 
- 
(D) I should like to make a few final
remarks. I am particularly grateful for the statement
made by Mr Michael Stewart and Mr Spicer, who
spoke after Mr Guazzaroni. As chairman of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection I can say that we do not agree
with the reply from the Member of the Commission.
!7e expect immediate action.
Of course we are fully informed about all the negotia-
tions and discussions which have been held with the
various organizations and institutions. ltr7e hope that
in accordance with the will and the resolutions of this
Assembly, a regulation will be submitted settling this
matter once and for all in the interests of ecological
safety and of protecting the health of animals and
men, particularly in northern Europe.'!trfle are not here
to provide whole regions of the world with protein
nor to turn them into marketing centres for animals.
IVe must also deal once and for all with this situation
in Italy, because that is where there is the greatest
cause for concern, and it is time to say so openly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, Llember o.f. tbc Conmission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I believe it is my duty to reply to the
Members who have stressed the interest with which
Parliament follows this matter, which is clearly of vital
importance 
- 
as has been emphasized 
- 
both from
an ecological point of view and on the specific point
of nature conservatlon. I would like to assure Mr Jahn,
Mr Stewart and all those who spoke that the Commis-
sion (as I have already said) is bringing its full atten-
tion and responsibility to bear on this matter.
I have already given Parliament the timetable of meet-
ings and contacts with experts at national and interna-
tional level which have taken place in the first and
second part of this year. I also said that in November
we are to have a meeting with national experts.
Following these contacts and the results of studies
made by the Commission, we will be in a position to
propose the directive I mentioned, which is in line
with the Commission's specific commitment to draw
up rules covering every aspect of this matter.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
16. Oral question witbout debate: Third lrartJ motor
aehicle insurance
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question
without debate (Doc. 318175) by Mr Schwdrer, on
behalf of the Committed on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, to the Commission on third party motor
vehicle insurance in the Community.
The question is worded as follows :
Subject : Third ,party motor vehicle insurance in the
Communiry
In view of the increasing number of complaints about
the effects of divergent national provisions relating to
third party motor vehicle insurance in the Community,
can the Commission suggest what steps could be taken to
achieve internal market conditions in this sector, which
is of particular importance for the free movement of
persons and services.
In what way does the Commission think that provisions
regarding civil liabiliry (cover for personal injury and
material damage) could be harmonized and the nature
and duration of trans-frontier claim settlement proce-
dures standardized ?
I call Mr Schworer.
Mr Schwiirer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in July the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, on whose behalf I have the honour
to speak, discussed the harmonization of third party
liability for motor vehicles following the increasing
number of complaints about the varying national rules
on this matter. It is well known and indeed a source
of satisfaction that tourist traffic in the Community is
constantly increasing, as are economic transactions. It
is therefore extremely important for us that motor
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vehicle insurance should be harmonized in all the
Community countries, so that the rules are approxi-
mately the same everywhere.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
considers that similar conditions in this sector should
be introduced without delay throughout the Commu-
nity. The main question here is that of civil responsi-
bility, which is completely different in the various
countries. In some countries it is unlimited while in
others it is totally inadequate so that in the case of
personal iniury or damage to property disputes
frequently arise as to how the cost should be settled.
Moreover, the settlement of such liability cases is
generally a very slow process so that a further unplea-
sant effect is that the delays lead to financial losses
whereby the injured party may only be compensated
for a part 
- 
sometimes no more than a half 
- 
of the
damage.
Ladies and gentlemen, we have before us the Commis-
sion's reply to a written question by our colleague Mr
Jahn, which deals with this matter.
I am very pleased that in its reply the Commission
considers it appropriate to harmonize the legislation
in the field of third party motor vehicle insurance.
This is a welcome statement of intent. However, we
should like to go a step further. !(e have achieved
nothing by merely stating that this measure is desir-
able. !7e have raised this question because we would
like the Commission, in the light of the outcome of
meetings with the responsible authorities in the
Member States, to propose, without delay, appropriate
legislation establishing similar conditions in this
important sector throughout the market. It is precisely
in this sector that legislation must be harmonized,
since this constitutes an important prerequisite for the
Community's development in a matter which affects
people every day.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, /Vcntbtr tl' tbe Conntission. 
- 
(I)
President, as Mr Schw6rer has just pointed out, the
commission, in its reply to written question No
184176 by Mr Jahn, has already expressed its view that
to provide uniform safeguards for victims of motor
vehicle accidents within the Community. It is neces-
sary to harmonize the legislation of Member States on
third party liability.
The agreements concluded pursuant to Council direc-
tive No 72/166 between national insurance offices in
the Member States under the 'green card insurance'
system, lay down that the victim of an accident caused
by a motor vehicle registered in another Member State
shall reccive compensation in accordance with the
laws of the country in which the accident happened.
The sole iffect of these agreements is to guarantee
that the victim of an accident caused by a foreign car
is treated in the same way as if the accident were
caused by a car registered in the country in which the
accident happened. The existing disparities between
the laws of Member States on third party motor
vehicle liability hurt most of all the foreign victims of
an accident caused by a car registered in the country
in which the accident happened. In such cases, there
remains the risk that the foreign victim will,
according to the laws of that country, receive less
favourable treatment than he would in his own
country as regards the conditions and the amount of
'comPensation.
These disparities also hurt the insurance company
which, under the 'green card insurance' system, has to
pay the damages caused by the insured. Since the loss
is paid, in these cases, on the basis of the foreign legis-
lation, the insurance company can in some cases find
itself obliged to pay the victim compensation higher
than it would have to under the laws of its own
country.
The Commission believes that to eliminate these diffi-
culties and to create in the sector of third party motor
vehicle insurance conditions similar to those of an
internal market, it is necessary to harmonize the legis-
lation of Member States, at least as regards :
- 
the extension of third party motor vehicle insur-
ance as regards the amounts of cover,
- 
the categories of persons covered by third party
motor vehicle insurance, for example to include
the members of the family of the driver or the
occupants of the vehicle which caused the acci-
dent, and
- 
to make it possible for the victim to claim directly
from the insurer of the person causing the loss.
The Commissions's departments considered the above
questions at a meeting on 29 and 30 April 1976 with
government experts of the Member States. Not all the
Member States are prepared to harmonize their legisla-
tion on the above points. Some of them point out :
- 
that the compensation procedure at present
enforced under the'green card insurance' system
has already given satisfactory results and is
adequate,
- 
that a change in the amounts of cover at present
enforced would lead in some Member States to an
economically unacceptable increase in motor
vehicle insurance premiums,
- 
that harmonization of legislation on third party
insurance is impossible without prior harmoniza-
tion of the laws of the Member States on third
party liability.
In spite of the differences of opinion which subsist,
the Commission will continue to make every effort to
achieve harmonization of the laws of the Member
States on this matter.
President. 
- 
I can Mr Schworer.
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Mr Schwiirer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to thank Mr Guazzaroni
most sincerely for his answer and to ask Parliament to
rectify an error which occurred this morning. The
reply from the member of the Commission was
similar to that which we expected.
Yesterday,.therefore, l2 colleagues submitted docu-
ment 357176 containing a motion for a resolution
with request for debate by urgent procedure pursuant
to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure. The President
stated that the decision on urgent procedure would be
made today provided that the Commission had givenits reply. However, the reverse happened : this
morning, the question of urgent procedure was
decided by referring the matter to committee,
although the Commission's reply had not yet been
received. I should be grateful if, by adopting the
motion for a resolution by urgent procedure, the
Assembly would underline what the Commission
representative has said and, along with myself and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, give
the Commission the support and strength needed to
proceed with this question throughout the Commu-
nity.
I ask for a vote on the request for urgent procedure
and for your support.
President. 
- 
Mr Schwdrer, we cannot go back on
the decision that has been taken. It is now up to the
appropriate committee to determine the procedure to
be used to consider this question.
17. Directiae on transdctions in securities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
315176) drawn up by Mr Dykes, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive conceming
indirect taxes on transactions in securities.
I call Mr Dykes.
Mr Dykes, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I shall be
brief because a fair amount of business remains. I
hope that my colleagues in Parliament will not
assume that I am treating the matter with a relative
lack of importance. This is, however, in the scale of
things inevitably a fairly minor subject, although
intrinsically fairly important.
I must declare a personal interest here. I am a
member of a stock exchange in one of the Member
States. It is because of that interest, apart from the
other good reasons which are outlined in the docu-
ment, and for external reasons, that I am a keen
suPPorter of the document.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
very much hopes that the House will be able to
approve the report, which gave rise to full considera-
tion by the Committee, at its penultimate meeting, of
the draft Directive from the Commission to the
Council on the harmonization of indirect taxes on
transactions in securities. This may seem to Mr Pres-
cott and other Members a relatil'ely minor and,
indeed, esoteric matter, but it is not. lfe know as a
result of the growth of indirect investment media
throughout the Member States 
- 
and one thinks in
particular of the larger countries and for example, the
enourmous explosion in growth of unit money trusts
in France over the last l0 years 
- 
that the man or
woman in the street is now an active and engaged
investor, even if at one remove. To the extent that the
proposals in the Directive are designed to help not
the professional intermediaries 
- 
which would, of
course, be an incidental effect 
- 
but the original
investor of whatever size, origin or status, this must
bemorally and for many other reasons a very good
thing.
I congratulate the Commission ,on the work it has
done in presenting to the Council and to Parliament a
very professional and skilled Directive which will
produce not only harmonization over any specific
designated period 
- 
there is no period laid down for
this purpose 
- 
but in due course the eventual applica-
tion of these indirect taxes known most commonly
under the more colloquial term of 'stamp duties'. I
shall return to that because it is the subiect of a
specific amendment proposed by the Socialist Group.
I shall not go into the detail of the document save to
say that I believe it is a step in the right direction. As
I have said, it provides in due course for the harmoni-
zation 
- 
if you like, the creation 
- 
of a European
stamp duty rate of a maximum of 0.5 per cent for
equities or ordinary shares, and lower rates for other
investment instruments, including those which are
provided to investors by the national governments.
These stamp duties in most of the, Member States are
levied both at the point of purchase and at sale at a
rate of 0.3 per cent each way, or, as I have said, a
maximum of 0.5 per cent. This does not of itself
provide any substantial problem for most of the
Member States, because their stamp duty rates are near
that kind of level.
However, there is a specific problem for rwo of the
Member States, the United Kingdom and the Repu-
blic of Ireland, for two reasons. The first is that to
which I have referred, namely, the rate proposed in
the document, because the United Kingdom and
Ireland have tangibly higher rates of stamp duty.
Secondly, there is a technical, legal and mechanistic
difficulty for those two Member States, in that they
levy the stamp duty once only in one single move-
ment as a legal act involved in the registration of the
titles to securities. Therefore, most of the securities
traded in the United Kingdom and Ireland are not of
a bearer kind. For that and other technical reasons,
this presents special problems.
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The Commission, with its characteristic ingenuity, has
proposed a derogation for the United Kingdom and
Ireland to deal with that matter. Therefore, the main
problem for those nwo Member States comes back to
the first subject to which I referred, the relatively high
rate. It is just one more criticism of the United
Kingdom Govemment, for example, that it has
increased the rate of stamp duty from I per cent to 2
per cent, which in itself is an unfair disincentive to
investors. Incidentally, there is a I per cent rate in the
United Kingdom for overseas investors, so that the
illogicality of the 2 per cent rate is that much more
obvious. In my view, the derogation resolves that diffi-
culty in a very clever way.
The document is to be commended because although,
as I said earlier, it is a relatively small part of the
whole, it is nonetheless an important component in
the total scenario of fiscal harmonization, not harmoni-
zation for its own sake. But it would be rational to
consider, as soon as may be over coming years, a Euro-
pean stamp duty rate, the avoidance of double taxa-
iion, for which there is specific provision in the rele-
vant articles in the Directive, and the removal of disin-
centives and, indeed, of anomalies. In the old days of
King George III or King George IV, Britain was obvi-
ously higtrty dependent on stamp duties and suchlike
to raise revenue. Nowadays stamP duties comprise a
relatively tiny proportion of the total revenue.
rU(hile I would not be careless with any part of the
public finances, I hope that members of the Socialist
broup will agree 
- 
for their own good reasons 
-
that this mattir should be dealt with, despite the rela-
tively small and insignificant loss of revenue involved'
I think I am right in saying that, taking a yield approx-
imately of the order of !100 million currently
accruing to the United Kingdom Exchequer from
stamp duties levied on securities 
- 
I am not referring
to oth.. kinds of stamP duty in Britain 
- 
the effect
of reducing the rate eventually to the EuroPean level
of 0'6 per ient would be of the order of a net loss of
f7o million, except that it is difficult to be precise
because we do not know what the proportion of over-
seas investors in United Kingdom securities will be in
the future. If sterling continues on its downward path,
presumably that proportion will eventually disappear'
Be that as it may, I ask the House on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
adopt this document and to give the Commission the
opportunity to press ahead with this matter. Perhaps
the Commissioner will be able to say what kind of
period the Commission now envisages for the further
progress of this directive.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Gordon !flalker to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Lord Gordon rWalker 
- 
I should like to move the
amendment that has been tabled by the Socialist
Group to omit paragraph 3 from the motion for a reso-
lution. Mr Dykes estimated a cost that was not very
considerable ; he mentioned a figure of 170 million. I
understand that the calculation of the Commission,
which is likely to be a little more impartial than that
of Mr Dykes, is about 1300 million to 1400 million.
The argument that the low yield of a particular tax in
comparison with the total revenue of a State is a iustifi'
cation for abolishing the tax could be applied to
almost any tax that one can think of. To take them
individually and consider each one as a ProPortion of
the total tax revenue is a dangerous argument. It could
be extended by analogy to almost the entire revenue
of the state.
I am aware that there is a derogation for the United
Kingdom ; and we are very grateful for that. I7e object
to the statement in paragraph 3 in the motion for a
resolution that the ultimate objective is to abolish this
tax. It is not wrong to say that it is proper to tax
capital more highly than individuals. One certainly
shbuld not remove a tax from capital, for one would
then have to replace it by a tax on individuals.
However small the revenue yield, one cannot iust lose
revenue without putting a tax somewhere else.
As to harmonization as an aim, I am certainly not
against that. Of course that is a proper aim, but it
siems to me to be odd that the aim of harmonization
is always to reduce taxes. Surely it is just as much a
form of harmonization to bring lower taxes on capital,
where they exist, and where they are desirable, uP to a
higher level. Harmonization does not necessarily
mian always reducing a tax to the lowest level that
can be found in the Community.
For these reasons, the Socialist Group would like to
see paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution deleted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Artzinger to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Artzinger. 
- 
(D) W President" ladies and
gentlemen, as spokesman for the Christian-
Democratic Group I should first like to thank the
rapporteur most sincerely. He has presented a difficult
subiect extremely clearly and concisely and we agree
with his conclusions.
I did not intend to take part in this discussion but my
honourable colleague, Lord Gordon I7alker has
provoked me to do so.
In fact I am of the opinion that these taxes on caPital
movements should be abolished, since they impede
the unification of the European capital market. Even
if we harmonize the taxes 
- 
we hope that this will be
achieved in the foreseeable future and perhaps the
Commission can say something about this 
- 
the
burden presented by capital transactions still prevents
the setting up of a large, evolving European capital
market.
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I do not think that the revenue from taxes on capital
transactions is so significant as to prevent us from
abolishing those taxes. Forgive me, but I am more
inclined to detect an ideological basis to your motion:
it is only wicked capitalists who have capital and to
tax them is a task well-pleasing to God.
I do not believe that one can argue like this. In my
country, for example, 600 000 workers own so-called
employees' shares. S7'e are trying to make shares avail-
able as investments for the ordinary man. I hope that
we shall succeed.
The tax on capital transactions therefore affects not
only the 'wicked capitaliss' but also your voters, who,
by the way, are my voters too. I therefore feel that one
cannot argue in this, to my mind, oblique manner :
who does the tax affect?
I believe that one should bear in mind the aim of
unifying the capital market and support the aim of
abolishing these taxes on capital transactions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Meintz. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as you will recall,
the Liberal and Allies Group some months ago initi-
ated a wide-ranging debate in this Assembly on giving
a new impetus to tax harmonization in the Commu-
nity. The Assembly then adopted at its investiSation a
resolution stressing in particular the need to consider
such harmonization as an essential aspect of Commu-
nity activity, since it aimed at establishing the tax
conditions necessary for economic and monetary
union.
The proposal for a directive submitted to us today
forms part of this programme, and it is our duty to
support it in so far as the final obiective is to abolish
the final barriers to the free movement of capital
between the Member States and, in so doing, to contri-
bute towards the gradual setting up of a European
capital market.
We are particularly in favour of any measure which
leads towards the attainment of a common fiscal
policy which will enable capital to be moved solely
according to conventional financial considerations and
not on the basis of fiscal disparity.
\U7e should like to mention here certain aspects of this
directive which lead us to state that the means utilized
are not entirely appropriate to these ends.
Whereas the measures relating to indirect taxation on
capital formation, adopted by the Council in 1959 and
1973, envisaged the removal of stamp duty and the
levy o( a capital duty at a standard rate throughout the
Member States, this new proposal on indirect taxation
on transactions in securities, submitted here as a
supplementary stage, modestly envisages now nothing
more than the fixing of a uniform ambit, the reduc-
tion of dual taxation and the fixing of maximum rates.
Therefore, not only does it not eqvisage the abolition
of these taxes but it also prepares bnly imperfectly for
this since its aim is not a total harmonization of struc-
tures and rates.
Now, it s'eems to us that a bolder proposal would have
been possible here, especially since 
- 
as the Commis-
sion recognizes 
- 
the yield from these taxes is low
compared with the total tax yield in the Member
States. For example, it represents 0.14o/o in France
and Denmark, 0.1 % in Belgium and Germany, as
little as 0.04o/o in the Netherlands and it does not
exist at all in Luxembourg. In fact, only the United
Kingdom and Ireland collect a more substantial yield
of 0.5 % by applying a rate of duty of 2o/0.
Thus preference has been given to fixing maximum
rates, with no possibility of derogation, which would
only be of any signifance in those two Member States.
'We believe that the abolition of these taxes, which
impose on savings and hinder investment, would
doubtlessly have been more desirable, with temPorary
derogations for the United Kingdom and Ireland. The
Council and Commission will perhaps be able to give
us their views on this and indicate what chance we
have of seeing such a proposal adopted in the future.
Apart from this, we shall vote for the motion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr President, honourable
Members, tax harmonization has always been one of
the European Community's weak points. Its efforts in
this field have rarely amounted to more than good
intentions, with which, the proverb tells us, the road
to hell is paved.
It is clear that the prospects for tax harmonization
within the Community are closely bound up 
- 
this is
hardly encouraging, we must admit 
- 
with those for
the attainment of Econornii and Monetary Union.
The worid economic crises of the last few years has
unfortunately created a scarcely favourable climite forjoint action by the Nine on tax matters. On the
contrary, the pressures exerted on the economies of
the Nine since have caused governments to hesitate
even more before transferring control of their finan-
cial resources.
And yet, indirect taxation on transactions in securities,
which is behind the Commission's proposal, hinders
the efficient administration of the securities' market.
European integration is indeed inconceivable without
corresponding integration of the capital markets. Such
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integration would already be much further advanced if
it did not come up against numerous administrative
and, in particular, fiscal obstacles.
It is therefore desirable, as Mr Dykes' excellent report
emphasizes, to abolish this disparate tax. It is self-evi-
dent that economic circles will share this opinion. But
the Commission feels that this is a future objective
which, if introduced immediately, might possibly lead
to certain problems pertaining to revenue from taxa-
tion in certain countries. It is impossible not to be
astonished by this argument. In fact, if the Member
States adopted the system of tax credit, proposed more-
over by the Community authorities, it would cause
them to lose revenue on an even larger scale.
The Co:nmission's proposal aims at eliminating dual
taxation and discrimination through a uniform levy
on transactions in securities.
Nevertheless, most of the provisions in force in the
various Member States seem able to exist by means of
numerous derogations from the basic principles, so
one must ask if the term 'harmonization' is really
adequate.
The proposal submitted by the Commission does not
envisage a strict uniformiry of provisions, but leaves to
the various Member States the choice of retaining,
within the framework of the harmonization measures,
different national regulations which could well give
rise to some odd distortions.
For example, Article I limits the effects of the direc-
tive to those Member States which impose a tax on
transactions in securities and submits these transac-
tions to the system defined in the subsequent Articles.
Now, the definition of the word'securities' appearing
in the Annex contains an obligatory and an 'optional'
list; the latter includes in particular shares in private
limited companies (s.i.r.l.). The optional nature of the
second list means that Member States are completely
free not to apply the text to the transfer of the shares
involved and to submit these transfers to a rate higher
than that laid down in Article 8. Quite considerable
distortions could result from this, depending on the
legislation involved.
On the other hand, certain features seem excellent.
For instance, there is a lot to be said for the Commis-
sion's proposed solution whereby the fiscal duty is
shared between the transferor and the transferee. In
the case of international transfers it will simplify the
division of fiscal authority between the Member States
involved.
In the field of the provisions for tax exemption,
exemptions already in existence and not referred to in
paragraph I may continue. Nevertheless, it is difficult
to understand why the new exemptions should be
subject to the at least tacit consent of the Commis-
sion ; this seems to us to be contrary to the principle
of the very flexible harmonization envisaged.
Ve are of course all aware that the proposed directive
only constitutes an intermediate stage in the setting
up of a real common capital market. Nevertheless, the
Commission must do all in its power to progress
beyond this stage as soon as possible so that we may
arrive at the final goal, which is economic, financial
and fiscal integration.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
I do not propose to read a speech.
Members should learn to make speeches, not to give
lectures.
(Applause)
I have been provoked to rise to my feet by my
colleague Mr Artzinger, who also was provoked by my
colleague Lord Gordon !7alker. Mr Artzinger ques-
tioned the Socialists' intention.
The issue we are discussing can be likened to a casino
in which all the bookies, of which Mr Dykes is one,
make money but do not earn it. I7e are concerned
about the principle of the method by which taxation
is levied. The tax levied on capital rather than labour
is heavier in one country than in another, but we do
not think it right to tax more heavily those who earn
money rather than those who make money. That is a
political judgment for each individual state. If that
principle were accepted, the taxation in all countries
on transactions in securities would be raised to 2 per
cent. The income raised by taxation in all countries is
a matter of political iudgment and political attitudes.
The differences which have arisen in the debate
reflect that important principle.
\Ufle do not feel that it is iustifiable to move towards
harmonization by the method suggested in Mr
Dykes's resolution on the Commission's proposals.
!fle should like to delete para. 3. Mr Dykes says that
the abolition of these taxes must remain the ultimate
aim. !(e were told in the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs by the Commission that the loss
in revenue to the British would be about f300
million. I take the Commission's words, not those of
the bookie from the casino. If the argument is that we
need to do that to provide more efficient management
at the casino, I am far from convinced. The argument
put forword by Mr Artzinger and Mr Dykes is that the
money is needed for investment, but they ,know as
well as I that the investment that comes from shares
leading to employment and the production of wealth
is very limited.
The case has not been made that the giant casino is
the powerhouse for the provision of investment in our
economies, particularly in Britain. I deplore para-
graphs 1,2,3 and 4 of Mr Dykes's resolution, but the
Socialist Group is asking only for the deletion of para-
graph 3. I/e do not agree with the removal of the
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taxes. The implication is that we should have to cut
public expenditure even more or transfer liability for
taxes from the people who make money to those who
earn it. !7e are against that in principle. I therefore
oppose the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzeroni, member of tbe Commission, 
- 
@
Mr President, I would like first of all to confirm that
with this proposal for a directive the Commission is
pursuing the aim of fiscal harmonization, as the prere-
quisite for the completely free movement of capital.
Having said this, I will try to reply briefly to rhe ques-
tions asked by the various speakers.
To Mr Dykes, who asked whether the Commission
has laid down a deadline for the abolition of the tax, I
would reply that at the present time, to take account
of the budgetary requirements of the Member States,
no precise deadline has yet been laid down for the
abolition of the tax, although this remains the final
objective.
To Lord Gordon !flalker 
- 
and this replies to Mr
Prescott's statements as well 
- 
I would like to say
that the loss of revenue resulting from this proposal is
negligible. The greater losses for the United Kingdom
arise from the fact that it applies the highest tax in
the Community, 2o/0, compared with a maximum
rate of 0.6 o/o laid down in the directive. But even in
this case, the estimated loss to the United Kingdom
does not exceed 0.3 o/o of. overall fiscal revenue,
totalling, according to the Commission's calculation,
50 to 70 million pounds sterling.
I would also like to say to Mr Prescott that Annex II
to the explanatory memorandum of the directivg gives
the exact amount which the United Kingdom raises
from this tax, 100 million pounds sterling, and not
300 million as has been said. This sum is arrived at
from official figures provided by the various govem-
ments.
As regards the Question put by Mr Meintz, I would
like to say that the Commission proposal is indeed a
modest one. However, total harmonization would at
present be inconsistent with the final aim we are prop-
osing: that of total abolition. It should be added in
this connection that at present Luxembourg does not
apply this tax at all.
Finally, to Mr Liogier I would like to say that after the
application of the directives there may well be, as he
has iustly pointed out, some distortion, although the
maximum rates will reduce this possibility to a
minimum.
I think I have replied to all the questions put to me.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dykes.
Mr Dykes, raPportcu. 
- 
I did not want to speak if
there was still anyone else who wished to speak. I
want merely to express my thanks to those preceding
speakers who have expressed their support for the
motion for a resolution 
- 
particularly Mr Artzinger,
Mr Meintz and Mr Liogier, who is not here now but
who reads very well.
(Laughter from tbe left)
I thank the Commissioner warmly for his words, but I
wish to express regret that he was not more specific
on a timetable. I understand his difficulties.
I thank you, Mr President, for presiding over this
session and I particularly approve of your sagacity in
being, first, a Luxembourger and, secondly, a person
who does not pay stamp duty.
(Itugbtcr)
My final word is reserved inevitably for Lord Gordon
lTalker and Mr Prescott. From Mr Prescott we expect
these thingp, but what a disappointment Lord Gordon
Walker was. In any case, he said that he was making
his last speech yesterday.
(Laugbtcr)
This is not in any way to be compared with the taxes
levied on earned and unearned income; those account
for very sizeable amounts of revenue. This is a tiny
item, but it is, paradoxically, a disincentive to the man
and woman in the street who should be encouraged to
become investors in industries in their own home
states. We see the philosophy of envy emerging from
the fisherman from Hull time and time again 
- 
the
envy that is encapsulated in the comparison between
Germany and Britain, for example, where the
so-called docile German worker, as a result of years of
unremitting docility, is twice as well off and has an
average industrial wage which is twice as big as that of
his militant British counterpart, whose militancy has
been fuelled by myopic trade union leaders and
equally myopic members of the left wing of the
Labour Party.
The same philosophy expressed itself in the amend-
ment. It seems to me to be a matter of great regret
that, not only prior to his retirement from this House,
but as a distinguished Member of it, Lord Gordon-
I7alker aids and abets this trivial conspiracy to
diminish the rights of the ordinary investor.
Remember, the wealthy investor can easily pay stamp
duty; it is the ordinary investor who is penalized.
Incidentally, Mr Prescott, there is already value-added
tax on stocks and shares, so there is another tax.
I hope, therefore, that the Socialists 
- 
because they
often have the opportunity to reconsider thinp and
because they are possessed of a substantial amount of
wisdom, despite the words of Mr Prescott 
- 
will
reconsider the amendment and not press it.
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President. 
- 
!fle shall now consider the motion for
a resolution.
I put the preamble and paragraphs I and 2 to the
vote.
The preamble and paragraphs I and 2 are adopted.
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No I tabled by
the Socialist Group calling for the deletion of this
paragraph.
I put this amendment to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.
Amendment No I is rejected.
I put paragraphs 3 and 4 to the vote.
Paragraphs 3 and 4 are adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
't'he resolution is adopted.
18. Directiue on taxes affecting tbe
consumption of tobacco
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
316176) drawn up by Mr Artzinger, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive (sixth direc-
tive) amending directive 721464/EEC on taxes other than
turnover taxes which affect the consumption of manufac-
tured tobacco.
I call Mr Artzinger.
Mr Artzinger, rapporteilr. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
compared with its long title, the content of this direc-
tive is insignificant : it simply involes the extension of
a deadline. !U7e have already passed a directive on the
first stage in the harmonization of taxes on tobacco,
which expired on 30 June 1975. This deadline has
been continally extended and it is now proposed to
extend it until 3l December 1977.'V/e cannot avoid
this extension, however much we may regret it.
Nevertheless, we should not tolerate a situation in
which there is no legislation at all. The Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs therefore recom-
mends this Assembly to approve the extension
requested by the Commission.
\7e cannot totally concur with the explanation given
by the Commission for the extension of the deadline,
i.e. that Parliament has procrastinated in giving its
opinion. That is correct, in so far as a few days can be
considered procrastination. Far more significant
however, was the fact that the experts from the
Member States have not yet managed to deal with the
Commission's new proposal. !7e have therefore
mentioned this in point I of our hrotion for a resolu-
tion. For the rest we approve this directive and ask the
Assembly to support our proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mitchell to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Mitchell. 
- 
This innocent-looking document
relates to a matter of great interest and concem to
both sides of the tobacco industry 
- 
employers and
trade unions 
- 
in Great Britain. It is one of these
marvellous proposals that we continue to g€t for
harmonization for harmonization's sake. It is part of a
proposal for taxes on tobacco which was decided origi-
nally just before Great Britain and Ireland ioined the
Community. The Commission's proposals for harmon-
ization will have a considerable effect on the industry,
including the danger of a complete changeover of
production and production methods, with threats to
employement in the industry.
Geat Britain and lreland have a peculiarity which is
not shared by the other EEC countries. STe have some-
thing called the small cigarette. Forty per cent of the
British production of cigarettes is of the smaller type
of cigarette.
This applies also in lreland but to a lesser extent. It is
a tradition in our country.
Up to now the method of taxation in Britain has been
very largely on the basis of the amount of tobacco in
the cigarette. So the larger cigarette 
- 
the king size or
the standard 
- 
pays a greater tax than the smaller
cigarette. The new proposals outlined by the Commis-
sion are to change this system of taxation to a joint
system of a specific tax which is a tax of so much on
each cigarette irrespective of size, combined with an
ad aaloren tax related to retail price.
The effect of this system if introduced into the United
Kingdom will be to raise the price of the smaller ciga-
rette to such an extent that the entire production of
that cigarette could be threatened. It will narrow the
gap substantially between what is paid for the smaller
cigarette and what is paid for the standard-size or king-
size cigarette.
It is well known in Britain that the smaller cigarettes
are those smoked by the lower income Sroups 
-pensioners and people who can afford to spend less
money on cigarettes.
!7e listened to Mr .{,rtzinger's debate recently when
he called for a reduction in the tax on certain capital
things in Mr Dykes's resolution He is now calling for
an increase in tax which bears directly on the lower
income groups in Great Britain. That is what he is
doing. It is generally estimated that there will have to
be a substantial increase in the price of smaller ciga-
rettes. Therefore, while I accept that not very much
can be done at this stage, I also accept that paragraph
I of the resolution calls for a six month's delay on the
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harmonization. I do not think that paragraph 2, which
tries to restore the six months in the second stage of
harmonization, is at all a good thing. If this has to
come 
- 
and I still hope that it will not 
- 
the longest
possible period should be given before harmonization
to allow the industry, taking into consideration
employment and everything else that is involved, to
re-adiust to the new situation.
I therefore ask Parliament to support paragraph I but
to reject paragraph 2 of the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody.- I hope the House will reject the
report in its entirety. My reasons are simple. Deaths
from carcinoma of the lung and other forms of carci-
noma are increasing in Europe, by l0 000 a year in
one country alone. For this so-called Parliament seri-
ously to put forward a proposal at such a time without
once considering its social implications is to me abso-
lutely incredible. It is being suggested that in those
countries which already have a differentiation in taxes,
the taxes will be changed in the way described by my
honourable friend, with the result that people will be
moved from smoking smaller amounts of tobacco to
smoking larger amounts of tobacco, irrespective of the
effect upon their health.
I am absolutely appalled that this Communiry gives
support to the growing of tobacco. I suppose we
should be grateful that it does not give financial
support to the growing of hashish. But for a report of
this kind not even to mention the effect of this kind
of phoney harmonization is absolutely extraordinary.
I have made my views about the very real risks of
tobacco known in the Committee on Agriculture. I
consider that any group of politicians prepared simply
to kook at harmonization without considering what it
is proposing in real terms is failing in its responsibili-
ties to every human being inside the Community.
I hope Parliament will reiect this ridiculous sugges-
tion. It is not defensible. It will do the very opposite
of protecting the interests of the people concerned,
either in the industry, or socially.
I do not care how high the taxes on tobacco are. I
would be quite happy if every country in the Commu-
nity taxed tobacco almost out of existence. It is not
only in smoking but also in the taking of snuff that
health is endangered. Before anybody tells me that
what I have said is authoritarian, may I say that there
is a very great difference between allowing people the
. 
choice of what they smoke and actually aiding them
by fiscal measures to smoke a gteat deal more. That is
what we are discussing in this debate.
I therefore hope that this very absurd report will be
thrown out. Since the Assembly seems to be in danger
of becoming entirely Anglo-Saxon 
- 
which would
not necessarily be bad 
- 
perhaps the Members
concerned will now join me in voting against the
Artzinger report.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dykes to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Dykes. 
- 
I do not wish to detain the House
long, but Mrs Dunwoody provokes one or two
thoughts. I had intended to speak very briefly on
behalf of the Conservative Group in any case.
The Conservative Group supports in broad outline,
and more than that, the Artzinger Report and the
motion for a resolution.
!7e too have reservations, which were skilfully
described by Mr Mitchell on behalf of the Socialist
Group. Once again, I regret to have to say that there is
a specific United Kingdom effect from this kind of
thing. Other people in the European Parlianrent will
be justified in thinking that the Anglo-Saxons are
becoming increasingly neurotic. It is increasingly true
that the small cigarette is a feature in the United
Kingdom and, I think to a lesser extent, in Ireland.
Therefore, there is a considerable problem.
Representatives of the various political groups there-
fore require the Commissionr to give some kind of
putative provisional reassurance on the mixture of the
specific element in the tax and the ad aalorent
element in the tax, which will not produce the adverse
incidence on small cigarettes to which Mr Mitchell
referred.
As to Mrs Dunwoody's point, yes, all very well 
- 
I
myself gave up smoking cigarettes nearly a year go. I
now smoke an occasional cigar when I can afford it.
But moral judgments on matters like this can indeed
cause a great deal of public anxiety. I am mindful of
the dangers which I think are pragmatically accepted
by many people, but there are also dangers from other
human habits which may be of equal import.
However, the hapless cigarette smoker, particularly in
the United Kingdom 
- 
but this is applying more and
more now in France and Germany, for example 
- 
is
now being brainwashed psychologically into beliqving
not only that he or she is wicked and immoral and,
indeed, should be excluded from the Church as a
result of this dangerous habit, but is also in danger of
his or her life. The evidence for this varies. Medical
opinion is not united on the matter. There seems to
be a quirk effect, for example, in the incidence of
lung cancer, suggesting that it can be caused by a
combination of factors other than the exclusive one of
smoking cigarettes, and perhaps pipes and cigars to a
lesser extent. I therefore urge responsible Members 
-as Mrs Dunwoody undoubtedly is 
- 
to be careful
about this matter.
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Incidentally, the total immorality of the extreme posi-
tion against smoking cigarettes must have been
exposed in what the British Chancellor of the Exche-
quer said in his Budget speech last year, namely:
'Anyone who saw the recent television Programme on
smoking in Britain will undoubtedly agree with me that
it is a dangerous, reprehensible and awful habit. Nonethe'
tess, I am increasing the duty on cigarettes in order that
we may raise a certain amount of revenue''
That was said in the same sentence by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer. That is a political inesponsiblity.
I hope that we shall approve the directive with the
reservations which I expressed at the outset.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guezzoroni, Illember of tbe Commission. 
- 
@
Mr President, I will try to reply to some of the ques-
tions put by the honourable Members. Fint of all as
regards the oft-repeated question of small cigarettes
and the effects on consumption in the United
Kingdom, I would like to point out that the first
Directive of 19 December 1972 included, at the
British Government's request, a derogation for the
United Kingdom and for Ireland until 3l December
1977, that is a period of five years, during which these
governments felt 
- 
and still feel 
- 
that they could
provide the necessary remedies to the problem of the
difference in taxation for small and large cigarettes.
To Mrs Dunwoody I would like to reply that this prop-
osal in no way changes the present situation, but
simply extends it, and the obligation of the United
Kingdm arises out of the first Directive. The effects
on the British market of the introduction of the first
Directive will depend on the measures which the
British governments takes to comply with it and on
the attitude of the producers.
I think this also answers the point made by Mr
Mitchell on the possible 
- 
I repeat possible 
- 
effects
on small cigarettes, in as much as these were already
known in 1972 when the five-year derogation was
asked for and obtained.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for
a resolution.
If I understood Mr Mitchell correctly, he wished a
separate vote to be taken on paragraph 2.
I therefore put the preamble and paragraph I of the
motion for a resolution to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.
19. Programmc for tbe rational usc of cnerg
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc
314176) drawn up by Mr Ellis, on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research, on
the first periodical report of the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council on the Community
action programme for the rational use of energy and draft
recommendations of the Council.
I call Mr Ellis.
Mr Ellis, rapporteur 
- 
This debate and the report I
have the privilege of presenting on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research are examples of
shutting the stable door after the horse has bolted.
The Commission's first periodic report on the rational
use of energy, accompanied by certain recommenda-
tions, had already been discussed and accepted by the
Council before the Committee on Energy and
Research and Parliament had the opportunity to
discuss them. I should like to register on behalf of the
committee and Parliament the strongest
possible protest. Members have previously spoken
about Parliament's desire to become an effective in in
the decision-making process. Here, apparently, we
have an ex po* facto consultative status at the tail end
of the parliamentary week.
I feel extremely frustrated that the subiect should be
debated at this time.
(Applause)
I7e cannot possibly do iustice to one of the most
.important issues now facing the Community. This
week we have had important debates on fishing, on
fundamental rights and on many other matter, but not
one of those subjects is as important as is this issue,
and not one of them is any more immediate than is
this issue. I wish to take a brief period not to start a
debate on the report but to spell out some of the facts
on energy and to give a brief summary of the facts on
enrgy and to give a brief summary of the report. I
should like to congratulate Mr Simonet, the Commis-
sioner who is responsible, for the energy and
forthrightness with which he has tried to convey to
the people of the Community and the Council the
urgency of the formulation of an energy policy. The
Commission pointed out that in 1976 the GDP of the
Community will increase by about 4Vzper cent
compared with last year. During that year our internal
primary energy consumption of petroleum fuels will
increase by 5 per cent. Last spring the Commission
forecast that, on the assumption of a growth in GNP
of 3 per cent during the year, consumption would be
about 900 million tonnes of oil equivalent primary
energy in the Community, and about 484 million
tonnes of oil products. That is to say, the expected
growth rates of primary energy and petroleum
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products for the year was forecast at about 3 per cent
and l'8 per cent. In the event, the growth rates turned
out to be about 5 pel cent and 5 per cent. Therefore,
we can virtually already say goodbye to the target
figure for 1985 of a 50 per cent independence of
imported petroleum products. That includes every
drop of oil in the North Sea.
I support the Commission in its request to the
Council to hold a general debate on the pressing
problems of energy policy. If that debate were held it
would take place against the background of a sof-
tening-up process for an oil price increase at the next
OPEC meeting in December. That softening-up
process has already begun. The signs seem to be set
for a price rise of at least 15 per cent. No one knows
the figure. My guess is l5 per cent. It might be l0 per
cent or 20 per cent, but a major price increase will
come as a result of the next OPEC meeting. lThether
or not we agree with that, we can all say with some
certainty that the international politics of oil is
simmering away and will shortly boil up once again
into a critical state.
I give that introduction in the hope that I have
conveyed to the House the urgency and importance of
this matter, of which no one in the Council 
- 
one
might almost say in the Community, except for a few
dedicated people in the Committee on Energy and
Research 
- 
seems to be aware.
Coming directly to the report, the rational use of
energy must be a maior feature of any energy policy.
The potential savings from a rational use of-energy are
enornrous. I was intrigued to read recently in a serious
British newspaper that if all the people who had been
engaged in nuclear research since the war had been
trained to thatch houses with straw the net result
would have been greater in terms of energy saving
than all the encrgy produced by nuclear power. I do
not know whcther that is soundly based. But, as I say,
it appcared in a serious paper, and therefore the role
of conscrvation in the energy field must clearly be a
very important one. This report, which deals with the
first periodic rcport on the rational use of energy by
the Commission, discusses that Commission report.
Tlre Comnrission document consists of the report
itsclf arrd five recommendations in a number of fields
such as thc thermal insulatiorr of buildings the saving
of cnergy, roacl transport, and so on and a number of
arrncxcs containing reports of working groups set up
to various tcchnical points.
In the report, the Commission makes clear that in
September 1975 
- 
about two years after the onset of
the oil crisis 
- 
of the proposals that had been made
towards the rational use of energy, nearly one-third
were still to be adopted, and that of those that had
been, 40 per cent were concerned simply with exhorta-
tion ; that is to say, publicity, the dissemination of
information and so on. I7e can see that little progress
is being made.
Reading the Commission's report, one sees that three
broad features emerge. First, the emphasis in each of
the member countries has been on a pragmatic and
ad boc diversification approach, consistent with a lack
of clear and decisive central direction.
The second feature is that the price mechanism, to a
limited extent and largely as an involuntary
consequence of external trends rather than as a posi-
tive measure of itself, has been used to encourage a
more rational use of energy.
Thirdly, the greatest effort that has been made so far
has been in the dissemination of informatiorr 
- 
the
business of exhorting people to do the right thing. It
is clear that very little has been done to restructure the
pattern of energy consumption. The report expresses
the fear, which is shared by my committee and
myself, that a quickening in economic growth may
lead to a disproportionate growth in energy consump-
tion per unit of gross, domestic product. this fear is
undoubtedly already beginning to be realized.
A number of other matters appear in the Commis-
sion's document 
- 
matters that I should have liked
to spend some time on but, as I said at the start, it is
hopeless even to start discussing them. I leave it at
that.
I would just comment that I am disappointed at the
fact that the Commission's recommendations to the
Council, are so innocuous. One or two are so trite thatI really believe that they have been put in only to
make the numbers up. They talk about technical diffi-
culties. There may well be all kinds of technical diffi-
culties, but the recommendations could have been put
in by my little girl, without any reference to diffi-
culties, because they are blatant platitudes. I feel that
that is a particularly disappointing part of the report.
Lastly, I urge the Parliament 
- 
at least that part
which is present at this late stage 
- 
to consider seri-
ously the role of the Council, the Commission and
the Parliament in an energy policy. In its resolution of
September 1974 the Council spoke of progress
towards the Community objective. The presupposition
was that an energy policy a legitimate part of Commu-
nity affairs 
- 
that the Community should have an
energy policy of its own.
I have tried to show how important this issue is and
how strongly my committee and I feel about the fact
that we are having to have this issue discussed at this
time. I hope that at least in due course we can have a
considerable discussion on a very serious matter.
President. 
- 
I shall take note of your statements, Mr
EIIis.
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of the European
Conservative Group.
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Mr Osborn. 
- 
Obviously my group wanted me to
say quite a lot on this important subject, but the hour
is late. I endorse everything that Mr Ellis said about it
being very unfortunate that you, representing the Presi-
dent and the Bureau, should somehow regard this
subiect as so unimportant that it comes on at the end
of a busy week. This issue could be as desperate as the
more immediate ones like food and fishing with
which we have dealt this week. If we do not tackle
thib problem with ingenuiry, with vision and with
energy, all of us will be cold within a decade or two
and we will not have solved the most vital problem of
keeping ourselves warm in our homes and propelling
our transPortation.
I put to the Commission that, although individual
States passed regulations limiting and reducing office
and factory temperatures, there are still many people
in the world who expect to live in the winter in build-
ings that are far too warm and we have benefited in
the past twenty or thirty years from having an excess
of cheap energy.
I share Mr Ellis's views. The Commission is only
touching the real issues in energy conservation. I
congratulate Mr Ellis on the way he presented his
report. In committee, where he took note of the
amendments and advice given to him, he also referred
to the concern of Commissioner Simonet and the fact
that we are still using as much energy from outside
sources as was the case two or three years ago.
I understand that the Commission has sent a letter to
the Council of Ministers dealing with these issues. I
greatly hope that Parliament and the Committee on
Energy and Research will be made aware of the
contents of that letter.
So far, the report has to some extent looked back on
what has been achieved. !fle must look forward to
what more remains to be done. On the wider energy
issues we must obviously tackle nuclear energy. We
must also tackle the need to use our own indigenous
resources much better, perhaps developing the use of
coal.
There are two suggestions that must be considered.
First, we found when we went to Ispra that in many of
our homes thc' standard of insulation systems, whether
for hcating or for hot water was still utterly
inadequate. We were dealing with the question of the
added value of heat from solar sources to a traditional
systenr, but in most homes hot water in the cistern in
thc evcrrirrg nreans cold water in the morning because
of poor insulation. These simple examples show that
nruch dcvelopmcnt needs to be done and that there is
room for tighter specifications. I suggest, for instance,
that thc installation of equipment to save heat by
bettcr insulation arrd other means should be free of
tax, particularly VAT. Secondly, the oil-fired power
statio!'rs shorrld be on stand-by for peak demand and
thc costs of mothballing shoulcl be borne essentially
either nationally or within the Community. I greatly
hope that the Commission, having gone so far, will
look forward, take member governments with them,
and ensure that we are aware of the urgency of
depending to too great an extent on outside sources of
energy, particularly oil.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, lllernber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, the Commission wishes first of all to
pay tribute to the European Parliament's decision to
debate the first periodical report on the programme
for the rational use of energy and the draft recommen-
dations of the Council. The Commission particularly
welcomes this since at this moment it is iust
completing its second periodical report on the
rational use of energy, as requested by the Council in
its resolution of 17 December 1974.
This initiative by the European Parliament, which
demonstrates its interest in energy problems 
- 
an
interest that has just been eloquently reaffirmed by Mr
Ellis 
- 
cannot but help the future discussion of the
second report by the Council, and make ministers of
the Member States face up to their responsibilities in
this important sector.
As Mr Ellis rightly points out in his report, the
Commission document at present before the Euro-
pean Parliament was drawn up in the second half of
1975 ; consequently, some of the comments and criti-
cisms in the resolution can be clarified or removed
from the second periodical report and its proposals for
legislation which also include directives.
As regards the European Parliament's resolution, the
Commission would like to make the following clarifi-
cations :
- 
in point 2, on 'the absence of a comprehensive
Community strategy for the rational use of
energy', not only has the Council approved a
'Community obiective' for reducing energy
consumption by 1985, but it has also given its
agreement on the methods to be followed and the
means to be used. Naturally the implementation
of this programmes requires time, since it is aimed
at changing the whole structure of energy
consumption; but the Commission undertakes
through periodic checks to make that it progresses
as quickly as possible.
- 
on point 4, on the industrial on the industrial
secor, an important sector, but one which is
extremely vast and complicated, the Commission
is preparing draft provisions on the following :
- 
the appointment of someone with responsibility
for energy in each firm, with responsibility for
drawing up an annual report on consumption ;
- 
the laying down of obiectives in each sector for
reducing industrial energy consumption ;
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- 
the distribution of information on innovations to
those reponsible for energy at national and
Community level.
- 
on point 5, on statistical information on the main
energy consuming sector, the second report takes
stock both of the work of the Statistical Office of
the European Communities and the results
expected from the census of energy consumptionby industrial enterprises (recommendation for
industry, calorie production statistics, questi-
onnaire on consumption by refineries)
- 
on points 7 and 8, it was previously stated that the
Commission was preparing directives. The
Commission continues to base its Communiry
action programme on the Treaties, especially as
regards measures which might harm the free move-
ment of goods, or which might distort or limit
competition between undertakings. As regards the
economic justification of the measures, the
Comrnission is for the time being making its deci-
sions on the basis of the priorities presented to
and approved by the Council, which in turn are
based on the criterion of rapid absorption of the
costs of achieving energy reductions by the savings
resulting from these reductions.
- 
Finally, the Commission wishes to confirm its
intention of presenting to the European parlia-
ment the seond periodical report on the
programme for the rational use of energy when it
has been adopted, that is towards the end of the
year. In this way it will inform the European parlia-
ment at the appropriate time of the progress of its
work in this sector.
President. 
- 
As no one else wishes to speak, I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote. The resolution
is adopted.
20. Decisiott on tbe international carriage
of perishable foodstuffs
President. 
- 
The next item is a vote without debate
on the motion for a resolution contained in the report(Doc. 338176) drawn up by Mr Osborn, on behalf of
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional planning
and Transport, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision concerning
the entry into force of the agreement on the international
carriage of perishable foodstuffs and on the special equip-
ment to be used for such carriage.
As no one wishes to speak, I put the motion for a reso-
lution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
21. Regulation on trade in goods processed
from agricultural products
President. 
- 
The next item is a vote without debate
on the motion for a resolution contained in the report(Doc. 346175) drawn up by Mr Hughes, on behaif of
the Committee on Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation amending
Regulation (EEC) No t0s9l69 laying down the trade
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from
the processing of agricultural products.
As no one wishes to speak, I put the motion for a reso-
lution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
22. Regulation on tbe storage of products bougbt in
by an interoention agency
President. 
- 
The next item is a vote without debate
on the motion for a resolution contained in the report(Doc. 347176) drawn up by Mr Frehsee on behali of
the Committee on Agriculture on
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
storage of products bought in by an intervention agency.
As no one wishes to speak, I put the motion for a reso-
lution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
23. Dates and agenda of tbe next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of the Council and
the Commission for their contributions to our
proceedings.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held at Luxembourg from 25 to 27 October 1972.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
At its meeting of 30 Seprember 1976 the enlarged
Bureau drew up the following agenda for the next part-
session, which I must now submit to Parliament for
its approval.
lWonday, 25 0ctober 1976, 4.00 p.m.
- 
Introduction and discussion of the Bruce report on
the draft general budget of the Communities for 1977
- 
Introduction and discussion of the Flesch report on
the estimates of Parliament lor 1977
- 
Introduction and discussion of the Flesch report on
sections II and IV of the draft general budget of the
Communities for 1977.
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Tuadal, 26 Odobcr 1976 11.00 arn to 1.00 p.n and
2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.
- 
Continuation of budget debate
lYcdnadal, 27 Octobt 1976, 11.00 a.n\ to 1.00 P.m.
- 
Continuation and conclusion of budget debate
At 3.00 p,m,
- 
Vote on the motion for a resolution contained in the
Flesch report on the estimates of Parliament lor 1977
- 
Vote on the motion for a resolution contained in the
Flesch report on sections II and IV of the draft
general budget of the Communities for 1977
- 
Vote on the draft general budget of the Communities
tor 1977 and on the motion for a resolution
contained in the Bruce report
- 
Vote on the motions for resolutions contained in the
Hamilton and Martens reports on the amendment of
the Rules of Procedure of Parliamenu
I would remind members that the time limit for
tabling draft amendments, proposed modifications
and proposals for outright reiection has been set at 12
noon on Tuesday, 26 October 1976.
Are there any obiections ?
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Since the amendments can
be deposited up to Tuesday, 26 October at noon, can
v/e be certain that the groups will have the translation
in their languages in order to discuss them before the
voting next morning ?
President. 
- 
The translations can be provided.
Are there any further comments ?
The order of business for the next part-session is
agreed.
24. Organization of tbe debate on tbe budget
President. 
- 
At its meeting of Wednesday, 13
October 1976 the enlarged Bureau decided, pursuant
to Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, that speaking-
time in the debate on the budget would be allocated
as follows :
Council and Commision
General Rapporteur
- Rapporteur on Parliament's budget
Draftsmen oI opinions
Socialist Group
Christian-Democratic Group
Liberal and Allies Group
European Conservative Group
Communist and Allies Group
Non-attached Members
120 minutes
61 minutes
20 minutes
70 minutes
2 Yr hours
I ,/r hours
I hour
3/r hour
7r hour
% hour
The speaking time allocated will also have to be used
for introducing draft amendments and proposed modi-
fications.
During the vote, only the rapporteur will be allowed
to speak in order to state briefly the views of the
Committee on Budgets.
For adoption, proposed modifications must receive a
majority of the votes cast and draft amendments must
receive the votes of a maiority of the Members of Parli-
ament. On the basis of the current membership of the
House, this means that they must receive at least 100
votes in favour.
25. Adjournmcnt of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adioumed.
26. Approoal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (21 of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting,'which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
The sitting is closed.
Qbe sitting uas closed at 12.40 p.m)
